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FOREWORD 

The 2003 Rencontres de Physique de la Vallee d'Aoste were held at the P!anibe! 

Hotel of L:1 Thuilc, Aosta Valley, on March 9-15 with the seventeenth edition of "Results 

and Perspectives in Particle Physics". 

The physics programme included various topics in particle physics, also in 

connection with present and future experimentLlI facilit ies, as cosmology, astrophysics and 

neutrino physics, CP violation and rare decays, electroweak and hadron physics with e+e

and hadron coli iders, heavy flavours and prospects at future facilities. 

The non-physics programme included special colloquia on the role and the strategies 

of Science Communication, on QuantlJm Computation and on Nuclear Terrorist Threats. 

Giorgio Belleltini, Giorgio Chiarelli and I should like to warmly thank the session 

chairpersons and (he speakers for their contribution to the success of the meeting. 

The regional government of Ihe Aosta Valley, in particular through tbe Minister of 

Public Education Ennio Pastoret, has been very pleased to offer its financial SUppOrL and 

hospitality to the Rencontres of La Thuile. Also on behalf uf the participants, 

representatives of some major Laboratories and Instilutes in the world, we would like to 

thank all the Regional Authorities. Special thanks are also due to Bruno Baschiera, local 

coordinator of the Rencontres. 

We are grateful to the President of INFN Enzo Iarocci, the Directors of INFN 

Llboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Sergio Bertolucci and IN FN Seziul1c di Pisa, Marcello 

Giorgi, for the support in the organization of the Rencontres. We would like to thank also 

PCJoio Caponera, LlJcia Lilli, Rossana Morani, Claudia Torani, and Paolo Villani for their 

help in both planning and running the meeting. We are also graleful to Alessandra Mile((o 

for her valuable contribution to lhe local organizLltion of the meeling. The excellent 

assistance provided by Giovanni Nicolelli and Mauro Giannini made it possible to set up 

the computer link 10 the international network. Special thanks are due to Luigina Invidia for 

valuable help in the technical editing of the Proceedings. 

Finally we would like to thank the Mayor Gilberto Roullet and the 10c<1I authorities 

of La Thuile and the "Azienda di Promozione Turistica del Montc Bianco" for their warm 

hospitality, and the Pltlnibel Hotel staff ("or providing us an enjoYLlble atmosphere. 

September 2003 Mario Greco 
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OBSERVING ULTRA mCH ENERGY COSMIC RAYS WITH THE HIGH 

RESOLUTION FLY'S EYE DETECTOR 

R. Wayne Springer 
for the High Fesolution Fly's Eye Collaboration 

Department of Physics, University of Utah, SnIt Lake Oity, Utah 84112 

Abst.ract 

The High Resolut.ion Fly's Eye Detector (HiRes) detects and measures proper
ties of ultrf1 high energy, E > l018eV) cosmic rays. The HiRes detector exploits 
what. is known as the "Air Fluorescence" technique that uses the atmosphere 
as a calorimeter. A brief description of this technique and how it is used by 
the H iRes detector will be given in this paper. 
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Introduction 

The properties of Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR) measured by the 
HiR.es detector a.re t.he foUowing: 

• The energy spe\.trum for enf~rgies above 1018 eV. 

• Anisotropy of arrival directions. 

• Average chernica.l composition vs. energy. 

In addit.ion to these measurements, searches for exotic phenomena such as 
neutrino induced air showers will also be performed. This paper will describe 
the technique of air fluorescence detection in general anel how it has been 
implemented in the HiR~s detector in particular. 

Cosmic ray energy spectrum 

The gross dependence of the Au): of cosmic rays on energy is described by a 
power law, jl1L.T. = E - 3. A spectral index of between 2.7 anrl3.1 holds from en
ergies of 1QgeV up to and perhaps beyonrl severa.l times 1019 eV. The expected 
integrated flux at energies above 10lBeV is only 1 particle/km2/year. At ener
gies above 1020 e V t.he expecr.ed integraterl flux is less than 1 particle/ km 2 / centv.TY. 
Consequently, to study the Ultra High Energy Cosmic rays in the energy range 
above 1018 eV, one must. build and operate det.ectors wit.h large apertl.u·es of 
at least 1000 km2 

- sr. In the r.ase of air fluorescence det.r.r.tors, the mlnimum 
required aperture is 101000 km? - .sT. This larger aperture is necessary to com
pensate for the 10% duty cycle associated wit.h the requirement for operating 
only on dark moonless nights. 

There also appears to be "structure" in the cosmic ray spectrum . This struc.
t.ure appears as feat.ures sllch as the ('knee" at :::::; 1015eV and the "ankle" at 
:::::: 1018 eV. One not.ahle feature is the apparent. change in spectral index (1,t an 
energy of apprOximately 3 x 1018-101geV. The Fly's eye stereo result incljcates 
a dip at 3xlO l8 eV while the AGASA result. indicates a dip occurring at 10 1g eV. 

The commonly accept.eo int.erpretation for changes ill spectral index is that 
the change is the result of changing distri bubons and types of astrophysical 
sources. These changes in sources would modify the observed filL'\:. It should 
he noted, hDwever, that the cosmic ray spectrum is the measurer! Aux versus 
the measured observed energy. It. is therefore possible that. struct.ure in tbe 
spectrnm results from changes in the properties of air showers wh~re the frac
tion of observed energy changes due to new physics processes. In this manner\ 
~he study of ultra-high energy cosmic rays may be a window on pa.rticle physics 
processes occurring at energy scales not acc.essiblp. in present-day accelerators . 
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It should aJso be noted thnt structure in the Rpectrum could be an experimental 
artifa.ct. An energy depenoent aperture t hat is not properly modeled could 
c:hange the slop e 0 f the measured spectrum. Improper energy scales as well 
as tails in energy resol ution could also wreak hi1.vOC with the measured e.nergy 
spC'ctrum. 

Severa] cosmic ray particles have purportedly been observed with measured 
energies in excess of t.he so-called "GZK energy cutoff". The eZK cutoff 

1) results from the interaction of the UEEeR part.icle, presumably a pro
ton, with photons from the 2.7 deg]( cosmic microwave hackground radiation. 
The proton energy threshold for photo-pion production with these photons is 
Eczl< = 6 x 10 1geV. Assuming that the sources of the UHECR. a.re of extra
galactic origin uniformly distributed out to cosmological distances, the flux of 
UHECR would be expect.ed to abruptly eirop above E > Eczg . IF the sources 
aTe "local" R < 50.M]Jr. t.he flux would cont.inue above ECZI<. 

Chemical composi t.ion 

Another property of UHE cosmic rays t.hat can b~ studied is their chemical 
composition. There are indica.tions that. there is a tendency t.oward light nuclei 
(i.e. protons) as energy increases above 10 18 eV. Knowledge of the chem.ical 
composition is of fundamental irnportanr.e in Ilnderstanding the nature of the 
sources of UHECH .. The AiR.es detect.or will make a statistical det.ermination 
of particle species by using t.he oepth of shower maximum as a disuiminator. 

Anisot.ropy and Point. Source Searches 

At. energies above t.he GZK cutoff the radius of curvature for the prot.on in 
the extragalactic magnetic fields may be large. This radius depends upon the 
strength and coherence lengths of the field. For conventionally accepted values 
of these magnetic fielrls, it is e}.-pected t.hat the deflection of the prot.on would 
be small enough that the arrival oirection of the cosmic ray proton would point 
back to its source. There has yet heen litt.le evidence that the arrival directions 
of the "Super-GZK" event.s point back to possible astrophysical sources such 
as Active Ga.lactic Nuclei (AGN). It has recently been hypothesized, however, 
that the extragalactic magnetic field is strong enough to deflect the protons so 
tha.t t.heir arrival (lirections would no longer point hack to their 50urce. In that 
case, UBECn. ast.ronomy would not be possible and the Jack of correlation of 
the arriva.l directions with AGNs would not r1lle out the possihilit.y t.hat the 
UHECR. are produced in lor.al active guJact.ic nuclei. 
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Requirements and specifications for the HiRes detector 

The HiRes detector was designed to have an effective detection aper ture t hat 
approaches 104 km 2 ~ steradian for part icles with an energy of 1020 eV. The 
HiRes detector was also designed to reconstruct the energy of the primary cos
mic ray particle with a resolution of 20% at 1020 eV . The determinat.ion of 
depth at which the shower has its maximum, Xma:l: , yields statistical infor
mation concerning t he chemical composition of t he cosmic rays . The HiRes 
det.ector has been designed to measure this quantity with a resolut ion of 20-
30 gJcm2

. Finally, the HiRes detector has been designed to have an angular 
resolut ion of < 0.4 deg. This angular resolution will allow searches for point 
sources as well as anisotropy measurements to be performed. 

Air Fluorescence Technique 

The air fluorescence technique uses t he atmosphere as a calorimetric detector. 
To reconstruct the energy of t he incoming primary cosmic ray part icle using 
this t.echnique one must have a good understanding of the following: 

1. Shower Deve lopment. The P rimary Cosmic R ay Particle interacts 
with a nucleus in t.he upper atmosphere ini t iating a Hadronic Shower. 
Radronic Shower develops producing mainly pions. The neutral pions 
decay into pairs of gamma-rays that in turn initiate electromagnetic show
ers. The passage of charged particles through air generates Ultraviolet 
Fluorescence photons. This UV fluorescence yield must be known. 

2. UV Fluorescence and Propagation of light t hrough Atmosphere. 
Ultraviolet scintillation phot.ons are produced by Nit.rogen molecules ex
ci ted by t he passage of the charged particles (mostly e- and e+) produced 
in the electromagne tic shower. UV photons propagate through atmo
sphere t.owards the de tector. Direct and Scattered Cerenkov photons are 
also produced 

3. Detector Calibration. UV photons are collected by mirror and focused 
onto array of photomult iplier t ubes. Individual P MTs measure photon 
flux (vs. time or integrated) by counting photo-electrons read out by 
digitizing system 

A cosmic ray interacting with a nucleus in t he upper atmosphere will pro
duce a cascade of secondary particles. The number of secondary particles has a 
roughly linear dependence on the energy of the primary particle. This relation
ship is what is exploited in calorimetric techniques of energy measurement. To 
determine the exact relationship between the number of secondary charged par
ticles and the primary 's energy, one needs t.o understand the physics of shower 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of elements of t he air fluorescence tech~ 
nique. 

development. One also needs to unders tand the longitudnal development. of 
the sho-wer to es t.imate the total energy in the case that one only observes a 
short segment of t he shower. For t.he air Auorescence technique t his is less 
of a problem than for a ground array t,hat samples t.he number of secondary 
particles at only one dep th in the shower. 

The number of secondary chargeci part.icles can be estimat.ed from the amount 
ofUV scint.illation light that is produced a..'l t he shower front passes through the 
atmosphere, This scintillation light is produced by the excit.ation of Nitrogen 
molecules by the passage of the charged particies . The amount of UV light 
produced by t he passage of charged particies through the atmosphere is known 
as t he Fluorescence yield. This quantity has been determined experimentally 

7 
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to be approximately 4.5 photons/m/particl~ 2). This UV scintillation light is 
emit.ted isotropically. As the UV photons propagate through t.lH~ atmosphere 
t.hey can be scattered by both molecules and a.erosols. The typical att.enuation 
length for a desert atmosphere is roughly 12 km. Given the 12.6 ~m sepa
ration of the HiRes detector sites the dfccts of atmospheric attenuation are 
considerable. The. variation of the atmuspheric attenuation length is large due 
t.o various factors inc:luding weather as well as pollut.ion such as forest fires. 
Therefore it is important not only to understand the average properties of the 
atmosphere but monitoring of the atmosphere must also be performed. 

Cerenkov light. also accompanies extensive air showers. The Cerenkov light is 
highly beamed along the a.xis of the air shower. This direct Cerenkov light 
precludes reconstructing showers that are direct.ed t.oward the ft uoresr.enc:e de
tector. Cerellkov light. can be scactered by molecules and aerosols in the a.tmo
sphere to larger a.ngles away from the shower aXIs. Both the direct and scattered 
Cerenkov light needs to he considered when reconstructing the shower with an 
air -fluorescence cl.et.ector. The atmosphere also needs to be monitored to esti
mate the amount of Cerenkov light t.hat is scattered toward the detector. 

Finally the detect.or response must. he well understood. The function of the 
detector is to measure the absolute flux of photons at the mirror. To do this 
one needs an absol ut.e calibration of the response of t.he detector chain including 
the follo'wing: 

• NIirror reAectivi ty and effective arr-a. 

• Optical properties of mirror. spot. size. aberrations. 

• Transmission of UV lines through filt.er 

• Absolute Sensitivit.y = Quantum efficiency x Gain of phctot.ubes 

Once these properties are understood one ca.n convert a detp.ctor sig
nal into a measurement. of photon flux. Aft.er determination of riw shower 
geomet.ry ((Escussed in a later section) a correct.ion for shower distance and 
propagation losses through the atmosphere' can be made. Alter applying the 
fl uorescence yield conversion, an estimate for the number of secondary pa.rticles 
in t.he shower observed by tha.t PMT c:an be made. In this manner the num
ber of seconda,ry prlrt.icles vs. shower agr. can be determined. By integrating 
this function ami n 1 ~plying t.he appropriate conversion factors the energy of the 
cosmic ray primary Ci1.n be obtained. 
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\ 

~ 
tan 0 

.~. , 

Figure 2: T\1onocular Timing fit. determination of shower geometry. 

Monocular Reconstruction Technique 

Monocular reconstruction of the shower geometry is based lIpan the relationship 
betwp-en arrival times of light. arriving from a part.icula.r dircct,ion in the sky. 
Consider the simple case where the shower axis crosses t.hp- optical axis of 
a detector at 90 degrees. In that case, the distance to t.he shower can be 
determined by t.he amount of time it ta.kes to cross ~f) degrees of the sky. 
Assuming that the shower hont is moving at t.he speed of light. 

d· I · cut , Istance to s )Ower = sint.8 

There is an a.mbiguity between the distance to the shower a.nd the angle with 
respect to the optical axis of the detector. Because of this ambiguity one 

o 
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can not; simply use t.he inverse angular speed of t.he shower to determine its 
distance. If the shower tracks are "long" (> 20 degrees) then one can use the 
following formula that exploits the curvature of the timing profile. This resolves 
the a.mbiguity between distance and inclination angle. Figure 2 illustrates the 
timing based monocular reconstruction. Using t.he measured arrival times of 
the light at each t.ube i. rVIinimizat.ion of t.he following equation results in the 
determination of both ojstance and inclination angle. Refer to figure 2 for 
definit.ions of the variables. 

2 _" I (t (t BE. t (rr->l!-Xi )))2 Xlime - LJi ~ -i - 0 + an ') 
O"i C -

For t.he shorter tracks obtained in t.he HiResl monocular data an additiona.l 
constraint. is needed. That constraint. is CO assume that the shower maximum, 
Xmn.xl occurs at a given value for Xmn.x between 680 g/r;m2 and 860 g/cm2

. 

This add,Hional constraint then allows ODe to determine the distance to the 
shower. Albeit at the cost of not being able to measure shower maximum to 
perform composition st.udies. 

St.ereo Reconstruction Technique 

In the stereoscopic reconstruction method, a shower-detector plane (SDP) is 
found for ~ach det.ector by using tbe pointing direc:tions of the tubes that. viewed 
light from the EAS to construct a pla.ne in space. The shower a....as is simply the 
line formed by the intersection of the two shower-detector planes. This method 
works well as long as the opening angle between the planes is sufficient .. In t.he 
case where the opening angle is zero degrees the 2 shower detector planes are 
co-planar and it is no longer possible to determine where in the plane lies the 
shower axis. Timing information is also utilized t.o improve the determination 
of the geometry. 

The geometrical det.ermination of the location of the shower in space us
ing the stereoscopic: technique, results in greatly improved resolution in the 
determination of both the energy and the arrivaJ direction of UHE cosmic rays. 
The energy measurement. is improved due to the reduction in the uncertainty of 
the dista.nce to the air shower. Assumptions about the shower profile that are 
sometimes necessary in the monocular reconstruction technique are no longer 
necessary. Therefore the stereoscopic Reconstruct.ion technique a,Hows the mea
surement of the depth of shower maximmn to be performed. The measurement. 
of tbe depth of shower ma..\'imum can then be used in the determination of t.he 
chemical composition of the UHE r.osmic rays. 
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Description of the HiRes Detector 

The High Resolution Fly's Eye detect.or consists of two air fluorescence detec
tor sites located on Dugway Proving Grounds, Utah U.S.A. The two sites are 
separated by a distance of 12.6 lan. Each site consists of a number of 3.8m2 
mirrors. Each mirror is instrumented T;vit.h a cluster of 256 photomultiplier 
tubes. The field of view for each of these mirror/PMT cluster systems extends 
approximately 15 deg in both elevation and azimuth. Each hexagonal PMT 
views approximately a 1 degree by 1 degree segment of the sky. 

The HiRes 1 sit.e has 21 mirror systems viewing elevation angles from 3 deg to 
17 deg above the horizon and nearly the full azimuthal range. The HiRes 2 
site is equipped with 42 mirror systems viewing elevation angles from 3 deg to 
31 deg above the horizon and nearly the full azimuthal range 

The electronics used to read out the PMTs at the HiRes 1 site uses a sample and 
hold technique where the signal is integrated with a time constant of 5 J.lsec. A 

10 MHz FADe system 3) has been deployed at the lliRes2 site. Digitization 
at a rate of] 0 MHz provides additional information on the development of the 
shower for-distant tracks in t.he case where the light spot t.ales longer t.han 100 
nsec to cross a photo-tube. 

Detect.or Calibration 

Calibration of the detector is performed to relate the electronics signaJ to the 
photon flux impinging upon the PMT cluster. At both detector sites) relative 
calibrations using light sources such as lasers and xenon flashers are performed 
periodically. Opt.ica.l fibers have been installed at both sites to deliver light 
from a YAG laser to each of t.he PMT clusters. The laser calibrations have 
been automated and are performed on a njghtly basis. The laser calibra.tions 
are used to monitor the stability of the detector calibration. 

Calibrations using "standard" uroving ll xenon flashers are manually per
formed on nea.rly a monthly basis. The roving "Xenon" flasher is a more stable 
light source than the YAG laser. Shot.-to-shot variability in the intensity of the 
xenon flasher is less than 1 %. The roving Xenon flasher is calibrated to deliver 
a known a.mount of light. Photo-electron statistics are also used to determine 
the number of photo-electrons delivered to the PMTs. These calibrations yield 
an estimate of the sensitivity of the PMTs. The PMT sensitivity is the product 
of the quantum efficiency multiplied by the gain. 

Ultimately the PMTs need to be calibrated on an absolute scale. To achieve this 
absolute calibration) each of PMTs used in HiRes] and HiRes2 were scanned 
using a Imm radius light spot obtained from a YAG laser. This light spot 
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was scanned across the surface of eacJl PTvlT in 1 mm steps. The intensity of 
the Jaser pulse was measured using NIST calibrated photo-diodes. The DC 
CUlTent of tbe tube was measured resulting in a measurement of the sensitiv
ity, current/intensity, of the tube as a function of posit.ion. The manufacturer 
performed measurements of t.he average quantum efficiency Of each tube for 
355 nm light. The wavelength dependence of the quantum efficiency was also 
measured by the manufacturer for a subset of the PMTs. An end-to-end abso
lute calibration using laser shots at a distance of approximately 3 km are being 
performed to aid in the determination of the absolute energy scale. 

Atmospheri c Moni toring 

To properly reconstruct energy and determine the actual detector aperture, one 
needs to know the transmission and scattering properties of the atmosphere. 
This information is required to estimate the amount of attenuation suffered by 
the UV light as it travels from the air shower to the detector. The ideal solll
tion would be to populate the deter.tor volume with calibrated light sources. 
This ideal solution is of course impossible t.o realize. What is done for the 
HiRes detector is to sweep a Jaser beam throughout the "I1OIume and measure 
the amount of scattered light from various segments of the laser beam. Using 
the measurements of this scattered light., parameters characterizing the atmo
sphere can be obt.ained. 

A steerable laser system located at the site known as Fly's Eye II was in opera
tion from prior to 1997 through summer 1999. A steerabJe laser system located 
at the HiRe~2 site became operational in spri.ng 1999. A second steerable Jaser 
syst.em located at the HiResl sHe was installed in 2000. In addition to the 
fixed laser installations, a roving laser facility has been established. 

Preliminary Results 

Monocular Results 

Preliminary results for monocula.r observations of UHECR with the HiRes de

tector were presented at the 1999 4) and 2001 5) International Cosmic Ray 
conference. These results have also been submitted to Physical Review Letters 

6) for publication. The results obtaine~ with the HiRes-I detector were based 
upon about 3100 hours of data. Of these 3100 hours about. 2400 hours of good 
weather data were analyzed The profile-constrained time fit was used to obtain 
the geometry of the air shower for events measured by the HiRes-I detector. 
Using detector simulations, a monocular aperture that attains an estimated 
value of 9100km2 

- S7' at 1020 eV is shown in figure 3 . The cosmic ray energy 
spectrum as measured by the HiRes-I detector shown in figure 4 is obtained 
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Figure 3: Monocular aperture vs. energy for average atmospheric conditions 
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using the the estimated aperture and the number of observed events . The plot 
in figure 4 also shows t.he spectrum measurement obtained in monocular mode 
from the HiRes-II detector. The HiRes-II detector was used to measure the 
energy spectrum at. lower energies than was possible with the HiR~s-I detector. 
The HiRes-II detect.or has a· lower energy threshold due to the nearly double 
range of elevation angle coverage as well as the improved FADe readout system. 
It should be noted that. the overall flux normaJization of these measurements 
are consistent with one anot~er. Taking these two spect.rum measurements 
together there is an indication that the spectral ind~x changes at an energy of 
approximately 3 x 101BeV. 

Stereoscopic Reconstruction 

Dat.a of good quality fmm December 1999 t.hrough February 2003 from both 
detector site:> has been analyzed . Tills data s~t has been used to check relative 
detedor calibrations between the twO sites as well as for comparison studies of 
the monocula.r and stereo reconstruction techniques. In this time period HiResl 
recorded approximately 65 mimon triggered events while HiRes2 recorded 36 
million triggered events. The vast ma.jority of these events are noise and eyents 
associated with artificial light sources such as vertical flasher shots and steer
able laser shots. One of the tasks of the data processing chain is to filter out 
the the noise and artificial light sources from cosmic ray candidates. An easy 
and effective means of elimina.ting noisp. is to require a coincidence in time be
tween events recorded at. both sites. A t.ime window of 500 flsec was used for 
time matching between the sites. Most or the remaining stereo event.s are from 
artificiaJ light sources. The next step in filtering was to remove the events from 
artificial light sources such as the vertical flashers and laser shots. This was 
done by reconst.ructing the events and idenbfyjng the light pulses as upward
going emanating from the known loca.tions of the light sources. After applying 
this filter approximately 4000 ((loose" cosmic candidates-remain. Several anal
yses are being carried out on thjs data set.. The search for super-GZK events 
is an optimization of signal over ba.ckground. Better energy resolution ca.n 
be obtained by making stricter quality cuts but with a corresponding loss is 
statistics . Another analysis looking for structure in the spectnlm is aJso being 
carried out. In this analysis stringent cuts to maintain an energy resolution 
better than 20% are required in order to be able to observe a change in the 
spectral index. 

A comparison of the monocular reconstruction technique to the stereo recon
struction technique was performed using this sample of stereo events. For 
this ~tudy the monocula.r reconstruction using the profile-constrained timing 
fit method on the HRl data. tq det.ermine geometry was compared to the stereo 
reconstruction method. For a subset of well measured events, the energy de-
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termined through the monocular reconstruction t.echnique agrees as expected 
with the energy determined lIsing the stereo reconstruction technique. 

Summary 

Both sites of t.he HiRes rlet.ector have been operational since spring 1999 and 
are now collecting data of stereo-scopic observations of UHECR. We have sub-

mit.t.ed a paper 6) to PhysicaJ Review Letters describing a measuremenJ of 
the energy spectrum of UHE cosmic rays using monocula.r analysis techniques 
using a data set obtained from 1997 until February 2003. A more detailed 
paper describing the Monocular analysis technique using the I-TiRes-II detector 

7) has been submitted to the Astrophysical Journal. We are currently working 
on t.he measurement of the spectrum of UHE cosmic rays using the stereo
scopic techruque . Vie hope to subm.it a paper describing this measurement. by 
Fall 2003. More informabon concerning the HiR.es Detector can be found at 
http://wwv..r.cosmic-ray.org/ . 
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Abstract 

Different mechanisms which may possibly explain existence of magnetic fieJds 
on astronomically large scales are described. A recently suggested ffi9del of 
magnetic fields generation slightly before hydrogeu recombination is discussed 
in more detail. 
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1 Introduction 

It is known [rom observations, mostly from Faraday effect, that there are mag
netic fields in galaxies with magnjtude of a few micro-Gauss and coherence 
length of the order of galactic size, 19a1 ......, -( a few) kpc, The energy density of 
such fields is close to the energy ·density of the cosmic microwa\re background 
radiation (CMBR): 

(1) 

where p", is the energy density of CMBR and Pm ~ 1.5 keY / cm3 is the total 
cosm910gical mass/energy density. Though the magnitude of such fields is 
small in comparison witl~ the fields of stars or even planets (see below) it is 
very difficult to understand their huge coherence length. Even more puzzling 
is a possible existence of intergalactic magnetic fields which are 3 orders of 

magnitude weaker but coherent at a-lvIegaparsec scale, for a review see ref. ?). 
For comparison, magnetic field of the earth is B~ = 0.5 G, magnetic fields 

of solar type stars can be as large as 103 G, magnetic fields of white dwarfs may 
reach 109 G, and absolute champions are neutron stars with magnetic fields at 
the level of 10t3 G. 

Possible creation mechanisms of large scale galactic or intergalact.ic fields 

can be roughly separated into four classes (for reviews see ref. ?)): . 

1. Conventional (astl:opl1ysical) mechanism based on stellar ejecta of mag
netic fields with subsequent magnetic lines reconnection (from different 
stars) to create a homogenous on large scale field component, This mech-

'anis111 was reviewed recently in ref. ?) 

2, Processes in the ea.rly uuiverse which invoke inflation to stretch the char
acteristic scale of the field up to galactic or even larger scales_ A compre
hensive list of references on different versions of these mechanisms can be 
found in the recent paper ?). 

3, Phase transitions in the early universe during which strong magnetic fields 
could be created but at a very small scale, 

4. Rela.xation of previously created inhomogeneities. In this process tur
bulent or laminar flow of primeval plasma with non-zero vorticity could 
be generated and due to different mobilities of charge carriers vortical 
electric currents producing magnetic Aelds would be created. Such mech
anism may operate either in the early or relatively late uuiverse. 

All these mechanisTl:lli either generate magnetic fields at very smaU scales or of 
insufficiently large amplitude. In the first case "Brownian" type reconnection of 
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magnetic field lines is necessary for cre~Ltion of coherent magnetic fields at large 
distances. The amplitude of the field in the course of reconnection decreases 
as (lin/lJin.?/2 where lin and lfin are the initial and finaL coherence lengths. 
Inflationary stretched fields are usually rather weak, though may have a very 

large coherence length. In both cases galactic dynamo ?) should amplify the 
seed magnetic fields up to the necessary magnitude. 

2 A comment on astrophysical mechanism 

The total energy of galactic magnetic field in a large galaxy, e.g. in the tvIilky 
Way, is equal to: 

(2) 

where 1\10 is the solar mass. Magnetic energy of a neutron sta.r with radius 
Rns = lO°clTI is equai to E;:s ~ 1O-l1A10 (B/10 13G)2. Magnetic energy of 
white dwarfs with RWd = 109cm is £I~d ~ 10- 10 }\r[0(B /109G)2. Thus about 
lOll white dwarfs with magnetic field B = 1010G or 1012 neut.ron stars with 
B = 1013G should be in the Ga.laxy to feed galactic maglletic field if the 
energy of the field were not lost in the process of line reconnectiol1 . Since 
the total number of stars in the Galaxy is about 2· 1011 it is hardly possible 
to meet this requirement.. Of course thjs est.imate is quite rough a.nd more 
accurate considerations may be not so negative but still it shows that efficiency 
of stellar creation of galactic magnetic field should be very high to satisfy energy 
constraints. 

3 Generation of seed magnetic fields in the early universe 

It is well known that during inflation very long gravitational waves and large 
scale ~calal: field perturbations are generated . A natural question is: "why not. 
electromagnetic fields?" The answer is that scalars and tensor fields are not 
confonnally invariant even in the zero mass case) while photons are. Conformal· 
invariance means that rescaling metric with an arbitrary factor b(t, r) and the 
fields by the same factor to a power depending on the spin of the field we arrive 
to formally the same action written in terms of new variables. According to the 

Parker theorem ?) conformally invariant fields are not generated in conformally 
flat space-time. Indeed it is known that cosmological F'riedman-Robertson
Vi/alker (FR\V) background is conformally Rat) i .e. after the proper coordina.te 
choice the metric can be written in the form 

(3) , 
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Thus after conformal t ransformation with the factor b = a(T, x ) to a proper 
power we can exclude FRW-gravity for conformally invariant fields. Fortu
nately, as it has been already mentioned, this cannot be done for scalar (in 
particular , inflaton) fields. Otherwise cosmological density perturbations would 
not be generated and we would not be here. 

Several possible \vays to break conformal invariance of electrodynamics 
and to create seed magnetic fields have been discussed in the literature: 

1. New non-minimal interaction of electromagnetic field with gravity, pos

sibly not gauge invariant ? ). : 

L = C,RA"A" + C2 R"vA" AV + C3R"va~F"v Fa~ +. (4) 

where 1'1J..1 is the electromagnetic vector-potential , FILV is the Maxwell 
tensor , RJ..IvOt{J is the Riemann tensor , Rp.v is the Ricci tensor, and R is 
the curvature scalar. 

2. Interaction with a new hypothetical field , dilaton, () ? ); 

(5) 

3. Quantum conformal anomaly due to famous triangle diagram which leads 
to non-zero trace of the energy-momentum tensor of electromagnetic field 
and breaks in this way conformal invariance of electrodynamics ? ): 

(6) 

where the constant coefficient f\, depends upon the rank of the gauge 
group and the number of charged fermions. For SU(N) with Nf number 
of charged fermions it is: '" = (Ot/,,)( IlN/3 - 2NJl3). 

In all these models electromagnetic waves could be generated at inflation
ary stage and sufficiently large magnetic fields at very large scales would be 
created to serve as seeds for galactic fields, jf Ol:e takes appropriate values of 
of coupling constants in the Lagrangians or sufficiently large number of charge 
particles in the third case. Unsatisfactory features of this approach are intro
duction of new fie lds or interactions, though the second case looks quite natural 
in string inspired theories, while the thi rd one looks good in grand unification 
models especially keeping in mind that the fine structure coupling constant a 
becomes quite large, about 1/ 40, at the unification scale. The lattEr makes the 
mechanism much more efficient. 
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4 G e ner ation of vortici ty p ert urbations by co smologica l inho mo
gene ities 

There are several mechanisms which might create inhomogeneities in the primeval 
plasma whose relaxation could lead to generat ion of primordial magnetic fields: 

1. F irst order phase transitions creating bubbles of one phase inside an

other ?). Though the magnitude of magnetic fields produced on the 
boundaries between the phases could be very large, the characteristic 
scale is extremely small and it is difficult to st retch it up to galactic size. 

2. Creation of stochastic inhomogeneities in cosmological charge asymme
try, either electric ?) I or e.g. ieptonic ?) at large scales which produce 
turbulent electric currents and , in turn , magnetic fields. T he first of these 
models could be quite efficient but it demands rather unusual physics. For 
realization of the second model only one rather innocent assumption is 
necessary, namely, an existence of steri le neutrino, /Is , very weakly mixed 
with active ones, /le,ll ,r. If lis is lighter than 110. and the mass difference 
is sufficiently large then the MS\-VMresonance transition between lis and 
active neutrinos would take place giving rise to a large, about 0.1 , and 

strongly fluctuating lepton asymmetry in the active neutrino sector ?). 
\-Vhel: t he wave length of the domain with a large lei)tol1 (or anti-lepton) 
number crossed horizon, the neutrino or anti neutrino flux from this do
main would induce electric current by scattering on electrons or positrons 
because of different ve- - and lIe+ Mcross-sections. In this process hydro": 
dynamical Aows_ with large Reynolds numbers would be generated and 
turbulent vertical currents could be produced. The characteristic wave 
length of the generated magnetic field is about 100 pc and chaotic line 
reconnection and large but not unreasonable dynamo ampli fication a re 
necessary for explanation of the observed galactic fields . 

3. Generation of seed magnetic fie lds slightly before hydrogen recombination 

epoch ?) through relaxat ion of the usual density perturbations which are 
known from observations to exist. This model does not demand any new 
physics and predicts quite promising amplitude of seed fields at galactic 

scales. Since the work ?) is new, not yet published, we will discuss it in 
the next section in some detail. 

5 Generation o f large scale magne tic fie ld s at reco mbina tion e poch 

We will consider the period when the universe was already quite old and cool 
with temperature about 1-100 eV, i.e. somewhat before hydrogen recombina
tioll. The usual cosmological density perturbations are known to exist at that 
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time) with rather small amplitude, op/ P rv 10-4 . The motion of the cosmo
logical plasma, or better to say fluid, under pressure forces is governed by the 

hydrodynamical equation (see e.g. the book ?)): 

where v is the velocity of the fluid element, p and p are respectively the energy 
and pressure densities of the f1l1id) and 17 and ( are the first and second viscosity 
coefficients. In the case of consta.nt viscosity coefficients this equation is reduced 
to the well known N avier-Stokes equation. The coefficient 1] is related to the 
mean free path of particles in fluid as 

(8) 

In what follows we disregard t.he second viscosity (. 
The behavior of the solution to eq. (??) crucially depends upon the vallie 

of the Reynolds number 

(9) 

where). is the wavelength of the velocity perturbations. If R » 1, then the 
fluid motion would become turbulent and nOH-zero vorticity would be created 
by spontaneously generated turbulent eddies. In the opposite case of low R the 
motion is smooth and and no vorticity could be generated in the first order in 
f>p . One would expect that in the case of scalar perturbations vorticity remains 
zero in any order in 0 p. However I this i~ not the case, as we· will argue in what 
follows . 

Let us first estimate the Reynolds number of the fluid motion created by 
the pressure gTadient in eq. (??). To this end we assume that the liquid is 
quasi incompressible and homogeneous, so that. the second term in the Lll.s. of 
this equation can be neglected. This is approximately correct and the obtained 
magnitude of the Auid velocity is sufficiently accurate. In this approximation 
eq. (??) reduces to a much simpler one: 

'\lp at v + (v '\l) v - v 6. v = -
p 

- (10) 

A comment worth making at this stage. The complete system of equa
tions includes a.lso contin.uity equation which COIl.Deets the time \'ariation of 
energy density with the hydrodynamical fiu.x (see below eq. (??)) and the ~ois
son equation for gravitational potential induced by density inhomogeneities. 
We will however neglect the gravitational force and the back reaction of the 
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fluid motion on the density perturbation. This approximation would give a 
reasonable estimate of the fluid velocity for the time intervals when acoustic 
oscillations are not yet developed, i.e. for t < )../us , where).. is the wave length 
of the perturbation and Vs is the speed of sound (in the case under considera
tion v; = 1/3) . In fact the wave length should be larger than the photon mean 
free path, to avoid diffusion damping, and the characteristic time interval, as 
we see below, should be somewhat larger than )... So we may hope that our es
timates of the velocity are reasonable enough. Neglecting gravitational forces, 
especially those induced by dark matter would result in a smaller magnitude 
of the fluid velocity, so the real effect should be somewhat larger. 

For small velocities (or sufficiently small wavelengths) we may neglect the 
second term in the I.h .8. with respect to the third one. In this approximation 
t~e equation becomes linear and can be easily solved for the Fourier transformed 
quantities. Assuming that the parameters are time-independent (though it is 
not necessary) we obtain: 

(11) 

where Ok = (6p/ P)k is the Fourier transform of relative density perturbations, 
op/ p; its natural value is '" 10-4 , though it might be much larger at, small 
scales. The coefficient 1/3 comes from equation of state of relaLivistic gas, 
p = p/3. 

Therefore, for the Reynolds number we obtain: 

Rk = ~ [1 - exp (-lJk2 t)] . 
. 3 (k v) 

(12) 

If Ok is weakly dependent on k, then Rk is a monotonically rising function of 
the wavelength), = 2rr/k . For t « )..2/v it takes the value 

(13) 

so the hydrodynarnical flow remaills laminar and vorticity is not spontaneously 
generated. Dynamical generation of vorticity is governed by the equation: 

(14) 

where n = \l x v and we assume that velocity is small so that the term 
quadratic in v was neglected . If the r.h.s. is non-vanishing, then n would be 
non-zero too . However usually pressure density is proportional to the energy 
density, p = 'wp, with a constant coefficient w and hence 'V x (\Jp/ p) = O. We 
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can see that this is not so because cosmic plasma consist of different compo
nents whose motion is somewhat difl'erent. Let liS assume that plasma is in 
local thermal equilibrium with common temperature T(x }. This assumption is 
justified by a large interaction rate between radiation and charged particles. If 
T wo uld be the only parameter which determines the state of the l:1.cciiulIl, then 
vor tic ity would not be gcucrated because we would have in our disposal on ly 
'VT and i t is impossible to construct non-vanishing \l x v from the gradient 
of only one scalar function . However, distributions of charged particles depend 
upon one more function , t heir chemical potentia l: 

(15) 

where the dimensiolliess chemical potential ~ can be readily expre.s.')ed through 
particle number densi ty n, '" nB = j3(x)no with j3(x) = 6 . 10- 10 + oj3(x): 

~(x) = In j3(x) + const (16) 

Hence we will fi nd t hat the source term in t he vorticity equat ion (??) is equal 
to: 

(17) 

An essential feature here is t. hat t he spatial distribu tion of charged particles 
does not repeat t he distribution of photons and hence t he vectors \1 Pl and 
\l{3 a re not collinear. This could occur if, for the wave length corresponding 
to subgalact ic scales, t.here exist baryon isocurvature fl uctuations and t l1UB 
p(x) and (3(x) have difrerent profiles. As we have mentiolled above, different 
mean free paths of photons and charged particles would maintain such nou
coHinearity of the order of unity at the scales >. rv l-y. lv[oreover, even in t he case 
of adiabatic perturbat ions a shift in t he di8tributioll of photons and charged 
particles could also be created because of acoustic oscillat ions that proceeded 
with different pha.':Ies of radiation and matter densities . At t.he .scales>. ::; l-y 
perturbations in t he the plasma temperature would be erased by the diffusion 

damping ?), whi le fo r>. » l1 the diffusion processes are not efficient and one 
would expect self-s imilar perturbation leading to col linearity of \lp-y and \l{3 . 
On t he other hand , when>. entered under hor izon acoustic oscillations begun 
which destroyed t he self-similarity. Thus the expected wavelength~ of vorticity 
perturbations should be between l1 < >. < H - l . 

Surpri.singly vor ticity cau be also generated (and in t he case under consid
eration even a larger one) if perturbat ions in plasma are determined by a single 
scala r function , for example, by T (t, x) because it might be proportional to the 
product 8iT (t , x ) 8j T (t' , x ). These two grad ients generally are not collinear if 
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taken at different time moments Land tl. To see that , ieL us start from the 
Boltzmann equation for the distribution funct ion I(l , X , E , p ) of photons: 

(
a a a) at+V.V - HP ap + F ap f(t, x ,E, p) = Iwll[I,,,j,,· .. [ , ( 18) 

where V = pI E is t he particle velocity (not to be confused with the velocity 
v of macroscopic motion of the medium, for photons V = I, while v « 1), 
E and p are respectively the particle energy and spatial momentum, J-J is t he 
universe expansion rate , F is an external force acting on particles in question 
(the latter is assumed to be absent) , and 1 [fa . fI." ... ] is the collision integral 
depending on the dh,tributions fa of all participating particles. 

At temperatures in eV-range only the Thomson scatt,ering of photons on 
electrons is essential , so the collision integral is dominated by the el8...')tic term. 
Integrating 30th parts of eq. (7? ) over d3p/{2tr)3 we arrive to the continuity 
equation: 

,i(x) + V J = 0 ( 19) 

where J is the photon fl ux given by 

(20) 

and v is the average macroscopic velocity of the photon plasma. Using the 
s tandard arguments one can derive from eq. (??) the diffusion equation: 

n = DD.n (21 ) 

where D ~ 1;/3 is the dHrusion coefficient. \~'e will use t his equation below to 
determine time evolution of t he photon temperature T. 

If t he elastic reaction rate r cl = O"Thne X e = l / l"( is sufficiently large, local 
thermal equilibrium would be established and t he photon distribution would 
be approximately given by 

j '" 10 = exp (- E IT + ~) (22) 

where the temperature and effective chemical potential could be fun ctions of 
time and space coordinates: T = T(t,x) and ~ = ((t ,x ), and the photon 
mean free path is given by l, = 30 pc / X e(T)Te3vI where Tev is t he plasma 
temperature in eV and Xe is a fract ion oCthe free e lectrons: X e{z) is practically 
1 for z > 1500, and sharply decreases for smaller zls, reaching values I"V 10-5 

at z < 1000. 
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Evidently fo annih..i lates the collision i.ntegra\. We can find correction to 
t.his clistributi::>n, f = fo + h, substituting this expression into kinetic equation 
(??) and approximating the collision integra.] in the usual way CIS -red,: 

(23) 

where f( is the differential operator, f{ = at + (V \7) . The solution of this 
equation is straightforward: 

II (t, x, e, V) = - ,{ d71 exp [- 1" d72rd (t - 72, X - V72) 1 
KIa (t - T), X - Vrd (24) 

U8illg this result we can calculate the avemge macroscopic velocity of the 
plasma. The calculations are especially simple if elastic sCClttering rate is high 
and the integrals a.re dominated by small values of Tj. In this case we obtain: 

, . ( ) _ J d3 P Vj it (L, x, E . V) 
UJ l, x - J 3 ' d pioU, x, E) 

(25) 

(26) 

To estimate tim.e clerivatives of the temperature we will use the diffusion 
equation (??), from which we find 8LT = D6.T and finaUy obtain for vorticity 
with the wave vector k = 211"1 A: 

(27) 

Since the photon diffusion erases ternperatl\l'e fluctuations ,d the scales A < l-y 
the vorticit.y n'LI,rhes maximum value near). "-J IT This mrtgllitude of vorticity 
is cOllsicierably larger than found previously with the source term (??) and we 
will rely 011 it in tbe estimates of magnetic field presented below. 

Since the conductivity of cosmic plasm(\. is ver.y high, 

(28) 

the generation of 11l1.lgnetic 6eld by t.he source currents, created by the cos
mological inhomogeneities, is governed by t.he well know equation of magnetic 
hydrodvnarn.ics: 

1 
B,.B = \1 x (v x B) + - \1 x J 

K. 
(29) 
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The electric current J induced by the relaxation of the dellsit.,v inhomogeneities 
would contain t\.vo components: electronic and protonic. Howen·r the first one 
is surely dominant because it. is much easier Lo clIift ekcl.r()n~ than heavier 
protons. This is wby a. non-zero current can be induced in electrically neut.ral 
medium. Of course the motion of electroDs would not produce any excess of 
electric charge because the current could be rectlizcd hy the flow of tbe domina.nt 
homogeneous part of electron distribution. 

T he solution of eq. (??) can be roughly writtell as 

(30) 

An estimat.e of magnetic field without pregalactic dynamo enhancement can 
be easily done if the helical source current is knowu, V' x J = cnJ1. \Vith n 
given by eq. (??) and B by eq. (??) we obtain: 

o _ 3 3/2 t 'Y I 1 - "'-' -s 3 B ()(l) 3("")" T2 - 0.24 ·10 (47ra) >: >: I n1~ "'-' 10 Te\l (31) 

where we took the wavelength equal to the photon mean free p~.th, A = l/. 
Jf I,V(-' t.ake i_nto account that linea,[ comprE'::;;::;ion of pregalactic medium in 

the [1roc('~::; of galaxy formation is approximalely T rv 102 , t.he ~eed field in a 
galtlxy nfl.er its formation would be r2 Bo, i.e. 4 orders of lTJ[lgllitucie larger tha.n 
that given by eq. (??) and, for T = 1 eV, a relMively mild ga.lactic dynamo, 
about 104

, is necessary to obtain the observed ga!£l.ctic m<;1.gnetic field of a few 
micro-Gauss at the scale la ""'-J (100/1') kpc = 1 kpc. T r1e seed magnetic fields 
formed earlier (at higher T) would have larger magnitude (rv T 3 ) but t.heir 
cha.racteristic scale would be smaller by factor 1/T2. Chaotic line reconnection 
could create magnetic field at larger, galactic ,scale 19u1, but. the magnitude of 
this field would be suppressed by Brownian motion law - it wou~d' drop by the 
factor (ls/lgnl)3/2. It is interesting that according to these result.s all scales 
give comparable contributions a.t [gal. This effcc.1 ll1, y lead Vi an enhancement 
of the field but it is difficult. t.o evaluate the fatter . t 8 t liS aJso note that 
magnetic fielclli generated by the discussed mechanism at t.he clust.er scale, 10 
?\J[pc, should be not larger than 10-8 jlG jf no additional amplification took 
pl ace . 

Larger density perturbatiolls could be help ful for generation of larger 
magne tic 6eld for which dyna.mo might be unnece sa!')'. T hough much bigger 
6T is 1I0t formally excluded a.t the scale about 100 kpc, bu t to have them at 
the level (aT IT) 2 rv 10 -.'1 seems to be too IUllch. A n ~\ t t\rrtl id ea. is to t-urn to 
a int.('r stage, to onset of structure formation when bpI p heromcs larger than 
10-2

. With slIch density perturbations strong enough rYlaglletic fields might 
be generated without dynamo amplification. However after recombination the 
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number density of cbarge carriers drops roughly by 5 orders of magnitude. 
Correspondingly l" rises by the same amount and the strength of the seed 
field would be 5 orders of magnjtude smaller if density perturbations and the 
temperature of formation remained the sallie. However both became very much 
different. Density perturbations rose as scale-factor, (bP/ p)2 "-' (Teq /T)2, where 
Teq rv 1 eV is the tempera.Lure when radiation domination changed into matter 
domination and density perturbation::; started to rise . Since, B /T2 'V T 3 , 

according to eq. (??), the net effect of going to smaller T is a decreru:;e of B /T2 
which wouJd be difficult to cure even by later reionization . Still, as argued 

in ref. ?) I magnetic field generation, driven by anisotropic and inhomogeneous 
radiation pressure (and ill this sense similar to our mechanism) at the epoch of 
reionization, could end up with the field of about 8 · 1O-6p.G . This result is 8 

orders of magnitude larger than that found in t.he earlier papers ?) and quite 
close to ours (??), though these two mechanisms operat cd dw-ing very different 
cosmological epochs alld were ba[:)ed Oll diA'erent physical phenomena. 

Ge!lerat.lon of magnetic field at. recombination was also considered in 

ref. ?) where a much weaker result was founel. This difference can be pos
sibly attributed to the following effect::;. We considered a.bove an earlier period 
when the photon mean [ree path was much smaller than the horizon. It gives 
a factor about 103 in flujd velocity, eq.(??) . Moreover, since in our case the 
electrons are tightly houud to photons the electron-photon fluid moves as a 
whole (while protons and ions are at rest) and the electric current induced by 
macroscopic motion/oscillat.iom; of plasma is noticeably la.rger. 

6 Concl usion 

Despite m:J.uy suggested models, the onglll of gcLlactic magnetic fields and, 
especially, intergaiactic, i[ existence of the latter is confirmed, remains myste
rious. One class of models is ba.<;ed on Known physic::; C\nd do not invoke any 
ad hoc assumpt.ions for I'.he explanation of the phenomenon . The explanation 
based on steHar ejecta possi bly encounters serious difficulties because of energy 
constraints. The mechanism of field generation just before hydrogen recombi
nation looks reasonably good but probably it cannot. explain both galactic and 
intergalactic fielcLs within the framewor\(s of t.he standard cosmology with Rat 
spect.rum of density perturbatiolls. 

Another class of modeb is based on physical phenomella til the early 
universe un~ its different members ~re spread between inflationary stage to 
relatively late rvle V-epoch . These models manipulate with unknown physics 
(except possibly the IvJe V olle) and because of thC\t are much less restricted ill 
I.heir possibilities . It is l\. difficult task to Ilnderst.and what mech(\nism is indeed 
responsible for creation of t.he observed magnetic fields . A critical test would 
be a. possibility of simultaneous explanation of galactic aud interga.lactic fields. 
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To this end a confirmation of a possible existence of the latter is of primary 
importance. 
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r:/V3: CRITICAL VELOCITY 

M.I. VYRotsky 
ITEP, 117218 M OSC01l!, Russia. 

Abstract 

'!Vlle define the critical coordinat.e velocity Vc. A parhde moving radially 
in Scbwarzsc:hild background with this velocity, VI: = c/ J31 is neit.her accel
erated, nor decelerated if gravit.ational field is weak, r.G « r, where Tg is the 
gravitat.iona.l radius, while r is the current one. \Ve find that t.he numeric:al 
coincidence of v r. wi t.h veloc:ity of sound in ultrarelativistic plasma, 11..51 is acci
dental, since t.wo velocit.ies al'!~ different. if t.bp. nllmber of spatial dimensions is 
not equal to 3. 
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This talk is ba.sed on paper 1) writtr.n in collaboration with S.I. Blinnikov 
and L.B. Oklln. 

1 Motivation 

According t.o General Rela.tivity (GR.) doc-ks run slowly in the presence of grav
itational field, as a result: the coordinate velocity of photons decrert.ses. This 
is the reason for t.he delay of radar ec-bo from innr,r planets predicted and mea-

sured by I. Shapiro 2). Propagat.ion of ultrarelativistic particles is described 
similarly t.o that of photons. That is why the retardation must. take place not. 
only for photons but (llso for uJtrarelati vistic partides . In this respect the lat-

t.er drast.ically difler 3) from nonrelatlvistic hociies, velocit.y of which evidently 
increa.qes when they are falling radiaJly onto a gravitat.ing body (e.g., onto the 
Suo), Obviously, there should be some int.ermedint.e velocity Vc which remains 
constant for a particle falling in gravi t t.ional field of the Sun (or another star), 
The numerical value v c = c/ J3 wiJI be found in Sect. 2, \Vhen a pa.rticle 
moves radially with this velocity in we(1k field it "ignores" gravit.y: it js nei
ther acc:elemted, nor decelerated. For nonraciiaJ trajectories gravit.y is never 
ignored: the trajectories are bent for any veloci ty. 

It is well known that. Us = c/ J3 is the spep.d of sound in 1IItr(tr~lativistic 
plasma and t.he question arises whether t.he equality 1ls = Vo. has some physical 
reason) or it is a numerical coincidence. To answer t.his question we find in Sect. 
3 expressions for Vr: anci 1ls in space:;; with number of climensions n different 
from 3. Since for n ":f. 3 we get Vc i- 1/..s we come to the condusion t,hflJ. their 
coincidenc:e at n = 3 does not have deep physical rerlson, 

2 Derivation of Vc = c/V3 

To simplify formula.,>, we put light velocity c = I, restoring it when it is neces
sary. In what followB G is gravitat.ional constant.; gravitabonal radius 7'.9 of an 
object. with mass lvI equals 

r,Q = 2G ill! . (1 ) 

Let us start from definitions llseci in GR.. The expression for interval in 
thp. case of rndiill motion (de = (b.p = 0) has the well known Sdnvar?:schild 
form: 

(2) 

where [Joo = (Orr) -, = 1 - ~, The loc:al velocity v of a parbcle measured by a 
local observer at rest. is: 

1/2 
dl (.rJrr) dr 1 dr 

v = d'T = .'JOD dt = goo dt ' (3) 
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while observer at in.furity, where goo(oo) = .'Jrr(OO) = 1, meac;ures the so-called 
coordinate velocit.y at r: 

dr .floo 
( )

1/2 

v = - = v - = goov 
dt //rr 

(4) 

In order to det.ermine t.he time of radial motion from a to b, the infinitely 
dist.ant observer should calculate the integral 

t = Jb dr I 

a V 

that is why the coordinate velocity is relevant for radar echo. 

(5) 

For a partlcle movlng in static: gravitational field one can lntroduce con-

served energy (flee ref. 4) I eq. 88.9): 

E = m..;goQ 
JI=V2 

The expression for E through v: 

E = rn..j1jOO 
J1 - (v /900)2 

allows us to determine vCr) rrorn the energy conservatjon: 

E(r = 00) = E(r) I 

v
2 = g~o - .'7Jo + 9gov~ = 950[1 - goo(1 - v~)J 

For the local veloci ty v measnred by a local observer we obtain: 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

so, while v always increases for a falling massive part.ide, reaching cat r = rg , 

the behaviour of v is more complicated. Substitut.ing 900 = 1- ~ int.o (9), we 
get. for weak gravitational fieJd (r» rg): 

(11) 

For the motion of a nonrelativistic particle (voo « 1) the well-known expression 
is reproduced: 

2 2 2j\JIG 
v =V +--

00 r (12) 
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For Vco = Ve == 1/V3 the coordinate velocity of particle does not cbange, while 
it grows for Voo < Vc and diminishes for Voo > Ve . At T = 3Tg according to 
eq. (11) tbe coordinate veloci ty becomes equal to v c' However, for T = 3r 9 our 
weak field approximation fails. 

Let us dispose of the assumption of the weak field. Coming back t.o 
expression (9) and substitut.ing there .'Jon = 1-~, we observe that for "co > vc 
the coordinate velocity always djminisbes and becomes zero at r == 1'9~ while in 
t.he case Voo < Vc it grows up to the value 

(13) 

which is reached at 
3(1 - v~) 

TO = (1 _ 3v;,J 1'.') , 
(14) 

and after that. diminishes t.o zero at T = 1'g . It is interesting to note that the 
velocity v measured by local observer equals Vc at the point where v = "max. 

Thus, if the coordinate velocity is only mildly rela.ti vistie, v 00 > c/)3, 
-then v already decreases at. the free [aJl. 

As an example of a non-radinl motion let us consider the deflection of 
light from a st.ar by the Sun and c.ompare it with the deflection of a massive 
particle. It is well kno\vn t.hat the angle of deflection () of photons grazing the 
Sun is given by 

e _ 27'g 

l' - Ro 05) 

where Ro is the rani us of the Sun. In the case of massive partir.Jes the deflection 
angle is larger: 

(16) 

where j3 == vx:,/c < l.(Sp.€ ref. 5), eq. 25.49\ and ref. 6), problem 15.9, eq.13.) 

3 Speed of sound u's and critical speed vein n dimensions 

For ultl'arelativistic plasma with equation of stM.e P = e/3, where P is pressure 
rmel e is energy density (including mass density), we have for thE speed of sound 

u; = c2 °a
P 

I c
2 

e. ad 3' 
(17) 

"/lie use eq. 134.14 of ref. 7), and correct misprint there, or eq . 126.9 from 

8); "ad" means adiabiltic, i.e. for constant specific entropy. Tn order to obtain 
the expression for v,J; in the case when n ~ 3, where n is t.he number of spatial 
dimensions, let us start. with equation of state. 
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One can use a virial theorem to connect pressure P and thermal energy 

£ of an ideal gas using classical equations of particle motion (d. 9)). We have 
for a particle with moment.um p and a Hamiltonian H: 

hence, 

. 8H 
p = - oq , 

qp = -q 8H = qF I oq 
where F is the force acting on the particle. Let us average over time t: 

11t -( ... ) := - ... dt . 
t 0 

Integrating by parts we get: 

(qp) = - (qp) = (qF) 

For non-relativistic (NR) particles 

qp = 2Ekin = p 2 /m. 

For ext.remely relativistic (ER.) particles 

Now for N particles in a gas 

N N 

- L(qiPi) = L(qiFi)' 
i=l i=l 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(By the' way, -t 2:]q i F i ) is called the virial.) If the gas is ideal (i.e. non
i 

interacting particles), then the force F is non-zero only at the collision of. a 
particle with the wall, and the viria] l'edur.es to an integral involving pressure: 

N 

- L(qp) = - J PnqdS = -p.1 divqdV = -3PV : (25) 
.=1 

where n is a uuit. vector normal to the wall area element dS and the Gauss 
theorem is used for tra.nsforming the surface integral to t.he volume one. So, 
since the thermal energy £ (not including mass) is just the t.otal kinetic energy 
of molecules, 

NR: 2[ = 3PV, P = 2£/(3\1) : (26) 
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ER.: £ = 3PV, P = £/(3V ) " e/3. (27) 

The last equality holds since in extremely relativistic case Ekin »m. We 
see that 3 here is due to div q = 3, i.e. the dimension of our space. 

In a space of n dimensions} following the same lines, we get div q = n , so 
P = eln and for ER. gas we obtain: 

u, = cl..;n . (28) 

Here we should use n-volume Vn instead of V :::: V3 and postulate the first law 
of thermodynamics for adiabatic processes to be d£ + PdVn = 0, so pressure 
would be the force per unit Vn - 1 - the boundary of Vn -

The same equation of state follows from consideration of the stress tensor 
Tik of ul trarelat.ivistic plasma: which is diagonal and traceless in a rest frame 
of plasma: Too = e: Tii == P = eJn. 

In order to find Vc in the case n f:- 3 we need an n + I-dimensional 
spherically-symmetric static generalization of the 3 + I -dimensional Schwarz

schild metric which was found by Tangherlini 10). (See refs. 11) for the det.ails 
of aspherical and time-dependent black holes metrics in higher dimensional 
spacetimes). The line element of the n + I-dimensional Schwarzschild metric is 

(29) 

where dD(n _ I ) is the line element on the unit (17. - I )-sphere and the gravita
tional radius Tgn is related to the black hole mass At!: 

n-2 167rGn M 
r = 

gn (n - 1) An - l 
(30) 

Here A n - I denotes t.he area of a unit 17. - 1 sphere, which is 27l' ~ Ir(?) (for 
n = 3: r(3/2) = .,fii/2, A2 = 47r). We consider the spaces with n ::0 3. T he 

factor in the definit ion of 1'gn is taken from refs. 11). T he form of the metric 
(29) is very easy to guess. In weak field limit, when 900 -t 1 + 2'1' we have 

n - 2 
Tqn 

!p = - 2~71 -2 for T-t OO. (31) 

This leads in a natural way to the gravitational acceleration g with the radial 
component 

8'1' (n - 2)r~;;2 
9n=--= - . for r-too : 
. aT 2Tn - 1 (32) 

which implies the constant flux of t.he acceleration g equal t.o 

n~I n - 2 
An_IT gn = 871'--Gn A4 

n -J 
(33) 

38 
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through a sphere of area An_ I rn- 1 at large r . It is not hard to verify that 
t.he Ricci tensor R ik is zero for the metric (29), t.hat is the metric (29) satisfies 
Einstein equations in vacuum and describes a spherically symmet.ric spacetime 
outside a spherical gravitating body. 

One should remember that the dimension of Gn depends on n. It is clear 
in the weak field limit from eqs. (31 ) and (30), since t.he dimension of [IP] is 
the square of velocity, i.e. zero for c = I, and hence 

Ln - 2 

[G,, ] = !VI , (34) 

or [Gn ] = Ln-1, if [M] = L-'. 
For the coordinate velocity of a radially falling particle we get from eq. 

(9) for weak gravitational field: 

y2 = v~ + (r~n ) n-2 (1 _ 3v~J (35) 

instead of eq. (11). We see that in the case of n-dimensional space the expres
sion for Vc remains the same) Vc = r:/V3. Number "3" here is no~ due to the 
dimension of space, it is simply due to cubic polynomial in (9). 

4 Conclusions and Acknowledgements 

The speed of sound in relativistic, radiation dominated plasma depends on the 
dimension of space, while the critical velocity Vc = c/V3 in the Schwarzschild 
metric is the same for any dimension. 

I am grateful to the organizers for possibility to participate in such a 
useful and pleasant event. 
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NEUTRINO ASTRONOMY AT THE SOUTH POLE 
STATUS OF THE AMANDA EXPERlMENT 
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Abstract 

AMANDA (Antarctic Muon And Neutrino Detector Array) is a neutrino 
telescope buil t under the southern polar icecap, and its scope is exploring' the 
possibili ty to detect high energy cosmic neutrinos generated by powerful celes
tial objects where acceleration mechanisms can bring protons up to 1020 e V. 
We describe the achievements and results from the AMANDA-Bl0 prototype 
and the preliminary results from the current AMANDA-II detector -showing a 
dramatic increase in sensitivity. An outlook on IceCube wjJJ be given. 
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1 Introduction 

Observational astronomy and ast.rophysics are based on the detection of in
formation carriers to determine the properties of the emitting objects. Three 

types of carriers have been used s<? far: electromagnetic radiation, cosntic rays, 
and neutrinos. The electromagnetic radiation was the first to be observed. Due 

to their neutral charge, photons are not- deflected by interstellar and intergalac-, 

tic magnetic fields, therefore they point directly back to their source. Photons 
are emitted within the outer regions of the sources and they cannot give any 

information about the source internal processes. Moreover \ high energy pho
tons are affected by interactions with the microwa.ve and infrared, backgrounds 

(mostly through " ; e+ e-), as they traverse intergalactic distances . This 
limits th~ range of cosmological sources that can be observed with the highest 
energy photons. 

Figure 1: High energy information carners 

Cosmic rays are composed of charged nuclei and are deflected by magnetic 
fields, so they don't bring directional information and they are subject to energy 
loss .processes during their propagation, which deforms the energy spectrum 
measured at the Earth with respect to the one at the source. Moreover the 
highest energy cosmic rays (E ~ 5 . l01g eV) are expected to be absorbed due 

to collisions with microwave background photons, through p + ,(2.7° K) ~. 

p + 1T'0 (Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin, or GZK cutoff 1)). Thls would generate 
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a. degradation of proton energy after a rustance of 50 Mpc 2). Thus, while 

cosmic rays carry some information about the energy distribution mechanisms 

at t.heir source, they cannot indicate directJy where those sources are located 

and they cannot propagate for cosmological distances (see figure 1). 
Neutrinos have no electric charge and have a low interaction cross-section 

wi th matter. They can propagate from the production sources through cos

mological distances, un-deflected by magnetic, fields. The distance at which 

the UniversE can be observed with high energy neutrinos is limited only by the 

signa.l strength of the source. Thus, they can reach the Earth carrying the com

plete flux and spectral information about their generation mechanism. On the 

other hand, their low cross-section makes them difficult to detect. Very large 

detectors, long exposure times and sophisticated data analyses are needed to 

measure high energy ext.raterrestrial neutrino fluxes and spectra. High energy 

cosmic neutrinos are beleived to be produced in energetic accelerating envi

ronments truough p-p or p-, interactiqns via 7f production and decay. Such 

an accelerator might be the core of an active galaxy, powered by a supermas

sive bla.ck hole. The energy dependence of the expectr.d neutrino spectrum is 

predicted to be '" B-2 . 

After Greisenls 1960 review on cosmic ray showers 3), the detection of 

neutrinos was suggested by Markov and Zheieznikh 4) via the proc.ess 

(1) 

of upward or horizontai neutrinos interacting 'with a nucleon N of the matter 

surrounding the detector. At high energy, appmx:imately half of the neutrino 

energy is carried by the produced lepton and the angle between the neutrino 

and the lepton is, for muon flavor 5) 

( 
0.70 )0.7 

< 'ljJvP'II~:::::! Ev/TeV (2) 

where Ev the neutrino energy. At sufficiently high neutrino energy the muon is 

collinear with the parent neutrino and the muon detection will give information 

on the neutrino direction. The possibility t.o measure the rugh energy cosmic 

neutrino direcdon opened the door t.o neutrino astrophysics. This idea started 

to become reality W'ith the. DUMAND project 6) in the deep Pacific Ocean 

neal' }-Iawall. This pioneering effort opened the road to the realization of the 
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first dedicated working projects, BaikaJ 7) and AMANDA 8), and to the two 

planned projects in the Mediterranean Sea. NESTOR 9) and ANTARES 10) 

2 AMANDA-II Description and, Operational Principles 

A1~ANDA-fl 

,~ . 
1. 

,WI .. • .' 

. '. 

l .'; 

- y-,jrn 

1::1 

Figure 2: AMANDA-1J schematics 

AMANDA is a neutrino telescope built 

and operated at the Geographic South 

Pole. The final detector configura

tion, called AMANDA-II, was deployed 

in four South Pole campaigns between 

November 1995 and February 2000' 11) . 

The detector consists of 677 optical 

modules (OM) arranged on 19 verti

cal strings deployed at depths between 

1300-2400 meters. The used instru-

mented volume ranges bet.ween 1500-

2000 meters, and covers a cylinder of 

200 meters diameter (See figure 2). 
An AMANDA-II OM consists of a sin

gle 8 inch Hamamatsu RS912-2 pho

tomultiplier tube (PMT) housed in a 

glass pressure .vessel. The PMT is op

tically coupled to the glass housing by 

a transparent gel. Each module is con

nected to electronics on the surface by 

'a dedicated electrical cable, which sup

plies high voltage and carries the anode 

signal of the PMT. For each event, the 

OIvl is read out by a peak-senSing ADC 
and TDC capable of registering up to 

eight separate pulses 12). The first 10 

.strings, completed in 1997 and contain

ing 302 OMs, are known as AMANDA
B10, with 120 m diameter. 

The holes where AMANDA strings are buried, were produced with high 

pressure, hot water ('"'-' 900 C). The drilling procedure was continuously moni-
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Figure 3: Cherenkov light detection topology m the AMANDA-II array for 
tmcks (lejt) and cascades (right) 

tored and the average hole diameter was approximately 50 cm over the entire 

hole, with a depth-variation, due to the ice temperature profile. The string 

deployment is done just. after dri1ling is finished and before the hole djameter 

starts to shrink due to refreezing. Ea.ch OM is connect.ed to the main cable 

and tested in situ at deployment time. The South Pole Air Shower Experiment 

(SPASE) is a surface array wruch measures the the shower direction and size, 

via the electron density 13). The SPASE/AMANDA coincident. events are 

used to study the cosmic ray composition above 1015 eV. 

The channels through which neutrino telescopes detect neutrinos above 

energies of a few tens of GeV is by observing the Cherenkov light from relativis

tic leptons produced in 1/1-nucleon interactions (eq. 1) in or near the t.elescope. 

The pri mary channel is the v/L I which leads to a high energy J1 track. The muons 

can propagate several kilometers through the ice and they can be reconstructed 

with reasonable precision even with a coarsely instrumented .detector, provided 

the medium is sufficiently transparent. The time and amplitude of detected 

signals are used to reconstruct the path of the muon through the detector. 

The other possible detection channels 1/E and 1/, haV(~ a different behavior. 

An electron, produced by a j/e, will generate an electromagnetic cascade, which 

is confined to a volume of a few cubic met.ers. It overlays the hadTonic cascade 

of the primary interaction vertex. The size of both cascades is small compared 

to the OM spacing in the array and the signature is an expanding spherical shell 
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Figure 4: Lejt: effe.ctive sca.ttering coefficient as a function of depth at 532 nm 
wavelength. Right: absorption and effective scattering (be) coefficients versus 
wavelengths. 

of Cherenkov photons (figure 3). AT, produced by a l/T, win decay immediately 

and generate a second hadronic cascade. However, at energies above 1 Pe V the 

two cascades are separated by several tens of meters, cOlD1ected by a single 

tracle 

A detected event corresponds to a realization of a ma.iority trigger of a 

predefined hit OM channels within 2.5 j.J.S. To ensure that the observed muons 

are produced by neutrinos, the Earth is used as a filter and only up-going 

muons are selected. This condition is used to reduce the contamination from 

down-going cosmic ray muqn fiu'x. The location depth in the ice serves to 

further minimize the flux of cosmic ray muons. 

The ice surrounding AMANDA is part of the neutrino telescope and its 

optical properties are very important and are directly connected to the detector 

sensitivity. These properties were studied in deta.il, using in-situ light emitters 

located on the strings and the down-going muon filL"\": itself. Tllis study shows 

the ice is not homogeneous 14), but it can be considered as made of several 

horizontal layers, laid down by va.rying climatological conditions in the past 

15). Figure 4 shows the effective scattering l~ngth versus depth for 532 nm. The 

figure shows also the absorption and effective scattering lengths as a function of 

wavelength for 2 different depths. At 400 nm (corresponcling to the maximum 

OM optical sensitivity) the average absorption length at AMANDA-TI depth is 
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110 m and the average effect.ive scattering length is 20 m 12). 

The light emitters on the strings are used also as a detector time and 

geometry calibration system. The time calibration is a, measure of the cable 
length and, therefore, of PMT signal time delay due to cable propagation. 

The overalJ precision on the photon arrival times is approximately 5 ns. The 

position calibration is performed using two sets of information: the absolute 

array position, obt.ained from drill recordings and pressure sources) and the 
relative positions, obtained with the measured propagation times of photons 

between different light emitters and receivers. The "position of the OMs a.re 
determined with a precision of about 0.5 m 24) 

3 Simulation and Data Processing 

In order to study the detector response to the different event sow'ces, a Monte 

Carlo simulation covering the complete chai.n from the primary particle flux 
int.eractions t.o the detector response, is used to evaluate the array sensitivity. 

The down-going muon flux is generated by using CORSIKA (v6.020) shower 
generator with QGSJET01 interaction model 16); the up-going muons are 
generat.ed with a program called NUSTIvl 17), which allows us to simula.te any 

VIl,e spectrum, the propagation through the Earth and their interactions. The 

produced muons are 'propagated through the lee, taking into account all the 

relevant energy losses 18). The Cherenkov photon production and' propaga

tion are simulated taking into account the ice optical properties and the OM 
acceptance. The detector trigger simulation includes the hardware response 

of each OM 19). At this stage the simulated data are treated exactly as the 

experimental raw data and passed through the sa.me data processing. 

The AMANDA data are passed through a standard filter which is coinmon 
to all t.he neutrino analyses. This filtering is performed in 2 separate levels. The 

level 1 filter (L1) includes the OM cleaning, which excludes the channels which 

are dead or have odd transient beha\rjor, performs time calibration and a first 

guess reconstruction. A loose angular cut on the approxlmate reconstruct.ed 

muon track is used to filter upwa.rd moving tracks and to reduce the amount of 

data to be passed to the following level. The level 2 filter (L2) applies iterative 

likebhood reconstructions, which take into account the ice properties, and a 

Bayesian reconstruction 20). A second cut 00 the likelihood reconstructed 

angle is applied to furt.her reduce the down-going event contamination. To 
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study down-going muon events the same filter levels are applied but with no 

angular cut. 

4 AMANDA-II Background Sources 

4.1 Atmospheric Muons 

The largest background source for AMANDA is represented by the down-going 

cosmic ray muon flux, which is 5 orders of magnitude larger than the tot.al ex

pected neutrino flux, and contributes to the d~tector trigger with a rate of '" 100 

Hz. Selecting upward reconstructed event.s (sect. 3) has an important effect in 

removing a large fraction of these events, but due to the finite reconstruction 

resolution a smaD fraction of down-going muon ev~nts is mis-reconstructed as 

upward. Such events represent a background which still needs to be eliminated 

in any neutrino analysis. Nevertheless the large cosmic ray muon 'flux can be 

used to study the detector response, possible systematic effects and also to 

perform physics measurements. The cosmic ray muon angular and vertical in

tensities were measured in AlvlANDA-II and they a.gree well with simulation, 

with other experimental measurements and with theoretical calculations 21). 

These measured distributions are related to the sea-level muon and primary 

Cosmic Ray energy spectrum. The measured spectral index of sea-level differ

ential muon spectrum (-"> = 2.70 ± 0.04) and of primary differential cosmic ray 

spectrum ("'/pr·im = 3.72 ± 0.17) are in agreement with other experimental re

sults 22). The down-going muon events which are in coincidence -v.:ith SPASE 

surface array 13) were used to measure the cosmic ray mass composition as a 

function of the pl'imary energy near the knee. An energy resolutio.n of '" 7% 

was achieved in the energy range of 1-10 PeV and a tendency toward heavier 
nuclei above the knee was measured 23). 

The down-going muon flux is well understood and an on-going analysis is 

examining the sensitivity for detecti.rig muons from charmed meson decays in 

the atmosphere. 

Uncorrelated, multiple atmospheric muon event.s represent another source 

of background for neutrino analyses . The expecten rate of SHch events is very 

low in AMAI"DA-U (of the order of '" 1 Hz, higher than neutrino trigger 

rate) but their cont.amiuation cannot be neglect.ed as for AMANDA-BIO. The 

contamination of such events becomes clear at. high quality cut level where 
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Figure 5: Left: the zenith angle distribution of up-going reconstructed events. 
Monte Carlo prediction is normalized to the experimental data. R ight: skyplot 
of the reconstrll,cted events in equatorial coordinates. 

the bulk of atmospheric muons has been eliminated . A typical ullcorrelated 

muon event could be a muon hi tting the upper detector and one hitting the 

lower detector shortly before. The reconstruction tries to find the best up-going 

single mllon track compatible with the recorded hit times. The easiest way to 

eliminate such a background is to require a uniform hi t distribution along the 

reconstructed track. 

4.2 Atmospheric Neutrinos 

In order to measure the atmospheric neutrino component\ a, rejection factor of 

......., 105 is needed to eliminate the cosmic ray muon background contamination. 

The detection of atmospheric neutrinos in AMANDA provided t.he first check 
of the detector sensitivity 24, 12). 

F igure 5 shows the published resllltfrorn the year 1997 of AMANDA-BlO. 

The 130. 1 days livetime analY7.ed gave N exp = 204 experimental reconstructed 

event.s with a prediction of N MC = 279 ± 3. Normalizing the Monte Carlo simu

lated events to the experiment.al sample at high quality level gives a background 

contamination (!.e. a residual leakage of down-going muons reconstructed as 

up-going) of 5-10 %. The low neutrino acceptance close t.o the horizon reflects 

the effect of down-going muon background eliminatio~ . The track pointing 

resolution is 1/1 = 3.20 and the skyplot, sho.wn in figure 6~ is consistent wit h 
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a uniform isotropic flux. The estimated energy of detected neutrino sample 
ranges between 66 GeV and 3.4 TeV (90 % of events) 12). 

AMANDA-II detector, with its increased size, has a better sensitivity 

than AMANDA-BID and its larger diameter allows us to better reconstruct , 
the horizontal events. Thus the acceptance near the horizon is improved and 

the down-going muon flux rejection turns out to be an easier task than with 

the smaller detector. Requiring a minimum number of direct hits (i.e. hits 

with a small time residual with respect to the direct Cherenkov light time 

of propagation), a high likelihood of reconstruction value and a uniform light 

deposition along the reconstructed t rack, we record about 4 well reconstructed 

neutrino events per day in AMANDA-II. The preliminary unfolded VI' sea-level 
energy sp·ectrum was determined and is in agreement with the expectation up 
to 10' GeV 25). . 

5 AMANDA Analyses 

5.1 Diffuse Flux of v" 
A search for high energy neutrino flux from unresolved sources throughout. the 

Universe was done.in AMANDA-BlO, using t.he data taken during 1997. Aft.er 

cleaning the experimental data sample from atmospheric muon background, the 

neutrino event selection was designed to retain high energy track- like events 
26) in order to eliminate the lower energy atmospheric neutrino background. 

The energy cut is performed through the hit channel multiplicity observable. 

The AMANDA-BID sensitivity 1 was tested with respect to an assumed 
high .energy neutrino spectrum given by <Il/ll' = ID- 5 ·E-2 cm- 2s- l sr- 1 Gey -l . 

This spectrum was simulated along with the atmospheric neutrinos and the de

tector response was studied. Optimizing the atmospheric neutrino background 

rejection with a sui table channel multiplicity cut, there is no excess of events 

with respect to the estimated background and a limit was set on the high en

ergy flux. Figure 6 shows the effect of the energy cut on the atmospheric and 

high energy neutrino events (on the left) and the calculated limi t, (on the right). 

The limit, including 25% atmospheric neutrino flux systematic uncertaint.y, is 
clJ~im < 8.4 X 1O - 7·E- 2 cm- 2s-1sr- 1Gey- 1 , 

I defined as 90% CL average upper limi t from an ensemble of identical ex
periments with no signal present 
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Figure 6: Left: energy spectrum of the incident atmospheric (dashed line) and 
~2 (solid line) neutrinos for events that pass the initial cuts, and after channel 
multiplicity cnt. R ight: Summary of expe1-imental 90% classical confidence level 
flux limits from various detectors assuming an ~2 .9pectrum. 

As stated in section 4, AMANDA-II is bigger than AMANDA-BIO and 

the background which needs to be eliminated has larger intensity and includes 

the coincident uncorrelat.ed atmospheric muon event.s. The tested high en
ergy neut.rino flux is iJl /ll' = 10- 6·E- 2 cm- 2 s-:- 1sr - 1 Gey - l and the opt.imized 

energy cut selects events between 10 TeV and 10 PeV. Since 1997 about 10 

times the exposure has been achieved in total with AMANDA-BIO (1997-99) 
and AMANDA-II (2000-present). This combined data set has a limi t-setting 

potential more than 5 t imes better than the above AMANDA-BlO limi t. 

5,2 Point Sources of VII 

If the dominant extraterrestrial neu trino flux is emitted by a few particularly 

bright or close sources, r,heir direction could be resolved. For that reason the 

1997 data t.aken wi th AMANDA-B lO were analyzed also to search for neutrinos 
from point sources 27). T he sky was divided in 154 search bins, with half 

wid th of about 5°. Due to the lower background wit.hin each search bin, it is 

possible to relax the cuts, with respect to the search for diffuse flux of neutrinos, 

and t hus gain a higher signal efficiency. The pointing resolution results to be 

'I/J = 3.9 0
• The probabili ty for t.he observed number of events in each search bin 
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Figure 7: Left: AMANDA -Bf D upper 90% CL limit on neutrino fi'J.X as a func
tion oj declination. Right: AMANDA-II sensitivity as a ftmction oj declination. 

shows no significant excess with respect to the pure background expectation. 
Therefore a limit was derived. Figure 7 shows, on the left, the upper limit (90% 
CL) as a function of declination. 

The search for high energy neutrinos from point sources was also per
formed in AMANDA-II using the data taken during 2000 28). Due to the 
better pointing resolution (.p = 2.3°) of AMANDA-II, in this analysis the sky 
was divided in 300 search bins, with half width of about 3.50

• )10 significant 

excess of events was observed in any search bin. Figure 7, on the right, shows 
t he AMANDA-II sensitivity (integrated over neutrino energies above 10 GeV) 

as a function of d~cJ ination. It is evident that AMANDA-IT has a more uniform 
angular sensitivity and , in average, about a factor of 5 better than AMANDA

BIO. 

Table 1 shows the preliminary 90% CL upper limits on a selection of can
didate sources 28). n abs is the number of observed events \vithin the search 
bin and nb the number of expected background, determined by measuring t he 
events off-source in the same declination band. These upper limi ts are sub
stantially better than the limits from AMANDA-BIO 27). 

5.3 Flux of vlL from Gamma Ray Bursts 

AMANDA detector data were analyzed to search high energy neutrinos spa
t ially and temporally coincident with 317 triggered GRBs, detected by the 

BATSE satellite detector, and 153 non-triggered GRBs, obtained by searching 
t he BATSE archived data 29). The experimental data are from AMANDA-BIO 
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Table 1: Preliminary 90% CL upper limits on a selection of candidate SOUTceB 
in AMANDA~IJ. The limits iP:ir: are calculated for an assumed g-2 spectml" 
shape, integ!"ated above E,L,V ~'10 GeV and in units oj 10- 15 cm- 2s- 1 and 
1O-8cm - 2 s - l, re!'1)ectively. 

Candidate I Dec (0) I R A (h) I "b I '" q,~'m q,lun '0 , , , v 

SS433 5.0 19.20 0 2.38 0.8 0.6 
M 87 12.4 12.51 0 0.95 1.1 0.9 

Crab Nebula 22.0 5.58 2 1.76 2.1 2.1 
Mkr 421 38.2 11.07 3 1.50 2.6 3.1 
Mkr 501 39.8 16.90 1 1.57 1.3 1.6 

Cygnus X-3 41.0 20.54 3 1.69 2.5 3.1 
QSO 0219+428 42 .9 2.38 1 1.63 l.l 1.4 

Cassiopea A 58.8 23.39 0 1.01 0.7 l.l 
QSO 0716+ 714 71.3 7.36 2 0 . .74 2.4 3.8 

(taken in 1997-99) and AMANDA-II (taken in 2000) combined. The prelimi

nary results are consistent with no GRB neutrino signal. A 4~year combined 

neutrino event 90% CL upper limit of 1.45 for the 317 BATSE~triggered bursts 

was derived. 

5.4 F lux of Ultra High Energy v" 

AMANDA-BID data were searched for muon neutrinos with energies above 

10 16 eV. At these energies the Earth is opaque to neutrinos and the events 

are concentrated at t he horizon. The background is represented by the large 
mllon bundles from down-going atmospheric events. The absence of extremely 

bright events in excess wit h respect. t.o the expected background, allowed us 
to put a limit of 1fJ~~m < 7.2 x 10-7 · E-2cm~2s- lsr- IGeV-l in tne energy 

range 2.5 x 1015eV < E v < 5.6 x 1Q18eV 30). The prel iminary sensitivity of 

AMANDA-II, for one year of operation, is about a factor of three better. 

5.5 Diffuse Flux of v of all Flavors 

As explained in section 2, the signature for Ve,T is different from the one for VII, ' 

therefore different fit procedures need to be used to reconstruct such events. 

The advantage of detecting these events is the lower atmospheric background, 
the better energy resolu t.ion with respect to the muon case, since the full energy 
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Figure 8: Left: Effective Vo lume versus neutrino energy for AMANDA-II. 
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is deposited in the det.ect.or, and the" sensi tivi ty to all neutrino fl avors, because 
of neutral current interact ions. Detection of all t.he three fl avors increases the 
sensit ivity, since, for typical astrophysical fluxes, the. ratio of neutrino flavors 

,plio : ,pll" : ¢II .. ~ 1 : 2 : 0, becomes 1 : 1 1 at the detection site, due 
to neut rino oscillations. For contained cascades, the cascade vertex position 
resolution is /';. r - 5 m for both AMANDA-BIO and AMANDA-II 31) and 

t he energy resolut ion is /';. (LogE) - 0.1-0.2. The bigger AMANDA-II vohime 
increases the sensitivity to higher cascade energies and the angular acceptance 
is nearly uniform Qver 47T 32). 

Figure 8 shows the effect.ive volume of AMANDA-II as a function of neu

trino energy for all neutrino flavors, and the upper limit~"l for AMANDA-II 

compared with . those of AMANDA-BID. An order of magni tude improvement 
in sensitivity is evident from t he figure , 

5.6 Flux of !Ie from Supernova'! 

AMANDA-BlO data were also searched for the detection of low energy (
MeV) ne.utrinos from Supernova'! 33) t.hrough the process De + P ~ n + e+. 

The e+ track length is too short to be reconstructed, but the Cherenkov light 
from many such tracks can induce a correlated increase in the noise· rate of the 

OMs that can be detected. The OM count rate was moni tored cont inuously 
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Figure 9: lceC1Lbe sensitivity to diffiL8e neutrino fluxes (on the left) and to 
point sources of neutrinos (on the right), as a function of exposure. P(5a )=:1:% 
mean.') that the probability that a signal Sh011lS up as a 5 sigma effect i.5 .'1:%. 

in 10 s bins in search for such an excess. The analysis includes a specific OM 

selection cri terion, which keeps only modules wi th very stable behavior over 

the years 1997-98. A stable counting rate is achieved with a moving average. 

AMANDA-BID yields a 70% coverage of the Galaxy with one backgound fake 
per year with 90% efficiency. AMANDA-II supernova data are being analyzed 

now and indicate a 90% coverage of the Galaxy. 

5.7 Flux of V/t from WIMPs 

An indirect search for non-baryonic dark matter, in the form of Weakly Inter

acting Massive P articles, from the center of the Earth was done in AMANDA

BIO using the data taken in 1997-99 34) . This analysis requires the selection of 

well reconstructed vertically up-going events. An iterative discriminant anal

ysis retains 30% of the signal (represented by neutralino annihilations) and 

0.3% of background. T he observation of no excess with respect to the expected 

background was interpreted as a limit on the muon flux from neutralino anni

hilation. An upper limit of rv 103 j1 km- 2yr- 1 for mx > 103 GeV, and less 

st ringent values for smaller neutralino masses, were derived from AMANDA

BlO. Preliminary analyses show that AMANDA-II has competi tive se~sit ivity 

to search also for WIMPS from the Sun. 
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6 T he Future : IceCube 

IceCube i ~ the kilometer-cubed successor of AMANDA-II. To be built starting 
in 2004, it will consist of 4800 lO-inch PMTs enclosed in transparent pressure 
spheres, distributed along 80 vertical strings up to a depth of 2400 meters 35). 
As a significant improvement over the AMANDA technology, each OM wi ll 

also house the electronics to digitize the PMT pulses, retaining the full wave
form information. The digitized information is sent to the surface processors, 

which form a global trigger. Triggered events will be fi ltered and reconstructed 
on-line, and the relevant information will be transmitted via satelli te to the 
northern hemisphere. 

Figure 9 shows the expected JceCube sensitivities for diffuse and point 
source IJII fl uxes as a function of detector exposure. 
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FIRST RESULTS FROM KamLAND 

Yoshi Uchida for the KamLAND Collaboration 
Stanford Universiry Physics Depanm.enl, Stanford CA 94305, USA 

Abstract 

The recently published first results from the KilinLAND reactor antineutrino exper
iment are presented . Experiments have accumulated much infomlation about solar 
neutrinos over the last several years, and their results are converging on rhe matter
enhanced large mixing angle (MSW LMA) solution to the solar neubino problem. 
KamLAND uses an entirely different approach to probe the same region of oscillation 
parameter space as the solar experiments, with the ability to confirm or disallow the 
LMA solution in a single measurement. Here, emphasis is placed on Ule complemen
tary aspects of these experiments and the meaning and implications of the KamLAND 
resu Its . 
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1 Introduction 

Ka mLAND , the Kamioka Liquid Scintillator Antineutrino Detector 1), started taking 
data in early 2002, in tile cavern previously occupied by the old Kamiokande exper-

iment 2), I kill deep in the Kamioka mine in central Japan. Weeks after Masatoshi 
Koshiba, who led the earlier experiment, received the 2002 Nobel Prize in Physics in 
conjunction with Ray Davis for opening up the field of neuuino aso'ophysics, Kam
LAND announced its first results. These results help answer the questions posed 
by the experiments of Koshiba and Davis and the neutrino astrophysics experiments 
which followed (hem, but using an entirely Earth-based measurement. In these pro-

ceedings, we refer to the original KamLAND publication 1) for technical details of 
KamLAND and its measurement of reactor antineutrinos, and instead concentrate on 
the context of the measurement and the i mpl.ications of the new resulrs. 

2 Solar Neutrino Experiments and the Solar Neutrino Problem 

The solar neutrino experiments which have been performed to date fall into one of 
four categories according to detection method: 

ToLal RaLes: Standard Model vs. Experiment 
8ahcall-Pinsonneaull 2000 

~"'" ~ ' -1 .1 

0.55:1:0.0B 

0.46:tO.02 
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Figure 1: Comparisoll of measured solar lIewrino fluxes 10 that calculated from the 

Solar Standard Model. One-sigma errors are indicated by shading. 3) 
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Chorine (Homestake experiment 4)) Radiochemical, counting of lie over integrated 
periods of lime, low 0.814 MeV E// threshold 

Gallium (SAGE 5), GaUex 6), GNO 7)) Radiochemical, counting of lie over inte
grated periods of time, very low 0.233 MeV threshold 

Water Cerenkov (Kamiokande 2), Super-Kamiokunde 8)) Real-time, mostly lie en
ergy and directionality information, 5 MeV threshold 

Heavy Water (SNO 9)) Real-Lime, separate measurements of lie and lIall, energy and 
directionality information, 5 MeV threshold 

These experiments employ contrasting methods and are sensitive to several dif
ferent neutrino energy ranges, and all indicate a deficit in the observed rate of electron 
neutrinos from the Sun compared to that expected by the Solar Standard Model, by a 

factor of one half to two-thirds. In the SSM 10), nuclear fusion reactions which can 
explain the generation of light and heat in the Sun are given, and the rate at which 
each reaction is 08curring is established. under the constraints imposed by the ob
served parameters of the star, such as density, dimensions, and luminosity. Each reac
tioll produces a neutrino of a certain energy or energy distribution, and by summing 
these according to the reaction rates, the total expected flux and energy spectrum are 
obtained , The discrepancy between expectation and measurement first came to light 
with the results of the Homestake experiment in 1968, and the mystery, known as the 
solar neutrino problem, survived the continued refinement of theory and experiment 
until the publication of the first results from the SNO experiment in 2001. 

In fig. 1 the measured fluxes are compared to rhe theoretical expectations', The 
first four coluIDlls show the rates and deficits for the lieS, for the different sensitivity 
ranges of the four detection methods . The rightmost column is for the total neutrino 
rate measured by SNO, which shows excellent agreement with the electron neutrino 
rate according to the SSM. 

Three possible reasons were considered in order to explain the discrepancies; 
experimental inaccuracies, incorrect modelling of the Sun, and neutrino propagation 
deviating from a sO'aightforward 1/ R2 dependence on distance. The first possibility 
became increasingly unlikely with tbe cross-checks provided by the different methods 
and continued scrutiny of the experimental methods. Consistency checks of the SSM 
have ruled out calculational errors that could explain the reduction in fluxes by over 
50%. SNO, the only solar neutrino experiment which is sensitive to the lie and Vall. 

fluxes separately, published its results in 2001 and 2002. These left as the only plau
sible explanation that the number of neutrinos leaving the Sun is consistent with that 
expected by the SSM, and that neutrinos change flavour as they travel from the centre 
of the Sun to the Earth. 
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3 Mechanisms for Electron Neutrino Disappearance 

Severa] models have been proposed for the mechan.ism behind the observed deficit· in 
solar neutrinos. 

Neutrino flavour oscillations can arise naturally from quantum mechanics if 
neutrinos are massive and there is a mass difference between the mass eigenstates 

in which the neutrinos propagate It). The nature of the oscillations depends on the 
mass differences between the mass eigenstates, and the rotation matrix which links 
these mass eigenstates with the flavour eigenstates in which the neutrinos are cre-

ated and interact 12). These two different types of mixing parameter are represented 
as mass-squared differences (~m2) and mixing angles (sin2 2()) which constitute the 
phase-spaces for describing neutrino oscillations. In terms of these parameters, in the 
simplified case of electron neutrinos oscillating with another flavour of neutrino, the 
probabi lity of an electron neutrino of energy E v remaining unchanged after travelling 
a distance of L can be written as follows: 

:2 • 2 . 2 . 2 1.27 x .6.m.2[eV2] x L[m) 
Pj)e~ve (Ev I LI ~rn , sm 2B) = 1- RlD 2B X Sill ( Ev(MeV] ) (l) 

These oscillatiolls can explain the observed deficit and dependence on baseline- of 

atmospheric neutrinos 13) However the distance between the Sun and Earth is too 
long for straightforward asci Ilations to explain the large, energy dependent deficits 
observed in electron neutJinos from the Sun. 

Another phenomenon arises when there are mass differences between [he neu
trino propagation eigenstates and they pass through dense matter such as that in the 
Sun. The Mikheyev, Smimov and Wolfenstein (MSW) effect, in which the presence of 

matter enhances flavour oscillations 14), can ca.use significant changes in the flavour 
content away from electron neutrinos as they travel from [he centre of the Sun through 

matter of decreasing density 15). The effect is caused by the difference berween 
the interactions of electron neutrinos with marter, which contains a high density of 
electrons. and the interactions between matter and muon and tau neurrinos . Electron 
neutrinos pos5ess charged- and neutral-current interactions with elect.rons , as opposed 
to muon and tau neutrinos which only interact with electrons via the neutral-current. 
In telms of the quantities in eq. 1, sin 2 2B and the factor of 1.27 are altered as welJ
defined functions of the density of electrons in the matter [hat the neutrinos are passing 
through. Therefore, for any combination of the m.ixing parameters, the density profi Ie 
of the Sun according to the SSM can be applied [0 obtain the flavour content of the 
neutrino flux as a funct.ion of energy and distance, according to the MSW model. 

Over the years, as experimental data for solar neutrinos was being accumulated, 
the MSW effect provided differem regions in mixing parameter space which were 
compatible with all data as solutions 1"0 the solar neutrino problem . After the latest 
SNO data, the large mixing angle (LMA) MSW matter-enhanced oscillation solution 

remains as the most strongly favoured possibility 9, 16) (fig . 7) . 
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The solar neutrino experimental daw is by nature restricted to a baseline corre
sponding to the distance between the Sun and the Earth, with the interpretation of the 
data being inseparable from the modelling of the Sun. The experimental methods also 
place limitations on the measurements of energy dependence of the observed flux. The 
observations are consistent with the MSW LMA solution, but other effects, such as 

non-standard MSW matter interactions 17), and neutrino magnetic moments 18) can 
also explain the solar neutrino deficits and be consistent with other measurements of 

neutrino properties [9). 
Under the oscillation hypothesis, KamLAND is able to probe the same !:1m 2 

and 81n2 2fJ region as the MSW LMA solution indicated by the solar experiments, at a 
baseline near the pure vacuum oscillation length of this solution, as is discussed below. 

4 Reactor Neutrino Experiments . 

Ever since Reines and Cowan made use of the Savannah River nuclear reactor to 
demonstrate the ex.istence of neutrinos 20), nuclear rectors have been used to provide 

large neutrino fluxes to allow their properties to be probed 21). Reactors operate 
through controlled nuclear fission chain reactions, in which the nuclei which comprise 
the fuel break up into unstable isotopes, wruch then proceed to beta decay, producing 
approximately six anti.neutrinos per initial nucleus. The observed antineutrino energy 
spectrum, which is a convolution of the production spectrum at reactors and the cross 

section at the detector as a function of energy 22), ranges between 1.8 MeV and 8 
MeV, peakjng near 4 MeV. Many of the later experiments were performed to search 
for deficits in the neutrino fluxes, but in spite of increasing baselines - up to 1 km for 

Palo Verde 23) and Cbooz 24) - the event rates had all been consistent with a 1/ R2 
behaviour for reactor antineutrinos. 

The 1 km baseline and antineutrino energy of a few MeV correspond, in oscilla
tion phase space, to annos pheric neutrino osci llations, and the absence of a defi ci t puts 
a limit on invol vement of the electron neutrino state in atmospheric neutrino oscilla
tions. Once it was established that neutrinos do not exhibit an appreciable deficit after 
travelling these distances, these measurements have been used to help understand the 

fluxes and energy spectra of antineutrinos from reactors 25, 26). 

5 KamLAND and the Reactor Antineutrino Measurement 

Here we briefly summarise the detection and analysis methods; the reader is referred 
[0 the original publication for details of the detector and the reactor potineutrino mea-

surement 1) . 
Fig. 2 is a map of Japan with the locations of the country's nuclear power plants 

indicated, together with the location of KamLAND in Gjfu Prefecture. The bulk of the 
antineutrino flux from nuclear reactors towar<;ls Kamioka, when weighted for output 
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Figure 2: The location of KamLAND, superimposed on a readar map of Japall, from 
the International (Vuciear Safety Center. Nuclear power reactor sites are indicated by 
the la,beLLed circles. Approximately jour-fifths of the antineutrillo flux which arrives 
at Kamioka, calculated as~umillg 1/ R2 dependence of the flux on distance, is from 
reactors within 138 to 214 kilometres of KamLAND. Olle~third of the flux comes from 
the 25 GW.Kashiwazaki-Kariwa complexJ 160 km to the north-east of KamLAND. 

power and distance, comes from about 180 km away, with four-fifths of the flux being 
from between 138 to 214 km in di'stance. 

The detector (fig. 3) is the world 's largest monolithic liquid scintillator detector, 
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Figure 4: The inverse beta decay signature. (top: underlying interactions, bottom: 
observed scillfillatiofl signal). 

consisting of a 13 m diameter balloon with 1000 tonnes of purified liquid scintillator, 
shielded by 2 m of inactive purified mineral oil , and viewed by almost 2,000 photo
multiplier tubes. The energy resolution is ,..... 7.5 %/ JE (MeV). This inner detector is 
contained in a water Cerenkov veto counter, and is located 1 km (2,700 m water equiv
alent) below the surface. The triggering threshold is just under 1 MeV, wit? the trigger 
rate averaging about 30 Hz, and the antineutrino signal to be measured is detected in 
the form of a specific delayed coincidence signal as shown in fig . 4. The chance of 
random background event mimkkillg this signature is very small , in spite of the low 
signal rate of about one event a day. Spallation products from muons, which traverse 
the detector every three seconds on average, introduce large correlated backgrounds, 
which are reduced by applying specialised timing and geometry cuts after muons. 
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Table 1: Estimated systematic uncertainties (%) for the KamLAND reactor annneu-
trillO measurement. 
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Figure 5: The energy spectrum of the prompt parr 0/ the alltineutrino events. The 
upper histogram is the expected spectrum in. the case 0/ a 1/ R2 behaviour of the flux 
over distan.ce, and lower histogram is that calculated/or amineutrinos which oscillate 
according to the best-fit oscillation parameters derivedfrom the data points above 2.6 
MeV The Ilumerical values 0/ these parameters are L\m 2 = 6.9 x lO-5e\fi and 
sin2 2() = 1.0. The shaded areas below 2.6 MeV indicate the best-fitfor an tilleIltri1l0S 

from U and Th in the earth. The shaded area in the lowest bin is the confribu.tion/rom 
background events. 

The systematic uncertainties are listed in table l. 
For the first reactor antinelitrino measurement from KamLAND, 145.1 x 24 

hours of data were analysed. The Dumber of expected events, taking the reactor ac
tivity corresponding to the periods that the detector was taking. data and applying a 
1/ R2.dependeoce of the flux on distance, was 86.8±5.6. 54 events were observed in 
the data, and subtracting the estimated background of 0.95 ± 0.99 events, the ratio of 
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Figure 6: The ratio of measured (0 expected (no-oscillation) iJ e flux from reactor ex
periments. The solid circle is the KamLAND results plotted at ajflL'\:-weighted average 
distance of""" 180 Ian. The sha,ded region indicates the ral1ge of fillx predictiolls cor
respondiJlg to the 95% C.L LMA regionJrol1l a global analysis of the solar neutrino 
data. The dotted curve is representative of the besl-fit LMA predictioJ! at sin 2 2f) = 
0.833 and 6.m 2 = 5.5 X 10-5 elf!. ' 

observed signal to th~ number for no deficit is 0.611 ± 0.085 ± 0.041, where the er
rors are statistical and systematic, respectively. The energy spectrum of the observed 
antineutrinos is shown io fig. 5, and the event rate is compared with previous reactor 
experiments in fig. 6. 

Prom the number of events seen, and the shape of the energy spectrum, fits 
can be made to deterrnjne the most likely parameters under the vacuum oscillation 
hypothesis. using eg. 1. The fit Jesuits are summarised in fig. 7, where the best fit 
LMA region from the solar experiments is also shown. 

6 Conclusions 

The mixing parameters from KamLAND and the solar experiments display remark
able agreement; here we emphasise again the contrasting nature of the measurements 
and oscillation hypotheses: 

• Solar experiments measure neutri_nos travelling 150 million km from the Suo, 
with oscillations being enhanced due to matter effects as neutrinos travel through 
the Sun . 

• KamLAND measures electron antineutrillos travelling", 180 km, effectiv~Jy in 
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vacuum, with any observed oscillations directly reflecting I.he underlying mix
ing parameters. 

Assuming CPT conservation, Ie, that neutrinos and antineutrinos have equiva
lent mixing properties, KamLAND rules out as leading contributions, all oscillation 
scenarios other than MSW LMA for solar neutrinos, and mechanisms which invoke 
properties of the Sun to explain the solar neutrino problem. 

KamLAND is expected to run for several more years. The good energy res
olution of the detector allows the energy dependence of the oscillations (eq. 1) to be 
measured directly. It can be seen from fig. 5 that more data needs to be accumulated in 
order for a clear and statistically significant oscillation signal [Q be observed in the en
ergy spectrum. This will allow KamLAND to measure the mixing parameters to very 

good precision 27). The same figure also shows the region in which antineutrinos 
from geological sources (uranium and thorium) are expected to be contributing to the 
~pectrum. Such neutrinos have never been observed, and with further running, Kam-

LAND should be able to measure the abundances of these elements in the region 28). 
In addition, the detector is constantly on the lookout for supernovae with a dedicated 
trigger algorithm, and in the evem of such an occurrence, reactions in the scintilla-
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tor are expected to provide unique insight on the nature of the neutrinos from these 

events 29). Other topics to be studied by the experiment include the measurement of 
higher energy antineutrino fluxes, and searches for nucleon decay. 
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141 Oho, TS11knba-8hi , Iba.mki 305-0801 , Japan 

Abstract 

The indications of neutrino oscillation observed by the K2K long-baseline neu
trino oscillation experiment are present.ed in t his talk: From 1999 to 2001 , 
5.6x 1019 protons on target were delivered to the experiment in 234.8 days 
of running. During this period there were 56 events fully contained in the 
Super-Kamiokande inner detector fiducial area, which was synchronized to the 
beam-spill timing. In t.he case of no oscillations, the e)..lJected number of events 
was 80.1 ~~:~. Out of the 56 events, we obtained 29 events or single ring Jl

li ke events. The neutrino energy spectrum ror the events, reconstructed by 
as..'> uming two-body kinematics of quasi-elastic interactions, shows a deficit in 
the EI/=0 .5rvlGeV bin, compared with the spectrum at the p roduction ob
served by the near detectors. These two ract.s indicate neutrino osci llation with 
common oscillation parameter regions. A combined oscillation analysis gives 
!:::.m2 = 1.5 '" 3.9 x l O- 3eV2 at. sin2 2B=l.O at the 90% confi dence level, and 
the null oscillation prohahil it.y is found to be less than 1%. 
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1 Introduction 

T he atmospheric neutrino anomaly observed by Super-Kamiokande(SI<) and 
other recent underground experiments strongly suggest vII H Vr neutrino os
cillat ion. The a llowed region of the oscillation parameters are in the range of 
.6.m~ t1n = 1.6 ,...,." 3.9 x 10- 3 eV2 and sin2 2Balm > 0.92 at the 90% confidence 

level, 2) where ~m~tm is the mass-difference squared between two neutrino 
mass eigenstates and ()ntm is the mi;.qng angle between two neutrinos. The 
principal goal of the K2K (KEK-to-Kamioka) experiment is to confii-m neu
t rino oscillation with a. man-made neutrino beam and to measure the oscilla
tion parameters. Vve use t he 12-GeV PS at I<EI< as a neutrino source, which 
produces a wide-band neutrino beam with an average energy of E v=1.3 GeV. 
The far detector, Super-Kamiokande, a 50 kt water Cherenkov detector, is lo
cated L =250km East from KET< . In order to measure the effects of oscill ation 
we compare the total number of events and the v/t spectrum observed by SK 
to those expected from measurement~ by a near det.ector system at KEI<. A 
defici t of vlL events and I or a distortion of the neutrino spectrum are' evi
dence of neutrino oscilla tion. Owing to t he EviL value, which is in a similar 
range to that of atmospheric neut rinos, we have sensitivity to e).:-plore a similar 
mass-difference region, ~7n2 ~ 2 x 10- 3eV2 . 

2 The K2K experiment 

Fig. 1 shows a bird 's-eye view of the neutrino beam-line at KEK . The 12-
GeV PS provides ....... 6 x 1012 protons per spill every 2.2 sec, and each spill 
has 9 bunches in a 1.1 Jjsec spill wid th. Protons are bent in t.he direct ion of 
Kamioka in the primary beam line, and are injected on aluminum target of 
3cm¢ x 66cm length, embedded in the 1 sL horn magnet. T wo horn mag~ets 3) 
focus the produced positively-charged pions effectively towards t he direction 
of Kamioka. The neutrino beam strengt h becomes x ....... 20 larger than in the 
case without them. The produced pions decay into J.L and V,I wi thin 200m of a 
decay pipe filled wi th helium gas, and the produced V,I beam ftys underground ' 
to the SK direction wit h a t il ting angle of _1°. The neutrino flux and the 
spectrum shape at SK is expected to be the same wi thin 3mrad, because the 
neutrino beam divergence 'is mainly determined by the decay kinematics of 
t he pions. vVe measure the profile of muons from pion decays by ionization 
chambers and silicon p ad detect.ors located behind t he beam dump, which 
indi rectly guarant.ees that the center of the neutrino beam profil e is stable 
spill-by- spiU within ::; ± l mrad. A pion monjtoring gas ~herenkov counter 4) is 
occasionally placed in the beam axis downstream of the 2nd horn. By adjusting 
the internal gas pressure, it can explore the momentum and angle distribu tion 
of the prod uced pions in P1r ~2GeV /c, wi thout suffering any effec t from the 
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Figure 1: Bird's-eye view of the neutrino fu;am-line at KEf{. Each beam-line 
component is explained in the main text. A near detector system is located 
300m downstream from the primary target, which aims to study the neutrino 
beam properties at the time of production. 

background of the primary 12GeV Ie prot.ons. This enables us t.o ext.rapolate 
the neutrino flux from the near site to the far site in the Ev ;::: 1GeV region 
within an accuracy of'" ±10%.1 

Fig. 2 shows a record of the protons on target, on which some memorial 
dates for the experiment are also recorded. After the success of the fast ex
traction of protons for the e}'."periment on February 3rd 1999, neutrino beam 
commissioning started on March 4 lh . After engineering runs to study neutrino 
beam operat ions in April through May, stable data taking began in June, 1999. 
At that time we employed an aluminum target with 2cmrJ> and a horn current 
of 200 kA. The typical prot.on in t.ensity was 4.5xlO12 protons-per-puLse. On 
June 19t h , we observed the first K2K signal at SIC It was the first achievement 

to detect an accerelator-produced neutrino at a distance of hundreds of km. 6) 

1 For an energy lower than IGeV, we employ an empirical pion production 
model, 5) which reproduces the pion monitor measurements very well. 
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Figure 2: Accumulated protons on target (upper) and protons per pulse at the 
target (lower) as function of the date from 1999 to 2003, 

After the summer shutdown, continuous data taking began again in Novem
ber, with an aluminum target of 3cm<fJ and a horn current of 250 kA. The 
typical prot.on intensity was enhanced to 5,......6x1012 ppp. After the upgrade, 
we successfully took data during November 1999 to June 2000 , and January to 
July 2001. The accumulated number of protons on the target from the start 
of the experiment was 5.606x10 19 in total. Among them, we used data wi th 
stable beam operation after June, 1999, for an analysis, which corresponds to 
4.8x 1019 pot. All of the results presented in this talk are based on these K2K-I 
data. 

On November 12th 2001 , a severe ,accident broke out in 5K: Due to a 
chain reaction of shock waves, caused by a sudden improsion of one PMT a t 
the bottom, we los t about 60% of the 11,140 PMTs within a few seconds. 
Owing to a very quick decision that we try to resume the experiment wit hin 

one year by, rearranging the remaining and spare PMTs at half densi ty,2 7) and 

2In the relevant energy regioJ? for atmospheric neutrinos, proton decays and 
K2K, it is expected that. the difference in the SK configurations will cause no 
changes t~ t he quality of the experiments. 
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aJso owing to very great efforts to achieve that, SK started data taking again 
on December 2271d , 2002. The K2K experiment also resumed from that day, 
and is accufnulating data now. We call the data-taking period after the repair 
as K2K-II. 

The GPS ~ystem is used 8) to look for events at SK, which synchronizes 
to the REK PS .beam pulses. Fig. 3 shows the D.T == TSJ( - TKEK - TT.D.p. 

distributions at each reduction stage for all K2K-1 data. After the final require
ments that the event is fully-contained in inner detector (FC) and .the neutrino 
interaction vertex is inside of the 22.Skt fiducial volume (FV), we admit a very 
clear peak, which coincides to the KEK beam pulse of 1.1j..tsec width. Inside 
of an L5psec anaJysis timing window, which takes the resolution of the D.T 
measurement « 200 nsec) into account, we have observed 56 events in total. 
The atmospheric neutrino background expected for the timing window is only 
""' 10-3 events. The arrival times pf the events are consistent with a Pois
son distributed distribution with regards to the integrated protons on t.arget. 
Among the FCFV events, 32 events are single-ring (IR) events, and 30 of the 
lR events are muon-like events, which are identified by using Cherenkov ring 
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Figure 4: K2K near detector system, lkt (right) and FGD (left, composite of 
SciFi, LG, and MRD). All setups are , in a 24m¢ - 16m deep well-like hall, 
so that the neutrino beam, being tilted by about _1° towards the direction of 
K amioka: will pass through the center of the detectors. 

image pattern recognition. 9) For the lRJ.l-lilce events, we can reconstruct the 
incoming neut.rino energy from'the muon momentum and angle by assuming a 
charged-current quasi-elastic interaction, vtl + n --+ J.l .+ P : 

E rec = mNEIJ - m~/2 
v mN -ElL +~LcosBp' 

(1) 

omitting the Fermi momentum and the nuclear potential. We will use the Evec 
-to see the djstortion on the neutrino spectrum shape. 

3 Reconstruction of the Neutrino Spectrum by Near Detectors 

The K2K expeliment employs a near-detector system located 300m down
stream from the primary target. Fig. 4 shows a schematic view of the ,near
detector. system. It iB composed of two independent detectors: a 1 kiloton SK
like water Cherenkov detector (1kt) and a fine-grained detector (FGD). They 
provide a unique probe for detailed studies on the neutrino-nucleus (H2 0) in-

teractions around Ev in a few GeV region I which is not. yet well underst.ood. 10) 
'Ve will reconstruct the neutrino energy spectrum at the time of production by 
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analyzing the momentum and angular distl'·ibutions of muons observed in these 
two detectors. This is one of the very ner.essary inputs for oscillation analysis. 

3.1 .Wat.er Cherenkov detector (1kt) 

lkt is a miniature of SK with a 1/50 volume, whose data can be directly com
pared with the SI< ones by using the same type of detector ahd by common 
anaJysis procedures. Inside of a 8.6m¢-8.6m height cylinder, 680 of 20" PMTs 
are arranged in the same 70cm Jynning as the SK. The inner volume is 496 t'ons 
of purified water, where the event rate iIi the full volume is 0.2 event per spilt 
To choose a single interaction per spill, a flash-ADC records the analog sum 
of aU PMTs. The interaction vertex reconstruction) Cherenkov ring counting, 
and ,u-1ike Ie-like ring.identification of e'ach ring are performed by t.he same 

methods as are employed in the' SK. 9) For the K2K spectrum analysis, (1) 
FCFV-1R,u-like samples are chosen based on the following selection criteria: 

• Events with a :>1000p.e. (rv 100 MeV) single peak in the Flash-ADC 
(FADC) are chosen. It is used to extract a single interact.ion in a spilL 

• Events with the reconstructed vert.ex js inside. of a cylindrical volume 
along the beam, - 2m < z < Om, r <. 2m wi th a fiducial vol ume mass=25t 
CfV events). By these two cuts, the efficiency for those events, which have 
an interaction vertex in the fiduci~Li volume, is eff=75%. 

• The total light yield of all PMTs should be in the range of lOOO",20000p. e .. 

• The maxim urn res'ponse of the inner PMTs is less than 200 p. e .. 1t is used 
to extra.ct fully contained (FC) events, with it's track endpoint inside of 
the inner det.ector (FCFV IFid.all=75%). 

• At last, event.s with a ,u-like single ring pattern are chosen (FCFV1R,u
like/FCFV =4 7%). 

The characteristics of these events are good sensitivity to the large scattering 
angle, whereas the sensitivity is limited to the low muon momentum region 
(pJ1. <1 GeV) due to the requirement of the 4th (FC) conrution. It is to be 
noted that in our relevant energy region a recoil proton track is usually not 
seen (Cherenkov t.hreshold is P(hr. rv1.1 GeV Ie), and the CCQE interaction 
is identified as a single ring ,u-like event. For the absolute event rat.e) the 
measurement has a 5 % systematic error I of which the largest contri b u tion conies 
from the vertex reconstruction uncertainty. For the spectrum measurement, the 
largest systematic .error is an uncertainty on the energy scale. Jt is known to 
be within ~~ %, confirmed with both cosmic-ray muons and beam-induced,7r° 
analysis. 
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Figure 5: (a) Typical FGD two track events with an vertex in the SciPio Track
associated hits are represented by red circles with their size proportional to the 
number of pixels in the hits. (b) cos(~(j p) distribution for two-track samples. 
It is used to distinguish CCQE / non-QE enhanced samples. 

3.2 Fine-Grained Detector (FGD) 

FGD aims to measure neutrino interactions precisely by using a tracking-type 
device. It consists of a scintillating fiber tracker (SciFi) I plastic scintillator 
veto/trigger counters surrounding the SciFi, an electromagnetic calorimeter 
of 600 lead glass blocks (LG), and a. muon range detector (MRD). The SciFi 

tracker 11) has a 2.6mx2.6mx1.7m rectangular shape. It is composed of 19 
layers of 6em-thick water conta.iners, sandwiched with 20x(yy-xx) layers of 
700ttmq; scintillating fibers. The full weight of the sensitive volume is 8.Bt. 
All of the fibers are bWldled and attached to i4 image intensmer tubes. CCD 
pixel images are ana.lyzed for hit and track reconstruction. The track finding 
efficiency 12) is 70% for a track passing througll three layers of scintillating 
fiber and close to 100% for more than 5 lay~rs. Three layers is the minimum 
track lenith required in this analysis. :rvrnn 13) measures the momentum of a. 
muon corning out from the SciFi by it's range. It is a sandwich of 12 iron plates 
(16cmx4 + 20cm x 8) with drift chambers, covering a 7.6mx7.6m tIansverse 
area of the bea~. The total mass is 915 tons and events contained in MRD are 
very important to monitor the neutrino beam stability for the rate and for the 
profile. For neutrino spectrum reconstruction, we choose SciFi-MRD events 
with the following criteria: 

• A vertex with track(s) with a length ~ 3 SciFi layers is reconstructed. 
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Table 1: Statistic$ of the near-detector events for' each category used in the 
spectrum analysis. Details of the event selection aTe given in the main text. 

pot(x1019)t # Events daft I 

1kt FCFVIR/-L (1) 3.213 22,476 79 
SciFi-MRD 3.970 8,393 
Single Track (2) 5,963 44 
2-track /}"f) p ~ 25° (3) 764 40 
2-track /}"f)p > 30° (4) 1,288 40 

t pot value corresponding to the part of data used fOT the spectrum analysis. 

t Nutnber of points on the (PIL, elL) plane used in the spectrum fil. 

The fiducial volume is defined as a rectangle with f:1x and f:1y -:::;: l.lm, 
covering the pl to 17th water containers (fiducial mass= 5.9 t) . 

• A SciFi track should match to a hit of the downstream veto/trigger coun
ters: This guarantees that the interaction is in a beam spill . 

• The track also should match to a. LG cluster, and to a MRD track and/or 
hit cells. 

The last condition gua.rantees that the track pa.sses the LG cells, and is thus 
a minimum-ionizing muon. At the same time, the cut limits the PJ.I. sensitivity 
in the range greater than rv 500MeV /c. With all of the'se cuts, the net effi
ciency in the fiducial yolume is ",,45% for the CCQE interactions and rv31 % 
for the CC-inclusive inter'actions. The momentum of the primary muon track 
is measured by its range with an accuracy of 2.7%, which is a linear sum of the 
weight accuracy and a. dE/dx uncert.ainty of the iron. Fig. 5(a) shows' a typical 
FGD event with a secondary track, probably a scattered proton. It is thus a 
candidate of a CCQE interaction, 1/J1. + n --1 J.L + P. For two-track events, a 
kinematic variable, f:1(}p, is defined to enhance the fraction of CCQE and non
QE interactions: Assuming a QE interaction (omitting the effect from Fermi 
motion), the direction of the scattered proton ca.n be c.alculated from the muon 
momentum. We define f:1()p as the difference between the observed direction 
of the second track and that of the expectation. Fig. 5(b) shows the cos(/},,()p) 
distribution. CCQE events, shown by a hatched histogram, concentrate around 
cos(/}"f)p) = 1, i.e. /}"f)p = 0. 3 We select a CCQE enhanced sample by requir
ing f:1() p within 25 degrees, and non-QE enhanced samples by 6.B p more than 
30 degrees, respectively. In the CCQE enhanced sample, 62% of the events are 

3Proton re-scattering inside of Oxygen nuclei is taken into account. 14) 
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to' be QE.events. In the non-QE enhancecl sample, 82% of events come from 
i.nteractions other than CCQE. The SciFi events are wvided into three eVfmt 
categories: (2) I-track, (3) 2-track CCQE enhanced) and (4) 2-track non-QE 
enhanced samples, respectively. The observed number of events for each event 
category is summarized in Table 1. 

3.3 Neut.rino Spectrum Reconstruction 

The 2-djrnensional distributions of the muon moment.um versus angle with 
respect to t.he beam direction of four event. categories) i. e. (1) the 1 kt event 
samples and t.he three SciFi event samples, (2)"'-'(4), are used to reconstruct 
the neutrino spectrum at the time of production. A x'2-fitting mer.hod is used 
to compare these data against the MC expectation. The neut.rino spectrum is 
divided into 8 energy bins) as defined in Table 2. During the fit, the flux in each 
energy bin is re-weight.ed relative to the values in the beam MC. These weights 
are normalized so that the Ev = 1.0-1.5 GeV bin is unity) and an overall 
normalization is introduced as a free parameter. In addition) a parameter) 
Rnqc. is llsed to re-weight the ratio between the QE and non-QE cross section 
relativ(\ to the Me simulation for the entire Ev region. It is to be noted that 
Rnqe is strongly constrained by the ratio between the number of events in 
category (3) and that in category (4). The syst.ematic uncertainties of each 
detector, i.e. ;;he energy sC<J.lr~, the track finding efficiencies, and the decector 
thresholds, are incorporated as fitting parameters. The spectrum measurement 
by the pion monitor is also used as a. constraint on the flux re-weighting factors. 

The best-fit results of the flux re-weighting factors, cI> NO, are shown in 
Table 2. All of the paramet.ers, including the detector systematics, are found 
to lie within their expected errors. The X2 is 227.2/197 d.o.f.. The muon 
momentum and angular distributions of each event category are overlaid with 
the fe-weighted MC in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the fit result. agrees well with 
the nata. The errors of the fit are provided in the form of an error ma.trix, and 
correlations between the parameters are taken into account in the following 
oscillation analysis . The diagonal elements in the mat.rix, ~(<Tl N D) are also 
given in Table 2. 

3.4 Neutrino Interaction Models 

The uncert.ainty due to neutrino interaction models is studied separately. Our 

Me treats nelI~.rino-nuc1eus interactions through the foJJowing four braJJ.ches: 15) 
CC Quasi elastic scattering (CCQE), CC In production through baryon reso
nances (CCIn), Coherent 11" production , and deep inelastic scatterlng: 

• In CCQE scattering, the a..xial vector mass in the dipole formula is set to 
a central value of 1.1 GeV /c2

, and is varied by ±10%. 
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Figure 6: Muon mom.entum (left) and angle (1'ight) distributions for each event 
category: (1) lkt FCFV single-ring J.l-like events, (2) SciFi single-track events, 
(3) 2-track QE enhanced events, and (4)2-track non-QE enhanced events. The 
crosses are data and the boxes are Me with the best fit parameters. The errors 
on the Me distributions correspond to the uncertainties of each fi7J,x bin and 
R(nonQE/QE). The hatched histograms show the CCQE contribntions . 
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Table 2: Central values of the flux re-weighting parameters fOT the spectrum 
fit at the near detectors (<1> ND) and the percentage size of the energy dependent 
systema.tic errOTS on the re-weighting pammeters (..6.(cI>ND)), FIN ratio, and 
reconstruction efficiency for 1R/-L events o.t SK (cSK). cI>NDS are given relative 
to the 1.0-1. 5 Ge V energy bin. 

I Ev (GeV) <PNO 

0-0.5 1.31 ±49 ± 2.6 ±8.7 
0.5-0.75 1.02 ±12 ±4.3 ±4.3 
0.75-1.0 1.01 ±9.l ±4.3 ±4.3 
1.0-1.5 == 1.00 - ±6.5 ±8.9 
1.5-2.0 0.95 ±7.1 ±10 ±10 
2.0-2.5 0.96 ±8.4 ±11 ±9.8 
2.5-3.0 1.18 ±19 ±12 ±9.9 

3.0- 1.07 ±20 ±12 ±9.·9 

t Errors are quoted from t.he pion monitor measure men t. in > 1 Ge V, and from the uncertain

t.ies in hadron production models in <1 GeV, respectively. 

t The error on the particle identification dominates in <0.5 GeV, and the error on ring 

counting dominates in > 1 Ge\!, respectively. 

• The axial mass for CC17r is set to a central value of 1.2 GeV /c2 
1 and is 

varied by ±20%. 16) 

• For coherent pion production, the Rein and Sehga.l model 17) and a model 

by Marteau 18) are compared. 

• For deep inelastic scattering, GRV94 19) and the corrected structure 

function by Bodek and Yang 20) are both studied. 

For an oscillation analysis', the Marteau model and Bodek and Yang structure 
flli1ctions are employed. Varying the cho~ce of models causes the fitted value of . 
Rnqe (= 0.93) to change by '" 20%. In order to account for this, an additional 
systematic error of ±20% on Rnqe is added by hand. It isjound that. the choice 
of models doe~ not affect the ifJ N D values, themselves, beyond the size of the 
fitted errors. Also, it is to be noted that the effects of the model difference 
on the oscillation analysis is found to be negligible, because of a cancellation. 
·between the near cite a.nd the far cite measurements. 
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Figure 7: Reconstructed Ev distribution for the lRfJ, sample. The pO'ints with 
error bars are data. The bo.'C histogram is the expected spe.ctrum with01d os
cillations, where the height of the box is the systematic error. The thick-solid 
line is the best-fit spectru.m. Th.ese h.istograms are normalized by the number of 
observed events, 29. In addition) the thin-solid line .~hows the expectation with. 
no oscillal'io'n$ normalized to the expected number of events, 44-

4 Oscillation Analysis 

A two-flavor neutrino oscillation analysis with vj.L disappea.rance is performed 
by the maJdmum-likelihood method. In the analysis, both the number of FCFV 
events (56) and the eDergy spectrum shape for lRfJ, events (29) are used.4 The 
likelihood is defined as 

{, = Lnorm x Lshnpe, (2) 

w here the normaljzation term, Lnorm (N Dba, N exp ), is the Poisson pro babi\i ty to 
observe Nobs events when the expected number of events is Nexp(llm2

, sin2 28, f) . 
Here, the symbol f represents a set of parameters constrained by the system
atic errors. They consist of the re-weighted neutrino spectru.m measured at the 

4Da.ta ta.ken in June 1999 are discarded for [shapel because the spectrum 
shape was different from that for the rest of 'the running period due to the 
different horn configuration. The data correspond to 6.5% of the tot.al pot. 
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near detectors (cp N D), the FIN ratio, the reconstruction efficiency (ESI<) of SK 
for lRjJ. events, the re-weighting factor for the QE/non-QE ratio (Rnqe ), the 

SK energy scale (3% 9)) and the overall normalization. Note that the errors 
on the first 3 items depend on the energy and have correlations between each 
energy bin. The diagonal parts of their error matrices are summarized in Ta
ble 2. Since the 1kt has the same kind of detector as SK, most of the systematic 
uncertainties on the measurement are expected to be ca.nceled to each other. 
The expected number of FCFY events, NexP1 at SK without oscillation with an 
over all normalization measured by the 1 kt is estimated to be 80.1 ~~:~ I which 
is to ~e compared to Nobs = 56. The major contributions to the errors come 
from the uncertainties in the F IN ratio ( ~::~~) and the normalization (5.0%). 
The latter is dominated by uncerta.inties of the fiducial volumes due to vertex 
reconstruction errors at both the lkt and SK. On the other han~, the shape 
term, 

Nln" 

Lshape ~ II P(B;,;fl.m2 ,sin2 28,/),. 
i=] 

(3) 

is a product of the probability for each lRJt event to be observed at E~cC = Ei , 

where P is the normalized E~cC distribution, estimated by Me, and N1R}J is 
the number of lRj.t events. The number of 1Rj.t events observed (excluding the 
data of .June 1999) is 29, and the corresponding number of lRj.t events expected 
from Me in the ca.se of no oscillation is 44. The likelihood is calculated at 
each point in the fl.m 2 and sin2 28 space to search for the point where the 
likelihood is ma..ximized.5 As a result, the best-fit point is found to be at 
(sin2 28, fl.m2)=(1.0, 2.8x 10-3 ey2). 6 At the best-fit point t.he predicted total 
number of FCFV events is 54.2, which agrees with the observation (56) within 
the statistical error. The observed E~cC distribution of the lRj.t sample is shown 
in Fig. 7 together with the e:xpected distributions for the best-fit oscillation 
parameters, and the expectation without oscillations. The best-fit spectfllm 
shape agrees with the observations. Fig. 8(a) shows the allowed regions of 
oscillation parameters, evaluated by calculating the likelihood ratio of each 
point to the best-fit point. The 90% C.L. contour crosses the sin2 2() = 1 axis 
at fl.m 2 =1.5 a.nd 3.9x10-3 eV2

. Fig. 8(b) shows a -lnL behavior at si.n 2 28 = 1 
slice, which shows that the fl.m2 preferred by the total flux suppression and the 
energy distortions alone agree well. The probability that the observations are 
due to a statistica.l fluct.uation instead of neutrino oscUlation is calculated to be 
0.7%. When only normalizat.ion (shape) information is used, the probabUities 
are estimat.ed to be 1.3% (16%), respectively. 

5YVe treat the systemtic parameters, 1, as fitting parameters, with an addi
tional constra.int term in the Hkelihood. 

6(1.03,2.8 x 10-3 eV2) if the unphysical region is taken into account. 
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Figure 8: (a) Allowed regions of oscillation parameters. Dashed, solid and dot
da.~hed {ine.'; are 68.4 %, 90% and 99% C. L. conto'IJ.rs, respectively. The best 
fit point is indicated by a star. (b) Beha.vior of negative log likelihood along 
s-in 22B =1. Analysis res'U,lis of number of event only (thin-solid) an.d sha.pe only 
(dashed) aTe also given, which suggest m'1l.t1J,()'lly consistent E:.m2 val1J.es. 

5 Conclusion 

The K2K experiment has collected approximately one-half of its planned 1020 

protons on target in K21<-1. During the period of running, we have collected 56 
FCFV events at SK, which should be compared to the expectation, 80.1 ~~:~. 
29 lR,u-like events are further used to study the spectrum distortion, a.nd both 
the number of FCFV events and the energy spectrum are found t.o be consis
tent with neutrino oscillation. A combined likelihood analysis gives (sin 2 2(), 
~m2)=(1.0, 2.Sx 1O-~ ey2) as the best-fit values. The 90% C.L. contour crosses 
~m2 = 1.5 r-..J 3.9 x 10-3ey2 at sin228=1.0, which are consistent with the ones 
suggested by atmospheric neutrinos. The probability that the measurements 
at SK can be explalned by statistical fluctuation is found to be less than 1%. 
After the recovery from the accident at. SK, we started a new phase of K2K-II~ 
to provide sufficienr sratistics for a further study on neutrino oscilJation. 
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STATUS OF MiniBooNE, A SHORT BASELINE !\'EUTRINI OSCILLATION 
EXPERIMENT 

Jonathan M. Link 
Columbia University 

Abstract 

This report describes the state of neutrino oscillatjon studies in the LSND 
signaJ region (high 6..m2 ). Prospects for and status of the Fermilab experi
ment, MiniBooNE, which is intended to ver ify or refute the LSND signal, are 
discussed. . 
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1 The LSND Resul t 

T he Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) Experiment. took data from 
1993 to 1998 at the LANSCE accelerat.or at Los Alamos National Laboratory. 
T he purpose of LSND was to look for the osci llation of iil t to ve. An intense 
beam of 11"+ mesons stopped in copper was used to create a high flux of V', 
(Ell in the range of 20 to 50 MeV) at the detector result.ing from the 7i+, J.L+ 
decay chai n. The detect.or was separated from the copper beam stop by 30 m 
of shielding. 

Evideilce for oscillat ions was observed with a ve excess of 87.9 ± 22.4 ± 6.0 
events (see F ig. 1). If attributed to neutrino oscillat ions} this excess corre
sponds to an oscillation probabil ity (averaged over the c>""Perimental energies 
and spat.ial acceptances) of (0.264 ± 0.067 ± 0.045)% . 

In t he case of osci llations involving two Havors} the probabili ty for a neu
t rino of one flavor to osci llate to a neut rino of the second flavor is given by 

p ~ sin' 28 sin'(1.27 L'>m' L j E) (1 ) , 

where 8 is t.he mixing angle: 6.m2 is t. he mass difference between the neut rino 
mass eigenst.ates, L is the distance t raveled by the neut rino (also known as the 
baseline) and E is the neutrino energy. Neutrino oscillation results are typically 
shown graphically as t he a llowed region in 6.m2 and sin2 28 space. The allowed 
region for t he LSND observed excess is shown in Fig. 2. 

The LSND signal (.6.m2 ,...., 0.1 eV2) when combined with the strong ev

idence for oscillations from atmospheric neut rinos 2) (~m2 '" 10- 3eV2) and 

• 
~ 17.5 • ee..m&~ 
~ 
E 15 ~ p('.--" .. ".)n 

~ 12.5 
ED p(' •.• ')tl 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 
UEv (meters/Me V) 

Figure 1, The LSND Lj E distribution for D, candidate events. The data fi t 
the expectation for neutrino background plus oscillations. 
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Bugey 

Figure 2: The allowed region (filled in) from joint LSND and KARMEN fit 1) 
in 6..m2 and sin2 28; exclusion/allowed regions (solid lines) from several exper
iments; and the projected sensitivity of MiniBooNE at 90% CL. 

solar neutrinos 3) (6..m 2 '"'-' 10- 5eV 2 ) is problematic for the standard model 
which has only three light neutrino flavors. ·With three neutrino f1avors , only 
two independent i::J.m2 scales are possible. The introduction of a fourth neutrino 
that does not. interact via the weak force may resolve this di lemma. · Another 
possible solution involves different 6..m2 scales far antineutrinos and neutrinos, 
but th is clearly violates CPT 4). 

In addition to these theoretical difficulties , the LSND signal is challenged 
by a null result from the KARMEN experiment.. KARMEN also looked for 

V,I -1- v~ using VII from the 11+ 1 mu+ decay chain 5). Figure 2 shows the 
region allowed at. 90% canfiden~e level (CL) from a joint analysis of t.he LSND 
and KARMEN data. Although KARMEN does rule out portions of t he LSND 
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signaJ region : a significan t a llowed region still exists. 

2 T h e ~1iniBooNE Experiment 

To resolve the LSND question , T,he Booster Neutrino Experiment (BooNE) 

6) collaboration was forrn~d . BooNE is a collaboration of about 60 scientists 
from 14 institutions. The goal of BooNE is to make a defini tive measurement 
of neutrino oscillations (or lack thereof) in the LSND signal region. T he firs t 
phase of BooNE , known as MiniBooNE, will cover t he entire LSND region with 
a sensit ivity to an oscillation signal of at least 5a. 

The BooNE beamline uses protons from Fermilab's Booster. The Booster 
is a high-intensity source of 8 GeV protons . MiniBooNE is intended to run at. 
an average rate of 5 Hz with 5 x 1012 protons per pulse. Each Booster pulse 
is 1.6 fi5 long. The pulsed beam is important for reducing backgrounds from 
cosmic rays. 

Protons from t he. primary hearn str ike a berylli um target, prodllcing 
short-lived hadrons. The charged mesons which decay to neutrinos are fo
cllsed toward the det.ector using a pulsed toroidal field magnet , known as a 
horn. The Be target is located in t he focusi ng horn. The horn is fo llowed by 
a 50 m d€cay region which can be reduced t,o 25 m in order to perform cross 
checks of the int rinsic /If! flux. The resulting beam has a mean neutrino energy 
of about 1.0 GeV. 

T he MiniBooNE detector is posit ioned 500 m from t he target (450 m of 
eart.h shielding) . The detector consists of a spherical tank 6.1 m in radius . An 
inner str ucture at 5.75 m radius supports 1280 8-inch phot.omultiplier t ubes 
(10% coverage). pointed inward and optically isolated from the Quter region 
of the tank. The vessel is filled with ,....., 800 tons of minera l oi ll resulting in a 
,.... 450 ton fiducial volume. The outer volume, viewed by 240 phototubes, serves 
as a veto shield for identifying pan icles entering and/or exitiEg the det.ec tor. 

3 Prospects and Sta tus of Min iB ooNE 

Figure 2 shows the expected sensit ivity for MiniBooNE at 90% CL assuming 
1 x 1021 protons on target. T he MiniBooNE expectation completely covers the 
LSND allowed region . 

T he l'vfi niBooNE detector and beamline are now complete and dat.a taking 
began in Sept.ember 2002. As of this writ.ing MiniBooNE has collec t.ed about. 
100,000 quasi-elas tk v JI interactions and taken about 1 x 1020 protons on target . 
This represent about one tenth of the basel ine goals for this run. F igure 3 and 
<-1 illustrat.e the quality of the da t.a taken thus fa r and the progress made a t 
underst.anding the data. 
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Figure 3: a) Time in t.he beam trigger window for event.s with more than 
200 hi ts in the main tank and less than 6 hits in t.he veto system. The dat.a 
is accumulated in the 1.6 jJ.S of spill (from 4.5 t.o 6.1 fJ-s) and outside this 
window there are yery few events. This demonstrates that our veto system 
is very efficient 01. rejecting cosmic ray backgrounds (SIN", 5000). b) The 
dist.ribution of cos (J aiong the beam di rection for the Cerenkov rings in events 
from inside the beam window in a). This shows that t he majority of events are 
are in the forward direction as expected. 
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Figure 4: The reconstructed TID distribution for two Cerenkov ring, TID candidate 
events in r,he' detector. This figure iilustra tes t.hat t.he 1To algorithm works in 
at. least some instances and will be inst.rumental in removing ITo events as a 
background t.o the oscillat.ion sample. Further: these event.s provide a set of 
elr.r.t.ron like Cercnkov ri ngs independent of the lIe eandidat.e sample, which will 
he useful for testing t. he particle ie! . 
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In addition to the LSND oscillation search, the BooNE collaboration is ex
ploring several ot.her interesting physics studies. These include, neutrino cross 

section measurements, a search for the KARMEN timing anomaly 7), a search 

for the neut.rino magnetic moment 8), and supernova neut.rino observatory. 
In the near future, the LSND question will be resolved by the MiniBooNE 

experiment. 
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Abstra.ct 

There are mounting evidences that V e , vp, and V'j are superpositions of 3 mass 
eigenstat.es wi th large mixing angles and moderate mass hierarchy. This picture 
should receive a number of confirmations in the future years, perhaps enriched 
by new discoveries, even though major surprises are not excluded. In this 
scheme, we know 4 parameters of the neutrino mass matrix out of a total of 
9 . To progress further, we would like to infer from experiments the mixing 
angle BJ31 the neutrino mass scale, the Major.ana nature of their masses, and 
(some of) the CP violating pha..qes. ThUB, the program of rec:onstruction of 
the neutrino masses from data will be very demanding and probably 'will have 
a limited reach for a long time. The other complementary approach is to 
unde.rstand neutrino masses within a. we)] defined theoretical framework-an 
'up-down' approach. After describing the limitations of a model based on U(l) 
flavor symmetry (mostly due to the unknown 'coefficients of order unity'), we 
discuss a. renormaliza.ble, supersymmetric SO(JO) model where neutrino masses 
are connected with those of the other fermions. We also mention the most 
promising posEihili ties to use neutrinos as astrophysica.l probes. 
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1 Phenomenology, A.D. 2003 

This first part. is organ ized in t hree sections: the first , sec.I. l is abou t. oscil
lilt.ions, in par ticular in the three neutrino framework j the second: sec.1.2 on 
other approaches to invest.igate nelltrino masseSj the las t, sec. l.3 , is on the use 
of neutrinos as astrophysical probes. 

Trying to fulfill t he task assigned by t.he Organizers: we wi ll recall some 
import.an t steps in the history of neutrino physics. 'Ve would like t.o begin by 
reminding the actuality of the vision of Bruno PontecorVOj for a more accu

rat.e account, t.he reader can profit of his recollections wri t ten 20 years ago 1). 
Pontecorvo began to work on neutrino physics since t.he forties , even though it 
was common opinion (appar~ntly even of his outstanding guide, Enrico Fermi) ~ 
that neut.rino investigations were undoable in practice. He introducerl the idea 
of oscillation in 1957 using only Ve and its 'antineutrino\ by analogy with 
/(0 _ j(o decay: He overcomed this limitation in 1967, I and the connection 
with neutrino masses was outlined. He did realize the extraordinary sensitiv
ity to neutrino masses offered by oscillat.ions, now universally understood. In 
fact, it is almost unpleasant to recall that soon after the 1967 paper on oscil 
lat.ions, Pontecorvo discussed the possibili ty that the leading contribution to 
double beta decay could be not related to neutrino mass, but to some other 

mechanism 6) : indeed, this seems to suggest t.he view that there is no hope 
otherwise. :!: S.Bilenky recalled to us that P ontecorvo believed that the mixing 

has to be either zero, or maximal 7). This insight is again of impressive actual 
ity for whoever is working in the field. It is a grea t pity that Pontecorvo passed 
away 10 years ago, before he could see his views becaming reality. Pontecorvo 
liked to introduce his investigations by carefllll y selected and well formulated 
questions: so let us conclude this account expressing the hope tha t t here will 
be more Physicists, who follo.wing Pontecorvo will be able to understand which 
are the right ques tions. 

1 In 1962, the concept. of mixed neutrinos was introduced 2) , and immedi
ately later the (2 flavor) leptonic mixing matrix in 1962 was considered, even 

if in the context of an incorrect model of hadrons 3) . This shortcoming was 
corrected one year later , by drawing the connection between the mixing ma
t.rix and the neutr ino masses 4). The leptonic mixing matrix is sometimes 

called MNS matrix after the authors of 3). It should be added that, none of 
t.hese authors ment.ioned neutrino oscillations-hu t. presumably t.hey did ignore 
Pontecorvo's papers. 

2Even if we will show that t his conclusion does not necessarily apply: we 
feel t hat such a view is all but deceiving. 
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1.1 Oscillations and neutrino masses 

In view of the rather complet.e 4iscussion on experimental evidences of os

cillations we have had at t his Conference 8), t here are not many reasons to 
have a sectioll like the present one, apart from ofi'ering a formal (useless) in
troduction to oscillations, and a brief (biased) summary of data. So, we kept 
in mind a few rather specific aims, in particular: to make explicit the recent 
change of perspective (strongly boosted since 1998 by the achievements of the 
Super-Kamiokande experiment, SK from here on), that oscillations are to be 
considered as a method of measuring neutrino properties.3 It should be real
ized that such a point of view is supported by existing da ta, but only partially. 
Neutrinos experiments are difficult and this is one of the reasons why these ex
periment.s have often produced surprising and sometimes contradicto ry results 
in the past (many of us do feel that neutrinos a re 1'ea.lly surprising particles), 
Furthermore, it is true that a large number of facts can be e).."plained assuming 
that t he standard model/usual neutrinos are endowed wit.h mass, but th is is 
not sufficient to explain all anomalies l as will be recalled in the sect ion 1.1.3. 
Nevertheless, in this talk we will mostly t.ake the view that 3 neutrino oscilla
tions occur. In summary, we believe neu trino mass models that address solar 
and atmospheric neutrino anomalies in terms of oscillations are still not com
pelling) but largely motivated by present data. However, we have to wait for 
the results of MINOS) CNGS and MiniBooNE to reassess (or reconsider) t he 
validity of such a working hypothesis. In this view I we will mention which are 
the most appealing goals still to be achieved. 

1.1.1 How well c/o we know neutrinos? 

We know for sure that neutrinos have always been generous with surprises. 
Perhaps t.he future reserves more surprises; or maybe we are turning to a less 
exciting era (measurement.s). 

Vve have strong hints of oscillations ·with the followi ng mass scales and 
indicative significances (from solar: atmospheric and LSND neutrino data): 

• L'.m;ol ~ 10- 3 eY' (~16 0) • 
• 6.m~ I' rl1 ,.....10- '1 eV2 (,..... 10 a) • 
• L'.m.IsND~lOoey2 (~3 - 70) • 

It should be not.ed that. the strong evidence for oscillations from solar neut.ri
nos comes from the inclusion of a lot of information (also KamLAND), while 

3This attitude can be contrasted wi th another view) that oscillations are 
the mean for discovering and/or of proving beyond doubt that neutrino have 
mass. Of course these two views are complementary) but they lead to emphasize 
diH"erent experiment.al or t heoret.ical aspects. 
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the atmospheric neutrino evidence for oscillations is largely lead by Super
Kamiokande. The estimation of LSND significance is unfortunately rather 
dependent. on the statist.ical approa.ch. Assuming that the errors are fairly esti
mated, the significa.nce of first two evidences can be dubbed as infinite-sigma:l 

The third one certainly needs independent. confirmation and this could be done 
wit.h MiniBooNE. 

Many people believe tha.t in t.he last 5 years, neutrinos led us beyond the 
frontiers of the standa.rd model (some other think that we passed from suspicion 
to triumphalisrn ... ) 

1.1.2 Thp. oldest, case: Solar neutrinos 

Since recently, there is a growing awareness that, a.ft.er baving quantifip.d the 
effect. of oscillations, we should use solar neut.rinos as probes of the sun. As a 
matter of fact, this was the origi naJ reason for studying solar neu t.rinos. This 

moti vat.ed since the early sixties the att.entions of John Bahcall see e.p;. 9) \ and 

(a. few years later) of Zatsepin and Kuzmin 10). Baht-all and r.ollaboratol's 
created and improved along the years a theoreticaJ description of the sun that. 
is in fact called 'the standard solar model'. However, since t.he lat.e six"ties 
the I-Iomestake e:.\:periment. has heen point.ing Ollt a serious d1screpancy \vith 
the predictions of the solnr models, that has been confirmed by all subsequent. 
e:\:perimenl.s, with a va.riet.y of techniques. It. took 35 years ann lot of efforts 
to be sure that. the reason for this discrepancy was the occurrence of neutrino 
oscillatiom. 

With hindsight, it. is fair to say that the solar neutrinos a.re the most 
complicat.ed case of oscillat.ions tha.t we have. The reason is that th(~ 'LMA 
solution' (confirmed in receut years by SNO, Super-Kamiokande, KamLAND) 
is a transition regime, Indeed, assuming that an electron neutrino produced in 

4Solar neutrino eXperiments will produce new data in the short term (SNO 
neutral current dat.a, KamLAND and Borexino). There are plans to study 
sub-MeV neutrinos (once again with Borexino and KamLAND, but lat.N wit.h 
new experiments) a.nd we are coming back to the original goal of llsing neu
trinos to study the sun (Beryllium-neut.rinos, pp-neutrinos, pep, CNO cycle 
contribution). Atmospheric neutrino evidence has been tested at 3 sigma by 
K2I< e)':periment and will be further tested at MINOS and CNGS. It should be 
recalled that in the meant.ime, we will progress on cross section relevant for so
lar'neutrinos (e.g., with LUNA). At higher energies the HARP experiment will 
r.ontribut.e to clarHy t.he relevant pion-production processes and K2K should be 
abJe to improve on neut.rino cross section measurements. Also import.ant are 
tbe new generation of calculations of at.mospheric neutrino filL"Ces, t.hat. seems 
to suggest larger discrepancies than expected. 
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SAGE 

Figure 1: An illustration of the propert£es of the 'LkfA solv.tion', thai emph.a
sizes the fact tha.t in different regions of neutrino p.nergy, dijJel'ent phy.'lics is 
involved. 

the vacuum is a superposi tion of two states of given mass, Ve = cosO III +sinB 1.12, 

a Ve produced in the sun exits as: 

{ 
cos() I.I} + sinO V2 eioo 

1.12 

at. low E 
at bigh E 

(1) 

The first case is t.he Grjbov~Pontecorvo 11) vacuum oscillation regime, when 1.12 

get.s a large phase w .r .t. VI; the second case is the MH<heyev-Smirnov-Wolfestein 

regime, 12) when weak intemction phases lead lie. to be the eigenstate of an 
effective hamiltorLian already at production, which smootWy becomes 1.12 (this 
is known as 'adiabatic propagation'). From the previous eqllation one can easily 
obtain the survival probabilities quoted i.o fig.I. It looks simple and this is as 
it. must. be: physics looks simple after. 

1.1.3 A 'standa)'('l' 3 neutrino interpre tation 

(The quotation marks for 'standard ' is because we a.re not yet. in a posit.ion 
to claim to have a. standard model for neutrino masses, both for experimental 
and for thcoretica.l limitations) . In order for oscillations to or-cur, the neutrino 
fields with given flavor (that is, those in the charged leptonic current.) should 
be superpositions of mass eigenstates: 

(2) 
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Figure 2: Pos8iiJle mass spectm and conventional numenttion of the Vi-states. 

As for the quark sector, it is most useful to have a parameterization of the 
mixing matrix U and for the purpose of osci llations, only four parameters are 
needed (more discussion later) . Indeed ~ one can use fo r this purpose the same 
parameterization that is used for the quarks and that can be found for instance 
in the PDG biannual report or, at http:/ / pdg.lbl.org. An alterna:ive possibility 
is the following one (that .has U" E R is ,, = j3 = 0): 

U = R,,(B,,) · diag(l ,e'., 1)· RI3 (B1 3)R12(B12 ) ' diag(l , e'a , e'p) (3) 

.For the moment it is enough to know that the only phase that could matter 
for oscillat ions is <p. The summary of the parameters is given in tableL Note 
that beside the mixing angles, we quote also two mass squared differences 
6.m;j = m; - mr, whose values are in ey2. They are very often referred 
to as the 'solar 6.m2', 6.mi2 and the 'atmospheric 6.m2\ Am~31 though the 
terminology is inaccurate. It should be recalled here that: 
(1) only the difference squared (not. some 'absoJute' neut rino mass, say ml) 
affect oscillat ions, 
(2) there is a third 6.m2, namt;!ly .6.mia but it practically coinciqes with .6.m~ai 
(3) while 6.m?2 is positive, .6. m~3 can be either positive or negative depending 
on whether the mass spectrum is 'normal' or ' inverted ' (see fig.2). P resent data 
are compatible with both possibilities and are not able to distinguish among 
them. 

1.1.4 Goals in oscil/ations 

* The priority is to get 813 , the Of'Jy unknown mixing angle. There are several 
approved ex-periments that will reach few degrees sensit ivity such as ICARUS 
or MINOS . FutlU'e projects like JHF could go below 1 degree. 

* Many t heorists would like to know whether the atmospheric neutrino mixing 
angle is ma.-x-irnal or not . However from the point of view of the experimental 
investigation this will be a difficult task. 
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E [GeV] 

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 o 

Figure 3: A nnmericai calcnlation of the probability Pee, for neutrinos prodnced 
in the atmosphere at the height of 15 km and crossing the Earth. MSW effect 
at E ,...., 0.1 ("'-' 10) GeV corre.~ponds to solar (atmospheric) oscillations. The 
structnre at f}z,..." IT (upward going neutrino~) and E "'-' 5 GeV is due to MS~V 
in Earth core. The 3 Isolar islands I result from an interplay between matter 
effects and vacuum o.~cillations and the fuzzy contours are due to fh 3 driven 
vacuum oscillations. 

* In the long ruTI, we could use the wrong sign muons signal, to reveal the 
occurrence of e.g., Ve --+ viJ- oscillat.ions from t.he observat.ion of fJ, - (ve could 
come from fJ,+ --+ Ve e+D/L ). T his can be useful also to revealleptonic QP 

P(v, --+ v,,) - P (iJ, --+ iJ") <X Im[Ue1 U:3U;P", ] <X 9" sin rP 

This quantity is proportional to the phase ¢ but also to (}13. It is essential to 
disentangle the MSW effect, that acts in opposite manner for Ve and v e and 
should be distinguished from fundamental CjP. (Incidentally, MSW effect has 
been seen only w,ith solar neutrinos). 

* But, even in oscillations , surprises are not excluded. E.g ., t here could be 
appreciable oscillations into sterile neu t rinos. (' Ve will not discuss that, but 

interested readers may see 14) .) 
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Table 1: The 'oscillation parameters' known today, wdh the name of relevant 

experiments -indicated 13). In hrackets, flLt~LTe experiments. 

(}23 = 45° ± 6° 813 < 7° BI2 = 34° ± 2° 
l~m~31 = 6.m.i2 = 

2.7 ± 0.4 .10- 3 eV2 7.1 ± 0.6.10-5 ey2 

KAI'vI, IMB, SK CHOOZ) Homestake, KA M, SK 
MACRO) Soudan Palo Verde GaJlex/GNO, SAGE, 

K2I< (Minos, (ICARUS, Minos, SNO, KamLAND 
ICARUS, OPERA) Krasnoyarsk, .JHF ... ) (???) 

Figure 4: An illustration of the most puzzling features of neutrino masses: 
large mixing angles, and weak hierarchy of masses. For comparison we used 
the largest Quark mi.r-ing angle, Be ~ 0.22 (the Cahibbo a.ngle). 

1.2 Non-oscillation techniques to investigate neutrino masses 

As already recalled, a.t tills Conference we have had a complete and exhaust.ive 
discussion on oscillations. We would like to corroborate it, keeping in mind 
the aim of discussing massive neutrinos, with a number of remarks on the 
other possibilities t.o investigate neutrino masses: the beta decay spectra, the 
neutrinoless double beta decay process and cosmology. Here we will provide 
some introductory material and v.rill be again somehow diffuse on historkal 
issues.5 

5The reader should be aware that any of the processes mentioned below can 
get other contributions beside those from massive neutrinos; however we will 
not discuss tills possibility any further. 
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Figure 5: A Feynman diagram for neutv-inoless douhle beta. decay. Th.e arrows 
in the 2 e- lines must change direction in the line of the (virtual) neutrino, 
thus its mass has to give ~Le = 2 lepton n'umber violation: a Majora:n.o. mass. 

1.2.1 . Direct search 

First we describe what is often called 'direct mass search'. In 1934, shortly 
after Pauli introducpd the idea of neutrinos, Fermi noted that the region of the 
beta spectra where the energy of the neutrino Ev is ulinimal (that. is, where Ee 
is maximal, since Q ~ Ee + Ev) can be modified, due to the phase space factor 
d3pv ex Ev (E~ - m 2) I /2. Indeed, knowing that there are 3 neutrinos and that 

they mix, we expect three such steps or kinks in the beta spectr~ 15). How
ever I if their Eeparation is not possible - due to limited resolution i.n Ee measure-

I.Jlcmts - we effectively probe only the combination m.~e = Li IU;'i l m; 16, 17). 
In practice, mIle reduces to whichever of the neutrino masses ml, ffi2 or m3, 
jf the common neutrino mass scale is large in comparison to the 'oscillation 

sca.les' (m; - m;) 1/2. The existing limit on mVe a.t 95 % CL is 2.2 eV 19, 20), 
and _has been obtained by the experiments MAJNZ and TROITSl( (however \ 
thjs latter experiment has non unders.tood features in their beta spectrum). 

The estimated sensit.ivity of future pro.iect 1<ATR1N is around 0.25 eV 21). 
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1.2.2 NeutrinolAss double beta decay 

In 1937, very soon after Majorana e>.."]Jlained how to describe massive neutral 
ferm.ions, Racah remarked that if the neutrinos have the mass described by 
M ajorana, lep ton vioJ ating phenomena I ike the transition (A I Z) -t (A, Z + 2) + 
2 e- (=neutrinoless double beta decay) could take place (the lepton conserving 
analogue (A, Z) -t (A, Z + 2) + 2 e- + 2 ve was suggested few years before 
by Goppert-Mayer.) A detailed treatment of this transition, including nudear 
aspect~, was given by Furry in 1939. In modern language, we say that tlus 
transition is possible if the ee-element of the neutrino mass matrix is non-zero: 
lv/ee = L:-i U;'imi #- 0, see also the illustration inS. Said more explicitly, this 
TIllclea.r transition gives us the chance to probe (the absolute value of) 1 element 
of the neutdno mass matrix; for the other mat.rix elements, the situation is 
much tougher if not impossible. 

There is a small numbr-l" of nuclear species that can be employed for this 
sake. The isotope 76Ge, with natmal abundance rv 7 % was considered more 

than 35 years ago by Fiorini et u.l. 22). This te.chnique. yielrled ,:he best limit 
we have, I JV/le I < 0.38 eV at 95 % CL in the experiment Heidelberg-Moscow at 

the Gran Sasso National La.boratory 23). Some members of this collaboration 

reanalyzed the data and claimed for an ' evidence' 24), hut the Significance of 
t.he put.ative signal is not strong and crucially depends on the procedure of 
analysis. A number of future projects plan to go down with jV!ee by more than 

one order of magnitude, e.g., GENruS 1 !'vIAJORANA, GEM 25) and other 

ones with diffNe'nt nuclear species, as eUORE, EXO, NEMO, etc 26). This 
means that this observable has tlJp b~st cpances to improve the bounds on (or, 
perhaps, to (lig out?) neutrino masses in laborat.ory. 

Some t.heoretical remarks are in order. First, we restate that neutrino 
mass has to ha.ve Ma..iora.na charact.er in order to cont.ribur.e to this process, 
but. it is not guarant.eed t,hM if t.he neutrino mass is Majorana, it. does con-

t.ribute 27). We want. to mean that if neutrinos have normal hierarchy, jt is 
always possible to arrange t.he equality lV!ee = 0 wi thOllt contradicting whl1.t we 

know today on osciU3.tions. 28: 29, 18) This js due to the fact that. the contri
butions of the three neutrinos come wlth the phases a: and f3 of eq.3 CMajorana 

phasfs'), 30) 31) thar. cq.n lead to destructive interference for a certain value of 
t.he lightest neut.Tino mass. Another lmportant remark is that.) despit.e the long 
history of these investigations: the nuclear uncertainties remain rat.her ~evere. 
This can be seen from the fact that. one sboulrl quote t.he Heidelberg-Moscow 
r suIt as jA1eei < 0.38 x h. eV. For tbe calculation of Staudt et a.i . that they use 
a a reference h = I, but if one uses anoi her calculation, h should range from 

0.6 to 2.8, see e.g. 18). It is possible t.o test these calclIlations wi t.ll the rate 
of the lepton conserving (Goppert.-i\lf(lyer) transit.ion) but the relation between 
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the two mat.lix elements is not necessarily t ight. 

1.2.3 Cosmology 

In 1966, soon after t he foundation of the big-bang model, Gershtein and Zel
dovich 33) real ized that t his model predicted that neutrinos must fill t he Uni
verse, since they are in thermal equilibrium above MeV energies. The expan
sion of the Universe implies that the neu t.rino moment um p decreases with 
the cosmic scale fact.or p(t) ex: l /a(t}. Thus we can say that T~ ex l/a, since 
the neut rino occupation number is n = l /(e.xp[P/T~J + I} (thus, the mass of 
neutrinos is always negligible in n and usually, one assumes that t he leptonic 
asymmet ry is very small ). After decoupling, T~ remains the same as the photon 
temperature T-y , morl'lllo episodes of entropy production like e+e- annihilation. 

That implies T" = 1.9 °K,6 which is related to the temperature t hat any
body knows, T-y = 2.7 oK. In this context, one can try and reveal neut ri no 
masses of cosmological significance by st.udying their influence on the forma
tion of observable structure (galaxies, clusters, voids, CMB, etc). In good 
approximat ion, this method probes the parameter 7ncosm = L.i Tn·i. 

T ill few years ago, CMB inhomogeneities were nOt measured and a hot. 
dark matter component (like the one provided by neutrino masses) was very 
much welcome, in order t,o correct t he prediction of the cold dark matter 

'Einst.ein-de Sitter ' cosmology Dc = 1. Tn an influential paper , it. was shown 38) 
t. hat t he most successful blend had n~ rv 0.3 and thus Dc ""' 0.7; low values 
of the Hubble constant Ho were also requi red. In this model, m Cl)sm rv 6 eV: 
so that any of the neutrinos had to have a mass of a pai r of eV . ·Many par
ticle physicist liked this hot.+cold dark matter cosmology, because (1) it was 
a positive indication of neutrino masses; (2) it was possible to avoid the in
troduction cosmological constant (which is known to be a p<l r t.icuiarly tough 
issue) . Indeed , th is indication from cosmology stimulated lively discussions, on 
whet.her it. is possible to reconcile quas i-degenerat.e neutrino mass spect.ra wiT.h 
sOIll.e t heoret.ical scheme or other fact.s , but. eventually these discussions were 
not. ab le eit.her to rule out or confirm this convinci ngly. 

Howevu, the si tua t ion begun to change few years ago. Tndeed, (a) new 
sta tistical analyses of the gala)."}' distribu tion by the 2dF collaboration revealed 
that t.he hot+dark matter picture is not in good agreement. with the data, 

6Most probably the v-momentum distribution is non-thermal, namely t.heir 
occupation number differs from nth. = 1/(exp[E~/T~] + 1), since 11"/, » T~ for 
deur.r inos (except perhaps t.he light.est) . However , T,he di rect detect.ion of t. hese 
lion-relativistic neut.rinos seems to be exceedingly t.oo difficult to be of any 
pract ical int.erest and t.he ollJy chance we are left with is their gravitational 
int.eractions. 
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(b) precise investigations of eMB inhomogeneities (first seen by COBE) be
came possible (BOOMERANG, MAXIMA, DASI, Archeops, WMAP, etc.) and 
although they supported t he expecta tion from inflation, n = 1, they did not 
need much neutrino masses, (c) studies of type I supernovae at cosmological 
distances (Supernova 1a project, HST) added arguments in favor of the in tro
duc tion of a cosmological COllstant ami finally (d) the recent determinations 
of Ho pointed out to larger values than indicated b); hot+ccld dark matter 
cosmology. These facts together lea,c\ t.o a debacle of the idea that neutrinos 
have an important role in cosmology! Indeed, t.he common view today is that 
cosmology provides a bound on neutrino masses. T he most recent version of 

t his bound is mcosm < 0.7] eV at 95 % CL 39), and this is sometimes called 
'\VMAP bound" but for fairness and in view of the mul t itude of facts· above 
recalled , we believe that it should be referred as 'cosmological bound' . It is 

important to recall t.hat th is relies on a set of untested hypothesis 40) and per
haps we should be cautious when comparing this number with other laboratory 
bounds.7 

1.2.4 Comparillg the different masses 

To summarize t hings properly, let us begin by giving the forma.l definition of 
the Majorana. neutrino mass matrix AtI. This is t.he set of 9 numbers8 in the 
lagrangian 

L. rna" = ~vl(x)C- IM'" p/,v,,(x) + h.c. E, e' = e, !' , T (4) 

where C is the charge conjugation mat.rix and PL is the project.or on left states . 
As it is clear , t his violates U(1) symmetries, as lept0n numbers and also weak 
hypercharge (however, as we will see below, this violation can be ascribed to 
the vacuum ). 

From this point of view, the simplest observable is IA1eei as implied in 
neut rinoless double beta decay. To connect t he mass mat.rix with the other 
observables, aile introduces the unitary decomposition : 

(5) 

7In a recent analysis 37} of most cosmologicaJ data, it was found a preference 
for a non-zero value of mcosm = O .64!g:~~ eV. \¥e are not sure how this result. 
should be int.erpret.ed and more clearly, whether it bounces us back to the 
hypothesis of degenerate neut rinos! However, it certainly shows that cosmology 
is able to reach important. sensitivities and that this field of investigation has 
a bright future. 

8Indeed, this is a symmetric complex matrix and 3 phases can be absorbed 
in the definition of the neutrino fields. 
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Figure 6: Predicted 1-e,qions in the plane mcosm - m VL 1 fo r inverted spectrum 
(re,qion above) and normal one (region below). Superimposed, the experimental 
limits from laboratory, direct search and fmm neutrinoiess double beta decay 
(horizontal lines) and the one from cosmology (tJ€rticalline). 

where U is the mixing matrix of eq.2 already discussed and the non-negative 
parameters mi are the neutrino masses. It should be noted that the massive 
parameter of beta decay does not depend I;m the phases Q and {3 as defined in 
eq.2, sometimes called Majorana phases; however the same is true for oscilla
tions 31) . One may say t hat '{3-decay and oscillations cannot tell Majorana 
from Dirac masses\ but we prefer to st.ress here t he fact that the 'Majorana 
phases will be very t.ough to measure,g. 

Even if this framework can be felt as somehow restrictive, it is well mo
tivated by the theoretical pOint of view, as we will discuss later. Furt.hermore, 
within t his framework we can compare the various experimental observables. 
For instance, we plot in fig. 6 the regions of t.he plane 7ncosm - ffiv

L 
(mass ap

pearing in cosmology versus mass appearing in ,B-decay) allowed by the 1 sigma 
ranges of t he 'oscillat ion parameters" for normal and inverted spectra. There, 
one can see that the present limit from cosmology is an order of magni tude 

9Ref. 34) st ressed which are the cases t.hat. would be ideal for experimental 
approach, however (even in view of present data) we believe that these are not 

likely and feel inclined to agree with the opinions e).'Pressed in 35. 36). 
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more restrictive than the limi t from direct search. One sees also that a good 
limi t. on mll~ derives from t he combination of osci llat ion da ta and neutrinoless 
double beta decay (assuming that the nuclear fudge factor h is not very far 
from 1). 

However, the comparison is most. simple in the case when neutrinos have 
a common large mass ('quasi degenerat.e neutrinos') and in this ease, some 
approximate analytical formulae can be given: mcosm /3 :::::: mil. ~ max(lvlee), 
while min (.Mee) = mile cOS 201 2 i minimal and maximal values refer to the pos
sibility to vary the Majorana phases. These formulae are excellent , in view of 
the present limited sensitivity of non-oscillation e}..1>eriments. 

1.3 Neutrinos as astrophysical probes 

In th is section, we abandon for a while the main focus of the t.alk (=evidences, 
manifestations and meaning of neutrino masses) to discuss some possibili,ties 
to use neutrinos as astrophysical probes. But. oscillations will rea.ppear, in the 
sense that most often a proper interpretation of the neut rino signal requires 
to take them into account 41) . Instead , we will not discuss the kinematical 
met.hods to investigate neutrino masses ; for supernova neut rinos, the sensitivity 
of t.his met.hod is just around the tenth of eV 42) even though t.his neutrino 
source is very powerful. 1 0 

It is important to recall that the information from /I' can be comple
mentary to the one from /" since not only their detection , but also their 
production and propagation are different (think, e.g" to our sun as an ex
ample) . For more detailed accounts of the subjects touched here, see for in
stance 43, 44, 45, 46, 47). Our presentation follows closely 46). 

1.3.1 Chances for neutrino astronomy 

. T his'subsection has two main aims: (1) to recall what a 'neutrino telescope' is 
and (2) to give some discussion on possi ble neutrino sources. Table 7 gives a 
partial list ofthe possibil ities for neutrino astronomy and the numbers indicated 
may be useful for a first orientation (but nothing more than that). 

Let us begin describing some concepts of neut rino detector . 
. * One can instrument a large volume, possibly vetoing for external particle 
and wait for a charged particle coming appar'ently from nowhere-in actuality, 
created by a neutrino interaction. Act ive volume can be a bubble chamber, a 

lO One can conceive other sources ·located at cosmological di st.!lIlCeS, but be
fore discussing whether they are useful to investigate neutrino masses, one 
should first try to estimate their neut rino beam, as irradiated power, time- and 
energy-distributions. To get an idea of the uncertainties, see e.g. 44) 
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Table 2: Some astmphysical sources of neutrinos. 

Si te of Relevant Energy Experimental 
production process range technique 

Earth fission - 10" eV undergr . detect. 
Sun fusion - 10" eV ao; above 

Core-collapse non-equil. - 10 eV as above 
supernova nucl. phys. (?) 

AGN? GRB? PI' --> C. + - 10" eV l ar~e surface ... 
krn ' detector 

as above, ??? as above, ??? - 10 '" eV inclined EAS, ... 

scint illato r, a Cherenkov radiator, a layered t.arget. This method works from 
sub-MeV to several GeV energies, because it. is subject. to the condit.ion that 
t.he (main part of t he) event is contained in the detector. The number of events 
scales as the vol llme of the detector and these detectors are located underground 
to limi t t he effect of t he background. 
* One can set a m1wn counter and timing system u.nderg1'Ound (underwater 
or u.nder-ice), fo r muons that originate jmm neutrinos- as those coming from 
belOtlJ. Detectors are located underground to avoid cosmic ray (CR) muons. 

This is the oldest method 48} and works since muons suffer of mild energy losses 
till,....., 500 GeV (roughly, 1 km in water) , It applies from energies around a GeV 
till several hundred Te V j then the Earth becomes opaque even t.o neutrinos, 

see e.g. 43), T he number of event.s scales as the area of the detector (actual 
target being t he Earth, t.he sea. or t.he ice where the detector is located). 
* By a.n extension of previous concept, one could use the Earth atmosphere as 
a tmyet for high eneryy neutrinos to produce muons (inclined air showers); or, 
use monnta.ins to conver·t almost horizontal V -r of very high energy into visible 
taus. In t.his 'Nay, we could observe neutrinos of highest energies. The search 
of inclined a ir showers is just a spin-off of ext.ensive a ir shower arrays research 
act.ivity, Till now, however, no posit ive detection has been claimed. 

Now we pass t.o describe a number of neutrino sources: 
(1) Solar neutrinos [0.1-20 MeV] More than 30 years ago, Hornestake begun a 
program of great success: a) the physics of the center of the sun (p, - 150 gr/cc) 
was probed; b) low energy v experiments Gallex/GNO , SAGE proved t hat. the 
pp·chain (initiated by pp --+ De+Ye) is the main energy SOUl'cej c) also higher 
energy neut rino flux obeys t he predictions of solar models1!, and remarkably 

11 When oscillations into active yare taken into account, or when (solar model 
independent' observables are used--e.g., neutral currents at SNO, or the shape 
of the Boron Epectrum at (Super-)Kamiokande, 
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the standard solar model. Future observations will aim at the Beryllium line 
(Borexino, KamLAND) and at real time pp-neutrino detection . 
(2) Atmospheric neutrinos [0.05-1000 GoV] Tho study of CR seconda.ries, like 
gamma's, muons or atmospheric neutrinos, permits us to investigate CR spec
tra and their interactions with Earth atmosphere, which is not that different 
from the possible sites (places) where the CR. are produced (even though we 
have not a definitive theory of CR origin). Atmospheric neutrinos a re an im
portant background to search for cosmic sources. 
(3) Neutrinos from cosmic sources [unknown energies] This is a vast field and 
includes a large variety of approaches of observation and of objects; presum

ably, also unknown objects 44). For instance, one can search for an excess 
of neutrino events over the expected background by selecting a solid angle
observation window- around a cosmic source (say, an active galact.ic nucleus) 
or an apprbpriate time window around a cosmic events (say, a gamma ray 
burst) . The observation of point (or diffuse) sources is a very important goal: 
e.g., v (and "() astronomy above TeV can shed light on the problem of the 
origin of CR.. Till now several experiments like LSD, MACRO : LVD ~ Super
Kamiokande, Baksan, AMANDA, EAS-TOP, HiRES and other ones produced 
upper limi ts on the fluxes. In future, this type of search will be conducted by 
AUGER, ICECUBE, NEMO, ANTARES. 
(4) Supernova neutrinos [few-IOO MeV] In 1987, Kamiokande II , 1MB, Baksan 
(and perhaps Mont Blanc detector) begun extragalactic neut rino astronomy, 

by observing neutrinos from a supernova 49) located in the Large Magetlanic 
Cloud (SN1987A). Many operating neutrino detectors like Super-Kamiokande, 
SNO, LVD, KamLAND, Baksan , AMANDA could be blessed by the next galac
tic supernova. Ot.her detectors like ICARUS and Borexino will also be able to 
contribute to galactic supernovae monitoring in the future . 

1.3.2. Neutrinos from core collapse supernovae 

We would like to spend some other words on supernovae. ,\Ve have three main 
reasons to select this source among the other ones; (1) this technique of in
vestigation relies 011 established techniques (it worked for SN1987A); (2) it 
as big payoff in astro- and particle physics (e.g., the number of papers after 
SN1987A is very large) (3) however, it has enough open questions for theorists 
and experimentalists to enjoy it. 

Some of the most relevant points on core collapse supernovae are: 
• The huge amount of gravitational energy of iron core, Eb ,....... 1 - 5 . 1053 erg 
(namely, about. 20 % of the rest. energy A1r;orec2) is released in neutrinos of 
various fl avors during the formation of a neutron star . 
• Simulated explosions are very difficult to obtain. The conservative attitude 
toward this obstruction is t.hat ,ve need full 3D simulations . But perhaps, 
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Table 3: II/fain phases and emitted ne'U.trinos fOT SN dela.yed e.T.plosion 

ConventiOllal name I Description I Dmation I % of Eb 
infalI (early neutro- Collapse begins. ep -+ lien . rv 100 less than 
nizatiop) lonly lie] v-t.rapping increases mjlljs(~c 1% 

flash BOllIlce. Flash obtains few msec ",1% 
[only vel when the II-sphere is reached [t;::: 0] 
accretion Shock stalls, then resumes fraction of '" 10 - 20 % 

[ve, Ve , 113; ?] (how?) e+ e- ~ vxv:r, begins a second 
r.ooling Proto NS cools and contracts till 10-100 '" 80 -: 90 % 

[all v types] emitting v's seconds 

some unexpected (astro)physics is involverl. Or perhaps, t.here is nothing like 
a "standard explosion" . 
• The agreement of ('xpectations with SN1987 A neut.rinos·looks good, perhaps 
even too ml1ch~ In fact., there aT~ just "'-' 20 v-events, and there are several 
puzzling fea~llfes when one looks into the rna !'ter dosely. 

The dynamic of neutrino production is expected to be rather complex; we 
sket.ch in table 3 the main phases of the 'delayed explosion' ~cenario. However, 
a zeroth-order descript.ion of the (time integrated) energy distribution assumes 
(a) that vJ.l.. 7J, and their antineutrinos are produced in very similz.r amount and 
(b) t.hat the three neutri.no types (i :::: e ed),) have a Fermi-Dirac distributi~n; 

F~ = j;Eb . n(EITi) with n(x) ~ O.18x
2 

'I 411' D2 T; 1 + exp(:1:) 

The {:!;eneraI expectations a.re that Je f'O.J Je "'-' f p" Te < Tr: < TIL' Te = 3 - 5 MeV 
(indeed, it is almost as imprecise as stated here). The 3 Ti's are different, since 
the leakage of neutrinos from the center of the st.ar'is a non-equilibrium process 
and mare tightly coupled neutrinos decouple in cooler regions of the c:ollapsi.ng 
star (strictly speaking, t.hese parameters are not 'temperatw-es'). 

MSW :heory predicts that, after neutrinos reach densities of 1O~ gr Icc or 
lower, the distributions in flavors are modified -neutrinos are reshuffled. E.g., 
with 3 v, 'normal' hierarc.hy and no MSW in Earth we have 

VI => F;;. :::: cos2
f)'12 F~ + 5in2812 ~~ 

V2 .:::> Fe. :::: sin 28 12 F2 + cos2
BI2 FI~ 

V3 => Fe. = F,~ 

(the ambiguity in the equation for Ve flux depends on whether 013 is large or 
small, but intermediate cases are possible). The conclusion is simply that we 
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should profit of three signals: Ve , Ve, tiNe = L V'i, DOt. only of t.he chance offered 
by inverse beta decay signal veP ~ ne+. Possibly, we need several different 
reactions B detectors tn exploit fully what we can learn. from the neutrinos of 
the ne;ct (f)alaciic, core-collapse) supernova. 

2 Toward a theory of neutrino .masses 

In this second part) we consider elements and issues for a theory of neutrino 
and fermion masses. There are three main sections, that corresponds to the 
questions: (1) Why neu~rino masses are so small? (2) What is the struc
ture of neut.rino masses? (3) What. are the expect.ations for fermion masses 
in unified models? This amount roughry to a discussion (1) of the seesaw 
mechanism for neutrino masses, (2) of flavor symmetries and (3) of realistic 
grand unified models. All three topics can be said to take the steps from the 
SU(3)r.x8U(2), .. xU(1)y (standard) model; in fact., (1) the sr(~saw medlanism is 
in essence .the manifestation of new effective operators, related to physics above 
the electmweak scale; (2) flavor symmetries are motivated by the structure of 
:..he most numerous family of parameter of the srandi-1rd model) the fermion 
mass s (wbidl, to say it clearly) seem a disordered set of Dumbp,rs); (3) grann 
unified ,Lheories are just an extension of the principles of the 8M (gauge prin
ciple, Higgs mechanism) and motivations for supersymmetry 19 also stemming 
from the only untested sector of the standard model : the scalar one. 

2.1 The seesaw rnecha,nism 

One uSllally llsed (and often still does) to defme the minimal standard model 
(MSM) without. fi right-handed neutrino. After all, it has never been seen and 
furt.hermore, being a gauge Singlet) cannot play all'y role in the cancelation 
of anomalies. At the renormalizable level neutrinos end up bein~ massless; 
however there is always a possibility of higher-dimensional operators of the 
t.ype 50) 

(6) 

where Ho is the neut.ral componem of the Higgs doublet l :~: and i lt] a scale of 
tie w p hysics . If no thi ng else, i\lJ should naturaUy be of the order of the Planck 
cale 1PI , for there is no reason for gra.vity to preserve giobal symmetries such 
s L or B - L. 

Although there was hope 51, 52) that Tnv ~ ]vf.fv / Iv! PI soh'es the sol()J: 
neurr ino puzzle through the so called just.-so oscillations) t.oday we k110W that is 

)'lThe SU(2) invariant form being (01)2, where e is one of the lepton doublets: 
e.g. (vel e). 
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not enollgh. Atmospheric neut.rinos ami even solar nelltrinos 'tell us that there 
must be some new physics much below 1I1PI : lV.[ ~ 101~ GeV (though, Planck 

sca Ie effect.s could sti II be relevant, see for exa m pte 53)) . 

2.1.1 The hypothesis of a beavy right-handed neutrino 

The simplest possibility is to acid right-handed neutrinos to the IvISM and write 
the most general gauge-invariant Lagrangian 

(7) 

where VR. stands for (3) right-ha.nd~d neutrinoR , I'. for leptonic dOllblets, H for 
the Higgs doublet and Yo and A1R are matric(~'s in gen~ration space. 

In turn, upon integrating out heavy I/R. light. neutrinos pick up small 
III asses 

1 /"L 2lvI~1' 
m,l = -YD FvIi? 1 0--2-

g 
(8) 

This is t.he celebrated see-saw mechanism 54, 55, 56), a starting point for most 
of the t.heoretical work on neutrino masses and mixings. The same mechanism 
offers a t.heory of leptogenesis and baryogenesis through the joint effect of out-

of-equilibrium decays of lJR and spha.lerons 57) . 
It would seem that all is well and simple. Unfortunately, the see-saw 

mechanism by its{'lf tells us nothing about neutrino masses (except that neu
trinos a·re light) auo mixings; it is not n. theory, but a scenario. To have a 
theory we need information about AiR and (or) YD. Since it. is JVfn t.hat brea.ks 
B - L and on the other hand B - L is anomaly free, it. is natura.l t.o ga.uge 
it and attribut.e AifR to the scale of gauged B - L breaking. This happens 

naturally in any L-R symmet.ric theol'Y 58), such as P().ti-Salam theory 59) or 

SO(10) GUT 60t Both PS (see 61) for a recent ana.lysis) and SO(10) offer 
information about AiR, but SO(10) is more predictive and furt.hermore offers 
a check through the proton c\ecay. 

2.1.2 Ca.llOJllCaJ and non-canonical seesaw 

An important not.e is needed, regarcJing t.he n{lt.l.lre of the' see-saw mechanism. 
Namely, in n.n)' renormalizable L-R. symmetric theory: the formula (8) must. be 
g~neralized . What happens is the following: J\'fn. ex (6n.), where 6R is the field 
tha.t breaks B - L symmetry. It is a t.riplet of SU(2)R symmetry and by L-R. 
symmet.ry its left-handed c:ounterpart b. L , an SU(2)L triplet, must also exist 
and furthermore it. must couple to I/{,. In other words, ' the relevant Yukawa 
r.ouplings t.ake the form 

(9) 
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Figure 7: Feyman di.agrams fOT canonical a.nd non-canonical seesaw. 

\\~here tR ,!. is e.g., (ve, e)R,I,' 

. It can be shown 55, 56) that 6. r, picks up a small VEV: 

]Vl,:v' 
(D.rJ ~ ]viR . 

In other words, neutripo mass becomes 

(10) 

(11) 

The first term is the canonical see-saw, called type I and the second term is 
the non-canonical or type II see-saw. The size of the second term depends on 
t.he scalar potential of the theory; however both t.erms are usee-saw" in nature, 
in the sense that these contribution to neutrino masses become flmaJler, when 
the scale of new physics AiR becomes larger. 

Very often, for no good reason at all, people opt for type I seesa.w and 
then fi;1.ce the question as to why neutrino mixing are large. This was studied 
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in detail 62), where it was shown that small Yllkawa and a large atmospheric 
miring (Balm) requires well defined conspiracies. We would like to argue in 
favor of type II see-saw. As a matter of fact, it. also needs a conspiracy to give 
a large Bairn, but the conspiracy takes a very physical form: it is b-r unifica.tion 

at the GUT scale 63). \Ve v.iJI come back to this discussion in sect.2.3. 

2.2 Flavor symmetries 

Quark and lepton mass matrices do not show any evident. pattern; even the hi
erarchical structure of the mass matrices is very much different, hierarchy being 
stronger for up quarks, weak for neutrinos and intermediate for down quarks 
and charged leptons. Starting a quarter of century ago, attempt.s- were made to 
postulate a symmetry or mecha.nism able to e),.']Jlain (order-of-magnitude-wise) 

the observed masses and mixing 64, 65). This is what is called horizontal or 
flavor symmetry. 

The flavor symmetry is naturally assumed to hold only at some high (uni
fication) scale. Its breaking should account for masses and mixings relations 
at electroweak scale. The main problem -to compare with is: for quarks, such a 

symmetry is violated almost·uniquely by ma.ss splittings, the CKM matrix 66) 
being almoSL identitYi for leptons, jt is also badly broken by mixing angles, 
ma.inly due to ma."I{lmal and almost-ma..""I{imal neutri_Ilo mixings·. This makes 
family uni-f1catioD a tough task. Other issues are the need to distinguish be
tween "up" and udown" components inside each family and the fact that mass 
generation for neutrinos may be quite different. from that of charged ferrnions, 
as explained in previous sect.ion. 

Models of flavor symmetry may be divided in two sets, depending on 
whether they use an abelian or non-abelia.n flavor symmetry group. We will 
be mostly concerned with the first (simpler) type and will give just. a short 
account of the other type. 

2.2.1 Abelian fla.vor symmetry 

_ The idea that. the pattern in the fermion mass matrices derivt"A';; {roni the SPOIl
taneous brea.king of an abelian symmetry was proposed back in t.he work of 

Froggatt and Nielsen 65). They argued t.hat 'order parameter' could b~ the 
vacuum expectation value of sca.lar fields called 'flavons,1a. The effective cou
plings of the fermions to flavons could ultimately result (n the Yukawa couplings 
of the standard mo.del. 

13These are one or more scalar fields that carry flavor charge and break the 
symmetry after acquiring a VEV (~sually, by some unspecified mechanism). 
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Thus, t.he fermion fields that carry a charge Q with respect to the broken 
flavor symmetry, get a coupling suppressed by a factor £Q . c = (¢;)/NI is a 
small parameter, the ratio between the VEV of a breaking field (flavon) and 
the characteristic scale of unification. 
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Therefore by choosing the group and assigning suitable charges to the 
fermion fields, it is possible to tune the magnitude of the entries in the Yukawa 
couplings, Actual entries still carry undetermined numerical factors, that are 
reasonably assumed to be all of the same order and presumed not to be essential 
to explain the family relations. 

As an example, let's choose U(1)H as the flavor group and a single break
ing field, i.e, a single small parameter c. It plays a role simiiar to Be that 

appears to regulate the CKM matrix 67). The left neulTino and charged lep
ton mass matrices are n1O'dified as: 

ll1t = EDiagQ, .. 0(1) . eD'agQn , (12) 

Focusing on neutrino oscillations: we see that only charges for the left doublet 
fields Q L contribute to the observed mass hierarchy, while for the mixing matrix 
the contribution from the diagonali7.at ion of the charged lepton matrix NIr. gives 
dependence on the right charges QR also. 14 

The choice of Q L = (1,0: 0) leads to an int.eresting left neutrino mass 
matrix, with a ji.-T dominant bloc/..,,: 68, 69, 70, 7], 72) 

M
v

, ~ (~ I n (13) 

where it is understood that each entry carries a fur ther 0(1) coefficient. This 
texture has the effec~ of lowering one eigenvalue to be of order £2 and also, in 
the mixing matrix: to lower 013 :::: e, At the same time the atmospheric angle 
()23 is not affected and can remain maximal, As illustrated in flgure 8. 

Let us explain how these numbers were calculated. There are two ingre
dients: the minor one, the choice of neutrino mass mechanism and, the major 
one, the 0(1) coefficients of Yukawa entries. The 0(1) cocfficiems are however 
unknown and all one can do is to hope that they are not crucial to describe 

the fermion l11ClSses. In fact, since the work of H'oggatt-Nielsen 65) it was ar
gued that the 0(1) n1lmeric coefficients may be t reated as unimportant or even 
random. Recently, it was proposed t.o choose literally t.he 0(1) coefficients at 

random 73) . and to test tl~e percentage of resulting Yukawa couplings that are 

l'IThe right charges QR enter~ng lv1e are preferably chosen so as to accounr 
for t he hierardlY of masses of e1 /11 T: with Q L o f t.he form Q L = (m, 0, 0) (in 
the te_xt m = 1) one has Qn = (3n - m, n, 0) (and f = (m"jmr )1/n). 
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Figure 8: Average values of the mixing angles in degrees and hierarchy fact or 
scaled by 100 (100 x h), as a junction of logEQu. Random neutrino mass 
matrices were genemted 'Using the type I seesaw mechanism. The cnrves are: 
solid green for ()13 , short-dashed red for ()12, long-dashed blue for 823 and dotted 
for h . 

successful in reproducing the observed data for mixings and mass hierarchy 
inside measured ranges . In other terms, one can use random number genera
tors , with some 'reasonable' distribution , to scan the possible 0(1) coefficients. 
In this manner, one can test with a minimum bias whet.her textures like this 
can predict/ accommodate measured data. The idea is that a specific choice 
of Froggatt-Nielsen charges should be enough to produce the right. predictions. 
Therefore It is clear that in such a case, t he percentage of successful matrices 
should be not. too small. Since experimental ranges are narrowed as experi
ments get. more precise results, t.he percent.age of successful probes can quickly 
become very small , if the charges are not able to explain exact.ly <.Ill data. Nev
ertheless, some meaning can be extracted also from va riations of percentage 
e.g., when E is varied . However , small percentages of success indicate the need 
of additional model features (more theory) . 

For t.he charges presented above, Q /. = (1, O~ 0) and choosing random 
coefficient.s of modulus one15 the percent.age of successful matrices is shown in 
figure 9. In ngllfe 10 we present the effect. of t.he indiv idual cuts on for mhing 

15There are several possible choices for the distribution of random coeffi
cients . The resu lts differ mainly for the hierarchy fac tor h, that is slightly 
spoi led if alsc the modulus of the 0 (1 ) coefficients is le t to fluctuate. ,\Ve will 
not discuss this point since t.here a re no principles in this approach that help 
in discriminating .among t.he choices. 
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Fip;nre 9: Percentages of models, a.s a function of log cQL1 
, that reproduce mi.'/;

ing angles and mass hierarchy within mnges twice those in table 1. The dashed 
line represents m.odels tha.i take into acc01mt only the diagonalization of the 
ne1d1'i.no ma.<;S matT"'lx. The solid line represents successfll.l matrices consider
ing also the ba.l!is rota.tion for chargen. leptons, but. '!JO.TY'ing Q R so to keep their 
mass ratio acceptable. Val'ILes for £. = Be and Vm.,jm T a.7'e shown. 

angles and hierarchy factor, defined as 

h == 6mi2/ 6m~3' 

as a function ' of c. Conclusions to be drawn" froni the ana.lysis are as follows: 
(a) as can be noted from the absolute values in figure 9, the percentages are 
very low l riue to more stdngent cuts from e)..'Perimental values. (b) Best vaJues 
for c are anyway near the Cabibbo angle or the ratio (mIJ./m..,.)1/2. (c) In 
correspondence with these vallles 6113 is small enough to faU inside required 
data (conservatively, < 15°) but it is always nonzero. (d) The atmospheric 
angle 82.1 stays nicely maximal, independently from £ (although its spread is 
quite high, roughly 25°) . (e) The solar angle Bl2 and the hierarchy factor 
h are not correctly predicted by tlus model (their sprea.d is also quite high, 
roup;hly 70% of its mean for BI2 a.nd 150% for h) ano ask for tuning of the 0(1) 
f.oefficients in order to come out right .16 

16 A remark about the so-called neutrino anarchy hypothesis may he in order: 
t.he lim.it E -7 1 in figure 9 reproduces the a.bsence of neutrino charges, advo-

cated by some aut.hors 73) (but see also 74)). From the analysis presented 
here it is evident that the tuning of 0(1) coefficients needed in this limit is 
stronger than, e.g., at £ ~ Be. For instance: taking int.o account only neut.ri-
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Figure ] 0: Percentage8 of neutrino mass matri.ces that sa.tisiv single cuts on 
angles or on the h1:e7YJ.rchy factor h. The C1.1.rve.s are: solid green for B13 , shor7:
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AU this comes now v,rith no surprise since we know tha.t the dominant 
block form, eq. 13 above, was chosen exactly to accomplish the smallness of ()13 

and the maximaJity of B23 . The fact that we now know that neutrinos enjoy a 
mild hierarchy h ~ 1/36 and a large B\2 -:::: 34°, reflecting in the need to tune 
0(1) coefficients,17 leads us to seek for more sophisticated forms that allow 
nontrivial h.ierarr.hy togethe1" wi th maximal ()23 and large e 12. Thus further 
mechanisms of abelian flavor symmetry were formulated trying to accommo
date the LivIA solution together wit.h large hierarchy and maximal atmospheric 

mixing (see for example 76), or 77) for a recent a.naJysis). They are based on 
supersymmetry, more breaking fields, or discret.e abelian groups (mainly prod
ucts of Zrl Supersymmetry can force zeroes (holomorph.ic zeroes) to appear in 
the Yukawa matrices, t.hus leading to enhancement or suppression of ei'genval
ues, to arrange for nontrivial hierarchy. Using discrete abelian groups removes 
for some entries the suppression factor that would otherwise be present 'with 
cont.inuous groups like U(1). More brea.king fields (with opposite charges) of 

nos, the probability t.o ful.fill data l.s 40 times less, while with t.he inclusion of 
the charged lepton rotation matrix, the probabilit.y is 4 times less (also, in this 
case the charged fermions mass hlerarchy ha.d still to be assured by choosing 
Q R = (6,2,0), along with Q,-, = (0,0,0)). 

17For instance, in order for h to comply with .present data (h ~ 1/36) the 

2-3 sub-block needs some tuning. As noted in the first of 71) and 75), it needs 
to satisfy the additional constraint. Det23 := c, for the chosen value of c. 
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. a single abelian group can provide anomaly cancelation and aUow for more 

elaborated tex'tures 78), to accommodate the required hierarchical splittings 
",:it-hout ha"ing hierarchical masses. Other interesting studies of abelian flavor 

symmetries a.re in 79). In summary, we feel t.hat the limitation of these ap
proaches is the sensi ble degree of arbitrariness in the choice of group, cha.rges 
and particularly of the 0(1) coefficients. 

2.2.2 Non-Abelia.n flavor symmetries 

Non-abelian groups of flavor symmetry are candidates for models that overcome 
some limitations of the previous approa~h. The main advantages a.re: (a.) a 
breaking to abelian subgroups aut.omatically predicts Froggatt-Nielsen charges 
(t.hat were arbiuary with abelian groups) (b) the breaking chain can lead to 
more t.han one small parameter \ also i.n hierarchical order: 18, (c) merging this 
mechanism with a GUT scheme can also solve the main limitation of t.he abelian 
flavour symmetry, namely the arbitrariness of the 0(1) coefficients. 

This setting seems thus quite more predictive .. Several models 80, 81) 
have been constructed based on non-abelian groups offlavor symmet.ry, outside· 
or in~irle a GUT scheme. vVe will not discuss t.hem here and refer. the reader 
to 82). Most of them rely on GUT (and the most promising on SUSY GUT) 
so we are led, in the last. pa.rt of this work, to focus on (he t.heory of neutrino 
masses in a grand unified perspective. 

2.3 Seesaw, SUSY and SO(10) 

In this last part, we will abandon the idea of using flavor symmet.ry as a tool 
to understand fermion ma.sses, and explore instead the capabiUties of grand 
unification. A surprising outcome is that. the minimal supe.rsymmetric grana 
unified model ha.s a potential to provide the llnknown 0(1) r.oefficients, in a 
seDse that we will clarify below. 

The usual hierarchy problem cries for low-energy supersymmetry and the 

supersymmetric SO(10), see e.g. 83). There is another important reason t.o 
consider a supersymmetric see-saw t.heory based on the spontaneous breaking 
of B - L (such as SO (10)): if renormaHzable, it predicts exact R-parity at all 

energies both perturbative and nonperturbative 84) .. This plays a profound 
role in having th.€ lightest snpersymmetric particle as a natural dark matter 
ca.ndidate. The result is based on a simple observation: R-parity violation 

c! E 
u"Por example U(2)~U(1)-+1 includes an E that caD be used for a dominant 

block as above and a further parameter E' available to predict e.g. the observed 
hierarchy. 
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would imply an existence of a pseudo-Majoron with a mass Mj ~ j'vI(v/MR. « 
lvI~ coupled to the Z-boson, ruled out by the Z-decay Mdth. The argument 
pa.rallels t.he impo~sibility of breaking spontaneously R-parit.y in the minimal 
supersymmetric sta.ndard model (MSSM) . In that case ffiJ = 0, but the physical 
implication is the. same. 

Tn wha.t follows we describe in some detaiJ the minimal renormalizable 
snpersymmetric SO(10) t.heory 85, 87, 86, 88) and discuss its predictions for 
fermion masses (lnd mixings. Vve pay special attention to the neutrino sector 
and review our maio result mentioned before: a large Balm and a small Veb 

are intimately tied to b - 'T nnification 63). This result is the product of 
80(10) symmf.try only; no new flavor symmetry whatsoever is needed. A three 
generation analysis shows accord wi th all the data and furt.hermore predicts 

I U e31 ~ 0.16 89) . 

2.3.1 lvIinimal supersymmetric 50(10) grand uniRed theory 

There is some subtlety in defining a gauge theory, it has to do witb the I-Iiggs 
sector. We must find a crite'rion of minimality and it. is subject to t.he following 
issue: should we take the smallest representation that does a particular job, or 
the most economlcal, i.e. t.he most predictive one? YVe shall opt. for the second 
choice: we will demand the least number of pammete'rs in defining the minimal 
th~ry. In this sense, the size of representations is not what count.s; if a smaller 
represfmration has more parameters, it. is less predictive and thus it cannot lead 
to a minimal theory. Example: a complex doublet. of SU(2) (4 fields) is much 
more predictive than say two real singlets. 

Supersymmetric S0(10) must be broken to the supersymmetlic st.andard 
model. Unlike in the SU(5) case, this requires at least two Higgs supermul
tiplets. In the process we must break B - L symmetry and here is the first 
dilemma: be a 16-dimensional Higgs (16H) or a 126-dimensional (126H) Higgs 
representa.tion? In the first. r.ase one has to appeal t.o non-renormaJj7.able oper
ators of the type 16J16J16H16 H in order to give a mass to /.IR and t.his leads 
to a severe problem: (16f:1) breaks R-parity at the large scale, experimentally 
not. allowed. Thus the practitioners of t.his model invoke other symmetries be
yond SO(lO) ano to us by definition it cannot be the minimal 50(10) t.heory. 
Fmtlic'l'more, the sllperpotemial has a number of p(lrameters of the type 16'~ . 
There are more problems re~;lrding the light. sector and we disCllSS t.hem below. 

In what follows we also choose the principle of renormalizability, i.e. we 
focus on the 80(10) theory with renormalizable couplings only. This makes 
the th~ol'y e)..-tremely predictive and it. allows us to test the gauge symmetry of 
S0(10). Of course, t.here is a danger in doing this: it is like t.aking MSM with 
no hig;her-dimensional operat.ors. This predicts massless neutrinos and stable 
proton) the first being ma.nifestly wrong, hut quantitativel:.,.. a tiny effect and 

j29 
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the second still not tested. If the SO(10) theory without higher-d.imensional 
operators turns out to be correct (see conclusions), it v,.ilJ tell us that the Planck 
scale effects are for some reason negligible; if, on the other hand, it fails we will 
have a winnow to a new physics beyond GUTs. 

It is worth mentioning an argument in favor of neglecting 1/ Nl PI sup
pressed operators. Namely, such an operator 

(14) 

leads to the effective Band L violating operators 

(15) 

which in turn give d = 5 proton decay. Experimental limlts Tp < 1033 yrs, 
imply c < 10-6 , contra.ry to a. nalve c ~ 0(1) expectati.on when thinking of 
higher dimensional terms. 

We wish not to be apologetic about this lengthy physical discussion; it 
serves us to define the minimal theory. The heavy sector, needed to break 
SO(10) down to SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) needs the following rnultiplets: 

210 H (4 index antisymmetric) , 

126H and 126H (5 index antisymmetric, self and anti-self dual) . 

The light Higgs supermultiplet is the minimal lO-dimensiona.l one 

(16) 

and we have the three families of quarks and leptons in their 16-dimensional 
represe~tations 

16} (i = 1,2,3) . (17) 

The Higgs superpotentiaJ is quite simple 

W = Nl1 2101- +)\] 210~ + Jvh126H12G'f + A2210[-{126H126[-{ 

+}\;h10~ + A:~210H10HI26H + A4210HIOT-/126f{ I (18) 

only 7 parameters in total. Compare with the minimal SU(5): 4 parameters 
for 24H and SH and 5H. 

There are only two Yukawa couplings (as in SU(5)) 

(19) 

but unlike in SU(5) we will show that all the fermion masses and mixing are 
correctly accounted for. 
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Furthermore, there are no R-parity violating couplings (no 16} terms). 
The minimal SO(10) theory has less parameters than the minimal SU(5L a 
surprising result. Of course, you can impose R-parity in SU(5), but then you 
need new singlets (the right ha.nded neutrinos) and more Yuk?-wa's. In either 
case, the SU(5) theory has more parameters and, of course, it needs higher 
dimensional terms to fix the wrong mass relations, thus even more couplings. 

The details of the superpotential and the symmetry breaking are being 
worked out and will be presented in a forthcoming publicat.ion. Rere, let. us 
just complete the proof t.hat the above is the minimal theory. First, one needs 
both 126 and 126 in order to cancel the O-terms and preserve supersymrnetry 
at the GUT scale. Thus (126fT) = (126H) = MR with NIR ~ NIeuT. These 
VEVs presene SU(5) and so more is needed. Why not choose 45H (two index 
antisymmetric) instead of 21OH? It can be shown that (45H) also preserve 
SU(5) at the renormaIizable level. One could also try 54H, but then there is 
no coupling 54 H 126 H 126 H and one cannot trigger ]VIR, The minimal theory 
was considered t.o be 45rr + 54H + 126 H + 126H, but it js easy to show that it 
contains 10 parameters. 

In short, the above theory with 210H and 126 H and 126 H is truly the 
minimal and simplest SO (10) theory. Ii is (lrgnably the minimal c.onsiste.nt 
grand u.nified theory. 

2.3.2 Symmetry breaking 

It. is useful to decompose the SO(10) '"fields under t.he Pati-SaJam subgroup 59), 
namely SU(2)LxSU(2)RXSU(4)c 

210 fl 

126H 

126f1 

10Fl 

16, 

(1,1,15) + (1,1,1) + (1,3,15) + (3,1,15) + 
+ (2,2,6) + (2,2,10) + (2,2, 10) 

(1,3,10) + (3,1,10) + (1,1,6) + (2,2,15) 

(1,3,10) + (3,1, 10) + (1,1,6) +- (2, 2, 15) 

(2,2,1) + (1,1,6) 

(2) 1,4) + (1,2,4) (20) 

It is easy to see that a~ t.he sl1persymmetric level the following symmetry break
ing takes place (we assume an approximate single-step breaking suggested by 
the unification of the MSSM couplings) 

((1, 1, 1)) ~ (( I, I, 15)) ~ (( 1 i 3 \ 10)) ~ (( 1 > 3 j 10)) ~ (( 1 , 3, 15)) ~ :V1 GUT (21) 

SO(10) gets broken to the SM symmetry. Next we discuss the MSSM symmetry 
breaking. It is easy to see that (2,2,1) in 10 and (2,2,15) fields in 126 and 126 
mix through the couplings a. and b and a large VEV (1, I, 15). With the usual 

I ~ 1 
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minimal fine-tuning this means that both (2,2,1) and (2,2,15) will have non
vanishing VEVs and contribute to fermion masses. In the language of SU(5) it 

amounts to ' have a 4S of Higgs as in the Georgi-Jarlskog program 90), however 
with an important characteristic of this minimal SO(10) which unifies these 
Yuka.wa couplings with the right-handed neutrino ones. 

More precisely, all the color singlet bidoublets get the VEV 

Next, from 

((2,2, lOhlO) ~ ((2,2, lOhlo) ~ ((2, 2,15h26) 
~ ((2,2, 15h26) ~ ((2,2,1)10) 

ltV = " '.\3(2,2,1)(2,2,10)(3,1,10) + .\-1(2,2,1)(2,2,10)(3,1, ]0) 
+ M2(3, ],10) (3,1, 10) . 

(22) 

(23) 

with !vI ~ lvIGUT, it is clear that. (3,1,10 and (3,1, 10) fields get. small VEVs 

'\:1 .!vi?v 
-u---((2, 2,1))((2, 2,10)) ~ a;r-
~GUT J~GUT 

((3,1,10)) (24) 

'\4 - !l1~~. 
-1\'( (('2,2,.1))((2, 2, 10)) ~ ~1 

1CVT J~GUT 
((3,1, 10)) (25) 

The last equa.tion gives the so-called type II see-saw 'which pla.ys important role 
in neutrino masses and mixings as we discuss belm",-_ 

2.3.3 Fermion masses and mixings 

Introduce a notation 

«2,2,1» = ("0" ~,) , «2,2,15)",) = (~u ~d) (26) 

The Yukawa couplings give the following mass matrices 

!vIII = Y,o"Vu + Yl26V'1l 

Md ~ Y,OVd + Y12GVd 

JvIv ex: Yl26JVJrv/1vlR 

JvID = YlO v 1L - 3Y12(lVt: 

/tile = Y10Vd - 3Y,2ijVd 

Mvn = Y\26 NiCUT 

(27) 

The role of (2, 2, 15)126 is clear; it leads. to a Georgi-Jarlskog picture where 
t.his field gives a correct relation ms ~ m,./3 at MevT' . On the other hand, 
the (2,2,1) field should reproduce the correct relation mb = m T at A1cVT
Let us discuss c:arefully the second and the third generation; by (temporarily) 
ignoring the first generation we wi.ll shed light in the large atmospheric mixing 
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angle. Ignore, furthermore, CP violation (a reasonable assumpt.ion for the t.wo 
generation case) for the time being. 

What about the see-saw mechanism? In general, both type] and type II 
contribute and no predictions can be made. NormaU.r t.he workers in the field 
assume for no reason whatsoever that type I dominacf's. This was done in the 

original work of Babu and Mohapatra. 91) and in the absence of CP violation 

in the neutrino sector it leads to a small Bn.J.m. It has been argued 92) that . with 
large CP phases the theory is consist.ent. wi th all the data a nel furthermore t ha t 
the 1-3 mixing is large: Ue 3 ~ 0.16. 

It WrJ.s shown recentlYI on the contrary, t.hat the type II see-sa,v.: automat-

ically leads to t.he large fl n /. m , if there is b - T unification at kJoUT: see 63) . Let 
us review the argument briefly. It is remarka.bly simple. From (27) one gets a 
simple relation 

It.lv C( kId, - j\;Ie (28) 

If !vIrl ancl1\1Ip. have small mixings and neglecting rn.,~ and mil 

1\1/ v C( ( 
0 0 ) 
o m 'iI - mr 

(29) 

Large Balm requires b - r unification, w1llch is not. automatically anymore 
due to the (2,2,15) Higgs, hut is quite good e).-perimentally as the reader knows 
well. Actually: we can do better than that .. From (27) it is e~l!\Y to see that 

(30) 

by simply inverting YlO and 1"126 in favor of j\!id and life, say. This gives 
addit.ional information about quark mi:.rings and in turn dewrmines Balm as a 
function of Bbc and quark masses. In the approximation (illustrative, but. not 
valid numerically) of negligible second generation fermion masses as before, you 
get a t N[CUT 

2 B sin 2BcI, (31) tan aim = 2 . 
.. 2sin ()d - (mb - mT)/mb 

This simple formula speaks elegantly for itself. Since ()cb ~ 10-2
, the only 

way to get a large ()nlm is via b - T unification: mh = m" at lvIeuT. All you 
need to do next is t.hat the running plus switching on the second generation 
masses doe!') not spoil the result. We have done t.hat. and as expected these 
eft'ect.s are small: Batm l'em;)..ins large. The numerical study gives for the ratio 
of neut.rino masses mdm3 ~ 1/6, wbkh fit.s nicely with the hierarchical mass 
solution to the solar and atmospheric n~utrino puzzle. 

Recently a numerica.l study of the fllll three generation case has been 

performed, n.rst without CP phases ( 89)). The theory passes the test, but has 
ea/,m on the lower side; it also precl.ict.B a large 1-3 mixing: Ue.1 ~ 0.16. Thus, 
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we seem t.o have a robust prediction of the large ]-3 leptonic mixing as a test 
of the minimal supersymmetric 80(10) theory. However a complete study is 
still to be performed and further insight, tests and calculations would be most 
welcome. 

3 Perspectives 

R.eflecting the structure of the talk, we divide the final discussion into two 
parts. However, as in the spirit of the talk, we hope that sometimes soon the 
two parts \\rjJI meet a.nd merge. 

3.1 Phenomenology 

To be definite, we focused our attention-on a scenario with three massive neu
trinos, that is able to exp·lain several facts in terms of neutrino oscillations·. 
The LSND anomaly however cannot be explained, and this raJses doubt.s on 
the meaning of such a scheme. It is true, that other cosmological hints like 
big-bang nucleosynthesis seems to prefer 3 (or perhaps even less) neutrinos, 
which makes the life of other sterile neutrinos rather tough. This lead people 
to consider complicated scenarios to explain LSND observations, e.g., CPT vi
olation, additional neutrino interactions of decay, even though it seems fair to 

say that there is not yet a really convincing scenario 93). The hypothesis of 
three neutrinos may be considered a forerunner in view of its minimal nature, 
even if we should consider it provisional for the time being. In this assump
tions, one expects that long baseline experiments will see signals of oscillations, 
whereas MilliBooNE ,viU not19 . Again in this assumption, one can say that 4 
parameters of the neutrino mass matrix are measured (the two D..m2 and two 
mixing angles) and several otheT ones are waiting to be discovered. 

However, we went through the list of the observables we realistically have. 
This Dst. suggests that the next steps will be not easy. simply because the 
measurements we are left with are very difficult. There is the hope that B13 is 
not very small (the optimist would ask: why it should be SO?), and one may 
dare to wish that neutrinos are aJmost mass degenerate (the pessimist would 
ask: why it shou.Jd be so?). The latter case would be great for neutrinoless 
double beta experiments, cosmologicaJ measurements) perhaps direct search 
for mass, and could have an impact on mixing a.ngles as well. But to be 
concrete, it seems to us that at best 'non-oscillation' experiments would be 
able to dig out 1 parameter (the neutrino mass scale) a.nd we are still not 

1
9Thls hypothetical sequence of events would certainly change the interpre

tation of LSND findings, but probably would not mean that they should be 
immediately reject.ed, especially until their significance is clearly assessed. 
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there. It would' be great to reduce nuclear uncertainties in neutrinoless double 
beta decay e~"periments. Also it would be great if oscillatioT! measurements 
would cul.minate in the discovery of the GP violating phase, but probably this 
will be not for the near future. In other terms, we feel that in the near fut.ure 
we could bope to measure 1, or perhaps 2 new parameters.20 

Presumably, the best that we can do with these data witbout really doing 
t.heory is to make some educated guesses. E.g., suppose that the hierarchy is 
normal, that neutrinos have Majorana mass and that the lightest neutrino has a 
mass below, or not. much above (~m~DJJ/2. Then the structure of the neutrino 
mass matrix is more or less fixed on account of the maximaJ atmospneric mixing 
angle 68): 

A1v = malm 0 1 ( ~ 2 ) 1/2 (0 a 
2 0 1 

(32) 

Note, here 1 means I, not 0(1). A bit different from what one would have 
guessed on the basis of what we know on charged fermion masses, but at least 
something definite. 

vVe briefly discussed the possibilities to use neutrinos as astrophysical 
probes and in particular neutrinos from core collapse supernovae. However, we 
recalled the large number of open questions and most remarkably the serious 
uncertainties in simulating the explosion. We discussed why it would be im
portant to observe neutrinos of different flavors. Maybe it is a good idea to 
close this section wondering: are we ready for the next galo.ctic supernova '? 

3.2 Theory 

It. is difficult. to put a limit to imagination and consequently to predict what will 
be future theories of neutrinq masses. There are a lot of promising ideas i.n t.he 
recent literature and many more will certainJy come in the future years. Here 
we limited ourselves to simple and rather old ideas, that offer a. hope to make 
sense of t.he neutrino masses I namely, ideas based on 'flavor symmetrl or 'grand 
unification' . We are not sure that' what we discussed has any resemblance to 
what Nature has chosen I but we believe that we should first try the simplest 
and most motivated options, hoping at least to learn from the.ir failures. 

20 A more complet.e list of questions' should include: Why is the mass hier
archy is so weak? \Vhy some leptonic mixing angles are large (when those of 
t.he quarks are small)? What is the absolute neut.rino mass scale? What is .t.he 
type of hierarchy? Is B23 = 45°? I.s B13 = O? Is 'B)2 #- 45°? (We expect that the 
neut.rinos will show their devious nature by answering the above Ust of ques
tions in reverse order-if at all they will answer). Today\ the rough summary is 
1823 -45°1 < Bc/2 (not so smaJl), Bl3 < 8c/2 (not. so smaJI). B12 #- 45° at 3-40 . 
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As for the flavor symmetries, we have shown that a generic ansatz as 
'domina.nt block' proposed in 69) and studied in 70, 71, 94, 78, 76, 72, 75) 

is often insu·fficient to describe the data. Partly, this is due to the fact that the 
data are increasingly more precise, but this also happens because the structure 
of the neutrino mass mat.rix (shown in eq.32) does not agree generically with 

the ansatz wit.h a 'dominant block' 71, 76), unless the 0(1) cOf!fficients satisfy 
very special relations. In other terms, to really improve we need to get a theory 
of the C) (1) coefficients; possibly a testable one. 

As for grand unification, we described the potential of the minimal su
persymmetric grand unified theory as a theory of fermion masses. This theory 
possesses the following features: 
(i) exact R~parity and thus dark matter candidate; 
(ii) it ca.n account correctly for all fermion masses and mb .. ings; 
(iii) in the case of type II see-saw it connects naturally large Ba.lm with b - T 

unification; . 
(iv) for pure type I or type II seesaw, it predicts quite large ieptonic 1-3 mixing, 
close to the eA-perimental limit; 
(v) d=5 proton decay is under control, albeit being large. 
The detailed predictions of this theory are being worked out at the present and 
will appear in a. fut.ure publicabon. We wouJd like to stress that this theory is 
rat.her constrained, so that it is not clear a priori that it will pass all experi
mental tests, and we are glad of that, since good theories are supposed to be 
faJsifiable eventual)y. 
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CHORUS RESULTS ON CHARM PHYSICS 

T. Kawamura 
for the CHORUS collaboration 

CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland 

Abstract 

The CHORUS experiment was originally designed to search for vp. ~ l/T oscil
lation by detecting a characteristic decay topology of the T lepton produced in 
V T charged current interaction. The hybrid apparatus which consists of active 
nuclear emulsion targets and electronic detectors was exposed to the CERN
SPS Wide Band Neutrino Beam for the years 1994-1997. The accumulated 
neutrino interactions in the emulsion are analyzed by full automatic micro
scope scanning system to detect the signal. Since charmed particles have a life 
time similar to that of T lepton, the experiment is also ideal to study charm 
production. vVe report here on the analysis of charmed particles performed 
so far together with some new measurements based on a: sub-sample of final 
statistics of the CHORUS experiment. 
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1 Introd uction 

The CHORUS detector 1) is a hybrid setup that combines a nuclear emulsion 
target with various electronic detectors. The emulsion target of the total mass 
of 770 kg is segmented into four stacks where each stack consists of eight mod
ules of 36 plates with a size of 36 x 72 cm2

. Each stack is followed by interface 
emulsion sheet and by a set of scintillating fiber tracker planes. The nuclear 
emulsion target allows a three-dimensional reconstruction of short-lived parti
cles such as T leptons and charmed hadrons . 

The emulsion scanning has been performed by fully automatic micro
scopes equipped with CeD cameras. The track find ing-efficiency is higher 
than 98% for track slopes less than 400 mrad with respect to the direction per
pendicular to the emulsion plates . The improvements in the automatic emul
sion scanning systems allowed us large-volume data-taking around neutr ino 
interactions located in the emulsion target. Thanks to the sub-micron spatial 
resolution of the emulsion, production of charmed particles in neutrino inter
actions followed by their decay can be fully observed. Therefore it is possible 
to perform a topological identification of charmed hadron decays, which brings 
very low level background contamination. This technique has been applied 
in the E531 2) experiment at FNAL. The CHORUS experiment will collect a 
sample of '"'-'3,000 neutrino interactions with a charmed particle. 

2 Semi-leptonic branching fraction of charm had rOilS 

The study of dimuon events induced by neutrino interaction provides infor
mation on the Cabibbo-l<obayashi-lVlaskawa (CKM) mat rix elements I Vcdl and 
IVc~L the st range quark content of the nucleon and the chann mass. In the 
experiments by meam; of electronic detectors , the leading muon is interpreted 
as originating from t he neutrino vertex and the other, of oppOSite charge, as 
the product of the charmed particle semi-leptonic decay. In such detectors, the 
direct detection of the charmed particle is impossible. Using an emulsion target 
which provides a sub-micron spatial resolu tion, t he type of charmed particle 
and its decay topology can be identified and therefore a much lower level of 
background can be achieved. 

For the semi-Ieptonic branching fraction measurement, 1055 events were 
selected (rolIl a sample of 56,172 events analyzed. To evaluate the purity of the 
selection , a sub-sample of 244 events was visually inspected by eye-scan. Out 
of the 244 events, 11 do not have a secondary vertex related to the event and 
12 were identified as secondary hadrol1ic interactions. 
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T hi::; results in a selection puri ty of 0.91 ± 0.02 which brings the corrected 
number of selected charm events to 

Nsele.ded = 956 ± 35. (1) 

The efficiency of the charm selection was evaluated with a simulat ion by 
merging the emulsion data of the simulated events with real netscall data which 
do not have a reconstructed vertex , representing t he real background. Good 
agreement is found between data and simulation . The correction factor for 
the efficiency in the determination of the semi- Ieptonic branching fraction is 
defined as 

R = Lv, 'v.iv; 
Lv; 'D;' fv; 

(2) 

where cD I is t he selection efficiency for charm species D i , fD~' the selection 
effiCiency for semi-leptonic decays of D i , and J D, the fragmentation fraction. 
The value of R has been evaluated under a ll acceptable hypotheses, VVe use the 
average value 

R = 1.01 ± 0.05, (3) 

wi th the systematic error estimated with different hypotheses. 

:Muons are identified in the calorimeter and the muon spectrometer. For 
muon momenta above 4 GeV/c, t he identification effi ciency is of the order of 
95%. The secondary muon identific(Ltion has an average efficiency and average 
purity of about 55% and 60% respectively. Out of the 956 ± 35 selected charm 
events, the number of events with a secondary muon is 

N~~I"ct'd = 88 ± 10 (stat.) ± 8 (sys t. ), . 

corrected for the efficiency and puri ty of the muon identification. 

(4) 

The average semi- Ieptonic b ranching fraction can be written in tenl1S of 
measurable quantit ies as: 

B" = Lfv; BR(Di~ I'X ) 
v; 

Nseletted 
2J.1. X R 

Nsclected ' (5) 

where Nselected is the number of selected events corrected for the selection 
purity, and N~I~lected is t he number of selected ev~nts with a secondary muon 
in the final 'state, corrected for the selection purity &'3 well &'3 for t he muon 

identification efficiency and purity. \·Ve found 3) that 

B" = 0.093 ± 0.009 (stat.) ± 0.009 (sys!.), (6) 
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where the systematic error includes the uncertainty on the Monte Carlo de
scription of the muon identification) as well as the uncertainty on the correc
tion factor related to the fragmentation fractions and selection efficiencies for 
different species and different topologies. 

Dividing the events in three samples on the basis of the visible energy} 
the energy dependence of Bp. can be determined as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: The average semi-Zeptonic branching fraction as a fur.ction of the 
visible energy. 

3 Measurement of Ac production 

The study of Ac production has been performed by a statistical approach based 
on. the difference of the lifetimes among charged charm particles, hence the 
difference of the flight length. Since the lifetime of Ac is approximately one 
fifth of the D+ lifetime and one third of the D s lifetime) the charged charm 
candidates with a short flight decay should form a sample enrichec. in Ac while 
long flight decay events should be dominated by D+ and Ds. Therefore) two 
different sets of selection have been adopted for the analysis. 
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A : Short flight decay A daughter track must have a minimum distance of 
5 Mm to 30 pm with respect to a track which is identified as a muon. 
This selection has been applied to 50,414 up. events. 

B : Long flight decay Both of parent track aDd daughter track are recon
structed. The parent track must have a minimum distance smaller than 
5 Ion wi th respect to the reconstructed muon. The daughter track must 
have a minimum distance of 5 pm to 30 pm with respect to the parent 
track. This selection has been applied to 56)61 up events. 

The selected candidates, 1614 events for' A \ and 586 events for 'E') were 
visually inspected to identify their decay topology and to reject background. 
To ensure a high efficiency of the visual inspection, a cut on the charm flight 
length has been applied. The results are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Result of visual inspect-ion 

Selection Cut on flight le"ngth of charm Number of candidates 

I-prong 3-prong 

A 40 Ml11 < F.L. < 400 t-tm 62 66 

E 400 j.Jrn < F.L. < 2400 p,m 133 195 

Combining' Nand 'E' separating l-prong from 3-prong decays, and tak
ing into accollnt the detection efficiency and background estimation, the num
ber of Ac candidates was found to be 861 ± 198(stat.) ± 98(syst . r::~!O(QE). 
At an average neutrino energy of 27 GeV, the Ac production cross section in 

up charged current interaction was measured 4) to be: 

;~~) = (l.54 ± O.35(stat.) ± O.18(syst .)) x 10- 2
. (7) 

4 Measurement of DO production 

A measurement of the production rate <?f no mesons was performed based 
on a sample of 25,693 v,./. charged-current interaction. The following crite
ria were applied to select DO candidates . A muon track at the primary ver
tex and at least one daughter track were reconstructed in the emulsion and 
matched with tracks in the detector. The daughter track was required to 
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have a s ignificant impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex, which 
is 3 ~ 30 /Lm < J.P. < 400 /Lm. 

These criteria selected 851 events to be visually inspected to confirm 
the decay topology and we observed 226 events of 2-prong decay (V2) and 
57 events of 4-prong decay (V4) . The chann-selection effic iency was estimated 
by s imulation. The average e fficiency of the no decay search was found to be 
(58. 6 ± 0.7)% for V2 and (70. 1 ± 1.7)% for V' I. Based on 282 DO decays with 

an estimated background of 9.2 ](0 and 11.0 decays, we obtained 5) 

,,(DO --> V2, V4) 

u(GG) 
= ( 1.99 ± 0.1 3(slat.) ± 0.17(syst.)) x 10-'. (8) 

The result represents in good agreement with that of E531 2) based on a 
statist ically less significant sample as shown in Figure 2. The CHORUS results 
are shown as solid crosses and compared with those of the E531 experiment as 
dashed crosses. The curve shows a fit based on t he slow rescaling model 6) to 

TOtvlAD 7) charm data multiplied by t he (Do/charm) cross section ratio. 

5 Measu re m ent of DO _ neutrals 

The sum of branching ratios of DO decays , va + V2 + V4 + V6 + ... , is equal 
to unity by definition, where va denotes DO decay into all neutral particles . 
Since the branching ratio of V6 and greater are expected to be very small, the 
branching ratio of DO decay into a ll neutrals can be s imply expressed as: 

(9) 

Because t he CHORUS experiment detects charm parLicle by observing its 
decay topologYl it is possible to perform an inclusive measurement of a ratio of 
(D°--> V4)/ (DO ~V2). It was found to be (23.1 ±4.0) x 10-'. 

Using the BR(DO --> V4) = (13.3 ± 0.7) x 10-2 from the P DG 8) tables, 
which was measured by other experiments fo r the all decay modesl we obtained 
a preliminary result of 

BR(DO --> YO) = (29.1 ± 104) x 10- 2 (10) 

The precis ion of the measurement will be improved with t he final statistics. 
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Figure 2: DO lJroduclion mle as a function of neutrino energy. CHOR US and 
E531 results GTe shown as solid and dashed crosses TesjJectively. The C'urve rep
,'esents a fit bc.sed on the slow r'escaliny motel to NOAifA D charm. data rnu.iti1Jiied 
by lhe (IfJ /chmm) cross section ratio. 

6 Ass ociated charm production 

Associated charm production in lleutr ino interactions is a ve ry ra re process . 
Therefore it is very difficult to detect . Thanks to the excellent spatia l resolu
tion of nuclear emulsion , i t is possible to perform a direct observation in the 
CHORUS experiment.. 

A search for associated charm production in v/J charged-current interac
tions was performed based on the sample of a lready located single charm events 
searching for the charmed par tner. One event of double charm decay topology 

wit h an est imated background of 0 .01 wa~ found 9). It is considered as evidence 
of the associated charm product ion process. 

A new search for associated charm production in charged-current and 
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neutraI-cmrent events has been started. Severa) candidates with the charac
teristics of associated charm production have been found so far . The analysis 
will be completed using the final statistics in near future. 
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Abstrar.t 

R.esults on 'I/;(2S) physics at BES are presented. They are ba.<;ed on 4 million 
'I/J(2S) events collected 'VI"ith the BESI detect.or, SCim data in the vicinity of 
7/.>(2S) resonance and 15 million 7jJ(2S) events collected \vith th~ BESII detector. 
These results include the 1};(2S) branching fractions of nine exclusive hadronic 
decays, radiative decays into 1f1f: K J( and 7J7J final states, the 1/;(2S) decay 
widths and the first. observation of Xc) (J=O, 1, 2) decays to AX. 
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1 Introduction 

The Beijing Elect.ron Spectrometer, is a conventional c:.vlindrical magnet.ic de
tector t.hat is coaxial w1th t.he BEPC colliding e+ ~- beams. It. is described 

in detail in reference 1) . Char 'eel particle momenta are determined wit.h a . 
resolution of up /? = 1.7% 1 + p2(GeV) in a 40-layer cylindrical drift cham
ber. The tnckillg cha-mher is sml"ounded by an array of 48 time of flight 
(TOF) counters. R.adially outside the TOF is a 12-radiation length harrel 
shower l.ounter (BSC) comprised of gas proportional t.ubes int.erleaved with 
lead sheets . The BSC nWl-lsmes the energies a.nd rurecl ions of photon with 
resolutions of C7E/ E ~ 22%/ JE(GellL C7r/J = 4.5 mmd. and 00 = 12 mTO.d. 
The iron flux return of the n'lagnet is inst.rument.ed wit.h three double layers of 
counters t.hat are used to identify muons. 

2 Hadronic and radiative W(2S) decays 

Perturbative QeD predir.ts the ratjo of J /'I/J and "Ij;(2S) to hadronic final state 

X branching fractions is 2): . 

(1) 

This relation is known as the "12% rule". 
Here, we present first. measurements of bri:1TIching fractions for 1/J(2S) de

cays to W1f+1T-, wl(+ J(-, wpp, cjJ1T+1f- 1 ¢jo(980) 1 ¢J(+ g- and rPpp channels, 

and sl1pe~"Sedc previous biT! and wh(1270) results 3) based on 4 million 1/J(2S) 
da.ta sample collened with the BEST detector. This work fw:t,her coufirmed 

prevjous BES finding 4) tha.t. the suppression puzzle of the hadronic decays of 
t.he 'IjJ(2S) with respect to the J /'I/J extends from the VP (V~ctor-Pseudos(';l\ar) 
decay to VT(Vect.or-Tensor) oecay, and the b,1i (A.:x:ial-vector plus Pseudoscalar 
mode) decay is consistent "'.ith pQCD expectat.ion. As ta the VS (1)jo(980)) 
decay and Vhh three-body decays (except for rPpp, which needs more statis
t.ics), we havE: provided the first test for the" 12% ruJe" , which seems ge.nerally 
valid, although there might be some deviation. 

The radiative J /'I/J and 1/;(2S) decays should be simila.r ta hadronic decays 
except instead of decaying into three gluons, t.he radiative mode decays via t.wo 

gluons and one phot.on 5). ~'e report measurements of branching frar.tions for 
'ljJ(2S) -+ ~(1T+1f-, "/7i01l0: ryJ(+ J(-, ryJ(~J(~, and "'ITJ7]. The 1111 invariant mass 
distributions far '!,b(2S) ----). "'/1171 are shown in Fig. 1 1 where a cle~r 12(1270) 
is seen . Results are summarized in Tables 2 through 4 . First measurements 
of the 1/J(2S) -1 ~/h(1270) and 'IjJ(2S) -+ ~r'jo(l710) -1 ryJ(+ J{- and ,I(~f(~ 
branching fractions are given. A clear 10(1710) signal in 'I)J(2S) radiative decay 
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Table 1: Branching fractions of 1jJ(2S) and Qh values for 'ljJ(2S) and J/1/} 
hadronic decays .... l 

Channel n ' (2 S ) ..... h 
B1/)(2Sj-'lh BJ/w-'lh Qh(%) 

R';(2 5 ) ... ",+ ,, - J / ,j. 

h (10- 4 ) (10- 4 ) (10--1) (%) 
W1[+7T - 15.8 ± 1.9 ± 2.2 4.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.7 72.0 ± 12.0 6.7 ± 1.7 
h~1I+ .2 10.6 ± 1.9 ± 1.5 3.2 ± 0.6 ± 0 .5 30.0 ± 5.0 11 ±3 
wh(1270) .. 2 3A ± 1.7 ± 0.5 1.1 ± 0.5 ± 0 .2 43.0 ± 6.0 2.4 ± 1.3 

< 1.5 
wJ(+]( 4.8 ± 1.1 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 0.3 ± 0.2 7.4 ± 2.4 20 ±8 

wpp 2.5 ± 1.0 ± 0 .4 O.B ± 0.3 ± 0.1 13.0 ± 2.5 6.0 ± 2.8 
(/71+ 1[- 4.8 ± 0 .8 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 0.2 ± 0.2 8 .0 ± 1.2 18 ± 5 
</;10(980)(.fo -----7 7[+11-)"'3 1.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.2 0 .0 ± 0.2 ± 0.1 
4>10(980) .. 4 3.'1 ± 1.2 ± 0.4 l.J±OA ± O.l 3.2 ± 0.9 33 ± 15 
q)J(+ 1( 2.0 ~t 0.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.2 ± 0 .1 8.3 ± 1.3 7.3 ± 2.6 
(jJpp < 0.85 < 0.26 0.45 ± 0.15 < 58 

*1 The upper limit is at the 90% confidence level; B.1/1/) t.aken from PDG 
value. 
*2 h~1I=F and wh(1270) events are subsets of W1i+71- events. 
*3 ¢io(980) events are subset of qJ7i+1i- events. 
*4 B!o-,;;+1r- = 0.521 ± O.016(PDG'96) 

into 1(+ J(- final states is ohserved. The results are. consist.ent with the "12%" 
rule. In addition, n.rst mCilsurements of the branching fractions of XeO and 
Xc2 decay into 71°110 \ XeO d(~r:a.y into 1]1], and a.n upper limit of t.he branching 
fraction of Xc2 decay into 1]77 are }'<"ported (see Table 4). For more detail, see 

reference 6). 

Table 2: Valu(''s for 8(1jJ(2S) -----7 ,12(1270)) and B(1jJ(2S) -----7 1(+ ](-) and 
comparison with the 12% rule. 

I FillaJ si a i,e 

~/h(1270) 2.12 ± 0.19 ± 0.32 I (1.5 .4 ± 3.1)% 
"yio(171O) -----7,1(+}(- 0.302 ± 0.045 ± 0.066 (7. 1~ ~ :~)% 
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(b) 

Figure 1: (aj: fl1;r+r.- fit result. The fo'U,r c'U,rves presented 'in the figure are 
the following: a background curve, a Breit- 'Wigner function to describe the 
12(1270) on top of the background, a Breit- Wigner function to describe the 
10(1710) 011. top of the bo.ckground, and the total of the two Breit- TVigners and 
the backg1'Ound. The fitting range 'is 0.9 Ge V to 2.5 Ge V, since there is some p 
backgro'U.nd below 0.9 Ge V. The backgrov.nd at higher mass is due to processes 
such a.s i/J(2S) ~ neutrals J/1p, J/'I/J ~ 11'+7f-7f0 . (h): 1'1,,0 71 0 fit result. The 
curves shown are a Breit- }Vi.Q1J.er to (J.e.{Jcribe the 12 (1270) and a polynomial to 
describe the hackgrov.nd. 

3 1jJ (2S) Resonance Parameters 

The e+e- -1 hadrons, 7f+11'- J/i/J, e+e-, and jJ.+/-L- event.s at 24 energies in 
the range 3.67-3.71 GeV are selected, and fitted simultaneously to obtain the 

'I/J(2S) reson2J1ce parameters based on BESII 'I/J(2S) scan data 7). The results 
a.re fl = 264 ± 27 ke.V, fh = 258 ± 26 keY, fr.+';r-JN = 85.4 ± 8.7 keY, 
fl = 2.44 ± 0.21 keY; and Ell. = (97.79 ± 0.15)%, E 1r+n -.IN = (32.3 ± 1.4)%, 
BJ = (0.93 ± 0.08)%. The total width agrees with the BES previous value of 

252±37 keY 8) within the error, and the precision of Err+'r.lN is better than 

previous measW"ements and t.he c.urrent PDG value 9). The cross sections 
versus scan point energy and fit curves are shown in Fig. 2, and t.he fit. results 
are given in Table 5. 

4 XJ -7 AA 

It. has been shown both in theoretical calculations and experimenta1 measure
ments that t.he next hjgher Fock state (coJOI' octet. mecha.nism \ CO M) pI ays 
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Table 3: Branchlng fractions for 1jJ(2S) ---1 ,X ---1 IP P mooes (P stands for 
pseudo-scalar) . 

I Mode 

1jJ(25) ---1,12(1270) from ,71+11- '2.08 ± 0.19 ± 0.33 
'1/;(25) ---1 ,12(1270) from ,11°710 2.90 ± 1.08 ± 1.07 
'1/;(25) ---1,12(1270) from ,1111 2.12 ± 0.19 ± 0.32 
'1/;(25) ---1 ~(fo(l71O) -> ,1f1( from ,11'+11'- 0.301 ± 0.041 ± 0.124 
'IjJ(25) ---1 ~(10(1710) -> ,1(+ ]{- 0.302 ± 0.045 ± 0.066 
'IjJ(2S) ---1 ,10(1710) -> ,J(~](~ 0.206 ± 0.094 ± 0.108 

Table 4: The Xc decay branching fractions for XcO,2 ---1 1(01(0 or 7]'fJ. 

Mode B(x 10-3 ) B x B(-IjJ(2S) ---1 '"'/XcO.2) 
(x 10-4

) 

XeD ---111° 11'° 2.79 ± 0.32 ± 0.57 2.42 ± 0.28 ± 0.44 
Xe2 ---1 lI'07(u 0.98 ± 0.27 ± 0.56 0.67 ± 0.19 ± 0.38 
XeD ---11'}7] 2.02 ± 0.84 ± 0.59 1.76 ± 0.73 ± 0.49 
Xr.2 ---1 TJ7J < 1.37 < 0.93 

an important role in describing P-wave quarkonium decays 10, 11). Among 
these predictions, the partial width of Xc] ---1 AI\. is about half of that of 
XcJ ---1 pp (J=l,2) 12). 

AA signals from Xc1(J = 0,1,2) decays are first observed using 15 million 

'Ij)(2S) dat.a collecteo by BESII 14). A clear A signal can be seen in Fig. 3, and 
the background below the peak is very small. After requiring that both the 
11+]5 and the -;r-p maS5 lie within twice t.he ma..c;s resolution around the nominal 
A mass, the Ali. inva.riant mass distribution shown in Fig. 4 is obt.ained. There 
are clear Xr.o, Xci. and Xr.2 -> AA signals. The highest peak around the '0(25) 
mass is due to 'IjJ(2S) ---1 AA. with a fake photOD. 

Fixing the Xco, Xcl and Xc2 mass resolutions at their Mont.e Carlo pre
dicted values, and fixing the widths of the tJuee XcJ stat.es to their world 

a.verage values 9), t.he mass spectrum (Fig. 4) was fit v.rith three Breit- \\Tigner 
functions folded with Gaussian resollltions and background, inclurung a lin
ear term representing t.he non AA background and a. component representing 
the Ali. background. Fig. 4 shows the fit. result, and t.he fitted masses are 
(3425,6 ± 6.3)MeV Ic2 , (3508.5 ± 3.9) MeV Ic2 and (3560.3 ± 4.6) MeV le2 for 

XeD, XcL and Xc2, respectively, in agTeement with the world average values 9) 
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Figure 2: The (;7 'OS$ sect'ion jo, (a) e+e- ---1 ha.drons, (b) e+e- ~ 1T+1T- J/7/.>, 
and (c) e+e- ---1 J.1.+p.- 1JC,S1LS center-oj-mass energy. The solid w,ves repre
sent the results of the fit to the data. 

Table 5: '1/;(25) scan results and comparison with the PDG2002 9) 

VaJ\le BES I PDG2002 

r,.(keV) 264 ± 27 300 ± 25 
rh,(keV) 258 ± 26 

r rr:7JN(keV) 85.4 ± 8.7 
r,(keV) 2.44 ± 0.21 
Bh,(%) 97.79 ± 0.15 98.10 ± 0.30 

Brrrr.JN(%) 32.3 ± 1.4 30.5 ± 1.6 
B/, (%) 0.93 ± 0.08 0.7 ± 0.09 

The bra.nching ratios of Xc.l ---1 AA obtained are 

B(XcD ---1 AX) = (4.7:~:~ ± 1.0) x 10-<1, 

B(Xcl ---1 AX) = (2.6:~:~ ± 0.6) x 10-4
, 

B(xc'2 ---1 AA) = (3.3!~:~ ± 0.7) x 10-4
, 

where the first errors are statist.ical and the second a.re systematic. 

Compared with the corresponding bTanching ratios of Xc) ~ pp 9), the 
branching rat.ios of XcI and Xc2 ---1 AX agree with the corr~sponrung branching 
ratios t.o pp within 2-3 sigma. Tbis is somewhat in contradiction with the 

expectations from reference 12) I although th.e errors are large. 
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Figure 3: (a):Sco,tter plot of 11+15 versus 11- p invariant mass for selected 
i 1i+7r - PP events with the 1i+1T-PP mass in the Xc.) ma.ss region. (b) : Mass 
distribution of 11+15 (7r-p) recoiling against o. A (A) (moss < 1.15 GeV) for 
events in the Xc.J m.a.~!J regi(Jn. Dots with error bars are data and the histogram 
is the Monte Carlo sim:u.lation, normalized to the A signal r~gion (two entries 
per event). 

As for XeO --t AA, the measured value agrees with the pp measurements 

from BES and E835 11, 13) \"\rithin 2 standard deviations. One should also 
not.e that there is no prediction for 13(Xco ~ A1\). More detail may be found 

in reference 14). 

5 Summary 

Branching fractions are determined, many for the first time l using the 4 m.illion 
BESI tJ>(2S) event sample.· They are used to test the "12 %1) rule. Results from 
a fit to a ca.reful scan in the vicinity of the W(2S) are presented . Finally, Ali.. 
events are observed for the first time in XcJ decays using t.he BESII 15 minion 
'1/;(2S) event sample, and corresponding branching ratios are determined. 
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CLEO IVubl AND IVcbl RESULTS AND PLANS FOR CLEO-C 

Roy A. Briere 
Physics Dept., Carnegir; Mellon University, 

5000 Forbes Ave., Pitt8bu.rgh, PA 15213 

Abstract 

We begin witb a status report on determinations of the CKM mauL'( elements 
IV1Lb l and IVebl from CLEO. A variety of techniques, some pioneered by CLEO, 
are employed to measure these parameters. Exclusive decay modes (B -+ D- ev 
for IFebl and B -t 1ffv, plv for I "ubI) can be used in conjunction with lattice cal
culations of form-factors. Inclusive determinations of IVebl are more controlJed 
(but still depenoent on quark-hadron duality) due to recent experimental con
straints from spectral moments. Similarly, the extraction of IV1l.bl from the 
partially inclusive rate of B -l- X tv at the endpoint of lepton momentum now 
benefit.s from experimental input from b -t S",! decays. However) current. pre
cision is still often limited by theoretical issues in interpret.ing the data. vVr. 
next give an overview of the upcoming CLEO-c charm-factory running which 
will also contributr. to CKM physics. One of our major goals is to assist in 
validating t.he accuracy of modern latt.ice QCD techniques which can help re
duce errors on these CKM matrix elements . Validated lat.tice results will also 
improve the extrar.tion of I Vi.dl from current Ed and future Bs mixing results 
from other experiments. 
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lno 

1 The CLEO II and CLEOIl.V Detectors and Datasets 

The analyses described here use data taken with two different detector config

urations. The CLEOn detector 1) has an excellent CsT calorimeter and large 
solid angle coverage for both tracks and phot.ons. The CLEOII.V configura-

tion retains these features and adds the first silicon vertex detector 2) used 
at the 1(43); it also represents the first major use of a Helium-based drift 

gas 3). Both are very well-understood detectors with high-quality Monte Carlo 
simulations available. 

The B -4 D" tv analysis and the moment. analyses of B -4 Xciv use only 
CLEOn data, comprising (3.2 + 1.6) fb- l (on + off resonance) containing 
3.4 x 106 BE pairs. The b -+ S1, b -4 ulv endpoint and B -t (7T,p)eV analyses 
use both CLEon and CLEOIL\!; together, these total (9.2 + 4.5) fb- 1 (on + 
off resonance) containing 9.7 x 106 BE pairs. 

2 The Unitarity Triangle 

Current knowledge of the p - 1] plane is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: The p - 'T} plane with cv.rrent constraints. 

The goal is not to simply measure P,1], but to measure them in many 
different ways: a Jack of consistency would point to new physics. Presently, the 
best constraints involve one of the angles (f3) and two of the sides (proportional 
to IVuhl and !Vid!). The quantity IVcbl is also important for normalizing the size 
of the triangle. The quantity sin 2/3 is now well-measured and is theoreticaJly 
clean. However, all of the listed J Vii I would benefit from more ;>recise theoret
ica] calculations. This often may be accomplished by Lattice QeD (LQCD) 
methods. However, an important part of this would include verification of other 
precision lQCD results via comparison with high-precision data. This is one 
thrust of the CLEO-c program discussed later. Use of other related data to aid 
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theoretical interpretat.ion, ~xemplified by the moment analyses described later, 
is also of greaT. interest. 

CLEO's approach is thus two-pronged : cont.inuing to supply new experi
mental data and exploring techniques used t.o extract IVubl and IV~bl, and alflo 
preparing to assist. in verifying LQCD-based theoretical improvements. 

3 IVcbl from Exclusive Modes: B ---+ n'" tv 

Heavy-Quark Effective Theory (HQET) calculations can cleanly predict. the 

form-factor, F(l), for B -----} D- ev at zero-recoil (q~IUJ CLEO's lat.est results 4) 
use hoth n"'+ev and D",oev, extracting the intercept at q~f!:r. and the slope 
(p2) of the form factor. 'Ve find F(I)IVcbl = (4.31 ± 0.13 ± 0.18) x 10- 2 and 
p2 = 1.61 ± 0.09 ± 0.21; branching ratios for both B -----} D'" tv modes are also 
quoted. Systemat.ic errors include efficiencies (especially slow-pion trackingL 
charm branching fractions, backgrounds, and form factors (most relevant for 

p2) . We Ilse a recent lattice value 5) of F(l) = 0.919:tg~~ to extract 

I Vcbl = (4.69 ± 0.14 ± 0.20 ± 0.18) x 10-2
, (1) 

where the uncert.ainbes are statistical, systematic, and theoretical; the totaJ 
error is 7%. 

While our value of IVcbl is somewhat higher than the LEP results, LEP 
and CLEO are consistent at the 5% level. Differences in the analyses are 

summarized elsewhere 4) . 

4 HQET Parameters, Moments, and Inclusive Modes 

Use of spect.ral moments to interpret inclusive semileptonic deca.ys has become 
popular. Non-pertW'bative physics may be summarized in a few matrix ele
ments. These include A (the energy of the light degrees of freedom); )'1 (the 
b quark Fermi motion energY)i and ..\2 (related to the chromo-magnetic inter
act.ion and known from ]IlfB " - ME). Both the spectraJ moments (e.g ., means 
and widths) of Eoy in b -----} s~;, and of Be and M1 in B -7 Xlv, as well as 
the inclusive semileptonic rate, depend on A and Al in calculable ways. We 
can extract these parameters from the moments and then use them in theoret
ical expressions for the semileptonic rate to solve for IVchl. This does rely on 
quark-hadron duality; errors on this assumption are unfortunately difficult to 
quantify. 

CLEO first ext.racted 6) the means and widths of E"( and J\1J. Each 
moment constrains j\ and Al as shown in the left plot of Figu.re 2. First. 
moment.s are used since they yield the most precise constraints; second-moment 
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Figure 2: Left: Measnrements of A and)'1 using E-y and J'I'irt;. 'Right: Additional 
constraints from Et. (Ellipses indicate .6.X2 = 1.) 

results are consistent. vVe extract: 

0.35 ± 0.07 ± 0.10 GeV, 

-0.236 ± 0.071 ± 0.078 GeV'. 

5 Extracting IVcbl from Inclus ive Semj ieptonic Rate 

The HQET e;.. .. pansion for rsl is of the form: 

(2) 

(3) 

Wi t h t he three lowest.-order HQET paramet.ers in hand and smaller O(I/M~) 
terms estimated and included in syst.emat.ic uncertaint ies I we can use the inclu

sive semileptonic rate (from the tagged dilepton method 7)) to measure IVehl. 
We find: 

Wobl = (4.04 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 ± 0.08) x 10-2 • (5) 

Uncertaint.ies a re from 1) CLEO 's measurement of rsl, 2) HQET parameters 
A, Al l and 3) the scale for as and the coefficients of the l/M~ terms. This is a 
3.2% det.ermination, but it invokes global quark-hadron duality of unspecified 
accuracy. It is thus interesting to compare th is value with ones from other 
techniques. . 

Since our first publi cation using moments, CLEO has continued to exploit 
this new technique. Moments of the lepton energy spectrum from B --+ X fv 

are also useful, our resul ts 8) are shown in t.he right plot of F igure 2. These 
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results alone give precise and independent results for the HQET parameters: 

0 .39 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 ± 0 .12 GeV, 

- 0.25 ± 0.02 ± 0.05 ± 0.14 GeV2 

Using t he world-average r Sl1 we obtain a consist.ent value: 

lVebl = (4.08 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 ± 0.09) x 10-2 

(6) 
(7) 

(8) 

This is a 2.7% determination consistent. with Eq . (5) but about 2 a lower than 
Eq . (1). 

6 jVubl from B -+ Xlv at the Lepton Endpoint 

Knowledge of the photon spectrum from b -+ 8'"'( also helps with 'inclusive ' IVubl 
measurements. The experiments are not fully inclusive, but rat her concentrate 
on extracting rV;.b i from the partial decay rate near the endpoint of the lepton 
momentum spectrum where b -+ C backgrounds are reduced. Large continuum 
data samples are valuable for both b -+ ,'ry and the lepton endpoint; continuum 
backgrounds are not constrained to end near the kinematic limits of B decays. 

V'le can relate the partial leptonic branching frac tion to t he full momen
tum spectrum by using our measured photon spectrum from b -+ s"'/ : the 
photons and leptons are smeared oy a common non-pert urbative structure 
function . This predicts t he fraction of t he rate, Iu , in the lepton momen
tum interval (2.2,2.6) GeV /c as fu = 0.130 ± 0.024 ± 0.015 althe total b -l ufv 

rate. We finally extract 9) 

111",1 = (4.08 ± 0.34 ± 0.44 ± 0.16 ± 0.24) x 10- 3
, (9) 

where t he uncert.ainties are due t.o t.he experimental partial branching frac t ion , 
the experimental input. used for ilL' t.he t.heory relating r.~1 to IVubl, and the 
theory ext.ract.ing iu from b -+ SI' 

7 jVubl from B -+ rrtv, ptv 

Final CLEOII-ItV results 10) for exclusive b -+ uev modes are now available. 
These use neutrino reconst.ruction via missing momentum (apmi ... rv 110 MeV) . 
With the 1feV, pel'! modes already established by CLEO in 1996, "\ve now study 
the dat.a in three q2 bins, achieving a significant reduction in model errors 
as demonst.rated in Figure 3. The preferred models are LQCD for 'q2 ~ 16 
GeV2 and light-cone sum rules (LCSR) for the remainder. From the combined 
1itv, pfv modes} we extract.: 

(10) 
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where the uncertainties are statistical l experimental systematics, LQCD and 
LCSR theorYI and signal form-factors. 
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Figure 3: Predictions (lines) and corresponding experimental partial widths 
(points) from various models of B --1 1ft]) (left) and B --1 plJ) (right). 

Other CLEO analyses are in progress for inclusive semileptonic decays. Work 
on IVubl includes an analysis of the full set of kinemat.ic variahles for a broad 
range of lepton momenta (using the hadronic recoil mass.mea~ured with neu
trino reconstruction). A second analysis of the lepton moments using the 
dilepton-tagging method (allowing us to cleanly measure leptons down to 600 
Me V) will address I Vcb I by updati ng the moments as well as r si. 

CLEO and LEP are now joined by BaBar and Belle l where large statistics 
may allow new methods to be employed. There is also considerable int.erest 
in exploring the stability of B --1 X tv moment analyses with varying lepton 
energy cuts. 

We v.~11 discuss the future role of CLEO-c below. 

9 Transition to CLEO-c: Upsilon Physics 

Our just-completed Upsilon resonance running, summarized in Table 1, ob
tained statistics more than 10 t.imes the best previous datasets (also from 
CLEO). Studies of spectroscopy will confront LQCD, and gluon-rich T decays 

can he com pared to later J / 'Ij; running wi th CLEO-c. Preliminary results 11) 
include the first observation of the T(lD) states l a study of photon transitions 
involving the P-wave states, and a search for the '1]b(1S) in inclusive radiative 
decays of t.hr. 1(3S). 
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Table 1: Upsilon resona.nce da.ta sets (in pb- 1
). 

Resonance Peak Scan Bf-Iow Total CLEOn 
1(lS) 1200 110 190 1500 80 
1(2S) 1375 80 465 1900 70 
1(3S) 1450 100 160 1700 130 

10 The CLEO-c Run Plan and Anticipated Datasets 

CLEO-c is a dedicated program of charm physics near threshold. The project 
was approved in Februa.ry, 2003 by the National Science Foundation. The only 
substantial new construction (wiggler magnets) will be complete by the end of 
2003 due to a head start accommodated by R&D funds. 

One of the main tasks of CLEO-c is to provide data needed to test mod
ern LQCD calculations. The practitioners claim few percent accuracYi this is 
crucial for B physics related. to the unitarity t.riangle where we sometimes rely 
only on LQCD. However, such chums of accuracy are only credible if agreement 
is demonstrated in other related areas were the LQCD predictions directly con
front data. CLEO-c nat.urally provides this; while B meson decay constants 
must come from LQCD, D meson decay constants can also be measured. 

'Vle anticipate about 3 years of running at l.. = few x 1032 cm-2s- 1 for 
J /'I/J and open charm. Even better {, )s anticipated at. higher energies; e.g., for 
Ac production. Very low background samples of from 130 - 480 times the BES 
and MARKIII data are eA-pectedj an outline of datasets is given in Table 2. 
Our planned Fa.H, 2003 run should already provide the world's best 1P(3770) 
data. 

Table 2: Expected CLEO-c da.ta sets: 200.1-2006. 

Energy (GeV) Event. Type I£dt (fb- I ) # Events 
3.77 DD 3 30 x 106 

4.14 n;-D:; 3 1-2 x 106 

3.1 J/'Ij; 1 1000 x 106 

4.6 Ac/Ac 1 0.4 x 106 

Much of the power of charm at threshold arisp.5 from full-reconstruction 
of D decaysj this 'tagging' is key (see Ta.ble 3) . The cleanliness of tagged charm 
is shown in Figure 4. CLEO-c will measure absolute branching fractions for 
DO --} J{-1r+ I D+ -7 ]{-7f'+ 7f'+, D s --} rP1f+ (and also Ac --} pJ{-1(+) with 
the tagged samples; our 1 - 2% accuracy will help reduce B analyses involving 
t.hese decays (e.g., B -4 D"'eD). In semileptonic decays such as D ~ K£v and 
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Table 3: Anticipated CLEO-c tagged samples. 

105 oO_K-tr' 

1 tb-I CLEOc 
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Figure 4: Left: MC simulation of the tagged D sample; note the log scale! 
Right: simv,lation of a measnrement of the D decay constant in D -4 fW (the 
c?~rrent world sample is one event), Both plots reflect only 1/3 of CLEO-c's 
anticipated dataset. 

D -4 rri'.v, we will determine branching ratios to 2% and extract precision form 
factors. Few-percent accuracy on form-factor slopes and a 2% accuracy on D 
decay constants via D+ -4 jJV and D s -4 f.J.V, TV will allow the required precise 
tests of LQCD calculations, There will also be substantial progress possible 
i.n low-energy hadronic spectroscopy with J /'1/; -4 9991,99 processes in t.he 
expected sample of 109 J /1/J decays. 

11 C.LEO and CESR Upgrades 

CLEOIII was designed as a B-factory detector; it. is also an excellent detector 
for charm threshold running. The Ring-Imaging CHerenkov (RleR) detector 
is an engineering tour-de-force that has delivered solid performance. Combined 
with dE/d,'];, we will have excellent particle ill at all momentum. The new low
material CLEOIII drift chamber improves both barrel and endeap calorimeter 
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performance and feat.ures a very thin non-load-bearing inner wall. It made 
room for the RleB at its outer radius and new sup~rconducting quads at small 
radius while malntaining excellent resolution. The CLEOIII trigger and DAQ 
are much improved over CLEOn in terms of bandwidth and flexibility. Finally. 
our damaged silicon detector has been replaced with a six-layer ali-stereo wire 
drift chamber. . 

0.8 1l:"~l:"1'~~"'<""'l":T-"f":!'I:T."II~~~r"'t""!~...,.."...:;::30:.r7Qt02;,::...o11-!:J2 

0.7 , 

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
P 

Figure 5: The p - 1] plane as it would appear with current experimental data 
analyzed with. more precise theory. 

The CESR machine is already running with all superconducting RF and 
superconducting final-focus quadrapoles. The latter are important since the 
tunable field is necessary to accommoda.te lower bea.m energies. The CESR ring 
is too large for low energ'Y running due to insufficient synchrotron radiation t.o 
damp the beams. As a result, we a,re in the process of instalHng 14 super-ferric 
2.1 Tesla superconducting wiggler magnets. By FaU, 2003 we will be running 
with about half of this final set of magnets. The future also involves shared 
machine time: HEP (CLEO) running will get about twice as much beam time 
as the dedicated light source (CHESS) running with high-energy beams. 

Our goals are documented in a 'Yellow Book' Project Description 12). In 
particular. the improvement in our knowledge with only theoretical improve
ments in interpretation is shown in Figure 5. The contrast with the existing 
si tuation in Figure 1 is rather striking. 

12 Conclusions 

The rich output of CLEOn CKM physics measurements has continued with 
recent in~lusive and exclusive measurements of IVubl and IVcbl. We are stiU a 
leading force in precision B physics and have pioneered moment analyses to 
add to our established techniques such as neutrino reconstruction. The CLEO
c program will naturally extend this CKM physics program. In the meantime, 
new CLEO III results have included the discovery of the T(lD) states and our 
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final word on rare B Decays. A broad range of other important physics has 
also been pursued, including FSI phase studies with B decays, D Dalitz plots 
and no mixing-related analyses, and our usual palette' of tau, two-photon and 
charm baryon physics. 

The CLEO-c program benefits B physics and the LQCD community while 
providing our collaboration with a bright future. Up-to-date infonnation may 
always be obtained at http://www.lns.comell.edu/publie/CLEO / . 

Heferences to the relevant t.heoretical work may be found in the ci ted 
experimental papers; limited space precluded citing them here. Finally, I must 
acknowledge the hard work of my CLEO colleagues a.nd the CESR staff as well 
as our NSF and DOE financial support. 
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Abstract 

The CDF II detector has the capability of triggering on displaced tracks. Be
cause of this ability, CDF n has accrued large samples of charmed meson 
decays to fully hadronic final states in 64 pb- 1 of pp collision data gathered 
at Vs = 1.96 TeV. Using i.nitial Run JI data samples, the production cross 
sections for J j'I/J, DO, D+, D-+ and D; mesons have been measured. Ratios 
of branching ratios for Cabibbo suppressed final states and CP asymmetries 
in DO meson decays have been studied. A measurement of ths mass difference 
m(D't) - m(D+) has been done, and a limit for the branching fraction of the 
FCNC DO -7 J-t+ j.l- decays has been set. 
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1 Introductio:t:l 

The CDF II det.ector 1) is a major upgrade of t.he original CDF detector which 
last took data in 1996. In R.un I of the Tevatron, CDF made important. con
tributions to B physics, providing some of t.he best measurements of masses, 
lifetimes, mi)..-:ing and branching ra.tios. 

For charm physics results, the most important part of the upgrade are the 
new integrated tracking system and the new trigger system. The integrated 

t.racking system consists of three silicon systems (LaO 2), SVXII 3), ISL 

4)) and a low-material, large-radius drift chamber (COT) 5). The detector 
has a brand new three-level trigger system. The new features of the trigger 
include triggering on muons with lower t.ransverse momenta, and triggering on 

displaced tracks and vertices 6). . 

2 J /'I/J Production Cross Section 

The mechanisms of .J /1/J production in pp collisions are not well understood. 
Production cross sections from the assumed two major SOUl'ces, b -+ J /1/JX and 
direct prompt decays, were measured t.o be higher than the initial theoretical 

predictions 7). Recent theoretical advances in the extraction of the non
perturbative fragmentation functions of the B mesons from LEP data in a way 
that is consistent with the NLO QCD c.alculations of the b hadroproduction 
cross-sections have improved agreement between theoretical predictions and 
CDF Run I b -t .J j'I/JX cross section measurements to better than 50 %. 

The CDF JI det.ect.or has an impi'oved dimuon trigger with a. lower pr 
threshold (PT > 1.4 GeV/c). This has ext.ended the low transverse momentum 
ra.nge of triggered J /'1./; -+ J.l+ jJ.- down to pr(J.l+ jJ.-) 2 0 GeV/c. In 39.7 pb of 
the initial Run-II data, 300 000 J /'1/; -+ J.l+ I .. e decays have been reconstructed . 
As shown in Figure 1-, the transverse momentum of the reconstructed J /'l/J 
extends to 0 Ge V / c . After correct.ing for acceptance, trigger. and reconstruction 
efficiencies, an integrated production cross section of 240 ± l(stat) !~~(8YSt) nb 
has been measured for Jj1/J mesons with PT(J/'l/J) > a GeV/c and 1T)(J/1/J) I < 
0.6. 

3 Dt - D+ Mass Difference 

One of the 'first measurements done with the new sample of charn;ed meson 
decays was the measurement of the mass difference m(D;") - m(D+). In a 
sample corresponding to 11.6 pb-1

, 2 400 Ds -t cPT! and 1 400 D+ decays were 
reconstructed. The detector invariant mass resolution for these decays is about 
8 MeVje . The mornentwn scale of the detector was calibrated using 50 000 
J /'1/; -t p.+ J.l- decays. An outline of the procedure is depicted in Figure 2. The 
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Figure 1: J/1/) cross section measurement : the left plot shows the pr distri
bution of the reconstructed J /1f; mesons, and the right shows the differential 
production cross section (da/dpr). 

invariant mass ofthe J /¢ decays shows a dependance on the transverse momen
tum of the reconstructed J /'I/J because the energy loss in the tracking syst.em is 
not accolUlted for . After accounting for energy loss according to the GEANT 
material map, a residual PT dependence can still be seen. Conversion scans 
of the tracking volume confirm that there is material missing in the GEANT 
description so material is added by hand to remove the PT dependence of the 
J /1/J mass. The magnetic field is scaled so that the J /'tfJ mass agrees with the 

world average 8). The results of the calibration (the amount of missing mate
rial and the magnetic field) are cross-checked by reconstructing other charmed 
and bottom meson decays (D+, DO I Y) 1 and the reconstructed masses are in 
good agreement with the corresponding world averages . This calibration was 
then applied to. the D-; I D+ ~ qJ1r decays and the mass difference was found 
to be m(D;-) - m(D+) = 99.41 ± O.38{8tat) ± 0.21(syst) MeV/c2

. The result 

is in good agreement with previous measurements 9) 1 10). The systematic 
error is dominated by signal and background modeling. 

4 Charmed Meson Production Cross Sections 

In Run II the B cross section for the B+ -+ J/1/J](+ mode for transverse mo
mentum PT(B+) > 6 GeV/c a.nd rapidity ly(B+)1 < 1 was measuren to be 
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Figure 2: Momentum scale calibration and m(D"t) - m(D+) mass measure
ment. The left plot depicts the momentum scale calibration procedure, and 
the right shows the invariant mass distribution for the Di, D+ -+ qnT' signals 
with a superimposed fit. 

3.6 ± 0.6 pb 11). A preliminary measurement of the cross section for DO, D+, 
D*+ and D; mesons was done with 5.7 pb- 1 of Run II data. The production 
cross sections wete found to b'e larger than the corresponding bottom meson 
cross sections: 4.3±0.1(stat)±0.7(syst) pb for D+, 9.3±0.1(stat)±1.1(syst) pb 
for DO and 5.2±O.1(stat)±0.8(syst) pb for D"'+ mesons. In the case of the Dt 
mesons, the integrated produdion cross section was measured for PT(D"t) > 
8 GeVjc, ly(D;)1 < 1 and found to be 0.75 ± O.05(stat) ± 0.22(syst) ,ub. The 
differential prod uctjon cross sections (do j dpr) for all the mesons are depicted 

in Figure 3. Theoretical predictions (FONLL 12)) are overlaid in the plots. 
The error band from the theory curve corresponds to the maximum variation 
from changing the renormalization scale and the factorization scales between 
0.5 a.nd 2.0 x Vp} + m 2 . 

5 Branching Ratios and CP Asymmetry' 

The study of the precise structure of the CKM matrix has been guided by mea
surements of mixing and C P violation in the neutral K and B meson sectors. 
The Standard Model predictions for the rate of mixing and C P violation in the 
charm sector are small, with the predictions in both cases ranging from 0.1% 

to 1 % 13). Observation of CP violation above the 1 % level would be strong 
evidence for physics outside t.he Standard Model. The SU(3) Ravor symmetry 
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Figure 4: Invariant mass distributions for the three two-body n° decays: the 
dominant DO --t K-1j+, the Cabibbo suppressed DO --t J(+ ](- and no --t 

1j+1T'-. All three decay modes are reconstructed by requiring t.hat. the DO 
comes from the decay D*+ --t D01f+ . 

predicts r(DO --t [{+ ]{-)/f(DO --t 1j+1T-) = 1 14) I while the world average 

value is 2.88 ± 0.15 8). Tllis deviation is most likely caused by large final 

state interactions (FSI) 15) . In the initial 65 ± 4 pb- 1 of Run II data, 93 000 
DO --t K-1j'+, 8 300 DO --t J(+ [(- and 3 700 DO --t 1i+7f- decays were re
constructed, as shown in Figllre 4. Good signal to background was obtained 
by requiring that the DO always originates from a D*+ decay: D*+ --t D07f+. 

Using these samples of n° decays, the foUowing measurements of the ratios of 
branching ratios were obtained by correcting the raw number of reconstructed 
ca.ndidates by the relative trigger and rer,onstruct.ion efficiencies:: 

[(DO --t K+ J(-) 
I'(DO --t J(1i) = 9.38 ± 0.18(stat) ± OJO(syst) % (I) 

f(DO --t 11"+71"-) 
[(DO --t J(1i) = 3.686 ± 0.076(stat) ± 0.036(syst) % (2) 

The direct CP asymmetries for DO decays were found to be 2.0 ± 1.7(stat) ± 
0.6(syst)% for n° --t J(+ J(- decays and 3.0 ± 1.9{stat) ± 0.6(syst)% for DO --t 
7f+ 71"- decays. 

6 Rare Charm Decays 

For the flavor changing neut.ral current decay no --t J.L+ fJ.- 1 th~ Standard Model 
predict.s a branching ratio of Br(DO --t J.L+ p,-) "-' 10-13 . The present experi-

mental limit is Br(DO --t jJ.+ J1.-) "'-' 4.1 X 10-6 from BEATRlCE 16) (4.2 x 10-6 

[Tom E771 17)), 7 orders of magnitude from the prediction. 
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Figure ,5: EJements of the DO ---7 /-1+/-1- analysis. The left plot depicts the rate 
at which pions are misidentified as muons, and t.he right plot shows the absence 
of events in the search window. 

New physics can substantiaJly enhance this mode. In charm meson decays 
we are constr'aining couplings to up-type quarks not necessarily constrained by 
B decays. This makes no --t /-1+/-1- an unexplored region to search for new 
physics. 

Using 69 pb- 1 of Run Il data, a search for n ---7 /-1+ p- decays was per
formed, As in the CP asymmetry analysis, t.he no decays were reconstructed in 
a clean final state by requiring that they originate from D"+ ---7 D07f+ decays, 
The kinematically similar DO -+ 11'+11'- decay was used as a normalization 
mode. The sources of ba('.kground for this decay are DO --t 11+11- events in 
which both pions are misidentified as muons and combinatorial background, 
Bot-,h the pion misidentification rate and the level of the combinatorial back
ground were measured from a kinematically similar but statistically indepen
dant set of events. The estimated number of background events in the search 
window was 1.7±O.7. No events were found in the search winclow, as seen in Fig
ure 5, and a limit was set on the branching ratio: Br(DO --t p+ /-1-) < 2,4 x 10-6 

at 90% C,L. Thls is currently the worlds best limit on the DO ---7 p+ /-1- branch
ing ratio. 

7 Summary 

The upgraded CDF n detector is back in operation and has gathered around 65 
pb-1 of data which can be used for charm analyses. Due to its a.bility to trigger 
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on displaced t.racks and vertices, the spectrum of charm results has extended 
from J /'l/J ---* p+ p- decays to include hadronic decays of no, n+, D"'+, and 
D;. With the modest amount of data gathered so far, world class resul ts have 
already been obtained. 
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Abstract 

The Tevetrou Run2a Collider Detector c\t Fennilah has been taking for over 
one year. Duriug this i iUle the detector has intc'gl'Hted a physic::; datil :,ample of 
a.pproximately 70pb- l

. The size of this sample along with improved detector 
capabilit.ies, including a. displaced track trigger, allow CDF detector to begi.n 
to make competitive measurements in variolls areas of B physics. In this paper 
we present a selection of the first B physics results from the Run2a physics 
program. 
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1 Introd uction 

The Collider Detector at. Fermilab(CDF) for Tevatron Run 2a has been op
erating for over one year. The Tevatron provides an excellent opportunity to 
study B physics. The production cross section for B hadrons is very high, ap
proximately lOtLb for hadrons with transverse momentum, PT > 6.0GeV, and 
rapidity, Iyl < 1. This represent approximately 1000 b's per second within the 
sensitive area of COF a.t design Tevetron luminosity. In addition the larger cen
ter of mass energy. 1. 96TeV I allows for the production of all B hadron species 
including BSI Bv , lh and Xb· These hea.vier B hadrons are the focus of the 
CDr RW12 B physics program. In this paper we briefly describe the upgraded 
Tevetroll and CDF Run2 detector, outline the Run2 B physics program and 
present a number of initial physics signatures from the current CDF dataset. 

2 Run2a Upgrade 

For Run2 the Tevatron and detectors at Fermilab were considerably upgraded. 
These upgrades include higher energy for the Tevetron and the potential for 

higher luminosity 1). The CDF detector upgrades include replacement of the 
central tracking detectors, extensions and improvements to coverage for the 
calorimeter aod muon system and an improvement in the triggering capabili
ties 2) 

2.1 Tevatron Run2a Upgrade 

The collider upgrade consists primarily of a new main injector, a. higher center of 
mass energy for the TevatrOll and a recycler for the anti protons. The new main 
injector replaces the old main ring which was located inside the Tevtron beam 
line tunneL The main injector can accelerate and deliver a higher intensity 
of protons and has more efficient transfer of anti-protons. The recycler which 
is part of the main injector complex will allow part of the anti-protoll beam 
to be recycled after a Tevat.ron collider store is done. The current Tevatron 
configuration collides 36 bunches of of protons and anti protons with each other 
with a collisions rate of 396ns. The expectation is that the upgraded Tevatl'On 
could achieve. luminosities of five to ten times those achieved in RunI. As of the 
January 2003 shutdown, which defines the end of the data taking period from 
which results are presented here, the Tevatron bad achieved a record luminosity 
of 3.6 x 1031 cm- 2s- l . 

2.2 CDF Run2a Detector Upgrade 

The Run2a CDF detector has been upgraded compared to the Runi detect.or 
configuration to take advantage of the higher luminosity and energy of the IIp-
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Figure 1: CDF Run2 silicon detector schemai'ic and outside view of ISL. 

graded Teve\.ron. The primary focus of the upgrade was the central tracki.ng 
chambers. The new tracking system consists of a silicon vertex detector(SVXII) 
and a new open cell drift chamber, the central out tracker(COT) . The silicon 
detector includes a five layers of double sided sUicoo whjch provides 3D track
ing and vertexing capabiJity within psuedorapiclity 177) < 1. Three of the layers 
include strips oriented at 90 degrees to the beam line in order to improve 3D 
vertexing. Tbere are also t.wo extensions to the silicon tracker: The interme
diate silicon layers(ISL), which provide additional forward track coverage to 
1771 < 2 and an extra measurement point centrally; and a.n addibonal single 
sided layer of ~ilicon mounted on the beampipe at radius of 1.3-1.6cln, which 
improves r - ¢ resolution(LOO), see fig, 1. This allows for eight measurement 
points centrally and seven measurement for forward tracks . The new drift 
chamber consists of eight super-layers between 44 and 132cm of radius with 
12 measurement points per super-layer. Four of tue super-layers are axial and 
four stereo . Tracks with 177) < 1 are fully contained within the acceptance of 
the chamber. All wires are instrumented to measure dE/dx. Tbe entire tracker 
is immersed in a 1.4 Tesla. magnetic field to provide bending for measuring the 
momentum of particles. 

The transverse momentum resolution of the drift chamber is bpT/pt '" 
O.15%(GeV /c)-l and the impact parameter resolution is 350J.Lm. The silicoll 
detector currently achieves an impact parameter resolution of '" 30j1.m or ~ 
43.u.m including t.he width of the beam line. This resolution will improve as the 
understanding of the LOa detector improves. 

The capabilities for particle identification \vere improved as part of the 
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upgrade. A new time of flight detector(TOF) is installed directly outside of 
the COT. This detector has a design resolution of lOOps at 1.4m(mea,sured at 
photo multiplier tube faces). Currently the detector achieves 1l0ps resolution 
and 1.25p~ resolution over all z. The design resolution should give 2a resolution 
for K 11" separation below 1.6GeV and for proton separation from K and 7r out to 
2.7 and 3.2 GeV respectively. In addition the improved dEJdx resolution of the 
COT gives separation at higher mome1lt l1lllS where the TOF bas 110 sensitivity) 
see fig.2. 

The outer Run2a CDF detector has edso been improved. The forward plug 
calorimeter has been upgraded. The central coverage of the mOllll chambers 
has been increased to give near hermetic coverage for muons with I'TJI < 1 which 
corresponds to the area the t.rack trigger functions. Also additional coverage 
moun bas been added to )'TJI < 1.5. This is designed to match the cababilities 
of the new track trigger which has a fast turn on just bellow a transverse 
momentum of 1.5GeV and higher efficiency. 

The final component of the upgrsde is the trigger upgrade. The new 
CDF2a trigger has the capa.bility to trigger at 50KHz at the first level of hard
ware. Tracks fonnd in the first level trigger can be augmented with silicon 
r - rj; informat.ion to find displaced tracks(SVT) in the second level hardwal·e 
trigger. The third level of the trigger consists of a fu II event recOllstruction 
including tracking in both the COT c1nd silicon detectors. Fully reconstructed 
eventl:> can be written to tape at 50Hz. The ability to find tracks down to lower 
moment.ulll and identify them as displa.ced along with a confirmation of t.he 
hardware trigger decision by the full software reconstruction allow for a rich 
B physics program including dimuon and dielectron triggers, lepton plus SVT 
triggers and fully haclronic B physics triggers based purely on displaced tracks. 
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3 CDF Run2a B Physics Program 

The Tevaton provides an excellent opportunjty to st.udy B physics. The high 
production cross section and center of mass energy large enough to produce 
all B 5p('cic~ make it possible to perform b physic:-> studies here that can not 
be equaled at any other facility. In addition, d('t,cctor improvements 50 that 
we can trigger on B hadrons with good efficiency in leptonic, semileptonic 
and fully hadronic decays modes allow CDF2 to take full advantage of this 
opportunity. The CDF2 B physics program includes studies of QCD production 
cross sections, CP violation and mixing properties, all the properties of heavy 
and excited B states and searches for rare decays. 

The low trigger threshold for diml.lon evenLs will allows us to study the 
J/'l/J production cross section and the fraction of J/'I/Js from B hadron decay 
down to a J/1/J momentum of OGeV. This will allows to measure the shape and 
fix the absolute scale of this cross sectiou. I wiU also be possible to study the 
total B production cross section down to low momentums which may resolve 
long standing questions from Runl about the B pl'Oduction rates. It is also 
possible to study guarkonium states such as Y(lS) and Xb -;. Upsilon(lS) 
feeddown . 

For heavy B hadron states such as BSI Bv , Ab and Xb we will be able 
to study tbe Pro<iudion, mass, lifetime and decay bri:lJ1cbing ratios . In some 
cases these will be the first measurements of these properties. For instance, 
fully hadronic decays modes of the Ab . 

Rare decays of interest include low rate standard model decays such as 
B ~ J.1.J.lKH and decays that would only be visible jf there were beyond the 
standard model contributions such as BO

, Bs ~ MJ.l and Bs ~ e/J.. 
The central focus of the CDF2a B physics programs will be the CP viola

tion and mixing studies . CDP has sensitivity to measure a wide array of mixing 
phenomena, CP triangle angles and weak and strong pha~es . Among the pos
sible measurements the CDF will excel in are: Bs mixing, Xs ill the B~ ~ Ds1f 
deca.y mode, sin(2,B) in the BO 

-4 J/'l/JK~ decay mode, the weak phase of V ts in 
the B~ ~ Jj'lj)¢ decays model the CP asymmetry of BO(B~) -. h11 decays and 
the angle "j in the B~ ~ D; K+ decay mode. 

4 Initial Signals for B physics 

CDF has detected signals for ma.ny of the signals that will be used for the 
studies out.lined above . Already, due to the upgTaded capabilities of the CDF 
detector, we have assembled larger samples of various B decays than in Runl 
and observed new decays modes. 
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4.1 J/I/J signitures of the BO and B~ 

Using the J/'I/; based dimuon trigger we have seen signatures for BO ~ J/7/JK~, 
K~ ~ 1T+1r- decays and B~ -} J/1/Jr/>, ¢ - K+l(-. In only 20pb- 1 we already 
see 103 ± 14 BO events compared to 200 event with 5.5 times as much data in 
Run 1. The matches the expectation [or the increase in acceptance from the 
detector upgrade. We also see 74 ± 11 B~ events. These physics samples win 
be used to perform studies of CP asymmetry in the decay rates of BO(s) and 
BO-(s). In both cases the original flavor of the B will have to be tagged and 
in the B~ the analysis will be time dependent. Studies of flavor tagging are 
under-way. 

4.2 Ab signatures 

Tbe Ab has been observed in 3 decays modes including a first observation of 
a fully hadronic decay mode. The decay modes are A& - J /1/JA, A -t p7f, 
Ab ---> Aclv, Ac - pK1f and Ab ---> Ac1f, Ac ~ pK1r. The observation of these 
three decay modes demonstrates the new capabilities of the CDF2a detector 
to trigger both on all combinations of leptons and displaced tracks and will 
aJlow for a full study of the primary Ab decays modes . In addition, particle ID 
using the TOF and drift chamber dE/dx was used to enhance the purity of the 
semileptonic Ab sample. 

4.3 Hadrouic Signatures [or B~ Physics Studies 

Using the fully hadronic two displaced track trigger(TTT) we have observed 
the signatures BO --4 0-1r+, D- --4 K+1f-1[- and B~ -l Ds1r, Ds ---> tjnr and 
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¢ ~ K+K-. These signa.tures will be used to meaoure the relative branching 
ratio of Bd(S) -l- D(s)71' and to study Bs mixing(xs). 

4.4 B ---> 1h Signatures 

Also using the TIT we have obsenfed the combined decay modes BO -4 7l'll', 

BO ~ 1TK and B~ ~ KK, B~ ~ K71'. These modes will be used to study 
direct CP violation. 

5 Conclusion 

The CDF2 detector and the Tevatron have undergone a considerable upgrade 
for the Tevetroll R1..In2. Increased luminosity and improved detector perfor
mance are expected to allow for a diverse B physics program. Already with 
only small amounts of da.ta the CDF2 experiment sees many of the primary 
signals for various B physics studies and has made first observation of new 
decay modes. With continued data taking we expect to make a. signi.ficant 
contribution to the body of High Energy Physics knowledge. 
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B MESONS DECAY PROPERTIES AT BABAR 

Franco Simonetta 
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Abstract 

Recent measurements of B-mesons decay prop.erties performed by the BABAR 
experiment are here presented. The implication of these measurements for 
deeper understanding of some parameters of the Cabibbo Kobaiashi Maskawa 
mixing matrix is also discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

Within the Standard Model of electro-weak interactions all the flavour-changing 
processes are described by the Cabibbo-Kobaiashi-Maskawa (CKM) flavour 
mixing matrix. 'Thansitions between light quarks (u, d, c, s) are described by 
a unique parameter, the Cabibbo angle, which has been measured with great 

precision for several years 1) . Only recently, however, some incight has been 
reached Oll the parameters which rule transitions and decays of heavy flavours 
(t, b), thanks to the pioneering studies of ARGUS, CLEO, LEP experiments 
(plus SLD) and COF. The high luminosity B-factories (BABAR and BELLE) 
push these measurement into the precision era. 
It is a well known fact that, within the Standard Model, all CP violating pro
cesses are described by a unique paIameter, the phase of the CKM matrix. All ' 
the information related to heavy flavour transitions can be represented io the 
unitarity triangle, whose area is directly connected to the size of the CP violat
ing phase. Measurements of the semileptonic decay width of the B-mesons to 
either chaImed or chaxmless final state allow to determine separately the sides 
of the ullitarity triangle corresponding to tbe parameters Vcb and Vub, while 
vtd can be obtained from measurements of B - B oscillation. These elements 
constitute the sides of the unitarity triangle. Its angles can be determined inde
pendently by measuring the phases of several CP violating B-decay processes. 
The simultaneous determination of sides and angles allows to over-constrain 
the triangle, and, therefore to verify whether or not the CKM matrix gives an 
overall consistent interpretation of aU flavour-changing phenomena. Any hint 
of inconsistency should be interpreted as a Sign of new Physics beyond the 
Standard Model . 
This summarizes the main BABAR Physics programme 2). A report on up
to-date measurements of CP violating phases can be found elsewhere in these 
proceedings 3) . The results from a set of measurements of B-fiavour oscillation 
and B meson semi-Ieptoruc decays performed by BABAR, are here presented . 
The implications for the corresponding parameters of the CKM matrix are also 
discussed. A similar report from the other B-factory experiment (BELLE) can 

also be found in these proceedings 4). 

2 The BABAR Detector 

BABAR is a omni-purpose spectrometer operating at the PEP-II e+e- col
lider in the Stanford Linea.r Accelerator Center. The detector is designed for 
precision tracking, vertex reconstruction l particle identification, photon and 
electron identification. A set of RPC chambers allows for muon identification 
and coarse measurement of KL direction. A detailed description of the BABAR 

detector can be found elsewhere 5) . PEP II operates at a center-of-mass en-
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ergy corresponding to the T (4S) mass, in the factory regime, i.e. allowing high 
luminosity and lllgh event yield. The results presented here are based on the 
data collected during the first three years of full operation (2000-2001-2002) 
and correspond to about 81 fb-1 . About 9 fb- 1 are also collected at slightly 
lower energies ("off-peak" events), just below the threshold for the produc
tion of B - 13 mesons, for background studies. To allow the measurement of 
time-dependent quantities (lifetimes, oscillation frequency etc.) the beams are 
boosted in such a way that the T (4S) is not produced at rest, but receives a 
boost {Jy ~ 0.55 along the beam pipe (z axis); this boost is transmitted to 
the B-mesons. As a consequence, the two particles are on average separated at 
decay time by about 250 j1-m, which should be compared to the e..xperimental 
resolution on vertex reconstruction of about 80 j1-m. The two particles also 
move in the transverse (xy) plane, along which they are on average separated 
by about 30p,m. 

3 Measurement of the B - B mixing frequency !:lmd 

The phenomenon of Bd - Ed oscillation is mediated by a second order box 
diagram in the Standard Model, dominated by the exchange of the top quark. 
Therefore the frequency of the oscillation, corresponding to the mass splitting 
between the mass eigenstates limd, is proportional to the square of the product 
of CKM matrix elements IVtdl . Illtbl. Unitarity bounds impose the constraint 
Ivt61 ~ 1, therefore a measurement of !:lmd can be used to constrain IVtdl, albeit 
with some theoretical errors. 

Wben the Y(4S) decays, it produces in about 50% of the cases a couple 
of Bd - Bd mesons. They then evolve coherently in a JPc = 1-- state un
til the first one decays. The second paxticle evolves then freely and possibly 
osci1lates. The period of the oscillation equa.ls about nine lifetimes. BABAR 

has performed several measurements of the Ed lifetime TEd' 6, 7, 8) and of 

the mass splitting !:lmd 10, 9), The measurement 11) here presented is the 
most recent and well represent all them. It is also the only case in the world 
in which 'TBd and !:lmd are determined simultaneously. 
The analysis proceeds as follows. Bd mesons are selected from their semilep
tonic decay Ed ~ n*+ £- Vi, 1, D*+ -+ 1[+ DO, no -+ ](-7r+, K-1[+ 7r-1l"+ , 

](-1[+ 71"0, K~1r+ 71"-. The cut Pi > 1.3 Ge V / c is applied to the lepton rno
mentum2. Apart from a small amount of combinatoric events (see figure I), 
this sample is produced mostly by Ed decays.The process B'U -+ 11"-D*+ e-Vi 

lCharge conjugated states are always implicitly meant. g stays for either an 
electron or a muon. 

2Throughout this article the momentum is always computed in the Y( 45) 
rest frame. 
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Figure 1: Mass difference M D0 1r+ - MDO for electron tagged (lejt) and j.J. 

tagged (ri9ht) events 

leads to a pollution from charged B mesons, accounting for about 10% of the 
sample (the exact amount is determined from the data, see below). To save 
efficiency, the other B meson is not reconstructed, but its decay vertex is recon
structed from the intersection of the tracks from all the other charged particles 
in the event leaving a sufficient number of hits in the Silicon Vertex Tracker. 
The proper time difference is then computed in the ((boost approximation" as 
lit = (ZI - Z2)/UJyC)! where ZI and Z2 axe the projection along the beam pipe 
of the two reconstructed vertices! c the speed of light, and the motion of the 
two mesons in the transverse direction is neglected. Mixing has taken place if 
the flavour of this second ("tag") B is equal to the flavour of the reconstructed 
(Udecay") one. The tag flavour is determined by means of a.n algorithm, which 
selects several tag methods, in the following hierarchical order: 

• if a hlgh momentum lepton is found! a flavour corresponding to the lepton 
charge is assigned; 

• if no lepton is found, the flavour is computed from the algebraic sum of 
the electrical charge of all the K present in the event; 

• if this is zero, a neural network is exploited. The network combines 
the iniormation from the charges of high-momentum particles (mostly 
not-properly-identified leptons) and from very low-momentum particles 
(mostly soft pions from D*+ decays). The network answer is organized in 
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two levels, the former providing a low-efficiency, high-correct-tag-flavour 
. information, and another with higher efficiency, but higher mis-tag rate 

• in 'about 30% of the cases, no tagging is provided. These events are not 
discarded, because they contribute to the measurement of TBd' 

Mis-tags (due to leptons from cascade decays B --+ X D, D --+ gy, fake kaons, 
etc.) lead to a wrong definition of mixed and unmixed event, diluting the 
sensitivity. The lepton tag has the lowest mis-tag rate but also a low efficiency. 
The analysis is performed on about 20 fb -1 collected during the first year of 
data taking. Ahout 14000 events are selected. Neglecting resolution effects, 
but including mis-tags, the fraction of (un)mixed events is: 

i'Unmixed ()( e(-t/TDd)(1 + (1 -'2w)cos(~md~t)) 

!mixed <X e(- tjTBd)(1_ (1 -·2w)cos(~md~t)) 

(1) 

(2) 

where w is the fraction of wrong tags. ~md and IBd are computed from an ex
tended maximum likelihood £t to mixed, unmixed and untagged data samples. 
To reduce the systematic error, at the price of increasing the statistical one, the 
fit also determines some other relevant parameters, as the fraction of peaking 
background from Bu (see above), the fraction of wrong tags in each tagging 
category, most of the parameters of the proper time difference resolution func
tion, etc. The background contribution to the likelihood is computed from data 
control samples. The following preliminary results are then 'obtained: 

(0.492 ± 0.018sta t. ± O.013syst .) ps-~ 

(1.523 ± 0.024staL ± 0.022syst .) ps 

(3) 
(4) 

The dominant systematic error is due to the limited amount of simulation 
statistics employed to determine possible biases due to the selection and fit 
procedure. The correlation between the two parameters is about 20 %. Figure 
2 shows the measured asymmetry, A :::: (Nv.nmixed - ./IIrrdzed)/(Nunmi"Xed + 
Nrnixed), as a function of the proper time difference, with overalyed the result 
of the fit. 

This measurement of ~md is averaged with the two publisbed values, 
exploiting largely independent samples, to provide the preliminary BABAR 
mean value: 

~md :::: (0.500 ± 0 .. 008stat. ± 0.006systJ pS-l (5) 

This precise measurement cannot be translated in a. precise estimate of Vtd due 
to hadronic uncertainties. This are much reduced in the ratio 1 fuv: 12 ()( ~md I 

f.!ll L.l.m JII 

which will be determined as soon as Tevatron experiments will observe BsBs . 
osci llation, measuring therefore !:::..ms . 
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Figure 2: Asimmetry versus proper time difference. Points with error bars: 
real data. Continuous line: fit result. 

4 Semileptonic Branchlng Fractjon 

BABAR has measured the semileptonic branching fractions for B-decays to 
ch&med and charmless inclusive and exclusive final states. From these mea
surements values for Vcb and Vub are obtained. 

4.1 Exclusive Branching Fraction B(Ed ~ n*+ f- vt} 

The event selection is similar to the one described previously. The background 
from fake (combinatoric) D*+ is computed from a fit to the b,.M = lvIn " - Mvo 
spectrwn. The contributions from continuum events and from Ed decays to 
a D*+ and another heavy particle (D, T), which then decays to a e-, is small 
(0(1%)) due to the cuts applied and to the modest branching fractions. They 
are computed from the simulation. Other backgrounds, peaking in 6M, are 
computed exploiting kinematics: 

198 

• random associations of al- from a. B meson and a n·+ from the other are 
computed counting the number of "same side" events, for which the angle 
between the 1,- and the n*+ is smaller than 90 0

, where very few signal 
events are expected. This number is then propagated to the 'Iopposite 
side" (angle larger than 90°) using the simulation. Same side events are 
then removed from the analysis . 

• the contribution from B ---7 D*+ne- Vt decays (hereafter referred to as 
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Figure 3: COS(8BY) data (points) va fit result (histogram.). In colour the 
diffe1·ent contributions from several sources. 

DU) is determined fitting the variable: 

(0 ) 
-(M'tJ + !VJ~ - 2EBEy) + NI!iss cos -BY = ~~=----=--------~--~=== 

2PBPY 
(6) 

where Y is the pseudo-particle obtained adding the four-momentum of 
the e- and of the D~+, and M~i8S is the square of the invariant mass of 
the other particles produced from the decay of the B. In the fit, this last 
quantity is zero, consistently with the hypothesis of pure signal events, for 
which only a neutrino is missing. Most of the signal events are contained 
within the physical limit Icos(Gny)1 < 1 (due to resolution effects, some 
of them leak outside this acceptance), while background events spread to 
large negative values (see fig 3). The shapes of the distribution for each 
category are obtained from the simulation. The £radions from signal 
events and of D** are floated, while all the other components are fixed 
to the val ues previously determ ined. 

The measurement exploits all the events collected by BABAR up to now. 
Events are separated accordingly to the lepton kind (electron or muon) to 
the DO final state (four) and for the year of processing (three). This adds up 
to twenty-four statistically independent samples. A constraint is applied, re
quiring that the fraction of D" over the swn of peaking events be the same in 
all the samples. The singles results are then averaged together, accounting for 
their mutual correlation. The preliminary BABAR result is 

B(Bd ~ n'"+e-vrJ := (4.92 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.24 ± 0.17)% (7) 
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where the first (second) error is due to the data (simulation) statistics, the third 
is due to efficiency computation and background subtraction, including model 
dependencies of the efficiency, the last is due to the uncertainty in the relevant 
scale factors (DO, D*+ branching fractions, Ed meson production rates, etc). 

4.2 Inclusive Branching Fraction B(I! ~ XcfIJi) and IVcbl 
The measurement is performed from samples of events containing two electrons. 
The first one is selected for tagging purposes with the tight requirement on its 
momentum PI > 1.5 Ge V / c. Then a second electron in the same event is 
looked for, with electr-ic charge opposite to the first and the looser cut P2 > 
0.6 GeV/c. Charge correlation is imposed to reduce the amount of events from 
the «cascade'! decay B ~ DX, D ~ ey. For the same purpose, also a cut on 
the angle between the two leptons is applied. The value of the cut depends 
on P2. The background-subtracted, efficiency-corrected, mixing unfolded P2 
spectrum. is fitted with the sum of the spectra from the semileptonic decays to 
aD, n·, and n"n final states, as predicted from the simulation (see figure 4). 
This allows to predict the fraction of events with momentum P2 < 0.6 GeV/c 

I' 
'0 

~ 2000 
~ 
o 
o 

;=- 1000 
' 0. 
""0 -Z 
""0 o 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
* P [GeV/c] 

Figure 4: Electron momentum spectrum, after background subtraction and ef
ficiency correction. The dots show the data, the continuous line represents the 
fit result. 

as (6.1 ± 0.9)%. From the measurement of the inclusive branching fraction to 

charm final states also a value for Vcb is obtained. The results are 12): 

200 

B(B -+ Xceve) 

IVcbl 
(10.87 ± 0.18 ± 0.30)% 

(42.3 ± 0.7exp . ± 2.0th.) .10-3 

(8) 

(9) 
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The theoretical error on Vcb can be reduced by determining some non-perturbative 
QCD parameters. This will be done measuring the main moments of the lepton 
and hadron momentum-spectrum in B semileptonic decays. 

4.3 Inclusjve Branching Fraction 8(B -+ XulI7.e) and IVubl 
For this measurement, only electrons with momentum Pe > 2.3 GeV Ic are 
selected. This cut approxiroa.tively corresponds to the upper kinematic limit 
for electrons produced from semileptonic decays to charm final states and allows 
to remove this otherwise overwhelming background, while leaving iu :::: (7.4 ± 
1.4 ± 0.9)% of the original signal sample. This fraction is computed from the 

spectrum of B -t s, decays, measured originally by CLEO 13), under the 
hypothesis of a unique function describing transitions of heavy to light quarks. 
The preliminary result is 14): 

B(B -+ X~eve) :::: (2.05 ± 0.27exp. ± 0.46fJ .10- 3 (10) 

IVubl = (4.43 ± 0.2gexp. ± 0.50ru ± O.35bs-y ± O.250PE) . 10-3 (11) 

where the experimental error, the error obtained propagating the experimental 
uncertainty ~::>n lu, the one on the hypothesis of a single heavy-to-light function 
and the residual theoretical errors are shown separately. 

4.4 Exclusive Branching Fraction B(B -+ pP.Vl) and IVubl 
This measurement allows an indep'endent determination of IVubl with different 
theoretical errors. Events are selected by requiring a hlgb-momentum lepton, 
Pe > 2.0 GeV Ic, and either a charged or a neutral p meson, reconstructed 
from its decay to two pions. The missing neutrino js reconstructed from the 
missing energy and missing momentum in the event. A correction is applied to 
account for cracks in the detector which deteriorate hermeticity. The variable 
~E = .JS/2-EviB is computed by imposing the kinematic constraints from the 
mass of the neutrino and the mass of the B meson. The data sample is divided 
in two, depending on the momentum of the lepton (2.0 < Pt. < 2.3 GeV Ie 
and 2.0 < Pi < 2.7 Ge V I c respectively). The first region is mostly populated 
from decays to charm final states, while the second is enriched in signal events. 
The fraction of charmed and charmless decays in the two momentum regionS 
is determined from a fit to the two dimensiona.l distribution of 6..E and of the 
P mass Mrho · The preliminary result is 15) : 

B(B -+ pliJt.) 

I Vttb I 
(3.29 ± 0.42stat . ± 0.47syst .,exp . ± 0.60syst.\tb.) . 10-4 (12) 

(3.64 ± O.22stat. ± O.25sYBt . ,exp~g : ~~Syst . \th.) .10-3 (13) 

where the theoretical error is guessed from the spread of the results obtained 
using different models to both compute the (large) fraction of the non-observed 
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spectrum and to relate then the measured branching fraction to IVubl. Albeit 
with large uncertainties, it should be noted that this exclusive result is consider
ably smaller than the inclusive one. Thjs observation applies also to the results 

from other experiments, 16), and is a hint of some inconsistency betwee~ the 
models which describe the inclusive and the exclusive charmless semileptonic 
decays of b hadrons. 

5 Conclusions 

The BABAR collaboration is pursuing successfully its Physics programme, con
sisting in refined measurements of B meson properties and test of the heavy
flavour sedor of the Standard Model. The very precise preliminary measure
ment of the Bd - Bd mixing parameter: 

~md = 0.500 ± 0.008stat. ± O.006syst. (14) 

is obtained by averaging three measurements based on different data samples. 
An interpretation of this result in terms of the fundamental parameters of 
the CKM matrix with small model errors requires however the simultaneous 
measurement of the Bs - 138 mixlng frequency expected soon from experiments 
operating at the Tevatron . 

. Several measurements of inclusive and exclusive semileptonic branching 
fractions of the B mesons allow to determine IVcbl with rv 2% and jVubl with 
"" 20% precision. Further progress can be obtained by inspection of the lepton 
and hadron spectra, and from progress in the theory which relate the observed 
quantities with the fundamental. CKM parameters. 
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HIGH PRECISION MEASUREMENTS OF B DECAY FINAL 
STATES WITH THE BELLE DETECTOR 

N. C. Hastings for the Belle collaboration 
lPNS, KE](, 1-1 Oho Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305-0801, Japan 

Abstract 

A number of high preClSIOn measurements have been made using the data 
collected by the Belle detector at the KEKB collider. Three different mixing 
analyses) a charged and neutral B meson lifetime analysis and an inclusive 
semileptonic branchlng fraction analysis have all yielded high precision results. 
These analyses are presented in this article. 
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1 Introd uction 

The excellent performance of the KEKB collider and Belle detector at KEK, 
Japan have made bigh precision measurements using B meson decays possible. 
These measurements are presented bere. 

2 KEKB and Belle 

The KEKB accelerator is a h.igh luminosity asymmetric energy electron (Ee- = 
8.0 GeY) and positron (Ee+ = 3.5 GeV) coUider operating at the Y(4S) reso
nance. Between turn on in December 1999 to March 2003 it has produced over 
100 fb- 1 of data corresponding to more than one hundred m.illion BE pairs. 
The mixing and lifetime analyses presented in tbis paper use 29.1 fb- 1 and the 
inclusive lepton analysis uses 5.1 fb- 1 of this data. 

The Belle detector is a large solid angle, multi-component magnetic spec
trometer. The detector comprises of a three layer Silicon Vertex Detector 
(SVD) for precise vertex position determination, a 50 layer Central Drift Cham
ber (CDC) for charged particle tracking and dEldx measurement. An Aerogel 
Cerenkov Counter (ACC) array provides kaon and pion separation in the high 
momentum region and a system of Time Of Flight (TOF) counters provided 
low momentum particle identifiaction (PID) and trigger information. The in
strumented flux return of the 1.5 T superconducting solenoid forms the K-Long 
and Muon Detector (KLM) which provides J(L and muon identification. Details 

of the Belle detector can ber found elsewhere 1). 
The asymmetric energies of the KEKB beams boost (/3, = 0.425) the 

Y(4S) and its daughter BB mesons in the laboratory frame, allowing them 
to travel a measurable distance within the detector so that time dependent 
measuremellGS can be made. 

3 Time dependent B analyses at Belle 

Since the B meson mass is only slightly less than half the 1(4S) mass, the 
B mesons produced at KEKB are almost at rest in tbe center of mass system 
(CMS) frame. However, since the accelerator beam energies are asymmetric 
the B mesons travel a measurable distance within the Belle detector before 
they decay. Additionally, since the beam energy asymmetry and therefore the 
boost is known, the proper-time difference between the B meson decays, tlt is 
known by measuring the decay vertex separation. Furthermore, the flavour of 
a decaying B tags the flavour of the other B at that time. These concepts are 
illustrated in figure 1 on the following page. 
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Figure 1: The principle of time dependent measurements at Belle. 

4 B meson lifetime and Neutral B meson mixing 

The mass difference of the neutral B meson mass eigen states, fj.md is a fun
damental parameter in the B meson system. The techniques that have been 
employed to measure it in 1(48) _ EO EO decays fall into two categories, 
namely inclusive and exclusive. Both analysis types have been performed at 
Belle and have yielded high precision results . III the former category djlepton 

events have been used 2) and in the latter, analyses using decays to semileptonic 

states 3) and flavour specific hadrollic modes 4). 
The hadronic modes have also been used to obtain precise lifetime mea-

surements for both neutral and charged B mesons 5) . 

4.1 MLxing with dilepton events 

The fully illclusive dilepton method provides a very large data set and hence 
small statistical errors, with systematic uncertainties at a manageable level. 

The charge of a primary lepton from a B meson decay tags the flavour 
of the parent B meson . As such, if two primary leptons are found in an event 
then the Aavours of both B mesons are known. If the charges of the leptons are 
of the same sign then the B mesons must have been of the same- flavour (SF) 
and therefore mixing has occurred. Unmixed or opposite-Aavour (OF) events 
are indicated by leptons with the same charge. By measming the distance 
between the intersection of each lepton track and the heam profile the proper 
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208 

time difference between the two B meson decays is known. 
Events are selected which contain two leptons satisfying 1.1 GeV Ie < 

p" < 2.3 GeV Ie, whose opening angle satisfies -0.8 < cosBu. < 0.95. By 
calculating the invariant mass of all leptons (electrons) and oppositely charged 
tracks, events (electrons) are reject which are consistent with J It/J decay (pair 

production). Details of these cuts and others can be found elsewhere 2). After 
all cuts 230881 OF and 49838 SF events are found, with signal components 
estimated to be 67.1 % and 33.8% respectively. 

A billJ1ecl maximum likelihood fit is performed on the SF and OF !::::.Z 
distributions. The root functions of signal components for neutral and charged 
B mesons are gi ven by: 

Punmixedjmixcd ex e-~B~b'1 c (1 ±cos (tlmd,:~)) I 

A= 

Pcharged ex e - .,. B + (J ..,'" . 

(1) 

Tbese root functions are convolved with a detector resolution function extracted 
from the D..z distribution of lepton pairs from JI1/J decays. The shapes of the 
background components are based on heavily corrected !::::.md dependent Monte 
Carlo (MC) D.z distributions. 

The mixing parameter !::::.md and the fraction of charged to neutral B 
meson production; f+110 at the Y(4S) are determined in the fit.: 

tlmd = [0.503 ± 0.08(stat) ± O.OlO(syst)) ps-l, 

1+lfo = 1.01 ± 0.03(stat) ± 0.09(syst). 

(2) 

(3) 

The largest systematics in the mixing result arise from the knowledge of the 
lifetime ratio TB± ITBo (0.005 pS-l) and the resolution function (0.005 ps-l). 
The systematic error of 1+1 fo is domjnateci by the lifetime ratio. 

The mixing asymmetry function and fit result are shown in figure 2 on 
the next page. 

4.2 Fully reconstructed B decays 

Fully reconstructing a. B meson from all of its da.ughter particles provides excel
lent signal to background separation, well reconstructed B decay vertices and 
the ability to use the remaining tracks and clusters in the event to determine 
the flavour of the other B. 
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Figure 2: The dilepton OF-SF asymmetry. The points with error bars show 
the data and the curve shows the fit result. 

4.2.1 J\I[ixing with semileptonic deca.ys 

The decay BO ----7 D*-I!.v 1 it; reconstructed llsing an electron or muon and 
the D*- from the following secondary decays D*- ---t jj0 1T-) 1)0 ----7 K+1T-, 
]{+ 7T- 7T0 ) 1(+ 7T-1["-1["+ and 7f0 ---t 1" Cuts are placed on the momenta of the 
lepton and the D*-; 1.4 < peJGeV/c < 2.4, PD.- < 2.6 GeV/c and 0D>-,f > 90°. 

An additional kinematic constraint is applied on the angle between the 
EO flight direction and the direction of the D*-e system. The cosine of this 
angle is determined from the energy and the magnitudes of the momenta of 
the B O and D*-I!. system. 

JvlNJ 2 C 
, .A. ,~ 

m~ = (EE - E D • e)2 - )p"B12 -IPD"/'1 2 
- 2IpB))PD·~d COSBs,D-e (4) 

The neutrino mass is assumed to be zero, leaving: 

lvIM2 
cosBB Doe = ---, C (5) 

The angle is then required to be in the physical region (with allowances for 
detector smearing); ) COsBB,Doe) < 1.1. The COS()B,D'g distribution is shown 

lCharge conjugates are implied unless stated otherwise throughout this ar
ticle. 
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in figure 3. After aU selection criteria have been made 16397 events are found 
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Figure 3: The cos e 8, o-e distribution. The points show the data} the solid line 
is a res'ult oj Q, fit to MC. The lotal background is show by the dashed line and 
the hatched histogram represents the D .... fv background contribution. The inset 
shows the same plot w·ith a logarithmic vertical scale. 

in the signal region and the signal fraction is estimated to be 80.4%. Back
grounds are estimated to be 7.8% for fake DC- (from mDo an pion charge 
sidebands), 7.2% from B+ ~ D"'*ev (COS(}a,D-c fit), random D--e combina
tions (CoSf)B,o·e with pe - -Pc) and 1.8% from non bb continuum which is 
estimated using off-resonance data. 

4.2.2 Hadronic decays 

In the mixing analysis hadronic B decays are reconstructed via EO ~ D-7[+, 
D*-rr+, D*- p+. The secondary p mesons are reconstructed from pairs of 
neutral and charged pions . The other secondary mesons are reconstructed via 
the same modes as in the semileptonic analysis in section 4.2.l. 

For lifetime determination the above modes and EO --7 J/'ljJJ(s, J/'ljJJ(*o 
and B+ - Jj01r+, J /'ljJJ(+ are used . Secondaries are reconstructed in the 
following modes: J /'I/J -t e+ I!- I J(s ~ 7f+1r- and ]e'o ~ [(+7[- . 

The B mesons are selected using the beam ener difference 6..E = Ea -
Ebeam and the beam constrained mass JVlE = E~eR.m - lpaI 2 , where Ebcn.m is 
the energy of one beam in the eMS, EE and PB are the reconstrllcted energy 
and momentum oftbe B meson in the eivis. A two dimensional fit is performed 
00 the JvIB-b.E distribution to obtain signal and background probabilities. A 
projection of the fit is shov-rn in figure 4 on the next page. After all selectjoo 
criteria have be made 2269 D-1r+) 2490 D+-7f+ and 1901 D+- p+ candidates 
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Figure 4: Beam. constrained m.ass JOT candidates in the hadronic mixing anal
ysis. The points show the data) the dashed curve shows the background compo
nent and the solid curve represents the total fit result. 

are found for the mixjng analysis. The sample Eor the lifetime consists of 7863 
neutral and] 2043 charged B mesons. 

4.2.3 Flavour tagging and vertexing 

The semileptonic and hadronic mixing analyses both use the same flavour 

tagging method as the Belle sin 2f/Jl analysis 6). This method uses informa
tion from all the remaining clusters and tracks in the event in a likelihood 
to determine the flavour of the other B; q( = ±1) and the quality of the tag 
r( = 0.0 - 1.0). An r value of zero implies no ta.gging information and a value 
of one implies an unambiguous tag. 

The event by event interaction point and tracks with associated SVD hits 
are used to determine B decay vertices. 

The reconstructed B meson vertex position is found by fitting the pseudo 
D+/o track with the primary pion or lepton (or p daughter charged pion) 
track. If the event contains 0.. n"- I the daughter slow pion track is refitted and 
constrained to pass through the reconstructed vertex position. 

The associated or Lag B meson vertex is found by using the remain tracks 
with SVD hits in the event after rejecting those tracks which are consistent with 
Ks decays. ln the semileptonic analY1:iis additional cuts are made to suppress 
charm daughters. In the hadronic analysis a more sophisticated resolution 
function is used to accommodate these finite JjEetime particles. 
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The t:1t resolution is found to be about 1.4 ps and is dominated the by 
the associated B vertex resolution. 

4.2.4 Fitting 

. Unbinned maximum likelihood fits to the t:1t distributions are performed to 
extract ~md and lifetimes. The mixing analyses simultaneously fit to SF and 
OF distributions, while in the Ufetime analysis a simultaneous fit to the charged 
and neutral B events is used. 

Signal components of a t:1t fit function contain a B meson exponential 
lifetime term, and in the case of mixing fits a cosine COS(LlmdD..t) an~ wrong tag 
term (1- 2w) . These parts are then convolved with a resolution function . For 
example the mixing analyses have signal Probablity Density Functions (PDFs) 
like: 

~t' 

Punmixedjmixcd ex J e-~t'jT(1±(1-2w) cos(t:1mdt:1t')]R(t:1t-Llt')dt:1e. (6) 

In the semileptonic analysis the response function is an event-by-event 
double Gaussian; 

(7) 

where the widths 0'1 and 0'2 are functions of the vertex fit errors (jrec and O'tagj 

0'1(2) = Sl(2) J O';ec + O';ag and SI(2), J.i.l(2) and h are obtained from a t:1t fit 

with no tagging and a fixed THO' 

In the hadronic analyses a more sopbisticated response function is used . 

This response function is also used in the Belle sin 2¢1 analysis 6) and is de

scribed in detail elsewhere 5). Briefly, it is an event-by-event function with 
three components representing; (i) detector resolution, (ii) non-primary tracks 
and (iii) the kinematic approximation (Llt ~ t:1z/(J"Yc). The first two compo
nents have simplified forms for single track vertices . 

The background components typically are made up of one or more terms 
with a non-zero lifetime, a zero lifetime component (continuum) and an outlier 
term. The shapes and fractions of these components are taken from data 
sidebands when possible and Me when not. 

4.2.5 Results 

The mixing results are; 

Semileptonic: 6md = 10.494 ± 0.012(stat) ± O.015(syst)] pS-l,. (8) 

Radronic: 6md = 10.528 ± 0.017(stat) ± 0.011 (syst)] pS-l . (9) 
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The main sources of systematic error in the semileptonic analysis are the D"'-+ 
component (0.007 pS-l), fit range (0.007 ps-l), resolution function (0.006 pS-l) 
and the shape of the background (0.006 pS-l). The fit results for the semilep
tonic analysis is shown in figure 5. The main sources of systematic error in 
the hadronic analysis are from the parameters used in the resolution function 
(0.008 pS-l) and the fitting method (0.005 pS-l). 
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Figure 5: The 6..t distributions and fit results JOT the semileptonic mixing anal
ysis. 

The results of the lifetime analysis are: 

IBO = [1.554 ± O.030(stat) ± 0.019(syst)] ps, 

1'B+ = [1.695 ± O.026(stat) ± 0.015(syst)] ps, 

1'B+ /180 = 1.091 ± 0.023{stat) ± 0.014(syst). 

(10) 

(11 ) 

(12) 

The major contributions to the systematic errors for lBO, 1'8+ and 'B+ /180 

respectively are the background shape 0.12 ps, 0.007 ps, 0.011, the resolution 
function 0.010 PS, 0.009 PSI 0.006 and the fitting procedure 0.006 PSI 0.007 ps 
and 0.005. The fit results for both mixing and lifetime are shown in figure 6 on 
the next page. 

5 Inclusive semileptonic branching fractions 

Most measurements of the inclusive semileptonic branching fraction from B 
mesons are sma.ller than 11%. Conversely most theoretical predictions are 
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Figure 6: The tlt distributions and fit results for the hadronic events. The plots 
on the left show the mixing analysis on the right the lifetime analysis. 

larger than 12%, however NLO corrections can accommodate a smaller branch
ing fraction although this would require an enhanced b ~ CCS 1 which is not 
observed. Precision measurements are useful to confirm this anomaly. 

An inclusive lepton branching fraction can also be used to extract the 
magnitude of the Cabbibo, Kobayashi and Maskawa (CKM) matrix element 
Vcb ' 

In this analysis events with two leptons are selected. The first or "tag 
lepton" reduces non BE backgrounds and normalises the event sample to re
duce systematic errors associated with the knowing how many BB events are 
in the sample. The second lepton is the «Spectrum electron". Muons are not 
used sillce their purity is an order of magnitude worse. The ratio of electron 
energy to momentum normally utilised in electron identification is not used to 
select electrons in this analysis. Instead this distribution is fitted to obtain the 
true electron yield . 

Both tag lepton and spectrum electron must pass J /7/J and gamma con
version vetos and the total longitudinal momentum of the event must be less 
than O.2EcM/C. The tag lepton is required to satisfy 1.4 < p;)GeV/c < 2.2, 
45° < Blab < 1250 and the spectrum electron must satisfy Plab > 0.5 GeV/c and 
46° < Blab < 1250

. To reduce continuum events and events where both tracks 
originate from the same B the opening angle of the tracks must satisfy -O.B < 
cos Bee < 0.99B. Additionally the event mus;t satisfy Pe/GeV/c + cos eRe> 1.2 
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or cos Bee > 0.3. 
The candidate events are separated into 46 Pe and 4 Be bins and the E /p 

distribution in each bin is fit to obtain the true electron yield . The signal 
PDFs are obtained from I ~ e+ e- events and the background PDFs are 
obtained from tracks failing the electron identification requirements llsing no 
E/p information. The electron yields in OF and SF events are 19722± 147 and 
11224 ± 117 respectively. 

Non b --) qev and non b --+ c -> q' e/.l contributions are subtracted from 
the spectrum electron eMS momentum distributions for SF and OF. A EO 80 

or B+ B- will result in a SF(OF) pall" for a b --+ c -> q'ev (b --+ qev ) transition, 
while a BO BO or EO EO will result in SF(OF) pair for a b -> qev (b --I C -> q' ev) 
transition. The spectrums are thus described by: 

dNoF dB(h --I qev) ( ) dB(b --t c --+ q' ev) 
-- ex: l-X + X 

dpo dp dp) 
(13) 

dNsF dB(b --I qev) dB(b -} c --t q'ev) ( ) 
-d- ex: d X + d I-X, 

Po P P 
(14) 

where X = xdfo. After efficiency corrections equations l3 and 14 are solved 
simultaneously to extract the b --+ qev and b --> c --+ q' ev distributions . The 

"b->: 0.12 
+ Primary electrons 

~ I Secondary eleClrons 
0.. 
~ 0.10 

"0 

0.00 

0,06 

0.04 

0.02 
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Figure 7: Electron spect7·a fOT primary (b --) qev ) and secondar'Y (b ~ c --> 

q' ev) semileptonic decays. The fits are described in the text. 

b -> qev spectrum is fitted with a semi-empirical shape and the b --+ c ~ q' ev 

spectrum with the lSGW2 model 7), The branching fraction l3(B --+ X e+ ve ) = 
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(]0.90 ± 0.12 ± 0.49)% where the first error is statistical and the second sys
tematic, was obtained. The dominant sources of systematic uncertainties are 
the tracking efficiency (2.9%) electron identification (2.0%) and background 
subtraction (1.8%). 

The contribution from charmless decays was subtracted ana heavy quark 
effective theory was used to determine 

IVcbl = 0.0408 ± O.OO]O(exp) ± O.0025(theo), (15) 

where the first error is the statistical and systematic errors combined and the 
second error is from theoretical uncertainties. 

6 Conclusions 

The excellent performance of the KEKB accelerator and Belle detector ha\;e 
made it possible to perform high precession B meson mixing, lifetime and 
branching fraction measurements. 
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Abstract 

The RHIe collider recently completed its third data taking fun. The-data on 
high Pl particle production in central Au-Au collisions exhibit striking differ
ences from those of pp collisions. The measurment of inclusive spectra, particle 
correlations and their dependence 011 c811traU ty( llwuber of nucleon collisions) 
strongly favor a pictme in which bard scattered partons re-interact with a 
medium of very high gluon density. Creating these conditions and measuring 
its properties is a primary goal of RHIC. 
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1 Introduction 

Hadron production at high transverse momentum (Pt) has become an important 
tool for the study of Heavy Ion collisions. Since hard scattering processes OCCllI 

early in the coUision they are most likely to probe the initial partonic phase. 
High Pl particle production is calculable and well tested in pp collisions so 
it is a well understood probe. Finally, it is relatively straightforward to scale 
from a system approximating elementary pp interactions to one in wh.ich a large 
number of binary collisions OCCllI. Both types of collisions are sampled in Heavy 
Ion data with a well defined relative frequency given by geometry (ie probability 
growing with impact pa.rameter). The experimental tools for chara.cterizing 
impact parameter are described in some detail below. The number of binary 
collisions is related to the nuclear overlap function by the Glauber model. 

The four RI·nc experiments (Brahms, Phenix, Phobos and Star) have 
measured high Pt spectra of identified hadrons out to Xl of 0.1 for central Au
Au collisions (with beam energies up to 100GeV In) as well as for peripheral 
ones. The dramatic change in behavior with centrality is further confirmed by 
comparison data taken with pp and d-Au colliding beams. These are perhaps 
the most interesting results to come from RHIC to date. 

A departure from binary scaling has been anticipated by theoretical calcu
lations which predkt a suppression of high PI hOOrons due to induced racLative 

energy loss in the dense field of par tons also produced in the collision 3) . But 
a similar suppression has also been predicted based on saturation of gluOD flux 

in the initial state of the colliding nuclei 4). Suppression of high Pt hadrons 
would be also be seen in d-Au collisions 'according to the latter picture. 

Qualita.tively, the same suppression observed for mesons shou.ld also be 
seen for hadrolls if ill both cases the dominant source is bard scattering followed 
by fragmentation into hadrons. 

2 Centrality Classification 

The R.HIC experiments 1) primarily measure particle spectra near 90° in the 
lab. For example, the PHENIX experiment features both a magnetic spectrom
eter and an electromagnetic calorimeter (to measw-e charged particles and 11°, 
respectively) wIDch subteud ±0.35 in 77 . Two key parameters which charac
terize Heavy Ion collisions are depicted in Fig.l- the .IIuclear overlap and the 
orientation of the reaction plane. To varying degrees, these are measured with 
detectors in the forward direction. 

The nuclear overlap (centrality) is related through the Glauber model to 
parameters which are expected to characterize the scaling of nuclear colUsions 
with respect to more elementaxy NN interactions. These are- the number of 
participants (Npo.rt ) wruch approximately characterizes soft interactions and 



Reaction 
plane 

x 

Figme 1: Heavy Ion collision geometry. 

S. White 

the number of binary collisions (Nbin ) whicb is relevant for hard processes. 
Since both of these parameters increase monotonically with Nuclear overlap 
there tend to be equivalent methods to sort the data into centrality classes- for 
exam pie l based on particle m ultiplici ty in an independent region of phase space. 
Ideally the forward, "non-participantH remnants of the beam would give the 
least biased determination of overlap and reaction plane (and this method was 
used in fixed target experiments). However at a collider practical considerations 
aJlow only measurement of neutron l"€lllllant multiplicity and angle in Zero 
Degree Calorimeters (ZDC). Nevertheless the neutron multiplicity tag extends 
the sensitivity of the experiments to very peripheral collisions where particle 
multiplicities a.re low and efficiency corrections would otherwise dominate the 
centrali ty error. 

The PHENIX experiment uses a combination of forward detectors- the 
Beam-Beam COlUlters and ZDC1s -to mea.sure reaction plane a.nd overlap. 

The reaction plane measurement IS needed because the coordinate space 
anisotropy of the overlap region is reflect.ed in the spectra of produced particles 
as a function of azimuthal angle relative to the plane,<P. The)1 elliptic Bow" 
parameter V2 which measures the second harmonic of the fllDC vs. <I> increases 

steadily from AGS up to RHIC energies 7). The dependence of elliptic flow on 
momentum and particle type is interesting in itself but also needs to be taknb 
into acoount \\'h(,ll shlrl.\·illP: pnrt.icie correlations in jets. 

3 Global Event Characteristics 

Early Measurements from RHIC included those of global event properties such 
as particle multiplicities and transverse energy. These can be used to calculate 
the initial energy density within 1 fm/c after the collision yielding "-J 5 
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Figure 2: Energy dependence of ChaTged Mult·iplicity. 
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Fig.2 shows the dependence of the charged particle multiplicity (at mid
rapidity) on beam energy. The charged particle multiplicity grows approxi-

mately as log(s) and reaches a maximum of d~r;1> ~ 600 in Au-Au collisions 

at ru-UC. Ext.rapolating these data (as log(s)) to LI-IC energies gives about a 
factor of 2 higher multiplicity than Rl-IlC. 

PHENIX bas a.lso measlU'ecl t.ransverse energy density at mid-rapidity 
from wh.ich one can calculate that the average E t per particle is about 800 
MeV, essentirJly identical to what is found in SPS fixed target measurements . 

4 Hadron Yields at High Pt 

Hard scattering processes are expected to scale relative to pp collisions ac
cording to ' the number of binary collisions.To test this hypothesis we divide 
the Heavy ion yields by the corresponding inclusive spectra seen in pp data 
scaled by the average number biuary collisions calculated for tbe same cen
trality class. Th.is ratio, RAA (pd: is called the nuclear modification factor. If 
Ion colJisiol1s were really just like multiple pp collisions then R=l independent 
of Pt. Simi larly the ratio of central to peripheral yields (Rep (pd) scaled by 
their corresponding N/Jin. is sometimes reported. In' this case the systematic 
tlllcerta.inties are dominated by errors in centrality class determination . 

There is by now <1 significant amount of high (PI> 2GeV Ie) data from 
all 4 RHIC experim,ents on inclusive charged particles as well as neutral pion 
and other identified hadrons. Fig. 3 shows the inclusive 7r0 yield for central 
collisions in PHENIX. Also shown is the scaled yield in pp collisions. The 
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Figme 3: PHENIX measurement of the ?To yield in 1 (f% highest centrality events 
compa'red to the scaled pp di,slribution. 

spectra. from Cel1tral Au-Au colisions are suppressed by a factor of 4-5 relative 
to the expectations from binary collision scaJiDg. No corresponding suppression 
is observed in more peripheral coUisions. 

The clear observation of modification in the inclusive hadron spectra is 
110W complemented with new data from RH1C on other aspects of the particle 
spectra- their correlations alld their dependence on particle species. 

If the suppression of higb pt hadJOl1s results from parton energy loss in 
the dense medium relaLed modificat.ion of associated badroos forming back-to
back .iets should yield further details of the jet 1110dificatioll mechanisms. Ivlost 
of t.he tim.e jet euergies are too low at RH1C to reconstruct them above the 
tmderlyil.lg eve~lt energy. Nevertheless! the jet features can be reconstructed 
statistically fro: n the correlations between high Pt hadrons and these are used to 

characterize the features of jet suppression vs. centrality 6). This is illustrated 
in Fig. 4 which shows that the correhtious due to particles in the same jet as 
the" trigger" hadron and the opposite side jet can be extracted in peripheraJ 
collisions and reproduce the features of pp jets . In central collision!:), on the 
other band, the opposi te side correlations change dramatically and the far side 
jet is no longer visible above background. 
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Figure 4: Angular correlation of high Pl tracks with a 4-6 Ge V Ie "trigger" 
particle. 

The suppression at high PL is strongly dependent all the hadron species. 
For example, there is no proton suppression in the 2-4 GeV Ic Pt range. This 
would be surprising if hadrons are predominantly described by jet fragmenta.
tion. However there is growing evidence that hadron production in the mo
mentum range studied in the present data is better described in terms of re-

combination of lower pt partons 8). This is perhaps most clearly seen u) the 
flow of identified hadrons vs Pt. Figure 5 illustrates this in the comparison of 
meson and baryon v2 parameters. If flow is characterizing the collective motion 
of partons before hadronization then the recombina.tion mechanism for hadron 
production would predict a simple relation among badrons depending OJ) the 
number of valence quarks and this is very clearly seen in the data. 

5 Conclusion 

The first two runs of RI-llC have brought an order of magnitude increase in ems 
energy over previous Heavy Ion data. Compared to previously available data 
their global properties follow a trend of continuous evolution in particle and 
energy dens:ty. However, the realm of hard sca.ttering has changed dramatically 
with the increase in energy allowing for detailed studies of matter produced 
in this new energy regime. Subsequent rW1S will continue these studies with 
greater detail and new probes. 
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DECORRELATION OF FORWARD DIJETS IN DIS OFF 
NUCLEI 

V.R. Zoller 
ITEP, Moscow, Russia 

Abstract 

Based on the color dipole QeD approach we discuss the multiple scattering 
mechanism (MSM) of suppression of back-to-back azimuthal correlations of 
high PT forward dijets in DIS off nuclei. We quantify the effect in terms of 
acoplanarity jdecorrelation momentum of jets. For hard dijets the decorrelation 
momentum is found to be of the order of the nuclear saturation momentum 
Q A. Minijets with the transverse momentum below the saturation scale are 
proved to be completely decorrelated. The analysis of DIS indicates that in 
heavy ion collit:ions the contribution of MSM to the reactions dynamics can be 
of the order of magnitude of the decorrelation effect observed at RHIC. 
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1 Introduction 

Recent observation of gradual disappearance of azimuthal back-to-back corre

lations of high PT particles with centrality of Au A u collisions at RBIC 1) is 
presently viewed as a consequence of the jet energy loss in hot quarlc~gluon 
plasma produced in central collisions. Another possible explanation is that 
initial and final state interactions associated with muJtiple parton scatterings 
on hard stage of the process produce uncorrelated mono jets. 

To get an idea of the size of the multiple scatterings (MS) effect at RHIC 
we start with the QeD description of the breakup of photons into forward dijets 
in smalI-x deep inelastic scattering (DIS) off nuclei in the saturation regime 

2). In 2) we reported a derivation of the general formula for the two-body 
transverse momentum distribution. OUf formalism, based on the technique 

3, 4, 5), includes consistently the diffractive attenuation of color dipoles and 
effects of transitions between different color states of the qq-pair propagating 
through the nucleus. Opacity of nuclei brings in a new scale QA which separates 
the regimes of opaque nuclei and weak attenuation 6, 7, 8, 9). For hard 
dijets the decoITelation momentum is found to he of the order of the nuclear 

saturation momentum QA 2). For parton momenta below the saturation scale 
Q A the evolution of sea trom gluons was shown to be dominated by the anti-

collinear, anti-DGLAP splitting 9). As a result, minijets with the transverse 
IDomentum below the saturation scale are proved to be completely decorrelated 
2) 

Turning back to the RHIC observation we argue that MS mechanism may 
contribute substantia.lly to the effect of vanishing of back-to-back azimuthal 
correlations of high PT hadrons in central nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

2 Breakup of photons into hard dijets on nuclear targets 

We consider DIS at x :S XA = 1/ RAmN « 1 whlch is dominated by interactions 
of qij Fock states of the photon and make use of the conventionaJ approximation 

of two t-channel gluons in DIS off free nucleons 10). The two-gluon exchange 
approximation amounts to neglecting diffractive DIS off free nucleons which 

is justified by a small fraction of diffractive DIS, 7JD «1 11). We s-um 
unitarity cuts of the forward Compton scattering amplitude which describe the 
transition from the color-neutral qq dipole to the color-octet qq pair. It should 
be emphasized that we are interested in the un.itarity cuts which correspond to 
the genuine inelastic DIS with color excitation of the target nucleus. 

For x :S XA the propagation of the qij pair inside nucleus can be treated 
in the straight-path approximation. Let b+ and b_ be the impact parameters 
of the quark and antiquark, respectively, and SA(b+, b_) be the S-matrix for 
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interaction of the qq pair with the nucleus. Regarding the color states Ie) = 
II), 18) of the qq pair, we sum over all octet and singlet states. Then the 2-jet 
inclusive spectrum is calculated in terms of the 2-body density matrix as 

dUin = _1_/ d2bl d2bl d2 b+d2b_ 
dzd2 p+d2 p_ (27r)4 +-

x exp[-ip+(b+ ~ b~) - ip_(b_ - b~)l'lJ"'lJ 

x {l:: 2:u; AISAIA*; e)(~; A*ISAIA; 1) 
A- c 

- (1; AISA IAi 1) (1; AISA IAj 1) } . (1) 

In (1) 'lJ = 'lJ(Q2, z, h+ - b_) stands for the wave function of the qq FocIe 
state of the photon with virtuality Q2 and the phot.on light-cone momentum 
fraction z carried by the quark. Notice, that the calculation of the 2-body 
density matrix enter four straight-path trajectories 0(2) (b±) ,15(2) (b±) and SA 

and SA describe the propagation of two quark-antiquarks pairs, qij and ql q' I 
inside a nucleus. In the integrand of (1) we subtracted the coherent diffractive 
component of the final state. 

Upon the application of closure to sum over nuclear final states A'" the 
integrand of (1) can be considered as an intranuclear evolution operator for the 

2-body density matrix (for the related discussion see refs. 12), 13)) 

L2:(AI{ (IISAlc) }IA*)(A*I{ (eISAll) }IA) = 
A- r. 

= (AI {~(lIS::'IC)(CISAll) } IA). (2) 

Let the eikonal for the quark-nucleon and antiquark-nucleon QeD gluon ex
change interaction be T-I~x(b) and T~X(b), where T+ and T~ are the SU(Nc) 
generators for the quark and antiquarlcs states, respectively. The vertex Va for 
excitation of the nucleon gfl N ---7 N; into color octet state is so normalized that 
after application of closure the vertex gagb N N is Dab. Then, to the two-gluon 
exchange apprm.:imation, the S-matrix of the (qq)-nucleon interaction equals 

The profile function for interaction of the qq dipole with a nucleon is r(b+ 1 b_) = 
1- SN(b+, h_). For a color-singlet dipole (T~ + T~)2 = a and the dipole cross 
section for jnteraction of the 'color-singlet qq dipole with the nucleon equals 
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= N; - 1 j d'b+lx(b+) _ X(b_)]' . 
2N, 

The nudear S-matrix of the straight-path approximation is 

A 

SA (b+ , b_ ) = II SN(b+ - b j , b_ - b j ), 

j=1 

(4) 

where the ordering along the longitudinal path is understood . We evaluate the 
nuc1ear expectation value in (2) in the stalldard dilute gas approxi mation. To 
the two-glllon exchange approximation , per each and every nucleon Nj only 
the terms quadratic in X(b j ) must be kept in the evaluatio.n of the single
nucleon matrix element (Nj ISiv SNINj) whi ch enters the calculation of SABA. 

Following the technique developed ill 4, 5) we can reduce the calculation of 
the evolution operator for the 2-body density matrix (2) to the evaluation of 
the S-matrix S 4A(b +! b _ , b~, b~) for the scattering of a fictitious 4-parton 
state composed of the two quar~-antiquark pairs in the overall color-singlet 
state. Because (T:t)* = - T!:. , within the two-gluon exchange approximation the 
quarks entering the complex-conjugate SA in (2) can be viewed as antiquarks, 
so that 

(5) 

where S4A (b~, b~, b +, b _) is an S-matrix for the propagat ion of the two quark
antiquark pai'rs in the overall singlet state. While the first qij pair is formed by 
the initial quark q and antiquark ij at impact parameters b+ a nd b _ , respec
tively, in the second q'ij' pair the quark q' propagates at an impact parameter 
b~ and the antiquark ij' at an impact parameter b~. 

If a4(b~, b :', b + 1 b _ ) is the color-dipole cross section operator for the 4-
body state, then the evaluation of the nuclear expectation value for a dilute gas 
nucleus in the standard approximation of neglecting the size of color dipoles 
compared to a radius of heavy nucleus gives 14) 

where T(b) = f dbznA (bz , b) is the optical thickness of a nucleus at an impact 
parameter b = ~(b+ + b~ + b _ + b :') I and nA(bz1 b ) is. uuclear matter density 
with the normalization J d' bT(b) = A . T he single-nucleon S-matrix (3) con
tains transitions from the color-singlet to the both color-singlet and color-octet 
qq pairs. However , ollly color-singlet operators contribute to (NjISN SNINj ), 
and hence the matrix "4 only includes transitions between the 111) and 188) 
color-singlet 4-parton states, the 118) states are not allowed. 
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After some color algebra, we fi nd matrix elements all == (11 10'4111),0'18 = 
a81 = (11 Ia4188) and a.8 = (88Ia4188) (details of the derivation are presented 

in 2)). For forward hard jets with the rnomenta p~ »Q~, which are produced 
from interactions with the target nucleus of small color dipoles in the incident 
photon the two eigenvalues of the operator 0'4 are 

and 
EI ~ O'S8-

For small color-singlet dipoles E2 ::::::: all ::::::: 0 and the nuclear distortion factor 
takes on a s i mple form 

A' e 

= «111 + JN~ - 1(88Il exp { -~a4T(b)}I11) -exp'{ - ~a!l T(b)} 

'" JN~ -1 ::: {1 -exp [-~a.8T(b)l} , (7) 

The introduction of th is nuclear distortion factor into (1) gives t he hard dijet 
inclusive cross section: 

00 

dain _ ) " ( 'J' (jl( _) daN 
d"bdzd'p+d"Ll - T(b ~ WA b ,)) d 1<1 Ll " dzd" P+d" I< ', 

. 1=0 

(8) 

where the acoplanarity/decorrelation momentum ~ is 

Ll = p + + p _ , 

the probabili ty of finding j spatially overlapping nucleus in a Lorentz-contracted 
nucleus is 

(
b ') _ ~ 'Y(j + 1, 2'\e V A(b )) 

WA ,) - j ! 2'\eVA(b ) , 

1 
vA(b ) = Z"saoT(b ), 

.Ie = N; /(N; - 1) 

and ,(j,x) = foX dyyJ-l exp(-y) is an incomplete gamma-function . The func
t ion 

(9) 
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in eq.(8) is a collective gIuon field of j overlapping nucleons introduced in 15). 
The probabilistic form-of a convolution of the differential cross section on 

a free nucleon target with the manifestly positive defined distribution f{j) (~) in 
(8) can be understood as follows. Hard jets originate from small color dipoles. 
It is the quantum mechanical interference that suppresses interaction with soft 
gluons of the smaJl-sized color-singlet qq state. However, the first, inelastic 
interaction inside a nucleus converts the q1j pair into the color-octet state, in 
which color charges of the quark and antiquark do not neutralize each other, 
rescatterings of the quark and antiquark in the collective co1or field of intranu
clear nucleons become uncorrelated, and the broadening of the momentum 
distribution with nuclear thickness follows a probabilistic picture. 

3 Decorrelation of dijets in DIS off nuclei: numerical estimates 

To quantify the azimutha1 decorrelation of two forward jets we find it converuent 
to introduce the mean transverse acoplanarity momentum squared (,6,~(b)), 
where ,6,T is transverse to an axis of the jet with higher momentum. It is 
assumed that jets are hard, Ip+1 » QA. The convolution property of the hard 
dijet cross section (8) suggests 

(10) 

where (,6,~)N refers to DIS on a free nucleon I and (K.~(b))A is the nuclear 
braadenjng term The sign ~ in (10) reflects the kinematicaJ limitations on 
p_ and ~ in the practica1 evaluation of the acaplanarity dist.ribution. In a 
typical final state it is the harder jet with larger transverse momentum which 
defines the jet axis and the acaplanarity momentum ,6, will be defined in terms 
of components of the momentum of softer jet with respect to that axis, for 

instance, see 16). For the sake of definiteness, we present numerical estimates 
for the Gedanken experiment in which we classify the event as a dijet if the 
quark and antiquark are produced in different hemlspheres, i.e., if the azimuthal 
angle ¢ between two jets exceeds 1f /2, the quark jet has fixed Ip+ I and the 
anti quar k jet bas higher transverse moment urn I p+ I ~ I p-I ~ 10 I p+ I (in the 
discussion of the experimental data one often refers to the higher momentum 

jet as the trigger jet and the softer jet as the away jet 16)). The free-nucleon 
quantity (.,6,~) N can be estimated starting with the small-..6. expansion for 
excitation of hard, p~ » [2 = z(l - z)Q2, light flavor dijets from transverse 
photons 

daN ~e;aemas(p~) [z2 + (1 - Z)2] 
dzd2p+d2..6. 

~ 
1f 

1 8G(x, A2) ,6,2 
(11) X L14 a log,6, 2 (£2 + p~)(£2 + pt.+ ..6. 2) , 
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Figure 1: The mean acoplanarity 7homentum squared (~~) N for DIS on a free 
nucleon target with production oj trigger jets with the transverse momentum 
higher than p+ for several values of Q2. The numerical results are for x = 0.01 

and the inp'U.t unintegrated gluon SF of the proton is taken from ref. 17) . 

where 8G (x, ~ 2 ) I a log ~ '2 = F (x, ~ 2 ) is the unintegrated gluon structure 

function (SF) of the free nuc~eon 17). Then a quick estimate 

2 2 F(x,p~f-) 
(~T)N ~ p+ 2G(x, p~) , (12) 

correctly describes the numerical results shown in fig. 1. As far as the dijets 
are hard, P~ ~ ;;(1 - ;;)Q2 rv ~Q2, the acoplanarity momentum distribution 
would not depend on Q2, which holds still better if one considers aT + a L. 

This point is illustrated in fig. I, where we show (~~)N at z = 1/2 for several 
values of Q2. Because of this weak dependence on Q2 here-below we make no 
distinction between DIS and real photoproduction, Q2 = o. In the practical 
evaluations of the nuclear contribution (K.~(b))A one can use the eq.(8) which 
gives the result 

(13) 

where 

(14) 
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Figure 2: The atomic mass number dependence of nuclear broadening contri
bution, (K~(b)) A, to the mean acoplanarity momentum squared for real pho
toproduction off nuclei at x = 0.01. The input unintegrated gluon SF of the 

proton is taken from ref. 11) . 

For average DIS on heavy nuclei the reference value is (Q~u(b)) = 0.9 

(Ge VI c)2, see 2). The atomic mass number dependence of nuclear broadening 
(K})A for jets with p+ = 4 GeV Ie in average DIS off nucleus is shown in fig. 2. 
The principal reason why (K~) A is numerically small compared to (Q~ 11. (b )) 
is that even for such a heavy nucleus as 197 Au the no-broadening probability 
in average DIS is large, (wAu(b,O)) :::::1 0.5. A comparison of the free nucleon 
broadening (A.~)N from fig. 1 with the nuclear contribution (K}(b))A ITom 
fig. 2 shows that the nuclear mass number dependence of azimuthal decorrela
tion of dijets in average DIS off nuclei will be relatively weak. 

However, nuclear broadening will be substantially stronger for a subsam
pIe of central DIS events at b "-J O. In fig. 3 we show for the gold, 197 Au, target 
a dependence of the averaged nuclear broadening (K,~(b)) A on the impact pa
rameter at several values of p+. 

One can enhance Q~ and nuclear contribution (K.}(b))A still further se
lecting DIS events when the photon breaks up into the qq pair on the·front face 
of a nucleus. Experimental1y, precisely such events are isolated by selecting 
very large multiplicity or very high transverse energy of produced secondary 

particles ( 16) and references therein). 
Now we comment on the .recent finding by the STAR colJaboration of 

a disappearance of back-to-back high PT hadron correlation when going ITom 

peripheral to central gold-gold collisjons at RHTe 16). The application of 
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Figure 3: The impact parameter dependence of the nuclear broadening contribu
tion, <K~(b)A, to the mean acoplanarity momentum squared from peripheral 
DIS at large impact parameter to central DIS at b = a for several values of the 
away jet momentum p+. The numerical results are for x = 0,01 and the input 

unintegrated gluon SF of the proton is taken from ref. 17) 

color dipole formalism to hard hadron-nucleus interactions 4) suggests that 
our analysis of acoplanarity of forward hard jets can be readily generalized to 
mid-rapidity jets, One only has to choose an appropriate system of dipoles, 
for instance, the open heavy flavor production can be treated in terms of the 
intranuclear propagation of the gluon-quark-antiquark system in the overall 
color-singlet state. At RHIC energies jets with moderately large PT are for the 
most part due to gluon-gluon collisions. In our language that can be treated 
as a breakup of gluons into clijets and azimuthal decorrelation Of hard jets 
must be discussed in terms of intranuclear propagation of color-octet gluon
gluon dipoles. For such gluon-gluon dipoles the relevant saturation scale Q~A 

is larger 18) than that for the quark-antiquark dipoles by the factor 2Ac = 
C A J C p = 9 J 4. Arguably, in central nucleus-nucleus collisions distortions in the 
target and projectile nuclei add up and the effective thickness of nuclear matter 
is about twice of that in DIS. Then, the results shown in fig. 2 suggest that for 
central gold-gold collisions the nuclear broadening of gluon-gluon dijets could 
be quite substantial) <K~(b = O)AuAu .--...(3-4) (GeVJc)2 for average central 
AuA u collisions and even twice larger if collisions take place at front surface of 
colliding nuclei. 

The principal effect of nuclear broadening is a reduction of the probability 
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of observing the back-to- back jets 

(15) 

and one needs to compare {A})N to (x:.}(b) A . Our eq. (12) for the free nucleon 
case holds as well faT the gluon-gluon collisions. Then the results shown in fig . 1 
entail (.~})N '~ (1t}(O))AuA'II. .--.J(3-4) (GeVlc)2 at the jet momentum p+ = 
PJ = (6-8) GeV Ic and our nuclear broadening would become substantial for all 
jets with p+ below the decorrelation threshold momentum Pl . In practice) the 
STAR collaboration studied the azimuthal correlation of two high-PT hadroDs 
and for the quantitative correspondence between the STAR observable and 
azimuthal decorrelation in the parent dijet one needs to model fragmentation 

of jets into hadrons (for the modern fragmentation schemes see 19))) here 
we notice that the cutoff p+ in our Gedanken experiment is related to the 
momentum cutoff PT,rnin of associated tracks from the away jet) whereas our 
jet of moment.um p_ can be regarded as a counterpart of the trigger jet of 
STAR. The STAR cutoff PT = 2GeV Ie corresponds to the parents jets with the 
transverse momentum p+ rv (2 - 3)pT =(4-6) GeV which is comparable to) or 
even smaller than) the decorrelation threshold momentum PJ = (6-8) GeV Ie. 
Then eq. (15) suggests that in the kinematics of STAR the probabHity to 
observe the back-to-back away and trigger jets decreases approximately twofold 
from peripheral to central Av.Au COWSiODS) 

P(O) ~ 0.5, 

and perhaps even stronger, so that our azimuthal decorrelation may contribute 
substantially f.o the STAR effect. . 

4 Remark on breakup of photons into semihard dijets 

In our previous analysis 9) of the single particle spectrum it has been discov
ered that the trallsverse momentum distribution of sea quarks is dominated 
by the anticolJinear) anti-DGLAP splitting of gluons into sea, when the trans
verse momentum of the parent gluons is larger than the momentum of the sea 
quarks. That suggests strongly a complete azimuthal decorrelation of forward 
minijets with the transverse momenta below the saturation scale, p± :S Q A . 

. In 2) this limiting case has been considered in detail . The principal point is 
that the m.inijet-minijet inclusive cross sect jon depends on neither the mini
jet nor decorrelation momentum. Thls observation proves a disappearance of 
the azimuthal correlation of minijets with the transverse momentum below. the 
saturation scale. 
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Abstract 

One of the main physics goals of the second phase of the LEP collider program 
(LEP2) is the precise determination of the mass of the W boson. In. this 
paper the measurements from the direct reconstruction of the invariant mass 
of the W+W- decay products, performed by the four Collaborations (ALEPH, 
DELPHI, L3 a.nd OPAL) with the data collected at centre DE mass energies from 
172 to 209 GeV, are described . New updated preliminary results are presented 
and the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties is described. Finally the 
impact of this measurement on the global eJectroweak fit is discussed . 
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1 Introd uction 

The standard model of the electroweak interactions (8M)) at the tree level, 
reqnires the knowledge of only three parameters (plus the fermom masses) to 
predict the masses of all the gauge bosons and their couplings to the fermions . 
Usually, Fermi's coupling GF, Z mass Mz and the fine structure constant O:QED 

are regarded as the input parameters becaui?e of their very precise determina
tion. When higher order radiative corrections are introduced morE parameters 
contributes to the model predictivity and the most important are: the top 
mass mtop, the QeD coupling constant c:s and the Higgs boson mass MH . In 
this framework the relevance of the direct determination of the W boson mass 
Mw, together with mtop, is crucial and twofold. The direct measurement of 
Mw can be compared with the indirect determination obtained from the elec
troweak measurements at the Z resonance and from the neutrino scattering 
experiments, t.o test the 8M, and it can be used to improve the indirect deter
mination of NIH, the only parameter which has not been determined directly, 
yet. 
The present indirect determination of Mw from the electroweak fit is: Mw ind = 
80.373 ±0.032 GeV 1) while the result of the direct measurement from Tevatron 

(and UA2) is : MwPP = 80.454 ± 0.059 GeV 2). 
In 1996 the LEP2 phase started and Wltil 2000 the LEP e+e- collider was 
operated at centre of mass energies from 161 to 209 GeV, which exceeded the 
W pair production th.reshold . About 700 pb- 1 where collected by each exper
iment (90% at centre of mass energies close to or larger than 189GeV) which 
correpond to a. yield of slightly less than ten t.housa.nds Identified WW events 
by each LEP experiment . 
The precise rneasurement of the \"1 mass has been one of the main physics 
goals of LEP2 project. An early determination was perfomed by measur
ing the WW pr9duction cross section at the threshold (Js = 16l, 172 GeV): 

Mw thr = 80.400 ± 0.220 ± 0.025LEP GeV . Then, from IS = 172 GeV, the W 
mass has been measured from the direct reconstruction of the invariant mass of 
the Vlf+W- decay products in fully hadronic (qqqq) and semileptonic (evqq) 
final states, wnich correspond to 46% and 44% of the WvV events, respectively. 
This method is by far the most precise at LEP and it will be described in more 
details in the following of this paper. Another determination of M,.\!, using the 
fully leptonic final states (evf!//) (10% of the WW pairs), was performed by 
ALEPH a.nd OPAL but it has, practically, no impact on the combined result 
due to the poor statistical accuracy. 
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2 Analysis Technique 

2.1 _Event Selection 

The direct W mass reconstruction is performed with fully hadronic and semilep
tonic events. The fully hadronic events are selected as high multiplicity events 
with small missing energy. All the four experiments use multivaria-ce techniques 
to separate the signal from the dominant background which consists in 4 jets
like-QeD events. The efficiencies range between 83% and 89% and the purities 
between 85% and 88%. The semileptonic events are selected by looking for an 
isolated electron or muon, with loose identification cuts, or for low multiplicity 
jets from T decays. Multivariate techniques are used for these channels, as 
well, achieving purities of about 90-99%. About 4500 W+W- --7 qqqq events 
and 4000 W+W- --; qql!v events have been collected and used for the W mass 
measurement by each experiment. 

2.2 Event Reconstruction and Kinematic Fit 

The direct reconstructiol1 of the W mass requires: a good reconstructed invari
ant mass resolution, the knowledge of the neutrino momentum in the semilep
tonic events to reconstruct both W's masses and a highly efficient procedure to 
assign the final state particles to one of the two W's, particularly in the fully 
hadronic events. 
At an e+e- collideI' likeLEP, where the produced events are almost monoen
ergetic and with null total momentum, the first two requirements are fulfilled 
by perfoming a kinematic fit with the constraints of the total energy equal to 
the LEP beams energy and null total momentum . Firstly the isolated lepton, 
in semileptor.ic events, an9 the hadronic jets from W's decays (4 or 2 jets in 
fully hadronlc or semileptonic events, respectively), are reconstructed using the 
charged tracks and the calorimeter deposits . Subsequently their Li-momenta are 
changed within the expected resolutions to fulfill the [our constra.ints (4C). For 
semileptonic events with e or IL the null total momentum constra:nt is used to 
determine the neutrino momentum and therefore only one constraint is left for 
t.he fit (IC). The resolution can be further improved by requiring jn the fit that 
the two W masses are equal (5C or ~C). In addition OPAL and DELPHI allows 
the jet cluste:-ization in 5 or 3 jets to improve the reconstruction of events with 
a hard radiated gluon. In the Tvqq events the energy of the T is badly reCOll
structed because of the additional escaping neutrinos, therefore only the mass 
of the hadronically decaying Vv is measured by performing a fit requiring the 
W energy to be equal to the beam energy. The resolution of the reconstructed 
mass is improved by a factor 3-4 by the kinematic fit, depending on the event 
final state and on the use of the equal mass constraint, and it ranges between 
2 and 3 GeV, typically. 
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After the clustering in four (five) jets the fully hadronic events have a six
(ten- )fold ambiguity in the jet pairing, ALEPH chooses the combination with 
the largest VVW production matrix element or the second largest if it has a 
smaller sum of the di-jet opening angles, OPAL selects the combination with 
the largest value of a relative lilcelihood built, for the 4 jets case, with'the two 
masses difference and the sum of the di-jet opening angles, L3 retains the two 
combinations with the largest 5C fit likelihood while DELPHI bullds, for each 
event, the likelihood of the kinematic fit as a function of the two W masses 
combining all the jet pairings weighted using the jet charge and the production 
angle information, The purity of these pairing algorithms range between 80 
and 90% of correct pairings, 

2,3 Mass Extraction 

Once the events are reconstructed and the kinematic fit has been performed es
timators are determined and used to measure Mw , Typical estimators are the 
two reconstructed di-jet, or lepton-neutrino, invariant masses (or the combined 
one if the equal mass constraint is applied), and their estimated statistical un7 
certainties, as obtained from the kinematic fit, To exploit the full statistical 
power, in the fulJy hadronic channel, DELPHI combine the full kinematic fit 
likelihood) as a function of the masses, of each event, 
Because of effects like initial state radiation (ISR), which affects the kinematic 
fit constraints, detector resolutions and thresholds and particle losses in the 
beam hole, these ma.'.,s estimators have a bias which, on average, is about 200-
300 MeV, Therefore simulated events are used to correct for it, ALEPH, L3 
and OPAL adopt a Monte Carlo re-weightin'g technique: the estima,tor distri
butions, for example the reconstructed mass spectra, in 'the data are compared 
to the same distributions in simulated weighted events whose weights depend 
on the W mass, according to the matrix element calculation of a four-fermion 
generator, DELPHI extracts the W mass value by maximizing the combina
tion of the event likelihood functions (from the kinematic fit for the hadronic ' 
channel and from the convolution of the Breit-Wigner and a Gaussian for the 
semileptonic channels) and then correcting for th3 bias with calibration curves 
estimated from simulated events, 
To measure the width of the W boson rw the same procedures described above 
are followed but instead of constraining the W width to the W mass according 
to the 8M, a two parameter fit is performed, 

3 New Results and LEP Combination Procedure 

For' the winter conferences 2003 a new set of preliminary results, using the 
data collected between 183 and 207 GeV, bas been presented by the ALEPH 
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collaboration 3). These new results are due to a change in the reconstruction 
of the neutral deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) . Deposits 
confined in a single ECAL stack, out of the three stacks ECAL is segment into 
in depth, are removed from the event reconstruction and, in evqq and ,uvqq 
events, the opening angle of the cone around the lepton, which contains the 
deposits which are not used for the hadronic jets, has been increased from 2 
to 8 degrees. On average about 2% of the total energy is affected . This event 
!!cleaning" has been motivated by the poor simulation of the multiplicity of 
these deposits both the in the standard ALEPH ECAL simulation, based 011 

a parametrized version of the EGS simulation of the e.m. showers, and in a 
test simulation based on the complete EGS simulation. After , the "cleaning)) 
the agreement is improved, in particular with the full EGS simulation, which 
has been llsed for the systematic uncertainty estimation. With respect to the 
previous results, the new ALEPH results are lower by about 50 MeV in the fully 
hadronic channel, 85 MeV ill the semileptonic channels and up to 150 MeV in 
the evqq channel. The systematic uncertainties due to calorimeter simulation 
have been increased by a.bout 5-10 MeV with respect to the previous results . 

For the determination of the LEP-wide result 4) j each experiments provided a 
set of measurements of Mw obtained with the qqqq and evqq, separately, for 
each centre of mass energy point, together with the corresponding statistical 

. and systematic uncertainties and correlations. The LEP result is obtained 
by combining those results to minimize the combined uncertainty. Therefore 
the combined result is dominated by the systematic uncertainties which are 
correlated among the experiments and among the energy points. Presently, 
being all the data, but. OPAL's 205-207 GeV data, analyzed, the statistical 
and systemaGic uncertainties of the combined preliminary resul: are 29 MeV 
and 31 MeV, respectively. In th'e following section a detailed description of the 
main systematic uncertainties is presented. 

4 Systematic uncertainties 

4.1 LEP beam energy 

The powerful tool of the total energy constraint use'd by the kinamatic fit, intro
duces a dependence of the measured Mw upon the knowledge of the LEP beam 
energy Eb. The uncertainty Oll the detennination of Eb translates into an un
certainty on Mw approximately as follows: LiMw /Mw -::::= LiEb/Eb . At LEP2 
the beam energy is measured using the resonant depolarization technique to cal
ibrate accurately the magnetic field measurement obtained with NMR probes 
up to 60 GeV and then extrapolating this calibration up to the physics energies 
using the NMR ma.gnetic field measurement. This exatrapolation is checked 
with dedicated flux-loop measurements .. The present uncertainty, domina.ted 
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by the spread between the two determinations) is ~Eb = 20-25 MeV 5) which 
translates into an uncertainty of about 17 Me V on the "'vV mass. 'Nork is in 
progress to cross-check the final results and l possibly! reduce the uncertainty) 
with a beam spectrometer and with the measurement of the sychrotron tune 
which allow a determination of the beam energy ·from the beam deAedion and 
the beam energy losses) respectively. 

4.2 Fragmentation and Hadronization 

The simulation of the fragmentation and hadronization of the partons pro
duces by the event generators is perfonned using phenomenological models. 
This step of the event generation affects particle spectra) angular distributions 
and baryon/meson rate. The interplay of these quantities with the detector 
finite resolutions and thresholds introduce an uncertainty on Mw due to the 
uncertainty on the fragmentation models. 
All the LEP collaborations rely UPOD the JETSET string model for their· sim
ulation and upon their own tuning of th.is model obtained by compar ing the 
huge amount of LEPI data at the Z resonance with the MC simulations. 
The systematic uncertainty on Ivf w due to the fragmentation and hadronization 
simulation is estimated by comparing the Mw results obtained wIth different 
Me models, like Herwig and Ariadne) or by varying the internal JETSET pa
rameters within their tuning uncertainties and, partially) by comparing real 
data "\vith Me events and teweighting MC events to improve the agreement of 
event shape variables or particle production rates. The present range of uncer
tainties is L\Mw ::= 10-30 II/leV) depending on the channel and on the experiment 
and the averc..ge contribution to the LEP combined result is ~Mw = 18 MeV! 
since this uncertainty is treated as correlated among the channels and the ex
periments. 

4.3 Final State Interactions 

The uncertainty due to the so called final state interactions (FSI) affects only 
tbe Mv., measurements from the qqqq channel and can be considered as an 
additional uncertainty due to fragmenta.tion and hadronization. \V bosons are 
so short living ('" 0.1 fm) compared to the hadronization scale (t"V 1 Em) that 
the hadronic decay products of the two W's can interact among each other. 
Roughly speaking we cannot ask ourselves which W a particle comes from 
nnd practically this affects the reconstructed W mass ditributions. Since these 
effects are not included in the usual MC fragmentation models, they are a 
possible .3Vurce of bias for the Mw measurement. 
The processes which are considered as sources of FSI are the colour reconnection 

(CR) 6), ~\·hich is due t.o the interference between QCD amplitudes where colour 
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singlets are produced across decay products of different Wls, and the Bose

Einstein correlation (BEC) 7), which enha.nce the production of identical pions 
close in the phase space and could be effective also for pions from different 'VV's. 
Both CR and BEC are important only at the end of the hadronic shower or 
after the hadronizatioTI, therefore a full MC simulation is impossible and the 
predictioD of their effects relies Oil phenomenological Me models. 
SiDce this additional uncertainty affects only the Mw determination with the 
qqqq channel, its weight in the combined result is reduced and it depends 
~trongty on the size of this uncertainty. 

4.3.1 Colour Reconnection' 

The prediction about the Mw bias due to CR 'effects have been studied using 
several MC models which have not been rejected by a comparison with LEP1 

data, ~'hen possible: SK models (I,If)JI) 8), implemented in JETSET, Her-

. wig 9), Ariac:ne 2 10) and GAL 11). When possible they have been tUlied 
using Z resonance dat.a and this is not the case for the SK models. The pre
dicted Mw biases range from 30 to 80MeV for Herwig, the lowest one, GAL 
and Ariadne II, the largest one, while SKI model has a free parameter k'i which 
allows to vary the (raction of Hcolour reconnected" events and, consequently, 
the Mw bias which can be up to 300 MeV for 100% reconnected events and 
about 40 MeV for 30% of recoimected events, a value suggested by the authors 
of SKI. 
SLnce Summer 2002 a different procedure has been followed to estimate the CR 
uncertainty of tbe LEP combined 1\1w result. Instead of using the theorists' 
driven approach and quote the bias predicted by S1<I with 30% of reconnected 
events, it was decided to use a data-driven approach where t.he decision about 
the models and the model parameter values to be used is based on analyses, 
sensitive to CR effects, which compare the real data to the CR MC models. 
Presently the anaJysis used by the LEP collaborations is the measureme.nt of 

the particle flow in the inter-jet regions in fuLly hadronic W+W- events 12). 
The density of particle, projected in the illter-jet plane and norma.lized to ·the 
di-jet opening angle, is compared between the inter-\i\T and t.he intra- W re
gions and compared to the predictions of the rv[C models with and without 
CR. The present results show no sensitivity to observe or exclude CR effects 
for Herwig and Ariadne models while for the SKI model the one-sigma upper 
limit is Ie;. = 2.13 which corresponds to a bias of 74 MeV at Js = 172 GeV 
and 105 MeV at Js = 207 GeV. These values are the uncertainties used for 
the determination of the LEP combined Mw result and are trc!ltcd as corre
lated a.mong the experiments. Due to th.is new procedure the presmL weight of 
the qqqq channel in the Mw measurement is only 9% while it was 27% before 
SUrllJDer 2002. 
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Possible improvement on the CR uncertaiuty should come from alternative Mw 
measurements, less sensitive to CR effects. Colour reconnection is expected to 
affect mainly low momentum particles and pa.rticles far awa.y from the jet cores 
and indeed it has been observed by the LEP collaborations that W mass mea
surements performed by removing low momentum particles (P cuI. analyses) or 
parUcles far away [Tom the jet axis (cone analyses) are less sensitive to CR ef-

fects 13) . Therefore these analyses aUow both a Mw measurement which is less 
sensitive to PSI uncertainties and to set tighter constraint , than the particle 
flow analysis, on the CR MC models by comparing the predicted shifts between 
the standard and the less sensitive analyses and the real measured shift. 

4.3.2 Bose-Einstein Correlation 

The present estimation of the Mw uncertainty due to BEC has been obtaLned 

by using the LUBOEr model 14) implemented JETSET, which introduces a 
correlation between pions from different W 's. The value of the parameters 
which control the correlation strenght a.nd the source scale a.re obtained by the 
measurement of the BEe in Z decay events at LEPl. The average, among the 
experiments, bias is .6.Mw BE = 35 MeV. 
Each LEP collaboration has been performing ana.lyses which aim to determine 
the presence and the strenght of this correlation between pions from differ
ent W 's. The correlations between identical pions measured in fully hadronic 
events are compared to the same correlations measured in fake fully hadronic 
vv\V events created by mixing to real semileptonic WW events where no corre-

iation exist between the different W's. Presentl.Y L3 15) and ALEPH 16) have 

no iunt of correlation while DELPHl 17) observes a correlation with a signif
icance of more than two sigmas. The (in)collsistency of these results is under 
investigation and, possibly, a less conservative estimate of the BEe uncertaint.y 
on Mw will be available in the future. 

4.4 Detector simulation 

The finite resolutions and thresholds of real detectors introduce biases and res
olution effect on the Mw estimator. ' Therefore an appropriate simulation of 
the detector effects is rieeded both for the jets and the leptons recontruction. 
When possible the MC simulation is corrected using the large amount of data 
collected at the Z resonance during LEPI and the declicated calibration runs 
a.t the Z pole duririg LEP2. An example is the jet energy and the lepton .mo-

. mentum which are "re-calibrated" using the real data. 
The systematic uncertainties are estimated from the statistical accuracy of 
these corrections and by comparing the results obtained with modified versions 
of the detector simulations, driven by rea.l and Me data compa.risons. The 
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present uncertainties are LlMw = 5-35 MeV for the sem-ileptonic channel and 
~Mw = 5-25 MeV for t.he fully hadronic channel, depending on the experiment. 
Since they are not considered as correlated among the experiments, the uncer
taint ies on the combined results are 14 MeV and 10 MeV for the semileptonic 
and fully hadronic channel, respectively. 

4.5 QED racliative corrections 

Higher order QED corrections affect the measurement of rvlw througb the ini
tial state photon radiation, because the photons escape undetected in the beam 
pipe and introduce biases due to the kinematic fit constraints, the Coulomb 
interaction between the W's and their decay products, which affects the invari
ant mass distribution, and, to less extent, the photon emission by the lepton 
in semiieptonic events. 
The ISR modeling has been lnvestigated by comparing results obtained with 
computations at different orders of IT and, on average, the uncertainty on lvlw 
is about 10 MeV . More recently full 0(0') corrections became available 18) and 
they will be llsed for the final results even if preliminary studies show that they 
should not contribute a sigl1ificant additional uncertainty on Mw, wh.ile they 

have a sizeable effect on the ti-iple gauge couplings determination 19). 

5 LEP Combined Results 

Foilowing the procedure described in the previolls sections, the Mw measure
ments obtained by the four collaborations with the direct reconstruction are 
combined, together with the measurements from the WiN cross section at the 

threshold. The LEP combined preliminary result is 4): 

Mw = 80.412 ± O.029(stat) ± 0 .031(syst) GeV (1) 

and the combined rw preljminary result is: 

rw = 2.150 ± O.068(stat) ± O.060(syst) GeV. (2) 

As a consistency cbeck, and to investigate possible effect.s due to FSI, the 
combination procedure is modified to obtain the W mass from the fu lly hadronic 
or the sernileptonk channel only and their difference. The results obtained from 
the indivIdual channels are: 

Mw(qqqq) = 80.420 ± 0.035(stat) ± O.lOI(syst) GeV (3) 

I\.Iw(fvqq) = 80.411 ± 0.032(stat) ± O.030(syst) GeV (4) 

with a correlation of l8%1 and the difference is: 

Llrvlw (qqqq - qqev) = +22 ± 43 MeV (5) 
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which has been determJned by. setting to zero the FSI uncertainties, since it is 
a check of the possible effects of FSI. 
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Figure 1: Aleasurements of Mw by the LEP experiments and combined 'result 
(left). Direct and indirect determination of W boson and top quark masses 
compared with the Slvi prediction (right). 

6 Electroweak Fit 

The direct determinations of Mw and rw from LEP are combined with the 

Tevatron results and the world average results are 1): 

Mw 
rw 

80.426 ± 0.034 GeV 

2.139 ± 0.069 GeV. 

(6) 

(7) 

The direct measurement of Mw is in agreement with the indirect determina
tion from the eledroweak ·fit, as described in the intro.duction, and, together 
with the Z-pole results, the direct m LOp measurement, the neutrino scatter
ing and the atomic parity violation results, it is included in the global EW fit, 
whose X2 /dof = 25.5/15 (4.4%) where the largest constribution comes from the 

NuTeV neutrino scattering e.>.:periment 20). \\lithout NuTeV result it becomes 
X2 /dof = 26.7/14 (27.3%). Finally the E'V fit allows an indirect determination 
of the Higgs mass 

(8) 
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from wbkh a 95% C .L. upper limit is obtained: 

MH < 211 GeV. (9) 

These results are stable with or without the NuTeV result in the fit. 
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Abstract 

Results from heavy flavour electroweak physics at LEPI are reviewed together 
with measurements of 2-fermion processes at LEP2. For the fonner measure
ments the emphasis is on analyses of heavy quark forward-backward asymme
tries, A~'~, and on the partial decay "\"idths of the ZO to heavy quarks, Rb,c' 
The measurements of the heavJ' quark asymmetries are used to extract the 
eHective electroweak mixing angle for leptons, sin2 e~f;' A 2.9a discrepancy 

bet"\.veen measurements of this quantity [rom AI(SLD) and 0:0 IT. A~B is ob
served . The 2-fermion processes a.t LEP2 are used to place stringent limits on 
physics processes beyond the Standard Model. However, all measured quanti
ties are in reasonable agreement. with the Standard \Vlodel expectations, and 
all calculated limits are well above the highest LEP2 ceuter-of-mass energies. 
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1 Overview 

Althougb the LEP experiments finished data taking in 2000, the analysis efforts 
are still strong in aU four collaborations. In this article I will give an overview of 
the status of two rather distinct experimental areas, namely the heavy flavour 
electroweak measurements at LEPI a.nd 2-fermioll processes at LEP2. vVhereas 
the former class of analyses basically serve as a test of the electroweak Standard 
Model, with the main interest on the extraction of the weak mixing angle 
sin2 Be! J, the LEP2 2-fermion measurements can be used for generating limits 
on models for new physics beyond the Standard Model. 

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the LEPI 
heavy flavour measurements. After a short overview of general issues and·· 
experimental techniques the results of the partial decay width and forward
backward asymmetry measurements for hea.vy quarks are shown. At the end of 
the section, an interpretation of these results in terms of the Standard Model, 
nalnely the electroweak mixing angle sin2 Be! f, is given. Section 3 reviews 
mea.surements of 2-fermion processes at LEP2. A large part of the section 
is devoted to the interpreta.tion of the measurements in terms of new physics 
models, such as contact interactions Z' bo.sons or low scale gra'rity in large 
extra dimensions. Section 4 concludes the paper and gives an outlook. 

2 LEPI Heavy Flavour Electroweak Physics 

2.1 lntroduction 

Measuremellt.:-; of band c quark final states at LEP allow detailed insights 
into the properties of the electroweak Standard Model. The measurements 
considered here are a) the heavy flavour partial deca'y widths of the ZO, Rb and 
ReI and b) the heavy quark forward-backward asymmetries, A~B c\nd A~B. 

Rq is defined ru; the decay widtb of the ZO to quarks of flavour q, llormal
ized to the total hadronic decay width, alld is proportional to th.:~ .sum of the 
squared vector and axial vector couplings of the Zo: 

(1) 

Rq is therefore sensitive to vertex corrections to the qqZO vertex and might thus 
serve to detect. sign::; of new phYl:iics modifying these vertices. Conceptually the 
measurement of Rb,c is simple: One has to count the number of events with bb 
or cc final states and normalize to the number of all hadronic final st.ate events. 
So the largest challenge, besides under~tanding the rather involved systematic 
uncertainties, is providing an efficient, clean and well-understood b or c flavour 
tag. 
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The forward-backward asymmetry measurements are more complicated. 
The asymmetry for flavour q is defined as 

q ._ N~- N~ 
AFB·-:o.rq A,q 

f VF + B 
(2) 

where N~ (N~) is the number of events of flavour q in which the ini tial quark 
goes inlo the forward (backward) hemisphere. The forward hemisphere is de
fined by the electron beam direction. Since at the ZO pole 

wi th 

q,O _ 3A A 
AFB - 4' e b 

A - 2 9vr . 9Ar 
r - 2 2 

g"f+gAf 

(3) 

(4) 

the asymmetries provide direct access to the electroweak mixing angle sin2 eel I 
via the relation gv / YA = 1 - 4Q . sin2 Oel I· Due to t he charge factor Q in the 
former relation, the sensitivity of the asymmetries to the heavy quark couplings 
Aq is much reduced with respect to the electron coupling Ae (even more for b 
than for c quarks). So the measurements serve in fact a'S a determination of the 
mixing angle for electrons (or leptons, assuming lepton universality) , sin2 0!jJ. 

The SLD e+e- coUider, in contrast to LEP, has t he possibility to polarize 
the electron beam so that additional measurements become available. One can 
for example, from a measurement of the left-right forward-backward asymme
try, ALRPB , directly extract the heavy flavour couplings Ab,c which are not 
accessible at LEP. SLD measurements are also used in the heavy flavour fits 
that will be cove:-ed in t he next sections. 

The measurements of the partial decay widths 1) are fina l. The latest con
tributions to the forward-backward asymmetry mea'Surements were presented 
at the 2002 summer conferences: OPAL prepared a new measurement of t he b 
quark asymmetry w:iing an inclusive charge tag 2) which superseeded their old 
result and su bstantially reduced the statistical and systematic uncertainties. 
DELPHl presented new preliminary measurements of the lepton-tagged band 

c asymmetries 3) which included new systematic studies. It is therefore fair to 
say that the LEPI heavy flavour electroweak measurements are slowly coming 
to an end. The only missing pieces are a lepton-tag asymmetry measurement 
from OPAL and the inclusive b asymmetry measurement [Tom DELPHI. In 
addition, some SLD measurements are also only preliminary (A LRFB , R.c). 

2.2 Tools: Flavour and Charge Tags 

k; became apparent in the previous section , the heavy navour measurements 
rely on Aavonr tagging, and, in case of the asymmetry measUl'ements, also 
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Figure 1: A compilation of measurement's oj Rb from LEP and SLD. Also the 
Standard Model expectation, which depends on the mass of the top quark mt, 
is shown. 

on tagging the charges of the outgoing quarks. The determination of these 
quantities is facilitated by the usually clear 2-jet structure of hadronic events at 
or around t he ZO which allows the events to be divided in two hemispheres along 
the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. The flavour and charge tagging tools 
can then be applied in the two hemispheres independently. Due to this basic 
structure near ly all information needed for the extraction of the partial decay 
widths and asymmetry values can be taken from the data without relying too 
much on Monte Carlo input. 

Heavy flavour events can be tagged using heavy quark secondary decay 
vertices or high PT leptons from semileptonic decays b, c - I. The variables 
describing the decay vertices or the decay leptons are usually combined using 
likelihoods or artificial neural networks to result in one flavour tagging variable 
with high separation power between b or c quark hemispheres and the light 
flavour background ) respectively. Purities of 95 % with efficiencies of 20 to 
30 % can be reached. Another possibility is to tag c hemispheres using D* 
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Figure 2: The band c quark asymmetries as a function of the center-oJ-mass 
energy, compared to the ZFITTER Standard Model prediction. 

mesons. 
The charge of hemispheres which is needed for the forward-backward 

asymmetry analyses can be determined from a variety of observables. The 
OPAL analysis mentioned above uses the jet charge of the highest energy jet 
ill the hemisphere, the weighted charge sum of all tracks connected to the 
secondary vertex in the hemisphere and, in addition, the charge of kaons origi
nating from cascade decays b ~ c ~ s measured using the dE / dx information 
from the OPAL central jet chamber. These variables are again combined in 
an artificial neural network. Charge tags like the one just described are self
calibrating in the sense that their efficiency and purity can be determined from 
the data themselves, thus reducing the dependence on external inputs from 
Monte Carlo simulations. It turns out that the correlation between the charge 
tags in the two event hemispheres is Olle of the dominant sources of systematic 
uncertainty. 

In case of lepton-tagged asymmetry measurements, basically the same 
variables as for the flavour tag can be used: lepton momentum and transverse 
momentum, vertex fit probability, to mention a few , together with some charge 
information from the hemisphere opposite to t.he one with the identified lepton . 
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Figllre 3: A compilation of A~B measurements from LEP and SLD. 

2.3 Results on Heavy Quark Decay Widths and Asymmetries 

In order to get a more precise picture of heavy flavour electroweak physics, the 
various measurements of the partial decay widths and asymmetries are com
bined in a X2 minimisation procedure. In this fit , the correlations between 
various measurements due to mutual dependencies and to common external 
inputs are taken into account. Together with the LEP measurements of Rb,c 

and A~'~ the SLD measurements of Ab and Ac are used in this fit. Some addi- · 
tional auxiliary parameters (charm hadron production fractions! b semileptonic 
branching ratios) are also determined. 

Fig-lre 1 shows a compilation of measurements of Rb together with the 
Rb result of the heavy flavour fit 1). The measurements of the four LEP 
experiments and of SLD are in good overall agreement. The fit results in 
a value Rb = 0.21644 ± 0.00065. This value , indicated by the solid vertical 
line, is well compatible with the Standard Model prediction based on the best 
electroweak knowledge and the Tevatron top mass measurement (left vertical 
line). The various measurements of He are also averaged and result in a value of 
Rc = O.1717±O.0031, aga.in in good agreement with the theoretical expectation. 

Turning to the asymmetry measurements, first all asymmetry measure-
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Figure 4: A compilation of measurements of lhe effective electroweak mixing 
angle Jor leptons, together with the LEP+SLD average. 

ments are corrected to three distinct energies (the ZO pole and ±2 GeV away 
from itL and the averaged asymmetry is extracted for these three energies sep
arately. The result is shown in figure 2. Since the variation of the asymmet ry 
with the center-or-mass energy is consistent wit h the Standard Model expec
tation , a ll asymmetry measurements are corrected to the ZO pole, corrected 
for photon radiation and quark mass effects, and combined. T he contribut
ing A~B measurements 2, 3, 4, 5) and the derived global value of A~'Z = 
0.0995 ± 0.0015 ± 0.0007 are shown in figure 3. The average is dominated by 
the inclusive jet charge analyses from ALEPH, DELPHI and OPAL. For the c 
asymmetry 3, 5, 6) we find A~~ = 0.0713 ± 0.0031 ±O.OOI S. In both cases the 
first error is statistical, and the second systematic. The common !>ystematic 
uncer tainty is 0.0004 (0.0009) for the b (c) asymmetry, resulting mainly from 
corrections clue to gluon radiation. 
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2.4 Standard Model Interpretation 

One can go one step further using some results of the heavy flavour electroweak 
fit described above (A~B and A~B) ' LEP combined measurements of the lep
tonic forward-backward asymmetry (A~B and AI (P,» and the SLD AI. Ex
pressing all these quantities in terms of the vector and axial vector couplings 
of the ZO, gV and gA, one can extract the effective electroweak mixing angle 
'I . 2 e1ept lor eptons, Sill cf f· 

As can be seen from figure 4, the resulting single values for this quantity 
fall roughly in two classes: the leptonic measurements (A~B' AI IP,), AI (SLD», 
which are dominated by the SLD number, tend to be slightly low, whereas 
the hadronic or inclusive results, in part icular for A¥B' are rather high. The 
observed discrepancy of 2.90" results in a X2 of 10.2/5, corresponding to a 7 % 
probability. 

The final sin2 B~j} value is 0.23148±O.00017, where the uncertainty is 
dominated by statistics. This combined value of t he mixing angle, interpreted 
in the framework of t he Standard Model, prefers a Higgs mass slightly above 
100 GeV, whilst the A~B measurements alone suggest a heavier Higgs of about 
400 GeV. 

3 2-Fermion Processes at LEP2 

3.1 l ntroduction 

T he emphasis in measurement5 of 2-fermion processes at LEP2 is on search
ing for signs of new physics in the interference of new processes with the off
resonance Zo /'"'1 exchange. There are, however, a few general issues that have 
to be considered before deriving general results for 2-fermion processes. T he 
most prominent problem is initial state radiation. Electron-positron annihi
lation eve:1ts at center-of· mass energies above the ZO pole tend to radiate an 
energetic photon in the initial state, forcing the propagator back to the ZO 
mass. There is therefore a·large contribution to the overall event sample at an 
effective center-of-mass energy corresponding to the Zoo These events, which 
do not contain any information not known from LEPI physics; are rejected us
ing a cut on the effective center-of-mass energy R of the order of O.85-0.9.JS. 
In addition to this complication , corrections have to be applied in order to 
compensate for different signal definitions and different treatments of ISR-FSR 
interference before the data of different experiments can be combined. 

3.2 Measurements 

T he conceptually simplest measurement of 2-fermion processes is clearly that of 
the total cross-section as a function of the center-of-mass energy Vs. After the 
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Figure 5: The total cross-section and th.e forward-backward asymmetry JOT 

hadronic, tl and T final states as a function of the center-oj-mass ener,qy, .jS. 

above mentioned corrections have been applied, all measurements for Quark, j..t 

and T final states from the four LEP collaborations are combined in a single X2 

fit to give the average cross-sections (see 7) and the LEP EW 2f subgroup web 

page 8) for an overview on all measurements used). The results are shown as 
a fUDction of IS in the left part of figure 5. The bottom part of the figure also 
shows the ratio of the data to the Sta.ndard Model expectation, indicating an 
overall good agreement for the leptonic channels. The hadronic measurements 
are slightly low (1.70'-). The overall X2 is 160/180. The same data are also 
used for the extraction of the forward-backward asymmetry; the result, again 
as a function of Js, is shown in the right half of figure 5. Here, the overall 
description of a.1I data is satisfactory. 

In a nex: step, differential cross-sections as a function or the scattering 
angle cos e are extracted for all three lepton generations in seven regions of 
the center-of-mass energy between 189 and 207 GeV . For the e+e- final states, 
the additional t channel contribution which ' is not present for the other lepton 
generations leads to a divergence of the cross-sectioD towards cosO = 1. The 
description of the data is satisfactory, except for the lowest bins for f.1.+ j.1- and 
7+7- final states at Js = 202 GeV. However, in these bins there are only 
low statistics, and for all other (lower and higher) energies this feature is not 
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Figure 6: Differential cross-section as a function oj cos e for e + e- ----) p+ J-L

JOT different center-oj-mass energies. The data excess in the leftmost bin at 
202 Ge V 'is a.lso present in the T channel. 

present, see figure 6. 
For heavy flavour quarks, the partial decays widths Rq=(Jqq/CJ'rwdrons and 

the forward-backward asymmetries are measured separat.ely. Por Re, the only 
measurement is provided by ALEPH. The agreement between data and the 
ZFITTER Standard Model expectation is acceptable, except perhaps for Rb 
which tends GO be low by about 2a over all energies. 

3.3 Interpretation in Non-standard iVlodels 

The data described above are interpreted in several physics models: electron
lepton and lepton-quark cont.act interactions, 21 bosons, and low scale gravity 
in large e)..i.ra. dimensions. 

In t.he framework of contact illteraction.s it is assumed that LEP2 has sen
sitivity to additional contributions to the Langragjan which are parametrized 
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in the form 
92 

-
Lei f = (1 + 5)J\. 2 . ~ "T}-ijen,.eJj,J.l.f.i 

1,J=L,R 

(5) 

with a coupli.ng strength 9 for which usuaUy 92/4rr = ] is assumed, with A 
as the mass scale of the interaction, and with 6" = 1 (0) for f= e (f =J e). 
Also conta.ined in the formula are the possibilities to define the helicity of the 
currents (L , R) and the sign of the interference of the Jlew physics contributions 
with the Standard Model processes, TJij = ±l. For the various models that can 
be built. from this Langrangian, the predictions are fitted to the measured total 
aud/or differential cross-sections and asymmmetl'ies; the fitting parameter is 
defined as E := 1/ J\. 2, The fitted E values are converted iuto 95% confidence 
levellitnits on 1\ which for aU models are larger than 2.1 to 21. 7 TeV, depending 
on the model. It is therefore fair to say that no signs for contact interactions 
have been found at LEP2. The left part of figure 7 shows an exC'.mple for the 
l.irrUts in the !l plul:i T channel for various models. 

2' hosons are a.n ingredient of several new physics models: In the E6 
Gra.nd Unified Theory, the group struct.ure breaks down to t.he known Sta.n
dard Model S'U(3)c x SU(2)L x U(lh~, but additional U(l) subgroups are also 
present which lead to Z' bosons. The Sequential Standard Model postulates 
the eXistence of a Z' boson with the same couplings as the standard Z bo
son I , And in the so-called Left.-Right IVlodel, the existence of an a.dditional 
SU(2)R subgroup would lead to Z' and WI± bosons. The effect of the Z' can 
be parametrised as a contact term in t.he cross-section, so that ;;he modified 
cross-section prediction can be fitted to the data, aiming for the extraction of 
the mass }'/Izl of the new boson . Depending on the model considered the cie
ri ved limit for Z' bosons is fonnd to be between 43- I and 1787 Ge V a.nd therefore 
beyond the reach of LEP2. 

Quantum gravity is a candidate for solving the hierarchy problem, i,e. 
for providing -he missing link between t.he electrowe(1.k scale of order 0(1 TeV) 
and the Planck scale JVlpl = 1016 TeV. Assuming that quantum gravity lives 
in 4+n dimensions, whereas Ollr Standard Model phenomenology is confined to 
t.he usual 3+ 1 climen::;ions, it is possible thn.t the 4+n quantum grn.vity pendant 
to the Planck scale js uf the order of the electroweak scale. This new 'Planck 
scale ' }.;JD would be related to the usual Planck scale )\IJ PI via 

(6) 

with R the size of the new additional dimensions. The effect of quantum gravity 
would be the exchange of virtual gravitons, a process which would interfere with 

ITbe mixing between the Z and the Z' is found to be consistent with 0, as 
is expl"~ctec\ from LEP1 where no sign of Z' was found in the precision measure
ments of the Z. 
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Figure 7: Left: Examples for lim-its on contact interactions for J.1. plus T final 
states. Right: Comparison of the e+ e- final state differential cross-section with 
the Sto.nda'rd !v! odel expectation and with pred'ictions including v'lrtual gmvilon 
exchanges at a mass scale of 1 Te V. 

the Standard N10del ZO exchange and would thus modify the cross-sections 
mea!:iured at LEP2. The cross-section including the effect of graviton exchange 
is of the form 

da' ), A 2 

d cos () = SAd + A . 11/1'" + B . (/1114 ) 
H H 

(7) 

with a Standard Model term, an interference term and a pure new physics 
term with an amplitude proportional to AI NJ~ (for contact interactions the 
new physics amplitude is proportional to the inverse of the mass scale squared). 
The parameter )" wruch cannot be known without the knowledge of the full 
quantum gravity theory, is usually set to ±l. Then a fit depending on the 
parameter c = )'1 !vI'}., is per formed J and a limit on the mass t)cale }vI H, w hieh 
is related to the new Planck scale AiD, can be derived. At the 95% confidence 
level, NIH> 1.20 TeV (1.09 TeV) for)' = +1 (-1). So also signs of quantum 
gravity cannDt be ~een at LEP2. Figure 7, right, shows the ratio of tbe measured 
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differential e+e- ---t e+e- cross-section at 207 GeV together with the Standard 
Model expectation. The data are weU compatible with 1. The two model 
predictions for the virtual graviton exchange with a graviton mass of 1 TeV 
and ,\ = ±1, however) clearly fail to describe the data. 

4 Concl usions and Outlook 

The LEP and SLD heavy flavour electroweak measurements have become very 
stable over the past few years and are almost all finalized. The interpretation 
in the electroweak Standard Model leads to an interesting discrepancy of 2.90-
between hadronic and leptonic measurements of the effective electroweak mix
ing angle for leptons, sin2 f)~fJ, which is basically due to a discrepa:J.cy between 

the SLD AI and the LEP A~ 8 contributions to the average. To discover the 
origin of this discrepancy wiJJ be a task for future colliders. 

The mea.5urements of 2-fermion processes at LEP2 energies are in a good 
overall agreement with the Standard Model expectation. The cross-sections 
and asymmetries measured by the LEP collaborations are nevertheless used to 
extract limits on new physics beyond the Standard Model. Models considered 
include contact interactions, Z' bosons, and low scale gravity. No signs of new 
physics at LEP are observed . The limits for new physics are mostly well above 
1 TeV. 
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RECENT RUN II ELECTROWEAK AND QeD RESULTS FROM 
D0 

Robert Kehoe (for the D0 Collaboration) 
Michigan State U., Dept. Physics and Astronomy, East Lansing, MI48824 

Abstract 

The D0 Detector is a hermetic, multipurpose detector residing at one inter
action region designated for pp collisions at 2 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron. 
Both the detector and accelerator have undergone major upgrades to increase 
the luminosity and handle higher interaction rates. This paper presents recent 
results from Run JI data which explore QeD and electToweak physics at the 
energy frontier. The dijet mass cross section and a search for Zl in dielectron 
decays are presented) and t.hese are already approaching sensitivities seen in 
Run I. Additiona.lIy, -the first measurement of the az >I< BR(Z ----+ f-Lp) is given 
for the new collision energy. 
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Figure 1: The calculated NLO cross-section vs dijet invariant mass is shown. 
The -increase in cross section for lar,r)e masses is indicated. 

1 D0 at the Tevatron 

As a multipurpose colUder detector, D0 has the typical three main divisions 
of the type: innermost tracking, caiorimetrYl and outermost muon tracking. 
The tracking detectors are complet.ely new for Run II of the Tevatron and 
consist. of a compact. silicon vertex detector surroulJded by a scintillating fiber 
tracker. These are , in turn) surrounded by ,t 2T solenoid permitting momentum 
measurement of individual tracks. Both the silicon and fiber trackers provide 
full coverage for particles more cent.ral than 1171 = 2.0) and moderate coverage 
in the forward region. Covering the fun region to 1171 = 5, the calorimetry 
is primarily comprised of the central and endcap cryostats utilizing depleted 
uranium absorber and liquid argon as the sampling medium. Much of the 
electronics for the calorimeter have been replaced' to handle the higher collision 
rates i.n Run II. The .central muon system consists of one layer of proportional 
drift tubes before and two layers after a 1.4 T toroid and covers the region 
117) < 1.0. The new forward system covers to 1171 = 2.0 and is composed of 
mini-drift tubes. 

The trigger is three-tiered consisting of one hardware followed by two 
consecutive software levels. This system is currently reading out to tape at the 
50 Hz design goal. Data-tal(ing efficiency is currently approximately 85% and 
improving. 

2 Dijet Mass Cross Section 

QeD next-to-Ieading order (NLO) calcuJations cali be probed via measurement 
of the cross section of dijets vs. the dijet invariant mass. For instance, QeD 
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Figure 2: Highest mass event with two leading jet.c; in central ~7]1 :S 0.5) re.aion. 
The mass is 838 Ge V. 

predicts a factor of two increase in cross section at hjgh mass when comparing 
.Js = 1.8 and 2 TeV (see Figure 1). On an absolute scale, we really test QeD 
folded with par(~on distribution functions (PDFs) and a measure of the high 
mass cross section provides a handle on the proton structure at large val ues of 
x. The identificat.ion of a resonance at high mass would indicate new physics. 
Quark composir,eness would show IIp as an increased cross section at very high 
mass scales. 

The dat.a sample used for this analysis is 34.1 pb-t. For event quality, we 
require that the missing transverse energy, $T, satisfy the relat.ion ~ < 0.7. 

T 

This removes rare instrumental backgrounds to high ET jet event.s. We also 
require that the primary vertex be reconstructed with at least 4 tracks, and 
that Izl < 50 em. Jets are reconstructed using the RUD II cone algorithm as 

defined in 1). The jets are required to satisfy 11]1 :S 0.5 and at least two jets 
are required. The invariant mass is calculated from t.he leading two jets. Under 
these conditions the highest mass observed w:ith two centra.l leading jets is 838 
GeV, shown in Figure 2, 

2.1 Jet Energy Scale 

The measured raw momentum of jets is ideally the vect.or sum of t.he momenta 
of the constituent particles. However, even aside from t.he inherent energy 
resolution of the r.alorimeter, a number of effects degrade the one-to-one corre
spondence between input particle momenta and observed jet energy, 

First, there is an ojJ.~et coming mainly from physical underlying event 
and net energy from asyrnetric noise after pedestal suppression. This can be 
measured at low luminosity by t.aking tbe t.ypical Er density in minimum bias 
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Figure 3: Jet respon.se vs. jet energy fOT 6.R == 0.7 cone jets. The logarithmic 
fit VS . energy is indicated. 

events. Second, the de.tector itself has an energy resp()nse different from 1.0 
due to small but non-negligible Donlinearities and dead regions. We currently 

utilize the method of measuring this developed in Run I 2) which employs total 
event. Er imbalance (i.e. h) in direct photon plus jet candidate events. The 
response as a function of jet energy is shown in Figure 3. Third, particles shower 
transversely in the detector sometimes causing them to splll energy outside of 
their jet cone. We determine this from jet transverse shapes as measured in 
data. . 

Errors for t,he jet energy scale are currently largely statistical, particularly 
in the central region. However, as the jet energy increases pa~t 200 GeV, the 
systematic error also increases because we are extrapolating from small photon 
statistics. 

2.2 Trigger Selection 

vVe utilize four triggers for this analysis with Level 3 ET jet. thresholds of: 
25 GeV\ 45 GeV, 65 GeV and 95 GeV. An offline invariant mass cut is also 
applied for events from each trigger to ensure full efficiency. These thresholds 
are: 150 GeV, 180 GeV , 300 GeV and 390 GeV. The mass spectrum and 
approximate prescales for these triggers are shown in Figure 4. The overlap of 
the distributions for adjacent triggers indicat'es the validity for the offline mass 
cuts. 
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Figrn:e 4: Invariant mass spectra passing fov.r high Er inclusive jet triggers plus 
a lo'lJ} Er trigger for compar·lson. Effecti~e prescales and Level 3 Er thresholds 
are indicated. 
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Figure 5: Fractional ET resolutions as a function of typico.l Er for centTal jets 
with a cone of b.R = 0.7 . Uncertainties are statistical only. 
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Figure 6: Bin-by-bin '1I.'TJ.smearing correction vs. dijet m.o.S8 . Both ansatz func
tio'fl,s shown are in agreement. 

2.3 Energy Resolution 

Given a fundamentally falling cross section with increasing mass, t.he jet, reso
lutions modify the observed histogram of events vs. mass. This effect must be 
unfolded in order to quantify the underlying cross section behavior. The first 
step of this correction involves the determinat.ion of the jet energy resolution 
itself. Vie use essentially the same sample of dijet events as the invariant mass 
cross section aaaly?is. We calculate in each event an asymmetry pa.ra.meter, 

(1) 

whic:b is related to the fracbonal energy resolution by ~ = J2(5 A. This 
resolution enn then be plotted vs. the average jet energy in the event as shown 
in Figure 5. We further correct this value for unfound third jets and for the 
effect of particle jet resolution which should not be included in the unsmearing. 

Vve consider two different ansatz functions which describe t.he functional 
form of the fundamental (true' cross section wjth mass. These fUDctions are 
then smeared and a X2 is calculated with respect to the data. The function pa
rameterfi are tuned by minimizing this X2. The ra.tio of the final ansatz function 
to the final smeared distlibution provides thp. unsmearing correction. Fjgure 6 
shows the result of this fit in each rnaES bin. The correction is essentially flat 
as a. function of mass, and the two ansatz functions give essentially the same 
ullsmearing correction. 
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Figure 7: Cross section vs. !vIj .? NLO QCD (dotted histogram) agrees with 
observation within y.ncertainties . 
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Figure 8: (dato.-theory)/theory using CTEQ6 pdf. Total uncertainty indicated 
(solid band) . 
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Figure 9: (dato-iheory)jtheory using MRST2001 pdf, Total uncertainty indi
cated (solid band). 

2.4 ' Observed Cross Section 

The observed cross section can be calculated by 

/ da) Nevi Cunsmear 

\ dJ1lfjj = LEeJ J ~lVJjj (2) 

where Eel f quantifies cut efficiences and Cu-nsmear is the unsmearing correction 
per mass bin. Cut efficiencies are estimated from p.ata to be 78% for vertex 

. quality, and 97% for jet quality. The cross section vs. invariant mass is lndi
cated in Figure 7 with the total error. The 10% luminosity er·ror, which is fully 
correlated bin-to-bin, is not shown . . Within errors, there is agreement with the 
NLO theory using the CTEQ6 pdf. 

In order to see the level of agreement; we plot (data-theory)jtheory using 
CTEQ6 (Figl1Te 8) and IVlRST2001 (Figure g). There is agreement within the 
rather large uncertainties. The Er resolution and jet quality uncertai.nties 
are sizable, but the overa.ll uncertainty is dominated by the jet energy scale 
uncertainty. The jet energy scale uncertainty is ±~~~ for the 150 GeV to 160 

GeV bin) and ±~~~~ for the 800 .to 1400 GeV bin. 

3 Measurement of az * BR(Z -} JJp.) 

Om~ of the key measurements ofD0)s electroweak physics program concerns the 
measurement of the production cross sections of the Wand Z vector bosons. 
We have previously presented preUminary measurements of a '" BR for the 
eleGtron decays of these states; here we present the first Z -} f-J,J..i measurement 
from Run II. 
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Figure 10: i'vfJ.l.!J. for dirnuon e'uents when probe muon fired Levell (histogram) 
and did not fire Levell (points). Similar shpo,es indi.cate low background in 
efficiency determination. 

We employ a trigger which requires two muons at Level 1\ and one muon 
at Level 2. For this analysis, we gathered 31.8 pb- l of the data. taken with 
this trigger. The trigger efficiency is measured from data. For instance, the 
Levell single muon efficiency is obtained by considering a tag muon from the 
Z and matching it to a fired Levell muon in a single muon trigger. The 
low background under the Z means that we can est.imate the Level 1 muon 
efficiency for the other probe muon by count.ing t.he rate at which the dimuon 
trigger fires in this sample (see Figure 10). The Levell efficiency is 91%. A 
similar approach is taken for Level 2 and gives a single muon efficiency of 86%. 
These efficiencies have since been improved. 

Our offline event selection requires two muons, each within 17J1 < 1.8, and 
each matching a trade in t.he fiber and silicon trad<ers. The tracking efficiency 
is estimated using the ~ame tag/probe approach as described above) where here 
the probe muon may lack a track match. The calculated tracking efficiency is 
currently 82%. This inefficiency is considerably reduced in more rEcent versions 
of the reconstruction as the tracking algorithms are optimized. Each muon 
must have PT > 15 GeV and must be isolated in botb t.he calorimeter and the 
tracker. Timing cuts are employed to remove the low cosmic ray background. 
The muons must be oppositely charged and have a separation in 1) - ¢ of 
6.RJ.l.J1- > 2.0. 1585 events pass these cuts. 

3.1 Dimuon Backgrounds 

The Z dimuon background consists of three components: heavy flavor (i.e. 
bb), Z -7 TT, and Drell-Yan. Heavy flavor production can result in occasional 
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Figure 11: JH/ljJ. for dim'U.on events when probe muon is isolated (histogram) 
and not isolated (po ·ints). Similarity indicates heavy fia.?)()r (i.e. non-isolated) 
muon backfJro?md is small and estimated to be 1 % ± 1 % of sample with only 
one isolated muon. 

events where two muons from b or c decay appear isolated. We consider the 
high PT dirnuon sample and observe the change in shape of the invariant mass 
distribution when we remove the isolation requirement on one of the muons. 
The heavy flavor contribution would preferentially congregate at low masses 
(j.e. just above the kinematically required 30 GeV). As shown in Figure 11, we 
observe no difference between the sample with one isolated muon and two iso": 
lated muons. Given the statistics, this background is Jess than 1%. Therefore, 
we assume tills baclcground is 1 % of the total dimuon sample and consider this 
estimate as having· a 1 % systematic UDcertalnty. 

In order to understand the Z ~ 77 -t f..Lf..L aTtd the Drell-Ya.n background, 
we utilize PYTffiA and a fast. detector simulation. The muon resolution has 
been tuned to t.hat measured in data. The Z ~ TT background is shown 
in Figure 12 and is < 1% of the high Pr dimuon sample. The Drell-Yan 
background is estimated by comparing a sample of Z dirtlUon events with a 
sample of Z +')'* dimuon events. A correction factor is derived (== Nz/Nz+"Y') 
which a.lIows us to account. for the nurn.ber of ,. events we should observe. 

3.2 Measured a * BR 

The efficiency calcuJation for this analysis can be factored as 

eJ f . (2 2 ) 
EZ = t.MC x €fx X f.L2 - cL2 X Eq X fisol X €cosmit (3) 

where the last three terms concern opposite charge l isolation and cosmic veto 
requirem'ents for muon.s. Th~ first term, E~b, cont.ains several components 
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Figure 12: M., for dimuon event .. for Z+Dre/l- Yan Monte Carlo (histo,qram), 
Z --+ TT (solid, near 50 aeV masses) and data (points). The Z+Drel/-Yan 
provides a good description of the observed distribution. 

cont.aining the main inefficiency and uncertainty contributions for the cross 
section determination. The components of this term are the raw acceptance 
from Monte Carlo (0.403 ± 0.012), Levell muon (0.912 ± 0.017), loose muon 
identification (0.909 ± 0.01) and t rack efficiency (0.822 ± 0.014). Our deter
mination is 

(7 * BR = 263.8 ± 6.6{stat) ± 17.3{.51/S) ± 26.4(lum) pb. 

Figure 13 indicates this measurement in addition to other measurements of the 
\V and Z cross sections at hadron colliders. 

4 Zl ~ ee Search 

The existence of a neutral vector boson similar to the Z but heavier is expect.ed 
in many models which describe new physics. One popular variat.ion on these 
consists of the so c::llled left-right symmetric models which postulate a right
handed gauge group SU(2)n to restore parit.y symmetry. Such a theory has 
the added feature that small masses for left.-handed neutrinos are naturally 
accounted for. 

In genera:l, a search for a Z' as predicted by t.he various models and 
decaying to dielectrons naturally shares a lot with analyses studying dielectron 
decays of the Z boson . Our search pursues this pat.h with an emphasis on 
ma.xirnizing efficiency. The data sample used for this analysis consists of 50 
pb- 1 of collider data. A single electron trigger is used which requires one 
Levell electromagnetic tower and a Level 3 electron with shower sbape cut .. 
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Figure 13: O'z,w 1)8. center of mass ener,qy. 

The kinematic selection requires two electron candidates with 1171 < 2.5 and 
Er> 25 GeV. Electron identification utilizes only calorimeter-based quantities 
including isolation and energy fraction in electromagnetic layers. We also use 
an H-matrix shower shape cut. This presents a special challenge because t he 
Z' search probes much higher electron energies than a.re observed in typical Z 
decays. Because the shower shape will alter as the electron energy increa.ses: 
and because the normal shower shape efficiencies are measured from the Z 
sample, we determined how to effectively use this parameter to select high 
mass Z's. We generat.e Z's with PYTHIA in mass bins from 300 GeY thrll 
800 GeY and process all events with a full plate level GEANT simulation. 
The efficiency of a fixed cut. is observed to fall with energy, so we adopt a 
Er-dependent H-matrix cut for this anaJysis . 

4.1 Bar}grounds 

The. background for high mass dielectron events comes from Z+Drell-Yan pro
duction and t.he QeD fake background. To study the former, we generate 
PYTHIA events using the CTEQ4L pdf in conjunction with the fast detec
tor simulation d escr ibed earlier. VYe correct t he leading order cross section 

calculated by PYTHIA with a mass-dependent factor derived from 3). 
The QCD instrumental background arises predominantly from dijet event~ 
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Figure 14: QCD (green) and Z+Drell- Yon (solid histogram) contrib"tions in 
the Z mas,., region. . 

where one jet fTagments to a leading 7r
0

• This background dominates at high 
mass where the Drell-Yan cross section falls off rapidly. Vile obtain the j\tIee 
distribution for th is background from the data. 

Once we have the shapes of the Drell-Yan and QeD backgrounds, we 
determine the normalization for each by allowing each to float in a fit to the 
dielectron data in the mass window 65 GeV < iV1ee < 115 GeV. The result is 
indicated. in Figure 14. 

4,2 Resul ts 

Figure 15 shows the full lVfee spectrum. The highest mass event with two central 
electrons has Idee = 386 GeV and is shown in Figure 16. The data points are 
consistent with t he sum of Drell-Yan and QeD for all masses. Figure 15 also 
indicates an example of a Zl with 600 GeV mass. 

The lack of an excess translates into a limit on the cross section for ZI 
production . In order to relate this cross section limit to a limit on t he mass l 

we consider a reference model with the foll owing properties . We assume the 
coupling to quarks and lep t.ons is the same as the standard model Z, and that 
top decays a re available when Adz, permit.s. Vle also assume t hat the ZI width 
scales with mass like the Z, and that. decays to Zs are suppressed. For this kind 
of Zll we can determine, as a function of A1 Z', the dependence of the acceptance 
t.o find two electrons satisfying our selection. We utilize our ZI events calculated 
with P YTHI A and the fast detector simulat.io11 1 and calculat"e the acceptance 
relative to that of a Z as a function of Zl mass, The increased acceptance with 
Ai Z' is plotted in Figure 17. 

Gi ven this acceptance and the couplings to quarks, we can determine a 
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Figure 15: QeD (green) and Z+Drell-Yon (solid histogram) contributions at 
all reconstructed masses. The data agree well with the background e.'Cpected. An 
example Z' peak at lOx the expected statistics is shown for comparison. 
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Figure 16: Highest mass event with two electrons in central region. A1(,;(,; = 386 
Ge V. Two electrons in the calorimeter are indicated top and bottom, along with 
matching central tracks. 
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Figure 17: Variation in acceptance as a junction of the dielectron reconstructed 
mass. 

limit on t he mass as shown in Figure 18. We obtain M z' > 620 GeV @ 95% 
c.1. 

5 Summary and Conclusions 

Studies at the highest mass scales in both the QeD and elect roweak sectors 
have gotten off to a strong start at D0 in Run U. For QeD, we have observed 
that the dijet mass cross section agrees at all' masses with NLO theory within 
the current errors. The inclusive jet cross section will be ready for presentation 
at the Summer conferences. The near-term plan involves subst.antially reducing 
the jet energy scale errors and exp anding the use of the forward pseudorapidity 
coverage. Ultimately, we will substantially improve errors and energy resolu
tions through the use of tracking. 

We have also augmented our existing Wand Z cross section measurements 

in electron channels 4) with the first Z dimuon cross section times branching 
ratio in Run II, 

263.8 ± 6.6(stat ) ± 17.3(sys ) ± 26.4(["",) pb. 

The TV ----t I-LV cross section, as well as updated electron analyses, will be ready 
for the summer conferences. A search for Z/ in the dielectron channel was 
presented yielding a mass limit of 620 CeY at the 95% c.l. 

While thffie results begin to approach the sensitivities of Run I, the data 
samples presented are just the beginning of what is expected in the coming 
months and years from the Tevatron . The understanding of the detector is 
improving rapidly, and we expect. rapid progress to cutting edge science in the 
near future. 
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Figure 18: Limit on cross section as a junction oj Z' mass (connected dots). 
Theoretical f1 '" BR is also indicrded (solid line). 
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Abstract 

The CDF experiment at the Tevat ron has used pp collisions at .;s = 1.96 TeV 
to measure the production cross sections of W and Z bosans using several 
leptonic Anal states. An indirect measurement of the W width and the ratio 
of tau and electron elect rmveak couplings have been extracted. The forward
backward charge asymmetry, AFS 1 in Drell-Yan dilectron production has been 
measured up to an invariant mass of 600 GeV/c2 . CDF has also started looking 
for \VW production in the dilepton channel, W~V' -+ ll'l/V , with the aim of 
measuring its cross section and derive limits on on the a nomalous WWZ and 
WW'"'( couplings .. The presence of a top quark signal in t he Tevatron data has 
been reestablished by measuring the top quark pair production cross section 
in the dilepton channel , tt ~ WbWb -+ Iv1bl'vjJb and in the lepton plus j ets 
channel, tt --> WhWb --> qij'blV,b + lv,bqq'b. A pre-tagged lepton plus jets 
sample has also been used to reconst ruc t the top quark mass. 
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1 Int r oduction 

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) has started recording pp interac
tions with its fun functionality during 2002. CDP has used the physics-quality 
data collected until January 2003, corresponding to an integrated luminosity 
of 72 pb - 1 , to re-established W, Z and top signals. With those first Run II 
signals, cnp has measured their production rate in different decay channels, 
and has extracted measurement of the W width, forward-backward asymmetry, 
ratio of tau and electron electroweak couplings, and has made a first attempt 
in reconstructing the top quark mass. 

2 Wand Z Cross Sections 

W and Z hosans are produced at the Tevatron through qq annihilation. W 
boson appears in the detector as a high-momentum lepton and large missing 
energy due to the undetected neutrino. As the z component of pV is not mea
sured, all quant.ities are measured in the transverse plane. A Z boson appears 
as two high-momentum opposite-signed leptons with an invariant. mass around 
90 GeV/c'. 

The cross section can be expressed as: 

(1) 

where Nob.~ is t he number of observed candidates, Nbkg is the estimated number 
of background events, A is the kinematic and geomet.rical acceptance, € is the 
t.otal efficiency and J £dt is the integrated luminosit.y. 

2.1 \¥ Cross Sect.ion Measurements 

At CDF, W -+ eVe candidates are collected with a trigger selecting high-Er 
central electron candidatesi aft.er requiring one t ight electron candidate with 
Err > 25 Ge V mat.ched to a track of PT > 10 Ge V Ie and missing transverse 
energy FIT > 25 Ge V, 38628 event.s remain in the data. The main background 
source comes from QCD di,iet. events, where a jet. mimics the electron signal 
and large IfT is due to a poorly measured jet.. This background is evaluated by 
assuming that its distribution is flat in the electron isolation plane versus FIT. 
By ext.rapolating from the low isolation and small IJr region (non-W) to the 
high isolation and large liT region (W dominated), 1344 ± 82 ± 672 events are 
estimated from t.hat. process. Additional backgrounds from Vif -+ TV.,. decays 
(768 ± 22 events) or misident.ified Z°;'- -> e+e- decays (344 ± 17 events) are 
estimated from Mont.e Carlo simulations. The t.ransverse mass spectrum of 
the candidat.e event.s and t.he estimated background is shown in fig.l (left) . 
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The total acceptance is Aeu = 23.4 ± 0.05 (stat..) ± 0.70 (sys.)%, where the 
systematic error is nominated by the uncertainty on the parton distribution 
funct.ion (PDF) and the knowledge of the material in the tracking volume. The 
result 1S: . 

O"w . B(W --> eVe) = 2.64 ± 0.01 (stat.) ± 0.09 (sys.) ± 0 .]6 (Ium.) nb (2) 

in good agreement with the NNLO calculations 1) I 2.731 ± 0.002 nb. 
W -7 J.Lv fJ. candidates are collected from high-PT muon triggers. After 

requiring an isolated muon with PT > 20 GeV/c and liT > 20 GeV, 21599 
W candidates remain. Backgrounds in this channel include misidentified boson 
decays (zO If'" -7 /1-+ p-, W --> TV T ), cosmic rays and QeD processP,s i thejr sum 
is est.imated to 10.82 ± 0.18 (stat.) ± 0.96 (sys.)%. The total ac:C(~ptance is 
At/II = 14.8 ± 0.5 (stat.)%, where the systematic error is dominat.(lci by the 
uncertrunty on t.he PDF and the measurement of the W recoil. Th.e result is: 

O"w . B(W --> pv/L ) = 2.64 ± 0.02 (stat.) ± 0.12 (sys .) ± 0 .16 (lum.) nh (3) . 

again in good agreement with the NNLO calculat.ions. 
W -7 TVT candidat.es can aJso be selected at CDF by collect.ing events with 

a liT > 25 GeV at the level 1 hardware trigger complemented by a subsequent 
.,. identification at t.he level 3 software trigger. Monojet candidat.es are kept if 
they have a single jet with Er > 25 GeV containing one cbarge leading track 
with PT > 4.5 GeV in a 100 cone and no other track in a 10° - 30 0 cone around 
the leading track. Tight electron events from W --> eVe decay are explicitly 
removed. 2345 events pass the selection, with an estjrnated background of 
612±61 events mainly due t.o QCD processes. The cross section times branching 
ratio is measured to be: 

Ow . B(W --> TV-r) = 2.62 ± 0.07 (stat..) ± 0.21 (sys.) ± 0 .16 (Ium.) nb (4) 

Additionally, by using the previously excluded W ---+ eVe ca~didat.es in the same 
da.ta sample l the ratio of the electroweak coupling constants is extracted to be: 

g-.-.:.... = 0.99 ± 0.04 (stat.) ± 0.07 (sys.) 
Be 

(5) 

2 .2 Z Cross Section Measurements 

The selection of ZO I," ~ e+e- candidat.es is done by requiring two central 
electrons with opposite charge, ET > 25 GeV and PT > ]0 GeV/c with and 
invariant mass between 66 and 116 GeVlc2 . 1830 candidate event.s 3J'e obtained 
with an estimated background of 10 ± 5 events. The total acceptance is Aee = 
11.49 ± 0.07 (stat.) ± 0.64 (S)'5 .)%, where the systematic error is dominated by 
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Figure 1: Transverse mass distribution of vV ~ eVe candidates (left) and invari
ant mass ofZo 1"1* -7 J.L+ f-L- candidates (right) c()llected by thr; CDF experiment 
in 72 pb- I • 

the uncertainty on the PDF and the modeling of the material budget in the 
tracking volume. The cross section times hranching ratio is measured to be: 

az . B(ZO -* e+e-) = 267.0 ± 6.3 (stat .) ± 15 .2 (5)'5.) ± 16.0 (lum.) pb (6) 

higher .but consistent that the NNLO calculation 1) of 250.5 ± 3.8pb. 
ZO /"1. -* p,+ f-L- candidates are selected by requiring one isolated central 

muon with PT > 20 GeV/c and an second isolated high-PT track passing min
imum ionizing energy requirements. The same invariant mass window as in 
the electron (hannel is considered. From the 1631 candidates (see fig.1\ right)\ 
CDF measures: 

a7, ,B(ZO -7 J.L+ )J-) = 246 ± 6 (stat..) ± 15 (sys.) ± 15 (lum.) pb (7) 

in good agreement with the NNLO calculations. 

3 W /Z ratio and W .width 

Using the crOES section measurements in the electron channel presented in sec
tions 2.1 and 2.2, the ratio of the cross sections times branching ratios is com
puted to be: 

aw ' B('V -* eVe) 
Rc = (O..L _) = 9.88 ± 0.24 (stat.) ± 0.47 (5YS .) (8) 

az . B Z --7 e' e 
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and is founn lower but consistent with the NNLO prediction (R :::: 10.66 ± 
0.05 I)) . Sim.ilarlYI using the muon results, CDF computes: 

Rp = 10.69 ± 0.27 (stat..) ± 0.33 (5y5.) (9) 

The indirect measurement of f(ltV) can be extracted using equation 10, 

where a(pp --; W)/a(pp --; Z) is taJcen from theoretir-al predictions 1), r(W --; 

tv) is taken from t.he P.D .G. 2) and f(Z --; ee)/r(Z) [rom the LEP measure

ment,s 2). 
f(ltV) = a(pp --; W) f(W --t ev) f( Z) 

a(pp --; Z) r(Z --; ee) R 

Using Re ) CDF extractes : 

f(11/) = 2.29 ± 0.06 (stat.) ± 0.10 (sys.) GeV 

while using RIl.l CDr obtains: 

f(H/) :::: 2.11 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.07 (sys.) GeV 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Both results are found in relatively good agreement with the most recent aver

ageof2.118±O.042 GeV 3) a.nd the theoretical prediction of2.067±O.021 GeV. 
Fig.2 (right) shows those results with previous measurements of the W boson 
width. 

4 Forward-Backward Dilectron Asymmetry 

The react.ion pp --; il'l where l stands for and isolated high-PT electron or muon, 
is mediat.ed by vlTt,ual photon at low inva.riant mass (JvII+ l - ) va.lues, by the ZO 
for Jvll +l - around the Z pole and by photon-Z interference everywhere eLc;e. 
The presence of both vector and axial-vector couplings of electro weak bosons 
to fermions in t.he process q7j --; ZO /"1" --; }+I- gives rise to an asymmetry in 
the polar angle (8) of the electron momentum in the center of mass frame of 
the Ie.pton pair. The forward-backward asymmetry is defined as: 

N p - NB 
A pB = N N F+ B 

(13) 

where N F is t.he nu mber of for~vard events wi th POSI ti ve cos 8 and N B is the 
number of backward events with negative cos f}. 

Aps is a direct probe of the rela.tive strength of t.he vect.or and axial-vector 
c:ouplings over the Q2 range considered. Additionally, A P B allows to constra.ins 
the properties of any add.itional heavy neutral gauge hoson not included in the 
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Figure 2: Left: Comparison of the cross section measurements for ltV and Z 
boson with NNLO calc111ations (line). Right: Comparison of CDF Rnn 11 results 

, on the W boson width with the pTevio7L8 meaS1J.rement8 and SM predictions. 

Standard Model, and is complementary to a direct search for them via excesses 
in the total cross section. 

CDF uses 5438 events with 40 < JvJe+e- < 600 GeV/c2 from pp -7 ZO I"/*+" 
X --t e+e- + X process to measure the forward-backward asymmetry over 
a wide Q2 range. The results are showed in fig.3 and agree well with the 
theoretical predictions. 

5 WW production in dilepton channel 

The study of WW production in the dilepton channel, liVW' --t ll'vv (l = 
e or J-l) with Run II data will improve the measurement of the WW cross 
section and the limits on the ano"malous WWZ and WW, couplings. CDF 
has started looking for WW decay to dilepton in the 72 pb- l of data collected 
so far, by selecting two high-PT isolated electron(s) or muon(s) with opposite 
charge and ItT > 25 GeV. Vetos to reject tt and Z events are applied. Table 1 
summaries the number of data ca.ndidates, estimated background events and 
expected signal. The results are.found consistent with the SM "i/v',\V production 
and background) but a cross section measurement has not been derived at this 
time due to the lack of statistics. 
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Figure 3: CnF measurement of the forward-backwa.rd o,symmetry, ApB, of 
electron-positron pairs compared with theoretical predictions. 

Table 1: WW to dilepton results in 12 pb- I 
• 

Source ee eJJ. 11 

Bar.kgrou n cls 0.29 ± 0.13 0.46 ± 0.18 0.77 ± 0.60 1.52 ± 0.64 
WvV ---t Uvv 0.54 ± 0.12 0.65 ± 0.14 1.55 ± 0.34 2.74 ± 0.59 
Data 1 0 1 2 

6 Top Quark Production Cross Section 

To t.his date , all direct measurements of top quark have been performed at 
the Tevatron, where top quarks are pair produced via qq annihilation (90%) 
and gg fusion (10%). Within the SM, top quark decay almost exclusively to 
Wb. Tbe tt dilepton channel, where both W's decay leptonical1y, to e or J1. 
(if. -> WhWb -> lv1bl'Vl,h), has the smallest brancrung ratio of 5%. In the 50-

called lepton pl1lS jets channel) where one V,! decays lept.onically and the other 
hadronically (tt -+ WbWh -7 q"lj'bLV/b + I.vLbq7/b) , t.he branching ratio is in the 
order of 30%. Due to the increase in the center of mass energy to from 1.8 TeV 
in Run I to 1.96 TeV in Run TI, the tt cross section will increa.se by about 30%. 

6.1 at'i. in the d-ilepton channel 

Dilepton it event.s are selected by requiring two central isolated high-PT electron 
or muon of opposite cbargp. , liT > 25 GeV and at least 2 jet.s within l77i < 2.0 
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Table 2: it dilepton res'u.lt8 fOT 72 pb- 1
. 

Source ee J.tJ.t ejJ II 
AIl Backgrounds 0.103 ± 0.056 0.093 ± 0.054 0.100 ± 0.037 0.30 ± 0.12 
SM tt ~ lv/hl'VI,J) 0.47 ± 0.05 0.059 ± 0.07 1.44 ± 0.16 2.5 ± 0.3 
Data 1 1 3 5 

and Er > 10 GeV. Drell-Ya.n (ZO /"/ ~ e+e-. J.t+ J.t-), are rejected by requir
ing that the the djlepton invariant mass, lvlee or Nf}Llt to be outside the ra.nge 
of 76 to 106 Ge V/c2

. In order to eliminate instrumental contributions to the 
ItT due to mismeasureo energies of lepton or jets, CDF requires EfT > 50 GeV 
jf /:::.¢(I1r,l 07' j) < 20 0 1. Finally, to enhance the signal to background ratio, 
Hr > 200 Ge V2 is required. The main background processes that remain af
ter this selection are clibosons (WW, '\,Z) , Drell-Van (ZO ri' ~ e+ e- ,J.t+ J.t-), 
ZO I,· ~ 7+,- and fake lepton. Table 2 summaries the total background es
timate, the expected tt dilepton signal and the number of data candidates. 
Figure 4 (left) shows the dilepton candidates and the expected tt Me with 
lv/LOP = 175 Ge V/c·2 . The cross section is measured to be: 

0,,1. = 13.2 ± 5.9 (stat.) ± 1.5 (sys.) ± 0.8 (Iurn.) po (14) 

and is found to be higher but consistent with the NLO prediction of 6.70:g : ~~pb 4) . 

6.2 0t"i in the leplon+jets channel 

The letpton plus jets event select.ion consists of requiring one central isolated 
high-PT electron or muon, fir > 20 GeV, at. least 1 jet wir,hin 1171 < 2.0 
a.nd Er > 15 GeV and Z boson veto. The 1 and 2 jets bins are used as 
a control sample and only ~ 3 jets are used to compute all' To increase 
the signal to background ratio, the Silicon Vertex Detector is 1Ised to identify 
the b-quark displaced vertices. A jet is b-t.agged if it cont.a.lns a secondary 
vertex with at least two charged tracks and Lxy/oxy > 3 3. The efficiency for 
identifying at least one b quarks in tt decays is about 45% and is measured 
from tt Me and corrected with a data to Me scale factor. The mistags from 

1 /:::.¢>(I1T.l or .j) i~ the azimutal separat.ion between the ve.ctor IJr and the 
nearest lepton or jet. 

2 HT is the scalar sum of the transverse energy of the lept.ons, jets and 
neutrino in the event. 

3 L:r;y is the distance in the transverse plane to the beam direction between 
t.he se~ondary and primary vertices. ox/} is the error on Lx,!), 
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Figure 4: Left: tt dUepton candida.tes fo'U.nd in 12 pb- 1 in the plane 
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of events in the W+jet.s sample with at If.(}.8t. nne b-tag. The 3rd a.nd 4th bins 
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light quarks and gluon jets are evaluated using the negative tag rate of Lxy 

extracted from indusive jet samples and applied to the vv.+jets data. vVbb and 
ltV cc backgrounds are estimated from vV +jets data using the R.un I heavy flavor 
composition in W +jet.s and the b-tagging efficiency. The non-W background 
is estimated from W + jets data using the isolation versus ItT method used 
in the W cross section analyses (see sec.2.1). Other small contribution from 
WW /VVZ, Drell-Yan and single top production are evaluated from the Me. 
Table 3 summarizes the background estimate, with and without tt contribution, 
and the number of d;Ha candidates before and after requiring at least 1 jet with 
a b-tag. From the 15 candidates in ~ 3 .let.s events (see £gA right), the cross 
section is measured to be: 

CJ(i. :::: 5.3 ± 1.9 (stat.) ± 0.8 (sys.) ± 0.3 (lum.) pb (15) 

lower but consistent wit.h the NLO prediction 4). 

7 Top Quark Mass MeaSUrement 

The most precise determination of the top mass can be obtalned by using 
r,he lepton pbs jets sample. The 24 combinations, 12 corresponding to the 
jet-parton ma.tch where every combination has two solutions for the neutrino 
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Table 3: tI lepton+jets results for 57.5 pb- 1 
. 

Source I W + 1jet I V\' + 2jets I W +3jets W>4jets - . 

SM BackgrOllllds 33.8 ± 5.0 16.4 ± 2.4 2.88 ± 0.05 0.87 ± 0.2 
SM backgrounds + tt 34.0 ± 5.0 ]8.65 ± 2.4 7.35 ± 1.4 7.62 ± 2.0 
Events before b-tagging 4913 768 99 26 
Events (~1 b-tag) 31 26 7 8 

Pz, can be reduce down to 12 by requiring 1 b-tagged jet and to 4 with 2 b
tagged jet.s. The method used to reconstruct the top mass consists of using a 
constraint-fitting technique (lVI1v = JvJw;JVIjj = Mw; Mt = My) and choosing 
the com blnation wi th the lowest X2

. The reconstructed top mass dist.ri bution 
from tbe data is then compared to the parametrized templates ohop plus back
ground Monte Carlo. The top mass is then e:A.'tracted by fitting the observed 
and e:A.'"Pected distributions using a maximum likelihood method. 

CDP first attempt in reconstruct.ing the top mass with Run II data, has 
used events with one lepton and 4 jets, but without any b-tagging requirement. 
The top mass obtajned (see fig. 5) is: 

171~:t1 (stat.) ± 9.9 (sys.) GeVlc'2 (16) 

The systematic error is dominated by the uncertainty on the jet energy mea
surement, which is currently of 9.3 Ge.V/c2 compared to 4.4 GeV/c2 achieved in 
Run 1. CDF aims to reduce this error to ~ 2 GeV/c2

. 

8 Summary 

The WI Z and it production cross sections have been measured in several decay 
channels by CDF using the first Run II physics quality data. All measurements 
obtained are in agreement with the theoretical predicit.ion at 1.96 Te V. CDF 
has calculated the ratio of t.he Wand Z cross section, Rl and USEd it. to extract 
an indirect measurement of the W width. ZO I,'" ---* e+e- events have been use 
to measure the forward-backward asymmetry up to 600 GeV/c2

. CDF has also 
started selecting VVH!' ---* ll'VV, in order to measure the WW cross section and 
derive limits on the anomalous WWZ and WW, couplings. Finally, t.he first 
attempt in measuring the t.op quark mass using Run II data bas been made. 
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RECENT TOP QUARK PHYSICS RESULTS FROM D0 

Marumi Kado 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

1 Cyclotron Road, BeTkeley, CA 94720, USA 

Abstract 

A first measurement by D0 of the it cross section at Js = 1.96 TeV with 
~50 pb- 1 of ca.ta in the dilepton, topological lepton+jets and soft-lepton-tag 
lepton+jets channels is presented . Overall) 17 events are observed with an 
expected background of 6.5 ± 0.6. This excess corresponds to an observation 
probability of three standa.rd deviations and the mea.sured it cross section is: 

CTpp_>tl. = 8.5~~:~ (stat) :::~:~ (sys) ± 0.8 (lumi) pb. 

An improved measurement of the top quark mass in the lepton+jets chan
nels with Run r data is also reported. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The top quark was discovered by the CDF and D0 collaborations almost a 
decade ago at the Tevatron in its first phase of operation at a center-of-mass 

energy of 1.8 Te V 1) (Run '1). In spring 2001 its new phase at 2 Te V (Run II) 
began. In this new phase, a data sample at least twenty times la.rger is ex
pected to be collected. In a yet-to-be-approved third phase another factor of 
approximately five is foreseen. When these goals are reached more about the 
top quark properties will be known, in particular its mass. 

At Run II the D0 detector has undergone numerous upgrades l and has 
now passed its commissioning phase, as illustrated by the measurements of 
jets and high transverse momentum leptons cross sections presented at this 

conference 2). The amount of data collected is approximately 50 pb- 1 , which 
corresponds roughly to the integrated luminosity used for the first observation 

of the top quark published at Run I 1). The questions of the observation of 
the top quark at Run II and the measurement of its production cross section 
are thus addressed·. Moreover, the measurement of this rare process can further 
substantiate the evaluation of the new D0 detector performances. 

2 MEASUREMENT OF THE tl CROSS SECTION AT RUN II 

The most recent calculations of the ti cross section a.t Tevatron provide pre

dictions for (Jpp-->tt ranging from 5.4 to 7.4 pb 3). In the Standard Model, 
the top quark is expected to decay predominantly into a W boson and a b 
quark. The channels in which the top quark is sought are determined therefore 
by the decay modes of the vV boson pair. The channels can be classifIed as 
follows: the dilepton channel, where both W bosons decay leptonically into an 
electron or a muon (ee, Pj.L, ej.1), the lepton + jets channel where one of the 
W bosons decays leptonically and the other haclrorllcally (e+ jets, p+jets Land 
the all-jets channel where both W bosons decay hadronically. This note will 
focus entirely on the dilepton and lepton + jets channels. For the l'epton+jets 
channels two approaches are used: a topological analysis, using only kinematic 

lThe calorimeter readout electronics were rebuilt to cope with the faster 
bunch-crossing rate at Run II. The inner volume of the detector has been mag
netized with a 1.2 m diameter solenoid producing a. 2T field. The tracker 
consists of a scintillating fiber detector and of a silicon detector. The Run I 
muon PDT system in the central region has been complemented with a Ivlini 
Drift Tube (MDT) system in the forward region and a new scintillator pixel sys
tem. An improved shielding to reduce the effects of beam related backgrounds 
has been installed. . 
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selection criteria, and a soft-muon tag, for which at least one jet is tagged as a 
b-jet from the presence of a non-isolated soft-muon. 

2.1 Data Sets 

From August 2002, until January 2003, about 96.8pb- 1 were delivered to the 
experiment, 68.2 pb- l were recorded .and 66.5 pb- 1 were reconstructed. To 
cope with the high luminosity and to efficiently select it events, ror each ana
lyzed channel, specific triggers were designed and specific data quality criteria 
were designed. The amounts of data analyzed in each channel are thus different. 

All signal and background Monte Carlo events are generaced at VB = 

1.96 TeV with the leading order CTEQ4L 8) parton distribution functions. tt 
events are simulated using PYTHIA 6.203 9) at a top quark mass or 175 GeV. 

Background W+jets events are simulated using the leading-order VECBOS 10) 

matrix elements, coupled to HERWIG 11) to simulate the underlying event, 
initial state radiation, part.on hadronization, and the decay of the VV boson. 
All other backgrounds are generated using PYTHIA. After hadronization, all 
signal and background events have additional minimum bias proton-antiproton 
events superimposed. The munber of added events is taken from a. Poisson 
distribution with a mean of 0.5. The events are then processed through full 
GEA NT simulation 0 f the D0· detector. 

2.2 Dilepton Analyses 

The ee or a I--Lf--J. channels represent the smallest fraction of tt events (~ 1/81 
each). The signature of these two channels is two flavor-like high-PT isolated 
leptons, two b-quark jets, and a significant transverse missing energy (itT) from 
the two neutrinos. The largest background contributions are of instrumental 
nature, mostly from the mismeasurement of the -fEr and the misidentification 
of jets. These include: . Z --l- e+ e-, heavy-flavor quark production, and W +jets. 
Physically irreducible backgrounds, such as, Z - TT and WW --+ e+ e-! have 
very low rates. Altogether, 0.6 ± 0.3 ee (resp. 1.0 ± 0.5 MM) background events 
are expected with ~97% (resp. ~98%) being d~e.to instrumental backgrounds. 
Assuming a production cross section of 7 pb) 0.3 events are expected in each 
channel. Two events are observed in 1111 data) and four events are collected in 
ee data. The results for the ee and 11M channels are summarized in Ta9le l. 

The e/-L decay channel represents a slightly larger fraction of tt events 
(~ 2 x 1/81)' and is cleaner, since it has no background from Z production. 
For this channel backgrounds also fall into the instrumental and irreducible 
categories. Their relative contributions are more balanced. The instrumental 
backgrounds are mainly from heavy flavor multijet and W+jets events. The 
irreducible backgrounds are of similar nature as those in the like-flavor dilepton 
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Table 1: Summary of individual analysis channel, where Nobs is 
the number of observed candidate events, B is the channel branch
ing fraction, and c the overall signal efficiency. 

Dilepton Channels 
NObs B Bkg. I£d,t e a (pb) 

ee 4 0.012 1.00 48.2 pb- 1 5.9% 105 . 9~~~ : ~ ~~g : ~ 
f-lJ.L 2 0.012 0.59 42.6 pb- 1 7.7% 35 .8!~ :5 !i~ : ~ 
eJ.L 1 0.025 0.07 33 pb- 1 8.9% 13. 2~ t~ : f ~~ : ~ 

Lepton-plus-jets Channels (topological) 
N ObS B Bkg. f Cdt E a (pb) 

e+jets 4 0.147 2.7 49.5 pb- 1 3.5% 5.2~~: ; ~~ : i 
J.t+jets 4 0.147 2.7 40 .0 pb- 1 5.8% 3 . 8~~ :~ ~~: ~ 

Lepton-pIus-jets Channels (Soft Muon b Tag) 
NObs B Bkg. I£dt e a (pb) 

e+jets 2 0.147 0.16 40.0 pb 1 1.3% 24.1 ~t~:3 :~ '. ~ 
p,+jets 0 0.147 0.74 40.0 pb 1 2.0% < 8.5 

channels, i.e., Z ~ TT and WW ~ eJ.t. Altogether, O.l±O.l background events 
are expected (~70% from instrumental sources). Assuming a production cross, 
section of 7 pb, 0.50 events are expected, and one event is observed . The results 
for the eJ.1. channel are summarized in Table 1. 

. 2.3 Leptons+Jets Analyses 

The lepton+jets channels represent a significantly larger fraction of t1 events 
(~2x6/81). The signature of the lepton+jets events is one isolated high-Er 
electron or muon, a large $T and four or more high-Er jets. The two main 
backgrounds are from W+jets production' and multijet events. Two comple
mentary approaches are used in the analysis of these channels, the first using 
only topological selection cuts, and the second using the presence of a non iso
lated muon in at least one jet to tag b-quark jets. The first approach is efficient 
but not very pure, the second is pure but not very efficient due to the rather 
low fraction of b-quark jets decaying semi-leptonicaUy to muons. 
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2.3.1 Topological Approach 

The general philosophy of this analysis is to evaluate as much as possible back
ground contributions from the data, it is carried out essentially in fOlH steps: 

(i) a pres.election is applied to enrich our sampJe in W+jcts and top produc
tion events; 

(ii) the W+jets (and II) contribution is isolated from the multijet background; 

(iii) the W+jets background normalization at high jet multiplicity is derived 

(iv) a topological selection is applied in order to further discriminate tt events 
from backgrounds. 

The preselection used to obtain a data sample enriched in W+jets events 
is similar to that used in the measurement of the W productio[1 cross s~c-

tion 2), with a soft-~1Uon veto applied in order to eliminate overlaps with 
the soft-muon tagging approach described in Sec. 2.3.2. The contamination 
from multijet background events at the preselection level is obtained using two 
samples, one with loose restrictions (N1) and the other with tighter restric
tions further enriched in vV + jets and it "signal" events (Nt) . For the e+ jets 
and .u+jets channels, the discrimination criteria are respectively the match of 
the ENI cluster to a central track and the muon isolation. The rates at which 
"signal" and multijet background events filter from one set to the other (csi9 
and c IIlJJT), are esti mated respectively using control samples of Z and low ItT 

multijet data events . The numbers of "signal" V\'+jets and tt events (Nw+tt) 
and background (NMJT) are then obtained by solving: 

~.e.: 

NW:t-tt + N~I[JT 
c . N W + tt + c N MJT 
c..Slg cMJT 

NW+tl = N
f 

- c!vlJTN
f 

Csig - CMJT 
N MJT __ Csig N2 - Nt 

and 
Csig - CMJT 

(1) 

(2) 

(3)' 

The tra.nsverse W mass distributions in each multiplicity bin are shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2. This background evaluation method will be referred to as the 
matrix method . 

To discriminate the tt signal from the W+jets background, at least four 
jets are required to be reconstructed . The tt contribution is evaluated assuming 
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Figure 1: 'II-ansverse mass distribution in the ~ 1, ~ 2, ~ 3, and ~ 4-jet 
multiplicity bins for the J.L+jets channel. Dots are the observed numbers of 
events after selections, histograms represent the rrlultijet background contribu
tion. The two-peak structure observed in the "background" distribution results 
from kinema~lc requirements and two distinc.t topological configura.tions: the 
.lepton is pointing in the direction of the missing transverse energy and it is 
pointing opposite of the missing transverse energy. 

Berends' empirical scaling law 12), which relates cross sections for the nlh and 
the (n + l)th jet multiplicities by: 

a[vV + (n + 1) }et:s] 
~~--~--~~~ =Q 

O"[vV + n jets) 

where Q depends on jet selection criteria (such as transverse energy and ac
ceptance). An a functionof jet mUltiplicity ~ i the number of W+jets events 
is: 

N~~+tt = Nt' x Q 'i-l + fgi Ntt 

where N~+tt is the number of events after background subtraction using the 

matrLx m~thod, N 1
W is the number of W events with at least one jet in the final 
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Figure 2: Transverse mass distribution i.n the ~ 1, ~ 2, ~ 3, and ~ 4-jet 
multiplicity bins for the e+jets channel. Dots are the ·observed numbers of 
events after selections, histogra.ms represent the multijet background contribu
tion. The two-peak structure observed in the ~'background)l distribution results 
[rom kinematic requirements and two distinct topological configllrations: (1) 
the lepton is pointing in the direction of the missing transverse energy and (2) 
it is pointing opposite of the missing transverse energy. 

state, J~i is the fraction of tt events and i the· inclusive jet multiplicity. The 

fractions f~Ii. are computed from a Monte Oarlo simulation. The values of 0:, 

NIW, and Nf}i are obtained from a fit to the N W +tt distribution. The number 
of W events 111 the ~ 4 jets topology is thus given by: 

N~V = N~-v x 0:
3 

The values of N~+f.L are shown in Fig. 3. 

Finally tt signal events are further separated from background events 

using further topologic.al selection cuts which were used at Run I 13). In 
particular the two most discriminating variables were the scalar sum of all 
jet transverse energies 1fT = EjetsET and the aplanarity A. After all cuts 
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Figure 3: Yield of inclusive W+Njels as a function of N.jcts, for the ,u-f-jets and 
e+jets analyses. 

are applied four events rema.in in both the e+jets and p.+jets channels, while 
2.7 ± 0.6 and 2.7 ± 1.1 were expected from background processes, respectively. 
For a tl cross section of 7 pb, 1.8± 0.4 and 2.4±O.4 signal events were expected. 
The results {or these channels are summarized in Ta.ble 1. 

2.3.2 Soft ldUOlJ b Jet Tagging 

In the analyses with soft-muon tag, the same preselect ions as in the topological 
approach are applied with a mild topological selection and requiring at least 
three jets. 

The soft muon tag consists in the requirement that a muon with PT > 
4 GeV / c is found within 6.R = 0.5 of the jet axis. When this requirement is 
applied, two events are selected in the e+jets channel cLnd none in the .u+jets 
channel. The multijet background is estimated using the matrix method. The 
background from W+jets is obtained by applying a tagging probability to the 
samples of events before soft-muon tagging is requi.red and to which multijet 
background is subtracted using the matrix method. The average event tag 
rate for \V+jets events is respectively 0.0156 and 0.0163 in the e+jets and 
J.L+jets channels. The total backgrounds in the e+jets and ,u+jets channels are 
0.16 ± 0.10 and 0.74 ± 0.38, respectively. In total, Assuming a tI cross section 
of 7 pb, 1.4 e+jets and J.L+jets events are expected. The results for these two 
channels are also summarized in Table 1. 

2.4 Combination 

Taking the systematic uncertainties on the background estimate into account, 
the significance of the observation corresponds to a tbree-standard-deviations 
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effect. Combining all channels yields ?- measured cross section of: 

(Jpp->tt = 8.5~j:g (stat) ~t~ (sys) ± 0.8. (lumi) pb . 

3 IMPROVED TV[EASUREMENT OF THE Top QUARE MASS IN THE LEP

TON+JETS CHANNELS 

At Run I, in the lepton+jets channel the top quark mass was measured until 
recently llsing a 2C kinematic fit where the lepton and the neutrino on the 
one hand and two jets on the other hand were constrained to originate from 
a W boson . In this approach the full top event infonnation was not taken 
into account. To optimally take advantage of all available event characteristics 
in discriminating signal from backgrounds, the likelihood method proposed by 

Kondo et a1. 15) based on the production matrix element is applied. 
In this approach the first order tt production in the s-channel matrix el

ement is used to model the signal probability Pt. The background probability 
Pbkg is modeled using the W +4jets matrix element as estimated by VEC-

BOS 10) . Out of the 91 events selected in the 125 pb- 1 of c1c.ta collected in 
Run I , only those 77 with exactly 4 jets are kept. A further purity requirement 
using Pbkg is used) further restricting the selected sample to 22 events . It is 
with this data sample that an unbinned global likelihood fit is applied yielding: 

IVIt = 179.9 ± 3.6 ± 5.4 GeV 

as illustrated in Fig. 50, and b. The reduction in the statistical uncertainty 
compared to the Run I result (5.6 GeV) corresponds to an increase by a factor 
of 2.4 in luminosity. Such an increase is largely due to the increased ability of 
this method to select good jet assignments to enter the fit. 

The large systematic uncertainty on this measurement is dominated by 
the 4.9 GeV systematic uncertainty due to the jet energy scale. As shown in 
Fig . 5c and d the VV mass can be measured in those events used for the top 
mass fit . The redundancy of the VV mass measurement could be used to further 
constrain the jet energy scale uncertainty specifically' for those' events entering 
the top mass fit, and hopefll.lly reduce the jet energy scale rela.te systematic 
uncertainty. 

4 CONCLUSION 

A first measurement of the tI cross section at the new Tevatron center-of-mass 
energy of 1.96 Ge V was performed in two dilepton channels (ee, efJ. and 11/1» 
and four lepton+jets cha:nnels (e+jets, p.+jets, e+jets/.u and f-L+jets/tt) . The 
individual results of each analysis are summarized in Table 1 and in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Surr.mary of individual cross sections, dilepton and lepton+jets sub
combinations, and the full combination of measurements. The theoretical pre
diction is indicated by the slanted band. 
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Figure 5: The logarithm of the likelihood (a) and the normalized likelihood (b) 
as a function of the top mass illustrating the fit of the top mass. The logarithm 
of the likelihood (C) and the normalized likelihood (d) as a function of the W 
mass illustrating the fit of the VV mass when the top mass is fixed to its fitted 
value. The uncertainties of the fits are illustrated by the slanted area in (b) 
and -(d). . 

The combined result yields a measured cross section of: 

~pp--+tt = 8.5~t~ (stat) ~~:~ (sys) ± 0.8 (lunli) pb . 

Taking the systematic up certainties on the background estimate into ac
count, the significance of the observation corresponds to a three-standard-
deviations effect. . 

An improved measurement of the top mass using Run I data was per
formed yielding: 

IvIt = 179.9 ± 3.6 ± 5.4 GeV 
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Abstract 

The impact of the electroweak ra.diative corrections on the value of the 
forward-backward asymmetry in e+ e- an.nihilation into a quark-antiquark pair 
is considered in the double-Ioga.rithmic approximation at energies much higher 
than the ma.sses of the weak bosons. 
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1 Introduction 

The forward-bacwa.rd asymmetry for the charged hadrons produced in e+ e
annihilation at high energies in vicinity of the Z -boson mass has been the 
object of intensive theoretical and experimental investigation . It is interesting 
to make a theoretical analysis of this phenomenon for much higher enegies 
where the leading, double-logarithmic (DL) contributions come not onJy from 
integrating over virtual photon momenta but also from vlrtual Wand Z bosons. 
Indeed, at the annihilation energies much higher than 100 Gev, when masses 
of virtual electroweak bosons are small compared to their momenta, the initial 
SU(2)xU(1) symmetry is restored in a certain sense and accounting for higher 
loop DL contributions involving the W, Z b080ns is nonless imporatnt than 
the standard accounting for the photon DL contributions. The value of the 
asymmetry at such energies would be expressed rather through the Cazimir 
operators' of the electroweak gauge group than through electr1c charges. In 
a sense, studing the forward-backward asymmetry at such enegries is one of 
the simplest ways to see the total effects of contributions of t.he electroweak 
radiative corrections of higher orders. Our theoretical study can be useful in 
future when Next linear colliders will explore e+e- annihilation at very high 
energies, probing further the Standard Model and eventually looking for New 
Physics. 

In accordance with the present theoretical conceptions, we divide inves
tigation of the annihilation into two stages: first we calculate the sub-process: 
e+e- -ann:ihilation into a quark-antiquark pair (which is studied with pertur
bative methods) and then\ numerically, account for hadronization effects which 
are quite different for converting the quarks into mesons and barions. We con
sider e+ e- annihilate into two hadronic jets in the kinematics when the leading 
particles of every jet goes in emf close to the beam axis) so they are within the 
cones with operung angles () « 1 and the axes around the e- and e+ direc
tions. We obtain that the forward-backward asymmetry manifests itself as 
follows: the number of the hadrons with the positive electric charges) N+ in 
the cone around the e+ -direction exeeds the number of the negatively charged 

hadron~, N_ (see Ref. 1). It is depicted in F:ig. 1. The opposite effect is true 
for the other cone, around the e- direction. The space outside of the cones 
is neutral. The numerical evaluations of the asymmetry are plotted in Fig. 2 
separately for the produced mesons and' barions. In particular) Fig.2 shows 
that the value of the asymmetry is high enoupb to be measured at energies 
~ 1 Te V and grows steeply M;th energy. 

In order to arrive at this result) let us consider first the basic sub-process 
of the annihilation : e+ (P2)e- (pt) annihilation into a quark Q(P3) and its an
tiparticle q. All these particles c1m belong either to the SU(2) doublets or 
to the singlets. Our first goal is to calculate the scattering amplitudes of the 
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Figure 1: Relations between charged hadrons in diferent angular regions. 
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Figure 2: Estimation of charge asymmetry A of leading charged hadrons in 
e+ e- annihilation: The curve M is for the meson asymmetry and the curve B 
is for the asymmetry of barions. 
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a.nnihilation in the t- kinematics where 

(1) 

and in the u- kinematics: 

(2) 

In order to account for DL contributions to all orders in the electroweak 
couplings) we use the evolution equations with respect to the infrared cut-off. 
This cut-off Iv[ is chosen in the transverse momentum space so that momenta 
of all virtual particles obey 

ku_ > M. (3) 

Although only the Feynman graphs vith virtual photons can have the 
infrared divergencies, it is convenient to keep the restriction (3) for momenta 
of all virtual particles, assuming that 

. M ~ 111z ~ Mw . (4) 

With assumptions of Eqs. (34), one can neglect all masses and be safe of 
the infrared singularities at the same moment. On the other hand, the scatter
ing amplitudes now depend on M. It makes possible to evolute them in M and 
to put M = -liAz ~ Mw in the final expressions. As DL contributions appear 
in the regions where ku obey the strong inequalities of the kind kil_ ~ kjl..' 
it is always possible to find the virtual particle with minimal (::::::: k.d trans
verse momentum in every such a region. Obviously, only integration over kl.. 
involves M as the lowest limit. Integrations over other transverse momenta are 
M-independent. DL contributions of the softest particles can be factorized. It 
allows to compose infrared evolution equations (IREE) for the scattering am
plitudes. The most difficult is the case when both the initial electron and the 
final quark belong to the SU(2) doublets. In order to simplify tne IREE, one 
can use the SU (2) 'simmetry restored at' such high energies and consider anni
hilation of lepton-antilepton pair into a quark-antiquark pair. After that, it is 
convenient to ex"apand the scattering amplitude into the sum of the irreducible 
SU(2) representations, using the standard projection operators multiplied by 
the invaria.nt amplitudes A j , (j = 1, 2, 3, 4). At last, in order to calculate the 
invariant amplitudes in kinematics (11 2). it is convenient to use the Mellin 
transform 

j tOO dw (S)W 
A· = - - Y(w) 

J -200 211"2 K. J 
(5) 

where K. = t,j = 1,2 for Aj in kinematics (1) and K. = U, j = 3,4 when the 
kinematics is the u -inematics of Eq. (1). In the case of the collinear kinematics 
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where K = JvJ2 J amplitudes Fj obey (we consider amplitudes with the positive 
signatures only): 

(6) 

with aj, bj , Cj being ,numerical factors~ 

(7) 

b _ 9,2(Yj - y2)2 b _ 892 + g/2(Yl - Y2)2 
1- 4 ,2- 4. ' (8) 

b _ 9/ 2 (YI - Y2)2 b _ 892 + g/2(Yl + y2)2 
3- 4 ,4- 4 J 

Cl = C2 = 1, e3' = Cq = -1 , (9) 

Solutions to Eq. (6) can be expressed in terms of the Parabolic cylinder 
functions Dp: 

_ aj Dpj - l (wj Aj) 
Fj(w) - >:; Dp)wjAj) 

"where Pi ='a~'cj/bj ~nd )...i == Jb j j(81r2 ) , 

When the scattering angles are becoming larger so that 

(10) 

(11) 

the invariant amplitudes Aj are expressed in terms of Fj in the following way: 

A () S
' /100 dl ,\;I(fI-fJ1 Dpj - 1 (Z+)..j1]) 

'pK. -a" -e 
) , -)) _loo21rt Dpj(l+)..j'fJ) 

where'lJ = In{K/ p2) and factors hj can be taken from Ref. 1): 

hI = 39 2 + g/2}lYq 
2 

h _ 3g 2 -l21'1Yq 
3 - 2 ' 

2 /2y;y' 
h - -9 + 9 1 q 

2 - 2 J 

2 J2Yiy. _ -g - 9 I q 
h4 - . 2 

(12) 

(13) 
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T he factor Sj in Eq. (12) is the Sudakov form factor. Actually it is a 
product of the Sudakov form factors of the leptons and of the quarks. As 
follows from Eqs. {8,13L Due to t he gauge invariance, it does not depend on 
j, i.e. is same for a ll invariant amplitudes. It can be seen also explicitly &om 
Eqs. (8,13), 

S [
1 (3, 1'1' + Yq' " ) ~'2l =exp - - - 9 + 9 -. 

8,,2 .2 4 2 ' 
(14) 

T his form factor accumulates DL contributions of soft virtual EW bosons 
and vanishes in the final expressions for the cross sections when bremsstrahlung 
of soft EW hosons with the emf energies f-k, fJ. < tk < .fK., is taken into account. 

According to t he results of Ref. I)! the ampli tude for the forward e+e- -+ 
tiU -annihilation, M: is expressed in terms of amplitudes A3 1 A4 of Eq. (12): 

MF _ A3 + A, 
11 - 2 ' (15) 

whereas t he backward amplitude Nfl? for the same quarks is equal to the am
plit ude A, of Eq. (12): 

N/1~ = A4 (16) 

Similarly, the fo~ward ampli tude MI for e+e- --t dd is 

MI = A, +A2 
2 . 

(17) 

while t he backward ampli tude fo r this process is 

M/l = A, . (18) 

We use the folloing terminology: by the forward kinematics for e+e- -+ qij 
-annihilation we mean that quarks with positive electric charges, 'U and d, are 
produced around the initial e+ - beam, in the emf, within a cone with a small 
opening angle f), 

2M 
I »O~Oo = r.; 

V S 
(19) 

By backward kinematics we means just the opposite - the electric charge 
scatters backwards in a cone with the same opening angles. 

The differential cross section da F for the forward annihilation is 

(20) 
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and similarly, t he differential cross section daB for the backward annihilation 
is 

d"B = d,,(O) [IM,~I' + IM!I'] '" 00(0) [Bu + B d ], (21) 

where da(O) stands for the Born cross sect ion , though without couplings. We 
define the forward-backward asymmetry as: 

where 

dap - daB 
A '" ""7d"-'F-+-d;-"-=-B 

F-B 
F + B (22) 

(23) 

Contributions to the asymmetry from right leptons and quarks can be 
ealily obtained in a similar way. Then l using the stand ard programmes for 
hadronisat ion 3) and doing numerica l calculations, we obtain the forward
backward asymmetry for e+e~ annihilation into charged mesons and barions. 
The resul ts are plotted in Fig. 2. 

Final1 y, we would like to note that when the annihilation energy is high 
enouph to produce, in addition to the two quark jets, W or Z bosons with 
energies » 100 GeV, it t urnes out that t he cross section a (n-y) of n hard pho
ton production, t he cross section a(nZ ) of nZ boson production and the cross 
section a{nWj of nW boson product ion obey very simple asymptotical relat ions 

(see Ref. 2) : 

a(n Z) 

-(-, :::::: tan2n Ow " n, 
a(n-y ) 

- 036 
--~s 
a(nW) 

(24) 

(25) 

T he ratios of these cross sections as fun ctions of the annihilation energy 
are plotted in F igs. 3,~. 
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Figure 3: Total energy dependence of w± to (Z, ')') rate in e+ e- annihilation. 
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Figure 4: Total energy dependence of Z to l' ra~e in e+ e- annihiLation. The 
dashed line shows the asymptotical value of the ratio: tan 2 Ow ::::: 0.28 . 
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CONSEQUENCES OF A LARGE TOP-QUARK 
CHIRAL WEAK-MOMENT 

Charles A. Nelson 
Department of Physics, State University of New York at Bingho,mton 

Binghamton, N. Y 1.1902, USA 

Abstract 

This talk concerns some theoretical patterns of the helicity a.mplitudes for t -+ 
TtV+ b decay. ·The patterns involve both the standard model's decay helicity 
amplitudes, ASM (,xw+ I Ab), and the a.mplitudes A+ (,xw+ I 'xb) in the case of 
an additional tR -+ b1, t.ensorial coupJing of relative strength A+ ::= Ew 12 "-' 
53GeV. Such an additional electroweak coupling would arise if the observed 
top-quark has a large chiral weak-transition-moment. The A+ amplitudes are 
interpreted as corresponding to the observed top-quark decays. Three tWb
transformations A+ = /1.1 ASM I ••• ' are used in simple characterization. of the 
values of A+, mw ImL, and mb/ml' Ivleasurement of the sign of t.he 7]£ = 
±0.46(SM/+) helicit.y paTameter, due t.o the large interference between the 
W longitudinal and transverse amplitudes, could exclude such a chiral weak
transition-moment in favor of the 8M prediction. 
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1 Introduction 

'While the theoretical analysis discussed in tilis talk does involve the observed 
mass values of the top-quark, W boson, and the n-quark, it is not a mat.ter of 
any presently available empirical data disagrr.ei.ng wit.h a standard model (SM) 
prediction. Instead, the interest is because of some theoretical patterns of the 
helidty amplitudes for t --1 W+b decay. The theoretical patterns involve both 
the standard model's decay helicity amplitudes, ASM (AW+' Ab), and the am
plitudes A+ (AW+, Ab) in the case of an additional tR --1 br.; tensorial coupling 
of relative strength A+ = Ew /2 r..J 53GeV. To focu.s the discussion, in this 
talk the A+ amplitudes are interpreted as corresponding to the observed top
quark 'decays t --1 W+b [11. This identification hypothesis might be excluded 
by future theoretical analysis and/or empirical data; in (I), alternatives to this 

'identification were considered [2) . E:>..-perimentaJ tests and measurements in on-
going and forthcoming [1,3,4] top--quark decay experiments at hadron and l-l+ 
colliders should be able to significantly clarify matters. The explicit expres
sions for these amplitudes, ann other details, are given in (I) and in a "hep-ph" 
preprint (II) [2]. 

Measurement of the sign of the fJL == ~IA(-l, -t)IIA(O, -t)1 cosfl,. = 
±0.46(SAI/+) helicity parameter[SL due to the large interference between the 
l¥/,ongiLudinal and WTr(Ln.~verse amplitudes, could exclude such a large chiral 
weaJ<-transition-moment in t --1 H!+b decay in favor of the 8M prediction. On 
the other ha:nrl, measurement of the SM preclicted fraction of final yI'Longllu.dinal' . 

versus fina.l ltVTrrmsveTse hosons for this decay mode would not. distinguish be
tween the two cases. The definitive empirical test. must est.ablish the sign of 
cos(/3d where fh is the relative phase of the two Ab = -1/2 amplitudes, 
A (0, -1/2) a.nd A (-1, -1/2), c.f. Table 1 below. 

In the t-quark rest frame, the matrix element for t --1 W+ h is 

(B¥, ¢~, AW+, Abl~, A1) = D~l/~)" (4A, et, O)Ai (AW+, Ab) (1) 

where J.l = AW+ - Ab in terms of the W+ and b-gua.rk helicities. Due to rota
tional invariance , there are four independent Ai (A\-\,+ , Ab) amplitudes for the 
most general Lorentz cOllpling. We use t.he Jacob- Wick phase-convention for 
the amplitudes and use the subscript Hi" to identify the amplitude's associated 
coupling; in t.his pa.per i = SM, (fM + JE) for only the additional tn --1 bL 
tensOlial coupling, a.nd (+) for A+ (Aw, Ab) = ASA,d>'w, ).b) + AjM+fn (AW, Ab) 
when A+ = Ew /2. \Vith respect to the latter cas~, the Lorent.z coupling in
volving both the 8M's (V - A) coupling and an arlditional tR. ~ h tensorial 
coupling of arbitrary relat.ive strength A+ is 1,y/~ Jb: = 1i'i';Uh (p) ftL Ul (k) where 
k, = qw + Pb I and 

(2) 
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Table 1: Amplitudes in Standard Model and at Ambiguolls Moduli Points 

A'C=l in gL - 1 units 
V~A 

S+P 
hr+h 

ANew = A".=,/vr 
V-A 
S+P 
fM + fR 

338 
-338 
220 

084 
-0.84 
0.84 

220 -2.33 
220 -24.4 
-143 1.52 

0.54 -0.0058 
0.54 -0.060 
-0.54 0.0058 

A(l, 4) 
-7.16 
-7.16 
-4.67 

-0.018 
-0.018 
-0.018 

Cl ,.. 
<: 
~ 

0;-
a 
~ 
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Thus, for A+ = Ew /2 in gJ., = ghdlr!: = 1 units, which corresponds to the 
(+) amplitudes, ~he Lorentz structure of the effe~tive coupling is very simple 

~/ P/., + /,aJi-Vv"PR 

= PR C"/ + LaJi-1l v v ) 

where PL,R = !(1 =F /s) and VII lS the ~'-boson's rela:tivistic four-velocity. 

(3) 

(4) 

The interest in these particular couplings arose as a by-product of a con
sideration [6] of future measurements of competing observables in t ~ vV+b 
decay. In particular, we considered t.he SM's the 911-A coupling values of he
licity decay parameters versus those for" (V - A) + single additional Lorentz 
structures." 1t was found that versus the SM's dominant L-handed h-quark 
amplitudes, there are two "dynamical phase-type ambiguities" produced re
spectively by an additional (8 + P) coupling and by an additional tR ~ b/. 
tensorial cou piing) see the A (0, - t) an'd A (-1, - t) col u m TIS of Table 1. Such 
a dynamical-ambiguity produced physically by the additional Lorentz struc
ture is to be contrasted to the mathematical forcing of a "phase-ambiguity" 
by simply changing by-hand the sign of one, or more) of the four helicity am
plitudes A(/\\v, Ab). By tuning t.he effective-mass-scale associated with the 
additiona.l coupling const.a.nt, the additional (8 + P) coupling, (hvl + IE) cou
pling, has respectively changed the sign of the A (0, -~), A. (-1, -~) ampli
tude. In g/, = qs+p = 9+ = 1 units, the corresponding e.ffective-mass scales are 
As+ p '" -35GeV, A+ I'..J 53GeV. The numerical patterns shown in the table 
in the case of the additional As+p coupling are not. surprising for the (5 + P) 
coupling because it only contributes t.o the vVLon9 'il1.Ldino.l amplitudes. However. 
associated wit.h the additional tR ~ bl- tensorial coupling, labeled (fJvl + fr;;) 
in this table, three interesting numerical puzzlef; arise at tlle 0.1 % level in the 
(+) ampli t.udes versus the SM's pure (V - A) amplitudes. 

The ]st puzzle is. t.hat the ~(O. -1/2) amplitude has the same value 
as the ASM ( -I, -1/2) amplitude in the SM; see the corresponding two ((220" 
entries in the top of Table 1. From the empirical t-quark aDd W-boson mass 
values, the mass rat.io y = !2ll:!:.. = 0.461 ± 0.014. Tllis can be compared with 
the puzzle's associated mass ~~lation 

[;; 2 rn 3 2 (2 rn 4 1 - 3y 2 

1 - v 2y - y - v 2y = X --') - v 2y) - x (( 2) 3) + ... 
1 - y- . 1 - y 

(5) 

= 1.8gx~ - 0.748:1:4 + ... 

whjch follows by set.ting ,1+(0,-1/2) = AS fI,d-l,-1/2) and then ~\:panding 
in x2 = (mb/ml)2 t.he 04+(0,-1/2) amplitude, with A+ = Ew/2 = T[l + 
y2 _ x2] in gL = g+ = 1 units. Since empirically .. 1:2 ~ 7·10-4, there is only a 
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4th significanr.-figure correction from the finite b-quark mass to the only real
valued solution y = 0.46006 (mb = 0) of this mass relation. The 0.1% level of 
agreement of the two "220" en t.ries of Tab Ie 1 is d He to the present centr aJ value 
of mt, and to t he central val ue and 0.05% precision of m w. The error in the . 
empirical value of the mass ratio y is dominated by the current 3% precision 
ofml' 

The 2nd and 3rd numerical puzzles are t.he occurrence of the same magni
tudes of the two R-handed b-quark amplitudes ANew = A9L =1/ jf for the SM 
and for the ad(LitionaJ tR -4 91~ tensorial coupling. This is shown in the A (0, !) 
and A (I,!) columns in the bottom half of Table L As explained below, for 
A+ = Ew /2 the magnitudes of these t.wo R-handed moduli are actually exa.ctly 
equal and not merely numerically equa.l to the 0.1 % level. 

We ""ill next discuss different types of helkity amplitude relations in
volving both the standard model's decay helicity amplitudes, ASM (AW+, Ab), 
and the amplit.udes A+ (AW+, Ab) in the case of an additional tn. -7 bL t.enso
riaJ coupling of relative strength A+. These relat.ions in some cases "explai nil 
and in other cases analytically realize as theoretical patterns, these and other 
numerical puzzles of Table 1. 

Helicity amplit.ude relat.ions of types (i) and (ii) are exact ratio-relations 
holding for all y = ~,x = :!!!:.lL, and A+ values ,. By the type (iii) ratio-, ml m, 
relations holding for all 'IJ = :!Z!..l£ and 1: = !!lb. values, the tV'/b-transformation . 'm, m, 
A+ = ]v! As 111, where .!vi = v diag( 1, -1, -1,1) characterizes t.he mass scaJe 
A+ = Ew /2. The parameter v is the velocity of the ltV-boson in the t.-quark 
rest frame. Somewhat simila.rly, the amplitude condition (iv), A+ (0, -1/2) = 
aAsM(-1, -1/2) with a = 1+0(v i- y,J2,xL and the amplitude condition (v), 
A+(O, -1/2) = -bAsJ'vf(l, 1/2) with b = v-B, determine respectively the sc:ale 
of two additional 4:.;:-:1 tWb-transformation matrices P and B. Thereby, (iv) and 
(v) char.acterize the values of the mass rat.ios y = mw /ml and x = mb/ml' 
O(v f:-. y.Ji, x) denotes small corrections. It is not. understood why the values 
are simple for the parameters a amI b. 

2 I-Ielicity amplitude relations 

The first type of rat.io-relations holds separately for i = (S1\1), (+): (i): 

A.i (O,I/2) 
Ai(-l, -1/2) 

~ Ai(I, 1/2) 
2 Ai(O, -1/2) 

(6) 

The second type of ratio-relations relates the ,unplitudes in the two cases 
(ii): Two sign-flip relations, note sign changes of amplitudes in Table I, 

A+ (0,1/2) 
A+(-L -1/2) 

AsM (0,1/2) 
As M (-l, -1/2) 

(7) 
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A+(O,I/2) 
A+(~I,-1/2) 

1 ASM(l,l/2) 
2 ASM(O, -1/2) 

and two non-sign-flip relations 

A+(l,1/2) 
.1+(0, -1/2) 

ASM(l,l/2) 
As/vl(O, -1/2) 

. ·A+(1; 1/2) = 2 ASA!f(O,l/2) 
A+(O, -1/2) ASM( -1, -1/2) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The third type of ratio-relations, follows by determining the effective mass 
scale, A+, so that there is an exact equalit.y for the ratio of left-handed ampli:. 
tudes (iii): 

A+(O, -1/2) 
A+(-l, -1/2) 

ASJvJ(O, -1/2) 
As/V/(-l, -1/2)' 

(11) 

This was t.he turung condition used to produce the dynamical phase-ambiguities 
of Table 1 [6]. Equivalent.ly, A+ = Ew /2 follows from each of: 

A+ (0, -1/2) 
= 

1 ASM(I, 1/2) 
(12) 

A.t(-1, -1/2) - 2 ASM (0,1/2)' 

A+(O, 1/2) Asu(O,l/2) 
(13) 

A+(1,1/2) ASM(1, 1/2) , 

A+ (0,1/2) 1 AsM(-l, -1/2) 
(14) 

A+(l,l/2) -2 ASM(O, -1/2) I 

Alternatively, the value of A+ can be characterized by postulat.ing the existence 
of a t.Wb-transformation A+ = JvI ASM where. ]v! = v diag(I, -I, -1, 1), with 
As /vi = [A3lvr(0, -1/2)' As M ( -I, -1/2)' AsM(O, 1/2), ASM (1,1/2)] and analo
gously for A+. 

Assuming (iii), the foW'th type of relation is t.he equabty (iv): 

A+(O, -1/2) = aAsM( -I, -1/2), (15) 

where a = 1 + O(v ::j; yV2, x). This is equivalent to the velocity formula 

v = ayV2 (l-(E"~Q)/m,) ~ ayJ2, for mb = O. For a = 1, (iv) leads to the 

mass relation discussed above, Eq. (5). However, for a = 1, (i v) also leads to 

V2 = V"'((1 + v) .= v J ~ so v = 0.6506 ... without inpu t. of a specific. value for 

mb. Bat by Lorent7. invariance v must. depend on mho Accepting (iii) as exact, 
we interpret. this to mean that a. i: 1. As shown i.n (II), the O(v i: yV2, x) 
corrections in 0., required by Lorentz invariance, a.rise from vi: yV2 and x t= o. 
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Equivalently, fOT a a.rbit.ra.ry, (15) ca.n be expressed postulating the exis
f.p-nee or' a second t.Wb-transformatioD A+ == P .4SM where 

[ 

0 a/v 
p = -via 0 

-v 0 0 

o 0 

o 
o 
o 

2o./v 

(16) 

The above two tWb-transformations do not relate the Ah = -~ ampli
tudes with the Ah = ~ amplitudes. From (i) thru (iv), in t.erms of a parameter 
h, the equality (v): 

A+ (0, -1/2) = -bAsM (1,1/2), (17) 

is equivalent to A+ = B ASA,f 

[ 0 

0 0 

IJ 
0 0 2b 

(18) B= 0 1)2/2b . 0 
, -v2 /b 0 0 

The choke of b == v-B = 31.152, gives 

B=v [ 

0 0 0 -OJ 
-v 

0 0 2v-o 0 (19) 
0 1)9/2 0 0 

-v9 0 0 0 

n.nd corresponds to the mass relation mb = ''7;' [1 -~] = 4.407 ... CcV for 

mt = 174 .3GeV. 
If one does not ciistinguish the (+) versus SM indices, rp-spectively of the 

rows and columns, these three t.Wb-t.ransformation matrices have some simple 
properties, for details see (TI): The anticommuting 4.."'<:4 matrices ,H,P with a. 
arbitrary, and Q satisfy the closed algebra [.M) P) = 2Q, r}\ti, QJ ::.:: 215, [15, QJ = 
21\11. The bar denotes removal of the overall uv" f'ictor) Iv! = vA1) .... Note that 
Q is not a t.\Nb-transformabon; Q 1S obtained from the first listed commutator. 

Including the B mat.rix with both a and b arbitrary, the "commutator + 
anticommllt.a.tor" algebra cJo:=;es with 3 additional mat.rices C, H, G obtained 
by {lvJ 1 B} = -20; [P, 11] = 2J-J; and (p, C} = - 2G. This has generated an 
adcJjtional tvVb transformation G = 'l)G; but C ::::::: vC and H == vH are not 
t 'Vb transformation~ . 

3 Discussion 

The elp.ment.s of the three logically-successive t.vVb transformations are con
strained by t.he exact helicity amplitude ratio-relation,c; (i) and (ji) . Thereby, 
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t.he type (iii) ratio-relat.ion fixes A+ = Ew /2 and the overall scale of the tvv'b
transformation matrix M. Somewhat. similarly, the amplit.ude condition (iv) 
wit.h a = 1 + O(v i: y)2, x) and the amplitude condition (v) with b = v-8 

det.ermine respectively the scale of t.he tWb-transformation matrices P and B 
and characterlze t.he values of mw /mL and mb/ml' The overall scaJe can be 
set. here by ml or mw. From the perspective of further "unification", mw is 
more appropriate since its value is fixed in the SM. 

The additional tR -t hL tensorial coupling violates the conventional gauge 
ii'lvarianC€ transformations of the SM and tradit.ion8J1y in electroweak st.udies 
such anomalous coupUngs have been best. considered as "induced" or "effec
ti ve" . The f E (;Om ponent. cOlTesponds to a "second class current" [7] . f E has 
a distinctively different reaJity structure, and time-reversal invariance property 
versus the first class V, A, f M [8]. 

In the present. context, sllpersymmetry could provide a more general and 
useful off-~hell theoretical framework in which to consider these theoret.ical pat
terns of the helicity amplitudes for t. ~ lV+ b decay. Form factor effects would 
nat.urally occur . In the extant MSSM literature, see more complet.e references 
in (TI), sizable /,jone-loop-Ievel" reductions in the t ~ lrV+h partial decay width 
have been reported: From SM Higgs and a.dditional MSSrvfls Higg's there is 
a small S 2% correction. However, from SUSY e1ectrowea}( corrections, there 
is in [9] an up to 10% reduction, depending on to.n(f3) . From QCD includ:i·ng 
some two-loop-level corrections and SUSY QCD corrections in the summary 
of [10] a. 25% reduction is reported. It is to be emphasized that., firstly, the 
(+) partial width considered in the present paper constitut.es a very large, net 
56% reduction versus the Born-level SM \m.lue and that., secondly, these cited 
SUSY calculations have been for the partial width, so. other couplings instead 
of an adclit.ionaJ effect.ive tR ~ bL tensorial coupling, might be predomina.ntly 
responsible for these reported reduct.ions. 

4 Experimental Tests/Measurements 

Empirically, important tests of the physical relevance of the theoretical pat
terns to the observed top-quark decays are: 
(a) Measurement of the sign of the rn == fIA(-1,-t)II.4(O:-~)lcos,8L = 
±0.46( S ]"1; +) helici ty parameter via determination of stage-two spin-correlation 
observables [5] for the tt -4 (l + jets c;hannel. These values for 7]t are essen
tially the maximal possible deviations since I7]LI = 0.5 is the kinemat.ic limit. 
The differences from I7]LI = 0.5 are due to mh -::j: O. 
(b) Measurement of the closely associated T}L ' == tl A( -1, -1)1) A(O, -t)1 sin ,aI, 

helicity pa.rameter. This would provide useful complementary information, 
since in the absence ' of Tps-violation, r/l- ' = 0 [6]. Tps-violation can occur due 
to intrinsic time-reversal violation and/or large W+b final-state interact.ions. 
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It is very importa.nt to exclude sizabl0. Tps-violat.ion and/or CP-violation in 
top-q uark decays. 
(c) Measurement of the part.ial width for t ~ vV+h, e.g. by single top-quark 
product.ion at a hadron collider (11) . The 1)2 fa.ctor which differs their assor.iated 
partial widths corresponds to t.h~ SM's r SM = 1.55GeV, versus r + = 0 .66GeV 
and a longer-lived (+) top-quark if this mode is dominant. 
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MEASUREMENT OF THE UNITARITY TRIANGLE BY BELLE 

T. Higuchi for the Belle collaboration 
High Energy Accelerator Research 01yanization 

Abstract 

We present measurements of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix el
ements from CP -vio!ating parameters observed in b ~ ces, b ---+ sqq, and 
b --+ uud transition.s; and the BO --+ Di7T- decay that is dominated by the 
b --+ u tree transition. The analyses presented here are based on a sample of 
85 x 106 B E pairs collected at the Y (4S) resonance with t he Belle detector 
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+ e- collider. We determine the interior an
gles of t he uni tari ty triangle as sin 2</>1 = 0.719 ± 0.074(stat) ± 0.035(syst) and 
780 ~ 4>, ~ 1520 (at 95.5% C.L.). We find consistent sin 2</>1 to above number 
in the BO --+ 71' f(~ and I<+ 1(- J(~ decays, and a deviated number by 2.1a in 
the BO --+ ¢J(~ decay. The side of the unitarity triangle is determined to be 
lVubl = ( 3 .5~b:g) x 10- 3

. 
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1 Int roduction 

In 1973, Kobayashi and Maskawa (KM) proposed a model, where the CP viola
tion is accommodated as an irreducible complex phase in the weak-interaction 

Quark mixing matrix 1) I which is defined as 

(1 ) 

\vhere the nontrivial complex phases are conventionally assigned to the fur
thest off-diagorial elements, ""I.b and Vtd . Unitarity of this Cabbibo-Kobayashi
Maskawa matrix (CKM matrix) implies that Li VijVi~ = Ojk, which givPl3 the 
followi ng relation involving Vub and l'td: 

(2) 

This expression can be visualized as a closed triangle, known as a unitarity 
t riangle, in the complex plane as shown in Fig. 1. The three interior angles of 

Figure 1: The u.nitarity triangle relevant to B decays. 

the unitarity triangle originate from the irreducible complex phase are defined 
as 2): 

(3) 

R.ecent measurements of the mixing-induced CP-violating asymmetry pa

rameter sin 2qJ} 3) strongly support the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism. How
ever, a full test of the KM mechanism requires additional measurements for the 
sides and other angles of the unitarity triangle. 
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In this paper, we report the recent results from the Belle wit.h 78 fu -] 
data sample on the Y(45) resonance, which corresponds to 85 x 106 BB pairs , 
collected before July 2002, concentrating on (1) an improved measurement of 
sin 2¢] using b --7 CCS transition, (2) first. study of CF violation in b -+ sqq 
transition that is equivr:l lent. to sin 2¢] within the standard model prediction, 
and (3) an evidence for CP violation in EO --7 n+rr- and constraint on ¢2. We 

also present (4) a determination 01 lV"bi at Belle using EO -> D;,,- decay 4). 

2 KEKB and Belle 

The data are collected with the Belle detector 5) at t. he KEKB energy asymmet· 

ric collider 6), which collides 8.0 GeV elect.ron on 3.5 GeV position operating at 
the T(4S) resonance. At KEKB, the T(4S) is produced with a Lorentz boost. 
of /3, = 0.425 nearly along the electron beamline (z·direction). The produced 
T (45) immediately decays to a coherent P ·wave BB pair. The recorded max· 
imum luminosity by the accelerator is > 1.05 X 1034 cm- 2s- l , and we have 
accumulated 149 ib- I dat.a, where approximately 90% of them are on Y (45) 
resonance. 

The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle spectrometer that includes a sili
con vertex detector (SVD), a central drift chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel 
threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), t ime-ol- flight (TOF) scint.i llation coun
ters, and an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of CsI(TI) crystals (EeL) 
located inside a superconduct ing solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic 
field. An iron fiux·return located outside of the coil is instrumented to detect 
/<7, mesons and to identify muons (KLM). 

3 Measurements of sin 24h 

The KM-schemed Standard Model (SM) predicts a CP-violating asymmet.ry 
in the time-dependent decay rates for BO and E° to a common CP eigenst.ate, 
fcp: 

e-l~tl/1"nO 
"--,:---[1 - S sin (L'>mdL'>t) - A COS(L'>mdL'>t)) , (4) 

478 0 

e-l~tl/1"nO 

4 
[I + 5 sin (L'>mdL'>t) + A COS(L'>mdL'> t )) , (5) 

TH' 

r (sO -> f c p ) - qEo -> f c p) 

qEo -> fc p) + r (EO -> f cp ) 

Ssin(L'>mdL'>t) + ACOS(L'>mdL'>t), (6) 

where r (BO,BO --7 fcp) is the decay rate for a 8° or BO to a CP eigenstate 
fcp, ~md is the mass difference between the two BO mass eigenstates. The 
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Table 1: The 8M-predicted values for S and A in r'dation with the ¢1 and <h. . 
The ~f is the CP eigenvalue of the decay final state. The assumed approxima-
tion in this table ill written in the text. 

I Transition I IJ -> ces I IJ -> sqq 

A 0 

tlt ::::::: tcp - ttag is defined as a time interval from the t ime t = t lag of B meson 
decay to flavor sper.ific final state /tag to t.he time t = tcp of B ~ fcp decay. 
The CP-violating parameters S and A in Eq. (6) are expressed as 

A = 2Tm('\) 
1'\1'+ 1' (7) 

where A is a complex parameter that depends on both the BO_Bo mixing and the 
amplitudes for EO and EO decay to fcp. In the SM, to a good approximation, 
IAI is equal to the absolute vruue of the ratio of]jo to B O decay amplitudes. 

At the KEKB , t.wo B mesons are produced by T(4S) decay in the coherent. 
P-wave state. In this case, when one of the B mesons decay into flag at the 
t ime t = ttag, the flavor of the other B at t = t lng is projected onto t he one 
with the opposite bot.tom quantum number. The procedure to det.ermine the B 
flavor of B --7 fep decay from the B flavor of B --7 ftag decay is called "flavor 
tagging': . 

Two B mesons originating from the Y (4S) are rumost at rest in the center
of-mass sy,tem (ems) of the T (4S). Since the T( 4S) is produced with a Lorent.z 
boost factor of fh = 0.425 along the z-axis at the KEKB, the D.t can be 
determined from the d.isplacement in z between the fcp and ft.ag decay vertices: 
D.t", (zcp - z,.,)/fhe" D.z/fhc. 

The SM-predicted values for S and A are listed in Table 1 in relation with 
the interior angles of the unitarity triangle, where the ~f is the CP eigenvalue 
of the decay final state. The SM predicts no direct CP violation, A = 0, 
for b ~ cC3 (b --7 sqq) transition with negligible contribution from a penguin 
diagram (tree diagram). As for the b ~ uud transition, the tree and penguin 
diagram contribute in same order and consequently the direct CP violation 
can be expected. It is also expected that S is deviated from +~f sin 24J2. 

In this section, we describe the measurement. of sin 2¢j using b ---* ccs 
transi tion, together wit.h t.he flavor tagging and vertex reconstruction . Sections 
4 and 5 are involved in the study of C P violation in b ~ sCiq and b ~ uud 
(EO ~ 7I"+1T"-) t ransitions, respectively. 
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Figure 2: The beam-energy constrained mass distribution for all decay modes 
other than J/1jJK2 (left) The p~ns distribntion for EO -1 J/1jJKZ candidates 
with the results of the fit (right) . 

3,1 Reconstruction of CF eigenstate 

Vve reconstruct EO decays t.o the following CP eigenstates: J/1jJ[(~ 11/J (2S)J(~, 
~elJ(~, and ryeJ(~ having ~f = - 1; and J/ 'l/J I(Z having ~f = +1. "VVe also use 
t he decay EO ---1- J/ 1jJ J(*o, ]("'0 -t J(~no, which is a mixture of even and odd 
CF, depending on the relative orbital angular momentum of the J /1/; and 1(*0, 

Vve find that the final state is primarily ~J = + 1; the ~f = - 1 fraction is 

0.19 ± 0.02(stat) ± 0.03(syst) 7) . 
The J/7jJ and 7jJ(2S) are reconstructed via their decays to e+ e- (f = e,I"). 

T he 1/;(2S) is also reconstructed from J/1/Jn+n- , and ~c1 via J/1/JT The rye is 
detected in the 1(~1(- n+, [(+ [( - no 1 and pp modes. For the J / 1jJJ(~ mode, we 
use J(~ -t n+1T- and nOno decays; for other decays we only use J(~ -t n+n-. 

For reconstructed E -t i c p candidates other than J/1jJI<2, we identify 
E decays using the energy difference 6E :::::::: EJ311S - Eb~:sm and the beam
energy constrained mass !vIb = !(Ecms )' - (pCmS)2 where ~ms is the , " . c - V beam B' - beam 
beam-energy in the ems of the Y (4S) resonance, and E'jJTIS and Jians are the 
cms energy and momentum of t he reconstructed E candidate, respectively. 
F igure 2 (left) shows the A1bc distributions for all EO candidates except for 
EO -t J /1/JI<2 that have 6E values within the signal region. Table 2 lists the 
numbers of ob~erved candidates, 

Candidate EO --+ JNI(~ are selected by requiring ECL and/or KLM 
hit patterns that are consistent with the presence of a shower induced by a 
I<Z meson . Figure 2 (righ t ) shows the PBms distribution, calculated with the 
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Table 2: The rmmbe7'S of 7'econstnLcted B --+ fcp candidates beJ07'f flavor tag
ging and vertex reconstruction, N rcc ; the numbers of events 1ued for the sin 24>1 
determination, Nell; and the estimated ."Iignal purity in the signal region JOT 
each fcp mode. 

I Mode ~f N 
'" 

N 
" 

Purity 

JNwe )J();("+,, ) - ] 1285 1116 0.976 ± 0.001 
J N( e+ e- )J(~( ,,0,,0) - 1 ]88 162 0.82 ± 0.02 
7jJ(2S)( t+ e-)f{~ (,,+ ,,-) -1 91 76 0.96 ± 0.0] 
7jJ(2S)(J N"+"- )f{~( ,,+,,-) - 1 112 96 0.91 ± 0.01 
Xci (J/1ir'l)J(~(,,+,,-) - ] 77 67 0.96 ± 0.01 
7],(I(~- ,,+)f{~(,,+,,-) - ] 72 63 0.65 ± 0.04 
7], (J(+ ](- "0)Kg (,,+ ,,-) -1 49 44 0.72 ± 0.04 
7], (pP)](~( ,,+,,-) - 1 21 15 0.94 ± 0.02 
All with ~f - - ] -] 1895 1639 0.936 ± 0.003 

J N(e+e-)J("°(I(~"O) -1(19%)/ 
101 89 0.92 ± 0.01 

+1(81%) 
JNwe )I<Y, +1 1330 1230 0.63 ± 0.04 
All 3326 2958 0.81 ± 0.01 

BO --+ J 1:jJJ{~ two-body decay hypothesis. The histograms are the results of a 
fit to the signal and background distributions. There are 1330 entries in total 
in the 0.20 ::; p~ms ~ 0.45 GeV Ic signal region; the fit indicates a signal purity 
of63 %. 

The reconstruction and selection criteria for all fcp channels used in the 
measurement are described in more detail elsewhere 8). 

3.2 Flavor t.agging 

Charged leptons, pions, kaons, and A baryons that are not associated with 
the recons tructed CP eigenstate decay are used to identify the b-flavor of the 
accompanying B meson, which decays into flavor specific mode. 

Based on the measured properties of these tracks, two parameters, q and 
T, are assigned to an event. The first, ql has the discrete value +1 (-1) when 
the tag-side B meson is more likely to he a EO (E°). The parameter l' is 
'-1,n event-by-event. flavor-tagging dilu tion fact.or that ranges from l' = 0 for no 
flavor discrimination to l' = 1 for an unambiguous flavor assignment. It is used 
only to sort data into six intervals of 1', according to the estimated flavor purity. 

The wrong-tag probabili ties for each of these intervals, WI (I = 1, 6), which 
are used in the final fit, are determined directly from the data. Samples of EO 
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Table 3:. The event .fractions C.I and wrong-tag prohabildies w, for each r inter
val. The errors include both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The event 
fractions are obtained from the J /,tjJJ(~ sim1dn.tion. 

I l I r interval 

1 0.000 - 0.250 0.398 0.458 ± 0.006 
2 0.25'0 - 0.500 0.146 0.336 ± 0.009 
3 0.500 - 0.625 0.104 0.228 ± 0.010 
4 0.625 - 0.750 0.122 a .160 ~~:~g~ 
5 0.750 - 0.875 0.094 0.112 ± 0.009 
6 0.875 - 1.000 0.136 0.020 ± 0.006 

decays to exclusively reconstructed self-tagging channels are utilIzed to obtain 
WI using time-dependent BO-Eo mixing: (Nor- - NSF )/(NoF + NSF) = (1 -
2wd cos(~md6.t), where Nor-·a.nd NsF' are the numbers of opposite (BD[jD --1 

BOED) and same (BDED -+ BD BD: BOED) flavor event.s. The event fractlon and 
wrong-tag probability for each r interval are summarized in Table 3. The total 
effective tagging efficiency is L~=l lo/ (1- 2V!1) 2 = 0.288 ± 0.006: where lOl is the 
event fraction for each r interval. 

3.3 Vertex reconstruction 

The decay vertices of BO mesons are reconstructed llsing tracks that have 
enough SVD hits; i.e. both z and r-rb hits in at least one SVD layer and 
at least one a.ddit.ional layer with a z hit, where the r-¢ plane is perpendicu
la.r to the z axis. Each vertex posit.ion is required t.o be consistent with the 
interaction-point (IP) profile, which is determined flln-by-run and smeared in 
the r-¢ plane by 21 Mm to account for the B meson decay length. 

The vertex position for the iep decay is reconstrllcted usi.ng leptons from 
J /'t/J decays or charged hadrons from T)c decays. 

The algorithm for the flag vertex reconstruction is chosen to minimize 
the effect of long-lived pal'ticles, secondary vertices from charmed hadrons, a.nd 

a. small fraction of poorly reconstructed tracks 9). From all the charged' t.racks 
with associated SVD hits except those used for fc p, we seJect tracks wit.h 
a position error in the z direction of less than 500 pm, and with an imp;"ct 
parameter vvith respect to the fcp vertex of less than 500 Mm. Track pajrs 
with opposite charges are removed if they form a J(~ candidate satisfying an 
invariant mass within 15 MeV /c2 of the nominal J(~ mass. If the reduced X~ 
associat.ed with the lvilg vertex exceeds 20, the track making the largest X2 

contdbution is removed and the vertex is refitted. This procedure is repeated 
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Figure 3: The 6.t rlisir-ib'U.tions for the events with q~f ::= + 1 (solid points) and 
q~J = -1 (open points). The results of thf, global fit with sin 21;1 = 0.719 aTe 
sh.own as solid and dashed curves, respeci?:vely. 

Hnti] an accepta.ble reduced x? is obtained . 
The proper-time interval resolution function Rsig(6.t) is formed by con

volving fow' components : the detector re~olutions for ZCP and z(.:\g, the shift . 
in the Ztag VErtex position due to secondal'Y t.racks originating from cha.rmed 
particle decays, and the kinematic approximation that the B mesons are at 

rest in the CIDS 9). A small component of broad outliers in the 6.z cllstribu
tion, caused by mis-reconstruction, is represented by a Gaussian :·lInc.tion. We 
determine twelve resolution parameters and the neutral- and charged-B life.
times simultaneously [rom fits to the 6.t dist.ributions of hadronic B decays: 
BO -t J/1jJJ(~, J/i/J.lC' ° (1(+71-) , D-1{+, D---p+, and B+ -) J/wJ(+, n01i+ . 
We obtain an average 6.t resolution of '" 1.43 ps (rms). 

3.4 Determination of sin 2¢1 

After flavor tagging and v~rtex reconst.ruction, we obtain the numbers of BO -t 
fcp ca.ndidates and purit.ies listed in Table 2 . 

Figure 3 shows thr. observed 6.t distributions for the q~J = +1 (solid 
point.s) and q~J = -} (open points) event samples. The asymmetry between 
two distriblltions de.monstrat.es the violRtion of CP symmetry. 

We determine sin 21;1 by performing an unbinned maximum-likelihood 
fit to the observed 6.t distribution. The probability density function (PDF) 
expected for t.he signal clistrlbution is given by letting S = sin 2qJj and .A = a 
in Eq. (4 , 5) as 
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Figure 4:- (aj The mw o.symmeb'y for all modes combined. The a.'Jymmetry for 
Jj'IjJJ(2 and J /'l/J IC o is converted to account for the opposite CP eigenvalue. 
The co,.,·esponding plots fo r (b) (cC)J(~, (c) JNJ(~ , and (d) non-CP control 
,'Wmples are also shown. The CUTiJes (Ire the results of the unbinned mlu,imum

likelihood fit applied separately to the individ11,al data samples. 

where we fix the EO lifet ime IRO and mass difference at their world average 
values 10) . The (1 - 2wI) accounts for t.he effect of incorrect flavor assign
ment. T he PDF is convolved with the proper-time interval resolution funct.ion 
Rsig(fit). The PDF for combinatorial background event is modeled by a sum of 
e>'''ponent.ial and prompt components convolved with a sum of two Gaussians, 
which is regarded as a resolution function for t.he background. Event-by-event 
signal fract ion is calculated as a function of p~ns for J /1/JJ(2 and f:j,E and lvhc 
for other decay modes. 

The only free p81'ameter in the final fi t is sin 2(jJl. The result of the fi t is 

sin 2(/JJ = 0.719 ± 0.074(stat) ± 0.035(syst). (9) 

Figures 4 (a)- 4 (c) show the raw asymmetries and the fi t results for all modes 
combined: (cc)I(~, and J /1/JI<t respectively. 

The systematic error is dominated by uncertainties in the vertex recon
struction (0.022). Other significant contributions come from uncertainties in 
WI (0.015)' t he resolution function parameters (0.014), a possible bias in the 
sin2<pl fit (0.011), and the IN[{~ background fraction (0.010). The errors 
introduced by uncertainties in IBO and D.1nd are less than 0.010. 

A fi t to t. he non-eI' eigenstate modes EO -l D(')-7t+, DO - p+ , J /1j;J( o o 
(I<+1T-), and n"-e+v, where no asymmetry is expected, yields 0.005 ± 0.015 
(stat). Figure 4 (d) shows the raw asymmetry for these non-CP control sam
ples. 

Figure 5 shows the constrained apex of the unitarity triangle on the fJ-ij 
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Figure 5: The con!ltraint on the apex of the unitarily triangle by the fitted 
sin 21;1 res'U.1t and result.'J from other e.r,periments . 

plane, on which the t riangle is normalized by the length of the bottom side, by 
the fit ted sin 2¢ 1 result and results from other experiments. 

4 CP V iolation in b --+ sqq Transit ion 

Despite t he success to measure the Cr -violating parameter sin 24>1 by the Belle 

and BaBar 11) collaborations, many tests remain before one can conclude t hat 
the IGvI model provides a complete descrip tion. For example, the charmless 
decays E O --t ¢J(~, EO ----+ J(+ J( - J(~ , and EO ----+ 1'1' J(~, which are mediated 
by the b ----+ sss t ransition (EO --t 1"/1 J(~ also receives b ----+ sdd and b ----+ S1tH 
penguin contributions) are potentially sensitive to new CP-violating phases 

from physics beyond the SM 12). 8M contributions from the b ----+ UU8 tree 

diagram are expected to be highly suppressed 13, 14). Thus, t he SM predicts 
that CP violation measurements in these charmless modes should yield sin 2¢1 
to a good approximation. Consequently, a significant deviation in the tirne
dependent. CP asymmetry in these modes from that. is observed in the b --t CC8 

transi tion would be an evidence of a CP-violati ng phase not expected in the 
K1I1 model. 

In th is section, we report t he first measurement of CP asymmetries in 
t he E O --t 1;J(~ and J(+ J( - J(~ decays, and an improved measurement for the 

EO ----+ r/ J(~ decay 15) based on the 78 fb -I da.ta sample. 
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4.1 Reconstruction of CP eigens tate 

We reconstruct E O decays t.o ¢J(~ and 11' J(~ fi nal states for ~f = -I, and BO --...+ 
J(+ J(- I(~ decays that are a mixture of ~f ::= +1 and - 1. 1(+ g - pairs that 
are consistent wi th ¢ --...+ J(+ J( - decay are excluded from the E O --...+ J(+ J( - J(~ 

sample. We find that the J(+ J( - J(~ state is primarily {f = +1; the ~f = + 1 

fraction is 1.04 ± 0.19(stat) ± 0.06(syst) 14). In t.he foll owing det.ermination of 
S and A , we fix (1 = +1. 

The intermediate meson states are reconstructed from t he following de
cay chains: 'f}' --...+ pO{--...+ rr+7I" - )-y or 11' --...+ 71"+ 71" - 1](--"'+ "1"1), ]{~ --...+ rr+ 7(-, and 
<p --7 J(+ ] (-. Candidate J(~ --...+ 7(+71" - decays are oppositely charged t rack 
pairs that have an invariant mass wi thin 15 (12, 16) MeV Ic2 of the nominal 
J(~ mass for the B O --> <pJ(~ (BO --> 1(+ 1(- J<'~, BO --> ~'1(~) mode. We se
lect candidate ¢ --...+ J(+ J( - decays requiring that t.he J(+ 1(- invariant mass 
is within 10 MeV Ic2 of the nominal ¢ meson mass, the ¢ meson momentum 
in the cmR exceeds 2.0 GeV Ie, and the J( + J( - vertex is consistent wi t.h the 
TP. For selection of nOll-resonant J(+ J( - J(~ canrlidat.es, more st.ringent. kaon
identification than ¢ meson is required, and DO --...+ J(+ f( - or XdJ --J. J(+ 1(

decay are explicitly eliminated. Two decay channels are used for 7]' reconRtruc
tion: 1]' ---77]1l"+7(- with 1] --J. "1"11 and 17' --...+ p0"l wit.h pO --...+ 71"+11"- . 

For reconst.ructed B --J. f op candirlates, we identify B meson decays using 
the L':1E a nd the A1be. 

In order to suppress background from t. he e+e- --...+ qq (q = 11., d1 s) 
and cc continuum , we form Signal and background likelihood functions, Ls 
and LBG 1 from a set of variables that characterize the event topology 14, 15) . 
We determine L.S from Monte Carlo (Me) and LAG from datal and impose 
mode-dependent thresholds on the likelihood ratio LR " [sites + [BG). 

4.2 Ver tex reconst ruction 

The decay vertices of EO mesons are rer.ons truct.ed wi th the same algorithm as 
t.hHt for b --...+ ccs t rnllsit.ioll . \¥e selc~ct t. racks for vert.ex reconstruct.ion IIsing 
the same selection cri t.eria as b --J. CC!i t.ransition. We also require the vertex 
t.o be consistent. with IP profile. The only difference from t he b --...+ ccs analys is 
is the tracks used for Ze p reconst.ruction. The Zc; p vert.ex is reconstructed 
wit.h charged kaons for the BO -4 ¢J(~ and E O -4 J( + J( - J(~ decfl.Ys and wit.h 
charged pions from pO or 11' decays for the BO --...+ 77' J(~ decay. 

Table 4 lis ts the number of observed BO --...+ fop candidates ':lft.er fl avor 
tagging a nd vertex reconstmct.ioll. Figure 6 shows t.he A1be distribut ions for 
the reconstructed E candid Llt,es that have L':1E values withi n t he signal region. 
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Table 4: The numbers of reconstructed BO --+ fop candidates used for Sand 
.A determination, Ncv, and the estimated signal purity in the f:::.E-A1bc signal 
region for each fop mode. 

I Mode ~f I N I Purity "" 
4>1(~ - 1 53 O.67:':~O5 
1(+ 1(- 1(~ +1(100%) 191 O.50-:::g:g; 
~'1(~ - 1 299 0.49 ± 0.05 

10 
B" ---< r,~ J(y no _ J(+ J( - K1 no --> 'lK} "u ·'0 ~'u 70 

;:-14 ~40 ~r.o D 12 0 ~ 50 

8 to C' •• 10 

8 
8 $ 40 

ci 
::' ;10 I ~ 

" 
~ 
, 

l LII ~ 20 , 
" OJ LO 

()5.2 5.22 ;:'.2'1 5.2fi 5.28 5.3 °S.2 5 .22 5.24 5_2(j 5.28 5.3 tt.2 5.22 5.24 5.26 5 .23 5.3 
M\" (GeV / cl 111\.-. (G.N Ie?) Mho (GeV/e2

) 

Figure 6: The heam-energy constrained mass distributions for BO --+ ¢J(~ (left), 
BO ---+ J(+ I{ - J(~ (center), and EO --+ 1]' J(~ (right) with£n the f:::.E signal region. 
Solid curves show the fit to signal plus background distributions, and dotted 
cu.rves show the background contributions. The hackground for EO --+ 1J' I(~ 
decay include8 an !lIe-estimated EE background component. 
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Table 5: ReS1LUs of the fits to the nt distribution.,>. The first errors are statistical 
and the second errors are systematic. The third error for the. f(+ 1(- J(~ mode. 
arise from the 1mcertainty in the fraction of the CP-odd compon~nt. 

Mode {fS ( sin 2"" in the SM) I - A ( 0 in the SM) -

",I<'S 0.73 ± 0.64 ± 0.22 0.56 ± 0.41 ± 0.16 
J(+ Ie J(~ +0.49 ± 0.43 ± 0.1 I:~:g~~ -0040 ± 0.33 ± 0.1O:,:g~~ 

~'I<~ +0.71 ± 0.37+gg~ +0.26 ± 0.22 ± 0.03 

4.3 Determination of S and A 

\Ve determine S and A in Eq. (41 5) for each mode by performing an unbinned 
maximum~likelihood fit to t he observed iJ.t dist.ribution. The PDF expected 
for the signal distribution is given with accounti ng for the effect of incorrect 
flavor assignment by 

P,;g (£1.1, q, w" {f) 

e- I"£I/ r8' { } = 4T8' 1 - q~f(1 - 2111,)[S sin(Ll.mdLl.t) + ACOS(Ll.mdLl.t)] (10) 

The only free parameters in the fin.a] fit are Sand A. 
Table 5 summarizes the results of the fi ts. The table shows the values of A 

and -~fS! which! in the SM! is equal to sin 2¢ 1. The first errors are statistical 
and the second errors are systematic. The third error for t.he ](+ ](- [(~ mode 

arises from t.he uncertainty in the fraction of the CP-odd component 14). 
F igure 7 (upper row) shows the observed 6.t distributions for q~f = - 1 

(upper flgure) and q{f = +1 (lower flgure) event samples for each fcp mode. 
Figure 7 (lower row) .'5hows the raw asymmetries in each 6.t bin without back
ground subtraction! which is defined by 

4 = Nq~J =-l - Nq!.J=+l 

. - Nqf,J=- l + N qf,f=+l ! 

(11) 

where Nq£'J =+l(- l ) is the number of observed candidates with q~/ = +1(-1). 
The curves show the results of the unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the 
asymmetry distribution, - {fSsin(Ll.mdLl.t) - {fAcos(Ll.m"Ll.t). These are the 
first measurements of the CP-vio];:lt.ing parameters for the EO ~ ¢]{~ and 
BO ~ 1(+ J(- ](~ decays. The result for the rl J(~ supersedes t.he previous 

result. 15). We obtain values consistent. with t.he present world average of 

si n 2"" = +0.734 ± 0.054 16) in t'he B O --> [(+ J( - [(~ and ~'J(~ decays, while 
a. 2.10' deviat.ion is observed in the BO ~ ¢J<~ decay. 
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Figure 7: The 1Lppe1' row shows thp. f::!.t rlistrilmtions for the EO --+ ¢J(~ (left), 
B O -+ 1(+ ](- J(~ (centcr), and B O -+ ~'J(~ (,ight) decay". The 'ltJl]le" and 
lower' plots are 101' q~J = ~1 and q~f = +1 wnriidn.tes, respectively. The .solid 
cUnJes show the re.·mlts oj the global fits , ami dashed CUf'Ves show the fmckgronnrl 
distributions. The lower mw shows the 6.t (!symmetr'ies, A, in each bin jm' 
the BO -+ ¢1(~ (left), B O -+ J(+ 1(- J(~ (center), and B O -+ ~'](g (,';gh t), 
respectively. The C1trve.~ sho11l the res1;lts oj the unbinned maximu.m-likelihood 
fit. 
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The largest source of systematic error for the no --+ tPf{~ mode is the 
Ullcer tfl inty in the signal fraction and t he background t::.t shape (±O.17 for S 
and ±O.14 for .A in tm.al) determined from t.he events in the sideband regions in 
the t::.E vs. Nfbc plane. Other signi fi cant contributions come from uncertai nties 
in t.he venex reco1Jst.ructioll l the resolution funct ion parameters: wrong-t.ag 
probahili t.y: T80, ami t::.mn:. Systematic uncertainties from t.hese sources are 
also examined for the ot.lier modes. 'rVe find t.hat the largest uncertainties 
arise from the vertex reconstruction (±O.09 for Sand ±O.08 for A) for t he 
BO -7 J(+ J(- J(~ mode, a nd from t.he resolution function parameters eg:g~ for 
S) and t he signal fract. ion (±O.02 for A) for {,he no -7 111 f(~ mode. 

F it.s to t he same samples with the d irect CP violation paramet.er A fixe r! 
at. zero yield -~fS = - 0.83 ± O.72(st.at.) for BO --; q,Kg, -~fS = +0.59 ± 
0.47(st.at.) for BO --; J(+ J(- J<.~, and -~fS = +0 .77 ± 0.38(st.at.) for BO --; 1}' r(~. 
As a r:onsistency check for t.he S term: we select the charged B meson decays 
n+ --+ tPJ(+ fi nd B + -7 1]/ J(+ and ~)pply t.he same fit procedure. 'rVe obt,<l in 
S = 0.05 ± 0.32(st.a t.), A = 0.29 ± 0.24(stat) for the B + --; q,J(+ decay and 
S = - 0.03 ± 0.20(sta t), A = 0.05 ± 0.13(st.a,,) for the B+ --; 1/ f{+ decay. Bot.h 
results on t.he 5 t.erm are consist.ent with no CP flsymmet. ry, as expect.ed. 

5 CP V iolat ion in BO --+ 1r+1r- D ecay 

A measurement. of lime-dependent CP asymmetry in EO -7 Jj+Jj- decay is 
sensit.ive t.o direct cr violat.ion and t.he ¢2 , one of the int.erior angles of t.he 
uni tari t.y t.ria ngle. If t.he decay proceeded only via. II --+ 11. t. ree amplit.ude, we 
would have S = sin 2tP2 and A = 01 or equivalent.ly 1...\1 = O. The sit.uat.ion 
is complicated by the possihil ity of t he significant cont.ributions from gluonic 
b -7 d penguin ampli tudes that. have a different weak phase a nd addi t.ional 
strong phases. As a resul t,S may not be equal to sin 2rh a nd direct CP 
violation I A i= 0, occur. 

In this section, we present. a measurement. of direc t and mixing-induced 
cr violation in t he n° --+ 71+7( - decay and constraints on the tP2 , based on 
the 78 fb- 1 data sample. 

5.1 Reconstruction of EO -7 7(+71- decays 

We use oppositely cha.rged track pairs t hat are posit.ively ident.ified nS pions 
according t.o the likelihood ratio for a particle to he a J(± meson, KID :::::: 
LI(/[£I( + 'cr.]1 which is based on the combined information from the ACe 
and the CDC dE/d3.: measurements. Here we use KID <OA as t he default. 
requirement. for the selection of pions. For t.racks in t he momentum range t hat 
covers the .80 --+ 1i+1[- signal, t.his requirement has a pion efficiency of 91 % a nd 
10.3% of kaons are misidentified as pions ( 1O.0± 0.2% from J( - and IO.G±0.2% 
from J(+ ). 
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\Ve also select EO --7 1(+71"- candidates, which have the same track topol
ogy as BO -----+ 11+"- candidates, by positively identifying one charged track as 
a kao11 and the other as a pion . vVe use KID>0.6 for the selec tion of k3oons. 
This requirement has a kaon efficiency of 84% and a misident.ification rate from 
pions of 5%, 

Candidat.e B mesons are ident.ified usi ng t.he fj.E and the AI/be . The 
signal region is defined as 5.271 GeY /e' < Mb , < 5.287 GeY /e' and IL'.EI < 
0.057 GeV, corresponding to ±3a from,~~~le, ~entral values. 

To suppress background from, t:b~ e+\~"': ·~ qq cont.inuum (q = 1.L, d, 8, C 

in this section), we form signal and .hl!hkg,round likelihood ratio, from two 
variables, as well as b --7 sqq transitio~" : OI'le variable is a Fisher discriminant 

determined from six modified Fox-vVolfram moments I!); the other is the ems 
B flight direction with respect to the z axis. In the A;{bc and fj.E signal region, 
we find major contributions from signal events, misidentified BO --7 g+lI
events, three-body B-decays, and continuum background. Figure 8 shows the 
fj.E distributions for the EO --7 71"+11"- candidates that are in the lv'he signal 
region wit h LR > 0.825 (Jeft) and with LR :S 0.825 (right),respectively, 

',~'-

L'>E (GeV) 

Figure 8: The!J.E distributions of BO --7 ,,+?T- candidates in the l11be signal 
region for (a) LR > 0.825, and (h) LR:S 0.825. The sum of the signal and the 
background function is shows as a solid C1J,rve. The solid curve with hatched area 
represents ?T+1T- component, the dashed curve represents I(+?T - component, the 
dotted curve represents the continuum background, and the dot-dashed curve 
1'epresents the charmless three-body B decay background component. 

5.2 Vert.ex reconstruction 

The decay ve r tices of BO mesons are reconstructed with the same algorithm 
as that for b --7 CC8 t ransition. The vertex position of BO --7 -;r+n- decay is 
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reconstructed from two charp;ed pion tracks with requiring t.he consist.ency to 
'he IP profile. 

5.3 Determination of S and A 

Vle determine S and A in Eq. (4, 5) by performing an un binned maxilTl llm
likelihood fit. to t. he observed Cl.t distribu t.ion as well as other decay modes. The 
only free pa rameters in the final fit. are Sand A. The result of the fit. t.o t.he 
760 BO --+ 1i+'iT- candidates (391 B O- and 369 BO-tags) t hat remain after fl avor 
t.agging and vertexi ng is 

S = - 1.23 ± 0.27(sto') ± 0.08('.1'5t) 

A +O.77 ±0,41(stat)~gg:('.1"t). 

Here we quote t.he rms values from the MC dis t.ribut ion with pmameterized S 
and A as the statist.ical uncertaint. ies of t.he result, because t. he log-likelihood 
rat.io curves from our da t.a deviate from parabola and t. he est.imation of t.he 
uncert.ainties using log- likelihood rat.io, - 2In(LJ L rnax ), is not appropriat.e. 

In Figs . 9 (a) and (b) , we show the raw, unweigh t.ed D..t distribut.ions for 
t.he 148 BO_ and 127 aD-tagged events wit.h LR > 0.825. The fi t. curves use S 
and A values that are obtained from all of t he LR-7' regions. The background
subtract.ed .6.t distribut.ions are shown in F ig. 9 (c). Figure 9 (d) shows the 
background-sub tract.ed CP asymmetry between t.he BO~ and BO-t.agged events 
as a funct. ion of Cl.t. The resu lt. of t he fit. is superimposed and is shown by t.he 
solid curve. 

The most dominant soW'ce of syst.ematic error comes from background 
frac t ion det.erminat ion eg:g~ for S and :!:g:g~ for A ). Ot.her significant sources 
of t.he systematic uncertainty are vertex reconstruction, fit bias, wrong-tag 
probabili ty, Tao, D..md, direct CP violation in the BO -* J(+7i- decay, resolu
tion funct.ion paramet.ers, and background shape. 

We use the Feldman-Cousins frequentist approach 18) t.o de termine t.he 
statisticaJ significance of our measurement. In order to form confidence inter
vals , we use the S and A dist.ributions of the resul ts of fit.s to MC pseudo
e)..-periment.s for various input values of Sand A. The dist.ribut ions incorporat.e 
possible biases at the boundary of the physical region as well as a correlat.ion 
between S and Ai t.hese effects are taken into account by t.his method. The 
dist ribu t.ions are also smeared with Gaussian funct.ions that account for system
atic erro rs. Figure 10 shows the resul ting two-dimensional confidence regions 
in t he S vs. A plane. The case that CP symmet.ry is conserved , S = A = 0, is 
ruled out. at the 99,93% confidence level (C.L. ) , equivalent t.o 3.4a significance 
for Gaussian errors . The minimum C.L. for A = 0, t.he case of no direct CP 
violat.ion, occurs at (S,A) =' (-1.0, 0.0) and is 97.3%, which corresponds to 
2.2a significance. 
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Figure 9: The raw" unwcightcd 6.t distributions for the 275 EO ~ n+'iT- can
didates with LR > 0.825 in the signal r'egion: (a) 148 candidates with q:::: +1, 
i.e. the tag side is identified as BO j (b) 127 candidates with q::::: -I j (c) BO --+ 
71+ 1T- yields after' backgrmmd subtraction. The errors are statistical only and 
do not include the error on the backgrou.nd !mbtmctionj (d) the CP asymmetry 
/07' BO -+ 7(+71- after background subtraction. In Fig8. (a) through (c), the 
curves show the resu.lts of the u.nbinnerl ma.rimum-likelihood fit to the 6.t distri
butions of the 760 BO --+ 7I+1T - candidates . In Fig. (d), the solid cu.rve shoms 
the r-csultant C P asymmel1'Y, while the dashed (dotted) c'/J,rve i.~ the contribu.tion 
from the cosine (sine) term. 
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5.4 Constraints on rP2 

T. Higuchi 

Using t.he definitions of Eq. (3L the decay amplitudes for BO and -ll to 7<+rr 
are 

A(BO --t 11+7<- ) 

ACEo --> ,,+,,- ) 

-(ITle';T e";' + IFle';"), 

- (ITle';Te - i¢, + IPle"") , (12) 

where T and P are the amplit.udes for t.he tree and penguin graphs~ respect.ively, 

and Or a.nd op are their strong phases. Here we adopt the notation of R.ef. 19) 
and use the convention in which the top-quark cont.ributions are integrated out 
in t he short-dist.ance effective Hamiltonian. In addition, the unitarity relation 
1~~'1 Vud + Veil lied = - ~.h Vi.rt is applied. Explici t expressions for S and A are 

S [sin 2</>, + 21PjTI sin(</>, - ¢,) coso - IPjTl'sin 2¢.] jn, 

A - [2IPjTlsin(¢,+¢dsin o]jn, 

n 1-2IPjTlcosocos(¢,+ ¢d + IPjTI' , (13) 

where 6" :::: op - Or. 'Ve t.ake - 180° :::; Ii :::; 180°. 'Vhen A is posit.ive and 
0° < rP l + $2 < 180°, 0 is negat.ive. 

R.ecen t. theoretical estimat.ions prefer IPITI ""' 0.3 wit.h large uncertain

ties 20, 21, 22, 23). Figures 11 (a)- (e) show t.he regions for </>, and J corre
sponding t.o t.he 68.3% C.L., 95.5% C.L. and 99.73% C.L. region of A and S 
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Figure 11: The region,<; for ¢2 and 0 cOTresponding to the 68. :1%, 95.5%, and 
99.7:ffo C.L. regions 0/ A and S in Fig. 10/07' (a) ¢, = 25 .9", IP/TI=O.3, 
(b) ¢, = 23.5", IP/TI=0.1S, (e) ¢ , = 23.5", IP/TI=O.3, (d) ¢, = 23.5", 
IP/TI=O·45, and (e) ¢, = 21.3", IP/TI=O.3. The horizontal dashed lines cor
respond to ¢, = 180" - ¢, . 
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Figure 4:- (a) The raw asym.metry for all modes combined. The. asymm.etry fo1' 
J 1 'ljJJ(~, and J 1 'l/J [Co is converted. to acconnt for the opposite C P e-igerwa.lue. 
The corresponding plots for (b) (cc)I<~, (c) JI'ljJI<2, and (d) non-CP control 
sam.ple .~ are also shown. The curves are the res7I.lts of the unbinned ma.timy.m.
likelihood fit applied sepamtely to the 'individual do.tn. sample.s. 

where we fl.'\( the BO lifetime TRQ and mass difference at. t.heir world average 

values 10). The (1 - 2wl.) accounts for the effect. of incorrect flavor assign
ment. The PDF is c.onvolved with the proper-time interval resolution function 
Rsig(6.t). The PDF for c:ombinatorial background event is modeled by a sum of 
exponential and prompt components convolved with a sum of t.wo Gaussians, 
which is regarded as a resolution function for the background. Event-by-cvent 
signaJ fraction is calculated as a function of p~ns for JI'ljJJ(2 and 6.E and jvfbc 

for ot.her decay modes. 
The only free paramet.er in the final fit is sin 2cPl . The result of t.he fit is 

sin 2cPl = 0 .719 ± O.074(stat) ± O.035(syst) . (9) 

Figures 4 (a)- 4 (c) show the raw asymmetries and the fit results for all modes 
combined, (cc)](~, and J 1'ljJ]{~, respectively. 

The systematic error is dominated by uncertainties in the vertex recon
struction (0.022). Other significant contributions come from uncertainties in 
WI (0.015), the resolution function parameters (O.014L a possible bias in t.he 
sin 24h fit (0 .011)' and the J 1'ljJI<2 background fraction (0.010). The errors 
introduced by uncertajDties in 180 and 6.mrl are less than 0.010. 

A fit to the non-CP eigenstate modes BO ---7 n(* )-'jf"+, D"- p+, .J 17/)/(,,,0 
(J(+r.-), and D--e+v, where no asymmetry is expected, yields 0.005 ± 0.015 
(stat). Figure 4 (d) shows the raw asymmetry for t.hese non-CP control sam
ples. 

Figure 5 shows the constrained apex of the unitarity triangle on the p-r, 
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Figure 11: The Tf'-gions jor (h and b corrr-sponding to the 68.:f/r;, 95.5%, and 
99.1:110 G.L. regions oJ.A o.nd S in Fig. 10 JO'l' (a) cPl = 25.9°) IP /TI=O.3, 
(b) ¢, ~ 23.5°} IP/TI=O.15, (c) <Pl = 23 .5°, IP/TI=O.3, (d) cPl ~ 23 .5°, 
IP/TI=O.45, and (e) qh ~ 21.3°, IP/TI=O.3. The horizontal rlashed lines cor
respond to (/;2 = 1800 

- rP, . 
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(shown in Fig. 10) for representative values of IP ITI and cPl. Note t.hat. ,J value 
of (S,A) inside t.he 68.3% C.L. contour requires a value of IPITI greater than 
,,-,0.3. 

The allowed region is not very s<'!nsi tive to variations of cP1 wi thi n t.he 
errors of t.he llW:lSUrements: as can be s(~(m by comparing Figs. 11 (a), (c) and 
(e). The range of rP~ that corresponds t.o the 95.5% C.L. region of .A and S in 
Fig. 10 is 

for <PI = 23 .5° and 0.15 :s; IPITI ~ 0.45. The result IS In a.greement wit.h 

constraints on t.he unitarlt.y t.riangle from other measurements 16). 

6 Measurement of I Vub I 

The precise measurement. of 11~thl is one of the potential measurements t.o show 
the first discrepancy of t.he SM. This section d(~s(:ribes t.he measurement of 
branching fract.ion of the BO ---* D;7T- rlecay first, and then describes the IVllh l 
determination based on the 78 fb- 1 dat.a sample using the EO ~ D;7f- decay, 
which is dominated by h ~ 'U transition without penguin cont.ribution. 

6.1 R.econstruction of BO ~ D;7r- decay 

- .. 0 0 
We remnstruct. D~ mesons in the channels D~ -). <!Yir+, 1( J(+, ami f{ sJ(+. 
The ¢ (K"O) mesons are formed from the 1(+ 1(- (J(+11'-) pairs 'with invariant 
mass within 10 (50) MeV Ic2 of the nominal ¢ (1C"O) mass . The 1(~ mesons are 
reconstructed from two pions that have an invariant mass with.in 6 Me V I c2 of 
the nomintll I(~ mass. The signal region of the D;- ca.ndidates is defined to be 
within 12 MeV Ic2 of the nominal D; mass. The reconst.ruct.ed D~ candidat.es 
are combined With a charf!;l!J pion to form a B meson candidates. vVe identify 
a canrbdate event using ~E and 1I1bc , where t.he signal region is defined to be 
5.272 < lIifbc < 5.288 GeV 1(;2 and I~EI < 0.03 GeV Ic'2 . The sca.tter plot in 
liE and Nhc foJ' the signal candidates within the ltif( Ds) signal region is shown 
in Fig. 12; a significant enhancement. in t he B signal regioD is observed. 

To suppress t.he large- rombinat.ori al background t.hat is dominated by the 
e+ e- ~ qq <:ont.inuum process, we use variables t.hat charact.erize t.he event 
topology: one is a Fisher discriminant., t.he other is a thrust. angle between the 
thrust axis of the B candidate and that of t.he rest of the event .. 

Possible backgrounds f:rom qq wit.h real n; mesons are also considered. 
These events peak in t.he mass spectrum of Ds but not in ~E and ltifbc dis
tributions. Background events in the Mbc sideband region indicate tha.t t.he 
background contamination t.o t.he signal region is less than 0.5 events. 
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Figme 12: The !:1E-.A1bc sco.tte'l" plot/or the signal candidates within the NJ(Ds) 
signa.l region. The points represent the e.'1;peri:m.ento.l data, and t.he bo:r: shows 
the meson signa.l rr;gion. 

The B decays l such as BO ~ D+(~ J(-7r+7r+)7r-, with one pion misiden
t,ifi~ri as kaon, have large branching fractions a.nd can peak ir~ the A1br signal 
regi0D. To eliminate the background from these decays, we exclude event. can
didates that are consistent. with the D+ ~ J(-7r+r.+ mass hypothesis within 
15 Me V I c2 when t.he two same-sign particles are consiriered to be pions inde
pendently of their particle irientification. For the D; ---4- J(~J(+ mode, t.here 
is a similar background from EO ---+ D+r.-, D+ ---4- J(~r.+. This background 
is suppressed hy excluding candidat.es consistent within 20 MeVjc2 wit.h the 
D+ ~ J(~1i"+ hypot.hesis. 

Po~sible backgrounds from B decays yia h ~ r; transitions (8 -+ D.,DX) 
are considereo. The D-:- from these riecays have a lower momentum and are 
kinetically separated from the signal. vVe analyzeri a Me snmple of BE generic 
deCay and found no peaking background. 

We have found tha.t the background may peak in the signal region of 
kl (D.~) or .6.E bu t not in bot h simnl taneously. To extract the signal we perform 
a binned maximum-likelihood fit to the two-dimensional distribution of data in 
.A;J(D.'J)-!:1E plane. In t.he fit., we allow three background component.s (c.ombina
toriaJ, qq events, and B decays) to vary indepenriently. We find )o . l~~ : i(stat) 
signal yield in the signal re~ion. Figures 13 and 14 show the /vJ(Ds) and !:1E 
spect.ra l respect.ively, for t.he selected candidates in the B signal region to
gether with the fitted curves. The st.atistical significance of t.he fit reslllt is 
3.60", which is defined by J-2In(Lo/Lmnx ), whr.re Lmax and Lo denote the 
ma..ximum likelihood with the fitted signal yield and with t.he signal yield fixed 
to zero, respectively. This indicates iUI evidence for the EO ~ D:7i- decay. 
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Figure 14: The!::::.E sper:.f.r"l/.m. for the signo.' co.ndid(],tes in the B signal region. 
The solid and dashed C1/,rves show the fitted signal plv.s background r:omhined 
shape and background only shape, respectively. 
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6.2 Branching fract.ion measurement 

The observed yield corresponds to the branching fraction of 8(EO --1 D;7r-) = 
(2.4~b:g(stat) ± 0.7(syst)) x 10-5 . 

The EO --1 D~+,,- final states, where the low energy photon from the 
D; -+ Dsr decay i:; missed, can populate the B O --1 n;n- signal region. 
They would produce a long tail on the negative side of the tlE distribution. 
We est.imate 2% contamination to the signal region, which is included as a 
systemat.ic uncertainty of the branching fraction. 

The E° --1 D-:- [(- decay with misidentified kaon as pion possibly con
t.aminates the EO --1 n;7f- signal regionj the uncertainty due to this effect is 
found t.o be negligible « 1%). 

FoUov.ring sources of systematic error are found to be dominant: J(~ re
construction efficiency (6%), signal shape parameterization (5%~, Me statistic 
(3%), track finding efficienr.y (2% per track), and charged hadron identification 
efficiency (2% per particle). The uncert.ainty in the D-:- meson branching frac
tions, which is dominated by 25% error in B(D; -> tP,,+), is also taken into 
account. The 0verall systematic uncertaint.y is 28%. 

6.3 Iv,£bl determination 

Since the dominant systematic uncertainty on the branching fraction mea
surement comes from the hranching fra.ction of n: -+ Q)1l+, Dtj)711 we also 
report 13(BO --1 D;1I-) x 8<t>rr = (16.4~t~(stat) ± 2.1(syst)) x 10-5 . Us
ing l3(BO -+ D;7f-) / l3(BO --1 D: D-) = (0.424 ± 0.041) x 1~/.Il/FcbI2) and 

8(EO -7 D: D-) x B¢r. = (3.0±1.1) x 10-,1 calculated from a CLEO's result 25), 

we can extract. a model-dependent value IVub/Vclll = (8.2~~:~(stat.) ± 3.4(syst)), 
where no error on the fact.orization assumption or other sources of model 
dependence are included. We obtain 1 Fub 1 = (3.5 ~6:~) x 10-3 accordi ng to 

I Veil I == (41.2 ± 2.0) X 10- 3 10). 

7 Summary 

We have presented the measurement.s of t.he Cabbibo-Kobaya.shi-Maskawa ma
t.rix components in BO decays to the following C P eigenstates: (CC)J(~, J /1jJJ(£, 
J/1jJK"o, rPJ(~, r/J(~, J(+ [(-J(~, and 11'+,,- using data. collected at. the 1'(45) 
resonance with t.he Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e- col
lider. 

On~ of the angles of t.he unitarity triangle, <PI, ha.s been determined as: 

sin 2tPl == 0.719 ± 0.074(stat) ± 0.03S(syst.). (14) 
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The decays, EO ~ ¢](~, 1]1 K~, and ]{+ J(- J(~ are dominated by the 
b ~ sss t.ransition and are sensitive to a new CP-violating phase. Our results 
for the 1]' K~ and J(+ K- K~ modes are consistent with those obtained for the 
EO ~ J /1/JJ(~ and other decays governed by the b ~ ccs transition, while 2.1a 
deviation is found in the ¢J(~. mode. 

We have found the the C P violation in the EO ~ 11+11- decay. The deter
mined CP-violating parameters give the favored (P2 region at 95.5% confidence 
level as 78° ::; rP2 :::; 1520

• 

We have also presented the measurement of IVubl using the BO ---* D-;1r
decay: IVubl :::: (3.5~b:~) x 10- 3

. 
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RARE B DECAYS AND DIRECT CP VIOLATION AT BABAR 
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on hehalf of the BABAR collahorn.t.ion 

Abstract 

The search for fMe B clecays a.nd direct (;P violation aI, DABAR. is described. 
The. following mel1:'>nrements (hRsed on integrn.ted luminosities rauging from 
56.4 to 8].9 jb- 1

) are summarized: the inclusive hranching fractions anc-l di
rect C P asymmNries of n+ -t h+ h- h+ (h. = 7f, J(), r,he exclusive branching 
fractiolls of B+ -> f(+r,-r.+ (where significant. signals are obseryec-l in the 

B+ -t /(-0 (Rg2) r,+ i R+ -t 10(980) T(+, B+ --'t Xr:O f(+, B+ -t If rr+ anci 
n+ -t higher J(~0r.+ channels), the hranc.hing fractions of B+ -+ pOp+ and 
RO -t pO g~+, ancl fina,l1y, t.he branc:hing [Tiler,ions, the longitudinal compo
nents, and the dir~ct CP asymmetries in B -t <jJf\'·. 
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1 lntroduction 

l\,'1 f!;J.'.lIremenr,s of (he hrflnchi ng frac, ions (;lnd r1irf'c.r C P a~,)'m meLl'ies of 1'a,rr. 

n derR.vs using lllf' RAf3AR. dNec~or 1) ftre presr.nt.ed. Rare R decays ran be. 
r.J£lssified occording to 'hf'ir Sll ppr~:=;sion foctor: 

• a small CKM matdx eleJnent, fl.:=; for charmless B decays whir:h <lIYJ

plir.lldes JHe :-mppresser/ hy a fflcr.or 1\'~II,I/IVcb) ~ ,\ 1:(,)l1lpnred t.o charm 
J] deGI,)' amplit.1)des. j\tlf'nsnremems relrtrhl t.o the clecays n --I- hhh(h. = 
1i, KL n --I- pp Rnd B --I- r\-~ P ilre pl·ese.nred . 

• a dominant diagraJn involving a loop, which ::l111plit,lldps ,'1,1'(> SlIP

presseel hy either 

Os /4r. for glllonic pf'l1F;lIin (1) -f .<; glllon) as in the exchJsivp. drcrl.'y~ 
n -t 1/f(- n.nd f3 --I- dJl\-~. 

- i1Qf:n/LI7i' rOT radial;ive pengllins (0 --I- s~.Jrhl i'I:'i in rlH:' exclusive 
decays n -7 TC"-f ?tnd D --I- p;' or r.he inclllsi\'e decay b --I- .c;-:, rind 
for elect,roweak penguins (h --I- sZ(J/)/,q(lT)), JlS in t.hf' exclusive 
decay n --I- T\·viJ. 

All the m(,i'lS1ll'~nwll1...: mr.nlioned flbove were pre.sented in my ralk, hllt 

only r,he res1Ilts ne,,,ly releil.:;:;ed during rhe wimer ("onfr.renc.es Me dNRiled in 
th("~e proref'dings. i.F..: n --I- hh.h(h = 11: /\-l: R --I- pp, n --; f(~ p Rnd n --I

<iJ f(W. 

The. nlOT.ivntion for soch 1l1f'(lSllremenrs is twofold: first, t.hey could al
low r.o see indin~c.t effecr.s or new physics particles virtually creflf.NI in loop. 
Such effeds may show up in different b1'anrhing fract.ions ancJ CP ilsymmetries 
t.han those predic'r.ed hy t.he Sr.andnr(] Model. OlH~ r.onc~nrra',es here on r.ime
integrnted direct (;P asymme.lrip.s. Time-dependent n.sym.mer.ries .<l.re descrihed 

elsewhere 2). 

Time-integrared direct C P asymrne.r,ries require ar ki'l.sr t.wo (Sran<ial'd 
Moclel or New Physics) amplitudes cont.ribut.ing to a proce:;;:; wir.h clifferent weak 
and strong phnse::;: calling A t.he [.otal nrnpliturie of the process HO ([J+) -+ f 
and A the one of the C P (onjllgated process nO (R-) --I- I, one can split the 
flmpiitudes ,~ a.nd A int.o a slim of rf'al rl.lnplitlldes AI.:, C P-odd weak phases 
@k and C P-f'vrn sr.rong phases Ok: 

A ::: L A~:ei'!;J. riiik I 

k 

.f\ = LAke-i¢kf,:iOk • 

k 

( I ) 

The asymmetry hf'tw('en .4 and .'1 can t.h~n 1w written in terms of dilf('renr.e~ 
of wert k rlnel strong pha::;es (rbe expre.~sion hr.low is gi\'~n in the ca~e where t.wo 
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(2) 

Beyond r.hf' ::;(>(lfch for {lint.s of new phy:,ics, meaSlIremenrs of rrl.re R orca],=" 
call h~ll> cOllsrl'nining t.hf' SL~"llld;l.I'd Moof~l lInkllown pal'rI mel" el'::;. for cxn.mplr. 
rirnp.-df>prndenl C P asymmer.rif'~'i in n ~ TiTi ano R ----1 17' J(-, R -+ 6[;;- ~Ilow 

to meaSIJrf' sill 2(1 anrl sin 213 where. () And 13 are. r.\Vo rlngles of (ht, r llit.arit.y 
Triangle; the' l"<U,;O of r.he R ----1 p; and n ----1 [\'-'[ J"rlr.f'S con:'lr.rnins rhe l't'ltio of 
Cl( tv! mMrix elpmclHs I ~"·~.rli/l 'I; .. ql; finnlly, 111(> h ----1 iq specl rlJlll helps r.o menSure 
l~", and roo mlls1 r?in TTf'flvy Quark Effe('t ive 'Ihml'Y pFlfrlnWrrr::;. 

2 The BABAR detector and dataset 

The RAflAR. dete<~ror is oesCl'ihcri elsewhere I) in detail. It c.onsists of rt rri'ld:
illg syst.elll composed from n 5-li'lYf'1' dOllhlp. sided silicon micro strip venf'X 
r.rii..Ckel' (SVT) and rrom a '~O-layel' drifr l.hrtmher (Dell), I1Mh operilting in 
i=\ 1.f) T solenoicirtl lIMp;Jlf't.ic: field. Ch;nged prlrt ic.if' identific.al ion is mi'linly 
performed lIsing n rinp; imAging r:1wl"cllkov der.ector (DTRe): the ~epi'lri'l.t.ion 

hetween kaons find pions l"ill1ges beLwt.cn Rtr fCIT a momentlJn1 of 2 CcV 1,-2 ilnd 
4tr fOT n moment.lIlll or.:1 GeV 1\.2. Photons iI.nr! nelltral harlrons rlre der.f':<:t.ed ill 
;.). CsT(Tl) e.lect romagncLic ollorimer,er. The idcllt.ific:M\On of mllons and nCIHr(\\ 
haorolls i "~ clonr. in the AIl'X H'JlIl'll il1st.l'llrnel1tf~d with many layers of r~~jsti\'(~ 
plMe chl'lmhel's UPR). 

TIH:~ drltEi liSCO ill 1"he i1nalyses presf'llteci ht.re were c.nllecT.erl hf't.ween 
HHHl nnd 2002. The f,OtRIllllninosit.y int.egraterl ilt the !(LlS) resonance (on
I'f'sonanc.e dali'Ll is BI.!) JIJ- 1 , and rlif' one inregratco 40 MeV helow r.he 1(45') 
resonance-> (off-resonrtnc.r dRJ:.o, llsf!d for mnt.iJ1l1Ilm hnckgrollno st.uciie;:;) is 9.6 jb- 1 • 

Some of the nnfllyses are. performed on a fracrion of the total integrated hlnli
no:;it.y on ly. 

3 Kjnematics and event topology at a D factory: background fight
ing 

At. the PEP-lT n fac:r.ory: B mesons nrc prodllced by colliding electrons ann 
positrons a.t rt C~llt.p.r of mEiSS energy ('qual to rhe j(48) IlMSS. At, "this energy, 
t,he bb c.ross~section mrresponns to about 25% ofr.he tot,al cro:;~-section (includ
ing as well lighte.r quark pronlJction, c.f1lJed t.hereaft.er cont.inUllm). CominlJlIm 
i!'i a first source of hac.kgrounrl. Cl"Oss-talk from other B ciecays is i'l second 
SOlll'c.e of background J'~ferred to as B hrtckground in the following. 

The klilemot.ic and topological variables nescrihe.d in this section Me. lJseri 
r.o rlist.ingllish signal B events from continulJm and B bac.kgl'Ounds. 
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:t 1 f, i ne.rna r,le vr\ri i-l hies 

The conservat.ion of P.lI('I'~y rind moment 11m allows llS 1.0 Iwild the followinp; two 
(nearly lIncorrelMed) kiIIC'IlH)11C. wlrlithlf'S: 

• The varlable 6. E is clen ned .1:": 

wlH'n~ Ej:, j~ the n c.andirl<1t.p enf.rgy n,nel fi is rhe bf'am energy: both 
<":rtlclIlar.ed ill rlw T(4-8) remer of mFl~s. 'W'hen the R (.nndirla~e c:nrrf
sponds 10 a real n deC':,qy, .6.£ is dose fTOrn zero, lip to rhf' resohnion 
which is dorninnferl hy Ihf' reronst.ruction of the D energy (a few r,f'ns of 
MeV: rlependlng on thf llatmf. of t,he dallghters of t.he R) . 

• the energy-sllhstit.lIted mass, m,r:.:s, is definen hy: 

(4) 

whf're Ei ano Pi (lrf. l'espf.cti\'(-~!y the total energy nnd file momentum of 
r.he e+,,- pair in r.he lahol'FlrOl'Y frrlme: nne! PR is t.he momentum of rhp. 
reconstrllC:1:p.rl f3 r.anrliclrtte. Por rt re(ll n decay, 7nF.S p~l\ks monnd t.he n 
mRS::;, lip to the resoilltion of2.fi MeV Ie? e!ominated hy the heam c.nf'l'gy 
e! ispf'rsion. 

Kinemar.ic va.riahle!'; are llsed both for <":ontinllllm nnd D bac.kgrollnd rf'
jection. Because r.hey iHP. most.ly 11 nmrrelat.eo, these two \'ariahles are ()ft.en 
combinee! into i'I likelihood function. 

:t2 Topologic:al variablr.s 

At t.he 1(45) e1lergy: nOso pairs are prodllced almost at rest in tht' Y(48) 
center of ITlFtss. Therefore, in this frame, the B daught.ers are isotropicrtlly 
distrihuter!. Oppositely, for the lighter qllMks (mainly for the 11, d, s quarks: to 
a lesser extend for the c qllark) ex1-ra energy is available to boost t.he produced 
particles, leading to rl back-to-hack .iet structure. 

Moreover, in r.he prOf.ess e+e- ~ Y(4S) ~ BB where the spin-l 1(4S) 
decays into two spin-O B mesons, the <lngular distrihlH,ion of t.h£! D in the 
center of mass follows a si!l2 (}B disrribution where OB i.s the angle between ~he 
B direction and the beam axis. Contrarily, in the pl·or.ess e+ e- ~ f J (where f 
is a fennion), the dist.ribution follows 1 + cos '2 Or where Orr is the angle between 
the '(jet direction" and the beam axis. 

Topologicn,1 variilble.s C':an be huilt to take. advantage of these shape prop
ert,ies. Amongsi t.hem, one call reTain: 
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• (".os()(Tn , .:): the r:osilw ofthf' an glf> hetween fhe n c:'l.nC/icl;)IP t.ltrtlst ("Iir~c

r.ion lind rlIP h~n,m nxis. Trill" D dec.ays lead t.o <'l flat di:"nihlltioli, while 
one retrieve i.he t + c.os2 () ciistrihlltion mendoned earli!'!r for cont inllllnl 

hi'lckgroll11d. 

J,)I = L Pi leos ( ()r /J, i ) III , 
i::::ROF. 

(i1) 

whcl'P COS(OTA,l) is r,hf' r.osine het,ween the t.hrust dirr("'Lion of the D can
clidnrp. and tilt' i-I'h tl'fld: of t.he Rest Of the Event, ROE, (corresponding 
10 \Vh,1f remains ill t.he event on("'f! the n condidare trflcks ,ne ,·emovecl). 

Deci-\.use l'o;Jologi("'fll \'rldahles ,He reln.l.ecl to B dec.nj's and continuum pro
cllJcj ion propedip:" [hey are mostly usen for continll11111 hackgrollnn rejec.tion, 
while heing- inefikienr: ror D hnckgwlInd rejection, 

Oft.~n highly c.orrelntf~d ;;unollgst f.f1.r.h or.hp.rs, they rtre comhined using 
')) 

rishel' oJ or ncnl'i'l\ network disnimin;:mrs. li'igllf!" 1 shows r.he Fisher discrim-
inant OIHPllfS !.1~iJlg rhe varirthle.s [0 flnci 1.2 ror n° .....-+ JT+r.- Monte Carlo 
and continuum harkgl'Ollnd. Oll~ ohr.i'lins rl good separatioJl between !.he~e two 
Crtt,f'gories of r\"f~nts. 

4 Charmless R decays 

4.1 lnc.lllsivf' rates rind dirf'ct CP viol;]tion in H+ -t h+ h- h+ (h = It, J() 

Mr.aSlITClllf.nt.s of the A+ --4 h+h.- h+ (II. == 7T, J\') d~cnYS CAn h<' t)secl to de
terminf' rllP l.1nit.;nity Tri;)llg!f' anglt: ; and ['.0 help reducing uncertainties on 

the meaSIJrP.mell f of the angle f) !1 L A lllong:':t t he six final :=itates c.onsidr.rf'.d 
here\ t.wo of f.1H'1ll do not oc.c.1I\" in fir~r, or second orcler in t.he w(>ak illl.er
rlr.rion c.o\\plin!!,\ ;'lnd (\re t.here.fore highly suppressecl in the Standarcl iVlode.l: 
n+ --4 T\'- rr+ TI+ rlllrl A+ --4 /\'+ /,'+.,.-. 

n+ --4 h+ 11- h+ decay~ have hf:f'n stlldif'd u::;ing an integratNl luminosit.y 
of 81.91/}-'. n cn.ndidates consist of combinrltions or three chargecl t rac:ks hii.v
ing at lCrlsr 12 hirs in thp. DClI: i'l minimal tr<l.n.c;ver.'iI' moment.um of tOO MeV Ie 
nnd originaring From f he heam spot. The t::..R i'lllcl J71ES varirtb!e'i rl.re complJlecl 
Rssllming t.hf. three 1".r<'lcks I () be pions. ror mocle.s cont.ainillg knons 1 [he rc
sllltin9; 6,.£ distrihllf,ioJ]s are shift.ed by rOllghly -LJfl ~vreV per kaon, Charged 
pions and kaolls rlr~ identified IIsing df:lli:J; inrormat.ion from the SVT rtnd the 
nCT!, and fOI· 1;Ti'lr.ks with momenr.llm aho,,!" 700 MeV Ic\ llslng fhe Cher('nko\' 
nllgle rl.nd 1I1Jmher of phot.Olli; mertslJrrd hy the IJTRC. f(;wn selection effkiency 
is on fl\,f'ri'lge. ~O% rl nd mis-ident.i ficrit ion or piOll~ rl.S kn.ons is hdow 591. lip ro (] 
momenrllrn of -i C('V Ie. Pions are. required to rail hor.h t.he kaon and electron 
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rignr~ 1: Pishr-:r rli.~·C/'iminQnl olltpul 1I.'>-i719 tJl(~ l;nri{Jbles £0 and [,2 (ef. 
Rq. 5) for Monte em'lo 8° --l- 11+ ,,- 8iunfll (dots) and r.onlinll'llnJ h(Jr.kg1'01Ind 
((:ro.c;u~s). 

selecrion algorit.hms. The latJer is hnsed on rJ ";/dJ:, EMC shower shnpfs, ;lncl 
E/p ratio. The mis-icientinc.:uion or elenrons as pions is ;)%, nnd of k<tons nS 
pions is 20%. 

Ct'tndiclates wirh nn inr,ermp.nirttr. nentra] resonf\nce nlrtSS compatible wit.h 
any of I'he charm meson D°, J/v", '1/t(:2S) and Xc,o rnRsses <He vetoed. Conr.in
uum had:gro1Jnd is sllppre~<;sed cutting on COSO(TR: z) and R Pishrr discriminant 
formed from r.he slImmed scal;n moment(l of Ed] charged and nenr.fl'll p'::l.l'cicles 
from rhe reSI of the> evellt. withill the Ilin(~ neste.d cones c:oaxirl] wi[h rhe r,hrust 

aXls of ~he R cfl1Hlid:H.e !1) (we 'will rder r,o this risher discriminant as the 
CLEO Pishr.r in the following). The cuts on these t.opologic;tI "Min.hks are op
timized for (~rtch sign~1 mode ro /'lchir.vc maximom sensitiriry for the hl'nnching 
fraction, nnd lend to n rp.iection of ;Hound 90% of the contilHllll11 brtckgrol.lnd. 
The rr.~irlllal hackg\'OIJ nd I~vel is extrapOlaLf'd from the side h,md region in til('. 
mES - .6.E plane info the signnl region (defilled rlS Imp,s - m.BI < R IvleV /c2 

and J.6.R - (.:\£')1 < 60 MeV wher~ (6~)1 is r,he meiln nllle of t1E nlf'aSllflXI 
in the cant rol sampk n- --l- nO,,- and R- -1 TJo f(-). 

Severn] effects are tAken C'ire of whpn comput.ing the br;:mching fraction 
of e<lc.h ~ignal mode: 
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• Thp. Ol'llitz plol rlependf'lll cross-feed hetween modes with .IV k;wns to
w;nc1s modp.~ wit.h N -1 b .ons due ~o mis-inentification ofkaons rI.';;; pions. 

• The DfI.lir.7: plor incirpendent cros~-feed rille to douhle mis-irlentinct'ltion 
of kaons a~ pions, 01' mis-irlent.ifkntion of pions as kaons. 

• The Dali t7, plot i ndepp.l1dent remaill in~ charm (lno c:ht=l.rmlrss n back-
. -0 

grollno cross-feed comi ng from DO anci D for tbe B+ -)- 10+ rr-lT+ 

and B+ -)- (\'+r.-7i+ channels, nnd from TJ+ -)- 7]1(-+ pOi)R+ for I'he 
D+ -t 1(+II-rr+ chmmel. 

R.esults are sumnlt'lrized in Table 2. Signals aff': ohserved ",,-jr,h around 
01'1 of sign ifir.ance for the modes aO -)- 11+ 11-11+, BO -+ {(+ ,,-1r+ and no -+ 
H+ T{- J(+. For t.he!'\p. modes, both the hrn.nching ratio and I'he dil'f~ct CP 
asymm~r.ry are qllotf'.d. All CP asymmet.ries i'lre compatih!{" \.vith uro. 'The 
signifk"'ncf. of r.he n° -+ T(+ T\'-,,+ signal is wen.k, thereforf! only a gO%. CL 
llpper Iimil. is quater!. Finally, no evenr~ arf' oh~~n'(>.d for the I'wo Strtnda.rd
Modd highly ~IIPPl'P8sPrl clec.n,Ys a+ -+ {(-11+1f+ and B+ -)- {(+[~'+11-. 

Systematic Iln<:f:rt. n.in~if's on Lhe hrAnching fractions ari~f: from ha.ckgrounrl 
i'lnrl rross-fewl est.imat,ions, and from the signal efficif'ncies (charged part.icle. 
tracking, f.ODologiod vari"hles C.llts~ particl~ icientification, .6.£ and mp,s vari
ahles). Systcmt'liic uTlcertainties on the CP aSYlllme.t,ries i'lrise from trar.king 
chargf hias nllcl particle ide.nrificn.f,ion. 

4.2 F.xclllsiVf~ hranding frnctions of n+ -1- g+1i-1I+ 

Thr. stncly of dle n+ -1- [\'+ 10-11+ (kG,y aims al. v"riolJs got'lls: 

• searr.h for dil'f'n. C:P viali'll i()n, 

• collsI.rain dIe' ;Ingle ~i lJ::;ing jnt~~rfel'f'I\r.e.s he.twe.en n+ -1- XcoTi"+ anr! ol;hr.r 
B+ -> 1";:+ ij- /,+ ciecflj'::; 0\ 7) \ 

• determine the contribllr,ians from resonances involvecl. 

Tn the. ttnalysis pl'E:srnter! here, the hranching ratio!> of both resonant anr! 
non-resonr'ml n+ -4 {\'+ 11- 10+ rlecays are meaSlIrf'ci in r.wo srf'ps: 

• ill rt fi~t. ~t(~P\ dlf' n+ --t f{+ ,,-11+ Da!ir.z plot. is splir, into eight I't~gions 
which i'll'e ex-peefed to he. clomina.tf.cl hy '" pi'lrt.ic.ular rr.f'onanr.~. The 
yield in ench rr.gioll is meilSlll'ed IIsing n mrlximllm )ikdihood fit., with no 
n$.:;;umprion on the ime.rmedii'\te re.~()l1anr.e. 

• in it sf'colld s~ep, t he:-;r. yidds are interpl'etf.ci i'\::> branr.hing fri'\ct.iolls ass II m
ing a mociel for t.hr. cont.ribl1l.ioll., 10 t.he Dalit.7. plot. The Ilncerr.aimies 
011 t.his model ann the effr.ct.s or ()\'~rlrtp and int.erfr.Tel1ces hN .... veen t.he 
variow:; contrihutions are consid~l'C~d in the ~y~t.em(tLic sll1dies. 
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4.2.1 Yield meastJr~ment in eilch Da.lil,'l regions 

The Dalirz regions are descrihe.cl in Table 1. Regions T, IT and Tn (reslJ. TV, 
V and VI) are narrow hanC"1s in the invariant. rnnss mJ(T; (resp. m,n). The 
resonponces contrihuting t.o t,he. regions TT and VT "higher" modes are llnknown 
at this stage. The "high mass" region VII could contain higher c.harmless and 
cba rm on i urn resonances as we 11 nS It n on-resonanr co nt ri hl.l t io n. 

The itre.as where t.lle mf( li' narrow hands Cross the 1111 resonances are' ex
chIded t.o avoid interferences, and similarly where the 1I1i resonances cross the 

It band. The ot.he.r crossing regions are not excluded as the integrated inter
ferences vanish (as long as the mKrr cuts are symmetric). 

Finally, the charm mode region 11J is llsed as a control sample fOT sys
t.emat,ic studies. 

Table 1: Rf:.Qions in the. B+ ~ j(+ r,- 11+ Dalit;; plot. Th.e s.1.}mbols ".'x.c.o" and 

a!If II imply the e.1:r:iusiotl oj th€ Xr..O re.'lonance {::L355 <m~:T < 3.475 Ge V / c2)1 
and the If (1.8 <m.f('IT< 1.9 GeV 1r.'2). 

Regions 
Dominant Selection crit.eria 
contrihution mKr.(GeV le2

) m"Ti (GeV le2
) 

J l\'"a()(892)7i+ 0.81 () < rn}(,,< O.97() m.:r1r > 1.5 and ! XeD 
Tl higher l{~or,+ 0.976 < mKl1 < 1.8 m";, > 1.5 and !Xco 

ITl ffrr+ 1.835 < mgr. < 1.895 !XeO 

TV pO(770) {(+ !71 0.6 < m"r.< 0.9 

V fo(980)f(+ lIt 0.9 < m. rrTi < 1.1 

VI higher f J(+ !1f 1.1 < m,,1« 1.5 
vn \tighf'r mt'l5S m}(r.> 1.9 mu> J.5 ann !XI;O 
VnT XeD J(+ 1nK:r> 1.9 ::1.37 < m7r:T < :~.46 

Signal eVf'lHS fire selected hy forming three charged track combinations 
where two t.racks itre idp.nr,ifiecl as pions, n.nd one as kaon lIsing the mel'llOds 
descrihed in sedion 4.1. 

(;onrinllllm hackgrOlJ1Hi is suppressoo hy req1liring IcosO(TB: z)1 < 0.9 Rnel 
by using thf' Cl.EO Fisher in the maximum likelihood fit.. 

n backgrOlmds itrise from the following SOllrCes: combinatorial bAck
ground fl'om unrelitt.e.d trackSi specific three- and fOllr-body n ~ D decaysj 
r:harmless thrf'.e- nnd four-body clev1.Ys (mainly B+ ~ 7/(pO(770h) 1(+). The 
ht'lckgrollnds which sign incantly c:ontrihn te. t.o t.he signal yields arp. parameter
ized in the final fit: otherwise, r.hey are slJbrracted from the signal yir.lcl. The 
manes D+ ~ .llliJJ{H+ nncl R+ ~ lj!(2S) T\'(~)+ nre vetoed. 

A maximllm likelihood fit i::; performed to f.xtr,qc.t the yi~ld in ench Dalirz 
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FiglJrf! 2: Dalil .!. plo/. fnr on-1·p.sonanr.p. nata within I.he .r;ign.al region 5.2715 < 
nl,p'~ < 5.28()5 Ge V / c2 a/f.p.1· r.lIl.1.ing on a liA:elihood mtio form.f.d from thp. llF: 
(l11ri :F PDFs /.0 enhow:e lhf'; 8ign.ol opel' hnd:ground mtio 

rf'gion. Probahility Df!Il:'iity Pllndions CPDps) are formed for t.he wl.riahle:=. 
mF.~, !::"R n.nd Fishel' T. The likelihood in eAch Dalit.7. r~gion is given hy: 

(6) 

where PI are I.he PDp:, of the variahlC's .1~j ::= f6E, mF.s,:F), pnrametf!ti7.NI 
by t.he pal"rtlilc-:t.el's fr (dd.ermilJ(·:d hefore r.he final mliitivariate n;.), for the 
event. nlllnher j an(1 I.he hypot.hesis I = {signal, r.ontinullm hackgrollno, B 
hac.kgrollndl· 

Figme 2 shows the Di1.lit7. plot. for on-re.sonance c1ar.f1 wit.hin the sign.11 
region ;).2715 < mr.s < 5.2805 GeV /c"2 after c.utting on fl. likelihood I't'lJ.io 
formed from T.he.llE nnd :F PDf's to f.nhance. thE' ~jgnal over background ratio. 

LJ.2.2 nrrtllr.hing {md;o/"l mC,LSlJrF.men/; 

One disr.inglJishes [wn cFltf!gories of modes: 
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• mories whic.h (10 not sllffn from cross-feed wit.h ocher modes, like in re.

giOllS TIl 01\+) and vrn (Ycof{+). In this case, their branching ratios 
are ~imply obtained by: 

y 
B=--, 

NaB£. 
(7) 

where Y is the signal yield meas1Jred in t.he previolls stage: NBB = (fil.6± 
6.R) x 106 is I·.he number of R jj pairs, ;=t,nd E is the reconstrur.tion efficiency 
raklliatecl Ilsing signal Mont.e C<\rlo events and corrected to aeCOllllt for 
data/M ant.e Carlo discrepancies in trR.cking ancl particle identification . 

• for the other modes suffering from cross-talk, Olle uses: 

(8) 

where B ;:jnd Yare now hranching ratio ana yield vectors, A.nd iv! is a 
matrix representLng the prohr).hilit.y of an event. of a part,ic.ulM n"lOde t.o 
he found in n. given region. The hranching frRetions depend Oil the res
on(ll1ce model assumed in calculat;ing t.he mflt.rix M, wh.ich is split. into 
I;wo component matrices, P and E\ such that .rvri.i = Pi.1f.ij. Thf' P matrix 
aCColmts for the event. distl'iblltion within t.he Dalit.z plot.: and ~ for t.he 
reconstl'Uc.tlon e.fficiendes. One rtsSlIllleS on<" dominant resonance pel' re
gion, as indir.a.ted in the secane! c.olumn of tflhJr. 1. For regions TT, VI and 
VIT, many contribut.ions fl..re possible: t.1H~ mood chosen here respf!ctively 
incluoes J(~o(1430), h(1270) and a. flat non-resonant {(+7f-r.+ . Th~ 

mac;ses and widt.hs aff~ t.aken from the PDG 8), and resonances are mod
elled by a Breit-\Vignel', except. for the p(770) wl1f~te t.he Blatt-vVeisskopf 

para.meTerization i~ lIsed 9). This model suffers from large llncertainties: 
t.he dami nant resommcf' is un kno\-\'11 is some regions, there are 11 ncer
taint.ie<> on the masses and widt.hs of the resonances and on the choic.e of 
lineshapes. Alternative rrsonanr.es a.nd linesh"pes ;:j,rr lIscd for syst.ematic 
st.\Jdies. Possible interferences bet.ween resonanr.es are also c:onsie!ered for 
syst.emat.ics. 

The ohtained brflnching fro.ctions are given in table 2. The syst".em8tic 
errors inr.llloe <:ampollents from the meaSllrement it.self (t.rar.king dikiencies\ 
particle iclemification, Fisher PDF, llllmher of aR pa.irs), rl·om:,:~h~. ' . 1l1odel (re.s
onances contrihutions, mrlSS(-'S. widths and line::.;hapes) and frC\f.e1Jtge possihle 
inte)'fel'enc(>s (cotnpllted hy flllowingefl.ch contriblltion to hi)\~f!; ·1'IJ\'#niklm".phi'ise). 

These two li'l..~t SOlJl'c.es of systema~jcs rtre ilominanl: over t.he A')1}~ ~I 4(xc.ept. f())' 

t.he R+ --+ 7171+ mode where only the nrst SOllrce is pre::;ent. Signi ncallt sig
nals aTe OhSf.l'Ved in the n+ .........,. ((KG (892) 71+ I n+ --+ f'o (g80) 1(+: n+ --+ A.cO f(+, 
B+ .........,. DO r.+ and n+ --+ higher T\·"°r.+ cl1annds 
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Tnbl~ 2: Re.wlls /07' the mf'fl8/1'rem.enl.s summarized -in th.is p'1'O(;eedin.q. The 
fi7's/. er1'O'I' quoted -is st(Jlisl'i('(l1 find the second f.rT01 · c01'Tesponds 1.0 8,lJstematir;s. 
Upper l im il~ ore quoted at ~O% CL. 

?vrode 

D+ ---t 7i'+ rr- 7i'+ 

R+ --7 f(+ 1(- r,+ 
B+ --7 f(+ f(- f(+ 

B+ --7 f(+ [(-7i'+ 

B+ --7 g- r.+ ,,+ 
B+ --7 7\+ (\' + 1(-

D+ ---t f\'~f1(8n)1i'+ 

B+ --7 Jo(880) [(+ 

B+ --7 XeD T(+ 

B+ --7 If 7i'+ 

D+ ---t hip;hef f\'~°7i'+ 
B+ --7 pO(TiO)[(+ 
B+ --7 f(+ 71- rr+ 

B+ ---t higher .f T\'+ 

Ac:p 

CluLTmiess B def.<l.Ys 

10. Q ± 3.3 ± 1.6 
50.1 ± 3.8 ± :~ . 2 

29.6±2.1±1.6 
< 6.3 
< 1.8 
< 1.3 

10.3 ± 1.2 ! .1 :~ 
0.2 ± 1.2 ~~: ~ 

1.4()± 0.:15 ± 0.12 

1R4.6 ± 3.2 ± 9.7 
211.J ± 2.0 ~~\O 

< 6.2 
< 17.0 
< 12.0 

-0.;10 ± O.~~ ± 0.12 
0.01 ± n.07 ± 0.0:1 
n.02 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 

n+ --7 pO p+ 
B+ --7 po J\' ~+ 

8+ --7 pO p+ il,nd B+ ---t pO Ji • .--+ (sec 4.3) 

9.9!~:~ ± 1.J 
7 . 7!~:b ± 1.4 

Gluonic pengulnf' 

n --7 rP T~ ~ (sec 5.1) 

11.1!~:i± 1.1. +0.04±0.12±O.02 
r ,.If = n.B5 ± 0.07 ± 0.04 

12. J !~:~ ± J.5 +0.16 ± 0.17 ± 0.04 
fL/r = OA6 ± 0.12 ± 0.05 

L (1"-]) 

R1.0 
RL9 
RL9 
81.9 
81.9 
81.9 

56.4 
56.4 
56.4 

56.4 
.1)6.4 
56A 
56.4 
56.4 

81.9 

81.9 

81 .0 

81.9 
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4.3 Branching rat.ios of B+ -1 l p+ and A+ -1 pO J(-+ 

The first decay described here, B+ ~ pO p+, enters the isospin ilnalysis of the 
B ~ pp modes which flims at measuring the angle Q of the unita.rity trirtngle. 
The second drcay\ B+ -1 pO J(-t, is expecr.ed 1,0 he dominated by b ~ sloops 
where physics beyond the Stt=lndard J\lfodel cOlild enter. 

These two decays are rec.onst.ructed in the following suh-decays: JC"+ -1 

J(+1fo, J\'O(~ J(~(--1- 11+"-))11+, p+ --1- ,,+.,.0 ancl pO ~ 1i+"'-. Charged 
tracks are reconstrllcted using the same C1'it.eria than in section 4.1, excepr. 
for the A~ candidates to a]]o\\, for a displaced vertex. The T\~ candidates 
must satisfy 1m.(7I+7l-) - m(T{O)1 < 12 MeV /e'2, with the co~iDe of the angle 
bet.ween their reconstructed Right t=lnd momentum directions greater than 0.995 , 
and the measured proper decay time great.er t1HIII five times its uncertaint.y. 
Photons with a minimum energy of 30 i\lfeV are paired to form 71°'.,,: with a 
typic.al immia.nt. mass resolution of 7 MeV /(;2. One therefore selects 7io hy 
applying n, ±15 l\.·reV /(:2 interval itrOllnd the nominal 710 mass. The I{- an(l 
p r~sonfl.nces are formed hy pflirinf!; two particles which invariant masses are 
wit.hin r.he following int:erv~, ls: 0.7.5 < m(J\'7i) < ·1.0f) GeV/c2 for t.he [,'M and 
0.52 < m(7iii) < 1.00 G<:V le2 for thp. p. To Sllppl'eSS comhinat.orial hackground, 
one Cllts at -0.11 on the h('licit.y angle, defined (IS the al1p;le between the direct.ion 
of one of tll(~ two daught.ers (J( for [\'- fl.nd ,,+ for p) and the pal'ent B direction 
in the resonance rest fr.:tme. 

n mesons are kinemrttically isolat.ed by requiring mES > 5.2 Gr.\! /r.2 

find I.6.FI < 0.2 GeV. The c.ontinunm hackgl'OllJ)d is rejected hy cul'ting 01) 

IcosO(T8, z)1 < 0.8. A Fisher discrimina.nt is also consr.ruc.ced (and used in 
the fina! likelihood fit) hased on the nine (ones of the CLEO Fisher, and the 
add i tional varin hIes COSO(TR, ;:;) (mel the cosine of the polar ,q,ngle between t.he 
R mom('nllllll and thf' bf'am <"Ixis. 

Charmed B hackgrollnd coming from D ~ l\'7l, H7i7i is veto~d. The 
remaining smnll B h.'lckgr·ollnd is accollnted for ill the fit. 

The finrtl reslllt is extractr-d lIsing (l m;J,ximum likelihood fit. The :,;el~ction 
effkiencies 1'01' I.ransverse ilnd longitlldillfl\ anglliar polarizrtt.ion are nVf'l'nged 
and are assigned a systernatic error defined hy the RMS of a llniform efficienc:y 
her,ween the extreme C(lse." (9% {or po !(;,t,;+ I [9% for pO T\;"!f. rrn , 1 R% for rP p+). 
The branching rractions nre given in t~lblf' 2. Significant sign;])s (nhove lla) are 
observed in both channels. 

Proje<:Lions plots of the inva,riant. mAsses of T{.,. for the n+ --1- l J(-+ 

deo\.y, nnd 7i+1i'- for t.he B+ --1- pOp+ decfl..\': ar~ shmNn ill Figmf. ;~. 
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Pigll1'f'~: P'I'ojAr:iirms mif.() flu: in. u(lJ"irmt. 1IJ.n8Sp.8 of {; 1l (Ief! plot) fo'r the 
n+ ~ rP {C + r/f;r:O:1} , find of 1i+ 1i- (l'i.qhl plol) fo/' Ull" n+ -1 pO p+ rl~c(JlJ. 
ThE'. hislo,qrnm8 sholl) lht" dolo (for fhF J(X projuli()H, lhe 8/warxl U,{,f'O .C;h01/iS 
f.hf T\'+ 'Ti0 fil1.01 staff: only), find Ihr. s()Ud (1'r.Sp. drulhed) linp shows t.lu: 8'lynoi

pllls-l'rtd:gTm!l/,r/ (I'esp. hod:gJ'{)Jlnd only) P()P projf.r:l.i()ns. 

5 Gluonic pengujns 

S.l Rr?nchillg frClctions, longil·lldillrtl componp.nts, (l,wl direct. C P nsymrne-
I.rips i 11 n -} ip {\'" 

The decay:; n -1 cP !\'X arC" ('xpect.ed 1.0 procf!(ld through plll·e b -t sloops, 
wher<~ new ph.ysics could ent.el". Therr.fOl"f:, the mf';l.'iIIH'Il"if'nl of din~n C' P 
violation, (lS \vell as (he me(lSlJl"Nnelll of sin 21) via I'he l.ime-depcndf'nt. fl.n(llysi~ 

of BO -1 ,p!I·· O 2), can probe phy.sic~ beyond t,l](~ Stand .. nd lvIodr.l. The fl.nalysis 
of angtllar disl·.riblltions in these vp.cr.or-vccr,01' final st.(li(':-; is Fllso of interest. since 

informilt.ion i1.bollt, t.he decay dynflmi<s Cill1 he ohtained J 0)" 
Tl1t~ Rnal.\'sis proceeds in il very similar Wny th;"n what is descriherl in sec

tion 4.~\ with the addirional f~at,\lre t.hat. longit.udinal cornponcnts i'1nd direcr. 
CP asymmetries are meas'll·(·~d in t.hf' fillallikelihood fit'. DlIf~ 1,0 limit.eel statis
[.ies, I.he ilnglllal· analysis is simplified, and only [he longitudinal components 
ft, = r Ijr ill"r. obtained using two-lwlicity angle dist.rihutions: 

1 d
2 r 9 (1 2 2 2 2) -r dOd 0 == - -(1 - f,,) Sill 0, sin 0'2 + iL cos 0, COS O2 I 

,cos 1 • cos . 2 4 LI 
(9) 
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mES (GeV/c ) 5.3 
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mES (GeV/c ) 5.3 

figllrf' 4: P/'o.i(:dion,~ on!.o 1nr:;s JOT no ---1- ciJI\-·O (lEft plot) (In.d B+ ---1- $1\'-+ 
(right pIn!.). The h'is/o.q'J'o'I)Js ",ilrH/j I.},f; doto (lhf' sh(Jdp.d an=:o slwu;.c; the 1\-+11° 
jinol stale only), rmd fhe .wtid (n'-sp_ doshAd) line shows I.hp. .~iqrUlI-pllls

bad.:.Q)'()I/Ii,t/ (J'(~sp. iwd:g1'{)u1)d only) PDF p7'Ojection.8. 

whf'rc 01 l1nd O2 rtrf' l'C'spf'dively r.he lH'lic:ir.y rlngles of the. 1(" and t.he qJ. 
The reslIlts rlrf' ~lImmnrized ill r.r'lhle 2. Significant, signal::;; (> 100-) me 

ohsf:l'ved in hMh c:ht=lllnels. noth direct CP {lsymrnet.rir.s are comprltihle \Vith 
7:1"1'0. 

Pro.if:ctinns onto m.RS of hnth signals are shown in figure 4. 

6 Conclusjons 

All reslIlts prf:sented in t.hese proceedings nre slImmari7.ed in r,R.hl~ 2. lvfany 
ne\v channr.ls are ohserved with a large . .,t:-\.I iMical :-;ignificance. J'vleaslJrements 
of direct CP violntion clo not indicatr. fin)' f'ignificant de.vjr'l.tion rrom Zero. A 
fiJ'~t anglllar analysis is performcd on the vector vector final states B --1 dJ [(~: 
one me.iL<;ures a l;).rge longitudinal component\ which should simpli(y the timf' 
clepend('nt nnalysis allowing 1,0 measme sin 2;3 in no --1 cPA'-o. These results, 
and many others, should become extremcly precise as thp- integmt,ed luminosity 
will rench 500Jb- 1 in I,he yertr 2005 1 and more "han 1 (l1>-J at the end of t.he. 
decade.. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF CP VIOLATION IN MIXING WITH THE BABAR 
EXPERlMENT ATPEP-D 

Riccardo Faccinj 
Universita degli Studi ({La. Sapienza (l e I.NF.N. Romo. 

Abstract 

\Vith !.lH! <lclveut of the asymmetric B-Factories, measurements of CP violation 
ill the interference between mixing and decay a,re extensively used to probe the 
Standard i'v[odel. Tllis note will discuss the existing methods for the measure
ments of the angles of the unitary triangle and comment on the present results 
obtained by tLe BAEAR e.."'Cperiment at PEP-II. 
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1 CP violation in the interference between mixing and decay. 

CP violation in the Sta.ndard Model results into a non-trivial complex phase in 
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) weak-interaction quark mixing ma-

trL,{ 1) . "\lith an appropriate choice of phas~ the nontrivial complex phases 
are assigned to the furthest off-diagonal elements Vub and Vtd of the CKM ma
trL'{. The unitarity of this CKM matrix can be visualized with a triangle in the 
(p, '7) plane (see cootribution from T. Higuchi in this volume) also reported in 
figure 1. 

p 

Figure L Left : The unitarity t.riangle relevant to B decays . The angles 0', f3 
and I are also known as (Pt, <P2, and cP3 respectively. Rlght: Const: aints on the 
position of the apex of the Unitarity Triangle in the (p, rj) plane, including the 
rurect measurement of sin(2f3). 

Asymmetric B factories allow direct measurements of the interlor angles 

of the unitary triangle in B decays 2). If a neutral B D1eso~ can decay into 
a given final state f either directly or by first oscillating into its anti-particle, 
the decay probability at a. time 6..t after production is 

e-!LHI/TDO 1 + IAI2 1 - IAI2 
f±(L':lt) = ( IA)2) {--±[ImAsin(6.m d6.t)- COS(6.md6.t)]} 

27Bo 1 + 2 2 
(1) 

where the + (-) sign refers to BO (E°) mesons, 6.md is the neutral B mesons' 

mixing frequency and TBO is the lifetime. The complex parameter). = e-2i /3 4- = 
IAle- i (2.B+¢J,) depends on the amplitudes for EO (A) and If (Ii) decay to the 
state f. 

The angle which is measured depends on the ratio of amplir.udes ~ and 
therefore all the final state. In particular if both amplitudes have the same 
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phase (such as in the C;lse of b~ccs decays , e.g. J = J/t/J ](~), (P f ::::: O,7f 
<t.nd sin 2/3 is measured; if \Joth amplitudes ar proportional to Vub (~uch as in 
charmless B decays, e .g . .f = 7T+1r-), ¢! :::: 'Y and sin 20: is measured and if 
only one amplitude is proportional to Vu.h (such as in BO~D7T) ~in(2/3 + J) is 
measured. 

The situatioll becomes more complicated when more than one a mplitude 
contributes t.o the decay. Tllis mostly happens when a scalar ~ecays in two 
vectors (e .g. B---4.J/1/J K*o or BO~D" D"") or if gluonic b--}d or b---4s peuguins 
are comparable in ~ize with the tree diagrams (e.g. B°--}7T7T Of B°--,>D(·)D(*)). 

Finally, if the final state f is not a CP ( ~ig(~nstate the fouf possihlc decay 
paths B°(I30 )--) 1(/) lleed to be considered (lnd equation 1 holds seplll"D.tely for 
th~ state f and]. Results are then reported parameterizing the 6.t distribu
tions as 

where T} ::::: ±1 depending on whether the final state is 1 or J, C rmd S are 
sensitive to direcL CP and CP violatlon ill mixing respectively and 6.C and 
6.5 are dilutions which are insensitive to CP violatioll. 

Experimentall'y the measurement or time-dependent CP a~ymmetry re
quires: 

• a large sample of 1(45') decays into BO EO pairs. The Y(4S) decay (Tame 
needs to be boosted in order to di.late tilt: B mesoru;' Aigh~ ICl1gth so that it 

can be measured .Tue PEP-lI accelenl.tor 3) is well suited for t his becallse 
of its ext.remely high luminosity (as high as 3 x 1033 /cm2 /sec during the 
years 1999-2002 data. taking) and because of the center-or-mass boost 
((3"( = 0.56) . 

• an efficient full reconstruction of B decays. This implies an accurate 
measur~ment of momenta and energies ac:; well as efficient identification 
of leptons, photons, I{~ and f{~ mesons. 

• a measurement of flt . This is relat.ecl to the measurement of 6z, the 
spatial dist<'lIl(,(~ between the deca.y ve rtexes . 

• a. determination of tbe flavor of the accompanying B ([tagging"); this is 
based OIl the identi.fication of electrol1s, mllons and charged lmons and 
the measlU'ement of their charge. 

The BAEAR experiment is described ill 4) and details of tbe~e experi

ment.al issues are out of the scope of th is note and can be found in 5). The 
dlCctive tagging efficiency is (28.1 ± 0.7) 0/( a nd the resolution on f::j.t is approx
imately I.Ips. 
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2 Measurements of ,8 

The measurements of /3 can be catalogued into three categories depending 
on the Feynrnan diagrams involved . They are all characterized by a ratio of 
amplitudes A which is real (i.e. 4>J = 0). 

2.1 b-tccs transitions . 

In this type of decays both the tree, which are dominant, and the penguin 
diagrams have the same phase and therefore I rnA = -7]! sin 2{3 where TlJ = ± 1 
is the CP eigenvalue. These are therefore extremely clean measurements from 
the theoretical point of view. This category includes Xccf{~ (rlJ = -1), J/1j;f{~ 
(7]J = -1) and J/'l/JJ(*o (J{"°-tJ(27r°) modes. The latter mode is a decay of a 
scalar into two vector mesons and therefore an angular analysis is required to 

extract the fraction of CP oeld and CP even components 6). The measurements 

of sin 2{3 in this modes 7) have achieved an extremely good precision: 

sin2,q = 0.741 ± 0.067 (stat) ± 0.034 (syst) (3) 

The breakdown of the several B decay modes is reported in Table 1 and 
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the indirect constraints in the (15, fj) plane 
with this direct determination of (3. 

Table 1: Number of events Ntag in the signal region after tagging and vertexing 
requirements, signal purity P, and results of fitting for CP asymmetries in the 
Be? sample and in various subsa.mples. Errors are statistical only. 

Sample N~ag P(%) sin2,B 
J/.pJ(2,1/J(2S)J(~,XCIJ(£,7]r:J(2 1506 94 0 .76,0.07 
J/.pJ(~ (171 = +1) 988 55 0 .72,0.16 
J/1/J K"'°(IC'o-> J(27r°) 147 81 0.22, 0.52 
Full CP sample 2641 78 0.74,0.D7 

J/1f;J<2, 1jJ(2S)K~, Xcl](~' 7]cJ(~ only (rlJ = -1) 
J/'l/JK~ (K~->7r+1r-) 974 97 0.82,0.08 
IN)K~ (K2->7r°7r°) 170 89 0 .39,0.24 
.,p(2S)f{~ (J(~-t1f+IT-) 150 97 0.69,0.24 

. Xr:lJ(~ 80 95 1.01, 0.40 
T)cJ{~ 132 73 0.59, 0.32 
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2.2 b-ccd transitions. 

The modes ill this category are characterized by Ca.bibbo suppressed tree and 
penguin a.mplitudes with different phases. There is no re1iable prediction on 
the relative amplitude of the two cOlltributions. This category comprises both 
colour allowed modes (B-D(*)D(*)) and colour suppressed ones (B-lJ/t/J1rO): 

• The B-lD+ D- decay is experimentally extremely challenging because of 
large irreducible background and it has not been observed yet. 

• The B ----'r D «± D:r- decays are instead cleaner and a signal of 113 events 
has been observed (Figure 2). They are not CP eigenstates and therefore 

the Sand C parameters have to be extracted 8): 

C+/:::"C 

C-/:::"C 

S+/:::"S 

S-/:::"S 

-0.22 ± 0.37 ± 0.10 

-0.47 ± 0.40 ± 0.12 

-0.24 ± 0.69 ± 0.12 

-0.82 ± 75 ± ILl 

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. 

~ 30 0 signal a) o signal b) 
~ 25 IE8 combinatoric bkgd. 
Lfl IL'iiI peaking bkgd. 

III combinatoric bkgd. 
JjJ peaking bkgd. 

~20 

5.22 5.24 5.16 5.2& ~.J 5.2 
mES (GeV/C;£) 

5.22 5.26 ?, .28 ;p 
mES (GeV/c) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
(7) 

Figure 2: Fit to the B mass estimator mES with a gaussian signal com
ponent, combinatorial, and a peaking background. Left: B-tD"'+ D-; 
Right:B-lD*- D+ 

The prediction in absence of penguin is S = - sin 2/3 and C = /:::"C = 
/:::"S = 0) and the results agree with it, albeit with very large errors. 

• The B-lD*+ D"- decay is a decay into two vector mesons and requires 
therefore angular analysis to determine the CP content . Tile measure-

ment of the fraction o(the 'T]f = -1 decays 9) RT = 0.07 ± 0.06 (stat) ± 
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0.03 (syst) shows tbat this is mostly a TJf = +1 decay. This simplifies 
the study of the CP violation in mixi.ng because allows to neglect to first 
approximation the fact that the tree and the penguins could have differ
ent CP compositions . . We therefore perform the time-dependent analysis 
assuming that the TJf = -1 component has the same vallie of A = e2if3 

as the b--'>ccs modest and tilting only the T}f = +1 component, A+. In 
absence of penguins the predictions are Im>..+ = -sin2,8 and IA+I = 1, 
while we measure: 

lm>..+ = 0.31 ± 0.43 (stat) ± 0.13 (syst) 

1/\+1 = 0.98 ± 0.25 (stat) ± 0,09 (syst) 

(8) 

(9) 

The difference between measured and expected values of 1177.A+ seems 
to indicate that the penguin contribution might not be small. FigW"e 3 
shows the result of the fit to the b.t distribution. 

it 
BOt.g.$ - 20 n 

'§ 
lii 

.1M''',. 1-1 0.72!;0.1 G! O.09 

'I I~ . ~ 41 .0l±O.)<l:!;O .OJ 

20 
111\; I-- '''- i ·O.19±O.5HO.09 

1,1' 1- - -I -OJ I ±O.4)til.IJ 

T 
O·~JtOSI!(l. J.l 

11~,.=-1 H n.7/i;!:O.U7 

·1 ~I~S " 0.5 I U 1 
~((P') 

' it,2li 

Figure 3: Left: Distributions of b.t for events enhanced in sig'nal D"+ D"'
decays, with the B recoiling the fully reconstructed one tagged as (a) BO (N BO) 
or (b) E° (Nao ), and (c) the asymmetry [NBo - N ao ] / (NEO + NBO ] as a 
fUllction of 6.t . Right : compilation of measurements of sin 2(3 . 
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• Also the B-4J/l/J7ro decays have been observed 10) and the Sand C 
parameters have been measured in order to verify the presence of penguin 
pollution (C -=J 0) a.nd the presence of CP violation (S -1= 0) S = - sin 2f3 
in absence of penguins): 

s 
c 

0.05 ± 0.49 (stilt.) ± 0 .16 (syst) 

0.38 ± 0.41 (stat) ± 0.09 (syst) 

(10) 

(11) 
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Also here there is an hint of effect of the penguin pollution. 

2.3 b~sss 

These decays are characterized by the absence of the tree contribution. The 
penguin diagram is real and therefore cPJ = 0 1 7r and the measured angle is /3. 
This predition is exact in the Standard Model and can be modified only by 
the existence of additional diagrams from new physics , in particular from new 
particles in the penguin loop. 

The only mode investigated so far with these characteristics is B ~¢K2· 
A signal of about 70 events has been observed and an S coefficient, expected 

to be equal to sin 2/3 is measured to be 11): 

S = -0.18 ± 0.51 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst) (12) 

lower than the expectation. 
The B~r/ K~ decay mode is also a good candidate for b~sss transitions) 

but the quark content of the r/ meson is unknown and there are probably 
b~uus and b--4dds tree contributions with a different phase (cPI = 2/). A 
signal of about 200 events has been observed and an S coefficient 1 is measured 
to be 12): 

S = 0.02 ± 0.34 (stat) ± 0.03 (syst) (13) 

once more a bit lower than the expectation. 
Figure 3 shows a suinmary of the measurements presented so far, trans

lated in terms of sin 2/3 in absence of penguins or new physics contributions. 
The comparison of the b-'>ccd and b-Josss modes with the theoretically clean 
b~ccs modes shows that these measurements are systematically lower . This is 
an interesting hint that requires more data to become significant. 

3 Measurements of 0' 

When the underlying process is b-----+uud cP f = 2/ and sin 2a is measured. This 
is the case of B decays to multipions, which suffer from the presence of b~d 
gll10nic penguins with a different phase (¢j = 2/3). As a consequence C #- a 
and S = vI - C2 sin 2aeff, where aeff depends on the magnitudes and relative 
strong and weak phases of the tree and penguin a.mplitudes. In the case of 
B-----+7r+7r- (B~p+1C-) 1 measurements of the 'branching fractions for the decays 
B-----+7r+7r° (B~p+7fO) and B--;'7fD7fO (B~po7fO) can be used to extra.ct a from 

a. measurement of neff 13). 
With respect to the measurements of sin 2{3 these modes have larger back

grounds and therefore likelihood analyses need to be applied to fight them. The 
B-----'lp7f sample is larger but is more difficult to investigate since it is not a CP 
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eigenstate and therefore four parameters need to be fitted (see equation 2) and 
since the p has a finite width (r = 150 MeV/c2

). This implies larger combi
natorial backgrounds (p+ -+7r+7fO) and the need for a full Dalitz analysis of 
the B-+7f+'if-7fo system. Since there is not enough statistics to perform the 
Dalitz analysis, regions of the phase space of the three-pion system enriched in 
B-+p+rr- events are considered. 

The f:::.t distribution in the B-t7f+7r- decays is shown in Figure 4, together 

with the measured asymmetry. The corresponding fit resuItt; are 14) 

s 
c 

0.02 ± 0.34 (stat) ± 0.05 (syst) 

-0.30 ± 0.25 (stat) ± 0.04 (syst), 

(14) 

(15) 

In order to determine a given a measurement of aeff the isospin relation
ships between the final states rr+7f-, 7r+7r0 , and 7r07r0 are studied. Assuming 
isospin invariance, the shift in O! is bound by the relation sin2(ac ff - 0:) < 
B(B°-+7fo7fO)/ B(B+ -+7f+7fO) 13) 1 where the branching fractions are averaged 
over BO / E° and B+ / B-. Details of the branching fraction measurements are 

reported elsewhere 15), and summarized in Table 2. Including correlations 
and systematic errors, we find B(B°-+7fo1fO)/ B(B+ -+1[+7fO) < 0.61 at 90% 
C.L., which corresponds to laeff - al < 51 0

• 

(a) !- 8 0 
lags 

20 

! u 

til 
0-- 0 !-....... (b) 
~ 20 ~ 

13° lags 0 ., 
CI .Q 
<!.J 
:> 
W 

0 
til 

:;; 0.5 
(e) 

l:i 
":t: -0.5 

-2.5 0 2.5 5 ",. ... ~ .... .2 • 1 • , a ,0 
111 (ps) A \ (p.) 

Figure 4: Distributions of f:::.t for events enhanced in signal7r1f decays (Left) or 
pIT decays (Right), with the B recoiling the fully reconstructed one tagged as (a) 
BO (NBO) or(h) E° (NEo), and (c) the asymmetry [NED - NBo] / [NBD + NED] 
as a function of ,0.'l. Solid curves represent projections of the maximum likeli
hood fit, clashed curves represent the background events. 

The f:::.t distribution in the B--7p+7r- decays is shown in Figure 4, together 
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Table 2: Summary of results for total detection efficiencies, fitted signal.yields 
N s, charge-averaged branching fractions B for the two-pion B decays. Branch
ing fractions are calculated assuming equal rates for Y (4S)----) BDJ30 and B+ B- . 
The upper limit yields and branching fractions for 7T+7T

0 correspond to the 90% 
C.L. 

Mode Efficiency (%) Ns B(10-B) 
11""+11""- 38.0 ± 0.8 157±19±7 4.7 ± 0.6 ± 0.2 
1T+1TO 26.1 ± 1.7 125~~i ± 10 5.5~6:~ ± 0.6 
7[07[0 16.5 ± 1.7 23~~o « 46) < 3.6 

with the measured asymmetry. The corresponding fit. results are 16): 

s 
c 

e::..S 

e::..C 

0.16 ± 0.25 (stat) ± 0.07 (syst), 

0.45~g:~~ (stat) ± 0.09 (syst), 

0.15 ± 0.26 (stat) ± 0.05 (syst), 

0.38~g:~g (~tat) ± 0.11 (syst). 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

There is some hint of direct CP violation that will require more data to be 
confirmed. The measurements needed to perform the isospin analysis in these 
modes are expected to be ready by 2003 summer, conferences. 

A theoretically cleaner way to perform the analysis would be to do the 
time dependent Dalitz analysis of the B----)7f+1f-1fo decay since this would allow 

to account both for the penguin pollution and for the resonant structure 17). 
Although this is a good candidate to be the ultimate way to measure 0', the 
available statistics is not yet sufficient. 

4 Measurements of 'Y 

Modes.where the amplitude A is proportional to the Cabibbo-Kobayaski-Maskawa 
matrix element Vcb while A is proportional to Vub aTe sensitive to sin 2/3 + "f 

since the relative phase between the two matrix elements is cP f = "'/. The most 

reknown of such modes is B~D(*)7[ 18). It is not a CP eigenstate and in 
addition the ratio of the amplitudes is expected to be small 1)..1 rv I ~ I rv 0.02. 
This implies that the expected CP asymmetry is extremely small and that 1)..1 
cannot be measured on the B----)D(*)n sample itself. It could infact be mea
sured from the cosine coefficient in equation 1, but distinguishing 1 - ).. 2 from 
1 when).. rv 0.02 requires much more data than available. However it has been 
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suggested 18) that I.AI can be inferred from measurements of the ratios of the 

branching fractions B(B°--+D~"')+ 71-)/ B(B°--+D(~)-7f+) using SU(3) symmetry 
relation: 

From the available measurements of the Cabibbo angle, tan2 ()c = 0.2250 ± 
0.0027, 13(B°--+D-7r+ = (0.30±0.04)%, 13(B°-,;D*-7f+ = (0.276±0.021)% 20), 

the form factors fDjiD = 1.11 ± 0.02 and JD;/f'D = 1.10 ± 0.01 . 19), 
and with the BABAR results for B(B°-,;D;7f-) = (3 .2 ± 0 .9 ± ].0)10-5 and 

B(B0-,;D;+1f-) = (1.9!1. 2 1.3 ± 0.5)10-5 21) we obtain 

(21 ) 

Preliminary results on sin 2{3 + "I are expected by 2003 summer confer
ences. 
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DIRECT CP VIOLATION SEARCHES AT BELLE 
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Abst.ract 

Recent B~lIe collaboration searl-hes for ctirect CP-violation are rliscussed. Bran
ching frar.tion fla.vor asymmetries have been measured for decay modes: 
B ~ [(1r 1 B --7 Ti7r, B --7 wJ(, B -1 r/ J( and B -1 DO J(. The asymme
t.ries are consistent with zero within statisticaJ and systematic errors. The 
decay channel B+ -1 ¢¢J(+ is observed for the first time. 
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1 Introduction 

Rec.ent time-dependent measurements of the C P-violating parameter sin 2¢l by 
the Belle 1) and Ba,Bar 2) collaborations es·tablished CP violation in the neutraJ 
B meson system that is wnsistent ~rith Standard Model (SM) expectations. 
Time-integrated direr.t CP violation in t.he B decays is not yet observer.! and 
this ·{'undamentaJ task still has to be done by the B factories. 

Direct C P violatjon is manifested by the Don-zero branching fraction 
flavor asymmetry : 

A _ N(B -lr 1) - N(B -lr J) 
cpU) - N(B -lr 1) + N(B -lr f) (1) 

To obtain a non-zero asymmetry two interfering ·decay channels with dif
ferent weak and strong phases arp- required . \Vithin the SM frame the weak 
phases difference is provided by weak phases between the Cabibbo-Kobayashi
Maskawa matrix elements. An example of two interfering channels is s110wn in 
Fig .1 \ where the tree and penguin diagrams for the decay channel BO -lr J(+ .. -
are drawn. 

w 

--oF--....... ---==lII---S K + 
II 

Ii 
------------d ------------d n 

Tree Penguin 

Figure 1: The tree a.nd peng1/,in d'ia.Qrams jor the decay channel EO -lr K+ 7r- . 

The amplitudes of the B -7 f and B -> J transitions have a form: 

A(B -lr J) = ITleitPt+io, + IPleiq'lp+iJp 

A(B -> J) = ITle-i,¢,+itl, + IPle-iop+iOp I 

(2) 

(3) 

where tPL and ¢p are weak phases from the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ma.trix 
and OL and 61) are strong phasPB. Penguin and tree amplitudes are labeled by 
P and T. 

The asymmetry can be calculated from eq.2 and eq.3 as: 

4 _ 2 Rsin(t/h - q)p) sin(Jt - t5p) 
• Cp - 1 + R2 + 2 Rcos(¢t - tPp) cos(t5t - <51') , 

(4) 
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where R = ITI/IPI. 
Assuming only SM contributions and the weak ph.ases from the Cabibbo

Kobayac;bi-Maskawa matrix, the conditions required t.o obtain large asymme
tries, can be established from eq.4. The ratio of the interfering amplitudes 
should be close t,o unity and the weak phase and strong phase differences have 
t.o be large . 

Large asymmetries could also be induced by new particles, such as charged 
Higgs bosom; or supersymmetric particles, contributing to the penguin loop 
amplitude. 

The data samples lIsed in the analyses were collected with the Belle de-

tect.or 3) at KEKB, an asymmetric energy double st.orage ring ' collider with 
8 GeV electrons and 3.5 GeV positrons. Belle is a general-purpose large-soJid
angle det.ector that consists of a three-layer Silicon Vert.ex Detector (SVD), a 
50-layer Central Drift Chamber (CDC), a mosaic of Aerogel Cerenkov Counters 
(ACC), a Time of Flight Counter system (TOF), and a CsI(Tl) Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter (ECL) located jnside a superconducbng solenoid coil with a 1.5 T 
magnet.ic field. An iron flux-return located outside the coil is instrllmented to 
identify J(~ and muons (I<LM) . 

2 Results 

2.1 Charmless B -} [(n decays 

2.1.1 DI;cny B+ ~ j(°n+ 

The decay B+ -)- /(07[+ I is expected t.o be a.n almost. pure h -t s penguin 
process and, thus, no sizable asymmetry is predicted in the context of the SM. 
However, the prevjously published result, based on lln analysis of a 29 fb- l 

data sa.mple, w~s Acp(J(oTi+) = 0.46 ± 0.15 ± 0.02 4), An asymmetry of this 
magnitude cannot be eA.-plai.ned in t.he 8M, even with th~ indusion of interfer
ence of the basic penguin amplitude with a large B+ ~ (J(+nO)Lree -t K01f+ 
re-scattering process, and wonld be an inrlir.at.ion of a. new physics cont.ribut.ion 
in the penguin loop. 

In t.he new measurement with a luminosity of 78 fb- 1 (see Fig.2L the 
asymmetry Acp(I{°7r+) = O.07~~:~~~g:g~ is obtained and a 90% confidence 
level interval -0.10< Acp(Ko1f+) < 0,22, is set, where Gaussian statistics are 
asstUlled and the systematic error is added linearly. Possible asymmetries in 
the det.ector response and reconstruction for t.he B signal events and the qtj 
hackground events are checked using decay mode' B+ -+ DO (-t J(+ 7r - ) n+ and 
B meson mass sideband event.s. 

I the charge conjugat.e morle.s are implicit.ly incluoed here and throughout.. 
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Figure 2: The 6.E distribution for the B+ --t ](01r+ candida.te.~ divided into B
(left) and B+ (right) samples. The fit results are shown as the solid, dashed and 
dotted CV,T1les for the total, signal and qq background, respectively; the hatched 
area indicates the contribution from oihe?' cho:rmle88 B decays. 

2.1.2 Decay EO -+ j(+7i-

The decay channel BO -+ 1(+11- if; descriher! by the t.ree and penguin diagrams 
(Fig.I)' which interfere. Therefore the asymmetry for this decay channel is 
sensitive to the angle ¢3, if we assume the unitarit.y triangle of the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. In paper 5) an asymmetry is predicted to reach up 
to 10% for this decay. Preliminary Belle results are obtained wit.h a luminosity 
of 78 fb-l. Thp. asymmetry is found to be Ac p(J(+,,-) = -0.07 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 
and a 90% confidence level interval -0.18< Acp(j(+7f-) < 0.041 is set. 

2.1.3 Decay B+ --t ](+1T'0, B+ -+ 11'+,,0 

Both deca.y modes B+ -+ [(+110 and B+ -+ 1i+1r0 are measured simultane
ously. To separate these modes, opposite requirements are applied on 11+ I J(+ 

likeljhood particle identification. Both channels have cross reflec.tions slightly 
shifted in the !:1E distribution, which are respectively treated in the fit. Sim
ilar to the previons decay mode, the B+ -+ /(+11° mode has the contribution 
from both the tree an9 penguin diagrams. The decay mode B+ ~ 71+110 

has a weak phase from the vertex Vid within the penguin diagram. Prelimi
nary Belle results obtained with a luminosity of 78 fb- 1 are: Acp(J(+ 1IO) = 
O.23±0.11 ~g:g~ with a 90% confidence level interval -0.01 < Ac p (1(+11°) < 0.42 

and Acp(-r.+ 1TO) = -0.14 ± 0.24~g:g~ with a 90% confidence level interval -
0.57 < Acp( 11+11°) < 0 . ..30. The syst.ematic uncertaint.y of the detector response 
was studied by test.ing the asynunetry of the B meson m~ss sicieband events. 
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2.2 Charmless B+ --* wJ(+ and B+ --* r/ J(+ decays 

The B+ --* w [(+ and B+ --* r/ J(+ modes are expected to have contri bu tions 
from both tree and penguin diagra.ms. Additionally t.he B+ --* r;' K+ mode i-s 
expected to have a contribution from the penguin diagram with I6:S creation. 
The amplitude of the color-suppressed tree diagram is expected to b~ only a few 
percent of that for the penguin one, therefore the asymmetry has to be small 
within the SM. However t.he branching fraction of B+ -+ r/ K+ decay appears to 

be anomalously la.rge 6) I t.h.is mode is especially interesting to search for effects 
of direct CP violation, due to possibJe sensitivity to physics beyond the s:tvr. 
The obtained values of asymmetries for B+ -+ r/ J(+ (Fig.2) and B+ --t wJ(+ 

decay modes are in agreement with zero (Table 1). 
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Figure 3: Th.p- 6.E rUstri.bu.tion for the B± ~ 1]'](± candidates: (a) for 1]' J(- J 

(b) for 7}' f{+. The C1'088 hatched histograms indicate the. 'f}1r'iT cha.nnel,. the solid 
histograms are the smn. of both r/ decn.y cha.nnels (T}1i1r and PI). The curves are 
the fitted backgrounds (dashed) and the sum of signal and background (solid). 

2.3 Charmed B+ --* DO J(+ decay 

Theoretical studies on B meson dynamics have demonstrat.ed the direct ac

cessibility of the angle ~:l using the praces::; B+ -+ no J(+ 7). If the DO is 
reconstructed as (l C P eigenstar,e, the IJ -> c and b --? 11 processes iriterfere 
a.nd this i_nterference can lead t.o direct CP violation. However the branching 
fracr.ions for D meson decay modf'-S to CP eigenstates 'are omy of order 1 %. 
Since 'CP violation is e~'"Pected to be small. 
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The DO mesons were reconstructed in the follo'wing decay channels. For 
CP = + 1 modes! decay channels D, -+ j(-](+ and Dl --t 1[-1[+ a.re used! 
while for CP = -1 modes! decay modes D2 -+ j(~1i"0, j(~¢) ](~w) ](~'TJ) ~'TJJ 
are used. With a luminosity of 78 fb- I , the Belle collaboration obtained 
Acp(DII(+) = 0.06 ± 0.19 ± 0.04 and Acp(D2K+) = -0.19 ± 0.17 ± 0.05 
asymmetries, which agree well with zero within errors. -

2.4 First observat.ion of B+ -+ ¢4>](+ decays 

The decay mode B+ -+ r/JrPJ(+ is the first obsen'a-tion of a b --t sssss transition. 
The decay B -). rPrPK can also probe a new CP-violating phase in the b -+ s 

transition 8). Direct CP violation could be enhanced to the level of 40% if 
there is sizable interference between transitions due to physics beyond the SM 
and B ~ 'TJcK decay with 'ric -+ rPr/J. 

Fig. 4 shows signals in M(¢rP) < 2.85 GeV /c2 and 2.94 < lv!(¢cIJ) < 3.02 
Ge V /c2 regions, having significances 5.10" and 8.80" respectively. The branch
ing fractions ohtained are: Bf(B+ -+ ¢¢J(+) = (2.6:!:b:~ ± 0.3) x 10-6 and 
Bf(B+ -). 'TJcI(+) x Bf('rIc -). ¢¢) = (2.2~6:~ ± 0.3) x 10- 6 . With increased 
statistics the measurement of asymmetry in this mode can provide an impor
tant t.est of heyond SM cont.ributions. 
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Figure 4: The tlE distributions overl.aid with the fitted curves for a) the B+ -+ 
¢4>J(+ candidates with A{pt/J < 2.85 Ge V /c2 and b) the B+ --t 'TJcJ(+ candidates 
with 'ric -+ ¢¢. 

3 Conclusions 

Asymmetries have been measured in many B decay modes (Table 1). All the 
asymmetries obtained are consistent with zero. Statistical precision has reached 
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10% level, which is close to the maximum values predicted within the SM. The 
branching fractions of the order of 10- 6 have been measured for the decay mode 
B+ -)0 rj)(pK+ for the first time. 

Table 1: Asymmetries, 90% confidence level intervals and lv.mino.'iities for the 
studied B decay cha.nnels. 

Mode Acp 90% C.L. I Luminosity I 

B+ ----t f(~7T+ O. 0 7~g :g~~g: g1 -0.10 < Acp < 0.22 78 fb-l 

EO -)0 ]{+1[- -0.07 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 -O.lS < Acp < 0.04 78 fb-l, prel. 

B+ ----t 1(+1[0 0.23 ± 0.] l~g:~! -0.01 < Ac p < 0.42 78 fb-1, pre!. 

B+ ----t 7T+ nO -0.14 ± 0.24~~:~~ -0.57 < Ac p < 0.30 78 fb -1, prel. 

B+ ----t r!'J(+ -0.015 ± 0.070 ± 0.009 -0.13 < Acp < 0.10 41.S fb-1 

B+ ----t wI<+ -0.21 ± 0.28 ± 0.03 -0.70 < Acp < 0.28 29.4 tb-1 

B+ -)0 D t ]{+ 0.06 ± 0.19 ± 0.04 -0.26 < Ac p < 0.38 78 fb - 1 

B+ ----t D 2 K+ -0.19 ± 0.17 ± 0.05 -0.47 < Acp < 0.11 78 fb-l 
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NEW PHYSICS IN Bd-Ed MIXING AND CKM FITS 
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Abstra.ct 

In a wide cla"ss of new-physics models large deviations form the 8M a.re expected 
mainly in fj.B = 2 observables. As we shall show, despite the recent precise 
data from B factories, this scenario is still far from being excluded: present 
data show a perfectly consist.ent picture not only for the "standardH solution 

¢d = arg[M (B~ - ~)) '" 47°, but also for <Pd '" 1330
• The present role 

of Acp(Bd -+ 1r+1r-) and BR(J(+ -+ 7r+vv), and the possible future role of 
a.dditiona.l measurements in shedding light on this scenaTio a.re discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

Thanks to the efforts at B factories, the exploration of CP violation is now en
tering another exciting stage, allowing us to confront the Cabibbo-Kobayashi
Maskawa (CKM) mechanism with data. After the discovery of mixing-ind uced 
CP violation in the ((gold-plated" mode Bd -7 J j'I/J](s, as well as important 
other measurements, one of the most interesting questions is now to wha.t ex
tent the possible space for new physics (NP) has already been reduced. From 
this perspective, the present consistency of CKM fits should not be over em
phasi2ed: in order to constraint the parameter space of possible NP models, 
we cannot simply test the consistency of the SM hypothesis. In principle, all 
observables potentia.lly sensitive to NP, namely all short-distance dominated 
flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) amplitudes, should be left as free 
parameters. A completely model-independent approach of this kind is very 
difficult, because of the larger number of couplings involved. However I we may 
still perform useful predictive analyses within certain general classes of new
physics scenarios. In the present paper we analyse one of such classes, namely 
a scenario with large generic NP contributions to B~-B~ mixing (AB = 2), 
eventually also to tK (!~.S = 2), but not to the AB = 1 and 60S = 1 de
cay amplitudes. As we shall discuss, this scenario is well motiva.ted by simple 
dimensional arguments in a wide class of models! including supersymmetric 
frameworks. I, 2) Within this scenario a crucial role to determine the struc
ture of the unitarity triangle is played by CP asymmet.ries in Ed -7 11+11'- and 
by rare deca.ys, such as J(+ ~ 1f+ vlJ and Ed ~ J1.+ j..r. As we shall show! 
present data are perfectly conslstent with a non-standard CKM fit where the 
preferred j5---f] region is the upper-left quadrant and the B~-B~ mixing ampli
tude receives 0(1) NP contributions. 

2 CKM fits wHh NP jn B~-B~ mixing 

In presence of NP in B~-B~ mixing, the weal< phase rPdl determined by the 
Ed -7 J j'I/JKs CP-violating asymmetry, 

Ac~X(Bd ~ Jj'IjJ](s) 

rPd = 
- sin rPd = 0.734 ± 0.054 , 

(4T~~( V (I33~:) 0 

cannot be trivially identiBed with the CKM phase 2/3: 

¢>d ==: rP~M + tP~p = 2{3 + ¢~p . 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In other words! we may not convert the experimental information on rPd into a 
direct constraint in the '"'fr-17 plane. Similarly, we rna.;' not use the SM interprp 
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(0,0) (I,D) 

Figure 1: Left: Definition of the CKM unitarity triangle. Right: Standard 
procedure adopted in the literature to represent the two solutions for ¢d in (2). 

tatioo of the Ed,s mass differences 6.Md,s to determine the unitarity-triaogle 

side R t == IVtd~iJVcdVc~ll as discussed recently by several authors 3, 4). 
On. general grounds, the only constraint 00 the unitarity triangle which 

is expected to be very robust as far as the impact of NP IS concerned, is the 
so-called IVubl circle (see Fig. lL or the side 

Rb::::::: I Vll
d
V

: b 1= (1- ).2) .!.I ~~b 1= Vll + 1]2 . 
Vcd Vcb 2). Vcb 

(4) 

Indeed, the value of. Rb is determined by means of exclusive and inclusive 
transitions of the type b --+ ueDe and b -t cfij.e, which are dominated by 8M 
tree-level ampHtudes. The value of Rb allows us to obtain the following bounds 
for the "true!! angle /3 of the uoitarity triangle (see Fig. 1): 

Using the rather conservative experimental range Rb = 0.38 ± 0.08, which 
corresponds to R~ax = 0.46, we obtain 

(6) 

Whereas the former solution ¢d '" 47° in (2) satisfies this bound nicely) this is 
definitely not the case for ¢d "" 133°. The latter solution cannot be accommo
dated i.n the 8M and requires NP contributions to B~-B~ mixing, i.e. we now 
need 4>ljP #- 0 in (3). At this point, one may rise the question of how we may 
represent this second solution in the p-f} plane. In the literature, tP-is is usually 
simply done through a second branch) corresponding to 

as we have shown in Fig. 1. Since in this case we know that ¢~p i- 0, it is clear 
that this procedure -valid to test the 8M consistency- cannot be applied: if 
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we allow sizable NP effects in loop~induced FCNC amplitudes, any n point 
compatible with the Rb circle is allowed and both solutions for rPd in (2) are 
possible. 

If we wish to determine more precisely the structure of the Wlitarity trian~ 
gle, some additional experimental or theoretical input is required. In principle, 
the best solution would be to constrain 'Y by means of processes dominated 
by tree-level 8M amplitudes, such as Bd -4 DK modes: 5) this would avoid 
making any assumption about loop~mediated amplitudes, potentially sensitive 
to NP. Unfortunately, we cannot yet confront these methods with data. 

Given the present situation, Bd -+ 1f+1f- modes offers a very interesting 
alternative: if we use rPd as an input, and employ the CP-averaged Ed -+ 1fT ](± 

branching ratio to control the penguin effects, we may determine 'Y from the CP~ 
violating Bd --} 7f+1f- observables. 6) This procedure requires some dynamical 
assumption about 8M penguin amplitudes, that in the future can be tested 
and minimized with the help of Bs -+ 1(+ K- modes. 7) The most delkate 
point of this procedure is that Ed -+ 7f+11"- decays are not mediated by pure 
tree~level amplitudes and, on general grounds, may well be 'affected by NP. As 
we shall discuss in the next section, there is a interesting and rather general 
class of 8M extensions where NP yields sizable contributions to B~-B~ mixing 
only, leaving the decay amplitudes - includjng the loop~induced ones - almost 
unaffected. The use of CP asymmetries in Bd -+ 1f+7f- to fix ,,/, which we shall 
employ in Section 4, is therefore very well suited for this type of scenarios. 1) 

3 New Physics jn B~-B~ Mixing 

As far as flavour physics is concerned, extensions of the SM can be classified 
into two wide categories: models with minimal flavour violation (lvlFV) and 
models with new sources of flavour mixing. Within the highly-constrained class 
of MFV models, the only source of flavour-symmetry breaking terms is given by 
the 8M Yukawa couplings. As' a consequence, all ftavour~changing transitions 
are still ruled by the CKM matrix. For this reason, many of the standard 
CKM constraints hold also in MFV models: the determination of Ri in terms 
of AMs/AMd is still valid, and the relation ~etween sin¢d and sin2,B can differ 
at most by an overall sign, i.e. ¢~p = 00 or ¢~p = 1800. It is then easy to 
realize that within MFV models the structure of the unitarity triangle is fixed 
- up to a twofold ambiguity - even wit~lOut Bd -+ 7f+11"- data, and that there 
is no room for the non-standard solution ¢d I"'.J 1330

• 

In the wide class of models with new sources of flavour mixing, it. is 
rather natural to expect extra 0(1) contributions to the B~-B~ amplitude, with 
arbitrary phases, so that we may accommodate any value of rPd p. It is also very 
na.tural to assume that these NP effects have a negligible impact on AB = 1 
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amplitudes dominated by tree-level SM contributions; this happens essentially 
in all realistic models. On tbe other hand, it is less obvious why these new 
sources of flavour-symmetry breaking - being able to induce 0(1) corrections to 

B~-B~ mixing - should have a small impact on tlB = 1 amplitudes arising only 
at the loop level within the SM. This hypothesis certainly does not represent 
the most general NP scenario; however, it can be realized under rather general 
condi tions. 

The generic NP scenario we shall advocate is a model where non-standard 
effects are negligible in aU amplitudes that receive tree-level 8M contributions 
(independently of possible CKM suppressions). Moreover, in order to protect 
the effects on t1B = 1 FCNC amplitudes, we shall add the following two general 
requirements: 

i) the effective scale of NP is substantially higher than the electroweak scale; 

ii) the adimensional effective "couplings ruling!:l.B = 2 transitions can always 
be expressed as the square of two t1B = 1 effective couplings. 

Employing an effective-theory language, what we ~ean under these two hy
potheses is that the generic dimension-six operators encoding NP contributions 
to B~-B~ and t1B = 1 transitions can be written as 

NP tS~d - -
Q.llB=2 = -A2 (brd)(brd) , 
. eff 

NP tSbd - (-
Q6B=1 = -\2 (bfd) qfq) , 

1 eff 
(8) 

where tSbd denotes the new t1B = 1 effective flavour-changing coupling, r indi
cates generic Dirac and/or colour structures, and possible coefficient functions 
of 0(1) have been ignored. Coherently with the requirement ii), we shall also 
assume that (SU(2k x U(l)y )-breaking operators of dimension less than six, 
such as the chromomagnetic operator, playa negligible role. The overall nor
malization of the two operators in (8), or the definition of the effective scale 
Aeff , has been chosen such that the corresponding 8M t1B = 2 term is 

QSM = (~t Vtd )2 (brd) (brd) 
6B=2 M2 . 

W 

(9) 

Choosing this normalization, we have implicitly factorized out an overall coef
ficient of CJ[(g/J2)4/(161f2)] in the effective Hamiltonian, both in the tlB = 2 
and in the tlB = 1 cases. As a result, within the 8M, the loop-induced 6.B = 1 
operators can be written as 

QSM = c l't'b vtd (bfd) (-qrq) 
6B=1 M2 ' 

w 
(10) 

where the coefficient function C is of CJ(l) in the case of pure sbort-distance
dominated electroweak operators (such as those generated by Z-penguin and 
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W~box diagrams) and substantially larger than unity for those that receive 
large logarithmic corrections via RGE. 

Since the measurement of the B~-B~ mass difference falls in the ballpark 
of the 8M expectations, the new fl.avour~changing coupling <5bd cannot be ar
bitrarily large: barring fine-tuned scenarios with severe cancellations among 
different terms) we can allow at most 0(1) corrections to the 8M amplitude. 
This implies 

(11) 

where possible 0(1) factors associated with the matrix elements of the opera-
tors have been neglected. . 

. Owing to the different parametric dependence from scale factor and flavoUI~ 
changing coupling of tlB = 2 and tlB = 1 operators in (8), if the condition 
(11) is fulfilled the corresponding non-standard effects induced in tlB = 1 
flavour-changing neutral-current transitions turn out to be suppressed at least 
by a factor O(MW / Aeff) relative to the 8M level: 

(12) 

Since the coefficient C is substantially larger tha,n 1 for QeD-penguin ampli
tudes, the suppression is even more severe in this case. We have thus obtained 
a natural justmcation for the smallness of non-standard effects in tlB = 1 
loop-induced amplitudes in the well-motivated scenario of a heavy NP scale 
(Aeff» Mw). 

Although rather qualitative, the above argument has the great a.dvantage 
of being almost independent of the details of the NP model. Indeed, it cp'n 
be realized in very different frameworks, from low-energy supersymmetry to 
models with large e)..-tra dimensions. As can be easily understood, this argument 
does not apply only to B~-B~ mixing: it is characteristic of any type of nF = 
2 meson-antimeson rnlxing versus the corresponding I:l.F = 1 loop-induced 
amplitudes, provided the corresponding assumption ii) is ful£lJed. For tills 
reason, in the phenomenological determination of the CKM matrix of Section 4, 
~e shall try to avoid the use of observables such as CK or tllvls, which are 
sensitive to the KO-Ko and B~-B~ mixing amplitudes, respectively. 

In principle, the case of b -7 .s transitions is somehow diffurent from the 
b ~ d and S -7 d ones, since the B~-B~ mass difference has not yet been 
measured. This is indeed one of the reasons why speculations about possible 
large NP effects in pengu1n-mediated b -7 s transitions, such as B -7 7r K 

. and - especially B -7 ¢K - are still very popular. However, we recall that the 
available daGa on tlMs already show a preference for this observable to be close 
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to its SM expectation. If we asswne that l\1p effects in I:1Jv1s can be at most of 
0(1), we can accommodate large NP effects in b ~ 8 transitions only by means 
of violations of the conditjons i) and ii), or by fine-tuning. Therefore, in order 
to understand the consistency of our scenario, it will be very interesting to 
foUow the evolution of future measurements of B ~ nJ( and B ~ q;1( decays, 
together with the constraints on 1:111;15 , 

4 Impact of Bd --+ 7r+1r- in the Unitarity Triangle 

The decay B3 ~ 1["+7r- originates fTom b ~ uud quark-level transitions. 
Within the SM and the scenario for NP discussed before, we may write the 
corresponding decay amplitude as follows: 

(13) 

where the CP-conserving strong para.meter deiB measures - sloppily speaking -
the ratio of pengujn to tree contributions in Ed ~ 1T+n-. If we had negligjble 
penguin contributions, i.e. d = 0, the corresponding CP-violating observables 
were si m ply gi "en by 

A~ip(Bd ~ 1T+1T-) 0, 

. (,I... 2) SM . 2 
SID 'Pd + "Y = - sm a I (14) 

where we have, tn the last identity, a.lso used the 8M relation <Pd = 2{3 and the 
unitarity relation 2{3 + 2"Y = 211" - 2a. Note that the pbases cPd and "Y enter 
directly in the Ed ~ n+n- observables, and not G. Consequently, since cPd can 
be fixed straightforwardly through Ed ~ Jj'IjJJ(s, we may use Ed ~ n+n- to 
probe "Y, which has important advantages when dealing with penguin and NP 
effects. 6, 7) 

Measurements of the CP-violating.Bd ~ 11"+11"- observables are a.lready 
available: 

d · ( + { -0.30 ± 0.25 ± 0.04 (BaBar 8)) Ac'p Ed ~ 1T 1T-) = 
-0.77 ± 0.27 ± 0.08 (Belle 9)) 

(15) 

A mix(B +) {-0.02 ± 0.34 ± 0.05 (BaBar 8)) cp d ~ '1i 11"- = 
+ 1. 23 ± 0.41 ~8:~~ (Belle 9)). 

(16) 

The BaBar and Belle results are unfortunately not fully consistent with each 
other. Hopefully, the experimental picture will be clarified SOOD. If we nev
ertheles::i form the weighted averages of (15) and (16), using the rules of the 
Particle Data Group (PDG), we obtajn 

A~ip(Bd ~ 7r+n-) 

Ac~X(Bd ~ 7i+7r-) 

-0.51 ± 0.19 (0.23) 

+0.49 ± 0.27 (0.61)! 

(17) 

(18) 
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where the errors in brackets are the Oiles increased by the PDG scaling-factor 
procedw-e. Direct CP violation at this level would require large penguin con
tributions witb large CP-conserving strong phaEes. Interestingly, a significant 
impact of penguins on Ed ~ 1(+1(- is also indicated by data on the B --7 1( J(,1(1f 

branching ratios, as well as by theoretical considerations. Consequently, it is 
already evident that the penguin contributions to Ed -1 1(+1(- cannot be ne
glected. 

Over the recent years, many approaches to control the impact of the 
penguin contributions on the extraction of weak phases from the CP-violating 

Bd ~ 1T+1J"- observables have been proposed. 10, 11) In the follo\\ring we shall 
adopt the method by proposed by R. Fleischer a.nd J. Matias) referring to 

their original work for more detaHs. 6) The two CP-violating asymmetries are 
written as 

which are exact parameterizations within the SM, and hold also within our 
general NP scenario. II we fix ¢d through (2), these two equations depend on 
three unknown parameters, d, 8 and "(. In order to extract these quantlties we 
then need an e."Ctra constraint. In principle, the best additional constrajnt is 
given by ODe of the following observables: 

Ati~(B.~ ~ J(+ 1(-) = gl (d', ()', "(), Ac';;(Bs ~ J(+ J(-) = g2 (d' ) f)', '"'1. <Ps) , 
(20) 

where d' = d and 8' = f) in the limit of exact U-spin symmetry and 4>8 can 
be assumed to be negligible (or can be fixed through CP-violating effects in 
Bs -* JI1/J¢). Unfortunately, the Bs -* ](+ J(- mode is not accessible yet. 
However, since Bs ~ K+ J(- is related to Bd ~ 1(+ J(± through an interchange 
of spectator quarks, we may connect these two channels under very reasonable 
dynamical assumptions a.nd then use the Ed ~ 1(+](± modes) which have 

already been observed at the B factories, 12) to control the penguin effects in 
Bd -* 1J"+1f-. The key quantity is then the following ratio of the CP-averaged 
Ed -* 11'+1(- and Ed ~ 1(+ J(± branching ratios: 

(21) 

where the factor f K 1 f7f involving the kaon and pion decay constants takes into 
account factorizable V-spin-breaking corrections, and € == ).2/(1 - ).2). If, in 
addition to V -spin symmetry, we make plausible dynamical assumptions to 
replace the Es ; J(+ K- channel with the Ed -* 1f'+ J(± ones, we may write H 
as a function of {'"'1, d, B} and, using also (19), we finally determine the three 
parameters. 
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Figure 2: Allowed regions for the apex of the unitarity triangle determined 
from the combination of Rb and the CP-violating Ed -+ 1f+1T- observables, as 
described in the text, using the standard B~-B~ mixing phase rpd '" 47° (left) 
or the non-sta.ndard solution ¢d I"V 1330 (right). 

Following this procedUl'e (we refer to the original works 6) for more detail), 
leads to 

These two solutions are related to each other through 

(23) 

Because of the unsatisfactory experimental situation concerning the CP asym
metries of Bd -+ 71'+11"- , the ranges in (22) should mainly be considered as an 
illustration of how this strategy is working. Indeed, in order to obtain (22)1 
we have just used the "ordinary" errors in (17) and (18), and not t.he enlarged 
ones given there in brackets. 

It should be noted that we have assumed in (22) - as is usually done - that 
, E [0°, 1800 j. This range is implied by the interpretation of cK, provided that: 
i) NP does not cha.nge the sign of the ~S = 2 amplitude with respect to the 
SM; ii) the ((hag" parameter BK is positive (as indicated by all existing non
perturbative calculations). If we relaxed these assumptions about NP and/or 
((bag" parameters, we would need to double the solutions and consider the 
specular case "I E (180°) 360°]. 

Using (22), we may now fi..."'{ the apex of the unitarity triangle. To this 
end, we combine the constraint on Rb with the ranges of , . The results of 
this exercise are shown in Fig. 2 for rPt1 = 470 (left) and cPd = 133° (right) . 
In order to guide the eye, we have also included in Fig. 2 the well-known SM 
CK hyperbola. In the left plot we show also the fJ = 23.50 branch, which 
corresponds to the SM interpretation of ¢d = 47° , as welI as the circle with 
radius RL around (1,0) that is fixed through !:llvid. and the constraint arising 
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from the lower bound au 6.Jvls / b..Jvld. It is remarkable that we obtajn a perfect 

agreement of our Bd 4 11+7r- range, which does not rely on E.K or B~-B~ 
mixing, with all these constraints. On the other hand, the case of ¢rl = 133 0 

shown in the right plot. of Fig. 2 requires large NP contributions t.o B~-B~ 
mixing, so that we may there no longer use 6.Md or 6..]1.;15 / D.Md to detennine 
the side Rl of the unitarity triangle (this is why these constraints are not shown 
on the right plot). 

As ca.n be seen in Fig. 2, both the ¢d = 47° and the cPd = 1330 regions are 
consistent with the E.K hyperbola. On the other hand, the two solutions leads 
to very different predictions for the rate of rare (b, s) --} d transitions, such as 
J(+ --} 11+ 1/17 and Bd -t jJ+ jJ- , which are proport.ional to I vid 12. In particular, 
the rate expected in the non-standard case are about twice as large as the 

SM ones. Interestingly, the experimental result of the E787 Collaboration, 13) 
BR(J(+ --7 7l+vv) = (1.57 ~ ~ : ~~) x 10-10 , has a central value which perfectly 

fit with this non-standard prediction. 3) 

5 Outlook 

A fit to the CKM unitarity triangle in presence of NP is clearly more c.ompli
cated by the presence of a large number of !lew free parameters. Nonetheless) 
as we have seen, we can already sta.rt to analyze in a modeJ-independent way 
the wide class of NP scenarios where large morufications of the SM occur only 
in t::..F = 2 amplitudes. 

This analysis, which is still not very precise because of the large experi
mental uncertainties on Acp (Ed 4 1[+ 1f -) , shows that a large NP eontri bution 

to B~-B~ mixing cannot be excluded yet. In particula.r, present data are per
fectly consistent with a non-standard CKM fit where the preferred p-ij region 
is the upper-left quadrant. This solution is associated to the non-standard 
B~-B~ mixing phase <Pel '" 1330 and, interestingly, leads to a prediction for 
BR(l(+ --} 11+ v17) in better agreement with experiments. 

This non-standard solution certainly requires some amount of fine-tuning 
to mimic the SM case and the statistical significance of the BR(IC+ -+ 11+1/17) 
measurement should not be over emphasized. NonetheJess, we believe this is an 
interesting scenario that should not be disregarded. Future precise measure
ments on rare FCNC decays, or new information on CKM phases by means of 
tree-level dominated transitions) would help to exclude or confirm this fasci
nating hypothesis. 

This work is partially supported by lllP-RTN,. EC .COntract No. HPRN-CT-
2002-00311 (EURIDICE). 
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CP violation and rare decays in kaOlls at NA48 

Jvan Mikulec 
lnstiiut fUr Hoche"nergiephys-ik, Nikolsdorfergasse 18, A-l050 Wien, Austria 

Abstract 

NA48 has finished the measurement of direct CP vi.olation in neutral kaon 
decays to JrJr with a combined result Re(E'IE) = (14.7 ± 2.2) x 10-4 . A new 
preliminary measurement of charged asymmetry 8L (e) = (3.317±0.100) x 10-3 

has been obtained from data taken in the year 2001. From a special near target 
run in the year 2000 1 two new preliminary results are presented: Im('T!Ooo) = 
(-1.2±1:3) x 10-2 and BR(Ks ~ Jr°~rY)z>O . 2 = (4.9±1.7) X 10-8 . The decay 
Ks ---+ 7r°,.Y'Y has been observed for the first time . 
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1 Introd uction 

The N A48 detector has been designed to measure direct CP violation in the 
decays of f( Land Ks into 7r7r, described by the parameter Re(€I/€)) by using 

simultaneous far- and near-target beams I}. In the year 2001 the beams were 
created by 400 GeV protons bitting the far target with a.n intensity of'"" 2.4 x 
1012 protons during the 5.2 s long SPS pulse (ppp) . The protons which do not 
interact in the far target are attenuated and directed to the neat target with 
an intensity of '"" 5 x 107 ppp. 

... -126m 
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()o 

o o _E 
c= t: 0 
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Figure 1: Example of .{igu,re caption, 
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Q) 
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II 

The main device for charged particle detection is the magnetic spectrom

eter 2}, It consists of a dipole magnet and four drift chambers, two before and 
two after the magnet. The spatial resolution of '" 100 f.i.m per plane results in 
a. momentum j-esolution of 

ap p = [0.48 EB 0.009P(GeVjc)]%. (1) 

The whole spectrometer is placed in a helium tank separated from the vac
uum decay region by a. thin KEVLAR window. A time resolution of "-'150 
ps for a 7l"+1T- evenf is given by a scintillator hodoscopc placed between the 
spectrometer and the calorimeter, 
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A liquid krypton calorimeter (LKr) 3) I placed behind the bodoscope, is 
used to measure the energy, position and time of electro-magnetic showers 
initiated by photons. The energy resolution is 

(J(E)j E c::: 0.0901 E EB 0.032/VE EI1 0,0042 (2) 

where E j~ in GeV. The position and time resolutions for a single photon with 
energy larger than 20 GeV are better than 1.3 mm and 300 ps, respectively. 

The LKr calorimeter is followed by a sampling hadron calorimeter com
posed of 48 steel plates, interleaved with scintillator planes with a readout in 
horizontal and vertical projections and by a muon anti-counter system. 

In order to determine from which beam the decay originated a tagging 
station composed of thin scintillator strips is located on the path of the proton 
beam between far and near targets. The ti me resolution of tllis device is '" 140 
ps and double-pulse resolution is 4-5 TIS. 

The beginning of the J( 5 decay region is sharply defined by an anti-count.er 
(AKS), located at the exit of the near-target collimator. 

Photons escaping the outside limits of the calorimeter acceptance are de
tected by seven ring shaped scintillator counters equipped with iron converters 
(AKL) . 

KLlJtrglB1 

-4- 217.1 M ........ 

KS largel Aluminium 

L.Kr Hadron 

Kev1., window I a06m pipe I I I C.ID.Im .... ' c.lo~m"'.. Myon .... Ucoun'o' 
-- 97,1 :.I:.tnbe, I 0.111 cn.mbor :,ou1n:l.

1tt 
ell.mb., 3 OriN cham be, 4 /WlndQ~ Betlm monnor ~ 

;c:rtIJcdJ Im[l~DIDID 1 
:==h:==::::{" .." .. 12.7 m 

"-IIIIi--------,.----;QJ1JIJc;Q IWmUUD 1 

I 

I VOlo counl., e I toto Cou"lo. 7 ILL Noul",1 
nodoacQPc . 

Helium ~nk 

....... tllm .... --.- 9,2m --........--S.4m ________ 7.2m ____ Cnargod 
hoaoscope 

2~ I m 10.7m 

Figure 2: Example of jig1},re caption. 

More about the detector and the experimental configuration can be found 
in 4). 
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In the year 2000, the drift chambers of the spectrometer were in repair 
after an accident aIter the end of 1999 run. The KEVLAR window was removed 
and the helium to,nk evacuated. The last part. of this special rlln was devoted 
to neutral Ks 1"('I,re decays Llsing only near-target beam with an intensity of 
"V 1 OlD ppp. 

2 The measurement of Re{c'/c) 

The main aim of the 2001 run was not only to add more sta.tistics to the 

aL-eady published Re{c'/c) result 4) but. also to perform additional systematic 
checks. This was possible due to several changes in the experimental conditions 
(Tcl,ble 1). Beside~ rebuilt dri ft. chamber~ and a change in t he beam energy, 
s, significant increase of the duty cycle allowed to collect 29% of the total 
statistics with reduced insta.nt.aneOllS beiun interrsity. The fact that the result 
is fully compatible with the one obtaineJ tram 1997-1999 period confirms the 
robustness of the Re(c'/c) measurement with respect to the accidental beam 

activity 5) . 

Table L Change in conditions 0/ the Re(t:' IE) Tun in 2001. 

proton energy 
SPS cycle time 
spill length (effl'cl.ive) 
duty cycle 
J( L beam intensity 
J(s beam intensity 

98-99 
450 GeV Ie 

14.4 s 
2.4 s (1.7 s) 

0.17 
'" 1.5 x 1012 ppp 

rv 3 X 107 ppp 

The result. from 2001 data oDly is 5) 

2001 
400 G ~V/c 

16.8 s 
5.2 s (3.6 s) 

0.31 
'" 2.4 x 10 12 ppp 

"'""' 5 X 107 ppp 
+ rebnilt spectrometer 

Re(c;' IE) = (13.7 ± 3.1) x 10-4 

and the combined result. together with other N A48 published data is 

Re(c'IE) = (14.7 ± 2.2) x 10-4 

(3) 

(4) 

This final rel)ult reaches the design accurCl,cy and leads to a world average of 
(16.6 ± 1.6) x 10-4 . 
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3 Measurement of the K e3 charge asymmetry 

The charge asymmetry in Ke3 decays is defined as 

6£ e):::: BR(KL ----> 7f-e+ve ) - BR(KL -- 7l'+e-~) 
( BR(I(L --;. 7f-e+vF.) + BR(K£ --t 1r+e-ve ) 

(5) 

If CPT symmetry holds, this observable is equal to 2Re(c) . 
During the 2001 run along with 1f7f samples for Re(c'lc) measurement 

about 2 x lOs J(e3 decays have been collected. The systematic effects due to 
detector asymmetry is reduced by regular changes of the spectrometer magnet 
polarity. The backgrounds could be reduced to a negligible level by selection 
cuts. The main source of systematic uncertainties arises from charge depen
dent interactions of '7l'± in the electro-magnetic calorimeter which a.re reflected 
in asymmetric trigger and particle identification efficiencies (Table 2). The cor
rections a.re calculated using various control samples involving charged pions 
like K s --t 1r+ 71- and ]( L --t 7f+ 1["- 1["0. In spi te of the significant momentum de
pendence of the corrections the result does not. depend on the pion momentum 
(Fig: 3). 

8 • 10-3 

5.0 ,,------------,------.,----------;----;---.,.------, 

Figure 3: ode) as a function of pion momentum. 

The preliminary result 

tSL(e) = (3.317 ± O.070sl.(J.t ± O.072 syst ) x 10-3 (6) 

is in a good agreement with previous measurements notably with recently pub

lished result of KTeV collaboration 6). 
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Table 2: Sum.mary of systematic efJects in the tlL(e) analysis 

in 10-5 

TI:igger +26 .2 ± 6.0 
Punch trough -1.4 ± 3.5 
Pion ID -17.1 ± 2.4 
Acceptance ± 0.5 
Background ± 0.5 

4 Measurement of 1]000 

The CP violating parameter 1]000 is defined as 

A (f{ S -t 11"011"011"0) 

1]000 == ° 0 ° A(KL -t 11" 11" 11" ). 
(7) 

If CPT symmetry is conserved> the real part of 7]000 is given by CP violation 
in mixing and is equal to Re(c.), while the imaginary part can be sensitive to 
direct CP violation . 

The data for this measurement has been collected during the ;ast period of 
2000 data taking in special conditions with a high intensity near-target beam 
and without spectrometer. Almost 6 x 106 [(0 -; 1fo7fo7fo events have been 
collected .. This data is normalised to pure J(L -; 1Torr°1l"° sample from far
target beam run immediately preceding the near-target run in practically same 
detector conditions which leads to cancellation of the acceptance in the first 
order . The result is obtained from a fit to a function 

Inear 
f(E, t) = ;;:r = A(E) [1 + l7]oooI2et/TL-t/7"S + 

371"° 

2D(E)et/2n-t/2rS(Re(1]ooo)cos(6:..mt) - Irn(1]ooo)sin(6:..mt))] (8) 

in kaon energy E and proper time t bins. The D(E) denotes KO - KO pro

duction dilution at the target and is fixed to the values measured by NA31 7) . 
The fit results shown in Fig. 4 a.re 

ReC'7ooo) = (-2 .6 ± 1.0stat ± 0.5syst ) x 10-2 

Im(1]ooo) = (-3.4 ± 1.Ostat ± 1.1 syst ) x 10-2 

(9) 

(10) 

with sy::;temaLic uncert!1inties summarised in the Table 3. The uncertainty of 
this preliminary measurement is ten times smaller than the best previously 

published result by CPLEAR. 8). This allows to improve the 'CPT conserva.
tion test based on Bell-Steinberger unitarity relation which relates the CPT 
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violating pbase 0 to CP violating amplitudes in neutral k'1on decays. This test 
was previollsly limited' by the precision of 1]000 and using th is new r:1easurement 
it can be improved by 40% to Im(5) = (-l.2 ± 3.0) x 10-5 . This can be con
verted to 1nJ(O -mf-(O = (-1.7±4.2) x 10-19 GeV/c2 assuming CPT violation 
only in the J(D - KG mixing. 

c O.04 .-----------.----------
~ c 
~ 
N 0.02 

~ 

stat. correl.: 0.78 
total correl.: 0.55 
;?/ndf = 41 51405 

Re llooo fixed 
/ to Re c 

; 
['.. ,/ 

Or-----/T~-~~~~\I+l------~ 
// / \ I·!t 

-0.02 

-0.04 

-0.06 

: ./ l J 
; .: 1;'~ i J 

/' /.' ,/~' ~~ j I 
/,/ :,jt: . /, / / / I ~ i /. 

I / i / .... l 

! I \~-?:~ /' 
I " 
\9D%CL .. ./ 

\ " .. -.--~ 

-0.08 
\099% CL / 
"--._---.-/ 

-0.1 -0.06 -0.04 -0.'02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 

Re 11000 

Figure 4: Prelim.inary results of the 7]000' fit. 

Assuming CPT conservation and fixing the real part of 1]000 to Re( c) = 

1.6 X 10-3 the imaginary part of 1]000 can be constrained with betGer precision 
to 

]m(7]Ooo) = (-1.2 ± 1.3) x 10-2 (11) 

This corresponds to a limit on ]{ S --; 7[01]"07[0 branching ratio of B R(]{ 5 --; 

7f
0

7f
0

Jr
0

) < 3.0 X 10- 7 at gO%, CL. This result improves almost by two orders 

of magnitude the best limit obtained by the SND collaboration 9). 
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Table 3: SUm1na'T1J of systematic effects in the 7]000 analysis 

in 10-2 

Accidental" 
Energy scale 
/(0 _ ](0 dilution 

Accept.ance 
Bi tlD ing 
Total 

Re(T]ooo) ]m(T]Ooo) 
±O.l ± 0.6 
±O.l ± 0.1 
± 0.3 ± 0.4 
± O.3 ± 0.8 
± 0.1 ± 0.2 
±0 .5 ± 1.1 

5 Precise measurement of the decay ](5 ---? II 

The decay J( s ---? ,"'; is particular due to a clean and unambiguous calculat.ion 

of the leading O(p4) term in the Chiral Perturbation theory XPT 10) which 
predicts BR(J(s ---? ,,) = 2.1 x 10-6 . 

Using data from high intensity near-target run in the year 2000 the 

branching ratio was determined to 11) 

BR(Ks -.' "'II) = (2.78 ± 0.06sLaL ± 0.03 sv s t ± 0.02ext ) x 10- 6 (12) 

where most of the systematic uncertai.nties come from backgTouJld subtrac
tion. The background frolD l<.."s ----;. 71"°11° decays has been strongly reduced by 
choosing very short decay region only few meters downstream of the collimator 
ex.it. The irred ucible background [rom J( L --t / ' , deCc1.ys has been calculated 
by estimating the J( L flux using J(L ----;. 7T0 71"071"0 decays and by measuring 

r(J( L ---? ,,) -3 
f(K 0 ° 0) = (2 .81 ± O.Olstnt ± 0 . 02s'!l.~t) x 10 (13) 

L~71"1f'rr 

from far-target beam data taken also in the year 2000 . 
The measured J(s -+ ~/1 branching ratio exceeds by 30% the x PT pre

diction and indicates a significant higher loop correction to the :eacling term . 

6 First observation of the J( s -+ 11°"/1 

The decay !( s -+ 1f'0" proceeds through pse\ldo-scalar meSOll pole and ha.s 

been studied in the framework ofXPT 12). These calculations predict BR(Ks ---? 

1I
0
")OU.2 = 3.8 X 10-8 with a cut off of z :::: m;")' /m1< > 0.2. In addition , 

x PT predic:;s a moment.Ulll dependence of the weak j( rro1fo vertex reflect.ed in 
the shape of the Z Sl)(-' C\ rum. The Iw,..;1; experimental limit WCl.!:; recen t.ly given 

by NA48 13) with a BR(Hs -+ /Tol')z>0.2 < 3.3 x 10- 7
. 
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From high intensity near-target data taken in the year 2000 , 31 Ks -----) 
HO,', candidate events have been extracted. Background from the beam pile-up 
has been reduced by using veto counters 8m-rounding the detector and by im
posing tight time constra.ints on the showers detected in the electro-magnetic 
calorimeter. The remaining pile-up background was estimated lIsing ollt-of
time events. The background from K 5 -----) 11"011"0 decays including those with 
KO -----) eel decay have been suppressed using kinemat.ic cuts. The background 
from 3° -) AKO -----) n7fo1fo decay was suppressed by rejecting events with large 
energy asymmetries. The small irreducible K L -----) 7r

0"Yl background was esti
mat.ed using Monte Carlo and assuming equal Ks and KL production a.t the 
target. The summary of remaining backgrounds and systematic uncertainties 
is given in Table 4. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the invariant mass 1'n12 re
constructed from the If pair associated with the 11

0 compared to the expected 
background contributions. 

20~~--~~--~--~~--~--~~--. 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

• data 

pile-up bkg. 

813 0.132 0.134 0.136 0.138 0.14 

m12 (GeV/c2
) 

Figure 5: The distribution of invariant mass of the photon po.ir assigned to 
the HO. The data. in the control region 'is compatible with background while 
th.e signal region contains conspicuous e:uess compo.t·ibk with the [(5 -----) 1ffJ/~! 
signal. 

Aft.er background subtradion 17.4±6.2 events remain in the sample . Thi~ 
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Table 4: Summa'ry of system.atic effects in the Ks -----+ rroTY ana?ysis 

events 
Number of events in sig. region 3l.0 ± 5.6 
Beam activi ty -7.4 ± 2.4 
Ks -+ 7i07T'~ background -2.4 ± 1.2 
K L ---7 7r

0 "'I'Y -3.8 ± 0.0 
Accepta.nce ± 0.7 
Remaining 17.4' ± 6.2 

Jeads to a preliminary measurement of the branching ratio 

which is ill a good agreement with the theoretical prediction. 
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SMI ~ PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH TO 
THE ESTIMATE OF CP-EFFECTS IN K± ~ 3][ 

DECAYS 

Evgeny Sholwlin I 

Instill/Ie f()r Theorelical ol1d Experimenlol Physics, A1oscow, Russia 

Abstract 

The amplitudes of the K± ---7 31T and K ~ 27T decays are ex~ 
pressed in terms of different combinations of one and the same set of 
CP~conflerving and CP~odd parameters. Extract.ing the magnitudes 
of t.hese parameters from the data on K ---7 21T dacays, we estimate 
an expected CP~odd difference between the values of the slope pa~ 
rameters g+ and ,fJ- of tbe energy dist.ributions of llodd 'l piODS in 
K+ ---+ 1T+ 7r+ 7[- and K- -t W-7r-1r+ decays. 
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1 Introduction 

The observation of CP effects in X± ---+ 311 decays would allow to understand 
better how the mechanisms of CP ,·ioJation work. 

Now the Collaboration NA48/2 is ready to begin a search for such effect 

with accuracy 6 (;~~!=) s 2 . 10-4
. 

Contrary to the case of KL ---+ 211 decay where CP violates both in D..S = 2 
and .6.5 = 1 transitions, jn the J(± ---+ 311 decays, only the last (so-called 
"direct" ) CP violation takes place. E:A'"PerimentaJly; an existance of tbe 
direct CP violation in J( L ---+ 211 decays, predicted by Standard Model (SM) 
and characterised by the parameter E

J is establised: ,,:~I/E = (1.66 ±O.16)10-3
. 

Bu t the la.rge u.Dcertainties in tbe theoretical predictions 

E
J 

- = (1.5 - 31.6)10-4 [2] 
C 

do not. allow to affirm that the contributions from the sources 0:' CP violation 
beyond the Kobayashi-lvfaskawa phase are excluded. 

To a.void the uncertainties in the theoretical calculation of the ingredients 
of the heary, we use the following procedure. Vole eA-press the ampbtudes of 
KL ~ 271" and K± ---+ 371" in terms of one and the same set c.f parameters, 
and caicula-:'ing 09+ - g- we use the magnitudes of these parameters extracted 
from da.ta CD K ---+ 2fT decays. 

2 The scheme of calculation 

A theory of D..S = 1 non-leptonic deca.ys is based on t.he effective lagrangian 
[3J 

(1) 

where 

(2) 

O2 = SLf/ldL . fh')'/lV'L + SL f/lUL . fLLfpdL + 2SLf/ld L . dL~.'pdL 

+ 2hi'/l dL' SLi'w')L ({8d.), ~l = 1/2) (3) 

0 3 = SL i'JldL . UfJlUL + Sf/lUL . u1J.ld L + 2sL 'YtLdL . dL IJ.l.dL 

- 3sL1tJ.dr., . S["I1SL ({27}, 6.1 = 1/2) (4) 
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0 4 = sL'Y/JdL , U"p?LL + SL'Y/JUL' 'u'L1/ldL-

-SLltJdL·(jL"itJdL ({27};.6I=3/2) (5) 

0 5 = sLljJ).Qdd L liRltJ).o.qR) ({8}. 61 = 1/2) (6) 
q=u,d,s 

({81, ill = 1/2) (7) 

TIllS set is sufficient for calculation of the CP-even parts of the amplitudes 
under cOllsiderat.ion. To calculate the CP-odd parts, it is necessary to add 
the so-called electroweak contributions originated by the operators 0 7,08 : 

(.6J = 1/2,3/2) (8) 

DB = -12 L eq(:hqR)(qRdLL (ill = 1/2> 3/2) 

(9) 
Q=l/.,d,s 

The coefficients CS-B have the imaginary parts necessary for CP violation . 
The oosonizatioD of these operat.ors ca.n be done usi.ng t.he re;ations !4j 

qj(l + 15)qk = - ~F/;r (u - J~2a2u) kj (1 a) 

ijj'Y/J(1 + '5)q~ = i [(8jlU) Vi - U (8/J UI ) -X~2 (m(3jlU t
) - (8/lV)m):J.:J 

(11) 
jf the non-linear realization of chiral symmetry js used: 

F 
( 

. j()2 - - ') (. ~ ) 3 ( . _)4 ) ;r 2 V L,'ff 11- 1:" 't.1f 
U = M 1 + ----p:- - 2' + a3 j() , + 2 (a.~ - 1) ~ + .... 

v2 "F7i v2F'IT' v 2F" 
(12) 

where 

( 

2!:l!. + .1!.a. + .E.:L 71+ K+) v'3 V6 h 
1f = 'ff- .. /1 + .2IB.. - .1!L ]<."0 

v'3 ~ h 
K- l?O 1I!l.. __ 2,:.:: 

v'3 ~/ i.i 

(13) 

The PCAC condition demands Q.3 = 0 [5j and we adopt tbis condition, bear" 
ing in mind that, on mass she]], the values of the mesonic amp:jtudes are 
independent of 0.3. 
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Using also tbe relations between ma.trices in the colour space 

and the Fierz transformation relation 

s'Jt(l + 'Ys)d . q'/l(l - ,s)q = -2.5(1 - i's)q . q(l + "'/Jd 

and represellt.ing lvJ(I< -7 2/T) in the form 

'vve obtain 

",here 

lvJ(K~ -t /T+1]'-) = Aoeino - fbe io2 

JH·(K~ -) 1f
0

7T
O

) = Aoeic5o + 2A2e102 

lvJ(K-':- ----+ /T+/TO) = -~A2ei'h 
2 

(14) 
(15) 

(16) 

The contributions from [707 into ReAo and JmAo are small because c?/cs "-' 
~em. and we neglected these corrections. From da.ta. on widths of J{ -t 2'iT 
decays we cbta.i.n 

32 
Cl - C3 - C3 + -(3Ret,5 = -10.13. 

9 
- C4 = 0.328; (J 9) 

At c] - C2 - C3 = -2.89 [3J, [6] and (3 = 6.68 we obtain 

C5 = -0.305. (20) 

From the eA ... pression for A21 it is seen that the contribution of the operators 
0 7,8 is enlarged by the factor A 2 /mJ< in comparison with the rest operators 
contribution. 
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Using the generaJ relation 

/ __ i(o?-6a) [fm.4o fm.A 2] I A21 
E. -'le - --+-- . -

ReAo R eA2 Ao 
(21) 

and the experlmenta.l value E./ = (3.4 ± 0.45)10-6 we corne to the relation 

1rncs ( ImZ_7) -4 --_- 1 - 01),1)' + 20.66-------:,.- = 1.48 ·10 . 
Recs Imcs 

(22) 

where 01),7)' trLkes into account the effects of KO ~ ll°7}(r/) -1 71
0

71
0 transi-

tlons. 
The naive estimate gives 

irncs ~ . 
--- ~ L {S?S3 Sll1 0 Recfj - , 

where S2, S3 and 0 are the paramel('r~ of CKM matri-x. At 

(L&udsberg I 2002 ) 

i mcs 4 . - _- = (-9.6 -_ L8) 10- SIn 6 
Recs 

and 
fmc7 = {-0,026 for o'1),'{)' = 0,3 
Jmcs -0.041 for nT/,T)' = 0 

In the leading p2 approximation 

where 

[
32 - ( 3A

2 
)] aKM =:; - f31mcs + 4,Blmc7 ?2 + 2 leo 

9 _ml{ 

bKM = [3
9
2 {3Jmcs + 8{31mc7] /(co + 9C4) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
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3m: 
g = -~(l + 9C4/eo): Y = (S3 - so)/m; (30) 

,-,mk 

32 
Co = Cl - C2 - C3 - C4 + gf3R.('(-;[1 = -10,46 (31) 

As the field K+ is the complrx one and its phase is arbitrary, we can 

repla.ce J{+ by 1(+ (1 + 'ia./{ M) ( )1 + ol M t 1. Then 

lVl (K+ -> 1T+ r.+7T- (P3)) = h[1 + ~gY(l + i(bf(Jv[ - aK M)) + ... ] (32) 
2 

Though this expression contains the ima.ginary CP-odd part~ it does not 
lead to observabJe CP effects . Such efl'ects arise due to intetierence between 
CP-odd imaginary pa.rt with the CP-even imaginary part produced by rescat
tering of the final pions. Then 

1 
A1(]{+ ~ 71'+71' +11'-) = k[l + ia. + '2 gY(l + ib + i(b K Iv! - O'T{M) + ... ] (33) 

where a and b are corresponding CP-even imaginary parts of the amphtude. 
These parts can be estimated ( in p2) approximation calculating the imagi
nary part of the two-pion loop diagrams with 

NJ(1i+(r2)1i-(r3) ~ 7T+(p~J7I-(P3)) = F,,-2[(P2 + P3)2 + (r2 - P2)2 - 2m;] 
.iVf(1fO(r2);rO(r3) -+ 7f+(P2)7r-(P3)) = F; 2[(P2 + P3)2 - m; ] 
}v[(1T+(rJ)1T+(r2) -11l'+(pd/T+(P2)) = F,,-2[(r] - Pl)2 + (rl - P2)2 - 2m;] 

Then we nnd: 
a = 0.12065; b = 0.714 (34) 

Using the definition of the slope pammater 

livJ(J(± -, 7f±1T±/T+(P3))1 2 
rv 1 + ~ Y (1 + ab ± a(bKM - aKM)) + ... 

1+0, 
(35) 

we find 
a(bKM-a!(M) 

1 + ab 
(36) 

At the fixed above numerica.l values of the paramt:ters we obtain 

(R.q)p~ = O.0301Rm~5(1-14 . 9IJm.~7) = -(4 ± 0.75) ·10-5 sm b (37) 
eC5 m.Cs 

This numerical result is obta.ined for 0.7),1 = 0.3. For zero magnitude of this 
parameter l a va.lue wouJc\ be (-4.6 ± 0.86)10-5 . 
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4 The role of p4 and other corrections 

The corr ctions to the result obrained in the cooven iona! chiral theory up 
to leading p2 a.pproximation are of two kinds. The first kind corrections are 
connected with it necessity to take into account the observed enlargement 
of S-wavr'- J = 0 lin amplitude havin~ DO explanation in conventional chiral 
theory. T)le corrections of the seu,lId kind are the p4 correc:iOllS. As it 
was argued in (7j, [8] both kinds corrections can be properly estimated in 
the framework of special linear U(3h ® U(3)R (J model with broken chiral 
symmetry. The above mentioned enlargement of S wave in this model is 
originated by mixing between Lhe qq and (CZJ2 states. In such a model 

U = 8" + iTt 

where a is 3 x 3 matrix of scalar partners of the mesons of pseudoscalar nonet. 
The relfl.Lions between diquark combinations and spinlt~SS fields are as given 
by eqs.(lO) ,(11), but wjthout the terms proportional to A- 2

. Such contribu
tions in (J model appear from an expansion of tbe intermediate scalar mesons 
propagators. The parameter A2 acquires a sence of difference m~o(980) - m;. 
Tbe strength of mixing between tbe isosinglet (J meson and corresponding 
gJuonic state is cb()'racterised by the parameter f,. 

If the p2 approximation gives 

(g)p2 = -0.172 (38) 

instead of 

(g)exp = -0.2154 ± 0.0035, (39) 

tbe corrected values of these CP-even parameters of K+ ---+ n +n ' 71- ampli
tude practica.lly coincide with the experimental ones [7]: 

( 40) 

The meaning of the parameter E, is e),:plained in [7]'[8J. The expressions for 
the corrected 7111 -+ 1171 amplitudes are presented in [8). 

Calculating the CP-even imaginary part of the K± --? n±1T±7(=F amplitude 
originated by two-pion iutermediate states, we obtain 

a(p2 + p4; E, = -0.225) - 0.]6265 (4]) 
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b(p2 + p4; f, = -0.225) = 0.762 (42) 

A . ..n estimate of the parameter a. can be obtained also "rithout any ca.lcu
lations using t.he ci.rcumstance that at Js = jSO, the ouly signi6call t. pbase 
shift is 6g. The rest phase sh.ifts are very small : f6J(so)1 < 1.80 and 6}(·~o) < 
0.3 0 [9). Then, according to eq.(33), 0. ~ tan 68(80) , or a = 0.]3 ± 0.0;), if 
68(so) = (7 .5J ± 2.85)0 [10] and a = 0.148 ± 0.018, if 68(so) = (8.4 1: 1.0)0 
[l1J . Tlwsr results coincide inside the error bars witb the result (41). The 
cOlTccled magnitude of Rg is 

(R ) I mC5 ( - J m(7 ) ' .r ( I 0 9) 0-5 .. -
9 (p2+p4; ~:=-O.225) = 0.039 Rec5 1 - 11.90 J mC5 SIn u = - 4.9:r: . 1 sm O. 

( 43) 
This result. is by 22% larg(·~r in absolut.e magnitude than that caJculated in the 
leading i1pprm:.imation. Thrrefore, we come to conclusion that the corrections 
to the result Dbtained in the frame,"ork of conventionfi.] cbiral tlwcJI'Y to the 
leading f:l.pproximation are not negligible (20-.30 %) \ but not so la.rge, as it 
was declared in [12). . 

5 Conclusion 

If the arguments against the correctness of eq .(23) will not be found\ an ex
pected value of Rg in the Standard Model is not larger in absolute magnitude 
than 6 . 10-5 sin 6. 
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Abstract. 

Vve discuss theoret.ica] issues in rare and radia.ti ve kaon decays. We show that 
J( -+ 'TWV and J( -4 1fee are very useful t.o e:>..'tract short-distance information: 
both to test the Standard Model or to determine accurately the CKM matrix. 
\Ve emphasize also channels where we can understand non-perturbat.ive aspects 
of QeD. 
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1 Introd uction 

Though t.he Standard Model (SM) is in very good shape, LHC is getting close 
and we might have surprises. In fact. questions, like a stl.l·isfactory solut.ion of the 
hjeran~hy, do not. have. ye.t a satisfactory answer. Also some very decisive tests 
of the SM, !.ike t.he g ....:. 2 or the amount. of direct CP violation in J{ r. -7 1r1r a.re 
plagued by uncert.ainties related t.o our ignorance on hadronic: ma:rix elements . 

Thus our goal I::; to show that in rare lawn decays 1, 2, 3, 4) there are: i) 

Golden m()des, like J( -1 7rVV 5), completely dominated by short dist.ance: 
where the Slv1 is chaJJcnged to a very meaningful level and ii) channels, like 
J( I. -1 1r°~e where our good knowledge of long distance dynamics allows us to 

single out quite ar.curately t.he 'interesting short distance dependence G). We 
will swrly the alL'\:iliary (to 1(& -+ 1r°e~) channels J(s -1 TY ann Ks -11r°ee. 
J(s -1 ~n is completely dominat.ed by long distance 7, 8) but accurately 
predict.ed by chiral pert.urbation theory (ChPT) and thus it is an important 
test of the theory. ](s -+ Tt°ee, as we shaH see, is important t.o extract. useful 
information from ](" -> lI

oee and aJso an important. dural dyna.mics test. 

B-physics will test SM measllI'ing th~ CI<M triangle 1) with sizes Vqj, Vqd; 
the area of this triangle, Jcp/2, is invariant for all CKM triangles and non-zero 
if CP is violated; iII the Wolfenstein parametrization: 

I I 
WolJensldn 2 6 

.lcp :::' A A 7] (1) 

with Fus = )" Vch = AA2
, ~m(VLd) = -A,X31J. As we shall see, as a consequence 

of our improved understanding of low energy physics we can test. precisely (l) 
in ~are kaon channels 1) . This is particularly exciting since there are several 

experiments aiming the required accuracy 3) 

2 J( --4- 1iVV 

The SM predicts the V - A 0 V - A effective hamiltonian 

G p Q: . 

M . '2 f) (Vc: 'led X N I. + VL~ VLd X ( X d ) S L i,l d L IJ r~ "/ VJ)J 
V 2 21r S1 n ~v '--v-----' '-..--' 

1{ = 
AXe A2 A5 (l-p-i7])xl 

Xq = rn.~/ Nl3", Ow the Weinberg angle and X's are the lnami-Lin functions 

with 'Nilson coefficients known at next-to-Ieading order 5). SU (2) isospin 
symmetry relates harlronic matrix elements for J( -+ 1iVV to J( -> 7rlri to 
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f. 

" , , 

13r./1 '" ",.'j: 1 ,! 10\\"(~r lililit 
;······1··.: ·· ·· · 

... , 
'~ 
I ' 
. " 0,8 

.. , . . -4-
~Mfl,II'-'HI) ., 

~·H.I'.:~ Ii In i I 

I;~", itnd 9(1'1-:'. 
C.L. , :Iipscs from 
lhc global fit 

-1 -<l.a -0.6 -{).4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

Figure 1: We show in the two 0.l1ipses the allowed region in the p - ij plane by 
the global fit. without. imposing the 8(1(+ -+ 1I+vv); the clotted curves on the 

left rienne the 8(1(+ -+ n+v17): 1 a lower bound 16): the mismatch between 

, the central value implied by 13(1(+ -1 1T+VV) and t.he ellipses of the global fit 
can be also interpret.ed in t.erms ofNP in AB = 2 transitions than t.he effective 

slIpersyrnmp.try scenario 20) may be appealing 16), Qi are the SU (2h quark 
rloublets 

a very good precision 9). QeD corrr.ctions have been evaluated at next-to

leading order 1) and the main um:ertaint.ies is due the strong corrections to 
the charm loop contribution. 

The structure in (2) leads to a pure CP violating cont.ribution t.o J{ L -+ 
1TOlii7, induced only from the t.op loop contribution and thus proportional to 
<Jm(Al) (A£ = ~: VI.ft) and free of hadroni.c uDcertainties. Tills leads to the 

prediction 5) 

o 10 'mt ffil ::.sm "'I [ 
- ( )]2 ' ~ [~ (' )]2 

l3B(](r- -+ 1T vIJ)SM = 4.25 x 10- 170GeV ~ (3) 

[(± -+ 7i±IIV receives CP conserving and violating contributions proportional 
to ~e().c), ~e(Ad and S'm(At,}. TheoreticaJ uncertainty from the charm loop 
indur:es 5% error on r.he widt.h. If one takes into account the various indirect. 
limits, i.e. V"II and c, on CKM elements one obtains the SM values 1, 5, 12): 

B(J( L -1 110 vv) = (2.8 ± 1.0) x 10- 11 l3(1(± -+ 1I±VP) = (0 .72 ± 0.21) x 10-10 

(4) 

Two events have been observed by E787 13) leading to 

B(l(± -+ 1I±vv) = (1.57~6:~~) x 10- 10 E787 (5) 
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The ex::ist.inl!; upper bound e:-..i~ts for t.he neutral decay: B(K[, -7 rrOvv) :::; 
5 .9 x 10-7 14), can be improved : the lsospin structure of any sd operator 

(bilinear in t.he CJlIfil'k fields) Ip.ads to the model independent reIar,jon 15) and 

to an interest.ing bound with E787 13) 

B(1(" -7 ,,°1117) < T/{,. B(I(± -71j±j/v) < 1.7.10-9 at 90%C.L. 
Tf(+ E787 

Future meaSllfements: i) J(+ 1 BNL (E787 and E949) should improve the 
prrsent result, while CKi'vl at Fermilah shoulcl measure t.he branching with 
a 100/,; accuracy, ii) ](1" KOPIO at BNL and KEI< are aiming to meaSll.re this 

channel 3). 
One can speculate that the centraJ va.lue in (5) is overshooting the SM 

prediction in (4) 16) and NP is required. R.eferring to the original reference 

(ancl 17)) for a detailed cliscussion, we show in Fig.(l) the J(± -7 1j±lJ"j) 

preferred vaJ ues p- r, versus the values allowed by sin(2,8), f.. and b..!vf Bd / /:::;.J'vi R • . 

The relevance of J( -7 7rvl.i is shown by this consideration: we ca.n reconciliate 
the central value B(J(± -7 7f±lIv) (sp.e Fig. 1) with the 8M prediction in (4) 
adding NP in I::1B = 2. This possibility seems also motiva.ted by other B-
observables l like B -7 7fJ( 18). However it is not harmless to add FCNC. Let's 
look the SM Yukawa structure 

L~M = QYDDH + QYuU He + LYEEH + h.c. (6) 

where Q, VI D (L, E) are respectively the quark (lepton) doublets and singlets. 
DiagonaJization of the Quark ma.trices lead to the CKM unitary matrix, Vij 
and CHvl mechanism for FCNe writing. Approximately (neglecting strong 
correction) 

1{SM ,....., G~lVla, [(~dmlVlb)2 (d ILb)2 + (~.dmZViS)2 (d ~ Ii S )2] + c . 
t:. F=2 16712 v4 ~ I L v4 L Y L , U 

(7) 
In supersymmetry new flavour st.ructures are generated by the soft mass terms: 

(8) 

The diagonallzation of these contributions add new flavour matrices to the 
CKM V in (7). For instance assuming the dominance of the LL gl uino-sdown . 

box diagrams 19) 

rx2 
1J9 5 [(r f-,',)2 (- A d )2 + ] Tl..bF=2 "-' 9M~ Ul2 SL Y/J. L ... 

Q 
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where ~[/ n1p..ilSllre::; the de[)art.ure from the ident.ity mat.rix of mb in (8) and 

,~LQ is an averagp. vallie for m,b 19). This shows the "71persymmetric fi(J,1)01ti 

lJmhlem, i.e. the diffic:ulties to solve simultrLnf01LSly the hierarchy prohlem 
(m.~nfL ~ 1 TeV) i'lnd NO rCNC. 

Ther<~ i'lre t.wo scenarios that. Ci'l.n just.ifY the lack of FCNC in eq. (9): ef-

f(~d,il'(~ S1J.pe1·s1f1T1.m.eliY 20) and fI!f1:nim.n.l Fln1J01/.r violation (lv[FV) 21) . Effr:dine 
supersymmel'I'ystill keep nat.uraJness by flliowing only t.he t.hird family ofsquarks 
to be below 1 TeV\ then NP is expected in 6.B = 2-transitions (due to (5fl') , 
while the firsT. two families of squarks are decollpled, i.e. heavier than 5 TeV 
and JI~lJ rv O. This wouI(] be very exciting; and a lot of phenomenol~y could be 

accessible in the near futnrc-; 16, 18). 
However there is no obvious reason why the three famllies are so much 

different so that and we have pmsued also a a different fitrategy to have New 
Physic.s at the TeV scale bllt no FCNC: NP must obey some Ravolli" symm0try 
(~:JFV) so t.hat GliVf mechanism it is still at work for t.he the three families. 
]n supersymmel:ry, for instance, this global symmetry would strongly constrain 

the flavor matrices in (8)., so that (9) t.urns in 22, 21): 

r _ ~[(~;LmIVtb)2 (d- Jlb)2 + (V,,'dmZV,.s)2 (d- /L )2] 
L6F=2 - A2 ,I D I L 4 L"I Sf, 

MP\! V V 
(10) 

Fixing C rv 1 => a very strong bound on Al1Pv . The flavour symmetry can 
be invoked in several contests. In fact. it was originally introdut.ed in Tech-

nicolour 23) to be protected from FCNC: the underlying preonic dynamics, 
generating the vev's for the gauge a.nd ferrnionic masses should preserve the 
glohal symmetry G p broken only by some spurions 

global symrn~lry 

Gp = 
spllrions 
,---"---,. 

YU,D,E (11) 

and spllrion quantum numbers determined by (6). Thi1l symmetry generates 
the £6F=::2 in (10). In order to solve the flavour problem this symmet.ry has 

heen invoked also in supersymmetry, gauge mediation 24) and large ex"tra 

dimensions 25). We have determined t.he general dim-6 lagrangian consistent 
with the symmetry in (11) in terms of some unknown coefficients en 

1 
['rvIF'V(Q,U,D,L,E,H) = [,;:"'F=2 + [,;:"'P=l = i\2l:CnOn + h.c. (12) 

11. 

Several result.s have been obtained from this analysis: i) putting en rv 1 we can 
oht.ain ~t.r()ng constraints on A from difFerent. processes, i.e. Eg, 6.mBd => 
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J\ > 5TeV 26, 21) and B ----1 X.~I ::::::::> A > 8TeV 26, 21), ii) interesting 
new correla~ions among Band J(-physir.s, for inst.ance B(1(1 .. -t flP.) <=>
B(B ~ J(l-"'l.-) , etc. to be test.ed in the very near future with the B- and 
K-factories and iii) if the CKM matrix elements are known with 5% accW'acy, 
a measurement at some percent level of B(](L ~ 1f

ovv) has the chance to be 

the deepest. probe of the SM; in fact. AMPlI Oln be pushed to 12TeV 21). Still 
in the MFV framework but with two Higgses, i.e. in the case in which both 
Higgses are pretty light, we have obtained all tan f)-enhanced Higgs-mediated 
FCNC contributions. Particularly relevant are their effects in B ~ e+ e-, f:j.]V[B 

and B -t X$~I 21). 

3 Chiral Perturbation Theory and ](8 ~ II 

QeD is non-pert.mbative at energy scales below 1 Ge V and thus s'ymmetry 
arguments must be invoker! in order t.o be predictive. QeD for massless quarks 
exhibits the global symmetry SU(3)L &> SU(3)R and there are strong phe
nomenological argument.s (Goldberger-Treiman relation, ... ) that the pion is 
the Goldstone boson of t.he broken symmr.t.ry SU(3h (.:; SU(3)R. ~ 5U(3)". 
Thus XPT 27, 4, 2, 28) is an effective field thr.ory based on the following 
two assumpt.ions: i) t.he pseudoscalar mesons aTe t.he Goldstone bosons (G.B.) 
of the symmetry above, ii) there is a. (chiml) power c07mting ,i.e. the t.he
ory has a small e">"-pansion paramet.er: p2j A~SB and/or m? / A~SBl where p 
is the external momenta, m the masses of the G.B.'s and AxSB is the f.hiral 
symmetry breaking scale: ;\.x..SB '" 41fFlT r-..J 1.2 GeV. Being an effective field 
theory, loops and counterterms are required h.y uni t.arity and have to he eval

uated order by order 27, 2, 28). 1t turns out more practical ~o desdhe the 

r.hiral fields [hrough a non-linear realization, U = e'iV2<1>/ F and ell = Li Aj(pi, Ai 
are r.he Gell-Mann ma.trices, F r-..J Fr.. vVe. can split the lagrangian in a strong 
(.6.S = 0) and in a weak non-Ieptonic piece (f:j.S = 1): L = LI:lS=o + Lt:J,S=l, 

and then consider the chiral e:-..-pansion 

(13) 

(14) 
where X is the appropriat.e 5U(3)-spurion that. generate the G.B. masses and 
the !1econo terms i.n (13) rlnd (14) represent respectively the strong O(p4) 
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(Ga1)ser-Leut,wyler 2~)) and the \veak O(p4) 29) lagrangian. One of the most 

fantastic XPT predictions is the 7I7I-scattering lenghts 27, 4, 28) in terms only 
of the pion decay constant, F,,: the O(p2) result is phenomenologically correct. 

up to 30% corrections 31). 
]( s -+ ;"1 has vanishing short-dista.nce contributions and thus it is a pure 

long-distance phenomenonj since the external particles are neutral there is no 
O(p2) amplitud'e. For the same reason, if we wTite down the O(p4) countert
erm strllcture, F/JvFII.V(AfjQU+QU), tllis gives a vanishing contribution. This 
i In plies that at O(p4): i) we have only a loop can tri b ution in Fig. 2 ami i1) this 

contribution is scaJe-independent 7): 

2a.F 2 ') 2 ( j\11( ') fi - 1) 
A(Ks -+ "1"/) = 1l lvIj< (Gs + "3 G27 ) (,~1;( - Iv!,,)· 1 + !vI'; In- 1 + fJ . 

(15) 

where Gf!" defined in (14) and G27 , the coefficient of 6.1 = 3/2-transit.ions are 
completely predict.ed by the K -+ 1fT! amplitudes. This is the ideo.l test. of 
XPT (a.nd in general of effective field theories) at t.he Q11.n.ni1J.m. level. At higher 

order, O(pfi) , 7I-loop corrections are small 32), while contributions t.o A (6) from 
£1..,::=1' are chirally suppressed: 

wlle1.'e c '"'-' 0(1) has to be determined phenomenologically but has no vector Me
son (VMD) contrihutions and ~o it is not. enhanced by the factor (471 F,,) 2 /mt '" 
(1200/770)2. So we can compare the O(p4) prediction in (15) wi:-.h t.he recent 

N A48 result. 8): 

{ 

TI-I 
B(Ks -+ 1'(/) :::: 

NA48 

(p4) 2.1 X 10- 6 

(17) 
(2.78 ± 0.072) x lO- fi 

The Rrror ill die amplituoe, is smaller than the naive expect.ation in (16), 
20-30% ~nd hxes c in Eq.(16), which rLctllally, as we shall see, it is useful to 

determine completely KL -+ 710"0 33). 

4 J( -+ 7ril decays and the CP-conserving J(,. -+ 7I°e+e-

J(,~ -+ 71
oe+e- is a classical example of how Ol)r control on low energy theory 

may help to disentrmgle short-distance physics. In fact t.he effective CllrrentQ9cur
rent strllctme of weak iJ!teract.ions obliges short-distance contriblltions to J( L -t 
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Figure 2: [(s ---t "'/,'j: the. represent.s the O(p2) weak vertex, proportional to 

G8 , deHned ill (14)\ 7) 

11° e+ e-, anrllogously to J( I, ---t 1<°UV, discllssed in the previou..'~ section to 

he direr.t CP-violating I, 28). However, differently from the neut.rino case, 
J(I, ---t 7f0 e.+g- recp.ives also non-negligible long-distance contributions: i) in
din"!r.t CP-violating from one-photon exchange, discussed in the next section, 
and i.i) CP-ccnserving from two-photon exchange, where t.he photons ca.n be 
on-s hell (two-p haton discontinuity) and thus direct ely related to the 0 bservahle 

[( IJ ---t 1I0'Y"/ decay, or off-shell and then a form fa.ctor should be used 34\ 33). 

It is possible 35) to avoid t.he potential large background contribution from 

J( fJ ---t e+ e- "0 36L The present bOllnds from KTe V 3, 37) are 

B(l([, -} "oe+e-) < 5.1 x 10- 10 and B(J(L -t 7["0jJ-+ jJ--) < 3.8 x 10- 1°. 
(18) 

The general amplitude. for J(dp) -t 1fo"/(Ql ){(q2) can be writ.t.en in t.erms of 
t.wa Lorentz and gauge invariant amphtl1des A(z, y) and B(z, y) : 
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3 CTis 
p/JU FllOal.l J(LBv1To 

p 2 8KLa1T(J 

p 2 
7n](KLJTo 

1/ 1,·- -
-'l 1"''- . !~ Full description of unitarity cut 

A (K --} 3 7f) = a + b Y + C y2 + d X 2 

Figure 3 : 1(" -+ 1T0 ,.'!;: llrutarity contributions from J( ----7 311: X, Y Dalitz va.r. 
41 , 42) 

where Y = P(lfl -(}'JJ/m1 and z 
rat~ is giv~n hy 

(ql + rJ2f /m.'7<· Then the double differential 

where A(a, il, c) is the w;u;tl kinemat.ica.1 function and fro = m7f /ml(. Thus in 
t.he region of sma)) z (mllinear photons) the B amplitude is dominant a.nd 
crln be determined separatp.ly from the A a.mplitude. Tills fea.t1Jf~ is crllcial in 
order t.o disentangle the CP-conserving mnt.ributlon KL ----7 1I

oe+e-. In fact 
the lepton pnir produced by phor.ons in S-wave, like an A(z)-rtmplitude .. are 
~llppressed by t.he lepton mas~ while the photons in B(z,y) are also in D-wave 
and so the rC"iult.ing [(r, -+ 1ioe+e- amplit.ude, A(KL ----7 7r°e+e-)cpc, does 

not. sllffer from the pl~l,tron mass suppression 38, 39). 

The lerloing O(p4) J( IJ ----7 11°,"'( amplit.ude 40) is affect.ed by t.wo large 

O(pB) c:ontrihlltions: i) t.he fllll unitarity correc.tions from 1( -). 371 41! 42) in 
fig. 3 and ii) local contributions. Fig. 3 enhances the O(p4) branching ratio 
by 40% and generates a B-typ0. amplitude. Local contribut.ions are generat.ed 
hy t.hree independent r.ountertenns, as t.he (HlP. in Eq. (16), with the u_nknown 

cor:ffkient·s 0:1 /k2 and f3 leading t.o contrihutions to A and B in Eq. (19) 42) : 

(21) 

If we assume VMD 43, 44), t.hese couplings are related in terms of one 
l,onstant, (J.II : 

(3 Cl2 
0:1 = - = - - = - 4all· 

2 3 
(22) 
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12 
aV 

- OJjG::-i-:o.or) (NA4S) 
10 - O.72±n.m~ (KT(~V) 

6 13(KL ---t'Tr0,,) 

('I.:\() ± 0.05') . Hi-Ii 

(1.68 ± n.n ·10-(-i 

2 

- --
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 

Figure 4: J(L -7 TroT'! diphoton-inval'iant. mass spectrum for two values of 
o.v:-().-t6 (fiLII CUI'\'('~)\ -0.7 (dashed cmve), corresponding respectiv~ly to the 
NA48 and KTeV measured value. 

Though chiral counting slIggests D:.iJi '" 0.2, VMD enhances this typical size. 
Actually a model, FMV, describing weak interactions of pseudoscalars (¢'s) 
with vectors, .cfJ"JV (4), VI!), based on factorization and couplings fixed by t.he 
Wilson coefficient of the Q_ operator, predicts: 

(23) 

Two eA-periments have measured these decays in t.erms of one parameter, av: 

I(TeV 46) and NA48 47) . Their results and spectrum are shown in from Fig. 
4 As we can see from Fig. 4 the spectrum at low z is very sensitive to t.he value 
of av: or more generaJly to the size of the amplitude Bin Eq. (19). 

llecentely Gabbiani and Valencia 48) suggested to fit the experimental z
spect.rum (and the rate) with aU three parameters in Eq. (21). In facti VMD 
even in t.he best case is known to be only a good approximation and thus we 

t.hinJ< this is a non-t.rivial VMD test. In fact we have shown in Ref. 33) that a 
complete analysis of the O(p6) CT '5, which takes into account also t.he decay 
J{s ---* II aJlows to exclude several of the three parameters fi t and actually 
ViviD is in good shape, particularly if events at low m')'')' spectrum are just 
below the exclusion plot of NA48 (see figure (5)). 

An important issue is that. while the si7.e of B(J(L ---* 1foe+e-)l~~n-shcll 
is an issne that can be est.abljsbed firmly from the J{ L -7 1io"rf spect.rum, the 
cont.ribution when t.he t.wo intermediate photons are off-shell is model depen-

dent and a form fact.or is needed 34). Howewer very recentely, we have studied 
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fJ 
Figure 5: [( D --+ 11°"("( on the left. side zoomed diphoton invariant mass dis-

tribution, the green curve is one suggested by Ref. 48) in the 3-parameter fit 

and still allov.,-ed. On the right sine the fJ - 02 plot 33) i again the possibility 

of R.ef. 48) and the VI\1D line (each point is associated to a different value of 
o.v) . VMD likes events just near the exclusion region of NA48. 

this problem 33) with a general form factor, motivated by VMD: 

(24) 

where a, b are low energy parameters, which however must obey the sum rule 
1 + 20. + b = 0 in order to go to zero for q? I Q~ -+ 00. as required by short 
distance. Thm we can eliminate b. Also for a = -1 we obtain t.he form factor 
in ref. 34). This form factor has been used also in KIJ -+ J-LJl 49). So we can 
parametrize 

7.0 X 10- 1,1 x IB(O) 12 

x {I + [1.4 + 1.4(1 + a) + 0.4(1 + 0.)2J} ,(25) 

where we can see that B(J(r, -+ 71'°e+e-)cpc is negligible for reasonable values 
of a 33). 

The CP-conserving decays ]{±(I<s) -+ 71'±(1IO)e+e- are dominated by the long

distance process J( ~ 'wy -+ 71'P+ f- 50). The decay amplitudes can in generaJ 
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be writu~n in t.erms of one form factor W,;(z) (i. = ±, 5): 

z = q2/Jvfj(; IVi (z) C:rm be decompo~ed at; the sum of a polynomial piece plus 
a. non-ana.lytic term, vVr"' (z), generated by the 1["1[" loop, analogously t.o the 
one in Fig. 3 for J(L -+ rroTYl completely determined in terms of t.he physical 

J( -+ 37i a.mplit.ude 51). Keeping the poJynomial terms up to O(ptl) we can 
write 

(27) 

where the parameters ai and bi param~tFizp. local contributions starting respec
tively at O(p4) and O(p6). Recent data on f(+ 4 1i+ e+ e- and ](+ -+ 1i+ }J+ /-t-

by BNL-E865 52) have been successfully fitted using Eq. (27) and lead to 

0+ = -0.587 ± 0.010, b+ = -0.655 ± 0.044 . (28) 

Rec:entely HyperCP 53) has attempted to measure the CP-violating width 
charge asymmetry in K± -7 7i± J.L+ j.t- and it has found that it is consistent 
with 0 at 10% level. Though the CKM prediction with accurate cuts is "-' 10-4 

51)) we are beginning to test new physics affecting the operator sdjlj.L 54). The 
experimental size of t.he ratio b+/a+ exceeds the naive dimensional analysis 
estimate b+/a+ "-' O[Nfk/(41iFro)2] "-J 0.2, but can be explained by a large 
VIvID contrihut.ion. Chiral symmetry alone does not allow us to determine the 

unknown couplings as ann bs in terms of a+ a.nd b+ 50, 51). Neglecting t.he 

.6.1 = 3/12 suppressed non-analytic term liVs" (z), we obtain 5 I) 

B(J(s -7 rroe+e-) = [46.5Q.~ + 12.9asbs + 1.44b1] x 10- 10 ~ 5 X 10- 9 x ai , 
(29) 

Very recently NA48/1 Colll'\,boration at CERN has been announced t.he first 
experimental evidence. of the 1<$ -1 1ioe+e- tra.nsition. The observation of 7 
events in a clean signal region (with 0.15 expected background events) leads to 

the preHmin~ry result 55): 

B(Ks -7 1ioe+e-)me ,,>165 M~V = (3.0~i:~ ± 0.2) x 10-9 , (30) 

which implies 
(31) 

ill good agreement "vith the naive chiral counting expectation as = 0(1) 51) 

a.nd a.lso \vi t.h the phennomenological model of ref. 56). This leads to the very 
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interesting interferei)ce: 

[ 
- ') <;SAL ( (\).,. ) 2] -l2 

1b.3 as - 6.8
10

- 4 0'5 + 2.8 10-4 x 10 , 

(32) 
where At = ltlr/1tJ.s. The sign of the interference term is model-dependent. 
However asslImi.ng i) VIvID and ii) a short distance relation among a+ and as 
we m;U{e a good prediction of as, this allows us to trust t.he short distance 

positive sign for the interference 33). This is very encouraging for future . 
searches in 1([, ---1 7Toe+ e- . 

6 Conc1usions 

The measurements by E787 13) in f{+ --1- 1T+vD in (5) and by KTeV 37) J( L ---1 

1Toe+e- in (18) furnish t.he best limits in rare ka.on ckca.,Vs. There are theoretical 
moti va tions to believe that. it is important to push morc these researches .. The 

measuremenT. by NA48/1 of]{s --1- 7r°e+e- 55) and it.s r.heoret.ical implications 

33) lead us to believe that now 1(L --1- 1Toe+e- must be pushed even more. 
In fact t.o this goal a.lso the auxilary chan.nells [( J. ---1 Tlo{{ and J( s --1- ~n 

have been important 33). Other channells, W<e f{JJ --1- /J,mlL 49, 57), may 
bring additionaJ Flavour infos. Here the needed arlditional info comes from 
1(,-, ---1l+l-~/ llnd K,. --1- e+e-/-l+/-l-. 
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Abstract 

The HERMES e:\:periment studies the spin struct.ure of the nucleon using the 
27.6 GeV longitudinally polru-ized positron beam of HERA and an internal 
target of pure gases. In addition to the well-known spin structure function 
gl, measHred precisely with longitudinally polarized proton and deut.eron tar
gets, t.he use of a tensor-polarized deute.ron t.arget provides access t.o the tensor 
structure function b1. The latt.er, measured with an unpolarized beam, quanti
fies the dependence of the parton momentum distribution on the nucleon spin. 
HERMES ha.d a I-month dedicated run with a tensor polarized deuterium t.ar
get during the 2000 dar.n r.aking period. Here preliminary results on the t.ensor 
st.ructure function b1 are presented for the kinematic range 0.002 < x < 0.85 
and 0.1 GeV 2 < Q2 < 20 GeV 2 . 
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1 Introduction 

The HERiv[J-~S experiment 1) has heen designed to measure the nucleon spin 
structure functions from neep inelastic scattering (DIS) of polarized posi trons 
and electrons fl'om polarized gaseous targets (H, D\ 3 He). Three of the main 
leading-twist structure functions are listed i.n the tahle below, along with their 
interpretation in the Quark-Parton Model. The sums are over qua.rk and ant.i
quark flavours q and the dependences on Q2 and B.iorken x are omitted for 
simplicity: 

Proton 

t Lq e~ [q+ + q-] 

! Lq e~ [q+ - q-] 

Deuteron 

t Lq e~ [q+ + q- + qO] 

~ Lq e~ [q+ - q-) 

~ Lq e~ [2qO - (q- + q+)] 

The unpolarizerl structme function Fl measures the Cluark moment,um 
distribut.ion sllmmed over all the possible hel.icit.y st.ates. The spin-dependent. 
structme function 91 is sensitive to t.he spin structure of the nucleon, mea
suring the imbalance of quarks wit.h t.he same (q+) or opposite (q-) helicity 
wi th respect. to t.he nucleon they belong t.O .. For targets of spin 1 such as t.he 
deureron, the tensor st.ructure function /;1 compal"es the quark momentum rlis
triblltion bet.ween the 7;ero-helicity state of the hadron (qO) 811fl the average of 
the helir.ity-l st.ates (q+ +q-). As the deuteron is a weakly-bouncl state of spin-

half nucleons, b~l was init.ially predict.eel to be smrtll 2). ]\Ilore recently, coherent 

double scattering models have predicted a sizable hi' at low x 3, 4, 5, 6), "io

lating the sum l"llie which suggests a vanishing first. moment of b1 7). Alt.hough 
b1 describes basic: properties of the spin-l deuterium nucleus, and may affect 
t.he e:-..-perimental determination of g7, it has not. yet. been measureel. In 2000, 
HF:.H\IJ':S col.kcrrcl a dedic;l1wl data set with a T(,llsor polarized deuterium tar
get for the purpose of making a first. measurement. of b1. Preliminary results 
from these dat.a are presented in this paper. 

2 Hermes setup 

The HERMES experiment is installed in the HERA ring where t.he bea.m positrons 
become transversely polarized by emission of synchrot.ron rarljation (Sokolov
Ternov effect). Longitudinal beam polarization, needed for the gf measme
me.nt., is obt.ained with two spin rotators placed upstream and dowTIstream of 
thp. HERMES apparatus. A~ 1>7 appear~ in the symmetric: part of t.he hadronic: 

tensor 2), its measurement is independent from rhe beam polarization. 
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A feature of the HERMES experiment unique to DIS experiments IS Its 

t.ensor-polarizable gaseolls target 8). An atomic beam source (ABS) generates 
a Deuterium atomic beam and selects the two hyperfine states (out of the 
existing six) with the desired nuclear pola.rization. An elliptical 40 em long, 
75 pm thick Al tube (target cell) confines the polarized gas along the positron 
beam line. A longitudinal magnetic field provides the quantization axis for the 
nuclear spin inside the cen. Every 90 seconds, the polarization of the injected 
gas is changed. A cliagnostic system c:ont.innollsJy measures t.he atomic and 
molecular abundances and the nuclear polarization of the atoms inside the 
target cell. The vector 11 and tensor T atomic polarizations of the target are 
defined as 

v 11.++11.- - 2no 
T= ) n+ +n- +no 

(1) 

where 11.+ I 71.- , nO are the atomic populations inside the cell with positive, neg
ative and zero spin projection onto the beam axis. For t.he IJf measurement, an 
average tensOT polarization grr.ater than 80 % was obtained, at the same time 
keeping the resid ual ver,tor polarization at the level of only 1 %. 

The HERMES detector is a forward spectrometer with a dipole magnet 
provi.ding a field jntegral of 1.3 Tm. A horizontal iron plate shields t.he HER.A 
beam lines from the field, thus dividing the spectromet.er into two identical 
halves -with a minimum vertical acceptance of ±40 mrad . The acceptance ex
tends t.o ±140 mrad vf.rtically and to ±170 mrad hori?:ontally. In this analysis 
36 drift chamher planes in each detector-half were used for tracking. Positron 
identification is accomplished using a prohability method based on signals of 
t.hree subsystems: a l~ad-glass block calorimeter, a transition-radiation detec
tOI', and a pn~shower hodoscope. For positrons in the momentum range of 2.5 
to 27 GeV, the identificat.ion efficiency exceeds 98 % with a less r.han 0.5 % 
hadron contamination. The average polar angle resolution is 0.6 mud, and the 
average momentum resolut.ion is 1 - 2 %. 

3 Measurement 

Depending on the beam (PB ) and target (V and T) polarizations) t.he lepton
nucleon DIS cross section mea.sured by the experiment is sensit.ive t.o the vector 
AJ (A2 is here neglected) and tensor Azz asymmetries of the virtual photon 
nucleon cross sec.tion 

(JmC';l1; 

11 T 
1 1 

-1 1 
o -2 

(2) 
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where a is an abbreviation for dajdxdy. au = (a+ + a- + aO)j3 is the un
polarized cross section and D-y account.s for the pola.rization transfer from the 
lepton to the virtual photon. Here and in t.he following no higher-t.wist contri
but.ion (Q2, h3 , b<l) is considered. No contributions from the unmeasured double 

spin-fUp structure funct.ion 6. 9) is considered, too. The vector asymmetry AJ 
is related to g~; it can be measured wit.h (\. polarized beam (e.g. D-fPe = 1) 

= (3) 

Here A~nr.a.s is the asymmetry typir.ally me;).sur~d by experiments, where (a+ + 
(J'-) is llsed rather than 2au. The tensor term I until now negler.t.r.d in .Q~l 
measnrements, is n~eded to ensure thrl.r. t.he denominator is proportional to 
au and so t.O Fl. The t.ensor asymmetry A.~:, a no the relaterl bf, provide t.he 
missing- informat.ion on the rlHference between the cross section for the O-helicit.y 
target sta.te and the spin-avera!1;ed ± I-helicit,y st.ates: 

A:::.: := (4) 

The A:,! measmr.ment is not. biflsed by t.h~ vector asymmetry A I only if either 
the vector polarization is nep;ligible or the beam polari7.at.ion is zero. At. Hermes : 
r.he target. residual vector polarization in t.he 17° case and in the case of the 
SlIm (7+ + a- is of t.he oreler of 1 % and has a. negligible effect on the A::.: 
measurement. The vect.or contribution is fllrther reduced by gronping t.ogether 
data with opposite beam helicities thus a<:hieving an effectively unpolari7.f.o 
beam . Inclllsive deep-inelastic events are selected in the same way as for t.he 
Hr.R!vIES g~ analysis by req111ring Q2 > 0.1 GeV 2 and H12 > 3.24 GeV'2 . The 
kinematic. range for the h1 measurr,ment. t,ovel'S the int.ervals 0 .002 < .1: < 0.85 
and 0.1 < y < 0.91. For this analysis, the x-range is divided int.o 6 hins. For 
ear.h x-bin the following asymmetry between yields is calculat.ed: 

A-- = 2.. [(NjL)+ + (NjL)- - 2· (N/L)O] 
-- T (N/L)+ + (NjL)- + (NjL)O . 

(5) 

wh8re t.he superscript.s refN to the target spin orient.at.ions. The numbers of 
~vent.s select.ed per spill state (N) are corl'ected for the back!1;rollnd arising 
from charge symmet.ric processes. The corl'esponcling luminosit.ies (L) used 
for normalization are mefl.sured from Bhahha scattering fTom the t.arg~t gas 

electrons. The radirtt.ive corrections on A,:.:: an: r.aIc1.l1fl.ted llsing rOLRAD 10). 
for t.his preliminary result the inelastic raciiatjve tail is neglect.r.o due t.o the 
small size of A:~ and the elastic l'adiar.ive tail is estimated from a not flllly 
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Figure 1: The tensor asymmetry Azz (left) and the tensor structure function 
bf (right) as measured by HERMES. The error bars are statistical only and the 
shaded band shows the estimated systematic uncerto,inty. The bottom panel on 
the right plot shows the average Q2 of the measurements. 

updated pa.rameteriza.tion of the deuteron Qua.drupole form factor 11). The 
subtraction of the radiative background increases the size of the statistical and 
systematic uncertainties by almost a. factor of 2 at low x . 

The measured Azz is presented in Fig. 1. The systematic uncertainties 
are correlated over the kinematical bins, being dominated by the target density 
normalization between different injection modes of the ABS. The target polar
ization measurement, the uncertainty on the alignment of the spectrometer; 
and the hadron contanUnation give negligible systematic effects. Data with 
opposite beam polarizations were independently analyzed and give compatible 
Azz results. No systematic error has been estimated from the still incomplete 
radiative correction. A;zz is found to be less than 2 %. From this result, the 
bias of the tensor asymmetry on the HERMES gf meaSllIement is estimated to 
be less than 1 %. 

The structure function b~ is extracted from the tensor asymmetry via 
h 1 t' bd - 3 A CJ+-y2)Fj h th t t fu t' Fd 1 b t e re a Ion 1 - -"2 zz 2x(1+R) I were , e s ruc ure nc IOn 1 las een 

expressed in terms of the ratio R = a [) aT 12) and the structure function 
F2d (r is a kinematic factor). F2d = Fi(! + F2r1 / Ff) is calculated using pa-

rameterizations for Fi 13) and Fd1 
/ FI 14) Fig. 1 displays the result for bt, 
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which is small but different from zero. The structure function b~ has also been 

extracted, using the Callan-Gross relation b~ = 2~~~~) bf. The data indicate 

a rise at low x as predicted by the most recent. theoretical models 3, 4, 5, 6). 

A comparison of the measured b~ wi t.h the prediction of one of the models 6) 
is given in Fig. 2. In conclusion HERMES has provided the first direct measure-

..r:::I" 0.02 

"'" 0.015 

0.01 

0.005 

0 

-0.005 

/\ 
0'" 
v 

-0.01 

10 
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-, f 
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- - - if= LOGeV2 

""" 
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'-. " b~ = 2)( (1 +R) b~ ........... -1 (1+,,) 

- --l-~ ) 
. "-\, ~ 

~ER~~~~~EL,;;,,;.~~ .......... -:~-l 
No smeoring 'correction 'J' 

-2 
10 

-1 
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Figure 2: The tensor-polarized structure function bg. The error bars are sta
tistical only and th.e shaded band shows the estimated .gystematic uncertainty. 
The bottom panel'shows the average Q2 of the measurements. The curves are 

from calculations within the re-scattering model of Ref. 6) for Q2 values in the 
range of the HERMBS measurement. 

ment of the structure function bf in the kinematic ra.nge 0.002 < x < 0.85 and 
0.1 GeV 2 < Q2 < 20 GeV 2. The preliminary result for the tensor asymmetry 
is sufficiently small to produce an effect of less than 1 % on the measurement 
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of gf. The dependence of hf on B.iorken x is in qualitative agreement with ex

pectations based on coherent double scattering models 31 41 51 6) and favors 
a sizeable bf at low-x. This may suggest a significant tensor polarization of the 

sea-quarks, violating the Close-Kumano sum rule 7). This observation is anal
ogous to the welJ-established u - d asymmetry of the sea. and the consequent 

violation of the Gottfried sum rule 15) 
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RECENT RESULTS FROM THE KLOE EXPERIMENT 

THE KLOE COLLABORATION" 

Presented by Luca Passalacqua 

Abstract. 

Thanks to the continuously improving performances of the DA<I>NE e+ e- col
lider the KLOE experiment has collected by 2003 an amount of da.ta well 
sufficient to address many relevant measurements, although still insufficient to 
measure the CP viols,tion parameters at the desired level of accuracy. 

The preliminary results reported here were obtained using wide samples 
of the full 500 pb- 1 data set and include: the BR of the Ke3 dCtCl,v of the 1(s 

with the first ever done meaflurement of its charge asymmetry, the ratio of BRs 
(I(s --; 7r+1f-(-y))/(Ks -} 11°71°), the ratio of BRs (I(L --; 'Y')')/(KL --} 37r°), a 
detailed study of the decay ¢ --} 1f+ 7[-1f

O 
1 the ratio of BRs (¢ --} r/ 'j') / (¢ --} TJ)) 

with the determination of the pseudoscalar mixing angle ipp, the BRs of thp. 
two radiative decay modes ~b --} fo"l and ¢ -) ao')'· 

Prospects for the measurement of the e+ e+ ------t 1T+1T- cross section via 
radiative return are also presented. 
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1 Introduction 

DAcI>NE 1) is an e+e- collider working at the 4> resonance pea.le, and located 

in the Frasca.ti INFN labora.tories. The design luminosity of DAcI>NE is about 

4.2·1032cm.- 2s- 1, with 120 bunches beams of equal energy- circulating in two 

different rings and colliding with a small angle to avoid parasitic crossings. 

The 4> meson is produced with a transverse momentum of about 12 Iv] e V and 

decays abundantly (rv 49%) to J{+ ](- anci ('"'-' 34%) to ](SJ(L, the latter being 

a pure JFC = 1-- quantum state. Thus DAcpNE provides two highly pure, 

almost monocluomatic, back-to-bade Kaon beams. 

The KLOE experiment 2) is located in one of the two interaction points 

of DA<I>NE. The detector has been prima-rly desiglled for the measurement of 

CP and CPT violation in the 1(° - [(0 system, a.nd more generally for the 

study of kaons' decays and the investigation of t.he properties of light scalars 

such as the ao(980) and 10(980). A unique feature of KLOE is the possibility 

of tagging the presence of a K 5 (J( d by detecting a K L (J( s) flying in the 

opposit.e direction. Ks and KL are easily distinguishable on the basis of their 

mean decay path: AS '""-J 6 mm and AL "-' 340 em. 

The DA1>NE coUider has been commissioned in 1999, when it del.ivered its 

first 2 pb- 1 of data. Since then it has been operated with continously improving 

luminosity reaching a maximum peak luill.inosity of 7.S·10 31 cm- 2s- L at the end 

of 2002. The tot.al integrated luminosity collected by KLOE a.mounts to about 

500 pb- I . Severa.l results obtained with the 25 pb-1 data sample collected 

dilling the year 2000 have been recently published 6> 7, 8, 9, 10). The data 

sample of year 2001 (190 pb-1 ) and that of the year 2002 (300 pb- l ) are still 

being analyzed. Some preliminary results are presented here. 

2 The KLOE detector 

A schematic view of the KLOE detector is shown in fig. I. It looks like a 

typical e+ e- detector, although the topology of most decays is very different 

to that encountered at h.igher energies. The detector consists mainly in a 

large volume drift cha.mber surrounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter. A 

snpercondnctiong coil provides a 0.52 T solenoidal magnetic field. 

The drift chamber 3) is a 3 m long and 4 in in diameter cylinder closed 

by spherical endplates, with about 52000 wires disposed on 58 concentrical 
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the ](LOE detector. 

layers and strung with a stero angle in an all stereo configuration. In order to 

minimize multiple scattering and ]( L regeneration and to maximize detection 

efficiency of low energy photons, the chamber is operated with a 90% heliull -

10% isobutane gas mi..'..1.ure. while its \-valls are ma.de of light materials (mostly 

carbon fiber composites). The momentum resolution for tracks a.t large polar 

angle is f7p /p ::; 0. 4%, the spatial resolutions are (Jr , rP ~ 150,um and {Jz ~ 2mm. 

The calorimeter 4) is a fine sampling lead-scintillating fiber one, composed 

by 2Ll barrel modules and 2x32 end modules, with photomultiplier rea.dout at 

both sides. i\IIodule thickness is 23 em ("-' 15)(0) and the totaJ solid angle 

covera.ge is 98% . The energy resolution, a.s measured using e+ e- ~ e+ e- ~'/ 

events , is a E/ E = 5.7%/ JE( GeV). The intrinsic time resolution, as mea.sured 

using e+ - - } e+ e- '''y and e+e- ~ 2, events, is 0'/, = 54ps/JE(GeV) EB50ps. 

Two smaller ca lorimeters, QCAL 5) , made with lead and scintillating tiles are 

wrapped around the low beta quadrupoles to maxjmize the hermeticity. 
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3 1(5 decays 

The presence of a K 5 is tagged by identifying the interactions of the companion 

J(L in the calorimeter. Approximately 30% of t.he I(L's produced in (p ----. J{sI(L 

events reaches the calorimeter before decay"ing and interacts t.herein. Such an 

interaction, referred to as ](L crash, has a very clear signature consisting of a 

h.igh energy (E > 200 j\1 e V) cluster in the ca.lorimeter, not associable to any 

charged pa.rticle detected in the event, which is delayed by about 30 ns wrt 

all other clusters, clue to J(L small velocity (;3 '""v 0.22). The cluster position, 

exploiting the ¢ decay kinematics, allows to infer the Inomentum of t.be }( s" 
II/Ioreover about 40% of the ](L crashes independently satisfy trigger require

ments, thus facilita.ting trigger efficiency studies. 

This ratio is the first part of the famo us dou ble ratio used to measure R( fl If.). 
J( S ----. 7r+7r- decays are identified, in t.he sample tagged by I(L crash, by 

requiring the presence of two oppositely charged tracks, originating from the 

int'eraction region and satisfying loose cuts in .momentum p and polar angle B. 
Such cuts clefllE: the acceptance for the deca~/, which is evalua.ted using iVIonte 

Carlo simulation CiVIC), while the single track reconstruction efficiency is eval

uated directly from subsamples of J( s ~ 7r+ 'iT" events, in (PI B) bins. The 

ratio of data and }.IIC efficiency is found to be constant. over all the acceptance 

region, and :tvlC efficiency is scaled accordingly. The previous selection includes 

also 1<s ----. 1T+7r-i' events, with an efficiency decreasing with increasing E-f (or 

with increasing 7r+7r- invariant ma:-;s). Such efficiency is obtained from simu

lation down to 20]vI eV photons, e:Ai",rapolatecl to E, = 0 and folcled with the 

theoretical photon spectrum 11) to obtain the overall efficiency. No threshold 

is applied to E-y. 
f)."s ----. ;rono decays are selected (in the same 1( L ta.gged sample) by 

requiring the presence of at least 3 prompt neutral clusters in the calorimeter. 

A cluster is defined to be prompt when ITel-Rlel < 5all where Tel is the cluster 

time of flight, R is the calorimeter raclius and ai, is the measllred time resolution. 

Loose cuts in energy and polar angle are applied to each cluster, thus defining 

the acceptance for the decay, which is then obtained from simulation. The 

photon detection efficiency is evaluated using ¢ -} 1r+7r-1TO events, in wllich 
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one photon and the two pions tracks are used to determine the kinematics of 

the remaining photon: which is then searched for. 

The tr igger efficiency is evaluated etc::; the combined probability of the Ks 

decay and of the I{L-crash to satisfy the tdgger condition. Events in which the 

](L-crash alone is enough to satisfy the trigger are used to estimate the trigger 

probability of the Ks decay, and vice versa. Using the 17 pb- 1 sample of data 

collected in year 2000, the following result is obtained 7) 

[([(5 ~ 7f+1f-(--y)) 
( - 0 0) = 2.239 ± 0.003 sLn.I. ± 0.015sys /.· r Rs -t 'if 'if 

(1) 

This measurement has the best statistical significa.nce 12) ever reached. It is 

also the first that t.akes fully into account the emission of a photon. The ratio 

in (1) can be expressed in terms of the transition amplitudes between states of 

6.1 = 0 (Ao) and 6.1 = 2 (A 2 ), and of the difference between their phase shifts 

62 - 00. Predictions form chiral perturbation theory 13) give 02 - 00 = (45 ±6)O, 
while 'iT'iT scattering 14) provides an estimate of (47.7 ± 1.5)0. If it is assumed 

(Ao/A2f = (3Ts/4T)BR(J(± -; JT±1f
O)-l -1 = (22 .2 ± 0.07)2, the PDG value 

for r(I(s -> 71+n-)/r(J<s -; 1[07[0) yields 02 - 60 = (56.7 ± 3.8)°, while using 

the present KLOE measurement we obtain 02 - 00 = (48 ± 3)°. 

Assuming CPT conservation and the 6.S = 6.Q rule, the J(s and ]{ L partial 

widths for the J(e3 decay must be equal 15) , and the corresponding 1(s branch

ing ratio can be easily obtained from that of the K L. KLOE has performed 

a direct. measurement of this 1(s branching ratio 6) using the year 2000 data 

sample. The update of such measurement with 2001 data is presented here. 

Ks -; 1fel) events are selected, in the I( vcrash tagged sample, by re

quiring the presence of two oppositely charged tracks which form a vertex in 

the interaction region. Loose momentum and angular cuts are applipd, and 

the vertex invariant mass, evaluated in the hypothesis that both tra.cks belong 

to pions, is required to be smaller than 490 NIeV, thus rejecting 9 [//{I of the 

J(s -; 1f+1f- decays. Vertex reconstruction and preselection efficiencies are 

evaluated by :NIC. 

The ]{ s ~ rrev decays are identified a.ncl t.he 7! / e assignement is made by 

means of the time of flight of the two tracks, which a.re then both required to 
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Figure 2: E miss - Pmiss distribution for J( s ~ rrev candidates. Solid markers 
represent data, crosses are the Me based fit. 

be associated to a calorimeter cluster. For each track the difference Ot(m) = 

tel - Lj(3(m) is computed, where tel is the time of the associated cluster, L is 

the measured track length and (3(m) is the particle velocity obtained from the 

measured momentUlll with a mass hypotesis m = me. or m = m7f. In order to 

avoid any systematics related t.o the determination af the absolute timing of 

the event To, the selection is made on the difference Ot,ab = 6t.(ma h - c5 t (muh, 
where mass hypothesis a (b) is used for track 1 (2). For the correct mass 

a.ssignement we expect Ot,ab ,..... 0, therefore a cut is applied at 0t, ab < 1 ns . The 

rr j e identification efficiency is measured in a. sample of ]( L -} 1Iev in which the 

](L decays near the interaction region. Such a sC\,mple can be selected with hlg"h 

purit~y (99.7%) just. by means of kinematics, without using calorimeter times, 

The track-to-cluster association efficienc.y is measured both in tbe I(L-taggec1 
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J( S -----+ 7[+ 7f- sample and in a rjJ -----t /T+ 7[-7[0 sa.mple. In all such topologies 

the events are reconstructed independently on the presence or absence of a 

calorimeter cluster from one of the trPlcks. The overall efficiency to detect a 

h-s -----+ 7rev deca.ys is 0.208 ± 0.004. 

In fig.2 it is shown the distribution of the selected events in E rniss - Pmiss 

(the neutrino energy and momentum, if the mass a.ssip;nement is correct) for 

the two possible charge stat s obtained llsing 170 pb-1 coUeet.ed in 2001 (solid 

markers). Signal events are included in the peak around zero, while the residual 

Ks -----t 7[+7f- background shows up in the positive region. The number of signal 

events in the distribution is obtained from a fit, shown in the figure with crosses, 

which llses the }VIC distributions for signal and ba.ckground having as a free 

pa.rameter their independent normalizations. The fit Yf'ld~ N7f+e- i/ = 3863±88, 

Nr.-e+v = 3854 ± 92, and N7r±e~l/(iJ) = 7732 ± 127 for the sum of the two 

distributions. By norma.lizing these numbers t.o the number of [\"s ~ 7f+/T- in 

the same data sets we get the preliminary KLOE results: 

BR(I(s ~ 11+ e- D) 
BR(Ks -11f-e+v) 

BR(I(s ~ 7r±e.1=v(v)) 

= (3.44 ± 0.09 ± 0.06) . 10-4 

= (3.31 ± 0.08 ± 0.05) . 10-4 

= (6.76 ± 0.12 ± 0.10) . 10-4 
(2) 

On tbe basis of such results it i~ possible to build the 1(5 semileptonic 

cha.rge asimmetry As = (r~ - rs) I (rt + f s), where r !( -) are the partial 

decay widths of the J(s into 7[+(-)e-(+)v. "Vhen CPT invariance holds, As is 

equal to the corresponding J( L asimm.etry AL 15). KLOE has performed the 

first measurement of As ever done, obtaining the following prelimillar.v result 

As = (1.9 ± 1. 7 slo.l. ± 0.6s1/sd . 10- 2 (3) 

which compares \veU with the present (much more precise) AL measurement 

16) It is also possible to test the 65 = 6Q rule , assuming t. he valid

ity of CPT invariance. T he rele ·a.nt parameter for uch t.est is 3t(x+) ~ 
(7f - e+vIHweo kll( O)/(1r- e+v IHwea.I.:IAO) 1.5) which can I ex tracted from the 

](8 a.nd J(L semileptonic dec(ty pa.rtia.1 cUllplitudes: rsem.·J.i Ifiemil = 1-1 ·:I'R(x+). 

The preseDt KLOE measUt' -ment of B R(I\."s -----t lieu) :yi r.lds : 

D?(x+) = (2.2 ± 5. 3. f a l ± 3.,5syst ) . 1 - 3 (.:1) 

17) in good agr nent witb th o' I revio us ill -'(;lS Ul' rnent pert rt led by CPLEA 
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4 ]{L decays 

The presence of a 1{ L is t.agged by identifying the ckcay J(s ~ 1(+11"- . Such 

events are easUy selected by requiring m-o oppositely charged tracks which 

form a. VNt(:X laying in cylindrical fiducia.l volwne centered in the interaction 

region, having radius of 4 em a.nd lengt.h of 16 em. No other t.racks must be 

connected to the vertex, and loose cuts are a.pplied to its total momentum and 

invariant. lnass . . The measured ]{s momentulll provides a very good estimate 

of the [{L one, wit.h an angular resolution of "-oJ 1° and a momentum resolution 

of "-' 2 Al e V . The overall tag efficiency is abou t 85%. 

A mea.surement of the I{ L -} 11 decay rate provides interesting t.ests of chiral 

perturbation theory and can be used as a constra.int for the ca.lculation of 

the ]{L -) 1'+/.- decay rate. KLOE has performed this measurement using a 

sample of 362 pb-1 collected during 2001 and 2002 IS). K L decays are searched 

for in a fiducial volume defined by 30 em < 1't < 170 em and Izi < 140 em (TL 
being the transverse decay coordinate and z the longitudinal one). About 

31.·5% of the ]{ L decay in such a volume. The position of the J{ L neutral 

decay vertex can be determined by each of the photons emitted in the decay, 

using the Hight direction of the ]( L (provided by the Ks) and the position 

and time of the photon cluster on the calorimeter. The final value of the 

J( L decay length LJ( is obtained from an energy weighted average of the LI<,i 

determined by each individual photon. The accura.cy of this method is tested 

in I(L --I 71'+11"-11° events by comparing neutral and charged vertex positions, 

and its resolution is evaluated, using the neutral decay events themselves, to be 

"'-' 2 em with a sligth dependence on the ](L decay length. In tllis ana.lysis it is 

crucial to identify correctly the bunch crossing that originated the event. This 

is done by identifying one of the two pions produced by the I(s decay and by 

measuring its track length i-,., momentum and time of flight of the associated 

calorimeter cl uster tel· By requiring Il7r / (3T( - ted < 2 ns for at least one of 

the ]( s pions, r,he probability of correct bunch crossing ident.ification becomes 

(99.4± 0.1)%, as measured by comparing charged and neutral vertex positions 

in a J(L -> rr+1(-1r° sample. 

I( L --I 11°11°1(° decays are selected by requiring the presence of at least 
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Figure 3: j\{/I distribution before (left) and after (right) the ](L -7 "I, fina.l 
selection (E' and a cuts). Dots are dat.a, histograms a.re NIC (full) signal and 
background). 

3 calorimeter clusters not. associated to any track, with energy larger than 

20AJeV, distance from any other cluster larger than 40em, a.nd yielding LK 

in the fiducial volume, with ILK,i - LJ(I < 4CTL K . The NIC estimated selection 

efficiency is (99.80± 0.01)% . Only events with 3 and 4 clusters are contami

nated by background, as indicated by a data.-MC comparison of the total energy 

dist.ributions. The background originates from I( L -7 11+11- events and by mis

reconstructed K L -} 11+ 11-110 decays . In order to reject it) tighter selections are 

applied on energy and position of the clusters in the 3 and 4 clusters sample, 

and events with tracks not associated to the K s decay and with first hit in the 

drift chamber nearer than 30 em to the I(L vertex are vetoed . After all cuts the 

3 and 4 clusters samples contribute only to less than 8% of the total statistics, 

with a residual background contaminatioIl, evaluated by NIC, of (18.G±l.O)% 
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in the 3 clusters sample, and (7.0±0.2)% in t.he 4 clusters sample . The trigger 

efficiency, measured in data, is (99.88±O.04)%. After background subtraction 

and efficiency correct.ion, the measured number of ]( L ---4 71°710 jjO decays in t.he 

data. sample is N 3rro = 9,802,200· (1 ± 0.0010 ± 0.0016). 

K L -- ,"( are first preselected by requiring the presence of at least 2 

calorimeter clu.:;ters not associat.ed to tracks, with energy E > 100 }11 e V. For 

the two most energetic such clusters, loose requirements are made on total 

energy, relative angle) time difference and cornpatibility of LK determination. 

The preselection efficiency is 89.5% for signal events) evaluated by NIC. In the 

left part of fig.3 the distribution of the inva.riant mass of the couples of clusters 

surviving the preselection is shown, together with the iVIC expectations for 

signal and background. At this stage a peak around AlI( is already present, 

but not yet resolved from background. To enhance it, the photon energies are 

computed with better accuracy assuming E-y = 111 f( 12 in the XL center of 

mass and boosting them to the laboratory. The boost is obtajned from PKL = 

p'"""¢ - pi( s and from clusters and 1{L decay vertex coordinates. The so computed 

total energy in the laboratory;'E', is required to be 1£' - 5101 < 5a-') where 

a' = 1.8 A1 e V ~vas evaluated from a fit to the experimental E' distribution. 

Ivloreover the angle 0' between pKt. and the laboratory tota.l 11 momentum 

(obtained from the recomputed photon energies and their clusters positions) is 

required to be smaller than 15°. The final Jo.i-y--r distribution is showu in the right 

part. of fig.3 . The selection efficiency was evaluated using a sample of J( L --7 'T( 

with high purity (S/B"-- 103 ) selected by appJying hard, uncorrelated cuts on 

other kinematic variables 18) I and was found t.o be (81.0 ± 0.3slat ± 0.5 syst )%. 
The trigger efficiency was evaluated from data as for 1\"-L --7 37TO uecays. The 

number of J(~ -4 "decays was then obtained from a fit to the j\1-y""y distribution 

using l'VIC shapes for signal and ba.ckground. After correcting for the efficiencies 

we get N2 -y = 27,375 .. (1 ± 0 .0076 ± 0.0081), which yields 

f(1< L -- "1''') 
f( - 0 ~ 0) = (2.793 ± 0.022stat ± O.024syst ) .10-3 (5) 

](L ~ IT 1T 7r 

in good agreement with the recent. N A48 measurement 20) . Using the known 

value of BR(l(L ~ /T01J' 01J'0) a.nd 'L we gd. r(J( L ---7 'f) = (7.5 ±O.l) ·lO-12eV) 

which is in agreement with the O(p6) predisctions of ChPT provided the va.lue 

of the pseudoscalar mixing angle is close to our recent measurement. 8). 
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The decay of the ¢ meson to 71"+71"-71"0 is dominated by the PT( intermedia.te 

state's P+7r-, p-n+, pOno with equal amplitudes. Adciitional cont.ributions to 

e+e- -l 71+71-11 0 are the so called (:direct term" and e+e- -t ~'Tt (w -; 7[+71-). 

Ta.king llltO account all contributions, a fit to the Dalitz. plot of the process 

allows t.o determine masses a.nd widths of the three p charge states 19). CPT 

invariance reqllil'es equality of masses and widtbs of p+ and p-; whik isospin

violating electromagnetic effects may originate possible differences in mass OI 

width between pO and p±. Starting from a 16 pb-1 da.ta sample collected in 

year 2000, events are selected by requiring the presence of tt;\·o non collinear 

tracks, with opposite sign eu rvatUTe and polar angle e > 40°. The acollinearity 

cut is 6.8 < 175°, and rejects e+e-,' events without affecting the signal. Then 

imposing the conservation of the ¢ meson energy and momentum, the missing 

illass Al miss is computed, and required to be within 20 J"! e V of the 1[0 mass. 

This corresponds to an effective cut of < 20 A1 eV on the total ISR radiated 

energy. Finally two neut.ral clusters in the calorimeter are required, with E > 
10 A1 (-'V and arrival time compatible wit.h that of a photon emitted in the 

int.eraction point. The two photon opening angle in the iTo rest frame must have 

case'l < -0.98. Aft.er such selection the residual background contrinution is 

less tham 10-.5, while the efficiency for the signal varies between 20% and 30% 

over the kinematic range of the process. 

Table 1: Fitted results for p masses and widths (in l\:leV). See text for details. 

pa.ramet.er fit(a) fit(b) fit(c) 
j\lpo 775.9 ± 0.5 ± 0.5 775.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.5 
/l.fp + 775.5 ± 0.5 ± 0.3 775.5 ± 0.5 ± 0.4 776 .3 ± O.G ± 0.7 
NJp - " 774.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.4 

r pO 147.3 ± 1.5 ± 0.7 147.4 ± 1.5 ± 0.7 
r p+ 143.9 ± 1.3 ± 1.1 143.7 ± 1.3 ± 1.2 1 Llil. 7 ± 1.4 ± 1.2 

r p- 142 .9 ± 1.3 ± 1.4 

The DaUtz plot is built up a.s (I funct.ion of the two varia.bles x = T+ -

T- alld y = TO \ where T+-o are the kinetic energies of 7[+-0 in the center 
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of mass s.\·.;::;tem . The resolution 011 x and y is about 1 J11 ell over the full 

kinematic ra.nge. The Dalitz plot is divided in 8.75 x 8.75 j\,fel/2 bins, for a 

total of 1874 bins within the kinematic boundary. The trigger and selection 

efficiency b.ave been evaluated as a function of x anc! y using 1ilC simulation 

with corrections based on data control samples. In particular the the low 

energy photon detection efficiency has been obtained from c+ e- I' events. The 

calibration of the momentum scale is checked a.cross the entire kinematic ra.nge 

by compa.ring the measured l!1mis8 with the 11'0 mass. Three fits h~.ve been 

performed to the Dalitz plot density distribution: a) a fit assuming CPT and 

isospin invariance, i. e. jHJ/, = j\-1p+ = l!1,o- and r .on = r .0+ = r p- : b) a fit 

assuming only CPT invariance, i.e. 111.0+ = 'A1p - and r .0+ = r,o-; c) a fit 

without limitations on masses and widths. The fit results ,Ire shown in table 1. 

Systematic uncertainties come maiuly from the fit stability with respect to the 

selection cut.s and from the absolute momentum calibration. The p masses 3Je 

significantly larger and the widt.hs smaller than the PDG averages 12), but are 

close to the most recent measurements. The direct term and WI! contributions 

were also included in t.he fits, and found to be sjgni.ficantly different from zero. 

In particular the visible cross section fOJ the proc::ess e+ e- -- Wlfo -f 11+71- iTo 

at JS = 1019.4,NleV was founf to be 92 ± 15pb. 

6 ¢ radiative decays 

The study of c/J meson radiative decays is one of the design goals of KLOE. Three 

main measuret:lents have been performed with the year 2000 da.t.a. sample: the 

BR(¢ ~ 17'1') 8), the BR(¢ -- fo"l) 9) a.nd the BR(¢ ~ ao"l) 10). All such 

measurements are being updated with larger data. set . 

The ¢ ~ 7]', decay is identified in the channel in which r/ ~ 7]11'+ rr- and 

T} ~ 1'1'. The cP ~ TIl' decay is identified in the channel in which 'f} -4 1f+lf-7fo. 

In both cases t.he final state is 11+11'-1''1'1', so that many systematics effects 

cancel out in the ra.tio BR(¢ -) 'T}""'I)/ BR(rjJ ~ TJI). Events with two oppositely 

charged tra.cks and three prompt clusters are selected. Background from ¢ -> 

J(S!(L a.nd ¢ ~ 11'+11-11° a.re rejected by simple cuts on particles' energy and 

momentum. r-,'I' and Tn dec:ays are disenta.ngled by a cut. on the E 1 , E2 plane, 

the energies of the two most energetic photons. The number of r;'-y events is 

then obtained from a bt to the reconstructed rJ' inva.riant. mass: in the year 

2000 sa.mple we have 124 ± 12 ± 5 events in the peak, a.nd ill the 2001 sample 
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we have already more than 700 events in the peak. The published 8) result 

BR(¢ ---1 rl"y)/ BR(¢ ---1 rrt} = (4 .70±0.47±0.31) .10- 3 allows to infer the valle 

of the pseudoscalar mixing angle: in the flavour basis <PP = (41.8~i : ~)O I and in 

the singlet-octet basis {) p = (12 . 9~i:~)o. Using the PDG value for ER( ¢ ---1 'r}"I) 

we get BR( 1> -' r(y = (6 .10 ± 0.61 ± 0.43) . 10-5, which is compatible with zero 

gluonium contribution to the T/ state. 

The ¢ ~ .fo"! and ¢ ~ (Lo"! are identified in KLOE by their five photons 

final states (fo -+ n01To and ao -+ 'l]7r0 \ 'r} ---1 "'/"I). Various backgrounds are 

present, the main ones coming from ¢ -+ p0 7fo and from e+ e- -+ W/To, which are 

rejected by means of kinematic fits asumin various event topologies. Cuts are 

applied to the reconstructed masses of the intermediate particles and on the X2 

probability of the fits . Published KLOE measurements are BR(ifJ -+ 7f
0

1T
0 "!) = 

(1.09 ±0.03 ±0.05) .10-4 and BR(¢ -+ 7]7f0 "() = (1.08±O.05±0.06) .10-4
. The 

analyses of larger data samples are being performed and are in agreement with 

the present results. Finally, the mass spectra of the two processes are sensitive 

to the nature of fo and aD: the spectra. measured by KLOE are compatible 

wlth a qqqq nature for the 101 while for the ao conclusions cannot be drawn up 

to now. 

7 Hadronic cross section 

The recent measurements of ap' by the E821 collaboration 21) has stimulated 

new interest in the measurement of the cross section of e+ e- -+ hadrons at 

low energy. In fact, the haclronic contribution to o.f..L at low energy cannot 

be computed, but is related to er( e+ e- -} hadrons) via a dispersion integral. 

The proces~ e+e- ---1 7r+7r-, with "A17r7r < 1 GeV accounts for about 70% of 

oa~ad and for 12% of the hadronic corrections to a(111z). KLOE can measure 

cler( e+ e- ~ 1T+ 1T - / dly.I';7r by studying e+ e- ~ 7f+7f- "! events in which the 

photon is radiated in the initial state. This has the advantage that sistematic 

erors clue to luminosity and beam energy enter into the measurement only 

once, and not for each point as in an energy scan, but on the other hand 

it requires theoretic understanding of ISR to better than 1%. Events are 

selected requiring two oppositely charged tracks, with polar angle () < 40° and 

forming a vertex near the interaction region. To enhance ISR, with respect 

to FSR and cf> ---;. 1T+7f-7r0 ba.ckground, only small angle photons are accept-ed. 

As the forward and backward angles within a cone of 15° are obscured by 
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the Q C ALs, photons are not required to be detected, but the 11"+1["- lnissing 

mome ntum is required to have polar angle smaller than 15°. Ivloreover a.t least 

one of the two tracks has to be identified as a. pion, on the basis of time of 

flight a.nd shower shape in the calorimeter. Selection efficiency is better than 

9G%. Using a 73 p b- 1 da.ta sample, collected in year 2001, KLOE bas now a 

da(e+ - ---7 1i+1i - )/dlH;,. distribution, for JIJ;7r ranging from 0.2 to 1 GeV2 , 

with statistica.l error '"'-' 1 % in each bin. In the coming months KLOE will 

perform the analysis on a sample twice as h\fg and reduce r,he sy. tematic 

errors to below the 1 % level. 
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9 Note added in proof 

At tbe Slimmer 2003 Lepton-Photon Symposium KLOE presenteel 22) the 

measurement of the hadronic cross section 0-( e+ e- -----; 71+11-) using radiative 

returns. From the data the contribution to the. muon anomaly (l~L was inferred : 

which was found to be (in 10- 10 units): 

(6) 

in agreement with the (updated) determination from t.he CrvfD-2 Collaboration. 
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COMPASS - STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE 

Jorg Pretz 
Physikalisches Institut, Universiiat Bonn 
on behalf of the CONJPASS collaboration 

Abstract 

COMPASS (COmmon Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and 
Spectroscopy) is a fixed target experiment at CERN studying nucleon spin 
structure in polarised deep inelastic muon nucleon scattering and hadron spec-

troscopy llsing hadron beams 1). This talk discusses the physics objectives of 
the muon beam program and gives a status report of the experiment. 
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1 Introduction: The Nucleon Spin Puzzle 

In a.n intuitive picture the spin of the uucleon is completely carried by its 
valence quarks. The analysis of a:x:i .. tl matrix elements of weak baryon decays 
shows that tbis contribution is reduced to about 60%, if the sea quarks are 
assumed to be unpolarised. It came as a big surprise when deep inelastic 
scattering (DIS) experiments revealed that the contribution of the quarks to 
the nucleon spin is even smaller and only 20-30% with a negative strange qU(l.rk 
contribution of about -10%. However the interpretation of DIS results is [lot 
without ambiguity iJ the helicity contribution of the gluons t.o the nucleon spin 
is large. One Df the most interesting open questions in understanding the spin 
structure of t.he nucleon is therefore the size of the helicity contribution of 
gluons, !:lG. 

2 The Spill Physics Program 

The main goal of the COlvIPASS experlment is the measurement of the helicity 
contribution of gluons jn the nucleon .spjo, !:lG. Other measurements discussed 
in this paper are: 

• A flavor decomposition of the quark helicity contribut.ions, 
6v.v(x), !:ldv(x), 6s(x), ... , 

• the transverse spin distribution functions !:lTq(X). 

Up to now most of the experiments focused 011 inclusive deep inelastic 
scattering where only the scattered lepton is observed in the final state (1+ N --t 

i' + X) . Common to aU measurements mentioned above is tile observation of 
part of the he.dronic final state: 

l + N ~ l' + hadrons + X 

This so called semi-inclusive process allows a. deeper insight in the structure of 
the nucleon, since it allows us to tag the parton participating in a deep inelastic 
process. The observation of a 11+ for instance indicates l.hat a u or ad-quark 
was struck in the nucleoll. The observation of a strange particle indicates that 
an s-quarl< participated in the scattering process. 

In the following the variables Q2, x and y have t.heir usual meaning: 
four momentum transfer, Bjorken variable and the fraction of the beam energy 
carried by the virtual photon in the target rest frame. z denotes the fraction 
of the virtual photon energy carried by a hadron ill the target rest frame. 

2.1 The measurement of 6G 

Tagging of a gluon is more complicated since the photon doesn't couple directly 
to the gluon. The gluon can participate in a. deep i.nelastic process via the 
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photon-gluon fusion process (f. + g -j C + c). In the hadronic final state 
the process ma.nifests itself by the observation of charmed hadrons. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Since there is no intrinsic charm quark in the proton and 

ith large Pr) 

Figure 1: Deep inelastic. scattering wit.h a photon giuon fusion process as 

partonic subprocess. 

the production of cbarm qUB.rks in the fragmentation process is suppressed, the 
observaLioll of a charmed hadron clearly tags t.he gillon. On average 1. J DO or 
150 are produced in the fragmentation of the partonic process 'Y" + g -------+ c + C. 
The DO's can be detected via several decay channels. The most promising one 
is DO -4 K- + 7[ + . 

In a leading order process where the photon is directly ab,:;orbecl by a 
quark ('Y* + q -4 q)) hadrons are mainly produced along the axis of the virtual 
photon. In a photon glUOD fusion process wlll~n~ light. qua.rks a.re produced (--y* + 
q - q + if) the observation of a hadron pid.r wit h large trans\-u'sc: 1l10ment.UIn) 
PT, with respect to the virtual photon tagoS n. gluon as well. This tagging 
is less clean due to concurrent background processes like the QeD compton 
h· +q ~ q+g) which ,\Iso leads to the creation of hadrons wit.h large transverse 
momenta. 

To allow an interpretation of the data. in perturba.tive QeD the scale in the 
partonic process has to be larger than ~ 1 Gey2. For inclusive processes this 
scale is simply given by the virtuaUty of tbe photon) Q2. Therefore inclusive 
experiments focused rnainly on the kinematic region Q2 > IGeV 2

. In the 
two processes to measure 6.G the sCc1..le is given by 4m~ and p}, respectively. 
Therefore one can exp loit the full s tatistic.s dow)) to Q2 ~ O. Since low Q2 
correlates with small scattering angles this is an experimentally cha llenging 
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task. 
Up to now only the tagging of the gluon was discussed. To measure its 

helicity distribution one has to 111.easure the double spin asymmetry 

N11_NfI 
N1J+NII (1) 

In this equation NTT (NIL) is the number of events with nucleon and lepton 
spin parallel (anti-parallel). Events stand for a DIS scattering process with 
charmed hadron in the final state. 0(7], s) is the (known) unpolarised gillon 
distribution function which depends, as 6.G('f} , s), on the momentum fraction 7] 

and the scale s. 6.O"(s)1'g~CC (0"(S)1'9-'CC) are the polarised (unpolarised) cross 
sections of the partonic subprocess. The experimental asymmetry is diluted 
by the target polarisation, Pi, the beam polarisation, Pb , the dilution factor, 
j, which is defined as the fraction of polarisable material in the target and 
the depolarisation factor, D, which describes the polarisation transfer from the 
lepton to the virtual photon. Aexp is of the order of 2-3%. 

A similar expression holds for the method with high PT hadron pairs. 
But as mentioned above several background proceSl:ies contribute to the asym
metry as well. They can be computed and subtracted. This leads to a larger 
systematic error compa.red to the method with charmed mesons. 

2.2 The measurement of t:,.q(x) 

The measurement of 6.q(x) can be performed in parallel to the measurement 
of t:,.G. i.e. with longitudinal beam and target polarisation. 

The double spin asymmetries of hadrons is a linear combination of all 
qual' k helicity distributions: 

where q(x) are the un polarised quark distributions and D~(z) the fragmenta
tion functions. Both are known. Thus measuring asymmetries for different 
hadrons one obtains a system of linear equations which can be solved for the 
t:,.q(x)'s. 

2.3 The measurement of 6.rq(x) 

The transverse quark distribution can be accessed via single spin asymmetries 
when only the target is polarised perpendicular to the beam momentum. The 
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asymmetry considered in this case is 

Ni(JV1) is the number of events with target spin pointing upwards (down
wards) . i!> Hand tI> s are the azimuthal angle of the leading hadron and the 
target spin with respect to the lepton scattering plane. DNN(Y) is a depolari
sation factor. 

3 The COMPASS Experiment 

The requirements for the measurements discussed above are 

• a polarised high energy lepton beam 

• a polarised target 

• a spectrometer with particle identification and a large a.cceptance down 
to Q2 ~ 0 

The COMPASS experiment fulfils these requirements. CONLPASS is a fixed 
target experiment located at the muon beam-line of the CERN-SPS accelerat.or. 

The muon beam energy can be varied between 100 and 200 Ge V . The 
muons originating from a parity violating 'if-decay are nat.urally polarised to 
Pb ~ -80%. The beam intensity is about 2 x 108 muons per l:ipill of 5 severy 
14.4 s. 

The target il:) a two cell solid state target polarised by DY'T}amic N lIclca.r 
Polarisation. NH3 will be Llsed as a proton target. The dilution factor is 
f ~ 3/(3 + 14) = 0 .17 . 6LiD serves (IS a deuteron ta.rget. In 6LiD the lithillTIl 
can be considered as ."IHe + D so thai the dilution factor f is 50% . \,Vith 60 
cm long target cells the nominal luminosity is 5 x 1032rm-2s- l . 

COMPASS uses a two stage forward spectl'Ometer, shown in Fig. 2 . Both 
stages consist of a bending magnet and particle idenLificatiol1 provided by 
a.n electro-maguetic and a hadronic calorimeter, a RilJg Imaging Cherellkov 
Counter (RICl-I) and' an iron absorber to ident.ify muons. The magnets have 
a bending power of 1 Tm (5 Tm). The two RICHs provide a J< - 'if separa.
tion in the momentum range 3-50 GeV and 20-120 GeV, respectively for the 
two stages . The overall acceptance of the I")p(~drometer is ±200 mrad and 1-
200 GeV . Thacking is provided by different tyP(~S of detectors. The beam region 
is covered by scintillating fiber hodoscopes and silicon detectors. SIna-1I area 
tracking is provided by Micromeaga~) Gas Electron Multipliers (GEMs) and 
MWPCs. For large [I.rea tracking drifl. chamben; with a size up to 320x 240 cm2 

are used . 
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Among the detectors mentioned above the second RICH and the electro
magnetic calorimeters are not yet installed. Their presence is not essential for 
the measurements discussed here . 

Coincidences between two hodoscope planes at different positions along 
the beam serve as a trigger for the scattered muon. Compared to previous 
experiments t.he kinematic range is extended to very low Q2 . This corresponds 
to a small scattering angle of the muon so that the trigger hodoscopes have 
to be positioned close to the beam region. To trigger efficiently on these DIS 
events, a certain energy deposition in the hadron calorimeters is demanded in 
addition to the coincidence in the two hodoscope planes. 

3.1 The 2002 Data Taking 

After an engineering run in 2001 CO:N:1PASS had its first physics run in 2002. 
Out of the 100 days of beam time, 76 days could be used to take physics data. 
The other 24 days were needed for setup and tuning. 80% of the physics data 
were taken with a longitudinal polarised target the rest with a transversely 
polarised target. In total 300 TByte of data were collected. 

The performances of a few components of the experiment will be dis
cussed. Fig. 3 shows the measurement of the target polarisation as a function 
of time for the 10 NMR coils , 5 in each target cells. To cancel systematic effects 
the two target halves are polarised oppositely. The build up tjrne of the polar
isation is approximately two days. During the 2002 run target polarisation of 
about 50% were routinely reached. 

In Fig. 4 the reconstructed vertex position along the beam direction is 
shown. One clearly distinguishes the two target halves. The reduced number of 
reconstructed vertices in the upstream target ha.lf is explained by the absorption 
of hadrous in the target material. Radrons are mandatory to find the vertex 
position since the data is dominated by events where the scattering angle of 
the muon is small. 

Fig. 5 shows the Cherenkov angle measured in the RICH VS. the particle 
momentum determined by the tracking detectors. Besides the electron and 
pion ridges a kaon ridge is clearly visible. 

3.2 Error Estimates from the 2002 data 

In the following statistical error estimates are given for the three physics topics 
discussed in section 2. 

For the measurement of 6.G we anticipated a statistical error of 66.G / G = 
0.3 from the method with high Pr hadron pairs. The following cuts were applied 
to reduce the background: 

• PT> 0.7Gey2, 
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Figure 3: The target polarisation as a function of time measured with 10 
NMR coils. 
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Figu.re 5: The Cherenkov angle, B, measUl'ed with the RICH vs. the 
particle momentum, p, determlned by tracking. 

• Pi,T + P~,T > 2.5GeV2
) 

• Q2 > 1 GeV2 . 

Figs. 6 shows the statistical error estimates on ~s. The inclusive asymme
try and asymmetries from positive, nega.tive hadrons, J(+, J(- and J(s entered 
this estimate. Cuts on Q2 > 1 GeV2 a.nd z> 0.2 were imposed. 

Finally, Fig. 7 shows an error estimate for the transverse polarised quark 
distributions 6.rq(x). The asymmetry AUT shown is a linear combination of 
the 6.TQ(X)'S: 

Lq e~.6.Tq(x)~tD;(z) 
AUT = 2 ()Dh(_)-eq 6.q x q" 

The curve is a model prediction [Tom EEremov. 
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4 The Future 

The next steps are the production of the full 2002 data set and the reconstruc
tion of DO)s. The 2003 run started in May. Another run with a muon beam 
is scheduled for 2004 as well as a first short had:ron run. COMPASS plans to 
continue running after the SPS shutdown in 2005. 
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JET PHYSICS AT LEP AND QCD 

LM . Dremin 
Lebedev Physico.l Institute, Moscow 119991, Russ'ia 

Abstract 

Vlith the advent of LEP we discovered jets a.nd at its last yea.rs we lea.rned 
a lot about. intermediate vector bosoDs . All that strongly supports our belief 
in QeD. Jet physics is briefly described in thjs talk. Experimental results are 
compared with QeD predictions. It is shown that the perturbative QeD has 
been able not only t.o describe the existing data but also to predict many bright 
phenomena. 
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The main process of e+ e--annihilation at LEP looks like two jets moving in the 
opposite directions. These jets are considered in QeD as (initiated by quarks 
and collimated) cascades of consecutive emissions of partons each of which pro
duces observed hadrons due to soft confinement. 

1 Early days 

Jets were discovered in 1975. Their angular collimation was demonstrated in 
studies of such kinematical properties as sphericity, spherocity, thrust etc. They 
show that the transverse momenta are small compared to the total momenta if 
the proper coordinate axes are chosen . The collimation increases with energy 
increase. 

The jet axes were defined from these characteristics. It has been shown 
that the angular (B) distribution of jet axes ill e+e- -annihilation follows the 
dependence ex (1 + C05

2 B) expected for spin 1/2 objects. 
The quark origin of jets was proven in studies of the ratio of e+ e--

annihilation cross sections to hadrons and to J..l+ j..L- -pairs. QeD predicts that 
this ratio should be equal to the sum of squared charges of the objects initiat
ing jets. In experiment, t.hls ratio equals just its value for quarks and increases 
with energy at the thresholds for heavier quarks. 

Thus, these early findings assured us that QeD is on the right way. Later, 
numerous data supported this conclusion as is shown in what follows in brief. 
To shorten the presentation, only some of most impressive results have been 
chosen and no Figures are presented. More complete list with a detailed survey 
and Figures demonstrating comparison with e:x-periment can be found in the 
books 1, 2) and in recent review papers 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 

2 Theory 

According to QeD, the primary quarks emit gluons which, in their turn, can 
emit e+ e- -pairs and gluons. Thus the branching process of jet evolution ap
pears. The gluons with high enough transverse momenta can create gluon jets. 
QeD pretends to describe jets of both quark and gluon origin. Many hadrons 
are created when partons become confined. 

Analytical QeD pretends to start with asymptotical values and proceed to 
lower energies accounting for conservation laws, hlgher order perturbative and 
non-perturbative effects. The perturbative approach is justified at high trans
ferred momenta due to the asymptotic freedom property of QeD which states 
that the coupling strength becomes smaller with increase of transferred mo
menta. The perturbative evolution is terminated at some low scale Qo ,....., IGeV 
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for transverse momenta or virtualities of pal'tons. Here, the transition between 
part-onjc degrees of freedom at short distances to hadronic degrees of freedom 
at, long distances (i.e.! from weak to strong coupling) begins. Every experiment 
encodes this transition. To deal with it in practice, the local parton-hadron 
duality (LPHD) is assumed which declares that the distributions at the parton 
level describe the hadron observables up to some constant factor. This con
cept originates from the preconfinement property of quarks and gluons to form 
colorless clusters. In this framework, the pertul'bative QeD has demonstrated 
its very high predictive power. It works surprisingly well when applied for 
comparison with experiment. 

The most general approach starts from the equation for the generating 
functional. The generating functional contains complete information about any 
mUltiparticle process. It is defined as 

G({U},KO) = I: / d3kl ... d3k"u(kd .. ·u(kn)Pn(kl,,,.,kn;KO), (1) 
n 

where Pn(k1 , .'" kn ; K.O) is the probability density for exclusive prod uction of 
particles with momenta k\, "., kn at the initial virtuality (energy) KO, and u(k) 
is an auxiliary function. For u(k) =const, one gets the generating function 
of the multiplicity distribution Pn ( ~o). The variations of G( {u}) over u(lc) 
(or differentials for constant u) provide any inclusive distributions and corre
lations of arbitrary order, i.e. complete information about the process. The 
general structure of the equation for the generating functional describing the 
jet evolution for a single species partens can be written symbolically as 

G1 
'" J a:sK[G 0 G - G]dO. (2) 

It shows that the evolution of G indicated by its variation (derivative) G' is 
determined by the cascade process of the production of two partons by a highly 
virtual time-like parton (the term G @ G) and by the escape of a single parton 
(G) from a given phase space region dO . The weights are determined by the 
coupling strength O:s and the splitting function K defined by the interaction 
Lagrangian. The integral runs over all internal variables, and the symbol ~ 
shows that the two partons share the momentum of their parent. This is a 
non-linear integrodiffel'ential probabilistic equation with shifted arguments in 
the G (8) G term under the integral sign . 

For quark and gluen jets, one writes down the system of two coupled 
equations. Their solutions give all characteristics of quark and gluon jets and 
allow for the comparison with experiment to be done. Let us write them down 
explicitly for the generating ftmctions now. 

G~ = 11 dxJ(g (Xh5[Ga(y + in x)Gc(y + In(1- x») - Gc(y)] 
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+ nj 11 dxJ(~ (xhJ[Gp(y +)n x)Gp(y + In(l - x)) - Gc (y)]. (3) 

G'p ::::; fat dx](~(xb~[GG(Y + Inx)GF(y + In(l - x)) - GF(Y)), (4) 

where Gl(y) ::::; dGldy, y = In(P8IQo) = In(2Q/Qo),p is tbe initiaJ momentum, 
8 is the angle of the divergence of the jet Uet opening angle), assumed here to 
be small, Q is the jet virtuality, Qo ::::; const , nf is the number of active flavors, 

2 2Nefrs 
'"Yo =---, 

1r 

the running coupling constant in the one-loop a.pproximation is 

671" 
fr.s(y) = (llNe _ 2nj)Y I 

(5) 

(6) 

the labels G and F correspond to gluons and quarks, and the kernels of the 
equations are 

G 1 
I<G(x) = - - (1- x)[2 - x(1 - x)], 

x 
(7) 

1 
J(~ (x) = We [x2 + (1 - X)2], (8) 

J(F(X) = - - - 1 + - , G CF [1 xl 
Ne X 2 

(9) 

where N c=3 is the number of colours, and CF = (N; -1)/2Nc = 4/3 in QeD. 
The variable 'U has been omitted in the generating functions. 

Let us note that these equations can be exactly sol ved 8) if the coupling 
strength is assumed fixed, i.e. independent of y. For the running coupling 

strength, the Taylor series expansion can be used 9) to get the modified 
perturbative expansion of physkaily measurable quantities. The asymptoti
cal results are obtained in the so-called double-logarithmic (DLA) or leading 
order (LO) approximation when the terms (as In2 s)n are summed. Here s 
is the ems energy squared. The emitted gluons are assumed so soft that the 
energy-momentum conservation is neglected. The corrections accounting for 
conservation laws in the G ® G term and in limits of the integration as well as 
the higher order terms in the weight Ct.sK (in particular, the non-singular terms 
of the kernels K) appear first in the next-to-leading (NLO or MLLA - mod
ified leading logarithm approximation) and then in higher (2NLO, ... ) orders. 
FormalJy, these equations have been proven only for the next-ta-leading (NLO) 
order of the perturbative QeD. However, one can try to consider them as 
kinetic equations in higher orders and/or generalize them including the above
mentioned effects in a more rigorous way than it is usually implied. 
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3 QeD predictions and their comparison with experiment 

The theoretical results have been successfully compared with available experi
mental data_ The main bulk of the data is provided by e+ e- -processes at ZO 
energy. 

The energy dependence of mean multipUcity 

The equations for the a.verage multiplicities in jets are obtained from the system 
of equations (3L (4) by expanding the generating functions in u-1 and keeping 
the Lenns with q=O and 1 according to the definition 

dGI du u==l = L nPn = (n). (10) 

LFrom their solutions one learns about the energy evolution of the ratio of 
multiplicities in quark and gluon jets r and of the QCD anomalous dimension 
"{ (the slope of the logarithm of average multiplicity in a gluon jet) defined as 

(nc)' , , = -( -) = (In(nG)) 
nG 

They have been represented by the perturbative expansion at 13.l.-ge y as 

, = ,0(1- al,O - a2,J - a3"{5) + O(rg) , 

1" = To(l - rl'"'/o - T2,J - 1"J'"'(5) + Ob~)-

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Using the Taylor series expansion of (n) at large y in the corresponding equa
tions with (12), (13) one gets the coefficients ai, ri-

One of the most spectacular predictions of QCD states that in the lead
ing order approximation, where, = ,0, average multiplicities should increase 
with energy 10, 11, 12, 13) like exp[cJlnSJ, i.e., in between the power-like 
and logarithmic dependences predicted by hydrodynamical and multiperiph
era] models. Next-to-leading order results account for the term with at in Eqn. 
(12) 14, 15, 16) and contribute the logarithmically decreasing factor to this 
behavior whereas the higher order terms do not practically change this depen
dence 17, 18). The fitted parameters in the final expression are an overall 
constant normalization factor which is defined by confinement and a scale pa
rameter Qo- The e+ e- -data are well fitted by such an expression. Let us note 
here that the expansion parameter, is rather large at present energies being 
about 0.4 - 0.5 . 

Let us stress here that the perturbative expansion in Eq. (12) leads to 
the modification of the perturbative expansion for (n). Since, exponentiates 
in (n). the so called modified perturbative expansion shows up in (n). 
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Difference between quark and gluon jets 

The system of two equations for quark and gluon jets predicts t.hat asymptoti
cally the energy dependence of mean mult.iplicities in them should be identical. 
However 1 normalization differs, and gluon jets are more 1I active" so that the ra
tio r = (no) I (np) of average multiplicities in gilion and quark jets should tend 

at high energies 19) to the ratio of Casimir operators CAleF = 9/4. Once 
again, this prediction shows how far are we now from the t.rue asymptotics 
because in experiment this ratio is about 1.5 at ZO energy and even smaller 

at lower energies. The higher order terms 20, 14, 18) (calculated now up to 
3NLO) improve the agreement and approach the experimental value with an 
accuracy about 15%. The higher order terms change slightly also the energy 
behavior of quark jets compared to gluo!) jets as observed in c).:periment. How
ever, the simultaneous fit of quark and gluon jets with the same set of fitted 
parameters is stlll not very accurate. This failure is again due to insufficiently 
precise description of the ratio r. 

Let u.s stress here that LO and NLO t.erms in energy dependence of mean 
multiplicities cancel in the ratio r. Thus, trus is the most sensitive measure of 
higher order corrections which pushes us to work at the limits of our knowledge. 
Moreover, due to this cancellation the 15-terms in r-expansion correspond to 
"'/ci-terms in expansion of I itself, i.e. to 4NLO and not to 3NLO-tel'ms there. 

And they have been calculated analytically 18). Therefore the slight disagree
ment with experiment should not smprise us very much when we work at (and, 
may be, even outside!) the limits of applicability of the whole approach. 

Moreover, QeD predicted 18) that the ra.tio of multiplicities l' should 
be smaller than the ratio of their slopes (first derivatives) which, in tum, is 
smaller than the ratio of their curvatmes (second derivatives), and all of them 
a.re smaller than 2.25 and tend to this limit in asymptotics. This has been 
confirmed by experiment as well. 

Oscillations of cumulant moments 

The shape of the multiplicity distribution can be described by its higher mo
ments related to the width, the skewness, the kurtosis etc. The q-th de11vative 
of the generat.ing [unction corresponds to the factorial moment Fq! and the 
derivative of its logarithm defines the so-called cumulant moment 1(q. The lat
ter ones describe the genuine (irreducible) correlations in the system (It reminds 
the connected Feynman graphs). 
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J( __ 1_ . d
q 

In G (z ) I 
q - {n)q d-uq 11=1· 

(15) 

These moments are not independent. They are r.onnecte.d by definite relations 
that can easily be derived from their definitions in terms of the genel'ating 
function. In that sense, ('.umulants and factori.qJ moments (u'e equally suit.able. 

Solving the Eqns. (3), (4), one gets <"juite naturally the predictions 

9, 8, 21) for the behavior of the ratio Hq = ](q/Fq. At asymptoti~aUy high 
energies, tills ratio is predicted to behave as q-2. However, the asymptotics 
is very far f:rom our realm. At present energies, according to QeD, this ratio 
should reveal the minimum at. q ~ 5 and subsequent oscillations. This aston
ishing qualitative prediction has been confirmed in experiment (for the first 

time in Ref. 22}). Moreover, the <oscillations of the moments with their rank 
have been observed. Tlie quantitative analytical estimates are not enough ac-

curate but the munerical computer solution 23) reproduces oscillations quite 
well. These new la.ws differ from all previously attempted distributions of the 
probability theory. 

The h1.Lmp-backed platea1J. 

Dea.ling with lnclusive distributions, onc should solve the equations for the gen
erating functiollal. It has been done up to NLO approximation. As predicted 
by QeD, the momentum (rapidity y) spectra of particles inside jets should have 

the shape of tl~e hump-backed plateau 24, 12, 13, 25). This striking predjc
tion of the perturbative QeD differs from the previously popular Rat platea.u 
advocated by Feynman. It has been found in e:-q)erirnent. The depletion be
t.ween the two humps is due to angular ordering and color cohe.rence in QeD. 
The humps are of the approximately Gaussian shape near their maxima if the 
variable ~ = - In x j x = p / E j is used. Here p is the particle momentum, E j is 
the jet energy. This prediction was first obtained in the LO QeD, and more 

accurate expressions were derived in NLO 26). Moments of the distribut.ions 
up to the fourth rank have been calculated. The drop of the spectrum towards 
small momenta becomes more noticeable in this variable. The comparison with 
experimental data at different energies has revealed good agreement bot.h on 
the shape of the spectrum and on the e.nergy dependence of its peak position 
and width. 

Difference between heavy- and l'ight-quark jets 

Another spectacular predic.tion of QeD is the difference between the spectra 
and multiplicities in jets initiated by heTl.vy and light quarks. Qualitatively, it 
corresponds to the differeuce in bremsstrahl ung by muons and electrons where 
the photon emission at small angles is st.rougly suppressed for muons because 
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of the large mass in the muon propagator. Therefore, the intensity of the 
ra.diation is lower in t.hc ratio of masses squared. The coherence of soft gluons 
ruso plays an important. role in QeD. For heavy quaxks the accompanying 
radiation of gluons should be stronger depleted in the forward direction (dead-

cone or ring-like emission). It. was predicted 27, 28) that it should result in 
t.he energy-independent difference of companion mean multiplicities for heavy
Md light-qua.rk jets of equal energy. The naive model of energy rescaling 

29, 30, 31) predicts t.he decreasing difference. The experimental data support 
this QeD conclusion. 

Color coherence 1:n 3-jct events 

When three or more partons are involved in hard interaction, one should take 
into account color-coherence effects. Several of t.hem have been observed. In 
particular, the mUltiplicity can not be represented simply as a sum of flows 
(rom independent partons. QCD predicts that the particle flows should be 
enlarged Ul the directions of emission of par tons and suppressed in between 
them. Especially interesting is the prediction that this suppression is stronger 
between qq-pair than between gq and gq Ul e+e- --+ qqg event if all angles 

between panons are large (the "string!) 32) or Hdrag" 33) effect). All these 
predictions have been con£rmed by experiment. In qqg events the particle 
population values in the qg valleys are found larger than in the qq valley by a 
factor 2.23±O.37 compared to the theoretical prediction of 2.4. Moreover, QCD 
predicts that this shape is energy-independent up to an overall normalization 
factor. 

Let us note that. for the process e+ e- --+ qq"( the emission of additional 
photons would be suppressed both in the direction of a primary photon and 
in the opposite one. In the case of an emitted gluon, we observe the string 
(drag) effect of enlarged multiplicity in its direction and stronger suppression 
in the opposite one. This suppression is described by the ratio of the corre
sponding multiplicities in the qq region which is found to be equal O.58±O.06 
in experiment whereas the theoretical prediction is 0.61. 

The color coherence reveals itself as inside jets as in inter-jet regions. It 
should suppress both the total multiplicity of qqg events and the particle yield 
in the transverse to the qqg plane for decreasing opening angle between the low
energy jets. When hard gluon becomes softer, color coherence determjnes, e.g., 
the azimuthal correlations of two gluons in qq99 system. In particular, back-to
back configuration (If) '" 180°) is suppressed by a factor""' 0.785 in experiment, 
0.8 in HERVVIG Monte Carlo and 0.93 in analytica.l pQCD. In conclusion, color 
coherence determines topological dependence of jet properties. 

Some proposals have been promoted for a special two-scaJe analysis of 
3-jet events when the restriction on the tra.nsverse momentum of a gluon jet is 
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imposed 34) 35). They found also support from experiment. 

Intermittency and fractality 

The self-similar parton cascade leads to special multiparton correlations. Its 
structure with "jets inside jets inside jets.,," provoked the analogy with tur-

bulence and the ideas of intermittency 36). Such a structure should result in 

the fractal distribution in the available phase space 37). The fractal behavior 
would display the linear dependence of logarithms of factorial moments on the 
logarithmic size of phase space windows. The moments are larger in smaller 
windows) i.e. the fluctuations increase in smaller bins in a power-like-manner 

(see the review paper 38)). 

In QeD, the power dependence appears for a fixed couphng regime 8). 
The running property of the coupling strength in QeD flattens 39) 40, 41) this 
dependence at smaller bins) i.e. the multifractal behavior tal(es over there. The 
slopes for different ranks q are related to the Renyi dimensions. Both the linear 
increase at comparatively large but decreasing bins and its flattening for small 
bins have been observed in experiment. However, only qualitat.ive agreement 
with analytical predictions can be claimed here. The higher order calculations 
are rather complicated and mostly the results of LO with some NLO corrections 
are yet available. In experiment, different cuts have been used which hamper 
the direct comparison. However, Monte Carlo models where these cuts can be 
done agree with experiment better. The role of partonic and hadronization 
stages in this regime is still debatable. 

Subjet multiplicities 

A single qual'k-antiquark pair is initially created in e+ e- -annihilation. With 
very low angular resolution one observes two jets . A three-jet structure can 
be observed when a gluon with large transverse momentum is emitted by the 
quark or antiquark. However such a process is suppressed by an additional 
factor as) which is small for large transferred momenta. It can be calculated 
perturbatively. At relatively low transferred momenta, the jet evolves to an
gular ordered subjets ("jets inside jets ... "). Different algorithms have been 
proposed to resolve subjets. By increasing the resolution, more and more sub
jets are observed. For very high resolution, the final hadrons are resolved. The 
resolution criteria are chosen to provide infrared safe results. 

In particular, one can predict the asymptotical ratio of subjet multiplici
ties in 3- and 2-jet events if one neglects soft gluon coherence: 

n;i 2CF + CA 

n~j 2CF 

17 

8 
(16) 
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Actually, the coherence reduces this value to be below 1.5 in experiment for 

all acceptable resolution parameters. Theoretical predictions 16) agree only 
qualitatively with experimental findings. 

Subjet multiplicities have also been studied in separated quark and gluon 

jets. The analytical results 42) represent the data fairly well for large values 
of the subjeL resolution scale ·Yo. 

Jet UniVe1"Salily 

According to QeD, jets produced in processes initiated by different colliding 
particles (ep,pp, AA etc) should be universal and depend only on their own 
parent (gluon, light or heavy quark) if not modified by the secondary interac
tions. This prediction has been confirmed by many experiments. 

4 Conclusions and outlook 

A list of successful analytical and 110nte-Carlo QCD predictions can be made 
longer. In particular, much work was done on the energy dependence of higher 
moments of mu.ltiplicity distributions, on forwa.rd-backward multiplicity corre
lations, on Bose-Einstein correlations, on various shape parameters of jets (and, 
in general, on event shape distributions), on non-pertur bati ve corrections etc. 
QeD serv"es not only as a powerful tool for studies of muJtipartic1e production 
processes but as a background for new physics as well. 

The new era wiJI be opened with the advent of new generations of linear 
colliders like TESLA. 
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Abstract 

Astrophysical indications that tbe fine structure constant has undergone a 8mall 
time variation during the cosmological evolution are disCllssed within the framework of 
the standard model of the electroweak and strong interactions and of grand unification. 
A variation of the electromagnetic coupling constant could either be generated by a 
corresponding time variation of the unified coupling constant or b'y a time variation 
of the unification scaJe, of by both. The various possibilities, differing snhstantially in 
their implications for th€ variation of low energy physics parameters like the nuclear 
mass scale, are discussed. The case in which the variation is caused hy a time variation 
of the unification scale is of special interest. It is support.eel in aeldition by recent hints 
towards a time change of the proton-electron mass ratio. 
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The Standard Model of the electroweak and strong interactions has at least 18 parameters, 
which have to be adjusted in accordance with e~:-perimental observations. These include 
the three electroweak coupling strengths 91, 92 9:1, the scale of the e lectroweak symmetry 
breaking , given by the universal Fermi constant, the 9 Yukawa couplings of the six quarks 
and the three charged leptons, and the four electroweak mixing parameters. One parameter, 
the mass of the hypothetical scalar boson, is still undetermined. For the physics of stable 
matter , i .e. awmic physics, solid state pbysics and a large part of nuclear physics, onJy 
SLX constants are of importance: the mass of the electron, setting the scale of the Rydberg 
cOllstam: the masses of the u and d-quarks set ting the scale of the breaking of isotopic spin , 
and the strong inte·raction coupling constant o:s. The latter, often pa.r:ameu:7.cd by the QCD 
scale para.met.er A, sets the scale for the nucleon mass. The mass of the strange quark can 
also be included since the mass te[Jl1 of the s-quarks is e:-.."pected to contribute to the nucleon 
ma.ss, although the exact amount of strangeness contribution to the nucleon mass is still 
being discussed - it can range from several tenth of MeV till more than 100 MeV. As far 
as macro-pbysical asp ects a.re concerned, Newton's constant must be added, which sets the 
scale for the Planck urut,<; of energy, space and Lime. 

Since within the Sta ndard Model the number of free parameters ca.nnot be reduced, 
and thus far theoretical speculations about theories beyond the model have not led to a 
well-defined framework, in view of lack of guidance by experiment, one may consider the 
possibility that these parameters a.re time and possibly also space ,,-ariant on a cosmological 
scale. Speculations about a time-change of cOllpling constants have a long history, starting 
with early speculations about a cosmological time cbange of Nev.rton's constant G [1-4J . Since 
in particular the masses of t.he fermions as weU as the electroweak mass soile are rela-ted to the 
vacuum expectation values of a scalar field: time dlflngcos of these parameters are conceivable. 
In some tbeorie8 beyond the Standard Model also the g-auge coupling cons~nts are related 
to expectation values of scalar fields which could be ti me dependent [5). 

Rece.nt obsenrations in d~nophysics conceming t he atomic fine-structure of elements in 
distant objects suggest it (ime change of the nne structure constant [6]. The data suggest 
that 0: was lower in the P(ll't, a.t. a redshift of z ~ 0.5 ... 3.5: 

!:::"o:/et = (-0.72 ± 0.18) x 10-5
. (1) 

If 0: is indeed time dependent , the other two gauge coupling constant.s of the Standard 
Moclel are also expected to depend on time, as pointed out recently [7) (see also [8)9]), if 
the SUl-ndard Model is embedded into a grand unified tbpory. Moreover the idea of a grand 
unifimtion of the coupling conStants leads to a rdill.ion between the time variation of the 
electromagnetic coupling « Instant and the QeD sca.le parameter A: implyin p; a physical time 
vari ation of tbe nucleon mass, when measured in units given by an energy scaJe independent 
of QCD, like the electron m ass or the Pla nc.l< mass. The main assumption is that the physics 
responsible for a cosmk time evolution of the coupling constants takes place at energies above 
the unification scale. This allows to lise the usua.i reia,tions fTOm grand unined theories to 
evolve the unified coupling constant down to low energy. 

Considering the six basic parameters mentioned above plus Newton's constant G, one can 
in general consider seven relative time changes: G / G, 0:./ ():, A/A, me / me, inu}m.u, ind./ rnd and 
Tns/m s . Thus in principle seven diHerent functions of time do enter the discussion . However 
not all of them could be measured , even not in principle. Only climensjonJess ratios e .g . the 
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ra i.io A/m or the fi ne-structure constant wuld be conside red as reasonable candidates for a 
time varta i'on. 

The time derivative of the ratio A/me desetibes a possible Lim~ cha.nge of the atomic 
scale in comparison to t.he nuclear scale. In the a.bsence of quark mas~es there is only one 
mass s 'ale in QeD, unlike in hwmic pbysic:s, where ~ he two parameters a: and me enter. 
The parame er a is directly measurabJe by comparir!g tJl~ e.nergy di fferences desr:ribing the 
atomic fine Str uct lire (of order m e c2 a 4 ) to the Rydberg 'energy hcRoo = m e c2a-2 /2 ::::J 13.606 
eV . 

Roth astropbysics experjments as well a.s higb preci~ion e:o..-perimems in acomic physics in 
the laboratory could in the future give indications a.bom a time variation of tluee dimen
sionJess quantities: 0: , Mp/m, and (Mn - :Mp)/m f • The timp. variation of a: reported in [6) 
implies, assuming a simple linear extrapolation. a relative [[H,e of change per year of about 
1.0 x 10 -l5 fyr. This poses a problem with respect to the limit given by an a.nalysis of the 
remains of the naturally occurring nuclear re<tctor at Oklo in Ga,bon (Africrl.), whlc.h was 
active close to 2 billion years ago. One finds a limit of 0'/0:. = (-0.2 ± 0.8) x 1O-J7 /yr. This 
limit was der ived in In] under the assumption t hat other parameters, especiaJl..., those related 
t.o the nuclear physics, did not change during the last. 2 billion years . It was recently pointed 
out 17,10]' that this limit must be reconsidered if a bme change of nuclear physics parameters 
is taken into accoun:. In particular it could be that i.lJC e'fiects of a. t ime cJlange of a: are 
compensated by a t ime change of the nuclear scale parameter. For chis reason we study 
in this paper several scenarios for time changes of tbe QeD scale, depending on different 
assumptions about t he primary origin of t he time vari;Ltion. 
W~thout a specific theoretical framework for the physics beyond the Standard Model the 

rela ive. fime cbanaes of the three dimensionless numbers memionp.d ahove are unrelated . V-Ie 
shall ][lcorpora.te the idea of grand uni.fication and assume for simplicity the simplest model of 
this k~Tld, co nsisted with presen observations, the minimal exwllsion of tbe supersymmetric 
version of the Standard Model (MSSM), based on the gauge group SU(5). In ~his model the 
three coupling consta nts of the Standard Model converge at high energies a t the scale AG . 
In particula.r t he QeD scale A. and the fine structure constant a: arc related to eacll other . 
In r.he model ther arc. besides the electron mass and the quark masses three fmther scaJes 
enteri ng, the scale for the breaking of the electroweak symmetry A un the scale of the onset. 
of supersymmetry As and the scale AG where the grand unification sets in . 

According to the renormalization group equations, considered here in lowest order, the 
behaviour of the coupling constants changes a.ccording to 

(kj(p)-l = (_1_ + ~bfln (!I.e)) 8(f.L - As) 
a?(Ae) 2" J1. 

(2) 

+ -- + -b; In - 8(A5 - J1.)' 
(

1 1 SM (AS')) 
a? (J\s) 27. J1. 

where the parameters bi are given by bfM= (bfM, b~M I b~M) = (41/10, - 19/6, -7) below the 
supersym metric ·ca.le and by bf= (bf; ilJ I bf) = (33/5, I, - 3) when .. Al = 1 supersymmetry is 
restored, and where 

1 ,1 I..S;\4 In (M z ) ---I-f) ' -

a? (M'z) 2" I As 
(3) 
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where Mz is the Z-boson mass and Ct~(Mz) is the vaJue of the coupling constant under 
considerat.ion measured at M z. We use the following definitions for the coupling constants: 

a\ = 5/3g~ /(411) = 5aj(3 cos2 (B)MS) 

02 = gi/(41i') = 0/ sin
2 (B)MS 

Os = gi/(411). 

Assuming all. = au(t.) and Ac ::: Ac(t), one finds: 

~ 0:.; _ [~au _ bf Ac] 
a; D'.i - a1.l au 2r. Ac 

which leads to 

2.~ = ~~ as _ ~ (b~ + ~bf _ ~b~) Ac , 
a Q' 3 a .• as 211 - 3 3 Ao 

One may conside: the following scenarios: 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

1) Ac invariant, au = 01.l(t) , This is the case considered in [7J (see also [8]), and one finds 

1 0: 8 1 as 
a 0 3 Os as 

and 

A 3 2r. 1 a 
A -"8 bffM;-;; ' 

2) au invariant, Ac = Ac(t). One finds 

2.~ = -~ (b~ + ~bf) Ao , 
a a 2r. - 3 Ac 

with 

[
A (211 1 \] (~ ) 

Ao = As -e:>..-p ---- I 
As bfM Ctu ) 

which follows from the extraction of the Landau pole using (2), One obtains 

~ - ~ [ -210 ] ~~ ~ -30 8~ 
A - b~M b~ + ~bf 00 . 0: 

3) 0:11 = D'.u(t} and AG = AG(t) . One has 

SOD 

~ __ ~~~-,-.!:Li\.o 
A - bfM au au ' bi M Ac 

__ ~ ~ ! ~ _ ~ _1_ (bS ~ s _ ~ s) Ac 
- 8bfM OQ; 8hfM 2+3 b1 3b3 Ae 

, A 
~ 46~ + 1.07~ 

a AG 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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where t hecrGticaJ uncen,aim:.ies in the factor R = (A/A)/(o:/a:) = 46 have been dis
cussed in 17]. The actuaJ value of this factor is sensit ive to the inclusion of the quark 
mas e.s a nd the associated thresholds , just like in the determination of A. Further
more higher o rder terms in the QeD evolution of as will pla.y a role. In ref. po; it was 
estim ated: R == 38 ± 6. 

The case in wh.ich the time variation of a is not related to a time variation of the unified 
c.oupling cons tant, but rather to a time variation of the unHication sca.le: is of particu.lar 
lnt."rest. U nified theories, in which the Standard Model arises as a low energy appro),:imatioD, 
might well provide a numerical value for the unified coupling constant, but a.liow for a smoot.h 
eime variation of the unification scale, related in specific models to vacuum e>...-pectation vaJues 
of sca.lar fields. Since the universe e.;:pands, one might expect a decrease of the unification 
scale due to a di'ution of the scalar field . A lowerinp; of Ac implies according to (9) 

0: 1 (5 5 s) Ac Ac - = --0: O2 + -bI - = -0.014-. 
0 : 2" 3 A..c AG 

(13) 

If Ac/ Ac is negative: 0./0' increases in t.ime, consistent witb the experimental observation . 
Taking b.a:/o: = -0.72 X 10-5 , Wf. would conclude 6.lI..c/Ac = 5.1 x 10-\ i.e. the scaJe of 
gra.nd unificatiOl. about 8 billion years ago was about 8.3 x 1012 GeV higher than toda~'. If 
the rate of change is extra.polated linearly, Ac is decreasing at a rate ~ = -7 X 1O-l.4/yI'. 
If this is indeed the case, it would imply that proton decay is faster in t.~e distant fut.ure. 

According to (11) the relative changes of A and 0: are opposite in sign. While a is 
increa.sing with a ra.te of 1.0 x 1O-15 /yr, A a.nd the nucleon mass is decreasing, e.g . with 
a raLe of l.9 x 1O- 14 /yr. The magnetic moments of the proton Jlp as weU of nuclei would 
increase accordi ng to 

jJ.p = 30.8~ :::: 3.1 x 1O- 14 /yr. 
J.1.p 0: 

(14) 

The effect ca:l be seen by monitoring the ra.tio J.1. = Mp/me . Measuring the vibrational 
lines onl:!, a. small effect wa<; seen [12J recently. The da.ta allow t.wo different interpretations: 

a) 1:1J.1./ J.1. = (5.7 ± 3.8) x 10-5 

b) 6.)J/J.1. = (12.5 ± 4.5) x 10-5 . 

The interpretacion b) agrees essentially with the e).-pectation based on (11) ; 

(l~J 

It is interes~i ng that. the data suggest t.hat /1 is indeed decH'ilsing: while 0: seems to increase. 
If confirmed , this would be a strong indicauon that the t ime vari ati on of Ct at low energies is 
caused b, a t ime variation of the 1Inification scale. 

The .i me va.r iation of the ratio Up/me and Ct discusspr! here are slIch that they couJd 
by discov ' l"PO by pr0c:ise measurements in quantum optics. T he w,we:> lenJ;t.ll of the light 
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emi tted in hyper line trnTl :'; il.ions, e.g. the ODes used in the cesium clocks being proportional 
to o..4. me /A will vary in time like 

~hf Ii A 14 
- ::: 4- - - ~ 3.5 x 10- /yr 
AiL] 0: A 

(16) 

taking 0:/0 ~ 1.0 x J 0-1.'> fyr [6]. The wa.velength of the light emitted in c,tamic transitions 
varies like 0:-" : 

)'at __ ')~ 
Ant - - cr' 

One has ~(1t/ AOI ;::j - 2.0 x 10- 15 fyr. A comparison gi yes: 

~hf / Ah] 

~a~/ Aa/. 

46:/a - A/A 
/ 

~ -17.4 . 
20 (1' 

(17) 

(18) 

At present the t ime unit second is defined as the duration of 6 .192.631. 770 cycles of 
microwave light emitted or (l.bsorbed by the hyperfine t ra nsmission of cesium-133 a toms . If 
A indeed changes, as descriucd in (11): it would imply that the time flow m asured by the 
cesium clocks does oot fully ('orrespond to the h m flow defined by atomic transitions. 

Jt remains LO be seen whether the effects discussed in this paper can soon be observed in 
astrophysics or in quantum optics. A determinac.ion of the double ratio (I\/A)/(o.../o:) ::: R 
would be of crucial importa.nce, both in sign and in magnitude. If one finds the ratio to 
be a.hom - 20, it wou.ld be considered as a strong indication of a. unification of the strong 
and electroweak imeractions based on a supersYlTlffietric extension of the Standard Model. 
In a n' case the n'Jmerical \ a lue of R would be of high interest towards a bet ter theore~ical 
understanding of time variation of the fundamental constants and unific:lrion. 
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FOUR-FERMION PRODUCTION AND LIMITS ON 
ANOMALOUS COUPLINGS AT LEP-2 

Philip Bambade 
LAL, Univer'siU Paris-Surl, Brit. 200, BP ,14, F-.91898 OT'8ay Cede.'C, France 

A bstracl 

Electroweak processes wir.h four fermions in the final state were measured exten
sively at LEP-2 in e+e- collisions with c:~ntre-of-mass energies lip to 209 Gey. 
By combining; the result.s ohta,ined by Aleph, Dc:dphi, L3 and Opal, t.he pl'e
ructions from the Stllndard Model were probed at the level of their present 
accuracy. A n important. outcome W(lS the possibil ity t.o measure the predicted 
chargecl triplR gauge hoson sel.f-coupl.ings with a precision of a few percent.. 
Moreover studies of four-fermion processes allowed new physics to be searched 
for by looking for anomalous ga.uge boson self-couplings. The measurements 
reporter! are also relevant t.o direct searches for new particles at LEP-2, as four
fermion processes conr.ribure an importrmt. ba.ckground in several cases. The 
la tes t resui r.s from t.he LEP experi nlents - some of which are now avai lable in 
fina-lizen form - and their comhinat.ion arc reviewed a.nd discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

During the second part of the LEP program in 1995-2000, the centre-of-mass 
energy of the e+ e- collisions wa.s raised a.bove the Z boson mass) reaching up 
t.o 209 GeV in t.he last year of operation. Integrated luminosit.ies of about 700 
pb- 1 were collected by each of the four LEP collaboratioDs ALEPH, DELPHI, 
L3 and OPAL, mostly above the Wand Z-pair production thresholds. This 
allowed a comprehensive measurement program of boson pair production in 
e+e- collisions and more generally of all possibJe four-fermion (4]) final states. 
Two of the principal aims of LEP, directly validating t.he non-Abelian gauge 
structure o[ the standard model (SM) and searching for anomalous gauge boson 
self-couplings to reveal new physics beyond the SM (NP), couJd be pursued. 

Most of the measured 41 final states result from processes seen at LEP 
for the first time. Initially some of the theoretical pl·edictions· and modelling 
were crude. Improvements were needed to match the experimental accuracy 

and were challenging, especially in the case of W-pair product.ion 1) . The 
LEP measurements stimulated important work to compute radiative correc
t.ions and to devise appropriate ways to choose the scales of coupling constants 
when several were involved. The result.s were also inc.!uded in practical event 
generators, where numerkal divergences resulting from the small electron mass 
and the handling of the full set of graphs both had to be dealt with efficiently. 

The experience gained at LEP in measuring 41 final states and the progress 
in the theoretical description and modelling were also important in the context 
of many new particle searches. In several cases the experimental signatures are 
very similar to those of t.he signal searched for , thus providing a useful envi
ronment to test the corresponding analysis techniques'. In the longer term, 
the improvements in the calculations will also benefit similar work at a future 
e+e- linear collider, where very high precision will be needed . 

This report has two sections. Firstly, the lat.est measurements of 41 final 
states arising via the production processes e+e- -t WW, ZZ, Z .... (, eeZ/ .... / and 
evW are described . Secondly, interpretations of these measurements in terms of 
constraints on gauge baso·n self-couplings are present.ed, covering both charged 
and neutraJ triple gauge couplings (TGC) and t.he more recently studied quar
tic gauge couplings (QGC) . For ea~h channel, salient experimental, technical 
or theoretical feat.ures are highlight.ed and results from combining the LEP 
data-sets are presented when available. The main achievements are assessed 
after each section, comparing cross-section measurements to present theoretical 
predictions, and constraints on gauge boson self-couplings to estimates of ef
rP.cts in scenarios for NF, and to sensitivities expect.ed in the future. A general 
r.onc1usion is given with prospects t.O finalize and publish all results. 

] A good exa.mple is the Z-pair production process, for which event rates and 
topologies were almost identical to t.hose in the Higgs boson search. 
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2 Four-fermion processes 

2.1 Signal deBnition in the simulation 

The expect.ed cross-sections of the production processes e+e- ~ WW, ZZ, 
Z,,/"') eeZ/,'1'" and evW are shown for illustration in fig.1. When combining 
the meaSlll'ements of different sub-channels 01' experiment.s! it is import.ant to 
establish common conventions. Two ways of defining a signal to be measured 
were used, ei ther as the tota.l cross-sect ion ina ki nema tic region where it is 
dominant or as that corresponding exclusively to the relevant Feynman graphs. 
In both cases a sub-set of events was pre-selected in the simulation wit.h high 
purity and efficiency in terms of relative contribution of the studied process. 
The selected rates were then scaled int.o those of the studied process, taking 
into account interference effects for identical final stat.es. In the first method 
cuts were chosen in view of theory uncertainties affecting both the studied and 
other contributing processes in the different regions. 

:0-
~ 
\j 103 

..... 
..... 

- <['l(y) ...... 

102 - -
yy 

10 

--1 ~eZ 
ZYJ.. .. -
/" 

10-1 , 

1 0-2 L....I.....J......J.......L.......L--L....L.....J.....J......J.......L.......L--L....L....J.......u...J.....I...J'-L....L....L.....I.......I....I-L....I......I........I... 

100 120 140 160 180 200 210 240 

Energy (GeV) 

Figure 1: Cross-sections of the main two and four-fermion processes at LEP-2. 
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2.2 WW production 

\iV-boson pairs are produced via t he doubly-resonant graphs shown in fig.2 at 
tree level. Measurements of cross-sections and decay branching rat ios, using a 
total of about 40000 events selected by the four LEP collaborations in the data 

collected in 1996-2000; are reported in 2). All decay topologies qqqcL lvqq and 
IvlD were analysed. The separation achieved by ALEPH between signal and 
background is illustrated in fig.3. 

The cross-sections obtained by combining all LEP resuhs are shown in 
fig.4 as a function of t.he centre-of-mass energy, with a comparison to theoretical 

expectations 3). The results clearly favour the SM predict.ion where the graphs 
in fig.2 involving TGCs are included , hence providing strong evidence for the 
non-Abelian gauge group structure of the t.heory. The highest precision was 
achieved by combining the results from all energies normalised to respective 

expectations. The best agreement was obtained using t.he new YFSWW 4) 

and Racoon\iV\V 5) predictions . In these two calculations all 0(0:) elect.roweak 
(EW) radia tive corrections relevant to t he graphs in fig.2 were included th rough 
expansions about the \iV-pole (in t.he so-called leading and double pole approx
imations, respect.ively). They were introduced into "complet.e:' 4f generators 

snch as KoraniV 6) and \Vphact 7) by re\veighting the relevant mat.rix elements, 
to achieve a consistent description of all processes in the full phase space2 . The 
result obtained using YFSWW and combining t he data from all energies was 

aww 
-=-C"-"-_ ~ 0.997 ± 0.007(stat) ± 0.009(syst). 
aYFSWW 

(1 ) 

R.esults with R.acoonWW differed by only 0.2% , well within the estimated the
ory uncert.ainty of 0.5%. On the contrary a set of previously used predictions 
which did not. include all E\V radiative correct.ions were t.oo high by 2%, illus

t.rating the sensit.ivit.y t.o loop effects achieved in these results 1). 
The main source of uncertainty was from limited precision in the mod

elling of QeD fragment.ation and hadronization, which could bias selection effi
ciencies in the semi-Ieptonic and fully hadronic sub-channels and in t he latter, 
background levels from qqC'Y) final states with four or more jets. Such effects 
being correlat.ed among experiments and energies and of similar m.agnitude as 

the statistical errors, a. careful treatment was important in the combination 3). 
All systemat.ic errors were grouped in four classes (100% correlated or uncor
related among experiments or energies) and the full covariance matrix for the 
measurements at each experiment and energy was built for the ~-minimisation. 
This procedure was applied t.o all LEP cross-section combinations described in 

2The matching t.o t.he two-photon genera tion was also studied in Wphact. 
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this report. For the result quoted in eq.l it gave X2 

freedom. 
35.4 for 31 degrees of 

e w- e w-

w+ w+ 

Figure 2: Feynman gmphs /07' on-shell WIV production. 
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Figure 3: Outputs from the neural networks used to isolate the W-boson pair 
signal in the fUlly hadronic and in the three semi-leptonic sub-channels. 
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Figure 4: Com.bined WW cross-section measurements compared with the SM 
predictions from YFSvVW and Racoon WW, The dashed curves correspond to 
Tem.oving one 07' both of the graphs with triple gauge boson couplings in fig.2. 

2.3 ZZ product.ion 

Z-boson pair production occurs at tree lev.el in t.he SM only via graphs with 
a t-channeJ electron (similar to t.hat with a v in fig,2). The cross-section was 
measured by the fom LEP collaborations with data collected in 1997-2000 using 

all visible decays qqqq, vDqq, llqq, 1111 and villi 8), The combined result. 3) 

shown in fig.S agrees well with the SM predictions 1), Combining all energies 
gave 

azz = 0.969 ± 0.047(stat) ± O.028(sY8t), (2) 
aZZTO 

using ZZTO, one of the calculations, The theoretical uncertainty, estimated 
to be 2%, was higher than for W-pairs (because radiative corrections were not 
fully included) but sufficient given measurement. errors. The main correlated 
systematic. errors, arising from the backgronnd modelling\ were smaller than 
the sta.tistical ones. 
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This measurement constrained potential anomalous production hom NP, 
as described in sec.3.3 in the case of potential neutral TGCs. The reconstruc
tion of the Z-boson polar angle achieved by DELPHI in this context is shown 
in t.he lower plot of fig.13 . . 

Reconstructing the Z-boson pairs at LEP-2 was also an important t.est for 
the Higgs searches, since the analysed topologies were quasi-identical and cross
sections similarly small. L3 measured the ZZ --+ bbX cross-section specially 

with this in mind 9). 

--~ LEP PREUfJI I/\RY --N 
N 

b 

0.5 

ZZTO and YFSZZ 

1 

180 190 200 

~S (GeV) 

Figure 5: Combined ZZ cross-section measurements compared 11Iith the SM 
predictions from ZZTO and YFSZZ. The band 8ho7J)s the theory uncertainty. 

2.4 Z'Y· production 

Measurements of neutral boson pairs were also extended to include an. off-shell 
photon intead of a Z. The process can then be described as a ((virtual radia
tive return to t.he Z", with characteristic forward-peaked production and quasi 
mono-energetic "I. at the lower masses. Resulting topologies are distinctive and 
gave sizeable backgrounds in several searches for NP I which needed checking. 
They also led to an origina.l search for anomalous production via neutral TGCs, 
using a new pa.rametriz.ation extenoed to include off-shell terms (see sec.3.3). 
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DELPEI analysed the f1.J.iqQ., eeqq, vi/qQ.l 1111 and qqqq final stat.es and 

OPAL the J-l~qq and eeqq ones 10), Good agreement was fonnd, Fig.6 shows 
the di-quark and di-Iepton mass spectra obtained by OPAL. The suppression 
at low di-qu2..rk mass comes from t.he smaller leptonic Z-boson decay branching 
rat.io. In final states with electrons, t-channel single-boson proc.esses ee(Z/'Y") 
with both electron seen (see sec.2.5) enhanced the cross-section at. h.igh and 
low di-electron mass. 

Another interesting final state, vi/qq has a mono-jet topology because the 
'Y. mass dist!"ibution peaks at low vaJues. The corresponding energy-averaged 
cross-section was measured by DELPHJ 

O'Z')'-~vDqCj = 0.129 ± O.035(stat) ± O.OlS(syst) pb. (3) 

The expected value was 0.088 pb. Uncertaint.ies in t.he hadl'Onization at low qq 
mass and in the way to set Q:em given the different. scales involved were shown 

to affect predictions by up to 5% 11), Effec:ts can be reduced by carefully 
treating the i-channel component in final states with electrons, and via phase 
space cuts. This should be good enough for t.he partial combination of three 
LEP experiment.s now planned. 
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II 211 ~O 6t1 80 II~I 12u WI 160 1811 2110 
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>- 211 rT'T"'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T"""""""'T'T'T"I"T'I"T'I"l"""'''''''''''''-'-I''T''l >- 12 

o :: b)~ 0 10 
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Figure 6: Di-fermion invariant masses obta'ined in the Z"'/ -1 lIqq 8ub-channel 
after kinematic jitting 'UJ'ith constraints from j01J.r-momentum con.seT1Jation. 
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2.5 eeZ/~/ produ(:t.ion 

Neutral bosons can be produced singly via the so-called EvV Compton scat.
cering process e+f' -~ e+f'~ /Z\ where i:l qllasi-real photon l'adial:0.n from one 
of t.he beam electrons sc:a.t.ters off the opposi te one (see fig. 7). The signature 
of such events is an 0.ler.t.ron in the detect.or wit.h moderate energy recoiling 
against the ,,( /Z system, with the other "spect.at.or" electron mostly lost in the 
hearn-pipe. LEP colla.borat.ions measured the eeqq and ee/-L/-L fino,] states with 

one electron lost using data collect.ed in 1997-2000 12). Compet.ing "Fii.ngle-tagH 

cont.ributions from t.wo-photon processes were suppressed using correlations be
tween t.he tag elect.ron charge and direction. The reconstrllct.ion of single-Z or 
,,( components )s illustrat.ed in fig.8, where the hadronic mass spectrum from 
DELPHI is shown. The exr.ess of dat.a below the Z-boson mass is assumed 
t.o come from biases in t.he t.wo-photon backgrollnd. A combina~ion of cross-

sections using the ALEPH, DELPHI and L3 results 3) was performed in the 
high mass single-Z region, giving good agl'p.em(~nt with expect.ations. The sig
nal was defined as the cross-section from (111 graphs in the kinematic region: 
mrl' > 60 GeV /c2 (f = q, jJ,). 12° < 8c- < 120°, Bc+ < 12°, Ec- > 3 GeV /c2 

(with implici;; charge conjugation). Averaging over energies gave 

aZce - - - = 0.951 ± O.068(.stat) ± O.048(syst), 
°WPHACT 

(4) 

llsing \VPHACT, one of the calculations. Uncertainties in the way to set O'em 

and (rom treating initial sta.te racliation given the different. scaJes involved af-

fecterl the predict.ions at the 5% level 11). This matched the experimental 
errors, though some d i fferentia.l effects may need to be included. 

e e e e e 
'Y': ',. 

f' .> q,p+ 

e+ 
e+ q, J1 

.: 
I:" 

Z/',/ e+ Z/~/" e+ ~p ... e+ 

Figure 7: E.r.amples of tTee le1Jel Feynma'TI. graphs for single neutral boson pro
duction (left and middle) and for the competin.q two-photon process (right). 
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Figure 8: Hadronic inva:riant mass obtained in the rf:co1lstr7Lction oj the eeZ/,*
process after kinematic fitting with constrn.int8 from jouT-momentum conserva
tion and assuming o.n electron lost along th.e beam-line. 

2.6 eVe W production 

W-bosons can also be produced singly via E\V Compton scattering processes 
e+, --} Dc \;V+ as depicted in fig.9. The middle graph involves charged TGCs 
which can be probed measuring this process (see sec.3.2). As for single Z-boson 
production, r.he spect.ator electron is mostly lost. in t.he hearn-pipe. 

LEP collaborations measured all t.he possible final states eveqq, evclVJ 

(I = e, J..L, r) wHb the electron lost using data collected in 1997-2000 13), The 
main signature was the large missing energy and either a pair of acoplanar 
jets wit.h mass close to m.w or a single energetic lepton. The reconst.ruction 
achieved by L3 is illustrated in fig.10. The signal was defined as the complete 
i-r.hannel sub-set of 41 graphs within kinematic cuts specified to reduce thea
)'(~t.jcally poorly known multiperipheral r.ont.ributions from graphs such as the 
I~st one in fig.9: evcqq: mqq > 45 GeV /c2 j eVclv) (l = J.Ll r): EI > 20 GeV; 

r.vcevc: I cosOc+1 < 0.95 and Ed > 20 GeV. All results 3) agreed wit,h SM 

('xpectations 1) . Combining the cross-sections measured by aJI experiments at 
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all energies gave 

o-cv. w () () --- = 0.949 ± 0.067 .sto.t. ± 0.040 syst 1 

aCRACr:: 
(5) 

using GR.ACE, one of t.he calculations. Uncertainties similar to t.hose described 
in ser..2.S for single Z-boson5 affected singlp. W-bosons. Even though for the 
(gauge-invariant) t-channel graphs defining the single 'V-boson signal, complete 

fermionic on~Joop corrections exist 14) , allowing the correct scale for ():cm to be 

set, a 5% error was est.ima.ted 1) \ also here matr.hing the experimental precision. 

e e e e e 

] ci2,I+ 
\V+ 

Vc 
ql1 VJ 

Vv' 

'-"+ e+ tic e+ Vc 

Figurp. 9: Examplf~8 oj tree lp.t)el Feynman .rJmphs JOT' single W-UO.~071 prodv.ction 
(left. and ml:ddle) and for the multiperiphera.l contrilJ'/J.tion (right). 
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Figure 10: 01t.tPUt from. the neural network used to is%.te t.he s-in.qle W-boson 
signal in the hadrnnic sub-r:ho.nncl (left) and combined reconstructed lepton 
enp,rgy speci7'll.m in the fnl,ly ieptrmic s?lh-chn.nnel (right). 
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2.7 Summa.ry 

The comprehensive 4/ measurement program conducted at LEP has been a 
success. It provided a large set of original results and established experimentally 
the SM environment where NP searches were carried out. The eA-perimental 
precision achieved was matched by the accuracy of theory, as reca.Jled in tab. 1, 

in some cases after substantial work by the theoreticaJ community 1). 
In the case of t.he W-pairs the non-Abelian gauge group SCl'ucture of the 

SM was clearly confirmerl. The accuracy obtained, close to 0.5%, even allowed 
the SM calculation at. loop level to be probed. In the case of the Z-pairfi, a 
valllable e)..-perimental cross-check of the Higgs sea.rch at LEP-2 was made. In 
the l.ase of the single-resonant. boson processes SM predictions were t.ested in 
several yet. unexplored l'eglolls. 

Not all t.opics covereo by t.he 4.f sub-group of the LEP EW working group 
or by individual experiments coukl be reviewed in this report, for instance the 
measuxements of the production polar angle, decay branr.hing rat.ios, polarisa
tion ano spin correlations in t.he ¥l-boson pair production proce!=iS, and of the 
Z'YI cross-sec:tion 3 . 

Table 1: 01!erview ()j e:cperimental results and estimated theory errors j()r th.e 
pmd'U.ction processes e+e- --7 vVvV, ZZ, eeZ/'i' and evW . Thp, predictions 
in the q'U.oted ratios were obtained with the event genf'.rators YFSZZ, ZZTO, 

WPHACT and GRACE, respectively 1). 

I physical process I measmement / prediction theoretical precision 

e+e- --+ \~'W 0.997 ± O.007(stat) ± O.OO9(syst) 0.005 
e+e- --+ ZZ 0.969 ± O.047(sto.t) ± O.028(syst) 0.02 
e+e- --+ eeZ/'Y'" . 0.951 ± O.068(stat) ± O.048(syst) 0.05 
e+e- --+ eVe \V 0.949 ± O.067(stat) ± O.040(syst) 0.05 

3 Gauge boson self-couplings 

3.1 Overview 

Couplings between the SM gauge bosons were measured at LEP by analysing 
41 (and other) final states. Deviations from tree level values aTe predict.ed in 
NP scenarios ann arise fllso from radiative correc:tions. If large enough to he 

~ A first partial combination of WW'Y cross-sert.ion measurement.s is shown 
in fig.14 in t.he cont.ext. of the search for QCCs described in sec.3.4. 
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measureo, such deviar.ions ca.n help to probe NP at energy scalr.s beyond the 
kinematic range of direct. searches for new p{lrticles . 

Anomalous self-couplings were s8arched for at three and four boson ver
tkes, involvi.ng hoth charged and neutral gauge:; hosons . Chal'geo TGCs exist 
in the SM due to the non-Abelian gauge group struct.ure (see sec.2.2). On the 
contrary neutra.l TGCs vanish at tree level. The SM predict.s QGCs, but. their 
size is very small . In the two lat.t.er cases one can only hope to detect anomalous 
contri butlons. 

3.2 Charged :riple gauge l':Ouplings 

Parametrizations for t.he tree level VWW vertices (V=Zj'"Y) in t.he right. and 
middle graphs of fig.2 and 9 involve in their most general form ;1 Lorent.7. 

invariant Lagrangian wit.h fourteen independent complex conplings 15) . Re
s [rict i ng t.he search t.o models with symmetries (IS in t.he S M (C \ P \ U (1) em 

nnd SU(2)L X U(l)y) t.he number of independent. r.ouplings reduces to t.hree: 
g~, K,",,( and A,. In t.he SM the two first couplings aTe equal to 1 anel t.he lat.ter 
vanishes. They can he related t.o t.he weak charge, magnetic c1jpole ano electric 
qllaelrnpole moments of t.hf' W-boson. 

Deviations from the SM values can be probed in a complementary way via 
effects induced on the single and pair prod uction processes (see sec.2.6 and 2.2L 
t.he former being sensit.ive mainly to K-y and the latter mainly t.o gf and A .. r". 
Results obta.im~d by t.he four LEP collaborations using the data r.ollected in 

1996-2000 are reported in 17). To maximize the sensitivity, t.he cross-sections, 
boson production polar angles, decay polar and azimuthal angles and average 
polarisation were exploited, using severa] adapted combination met.hods\ baseel 

for example on uopt.imal observables" ]8) . The reconstruction pf>..rformed by 
L3 foJ' the boson pl'odur.tion and decay angles in semi-Ieptonic W-hoson pairs 
is illust.rated in fig.l1. 

The measurement. of charged TGCs obt.aim~d by combining all LEP re-

~lIlt.s is shown in fig.l2 3) wit.h the negative log likelihoods provid(~d by each 
experiment for each r.oupuug, and t.heir sums. Each coupling was minimized 
inciepenclemly with t he two others kept at their SM values5 . Good agreement 
wir.h the tn~e-Ievel S;\1 e)"-pectations was found 'V.ritbin errors of 2-5%. 

The ma.in sourr.c of correlated syst.ema.t.ic uncertainty was of t.heoreti
r.(I1 nature, from the rec.ent inclusion of 0(0:) EW radiative correct.ions in t.he 
W-pair production process (see sec.2.2). This SOllTce of error was est.imated 
conservatively as t.he full di fference between rr.sults using Monte Carlo samples 

'IThe VV~I final stat.e ;dso has some sensitivity to K""( and A""( through the. 

WVV fllsion process 16). 
·'iTwo and three-parameter analysC:'$ resulted in weak correlat,ion.<=; . 
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Figure 11: Measured production polar angles (left), decay polar angles /middle) 
and decay azimuthal angles (right) oj the W-bosons in the sub-channel WW ~ 
Ivqq. The sensitivity to deviations from the SM prediction gr = 1 is indicated. 
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with and without these new corrections, yieldi.ng negative shifts of -0.015 for 
gr a.nd A-y and -0.04 for K"'Y. Although these shifts are sizeable. it can be seen 
from their signs and from the values found for the couplings that the agree
ment with the SM is as good with or without them. Th.is is different from the · 
cross-section measurement, where the improvement from the new corrections 
was clear. This feature js perhaps a. little surprising, sinc~ more information is 
used to extract the charg~d TGCs, like angles and the single W-boson channel. 

Since these shifts had similar sizes as the statistical errors and were fully 
correlated between energies and experiments, a careful treatment wa.s imple
mented in t.he combination, e:x-pressing t.he likel.ihoods as functions of each 
coupling and of additional free pa.rameters, to represent each error weighted 
by its sensitivity in each experiment, and by then performing a simultaneous 

minimization 3). 

3.3 Neutral triple gauge couplings 

There are no self-couplings involving exdusively neutral gauge bosons at tree 
level in the SM. 

For NP satisfying Lorentz invariance and preserving the U(l)em. and Bose 
symmetries for identicaJ particles, the most general pa.rametrization for the 
ZZZ, ZZ/ and Z",("'/· vertices has twelve independent parameters, six of which are 

CP-conserving: hi~"f and Ii;!"!, while the other six are CP-violating: h~~"'Y and 

. J?;h 15). The hand f terms describe the VZ"j and VZZ vertices, respecbvelYl 
where V = 2. A( is off-shell but the two other bosons are on-shell. 

These two classes of neutral TGCs can be probed via effects induced aD 
the production processes e+e- ---l- Z"/ and ZZ, respectively· (see 8ec.2.3 for the 
measurement of the la.tt.er). Results obtained by the four LEP collaborations 

using the data co1\ected in 1996-2000 are reported 1n 19). The cross-sections 
and boson production angles were exploited, as well as, for the e+e- ~ Z"j -4 

qq"j process the Z decay angle in its rest frame and, for the e+e- -4 Z"j ~ vD, 
process the photon energy. The reconstruction perforrried by DELPH1 for the 
two angles just described is illustrated in fig.13. 

The constraints on neutral TGCs obtained combining all LEP results are 

shown in tab.2 3). The precision was dominated by stat.ist.ical errors. There was 
lower sensitivity to J than to h terms because of the less favourable kinematics 

. at the threshold for Z-boson pair production. 
The analysis done treated hand f terms separately, though it has recently 

been shown that using the SU(2)L x U(l)y symmetry as in the charged case 
relates the vz, and VZZ vertices for some c:lasses of operators and can lead 

to fewer· indepe.ndent couplings 20). Although .some generality ma'y be lost, 
. this will now be done as well. It is expected that the more precise e+e- ~ z, 
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. Figure 13: Measured decay an.gle of the 2 in its rest frame in the e+e- -7 Z,,/ -7 

qq,,/ process (upper plot). Measured prod'l1.ction. angle in 2-boson pairs for the 

main final states studied by DELPHI 8) (lower plot). The sensitivity to the 
presence of CP-conserving hj and if couplings, respectively at the /2"1 and 
ZZZ vertices, is indicated. 

measurements wiU dominate the constraints from such a combined analysis. 
Another recent theoretical development has enabled a generalization of 

the description by including off-shell bosons 21). It was argued that the re
sulting effects cannot be ignored in detailed experiments, especially jf data 
measured outside the strictly on-shell regions of the Z-pair and Z"/ processes 
are also used . A first study in this direction has been presented by DELPHl, 

based on the Z,'" production measurement (see sec.2.4) 19). 
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Table 2; Combined 95 % confidence level probability intervals for the neutml 
TGCs probed by meQ.s'U.rin,q the e+e- -4 Z, and ZZ processes. The constraints 
shown on hand f term.s result from the single D,nd two-parameter analyses, 
respectively. Some correlation between h term.s was observed in a two-parameter 

analysis done combining results from three experiments 3). The two latter 
oosons at each listed vertex correspond to the final state produced and are 071,

shell. 

I vert.ex I CP I parameter I 95 % CL limits I 
,Z')' odd hJ [-0.056, +0.055] 
iZi odd h'Y 

2 [-0.045, +0.025] 
iZ,,{ even hI [-0.049, +0.008] 
"(Z"{ even h"Y 

4 [-0.002, +0.034] 
ZZi odd hf [-0.13, +0.13] 
ZZi odd hr [-0.078, +0.071J 
ZZi even hf [-0.20, +0.07] 
ZZ, even hj [-0 .05, +0.12] 

,ZZ odd f4"Y [-0.17, +0.19] 
ZZZ odd if [-0.30, +0.28] 
i ZZ even f; (-0.34, +0.38] 
ZZZ even if [-0.36, +0 .38] 

3.4 Quartic gauge couplings 

The 'coupl~ngs predicted in the SM at the WV·./WW I \VWZZ, WW'rr and 
vVVI/Z, vertices are below LEP-2 sensitivities. The searches performed probed. 
potentia.l anoma.lous contributions arising from NP, concentrating- on opera~ 
t.ors which do not sim,ult.aneously cause ·anomalous TGCs. It has 1:leen argued 
that such operators, often referred to as "genuine" QGCs, can be related more 

directly to the scalar sector of the theory 22). The parametrization used in
volves four CP-conserving terms a,t the W'V,i and ZZ"n vertices. Q.~/c·Z I and 

a CP-violating one at t.he Vv--WZ"r vertex, an 23). By convention t.hese terms 
are usually normali<;ed to A 2 , the square of the energy scale at wh.ich the NP 

·responsible for them a.ppears. 
Experimentally t.hese terms were probed by measuring the three boson fi

n;.).1 state processes e+e- --7 WWi (for a.~/c and an) and e+e- --7 Z,,/, (for a~,J, 

usi/n;f both the rat.p.s and energy spectra of the photons 24). The presence of 
a~\ ~ tenus was also studied through their influence on t~e e+e- --7 1/1/"(, pro
cess, via a contributing graph with WW fusion a.nd another one involving neu-
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t.rino pair production mediated by a Z boson which radlates two phot.ons 25). 
Both the rate and the photon pair recoil mass spectrum were e:>..."})loited. 

Only the L3 Z"rI and OPAL IJlrn results were combined so far, al
lowing to set the fonowing 95% CL limits on the ZZ,'"Y vert.ex: -0.033 < 
Q~ X GeV2 IA 2 < 0.046 and -0.009 < a~ x GeV 2 I A 2 < 0.026 3L A com
bination of the cross-sections obtained by DELPHI and L3 for the w\V1 fi
nal state was also performed6 and is illustrated in fig.14, together with the 

SM prediction of EEWWG 26) a.nd the sensitivity to the CP-violating an 
coupling. No combined constraints on aci"c and an QGCs were yet obta.ined 
from this limit.ed cross-section informatio~, but individual results have been 
published, for example the L3 one: -0.015 < Q,~v x Ge V2 

/ A 2 < 0.015 and 
- 0 .048 < a,,/! x G e V 2 I A 2 < 0.026 (using also the information from the VV1'"Y 

final st.ate), and -0.14 < an X GeV2 I A 2 < 0.13 . 
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Figure 14: Combination of vVW"'/ cross-section ml-:(J.snrement.c; by DELPHI and 
L3 compared wit.h the S M predict-ion. Th.e sens£tivity to the presence of a. CP
violating On couplin.q at the WWZ1 veTtex is indica.ted. by the. predicted distri
bution JOT two va.lues of alLl A 2 (in 1UJ .. i.ts of Ge v-2 ). 

fiThe signal was defined as the cross-section from all graphs in the kinematic 
region: Irna - mwl < 2rw , cosB-y,f < 0.90, I cos 0",1 < 0.95 ancl E-y > 5 GeV. 
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3.5 Summary 

The charged TGCs were measured within a few 0.01 of their predicted values 
in the 8M) confirming aga"in the non-Abelian gauge group structure. NP giving 
anomalous contributions of the order of these errors could be excluded. The 
sensitivHy was not enough to probe 8M loop effects. which are predicted t.o be 
at the 0.003 level. Jt was also barely enough to sense effects from 8USY even in 
the most optimistic scenarios with sparticles not far above the kine.matic limit. 
A Z' wit.h a low mass would on the other hand have produced visible 'effects, but 

would also have been strongly felt in di-fermion cross-section measurement.s 27) . 
Some improvement to t.he precision is still expected from on-going work 

to estimate the uncertainty on the O(a) corrections in a better way than .just 
quoting their fun effect, for instance by varying assumptions in the theoretical 
treat.ments used. This could help to understand why there was some sensitivity 
to SM loop effects when measuring the tota.l cross-section (see 5ec.2.2) but. 
not the charged TGCs (see sec.3.2). Further ahead e:x.-periments at higher 
energies will improve the sensitivity. The TeVatron with 10 fb- 1 ami t.he LI-IC 
with 300 fb- 1 should for example pin down A')' to about ±O.005 and ±0.0003, 
respectively. A good sensitivity t.o a.ll TGCs is expected at a future e+e- linear 
collideI'. For instance TESLA should reach a precision of a few ±O.OOOI after 

collecting 1500 fb- l at .jS = 800 Ge V 28). 
The nemral. TGCs were found to he zero as expected, but within larger 

error ranging from ±O.05 to ±O.30. In t.he case of perturhative NF, anomalous 
contributions to neutral TGCs are expected to be depressed by at lea.st. one 
more power of m~ z/ A 2 compared to charged ones, because operators with 
higher dimension ar'e

J 

involved. Neutral TGCs expected from several scenarios 

for NP have for example been studied in 29). The overall conclusion reached 
was that potential effects were generally below experimental sensitivities, ex
cept in cases of new partides with masses just above the kinemacic reach l 01' 

of NP which is not pert.urhative. 
The QGCs were also found to be close to zero as expected. Here the 

e:x.-pected "natural" size of couplings at LEP-2 is about 1 for NP with an energy 

scale A = 3 Te V. which is far below the e:J...-perimental sensitivity 30) . 
Even though effects on ga.uge couplings from the NP scenarios that werr. 

investivated turned out t.o be too small to be detected, the systematic searc11 
program carried out at LEP-2 was certainly justified to demonst.rate the validity 
of the SM. and to show t.ha.t there is no evidence of new physics from totally 
unexpected sources . The ana.lyses done are also a useful preparation for similar 
work at, future high energy collid~.rs. 

Recent measmements and analyses of spin density matrix elements in the 
\V-boson pair production process are not coverf:d here. 
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4 Conclusions and prospects 

The resul ts on the measurements of 4/ fin al states and gauge boson self
couplings are an important part of the LEP legacy. The present. work is to 
complete the documentation promptly. while the main physicists involved are 
still available. All final experimental resul ts and combinations are expected 
during 2003. At the t ime of this writing, only the measurements by DELPHI 
of Z-boson pair production , by L3 of single boson produd ion and quartic cou
plings, and by OPAL of Z"'( production are considered truly "final" in the sense 
of being described in a refereed CERN-EP preprint note or journal publication. 
It is important to ensure a high quali ty and an appropriate level of detail in 
the descriptions of the analyses and final results to facili tate future reading. 
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SEARCHES FOR NEW PHYSICS AT HERA 

L. Bellagamba 
I NFN Bologna 

on behalf of the HI and ZEUS Callabamtians 

Abst rac t 

A review of recent results on search for physics beyond the Standard NIodel at 
the ep collideI' HERA is presented . Due to the peculiarity of the ep colli~ions , 

which have both lepton and baryon numbers in the initial state, the pre::;ented 
results for contact interactions, leptoquarks, squarks in R pari ty vio lating 
SUSY and excited fenniolls , are , to large extent , complementary to t hose of 
LEP and TEVATRON. 
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1 Introduction 

At HERA 27 .5 GeV electrons or positrons coUide against 920 GeV (820 GeV 
before 1998) protons, resulting in t:t center-of-mass energy. Js. of 318 (300) 
GeV. The nu.udmUDl square momentum transfer reached, Q2, is few times 104 

Ge V 2 , allowing to probe the proton structure at the level of 10 16 cm. 
The luminosity collected by the two experiments. HI aud ZEUS. ill the years 
1994-2000 was approximately UO pb 1 with e+p and 15 pb 1 with e. p . High 
energy ep coUi~ions offer a wlique eDvirollll1ent to search for new physic~ . In 
this report we review the status of the search for contact interactions, lep
toquarks. squarks in R parity violating supersyrumetric (SUSY) models and 
excited fermions. 

2 Contact interactions 

New physics at very hjgh energy scale can produce, via virtual processes, size
able eHect at, the energy range accessible at HERA. Four-ferrnjon contact in
teraction model is u' convenient way to parameterize the vi.rtual effects of new 
physics that could produce deviations from tll - Standard Model (8M) expec
tatiolls at high. Q2. As strong limit hcwe already been placed for scalar and 

tensor couplings 1), we consjdered here only the vector cases which can be 
represented adding the following extra-terms to the Sf,,! lagrangia.n: 

q=1cd 

LeI = L 1J~.(J(e--:Xlp.e(:o()(q/31JLqJJ) (1) 
(l ."·=L,R 

where the coefficients '/1~j3 = faj3g?~, f / j.,2 characterize the different CI scenarios 
defirung their cb.iral properties via the sign of the interference with tlw SM, 
tOtj3, tl~eir strength via the coupling geT (by convention set Lo gel = J4rr) and 
their effective mass scaJe via the parap1eter A (0: a.nd /3 are the dcctroll and 
quark helicity, respectively and q is the quark flavor) . The measurement of the 

high-Q 2 Neutral Current cross sectioll, performed by boUl collaborations 2, 3), 
show good agreement with the SMi limit;, 011 the sC~l.le 1\ were hence derived 
for seven'll C1 scenario.c.;. Table 1 shows 95% confidence level (CL) limits for 
few sCf'i1;)rios for I-IERA experi_ment~. CDF and OPAL collaborations. Models 
wh.ich foresee large extra dimensions cuuld also produce siz.eable deviations 
from S[\'1 expectations if the extra-dimensions are compactified to a size of the 
order or "he ITtillimeter. In these modeb th gl'll.vitolJ, differently from the other 
Stvl particles: cCI.n propagate <. lso through the ex tra-dimeusions and the effecti ve 

Plank scale, j\tis, could be co mpCl.rable to the electro-weak s ale. T he specific 

model 6) have been considered and a limit J\Jis > 0.8 TeV 7, 8) have been 
set at 95'lG CL. 
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I HI (Prel ) I ZEUS (P rel ) I CDF I OPAL I 
vv+ 5.3 6.5 5.0 3.8 
VV- 5.5 7.0 6.3 4.9 
AA+ 2.5 4.6 4.5 3.4 
AA- 4 .1 5.3 5.6 4.5 

Table 1: 95% CL limits on A (Te V) fo,· the VV ± (ryLL = +ryLR = +ryRL = 

+ryRR = ±4rr/A') and AA± (ryLL = 'IL l< = ryRL = +ryRR = ±47f/A') Cf 

scena,'os. CDF 4) and OPAL 5) ,·esults are also shown 

3 Leptoquarks and squarks 

Leptoqual:ks (LQs) are color-triplet bosons carry ing both leptonic (L) and bary
onic (B) numbers. They are foreseen by several SM extensions which connect 
the lepton and the quark sectors. These states can be directly produced at 
HERA via the fusion of the initial state electron with a quark in the proton, 
the production cross section depending on the unknown Yukawa cou pling A. 
The results have been interpreted in the framework of the Buchmiiller-Riickl

Wyler 9) model, which foresees 14 LQ types (7 scalar and 7 vector) with fixed 
bra.nchh1g ratios to eq and vq . T he LQs are charac ter ized by the fermionic 
number, F = 3B + L = O,±2. F= O LQs couple a par ticle with an anti-particle 
and a re therefore better tested in e+p collisions while IFI = 2 LQs, coupling 
two particles or two anti-particles, are better tested in e p collisions. The 
LQ, deca.ying to lepton-quark pair , produces a final state wh.ich is, event by 
event , indist inguishable from 8M deep inelastic scattering (DIS), on the other 
hand the x and y distribut ions are differen t.. LQs with a mass ]l,IhQ below 
the HERA center of mass energy are predominantly produced as a s-challnel 
resonance peaked at x = N1IQ/s while dependence on the inelasticity variable 
y, which is related to the lepton decay angle in the LQ rest h'ame (G te, with 
cosO' = 1 2y ), is different [or scalar LQs ( flat in y), vector LQ, (- (1 y)2) 
and 8M DIS (- l /y' ). A cut in y is therefore used to enhance the LQ signal 
over the DIS background. No evidence of signal has been found by either col
laboration 10, 11, 12) , limits on A as a funct ion of NILQ have been derived 
and s hown in fi g. 1 compared to Tevatron and LEP li mits. A morc general LQ 
model have also been considered , treat ing the branching rat ios to electron and 
neutr i.no, f3c and f3v, as free parameters, with the constra ints IJe + {3v = 1. In 
t h..i s case combin ing the e (NC) and the v (Ce) channels, the li mits obtained are 
largely independents of the branching ratios. HERA experiment.'S have unique 
sensit ivity for f3c « 1. . 
Leptoquarks could also mediate lepton-Ha.vor violat ing (LFV ) processes if, be-
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Figure 1: Left plot: e·jet invariant mass spectnLm for ZEUS and comparison 
with SAl! expectation. R ight plot: exclusion limits at 95% CL on the Yukawa 
coupling A as a junction of the mass /01' a scalar LQ with F = a for ZEUS and 
Hi. The region above the curves are excluded. LEP and TEVATRON limits 
an~ also shown. 

side the eq coupli ng, they have also a coupling to higher generat ion leptons. 
Both ZEUS and HI 13, ll ) have studied such a possibili ty. In some cases, 
when higher generation quarks are involved and especially for the r channel, 
HERA constraints improve on bounds from rare decays. 
Squarks in R parity violating SUSY models can also be directly produced at 

HERA. The HI collaboration 14) considered the direct production of single 
squarks of any generation in eq fusion via a Yukawa coupling>.' , taking into ac
count R parity violating and conserving decays of the squarks . No significant 
deviation from the SM expectations was found and the result.s have been in
terpreted in term of constraints within the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard 
Model (MSSM) and the minimal Supergravity Model (mSUGRA). The left plot 
of fig. 2 shows the 95% CL limit for the)..' coupling involved in stop production. 
The indirect bound from atomic parity violation is also reported. The right 
plot shows, within the mSUGRA fram ework, t he domain of the plane (mo, m-t) 
excluded by HI , assuming a coupling of electro· weak strength. Squarks of t he 
fi rst two family, up to a mass of 260 GeV, ar e excluded. Liinit from DO is also 
reported. 
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Figure 2: Left plot: uppe1' limit at 95% CL f07' the)..' coupling involved in stop' 
production as a junction oj the stop mass for tan {3 = 2. F OT' each stop mass a 
scan of the MSSM pammeters Nh and J.L have been performed and the largest 
(lowest) value oj the coupling limit is shown by the uppe,' (lower) full curve. 
Bound j7'Om APV is also shoum. Right plot: excluded region in mo, m~ plane 
within the mSUGRA fmmework, for the /if'st two sq'Ua1'k jamilies, assuming 
X = 0.3 , tan" = 6, p. < 0 and Aa = O. Limitjmm DO is also reparted, 

4 Excited fernlions 

In this section searches for excited electrons and neutrinos are presented, more 
details on the following resul ts are repor ted in 151 16, 17). At HERA excited 
electrons (neutri nos) could be singly produced through t-channel 'Y and Z (W ) 
boson exchange. Their production cross-section and partial decay width have 
been calculated using an effective lagrangian 18, 19) which depends on a 
compositness scale A and on form factors J and f' , reduced he:e to constants, 
describing the relative coupling strengths of the excited leptons to the SU(2)L 
and U{l)y gauge bosens, respectively. Usually these coupling parameters are 
assumed to be of comparable strength and the rela tionships f = + f' and 
j = f' are considered. In this case the production cross sections and partial 
decay widths depend only on the excited lepton m MS and the ratio j / A. All 
the decay chalmels e' (v') ~ e(v)-y, e'(v') ~ v(e)W and e'(v') ~ e(v)Z 
have been searched for , considering the subsequent Wand Z hadron decay 
(the ZEUS collaboration also considered in the e* case the Z ----l' vii decay). 
The signature of sud': processes is very clear : a high energetic electrons and/or 
large miss ing transverse momentum beside a peak in the invariant mass of the 
lepton and the gauge boson. Such clear Signatures allowed to select the signal 
with high efficiency. For the e* decay in e, the efficiency was in the range 
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Figure 3: Exclusion limit on J / A at 95% CL as a Junction of the mass Jar e'" 
in case of f ~ + f' (left plot) and for y' in case of f = f' (right plot) . In the 
e'" case, exclusion limit are reported for Hi (full statistics), ZEUS (e+p data 
collected in 1994-1997) and LEP experiments. in the v" case, exclusion limit 
by HI refers to e p and e+p data collected in 1998-1999 and in 1994-1997, 
respectively. 

70 80%, while in the other cases it was typically 30 60% for masses in the 
range 130 250 GeV. The most important sources of backgrounds are the NC 
and CC DIS and the W production. Since no excess over the 8M expectations 
was found, limits at 95% CL were set on J / A as a function of e'" and v'" masses. 
Fig. 3 show the HERA and LEP results [or e' in the case of f ~ + f' and HI 

and L3 20) results [or y' in the case f ~ f' (the ZEUS collaboration has 

similar results 15)). The HERA limits extends the excluded region to higher 
masses than reached in previous direct searches. 

5 Conclusions 

A review have been presented of the searches for physics beyond SM at HERA. 
The results are in general comparable/complementary to those of LEP and 
TEVATRON. 
In the next few years HI and ZEUS will increase considerably the data statis
tics, thus a very interest ing program for the searches of new physics will be 
thus pursue by the HERA experiments1 waiting for the first LHC collisions. 
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Abstract 

High transverse momentum (Pr) lepton production has been studied in 
ep scattering at. HERA. Two classes of events have been investigated. The fi rst 
contains an isolated lept.on l a hadronic system and large missing Prl the second 
contains two or three lep t.ons. The measurements use all t he HER.A data taken 
before the high luminosity upgrade. The HI isolated lepton measurements 
lie somewhat above t.he Standard Model (SM) expectation when the isolated 
lepton is a muon or an electron and the hadronic Pr is large whereas ZEUS 
only observes such an excess for isolated T leptons. These measurements allow 
stringent limits to be placed on a possible flavour changing neu tral current 
t - U - "I r..oupling, which would lead to the production of single top quarks 
and hence isolated leptons, hadronic activity and missing PT. The rate with 
which multi- lepton evens are produced is found to be in good overall agreement 
with the SM. HI observes somewhat more events than expected in both the 
di-electron and tri-electron samples at large di-elec tron masses. 
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1 Isolated lepton events 

Events containing both an isolated lepton (I ) with high transverse momentum 
and missing transverse momentum (Prlis,) have been searched for a t HERA by 
the HI and ZEUS experiments. Within the Standard Model (SM) the dominant 
source of such events is the production of ltV bosons whose cross-section is of 
the order of 1 pb. 

The select.ion is based on the signature of missi ng transverse momentum 
correlated with a high energy lept.on (e± or J.L± ). The events may also contain 

a hadronic system X with transverse momentum Pf. T he HI selection 1) 
is opt imised for ~V-like topologies start ing at pi > 12 GeV whereas ZEUS 

performed an inclusive analysis 2) dominated by non- TV processes and a search 
opt imised for top qnark at high pi. 

In e+p dat.a (101.6 pb- 1 ) , 10 canrlidate events have been observed by 
HI in the electron channel while 9.85±1.31 are expected and 8 events for an 
€).."pectation of 2.55± 0.45 in the muon channeL One event is observed in e-p 
data (13.6 pb- ') for 2.06± 0.28 events e>:pected. A good agreement wit h SM 
predictions can be observed at low t ransverse momentum pi of the hadronic 
system. As shown in Fig. 1 t he distribut ion of the lepton-neut rino t ransverse 
mass is a lso in agreement with the 8M distribution which is dominated by W 
production. But at high Pi > 25 GeV more events than expected are found 
by HI (Fig. 1 and tab. 1). This deviation at high pi of the HI data is present 
in both e+p data samples from the years 1994-1997 and 1999-2000. 

The ZEUS experiment observed 24 electron events while 20.6 ~~:~ events 
are predicted and 12 muon events compared to 11.9 ~~:~ expected from the 
SM in e±p data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 130 pb- 1 . In 
contrast to HI data, a good agreement with the SM prediction is observed for 
pi > 25 CeY (Tab. 1). 

T he T decay channel of the W boson has been recently invest igated by the 
ZEUS experiment 3) . This analysis relies on the search for isolated tracks with 
associated ca.lorimet ric pa t.t.erns characterist.ic of hacironic T decay. A rnult i
variable technique based on a likelihood discriminator was used to separate 
one-prong decays of the T decay of the \IV from the background caused by 
Charge Current Deep Inelast ic Scatteri ng (CC-DIS ). Two 7 candidat.es have 
been observed in a region at high transverse momentum of t he hadronic system 
Pi'\{ > 25 GeV where O. 12±0.02 events a re e).."pected. 

2 Anomalous top product jon at HERA 

Within the SM the rate of top quark production is negligible in e±p collisions at 
HER.A energies . An anomalous 'Y - 11. - t coupling would allow top production 
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Table 1: Isolated lepton event yields compared to SAt predictions for the ZEUS 
and H1 e.'tpcriments. The fr'action in percent coming from H' production is 
Quoted in pa.rp.nthesis. 

Selection Electrons 
e+ p Data/8M (W) 

HI (101.6 pb 1) e+p 
full sample 10 / 9.88 ± 1.69 (73 %) 

Pi > 25 GeV 4 / 1.49 ± 0.25 (85 %) 
EF > ..to GeV 3 / 0.54 ± 0.11 (83 %) 
ZEUS (130 pb 1) e±p 

full sample 24 / 20 .6 ~~ : ~ (17 %) 
Pi > 25 GeV 2 / 2.9 ~g : ~~ (45 %) 
Pi > 40 GeV o / 0.94 ~~:!~ (61 %) 
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Figure 1: LeptrJn-nev.trino t.mnsverse m{J..~8 (left) and. hadronic tm:n.811e7'se mo 

mentum (righ.t) distribution..r; of the H 1 isolated lepton events, compared to the 
SAl! predictions. 
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Figure 2: PreMmt limits of LEP, TEVATRON and HERA on a.nomalous cou
plings of the top quark to other quarks rmd neutral gal1.ge uosrms. 

t.hrough Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (fCNC1s) 5). Searches for such 

(l. process have been pel-formed by the ZEUS 2) and Hl 4) e'xperiments 
for both semi-Jeptonic and hadronic decays of the top quark. The top quark 
r.an decay into a b-quark jet and a vV boson followed by hadronic or leptonic 
decay. ltV -4 lX decay which leads to events with a high en~rgy lepton, missing 
transverse momentum and high Pr hadronic jets. 

In the leptonic channel, the selections of Section 1 were further tightened 
to select top candidates l adding a threshold in pi of 40 GeV (ZEUS) or 25 GeV 
(HI) . A posit.ive lepton charge and ]vIr higher thfifl 10 GeV was aJso required 
hy Hl. With these cuts, 5 events are observed hy HI where 1.77 ± 0.46 are 
e>"1)ected, whereas no event is seen by ZEUS in both electron and muon cbannels 
while one event. is expected in each channel. 

If the f.'V produced in the top decay itself clecays hadronically, events 
with three high Pr jets are produced, one high Pr jet. heing associated with 
t.he second.a.ry b-quark and t.wo high Pr jets with the HI decay. The exper
imental selection therefore requires three jets with Pr's above 40, 25 and 14 
GcV (ZEUS) ()f 40, 25 and 20 Gr.V (HI). Bot.h experiments further reduce 
r.he QCD pbotopl'Oduction background by reqniring the 3-jet mass and one of 
t.he 2-jet masses to be compatible with the top and W masses, respectively. 
A n additional cut. on the angle between the two jets from the TV decay in the 
top rest £r2.me is applied by HI. The searches were performed on data sets 
corresponding to integrated luminosit.ies of 130.1 pb-' (ZEUS) and 115.2 pb- 1 
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(HI). The observed ~vent, yiekls are 14 for an expectation of 17,6 ~~:~ (ZEUS) 
a.nr! 14 for an expectation of 19.6 ± 7.8 (I-Il) . Boch experiments find no excess 
compared to S1v1 predictions, This does not favour the interpret.ation of the HI 
high plleptoll events as single top production, This interpret,(tt.ion is however 
not. filled out since 95% C,L. upper limits on the top cross-section derived from 
the hadronlc channel. would correspond t.o 5.4 events in the lept.onic channel 
while 5 are observed, 

Combining t.he leptonir. a.nd hadronic channels, an upper limit on t.he 
effective K"yld. coupling has been calculaterl using the effect.ive lagrangian of 

6), The upper bounds on K"y1 /.I. at 95% C,L. of 0.174 (ZEUS) and 0.22 (H1) are 

competitive with those obtain(~d at LEP 7) and the Tevatron 8) (Fig. 2), T11e 
ZEUS limit is more stringent than the HI I1m}t because they do not observed 
any excess of dati') in the lept.onic channel. 

3 Multi-lepton events 

Bot.h HI and ZEUS have smdied multi-electron and multi-muon production 

9, 10) in ep collisions. ·Within the SM the product.ion of multilepton events 
ill ep collisions is possihle mainly through photon-photon int.eract.ions, where 
qua5i-real photons radiated from the incirlent electron and proton interact to 

prorluce rl. pair of lept.ons "rJ -+ Z+l- 11) For IDulti-electron final states 
the background comes mainly from Neutral Current Deep I.nelastic Sc.att.ering 
(NC-DIS) or elastic Compton scattering, while for multi-muon final state the 
backgrollnd is negligible, 

The selection for mul [i-electron event.s is done by requiri np; at least two 
cenr.ral elr.ctrons (200 < Be < 150 0 for HI and 170 < Be. < 1670 for ZEUS) 
wit.h p~l /P~'2 > 10/5 GeV (HI) or p:;.' /Ee. 2 > 10/5 GeV (ZEUS). An isolat.erl 
charged t.ra.ck has to be assoc:iated with t,he calorimet.er energy deposi t.. Any 
other t.hird elec.t.ron is allowed to be present in a wider angllJar range (5° < Be 
< 175°) . The sekci ed evems ;m~ c1assi ned by the number of idE'!li.ified elect.rons 
in di- and tri-electron samples, 

The results of both exp~riments are present.ed in Tab . 2. The di-electron 
sample is dominated hy pair proriuction with 15-20% contribut,ion from other 
SM processes. In t.he tn-elect.ron sample, t.he backp;round contribut.ion is neg
ligible. Both HI and ZEUS observations are. in good agreement with the pre
dicted yielc1s. The main difference between 1-11 and ZEUS predictions for the 
signal is cllle to different. anglliar ranp;e for t.he central electrons. A few events 
wit.h invariant. mFlSS of the t.wo highest. Pr electrons A112 > 100 GeV a.re ob
served in a rr.gion where t.he SM prediction is low (Fig. 3 and 4). Three 
di-p.lect.ron evems are measured by HI where. 0.25 are exper.ted and 2 by ZEUS 
for an expectation of 0.77, 1n t.he tri-elr.c:t.ron sample 3 events are observed by 
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HI f()mpareri to an e.xpect.fltion ()["0.23 while no events are observed by ZEUS 
where 0.37 are ~xper.terl. 

Ta blp. 2: Oh.~er'l)ed o.nd predicted mlllti-elp.r;tron P'1Jp.nt yields for all selected 
events and fo. · events with. masses j\112 > 100 Ge V. 

Selection Data SM 

HI (115 pb 1 ) 

2e ]05 118.2 ± 12.8 
3e 16 21.6 ± 3.0 

2e 11,1112 > 100 GeV 3 0.25 ± O.OG 
3e /1;[12 > 100 GeV 3 0.23 ± 0.04 

ZEUS (130 pb 1) 
2e 191 213.9 ± 3.9 

3e 26 34.7 ± 0 .5 

2e AI[12 > 100 GeV 2 0.77 ± 0.08 

3e 1\1112 > 100 GeV 0 0.37 ± 0.04 

HI Preliminary 

1 

10 o 50 

• HI DallJ 11S pb·1 

§ GRAPE 
f.;.TI NC-DIS 2e 

+Compton 

100 150 
Mil (GeV) 

L0.pton NC-DIS 
Pairs + Compton 

93.3 ± 11 .5 25.0 ± 5.5 
21.5 ± 3.0 0.1 ± 0.0 

0.21 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.03 
0.23 ± 0.04 0.0 ± 0.0 

182.2 ± 1.2 31.7 ± 3.7 
34 .7 ± 0.5 -

0.47 ± 0.05 0 .30 ± 0.07 
0.37 ± 0.04 -

3e 

o 50 100 150 
Mil (GeV) 

Figure 3: Distribut?:on of the invariant mass !YI12 of the two highest PT electrons 
for th.e H1 analysis. Even/..Y dassified as di-elecirons (left) and tri-elect7'ons 
(righ.t) are shown. 

A search for muiti-rrlllon event.s has a.lso been performed by both ex
p(' . .rimr:mts. Muons are ident.ified using central tracker reconstruct.ed tracks, 
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ZEUS 

Figure 4: Distribution of th('; invo.n:IJ.'O,t '1no .. <;,s JVi12 of th.e t.WI) highest Pr electrons 
j(W the ZEUS o.nalY8is . All o/Jserved f..'IIp.nt.s with morc Uw.n two dectmns are 
show'll.. 

calorime r i<: (ieposit.~ a.nd muon chamher si~na.ls. At. least two TTIl10nS with 
P!j.1 /P~~- > 2 GeV and 1'1/-\ /P!.p > 5 GeV in the anglllr.\J" range 20° < Be 
< 1600 lire req1lired in Hl f),nd ZEUS ;malyses, respect.ively. ,Vith an analysed 
data sample r.orresponcling to An int.egrated lllminosit.y of 105 pb- ·I 200 events 
are det.ec t.ed ny ZEUS where 213± l1.~I.().I., are exper.ted. Using an in tegrar,ed 
luminosi ty of 70 pb- I , 1242 multi-muon events a.re observed in the H1 analysis 
in good (lg;l"('(~mel1t \1,i t.1l t.he ~)..-pectation of 1253± 125.~I(}.J..+.sy.sL .. No p.venr. with 
two muons lIt high Jll(lSS kf,Jp. > 100 G8V is observed by either e)..-pel'imenr. 
The 3 high mass eli-electron event.s obsf'l'ved by Hl would correspond t.o Olll' 

di-muoB event f'xpected with lI,!,I". > 100 GeV because of the lower (·llkiency 
and luminm;it,y in t.he multi-muon channel. 

4 Conclusions and outlook 

Events wieh an isolo teo higb r, lepton a,nd missing transverse momentum have 
been observed in ep collisions at HERA. The most prohable interpretation in 
the SM framework j~ real W productioll wit.h suhsequent leptonir. decay. This 
IUer:hanism produces a reli:nively low P, h~(honir. s st.ern, Intriguing e\'ems 
coma.ining a hil!:h PT hadronic syst.r.m ;')11(1 an isolated electron or mllon have 
been ohserved by HI while no deviatioll h'oln the SNl predir.tion was ohservr.cl by 
ZEUS . Two evenr.s conti1ining rln isoJ;:1I"('ri 7 flnd missing transverse momentlllT 

have been idf'ntificcl by ZEUS at higll r/ while 0.12 ± 0.02 are predir.tNI. 
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The interpretation of these eler:t.ron and muon events in t.erms of a.noma
lous single top quark production has been e:>...rplored and competitive limjt.s on 
the K-ytJ/. effective cOllpling determined. 

High P; mult.i-elec:tron and eli-muon production has also been measured. 
Good general agreement with the Standard Model expectation haB been found. 
However few mult.i-elec:tron events with an invariant mass of the two highest. 
Pr electrons above 100 Ge V have been observed in excess compared to the SM 
predict.ion. No event with two muons at high mass lvfl I jI. > 100 GeV is observed 
by eit.her experiment. 

A new high luminosit.y phase of t.he HERA collider is now starting with 
the goal of accumlllating an integrated luminosity of] fh- 1 • This will clarify 
the origin of the isolated lepton and multi-electron events observed by H1. 
Enhanced b-tagging capabilities provided by the new HI and ZEUS vertex 
detectOrs wiD also make t.he identificat.ion of new phenomena such as anomalous 
top production easier. 
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SEARCH FOR NEW PHENOMENA IN CDF 

Luca Scodellaro (for the CDF collaboration) 
Pad ova University fj INFN, Italy 

Abstract 

We present the most recent results and perspectives of the searches for new 
phenomena at the CDF experiment of the Tevatron collider. 
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Figure 1: Dielecir'U.m mass spetr'um . 
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Figure 2: D'lmuon mo.ss speLT"LLm. 

The RUll II of the Teva,troll collider bega.n in spring 2001. The accelerat.or 
provides pjj collisions at a cent.er-uf-mass ~'llfTgy Js of 1.96 G .V. Tlte CDF 
detector has undergone Sll bstantial upgrades since the end of Run 1. A detailed 

description of the new devices can be found in reference 1) . 

2 Drell-Yan Dilepton Production 

High mass dileptons a.llow to search for new particle production. In particular, 
the CDF coLaboration has recently looked foJ' new neutral gauge boson Z' and 
Ra.ndal!-SlIndrllni gravitons in approximately 72 ph- 1 of RUlllI data. 

2.1 Search for Nnw Neutra.l Gauge Boson ZI in Dielectron Channel 

High PT electron data have lJeen llsed to search for ZI boson decaying into an 
electron pair q{j -} Z' -;. I; I· e-. The event ~clection is based ou the detection 
of a good central electron with ET > 25 G'e V and a second good electron 
with ET > 25 GeV either in the central or in the plug calorimeter. A cut on 
the missing :;ransv('l'se energy significance, FtT/ JEET < 2.5, is also applied to 
remove y . +jets background. The observed clielectron mass spectrum agrees 
with background expectation (fig. I). 95% CL upper limit on the production 
cross se tion tim~~ branching ratio into eJecr.rons is se ' as a function of Z' mass. 
When Standard Model couplings are assumed, a 95% CL lower limit Oll the Z' 
mass is est.ablished at 650 G e V / c2 . 
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2.2 Search for New NeutraJ Gauge Boson Z' in Dimuon Channel 

The search of Z' boson production in the dimuon channel is based on the 
sf'lection of t.wo good muons with transverse momentum PT > 20 GeV Ie. Cuts 
on the track impact parameter and isolation a.re applied to remove cosmic 
ray and QCD background respectively. No excess over the Standard IVIodel 
prediction is observed in the clil)luon mass distribution (fig.2), c,nd 9·5% CL 
upper limit on the production cross section times branching ratio into muons is 
et as a funct.ion of Lhe 2' boson mass. Finally, by assuming Standard Model 

couplings, a 950/( CL lower limi t on the Z' m ass is set at 45.5 G e VI c'2. 

2.3 Results for Gravi ton Searches 

The Ranclall-Sundrum model provides a small extra-dimension solution to the 

hi('rilrchy problem by means of a non-fadorizable geometry 2, 3). Excited 
grr1.vitons in 5 dimen:)jon~ ,Lre expected to be o\lsc'rvable. Results for resonance 
sC'ill'ches in high mass ciileptons have also I )(I('n us(~d to draw excl uded regions 
in tho .gravitoll mass-c.oupling parameter hi AI PL pla.n (fig.3). 
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Figure 4: 95% CL upper limit cross 
section as a function of the leptoquark Figure 5: Event maximum 6t distribu-
mass compared wilh NLO theoretical tion compared with background expec

expec tations. 
tation. 

3 Leptoquark Searches in Run II 

Leptoquarks a.re generally pair produced in pp collisions 4). They decay into a 

lepton-quark pair , with generation ;nixing suppressed by FCNC constraints 5). 
A search for first generation leptoquark has been recently performed in the 
dielectron+jets channel at CDF. 72 pb-l of inclusive electron data have been 
selected by requiring two central electrons with Er > 5 Ge V and two jets (Er > 
30 GeV and 15 GeV respectively). No events are observed after kinematic 
cuts. 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section as a function of the 
leptoquark mass are set (fig.4).· By asswning BT(LQ --t lq) = 1 and using the 
NLO theoretical est imate, a scalar leptoquark with mass below 230 G e V / c? is 
excluded . 

4 CHArged Massive Particles 

Physics theories extending the Standard Model usually predicts new conserved 
quantum numbers leading to stable particles. Long-lived CHArged Massive 
PanicleS (CHAMPS) escaping CDF detector can be detected by high-PT muon 
triggers. Moreover, due to their large mass, these particles are expected to move 
slowly, leading to long Time-Of-Flight (TOF) through the detector. CHAMP 
production has been investigated by exploiting the new TOF system, provid
ing sensitivity to higher /31 values than the dE/dx measurement used in Run 1 
analyses. 52 pb- 1 of high-Pr muon data have been used. In order to have 
full tracking efficiency on CHAMPS with mass larger than 100 GeV/c2 , a cut 
at 40 Ge V / c is applied on the transverse momentum of the candidate tracks . 
The time to at which the interaction is occurred is estimated by averaging 
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Figure 6: Dijet mass distribution pre- Figure 7: 95% CL upper limits on the 
sented as a differential cross section in cross secti on times branching r-aiia JOT 
10% wide mass bins. new par-ticles decaying into dijets . 

the measured time for tracks with PT < 20' GeVjc. Tracks with high time 
of flight difference /:J.t with respect to to are looked for. The maximum prob
ability of discovery has been found to be guaranteed by a cut /:J.t > 2.5 n s. 
Tracks with 20 < Pr < 40 GeV/c are used to predict the background (fig.S) : 
2.9 ± O.7(stat.) ± 3.1 (sys .) events are ex--pected, while 7 events are observed. 

Production cross section upper limits are established for a stable stop model 6). 
By assuming NLO predictions, a 95% CL lower limit on the stop mass is set 
at 107 GeVjc2 , 

5 Dijet Mass Bumps 

75 pb- 1 of inclusive jet samples have been used to search for new particles 
decaying into dijets. The two highest ET jets in each event are used to compute 
the dijet invariant mass spectrum (fig.6). QeD production in the t-channel pole 
is suppressed by requiring the dijet satisfies 

Itanh(~7]/2)1 < 2/3. (1) 

No evidence for new particles is observed, and excluded mass regions for several 
models are drawn (fig.7) . 
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Table 1: Missing By and photon t7'iggers. 

.rvrET45 

MET _L3pslOO 
MET35+2J ETS 

iv[ET +B.JET 

INCLUSIVE PHOTON 

DIPHOTON 

TRJPHOTON 

PHOTON+BJET 

PHOTON+MUON 

PHOTON- DIJET 

Missing By Triggers ] 

rt'J' > 4S GeV 
ItT > 25 GeV (rz, pres a le 100 

TtT > 35 GeV &. 2 jets wj ET > 10 GeV 
~T > 20 GeV &,· ..... 21ltsp-bt€{!Qtracks (Idol> 100 I_un) 

pJ luLOl1 Triggers 

Ei > 25 or 50 or 70 GeV 
Et>12or18GeV 

Ej. > 10 GcV 
E:j > 10 GcV & 1 displaced track (Ido ' > 120 f-Lm) 

Ej. > 16 GeV & Pij: > 4 CeVjc 
Ej. > 18 G >V & E~ell > 18 GeV, E!;t2 > 10 GeV 

Table 2: Obser ved a.nd e.'"Cpected n:umber of diphoton ct ' (;:.nis with. arMil,ional 
eleclTon or m"ll.on. 

Exp. E+ > 13 GeV 

0.27 ± 0.10 ± 0.14 
O.Oll ± 0.007 ± 0.02 

6 Exclusive Missing E-r + Jets Searches in Run I 

Missing transverse energy signature has been recent.ly used to t.est extra di

mension solubon to the hierarchy problem 7) with Run I data. Gravitol1s are 
expected to be produced in association with all extra. partoll. Requjrecl expe
rimantal signature is larg missing ET (~T > 80 Ge V) plus an extra jet: 284 
events are observed while 271 ± 16 events are expected mainly from Z --l- VV 
background. By assuming a number of 2, 4 or 6 extra dimension, an effective 
Plank scale below 1.0, 0.77 and 0.71 TeV respectively has been excluded at 
95% CL. 

7 Inclusive Missing Er and Photon Searches in Run II 

Severa.l t.riggers have been implemen(c'd to SLlld,Y weakly intera.cting particle 
production and new phenomena leading to phoLuns in the fillal states (tab.1). 
Large samples are being collected and tested. In particula.r, t.he diphoton sam
ple has been deeply studied : 1365 events ba,ve been selected by requiring two 
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Figure 8: Observed dipholon mass Figure 9: .Missing Er distribution 'tTl 
spet'f"u:rn. d'iphoton events. 

ceni ral photon~ with ET > 13 GeV (95 events with ET > 25 GeV). Dipho
ton IllilSS spectrum and missing transverse energy have been investigated (fig.8 
and 9). The number of event:-; with additional electron or muon has also been 
studied (t..i1.b.2) . Bctckground xpectatioll agrees with data,. These sampl<':-; pro
vide a.n important testing bench for DC"'\' physics beyond the Standard IVIoclel. 

8 Tau Lepton Based Searches 

Tau leptons provide an other crucial e),,-Pf'l'irnenta\ ~ignature [or new phenomena 
searches. In particular, large cross secLiom; into final states wiLh Tare exp(:)rteci 
for supersymmeLric Higgs production (It large 3 values . Tau detection has b~cn 
largely improved in RunII and specilir 'T+~T and clitau t.riggers have l)('cn 
implemented. Improved tau reconstruction also n!['prs interrsi"lnp; perspect.ives 
for snpersymmetric searches like for example R- pari ty violati ng stop decays 

(2) 

and Chargino-Nciltra.lino production 

(3) 

9 R-Parity Violating Decaying Particles 

The CDr collaboral ion has I'ccenllv p rformed l\\'n searches for new particles 
cle('(l~'ing via R-pariLy violatiw; interfl ti o n::.: with Run I data. 
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C7'05S section times hranching ratio 
inlo electrons as a function of doubly
charged Higgs mass, compared with 
theoTetical expectation. 

In the first analysis, stop pair production has been considered, with both the 

stop quarks decaying into rb 8) _ A tau is required to decay leptonically, while 
the second tau is required to decay hadronically: the searched signature is an 
opposite sign lepton-tau pair plus two jets. After kinematic cuts, no events are 
observed, while 3 . 2~6 : j events are predicted by Standard Moclel processes. by 
assuming H..-(i -> br) = 1 and NLO cross sections, a 95% CL lower limit on 
the stop ma:;s is set at 122 GeV/c2. 

In the second search, T;ip-productiol1 of a scalar neutrino ij is considered. 
Flavour-violating j) decays into opposite sign leptons are looked for. Events 
are selected by requiring an opposite sign muon-electron pair, back to back 
in the azimuthal direction. No excess over the background expectation is ob
served, and 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section times the 
branching ratio are derived (fig.10). 

10 Search for Doubly-Charged Higgs 

The observed lack of symmetry between left- and right-handed weak inter
actions sug&ests a more fundamental left-right symmetric lagrangian sponta-
neously broken at higher energies 9, 10, 11). The see-saw mechanism, designed 
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in the context o[ the left-right symmetric model) successfully predicts light 

neutrino ma.ss 12), providing a powerful motive to that model. Finally, super

symmetric extensions 13, JtI) suggest low mass doubly-charged Higgs, whose 
sa.me-sign lepton decay mode provides a strong experimental signature. 
95 pb -1 of i nel usi ve electron data. have been recently used at CD F to search 
for doubly-charged I-Tiggs production via same-sign central electron pair ob
servation . No events are observed in a search reagion of ±10% of the Higgs 
mass around each Higgs mass considered) and 95% CL upper limits on the 
production cross section are established (fig.ll) . vVe remark that this experi
mental search is sensitive to the production of any new doubly-cha.rged particle 
decaying to dielectrons. 

11 Conclusions 

CDF detector is collecting data from March 2001. Run Il searches for new 
phenomena have already started. First limits using dileptons and dijet mass 
spectra have been set for various phenomena and specific theories beyond the 
Standard Model have been tested. Moreover) the new Time-Of-Flight system 
has been exploited to searlh [or CHAMPS . Results are already improving Run I 
ones. Larger ~amples are being collected and tested for searcl~ es based ou 
tau lepton, missing transverse energy and photon signature. High in t g rated 
luminosi ty will provide the best opportunity for \lew physics discove ry until 
LHC starts to run. 
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RECENT NEvV PHENOMENA RESULTS FROM THE DO 
EXPERIMENT 

\·Vyaf t ?derri tt 
Fe In/,i.la iJ , P. O. EO:I; 5(}(}, Bo.tnvin: 1L 6(}510 USA 

For tlw DO collaboration 

Abstract 

llesuJt.s rm, ~ desrribrd from s(~ven rlllfllyses from the New Phenomena group in 
th(~ DO p.xp(~rimellt., llt1i ng ric\! ;\set.s of 30-50 pb -1 of dat.a collected in R.Ull II of 
the Fermibh TRvatron, at (-1 ("(Inter-of-mass energy of 1.96 Te\!. These analyses 

Are: ;) search for chilrginos rlnd lleut.rnlinos in t.he trilepton c:h;:mnel; 3 s(!t-lfcb 
for GMSB SUSY ill U[(~ 2 ~( + missing ET channel; a sCilrch for SUSY in the 
jets -I- missil1~ ET chnnnelj rI ~(:;Irch for Hew ph'ysics in th(~ ('-/1. c\J(lnnei; a sP';:Jrch 
for leptoqllnrks in fhe: lTIllOn + .iets chlll)uel; ;mel ~ea.rcl1(';; for extr(l. C\imp.llfiions 

with dielec:trons, diphotons, and rlimuons. Also presf'nt.(~rl a.re t.wo searchp.s for 
the Z reSOlli-HlCr. in 7-7 c1er.ays . 
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1 Introduction 

Thr. DO experiment f1t. the the Fermilab Tevatron is now analyzing first results 
from <l number of searches for phenomena outside the stanrln.rd model, using 
drlta coller.t.ed from RHn II fl,t 1.96 TeV in the center of mass. These resul.ts are 
beginning to rivi'll R.lln I results in sensit.ivit.y, and are clerlrly demonst.rating 
t.he physics capabilit.ies for DO in R.un II. As pflrt of this demonstration, we 
also oescrihe in t.his article the emerging evidence fOl' Z decaying t.o 7 pairs, 
whir.h will be a significant. Standard Model channf~l against which to benchmark 
various N(~w Phenomena searches. 

2 Z ---1- 7-7 analyses 

Taus are often a significcmt part. of the phenomenology of t.heories beyond the 
Standard I\·IodC'!. In Higgs searches, SUSY searches via trileptons, and in t.hird 
generat.ion leptoqllark searr:hes, clet.~ct.ion of 'IS is import.ant. However, we need 
a. Standard Model channel to give confidr.nce in our modeling and det.r.ction 
effic:ienrir..s. Two searches at. DO are seeing evidence for t.he decay Z ~ 7-7. 

The fi.rst analysis searches for the mode in which ODe 7 has decayed t.o an 
electron\ "lTld the second 7 has decayed hadrolJlcally. A collinear approximation 
is IlRed to r:alr.ulate t.he 1-1" invariant mass. FirM.: a preselect.ion is made of a 
sflmple containing a goorl electron with ET > 12 GeV and a .iet which is a 7 

candidal:f> (a very loose requirement.). 
The daughter particles from the 7 (the jet uno electron) are assumed to 

give t.he 7 direct.ion. The measured missing ET is used to project. the neutrino 
momentl1m along the 7 direction. This approximation will have reasonable 
resolution only because of the appJir.flt.ion of a cut. in Clr/>, excluding the re
gion 3.0 < D..rP < 3.3, where Cl¢ is the difference in azimuth het\vecn the two 
(approxinl[) tr.) tau directions. . 

Other cuts are flpplied for h;'lckground rejection: lVfr(ev) < 60 GeV and 
M(e7) < 60 GeV. Neural nets are used t.o further tighten the T ill of t.he jet. 
c£lndinate. Diffp.rent. nets are llsed for 7 ---1- IT± v (type l)aDcllT± 1[0 v (type 2); 
three prong d~r:ays are not. includ~d. The dist.ributions of T candirlates in the 
data ;:md of 7 signal lVfonte Carlo ill the neural' net variables are shown in Fig. 
1. The em rerlltires the NN outPllt to be > 0.9S. 

A like Eign sample with the same cuts is used as an estimator of the 
background. The subt.racter! distrilmtion of opposite sign events minas like 
sign events in the 7-7 invaria.nt milSS is shown, compl1red with the signal Mont.e 
Carlo, in Fig. 2. The ntlmb~r of events in the distributions is given in Table 1. 

The second Z to 7-T ann lysis utilizes t.he channel when one 7 decays to 
a muon, and thf' ot.her hndronic<ll1y. For this a.nalysis, th0. sample contains 
a c('ntr<,l: isolat(!d mllon \vitll t.i~ht quality cu ts and Pr > 7 GeV, Clud a jet 
fl<II!J~'erl rlS a ,. Gl.nciirlMe with ET > 15 Gev. T he 7 candidate .jet must have 
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FigHrp. 1: (a) The dist.ribllt.ion of the neural net. outputs for 'T canrlidates in 
thr. data, for the t.wo types of one-prong event (type 1 and t.ype 2,described in 
text). (b) The c1istributioll of the neuTrtl net outputs for 'T candidates in the 
signal I'vlonte Carlo , for tbe same two t.ypes. 

a single miltching isolf.l.t.f.d central track. The muon and T are required to be 
sepal'ttt.ecliD <P by at. least. 2 .5 radians . 

A quantit.y c;alIed the profile can be used to help distinguish 'TS from QeD 
background . The profile is defined as t.he Rum of the t.wo lerlding Dr t,Qwers 
rlivirled by the total E-r for the T candidate jet.. In order to extract a signal, 
the 2-dimensional distribut.ions of profile vs isolation are formed for oppm;ite 
rlnd like sign event.s in t.he sample. The subt.racted distribut.ion shollld contn.in 
the Z -7 T T signal. These distributions are shown in Fig , 3. 
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FigUH~ 2: D'istn:/m,t-ion 118 iT 1:nvn,7'in.n!, mass () f O'{J7)ositc s'i.r;n p.vents m.-i.n,u.s like 
si.r;n c1Jfm,ts, ito'm the rio,tll. (shown n.s pm:nts lIyi.th errors), cmnpo.red with the 
si,rJ'Iw.l MmdF:. Carlo (sh()'Wn as n. filler/. h:i,c;tO.fJTrr.m). 

Tn ble 1: Nn mber oj c'/Jcnts from, t.lw i7 inv(/.1·i(w.t mrr.ss di_'itrilmt·;'o'll.s . 

Dat.a 

No . Opposi te sign events 49 
No. Like sign event.s 35 

Differenc l4 ± 9 

I /1 Me norm, to 50ph- 1 I 13 ± 4 ~ 

3 Chargino-Neutralino search 

For t.he first of the SUS,' sGCl.rrh8s reported h(~re: an a.na.I,ysis is performed 
w1thll1 t.he mSUGRA framework to look for cbargino-neutralino pfliT prodcution 
with both SUSY particles deca:'y'ing l~pt.onicaJly. The channel sm rcbed for is 2 
electrolls + a thinl lepton (identified wit.h an iso ll il t(~d high WI' track) + mlssing 
ET' The luminosit.y of thp. sample which was p.xamined was 40 pb -I, 

The sarnplr. is taken from both single ami diclectron t.riggers . The selec
tiOIl i'isks thrlt t.he stand :-mi Ei\·IID cut.s on each (~kctron b(~ satisfierl; that t.hey 
hav{~ E-I' > 15 Gr.V and 10 GeV r~sp0.(.f·, ively; alld t,hat both have n 11J;l.tchin~ 
cpnt.ral track. Further cut!' jmposed are 10 GeV < kIp.p' < 70 GeV , and 1\1Y (ev) 

> ]5 GeV. The requirp.m(~l)t of an add itioTI(l1 track with lJT > 5 GeV; well 
isolateci in bOl.h (,'i and 'T} hom the other t.wo lept.ons, and with fJ < 3, completes 
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Figure 3: Distrib1dion of 'i.sola.tion vs profile for opposite sign do.ta(upper left), 
Wee sig11, data (lO'llJe7' left), and Z ---} II Monte Carlo (lower right). 

the specification of the trilepton sa.mple. Background estimates are made from 
two kinds of source: Standard Model processes with real missing ET; and Q CD 
background with fah~ missing ET fro~ measurement errors. The first type of 
source is estimated with PYTHIA followed by a full detector simulation, for aJl 
cont.ributing processes. The second somce is estimat.ed from dara using sam
ples with i.nverted ID cuts . Table 2 shows t.he nllmher of event.s in t.he totaJ 
backgrounrl and in the data at each successive st.age of the application of cuts. 
The final entry describes the complete set of cuts: which results in no events in 
data or in the background est1mate. From this analysis l we can not yet exclude 
the two mSugra points which were simulated for the signal. The cross sect.ion 
x branching ratio exclusion level was 3.5(2.4) pb- I

. for the efficiencies at the 
simulated small (larl'!;e) mSugra mass points. 

4 GMSB SUSY Search 

The second SUSY search is looking in the 2',( + mlssmg ET channel for a 
charact.eristic signature of gauge-mediated symmetry breaking models. It uses 
f:l. luminosity of 40 ph- 1

. 
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Table 2: Comparison of background with data in chargino-neutralino search. 

Total Background Data 
ID -I- kinem + trk 3216 ± 43 3132 

10 < J'vJee < 70GeV 660 ± 19 721 
iHT> 15GeV 96± 8 123 

3rd trk 3.2 ± 2.3 3 
Jvf0 > 15GeV 0.0 ± 1.4 0 

Table 3: Comparison of background with data in 2'"'( + ]v! ET search. 

Missing Er cut. QeD-Dominated 2')' Data QeD Sample 
Data Sample Normalized to 2'"'( Data 

< 20 GeV 5841 535 Normalized to be equal 
> 25 GeV 65 3 6.0 ± 0.8 
> 30 GeV 27 1 2.5 ± 0.5 
> 35 GeV 18 0 1.6 ± 0.4 

The triggers used are single or diEM triggers, and have been determined to 
be > 97% efficient for 2 photons witb Er > 20 GeV. The first selection requjres 
2 EM objects in tbe central 'T/ region, with standard EM ill requirements, no 
matched tracks, and ET > 20 GeV. The topological and data quality cuts were 
cbosen to minimize QCD background and tbe non-Gaussian tails for missing 
Err. It was required to have no jets in the intercryostat region. Also , the 
leading jet and the missing ET were required to be separated by > 2.5 radians 
in cPo Missing Err for this analysis is calculated using cens, but only cells inside 
jets are used in the coarse out.er region of the calorimeters, to avoid some 
instrumental problems. 

Background comes from Q CD processes and is estimated by using a sam
ple v.ritb inverted EM qual.ity cuts. The comparison of the background estimate 
and the 2')' data is shown in Table 3. The missing ET distributions for data 
and background estimate are compared in Fig. 4. The data are compared with 
GMSB SUSY theory, using a model in which the neutralino is the NLSP, and 
A is the scale of SUSY breaking. Using the parameters Ns = 1) ta.nf3 = 15, 

and the sign of f.1 positive 1), a limit, on A of 51 TeV can be established) and 
this is shmvn in Fjg. 5. This is close to the Run I limits on t.his parameter. 
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Figure 4: Distribution of miss'ing ET for data a.nd hackgrounrl. estimate. in the 
2,), + missing ET channel. 

5 Jets + missing E/r Search 

The next search uses the jets + missing ET channel. The sample encompassed 
4 pb- l of luminosity. The trigger required a single high Pr jet above 65 GeY. 
The analysis reqllir~d 2 jets found with cone 0.7 algorithm . Missing ET was 
calculated from the calorimeter towers. The standard jet energy scale correc
tions were applied. The selection cuts included jet quality cuts, cuts to remove 
eler.trons, data quality r\1I.S, angular separation cuts between the two leading 
jets, and between eilch of the tbree leadilJ~ jets and the missing ET vector. 
Also, the leading jet ErJ· was required to h(' > 100 GeV to insure full trigger 
efficiellcy. 

Backgrounds were estimated for the physics background channels, with 
real missing E T , using PYTHIA generat.ion and full detector simulat.ion. For 
t.he brlckground due t.o mismeasured missing Er, a fit to the low missing ET 
region was used to extrapolate into the higher missing ET region. Fig. 6 
shows the di~t.ribution of missing ET in the data sample, compared with the 
fits, using different choices for the fit region. Table 4 gives tl)e results of the 
ana.lysis, including the limits obt.ained on Cl'USS sect.ion times fficiency. 
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Figure 5: Limit on A, the GlvISE SUSY l!7'ea/';in.!) scn.le, established in the 2,,/ + 
miss'lngET channel. 

Table 4: Comporison of bo.ckgr01md with data in jets + j\1 ET seo.1'ch. 

Missing Err cut QeD Fit Total Background Data 95%C Lf. x a(pb) 
> 70 GeV 17.4 ± 7.9 ± 2.7 18.4 ± 7.9 ± 2.7 7 4.18 
> 80 GeV 8.5 ± 5.0 ± 1.7 9.5 ± 5.0 ± 1.7 6 3.76 
> 90 GeV 4.2 ± 3.0 ± 1.0 5.1 ± 3.0 ± 1.0 4 3.12 
> 100 GeV 2.0± 1.7±0.6 2.7 ± 1.7 ± 0.6 3 2.69 

6 Search in the e-JL channel 

In this analysis, the f'.-p. channel was examined, because it has low background 
and nigb discovery potential. The goal was to provide a model-independent. 
limit on the cross section for new physics . The analysis used data from 30 
pb -1 of data. 

The trigger for this analysis required 1 eJectron with E-r > 20 GeV and 
1 muon inside 'f) = 2. The amine selection for the muon required that it be 
identified by the muon system scintillators , matched to a. central tradc) be iso
Jated using both the caJorimeter and tbe track c:riteria, a.nd pa~s t.he cosmic 
veto t.iming criteria. The electron offUne sE 'l ('etion requirements were: identi
fication by isolated EM cluster; matched with a central trade Both electron 
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Figure 6: Distribution oj m'iss'in,f} Ey jor data, compared with the background 
fits, in the .'lets + 1n'lssing ET channel. 
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Table 5: Comparison of back.r;ro1md with Jato, in ef..l search. 

Missing Er cut Data Total Background 

> 0 GeV 13 9.6 ± 0.6 ± 2.6 
> 10 GeV 10 7.3 ±O.S ± 2.1 
> 15 GeV 7 4.6 ± 0.4 ± 1.6 
> 20 GeV 6 3.0 ± 0.3 ± 1.3 

> 25 GeV 3 2.3 ± 0.3 ± 1.1 
> 30 GeV 3 1.9 ± 0.2 ± 0.9 

> 35 GeV 2 1.6 ± 0.2 ± 0.8 
> 40 GeV 0 1.4 ± 0.2 ± 0.7 
> 45 GeV 0 1.1 ± 0.1 ± 0.5 

and muon were required to have JYr > 20 GeV. The misidentification proba
bilities for eirctron and muon were measured from the data. The Standard 
Niodel contributions to t.he background were calculat.ed using PYTHIA plus a 
full det.ector simulation. The 8M processefl simulated were WW, ttbar, and Z 
-7 TT. The comparison of data with total backg,yound is shown in Table 5. The 
cross section limits obtained, as a function of a missing ET cut, are shown in 
Fig. 7. 

7 Second generation Ieptoquark search 

This serU'ch used t.he channel 2 muons + 2 jet.s to search for (t second generation 
scalar leptoquark, using 30 pb -1 of dat.a. 

The trigger required 2 mllons at Level I, 1 muon at Level 2, and no 
furt.hf'l' rejPoction at Level 3. A sample was pl'e~elected using the requirements: 
2 muons, isolat.ed in bot.h t.he calorimeter and the central tracker, opposit.ely 
charged, each with PT > 15 GeV, and wit.h mJ.LtJ. > 60 Gr.V. This sample was 
compared with the Drr.ll Van simulation, and a correc:tion was made based on 
the observed jet. multiplicity ill the f..l-/-I. mass window [60-110] GeV. Then: the 
LQ sample was defined to be the preselection + 2 cone 0.5 jet.s, each with ET 
> 20 Gr.V and T) < 2.4, passing standard jet qualit.y cuts, and with t.he m lltl > 
110 GeV. The cross sec.tion limit. obtained wit.h t.hese cut.s is shown 1n Fjg. 8. 

8 Large Extra Dimensions search with electrons and photons 

In st.rtDp; theories in whic.h the Standard ?vIodel processes are rest.rict.ed to the 
D3 brane, but in which gra.vity can propagat.e in 'ext.ra' dimensions, virtual 

gravitoD diagrams can contribute t.o dilepton and diboson productioD 2). DO 
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Figure 7: Cross section limits for the ell- analysis, as a junction of the cut -in 
missing E T _ 

has searched for such a signature in the ee + "If channel, using 50 pb~l of 
data. 

The analysis required either a single or diEM trigger to fire. The selection 
required 2 EM objects, each with ET > 25 GeV and standard EM quality cuts, 
and a missing E-r < 25 GeV. Background was est.imated from a fast Monte Carlo 
for Drell Yan and diphoton production. The misidentification probabilities were 
es timated from data. The 2-D distributions in the diEM mass and cos(8*) were 
fitted to obtain three terms: the 8M contribution, the direc t gravity term, and 
the interference term . Only the topologies with at least one of the EM objects 
in the central calorimeter were used. The results of these fit.s were translated 
into lower limits on the Planck scale j\{Sl given different assumptions about F 
(a dimensionless parameter which incorpor at.es the dependence of the virtual 

G J( f( exchange on the number of extra dimensions) 3). These limits are shown 
in Table 6. 
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Figure 8: Cross section limits for the second .fjcnemiion leptoqnark analysis. 

Table 6: Re81tlt,~ of extm dimensions analyses: lim'its on Ids in TeV. 

diEM 
dip. 

GRW 

1.12 
0.79 

HLZ 11- 2 

1.16 
0.68 

HLZ 11- 7 

0.89 
0.63 

Hewett ,\ - +1 

1.00 
0.71 

9 Large Extra Dimensions search with Illuons 

A very similar search for large extra dimensions using the 2/-l channel has also 
been performed. This is t.he first such search to be reported at the Tevatron. 
It used 30 pb- 1 of data. 

The trigger used was the same as in the second generation leptoquark 
search. The offline selection required 2 isolated muons 1 each with a central 
track match and PT > 15 GeV. Cosmics were removed . A cut of mJ1.!l > 40 
GeV was applied . Background was estimated from a fast Monte Carlo for Drell 
Van production. The muon misidentification probability was estimated from 
data . A 2-D fit procedure like the one desr.ribed in the EM search above was 
carried out\ Clnd the resulting N1s limits are also given in Table 6. 
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10 C onclus ion 

DO is cont.inuing to pursue searches for Tew Phenomena v i goro~.1s 1 y in Run II 
of the Tevat,ron. New search channels are being introcluce(: , and OUI' search 
reach and capabilities are expandi ng , As Run TPs luminoSity accumulates, the 
discovery pot.ential continues to rise. 
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Z-LINESHAPE VERSUS 4TH GENERATION MASSES 

V.A . Novikov 
ITEP, Moscow, Russia 

Abstract 

The dependence of the Z-boson shape on the location of the N N threshold 
(N is the 4th generation neutrino) is analyzed. The bounds on the existence 
of 4th generation are derived from the comparison of the theoretical expression 
for the Z-lineshape with experimental data. The 4th generation is excluded at 
95% C. L. for fiN < 46.7 ± 0.2 GeV. 
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l\Ify talk is based on the results of the paper written in collaboration with 
S.S.Bulanov, L.Okun, A.Rozanov and M.Vysotsky [I]. 

1 Introduction 

I consider a simple and straightforward generaUzation of the Standard Model 
{SML namely the SM with extra chiral generations of heavy leptons (N 1 E) and 
quarks (U, D). This model was studied in detail in a nwnber of papers [2-11]. 
It is important that in such e:x:tension of the SM the radiat ive corrections due 
to new pa.rticles to the SM predictions are finite in the limit of very high 
masses of extra generations, i.e. heavy generations do not decouple from the 
low-energy observables .. Thus they can be found or excluded by comparing 
precision electroweak data with one-loop theoret ical predictions. Such indirect 
search for heavy generations from the analysis of the electroweak data fit were 
perfor med in [7,12-15]. 

The very interesting result of these exercises is that two and more par
tially heavy eJl.."tra generations with mN :=::::: mz /2 are not excluded by exist ing 
experimental data. It happens that large correct ions due to "light" N com
pensate corrections due to heavy U, D, E. In this case we have a sample of 
conspiracy of New Physics. (The reason to have large corrections for "light'l N 
is simple - for mz :=::::: 2mN we have approximately degenerate states ( Z boson 
and pair (N N) ) and even small pertW'bation produces large mixing between 
degenerate states.) 

The existence of semi-heavy neutrino N can be checked directly. One 
way is to study the reaction e+e~ ---7 ,",{Nit The result of this search can 
be found in ref. [13]- In this talk I consider another way of the direct search 
for N: we study the Z-lineshape near the t hreshold of N fit production. The 
energy dependence of e+e- -+ Z ---7 hadrons cross section near Z-resonance 
exhibits a characteristic behavior near the threshold, a cusp. Such behaviour of 
cross sections in quantum mechanlcs was discovered by Wigner, Baz and Breit 
decades ago and is discussed in textbooks, e.g. see [19]. In particle physics 
analogous phenomenon was considered in (20). Unlike the general quantum 
mechanlcal cases, Z-boson physics is purely perturbat ive and allows to get 
explicit formulae for cross section. We found that the variations of cross section 
because of the cusp are small. Nevertheless, high precision of experimental 
data on Z production allows us to bound N mass from below. We compare the 
theoretical expression for the Z-lineshape with the experimental data , presented 
in [21], and find t hat t he 4th generation is excluded at 95% C. L. for mN < 
46.7 ± 0.2 GeV. 
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2 Cusps 

Consider the scattering of two particles A and B into fula] state F near the 
resonance R. Let the mass of the resonance R be near the threshold of N F,r 
production. The deca.y ra.te of R -> N N is proportional to the phase-space 
volume J s - 4m~, whf'r~ IS is the energy of the process. Due to unitarity 

the sa,me factor Js - 4m7v appears in the amplitude for A + B ----t .F reaction 
as well 

(1) 

where To and Tl are smooth fu.nctions of s. Thus the cross-section of A+B ----t F 
is proportional to [19) 

a I'V ITol2 + 2,/8 - 4m;vS'[ToTtL 

ITol2 - 2V4m'Jv - 8~[ToT;"], 

s > 4m~ 

5 < 4m'Jv. (2) 

The form of the cross-section energy beh;wior near threshold depcnJs on the 
value of the difference aTg(To) - arg(Td (see Fig. 1 ) i 19]. In al1 cases there 
are two branches lying on both sides of common vertical tangent. Thus, the 
existence o[ the threshold leads to the appearance of the cbaracteristic energy 
dependence of the cross section. The cross secbon near thresho1d is the unear 
function of Js - 4m'Tv with different slopes under and above threshold. 

I I I I 
I 

~ 
I 

/ V A 
I I 

a) b) c) d) 

Fig UTe 1: Different cases of cross section behavior neal' threshold. Vertical axis 
is (Jl willIe horizontal one is 8; dashed line crosses horizontal axis at 4m7v 

Below we will consider the case wilf'11 R::= Z. 

3 Z-lineshape in the presence of 4th generation 

The cross-section of e+ e- ~ Z ----t hadrons near Z-resonance is well described 
by the Breit-Wigner formula [22] 

(3) 
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where P = PI + P2, PI and P2 are momenta of initial electron and positron) mz 
is the mass of Z boson) r e is the width of Z ---} e+ e- decaYI r h is the width of 
Z ---} hadrons1 r~M is the total width of Z in the SM. 

The 4th generation contributes to the Z-boson polarization operator. This 
contribution can be accounted for in the expression (3) by replacing the de
nominator: 

I 2 2 'rSM 2/ ' /2 P - mz + 'l Z P mz ---} 

1 2 2 +'r 2/ + ,,(4th) (2) <"O[,,(4th) ( 2 )']12 P - mz 2. Zp mz L.JZ p - ~ L.Jz mz . ( 4) 

Thus the real part of the polarization operator is subtracted at p2 = m1 in 
order to avoid the shifting of Z-boson mass. The contribution of the NN 
chann~l into Z width is taken into account by the imaginary part of l:~N)(p2). 
The amplitude of e+ e- ---} hadrDns is proportional to 

Expanding tills expression near the threshold of N N production (p2 = 4m'Jv, 
Ah rv To + iTl J p2 - 4m~) we obtain for the cross section the following be
haviour 

(6) 

(7) 

where 'Y = (4m~ - m1)2 + (mzrz)2 and the second terms in the brackets in 
eqns. (6, 7) are proportional to ~[ToTtl and ~[ToTn respectively. As it was 
mentioned in section 2 the form of the p2 dependence of the cross section near 
the threshold is determined by the relative phase of To and T1 . In our case we 
have two types of cusps (see Figs. 2), which correspond to argTo - argTl lying 
in the third quadrant for 4mJy < m1 and in fourth quadrant for 4m'Yv > m1! 
or to ~(ToTjl and ~[ToTi] being negative for 4m~ < m1 and ~[ToTtl being 
positive, while ~[ToTn being negative for 4mJv > rri1. It can also be seen 
from Figs, 2 that the cross section of e+ e- ---} hadrons decreases above the 
threshold in accordance with the unitarity. 

Though the change of Z-lineshape due to these cusps is very small COffi

'pared to the pure Breit-Wigner curve, as it is shown in Fig. 2, this effect may 
manifest itself when comparing the theoretical predictions with the experimen
tal data. It is due to the fact, tbat Z-lineshape is measured with very high 
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Table 1. 
The experimental values of the e+e- ---t hadrons eros.s sectioI\, obtained by 

ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL collaborations, extracted from Fig. 2 
of [21]. Js is presented in GeV, (J"h in nanobarns. The 1993-1995 data set. 

Table 1.1 ALEPH 

VB 89.4316 89.4400 91.1860 91.1980 91.2200 91.2840 
(J"h 9.891 9.980. 30.500 30.43 30.458 30.555 
Dah 0.043 0.044 0.078 0.032 0.067 0.13 . 

VB 91.2950 91.3030 92.9685 93.0140 
ah 30.678 30.660 14.300 14.04 

bah _ 0.078 ·0.090 0.060 0.056 

Table 1.2 DELPHI 

VB 89.4307 89.4378 91.186 91.2 91.203 91.28 
all 9.87 9.93 30.392 30.50 30.46 30.65 

bCJh 0.044 0.056 0.065 0.044 0.19 0.13 

VB 91.292 91.304 92.966 93.014 
CJh 30.67 30.46 14.35 13.89 

DCJh 0.098 0.086 0.044 0.045 

Table 1.3 L3 

Js 89.4497 89.4515 91.206 91.222 91.297 91.309 
ah 10.088 10.08 30.358 30.547 30.525 30.545 
bah 0.034 0.034 0.067 0.034 0.087 0.067 

VB 92.983 93.035 
CJh 14.231 13.91 

bCJh 0.046 0.053 

Table 1.4 OPAL 

VB 8~.4415 89.45 91.207 91.222 91.285 92.973 93.035 

ah 9.980 10.044' 30.445 30.46 30.64 14.27 13.85 
bah 0.044 0.034 0.053 0.025 0.098 0.046 0.046 
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Figure 2: The dependence of relative departure of the e+ e- -t hadrons cross 
section ill the presence of 4th generation from the SM prediction on the c.m. 
energy of e+e- for 1TIN = 45 GeV (a) and mN = 47 GeV (b). 

preCISion. In the ue).."t section we will compare the theoretical cross section 
with the experimental data. 

4 Comparison with the experimental data 

The experimental data on the cross section of e+ e- 4- hadrons reaction is 
usually presented in the [OnTI, that includes the electromagnetic correct i OTI...'>. 

i. e. initial and final state interactions and photon emission [2]]. In order to 
compare our formulae fOT the cross section with experimental ones, we use the 
ZFITTER code [22). which takes into account these conections. We use the 
following inputs: 

m.z = 91.1882(22) GeV, mt = 175(4.4) GeV, 6: = 1/128.918(45), 

0: 5 = 0.1182(27), mH = 120 GeV. 

With the reasonable assumption that the initial and final state radiation effects 
are not significantly modified by fourth generation we can calculate the cross 
section 

(8) 

where al F is the result of ZFITTER code and 
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at values of c. m. energy, at which the experimental values of cross section 
were measured [21]. There are 35 experimental points Erom 1995 data) which 
we use. These points are extracted from Fig. 2 of [21) and presented in Table 
1. We took only the points corresponding to 1993-1995 set) due to the fact 
that they are measured with higher precision than the 1991-1993 set. Then 
we calculate the X2 /nd.o.j., where nd.o.f. = 35 - N, N is the number of fitted 
parameters], and 

35 (th eXp)2 2 ~ (jh -(7h 
X = ~ r exp 

i=l v(Jll. 

(10) 

(J~XP is the experimental value of cross section and o(j~.x'P is its error, in order 
to determine at what confidence level the 4th generation is excluded by the' 
experimental data. However, the bound on N mass Erom below depends on the 
higgs mass and mass spUttings between U and D quarl<s and between E and 
N leptons. The effects of varying mH, Imu - mDL and Ime - mNI are not 
independent. As it was shown in [15L the increase of Imu - mDI or Ime - mNI 
can be compensated by the increase of higgs mass. This leads to the appearance 
of X~in valleys. It can be seen from Fjgs. 4a) and 4bL where the dependence 
of X2 on mH, Imu - mDI (a) and mH, 1mB - mNI (b) is shown for mN = 49 
GeV. 

500 

a) b) 

Fig~e 3: The dependence of x.2 on mH, Imu -mDI (a) and on mH, 1mB -mNI, 

If we use then the LEP II bound mE > 100 GeV and the results of [15], 
that the best fit of electroweak data corresponds to the light E near the bound 
and mN ::::::: 50 GeV, then we have only two parameters, mH and Imu - mDI 
that affec,t the bOWld on mN. As it can be seen from Fig. 5a) the best fit is 

1 In our case N = I, because only heavy neutrino mass is a. free parameter, 
all other parameters are fixed. 
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acquired faT O.l1mH - 19.7 < Imv - mDI < O.12mH - 9.2. In this region of 
masses we calculate X2 and find that the 4th generation is excluded at 95% 
C. L. for mN < 46.7 ± 0.2 GeV. The theoretical uncertainty is caused by the 
varying of Imu - mDI from 0 to 50 GeV, as well as by the uncertainties of the 
input parameters of ZFITTER, which were also used when calculating crh and 
a~M. The main contribution to the theoretical uncertainty comes from mt and 
CiS' The variation from 0 to 50 GeV is chosen, because the quality of the fit is 
fast worsening for Imu - mDI > 50 GeV. 

> 50 70.-------------~-------. 

OJ 

o 
_40 

Q 

~ 
I 30 
~ 

~ 
-20 

10 

200 300 400 

a) 

:> 65 
Q.l 

o 

ss 

50 

500 200 300 400 

b) 

Figure 4: a) Exclusion plot on the plane mH> Imu - mDI for mN = 49 GeV; 
X~in = 0.85 denoted by cross b) Exclusion plot on the plane mH, mN for 
Imu - mDI = 10 GeV; X~,:n = 0.85 denoted by cross. Solid lines represents the 
bprders of la, 2cr, 30-, 40 and 50' regions. 

In order to illustrate the dependence of the fit quality on the biggs mass 
we study x2(mN, mH) (see Fig. 5b)). From tills figure it is seen that the 95% 
C. 1. bound lies below 50 Ge V and slightly varies with the increase of the 
higgs mass near mN = 47 GeV. In this figure we take Imu - mDI = 10 GeV. 
It can be seen from Figs. 4 a) and b) that for certain region of 4th generation 
particles and higgs masses the qual.ity of the fit can be even better than in SM. 
Accordjng to the results of [21] the X2/nd.o.!.(SNJ) = 1.09, which corresponds 
to 20' level, while in the presence of 4th generation it is X:ni71/nd.o.j. = 0.88, 
which is inside 10- region. 

We should note) that the direct search of heavy neutrinos in e+ e- anni
hilation into a pair of heavy neutrinos with the emission of the initial state 
bremsstrahl ung photon (e+ e - -)- 'Y + Nothing) could result j n the bound 
mN ~ 50 GeV (13,14] jf all four LEP experiments will ma.ke a combined 
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analysis [16]. 
Though tills bound on mN would be slightly better than the one, obtained 

in the present paper, the data and the procedure used to extract the bounds 
are completely different and independent. 

5 Conclusions 

V..le study the dependence of Z-lineshape on the location of the threshold of N N 
production. vVe compare the theoretical predictions for the Z-lineshape with 
the experimental data) using the exact formulae for Z polarization operator, 
instead of expanding it into a Taylor series near mz as it is done in the standard 
renormalization proced life. 

We found that the bound on N mass depends on the higgs mass and 
on the splittings of 4th generation quark and lepton masses (Imu - mDI and 
1m E - m N I). However, the effects caused by them are not independent! because 
the increase of mass splittings can be compensated by the jncrease of the higgs 
mass! as it was shown in [15]. Using the results of [15J we fixed mE = 100 GeV. 
Then we used the fact that [mu - mDI and mH are not independent. Thus, 
we had one free pa.rameter left: Imu - mDI. We varied Imu - mDI from 0 
to 50 GeV and fOlmd that the 4th generation is excluded by the experjmental 
data at 95% C. 1. for 7nN < 46.7 ± 0.2 GeV. The theoretical uncertainty is 
caused by the varying of Imu - mD[ j as we11 as by the uncertainties of the 
input parameters of ZFTTTER, which were also used when calculating all. and 
a SM 

h 
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PROSPECTS FOR D0 HlGGS SEARCH 

Makoto Tomato 
Ferm.i National Accelerator Laboratory 

(For D 0 collaboration) 

Abstract 

The D0 experiment has been taking data at RunII of the Tevatron since March 
2001. The D0 Higgs group started analysis towards discovery of the Higgs 
boson. The results presented here are based on the data from an integrated 
luminosity of 50 pb- 1 col1ected from August 2002 t.o January 2003. We have 
focused on initial analysis of W or Z plus jets, the first steps towards Higgs 
searches in the W H or ZH channel and on H -4 ' WW production. We also 
present prospect~ for D0 Higgs searches. 
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1 Introduction 

The bighest priority of high energy physics is disc:overy of the Higgs boson and 
understand.ing t.he mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking. It. is the 
last piece of the Standard Model (SM), and also the key t.o Ilnderstanding any 
beyond the standard model physics. 

The direct measurements at the LEP experiments 1) and indirect. global 

nts 2) from theory indicate that the Higgs mass lies rOllghly between 115 GeV 
a.nd 200 GeV. The Higgs seiuch at, Tevatron covers t.his mass range. The D0 
and CDF e:>..-periments are current.ly the only experiment.s which have capability 
of discovering Higgs bosons in this mass range. A previous Mome Carlo, t ndy 

by the SUSY Higgs ·Working GrollP (SH\VG) 3) at. Fermilab suggests t.hat a 
3 t.o 5 sigma discovery of the Higgs boson can be made inmost. of this lJlass 
region. In order to achieve t.his, large integrat.erlluminosity is required a.nd we 
have t.o comhine all possible Hig:;~ production and decay thannels mea.sured 
by hoth D0 and CDF e:xperimenls. The SfIvVG (j,lso canel uded that. it. is vital 
to improve our understanding of thr. signal and ba.ckground processes and t.he 
detect.or performance. Especially vital a.re b tagging of.iets and mass resolution 
of two b-tagged jets. 

At. the Tevatron, the Iliggs is produc.ed via gluon fusion (.909 -;. H), as
sociated production with IV or Z boson (pp -) JIH/ or HZ), and associated 
production wit.h qq (pp -)- H qq) in order of decreasing proc\uction rate. The 
branching ratio of t.he Higgs decay channel is cIominarr.d by pair production of 
l> quarks (H -) bh) in t,be sn1rlll Hig~s lIlass region (mH ~ 130 GeV) and hy pair 
production of VV boson (H -) lrl V( .. )) in the large Higgs mass region ( ~ 130 
GeV). Events from HZ or rnv prorluctron in which H decays to bb (lnd the Hi 
or Z decays lept.onic.a ll ~y rue the mo t promising channel in t.he low I-liggs rna~s 
region. In the large Higgs mass regions, on t.he other hand , the decay chain 
of t.he gluon rusion and Higgs decay to {Vr;)! is most. prospective. Finally, Hhh 
prnduc.tion is fI.nalyzed in order to search for SUSY Higgs model, because this 
production rate is cnhanoxi by onp, of the supersymmet.ric parameter, t.an (3. 

2 Higgs searches at D0 

The cmrent. activities of the D0 Higgs group 4) a.re Monte Carlo and a. trigger 
studies for vV H -)- lvhb (l=:(\ or /-L), ZH -)- llb/' (l=e: j.l, or 1/), H -)- HlfV(*), 
Ii -} 111 and SUSY Higgs searches [or the ¢b(bb) deci1.Y channel. The data 
analysis on Higgs searches has b0.en also started using data collected by t.he 
D0 experiment rrom August 2002 t.o Januvry 2003 . The resuJts presented here 
rHe based on 50 pb- 1 or int.egrated luminosit.y Two kinds of data analyses 
towards are present,8d here. One is inclusive ItV or Z plus .iets prodnction in 
the pP collision. This is a st.udy of the hackground sources for t.he Hl H or 
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ZH produr.tion s('arches and rhlls is the first st.ep towards Higgs searches . The 
second topic is ~('arch for iii "iF decays of the Hi~gs produced by gluon fllsion. 
This channel is very interRsti ng for not, only Higgs searches hut also elect.roweak 
physics <lnd new phenom~na . 

3 WI Z + jets analysis 

Lo()ldng at J,-V Ol' Z pIllS inclusive jP.ts is the first. st.ep tmvards Higgs searches 
via HI H or ZH prClduction. In flddit.ion, this analysis is a background study 
of the W"bb or zbii production, which is the largest background source of W H 
or ZH channel, because t.hr. properties of t.he di b-jet.s from Wbh or Zbh can 

be re.lat.ed to ones of t.he W 0)' Z phiS .iets 5). 
The an:Liysis was performed for IV (Z) dCCflY to both electron (s) and 

mU()J1(s) . The in egrated luminosity of the data we used in this il nalysis was 

35 pb-1. The events W0.re t.riggered by an isolat.ed lepton with high r,rans
verse momentllm (PT). Using isolated lepton trigg~rs allows us to anal.Y7.e jet 
propen.ics without. any bia~es . The elp-ctron ident.ification was baser! on t.he 
calorimet.er shower shape X?, elect.rom agTletic energy fTaction, and an E/p re
qlJi remenr wi th ;'HI associa ted track. The muon was ident.ified by (;r ark segmen ts 
reconstructed in the muon system, isolation from signHkant enr.rgy depos ition 
in t.he c:alorim " r -1' and an associated trad; from t.he central f,r;:lcking system. 
The muon momentum is taken from t.he [rar.king system. The selection cri
teria are sumrnari7.ed in Tah. 1. In adclit.ion, HI or Z inclusive samples were 

Table 1: The .~dection fnr reconst'l'1J.r.ti'Hq rv or Z 

channel muon 

HI plus jets ]JT > 20 GeV pr> 25 GeV 
17]1 < 0.8 1771 < 1.5 

missing ET > 25 GeV missing E/r > 20 GeV 
Z plus .iets Pr> 20 GeV PT> 15 GeV 

1''71 < 2.3 17]1 < 2.0 
60 GeV < .Mee < 120 GeV 60 GeV < j\1/t/1 < 120 GeV 

reC)ll ir d to ha\'e {tt least OlH'~ .let which s(J iisfies Pr > 20 GeV nnd 17]1 < 2.5 . 
The . tandard D0 C:illorilTlet('~r energy calibration, ctllleci the .Jet Energy Scale 
(JES) \vas applied. . 

Fig.l and Fig. 2 are t.hp. PT dist rihutions of the leo'din~ (left) and t.h8 
second leading (rig;ht) .iet. for f.V plus.i t. and Z plus .i~t.s: respectively. Earl! 
elec.t.ron and muon channels were comhinerl. The error is dominated by sy: 
t.ematic error from JES. 
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Figure 3: Th.e di-jet mass (left) and separation of 2 leading jets (right) f()r 
tv plus jet.~ channel. Dots are collider data, lwtched hars are Monte Carlo 
e..L]Jecto.t·ions extracted from PYTHIA. Two distriuutions were norm.alized to the 
same area. The bar indica.te.~ n. statistir;al ermr and 0. main 8,!/sternatic error 
comin.q from the JES. 
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Fig.3 is the distribution of the di jet mass (left) and the separat.ion (right) 
between leading and second leading jets) which is defined by 6R. = J ~T12 + ~(j;2 
for the HI pi u.s jets channel. FigA (center and right) a.re same pia ts for the 
Z plus jets cha.nnel. Fig.4 also includes the jet multipUcity distribution. AI-

l plots indicaGed that. the PYTHIA 6) Monte Carlo and data show good shape 
agreement) indicating an understa.nding of jet properties and detector response. 

4 Comments on b tagging 

The next' step in searches for W H or Z H would be b-jet identification. The 
b jet identification is critical to keep efficiency of the H( -t bb) signal high 
and to suppress non-b jets. The performa.nce is largely determined by Impact 
Parameter (IP) resolution. The D0 tracking system, which consists of the 
silicon detector and the eight layers fiber tracker, was built to provide good b 
jet identification performance) and t.he IP resolution was measured to be less 
than 20 /-LIT! for tracks with PT > 10 GeV. The resuJts agreed with Monte Carlo 
expectation. The b tagging performance is demonstrat.ed by using a signed IP 
significance method. Fig.S shows the signed IP sigrnficance (i.e.) the distance of 
closest approach (dca) divided by its error) for the muon plus jet sample. The 

.sign of IP signi ficance is negative (positive), if the muon track crosses jet axis 
before (after) the primary vertex. The negative side of this distribut.ion should 
be indicative of the resolution, and its mirror Image has been superimposed 
on the positive side of the distribution (hatched histogram). The excess on 
positive side was due to muons from long-lived particles. The b jets enhance 
t.his excess and we clearly identify b jets with IP sjgnificance method. Further 
studies are in progress and we will be able to report b tagging efficiency plots, 
in the near future. 

5 WvV production 

vVW producLion in pp collisions is interesting for number of the reasons. This 
is the most promising channel for 8M Higgs s(~i\rch.ing in the high l~ass re
gion (mH > 130 GeV). If a 4th fermion family p_xists, rhr. 8M Higgs cross sec-

tIon is enhanced 7). And if the Higgs couples to only borons or the top quark, 
the bra.nching ratio of this production is increased (i.e, Fermiophobic/Topco\or 

Higgs) 8). 
One fina.l state of this channel is very simple; a high PT di-lepton pair with 

large missing Er . The background is €)..'pected to be mostly direct WIV pro
duction, Drell-Van process, tt, and QCD backgrounds. The disadvantage of the 
analysis is that the direct reconstruction of the Higgs mass caJtnot be made. In-

stead, we use the transverse mass, defined as JvIT = ..j(E¥ + E7.v)2 - (p¥ + PT)2) 
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Figure 5: Impact parameter significanCf~. The sign of IP s'ignificance was d~
fined negative (positive) J if mv.on track crosses jet axis before (after) primary 
verte.x. Th.e negative side of this distriuution sho?J.ld be indicative of the reso
lv.tion, o.nd its m'irror image was also sv.perimposed on th.e positive side of the 
distrib'ution (hatched h.istogmm). The excess on pos·itive side was due to muons 
from long-li·ved pa.rticles. 

,wbere £,F = J (p¥ )2 + (m ee )2 and Efl/ = J(E!fiSS)2 + (ma)2. The opening 

angle belween leptons (.6.«Jl~;c) is a useful cUscriminating variable. because two 
lept.ons from ;:;he Higg~ tend to move in parallel (i.e.., sma!1 .6. cI>ee) due t.o spin 
correla.tion in H --7 "{!VH' decay products. On the other hand! two lept.ons from 
Drell-Yan and mulb-.iets processes are emitt.ed back to back (i.e., large ~4)fI')' 

The di-e.lectron and electron plus mil on channels are reported here . The 
int,egrated luminosity of the data we used in di-electron channel and electron 
plus muon channel was 44.5 pb- 1 and 35 pb-'l! resper.tively . At least two Jep
tons in an event were required with the Pr of leading lept.on and second lea.ding 
lepton required to be greater tha.n 20 GeV a.nd 10 GeV, respectively. The miss
ing Er was requir~d to be greater than 20 GeV. Requiring .6.,p(EFisS !jets) > 
0.5 and IEri.,IS + prl > 50 GeV rejects events where t.he missing transverse 
momentum is caused by a mismeasurement of jet energy in the detector. For 
the di-electron channel, the di-lepton mass and transverse mass were required 
to be less tha.n mH /2 and less than mH+20 GeV, respect.ively, to reject Drell
Yan process. Fina1ly <:15 disr.ussed above, requi.ring th opening angle between 
leptons (~<pu) less t han 2.0 reduces the background. The selections were op
timi7.ed for 4 different mass points (i.e.,mH =120 GeV ) 140 GeV, 160 GeV, 
and 180 GeV) and Tab .2 is number of events remaining afrer the successive ap
plication of all selections for di-electron channel optimized for mH =120 GeV. 
The .6.CPu distributions for the ill-electron channel are shown in Fig.G. The left 
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Table 2: Number oj e:tpected backgro'U.nrls a.nd remained data for H -7 w~v -7 
e+ e- /IV channel. 

I Expected background I DATA I 
ID, PT 2748±42±245 2753 

mcc < mH/2 264±18.6±4.3 _ 262 
missing Er >20 GeV 12.3±2.S±O.7 11 
mass cut 3.6±1.4±O.2 1 
.6.<J1l1' <2.0 0.7±1.4±O.1 0 

and right figures show .6.(Pu distributions after basic kinemat.ic cuts and all 
selections except .6.4> u. respectively. The background from mult.i-jets, Drell
Van. TiV plus jet. W"(. WW. and ti processes were estimated using Monte Carlo. 
The predictions agree with data distribution very weU. The signal distribution, 
mill tiplied by factor 50, is overlaid in the right -figure. Si milar resuJ ts for the 

~ & 
~10 

, 
• Data -W-+Jels <I • Data .. W+Jets 

Z -Multl-Jel -W ... ·l ~ -Multl-Jel ~W+'f 

'tJ 10' "21 L;!~ "WW 'tJ ' j. -VI¥<, 
- Z -· , -:;-

.. 
10 0 0.5 1.6 

Figure 6: The .6.q,u distributions for H -7 WW -7 eevv channel. The se
lect'ion is optimized for mH=120 Ge V. The left; and right figures show .6.lf>u 
distributions after basic kinematic cuts and all selections except .6. <I> U, respec
tively. The background from multi-jets, Drell-Yan, Z -7 1'1, W plus jet, ItV" 
WW, and ti processes were overlaid. The signal distribution, multiplied by 
factor 50, was overlaid in the right figure. 

H -7 WW ---7 e/-LIJv channel are shown in Tab.3 and Fig.7. The selection was 
optimized for mH=160 GeV. Fig.8 shows one example of a R -7 WW -7 ee 
candidate passing through an event selections. 
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Table 3: Num.ber of expected backgrounds events and observed data for H -7 

vVW -7 eJ.1.vD channel. 

ID, PT 
m(>c: < m rJ/2 
missing Er >20 GeV 
Ll<I> ee <2.0 

& 

~'O', 'Dllla 
Z . -Multl-Jel 
"C to' -2·····.: 

-W+Jets 

to . 

~w+·, 

~wv.; 

to"0--0.-5-'-1.5- - 2- -2.5-3 

II dl ... 

I Expected backgrollnd I DATA I 
22±2.1±2.2 
3.1±1.7±0.1 
1.4±1.5±0.1 
0.9±1.5±0.1 

to 

" 

• Dala 
-Multi-Jet 
-z--.. rr 
-W+Jet6 

w+· .. 
WW 

22 
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2 
1 

to O~-I - 1.5- - 2- - 2-.5-3" 

u <lib» 

Figure 7: The Lllflu distributions for H -7 WW -7 ej..Lvv channel. The s
election is optimized for mH=160 Gev. The left and right figu.re was Ll<pu 
distributions after basic kinematic C!},ts and all selections except !J.. <I> t.e, respec
tively. The background from multi-jets, Z -7 II, W plus jet, Wi, WW, and 
{[ processes were overlaid. The signal distribution, multiplied by factor 20, 'Was 
overlaid in the right figure. 

_.~_' ''_~~~_''_j~_' .... _'_06.~_1'=. '=~OCIJ=--_ _ 

Figure B: One example of the event display for H -7 HI W --t eevv channel. 
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6 Conclusion 

D0 Run II has st.arter! taking physics qualjty data. Background., to Higgs 
product.ion are under sfudy. \~re report. ;;}.nalyses of W or Z plus je ts a nd WvV 
pror1lldion. Additional Higgs channels not report.eo here are also heing st\ldied. 
We expect more results will be shown in the near future. 
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PERSPECTIVES OF THE ALICE EXPERIMENT 
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Dipo.rtimento di Fisico. Sperimentale and I. N.F. N. J Torino (Italy) 

Abstract 

The Large Hadron Collicler, now under contruct.ion at t.he Eumpean Center 
for Nuclear Research, represe.nts a uniqlle opportunity for Heavy-Ion Physics. 
It will provicle nuclear collisions at a center-or-mass energy of the order of 
5.5 Te V per nucleon, f'V 30 times higher. then the pf(\sent Relativistic Heavy 
Ion CollideI' at BNL, clUTently the highest energy nucl~;)[ accelerator. The 
LHC "vill represent. a huge step forward in terms of hoth volume and energy 
densit.y that. can be attained in nuclear interactions: particle production will 
be domi.nat.r.n by hard processes. ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) 
is the only detector specifically designed for the physics of nuclear collisions 
at LEC, even thOllgh it can also study high cross sect.ion processes occurring 
in proton-proton collisions. ALICE is conceived as a general-purpose detector 
and will address most of the phenomena. related t.o the QGP format.ion a.t 
LHC energies: t.o this purpose, a large (Taction of the hadrons, leptons and 
photons produr.ed in each int.eraction will be measured and ident.ified. A LICE 
is developing rapidly: thr. R&D is essent.ially complete, and large parts of the 
main det.ectors are in production. 

In t.he following, the e:..:perimental conditions at the LEC with nuclear 
beams will be summarized, the main detector components of A LICE will be 
clescribed and the physics progra.m of the experiment will b briefly discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

Ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions have br.en studied for fifteen years with a 
rich eAl)erirnental progra.rnme both at the AGS (Brookhaven N(I,tional Labora
tories) and at t.he SPS (CERN). It turned out that in these collisi.ons very high 
energy densit.ies can be reached and there are eA-perimental evidences that in 
Pb-Pb collisions at the SPS a new state of mat.ter in which quarks and gluons 

are deconfined was formeo 1). The Relativisr.ic Heavy Ion CollideI' (HHIC) at 
BNL began its acti\·iiy in 2000 opening a n(~w horizon for studying nucleus
nucleus inter2.ctions. The centre of mass energy (vs = 200 GeV per nllcleon) is 
one order of magnit.ude higher than what. can be achieved at the SPS hence the 
t.emperature reached in the collision should well exceed t.he cri tic:a.1 value for 
the phase transition to t.he QGP. The amollnt of available experimental resuJts 
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Tc = (173 +1- 15) MeV 
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o ~.~~~--~----~--~~--~ 

Fi~ure 1: La.ttice QeD phase tmnsi.tion 4) 

from HHIC is impressive 2). The next step towa.rds really high energies will be 
made by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) that will be ready for physics in the 
year 2007. Tlw ;wadable centre ofrnass energy will be 5.5TeV per nucleon with 
Pb beams, 27.5 tjmes higher jf compared to RHIC. In fig. 1 the temperature 
dependence of t]1(' (:Il<'1"gy density cas compllt.f.d in lattice QCD is shown unoer 
different assumptions: two ami three light quarks and [.wo light quarks plus 
one heavier qua.rk (s). 

In Fig. 1 the expec t.ed hehaviOl.ll" is illdicated by the stars: at. t.emperatures 
T ~ Tc :::: 173± 15 .~4 e ' , the quark s does not r;ontribute to the th~rmodynamics 
due to it.s mass whereas at high temperature. the ~nergy density is essent.ially 
given by 3-1ight. fiavour QeD. At t.he LH C, the colliding system is expected 
to be well within ill(-! plateall at T "-' 3 Tc with a vanishing b aryochemical 
po[.cntial aT. Y r-..J O. In thts regime of J.LR < < T the equation of sta t e a pproaches 
the better understood case of J.LB = o. The ideal limit of a Stefa.l1 - Bo]t.zmann 
gas of quarks and glllons is not reached even at the highest temperat.ures which 
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hjn ts ;'-1t. a. complex struct ure of qU(lsi-particle excitations in the plasma phase. 
The accelerat.ion of nuclear heams is part of the iniLiaJ program, and a 

Heavy Ion pilot run is fore.s(:cn for t.hf>. first LHC year. The LHC will dedicate 
every year few weeks of T1mTling to He,lV.Y Ions. FOllf expf-'Jiments will operate 
at the LHC. One of these, A LICE: is dedicat.ed to I-Ir.rwy Ions, another one, 
CMS , is rledicated prima.rily to pp hut. features a well defined HI progra.m, while 
a third, ATLAS~ has expressed an intr.rrst. in running with Heavy Ions. Being 
the only dedicated exp8rlmr.nt for tIle .'it.lldy of nuclear collisions at the LHC, 
ALICE is essent.ia.lly a \. I [cavy Ion Program" which covers in one experiment 
the fnll rrlllge of relevant observables\ even though it is able to address relevant 

high f:fOS~ ser.tion p-p phenomena 3). eMS, OIl the other hand: is optimized 
for the study of high t.ransverse rnom(·~nt.llm processes, and wi.]] therefore focus 
on these ohservables only. 

2 Physics 0 bserva bles 

The higher energy wm improve by large factors, typically by an order of mag
nitude, all parameters relevant to tlw formation of t.he Quark-Gluon-Plasma: 
energy density, size and lifetime of tl)(1 syst(~m . The initial temperatllres will 
largely exceed the calculat00 critlc(l l tC'mpel'atme for QGP formation, 11l(~reforl' 
allowing the study of QGP in its as.'·1l1pt.ot.ic gas form . In the cent.nll region 
the net. baryon number rl~nsit.y will f's::ientially varush , improving the eilse of 
comparison with lattice QeD calculat.ions and the closeness to the r.onditions 
of the primordial univer~e. The region of .L R:i explored wi.J\ extend singifirantly 
towards .'ilIlaller-x values: wh.ile particle' product.ion will be dominil1<'d hy hrlTd 
rather t.han soft. pro('(-~sses . Moreover, iT. will be po::;sibil(~ to exploit, a v.,ider 
set of relevant observa bl(lg (IS compa.red to previous 3cr.e\l;rators: r;hus subs tan
tially enhancing the undrl'st,flnding of th(' properties of U l f' system. First. of all , 
t.he higher energy and the high luminosity will improve access to hard probes 
::;ensitive to the nature of the rnerliuTll a t t.he eaJ')jes t I'.ages. The study of jet 
product i()n nnd therefore of the propagation of fas partons will find ,I t t.he 
LI-IC it.s idcal environment: allowing t.he study of jet. fTa gmentation functions 
up to well over 100 GeV je: of jet Pr i • The excellent. PID capability iLnd wide 
coverap;(~ in transverse moment.um of ALICE will a!low the detailed st.lldy of 
the fl'aJ,!;01f!ntation functions. The sT.udy of the jet recoiling against a. phown 
will aUow the measw·emenr. of the fast parton energy loss. The study of r.he 
heavy quark potf'.nr;ial will henelh from the possibility to measme bot.h the 
charmonillm and bottomium famili es , which provide a wide range of radji and 
hinding energies l and of the possibilit.y of measuring in the same experiment 
the product.ion of open rhal' m a.nd beauty mesons, and even of t.he contribution 

1 We expect to collect about 1000 .iets with a PT "-' 200 GeVjc per yf'ClI' 
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of B mesoll d~(,i1Ys t.o tll(-! .J/'l/J yield . The temperflr.nre of the meciillITI should 
he high enough co allow i-\ precise direct measuremp.nt. of the prompt. photon 
sper:r.rum, which would be fl. direct thermomet.er of t.he sysr.em. 

111 addi t,ion to the new wealth of information provided by t.he hard probes, 
tbe very higb muJtiplicity, several thousands of charged partciles per unit TI, will 
aUow the meaSlU'ement. of a large number of observables on an e"ent-by~event 
basis: impa.ct parameter, multiplicit.y, particle composition and spect.ra and 
HBT p().rameters of the system. TbArefore single event anaiysjs, and in partic
ular the study of non-st.atistical £Iur-tuations associated to crit.ical phenomena, 
can be effectively performed at the LHC. 

The present ALICE design 5, 6, 7, 8). is a multi-purpose one, addressing 
in :l comprehensive way all t.he relevant observables, and foresees the measure
mem and ident.ification of most of the produced hadrons, leptons and photons. 
The ALICE physic..5 goaJs can be summarizeo, albeit. not. exhaustively, as fol
lows: 

• Globa.l event feat7J.res. Multiplicities, very forward energy flow (0 degree) 
and rapidity distributions allow to determine the centrality, the number 
of part.icipants in the int.eraction and to specify the initial energy density. 

• The geometry and space-time evolution of the emitting source. The 
space-time structure of the collision firebalJ will be studied with two
particle momentum correlations . 

• Degrees of freedom as a function of temperat.ure. Quant.ities related to the 
dynamical evolut.ion of the hadronic: phase like Pr spectra and particle 
ratios of identified hadrons (7i 11], w, ¢>, p'!C A,'=:, 0) and direct photons 
will be measured. 

• Non st(l.ti'itical fluctu.ations a.nd critical beho,1Jio71r. This topic will be ad
dressed by event-by-event analyses, incl\lding some spectra and particle 
ratios. Distortions of N-y - N c h.llrged correlations will be suitable for the 
detection of Disoriented Chiral Condensates (DeC). Searches for anoma
lies like t.he Centa-u7'O events will be also performed. 

• Chiral symm.etry restoration. It will be seaJ'f.he9 through the st.udy of the 
resona-nce decays. 

• Collective effects: elliptic and direct.ed flow will be investigated by various 
811 b detectors. 

" Hm'd probes. Open charm and beautYI high PT spectra, jet~ and jet 
quenching will be measured. Spect,roscopy of t.he J /\IJ and 1" families will 
provide. a. tool particularly sensit.ive t.o deconfinement . 
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As a difference from the other LHe e>""Periments: the sensitivity to low Pr par
tides is relevant. for many of the physics issues addres:'ied hy ALICE. Therefore 
the main experimental c.hallenge consistfl in t.r~cking ano ioentifying virtllally 
all the producp.d st.able pMt.icles in an environment in which thesp. particles will 
be several thousands per nnit of rapidit.y. 

Figure 2: Longitudinal view of the ALICE detector 

3 The Experimental apparatus 

The experimental layout is represent.ed in Fig. 2. The relatively low interaction 
rate expected with nuclear beams together with the high particle density lead to 
a solution based on a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) llsed for tracking in t.he 
central rapidity region. This detector, which is able to sustain the foreseen rate 
has a high granularity over a wide region. It extends longitndinally from -2.5m 
to 2.5m and radially from 90cm up to 250cm. in order to have a dE I dx resolution 
< 10% for electron identification. The design and t.he choice of the gas are 
optimised for a good double-track resolution. The total number of channels 
is 5.7105 feeding the DAQ with an amount of information of f"V 60 NIB for a. 
cent.ral event, corresponding to 12000 tracks. The pseudorapidldity coverage 
of the TPC and t.he other detectors of the central barrel is I'TJI < 0.9, which is 
adequate for studying particle ratios, pr spect.ra and HET correlations. 
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Figul'p. 3: A LrCE event display. Po.rticles a.re genemted with a polar angle f) in 
the range 85 < f) < 95 with n. density corresponding to the maximum. foreseen 
val·ue. Startin.q from. the beam axis, ITS, TPC, TRD and TOP flre displayed. 
PROS and HlvIPJD are below and above the bea.m ax£s respective/v 

The magnetic field necessary for momentum measurement.s is provided 
by the magnet of the L3 experiment: it generates a weak solenoidal field (B < 
0.5 T) over tl;e whole region of the barrel. This choice allows a low moment.um 
eu t-off (I'V 100 JI1 e V / c) ano, at the same ti me, a good tr acl<ing efficiency and 
momentum resolution . 

The six layers of silicon detectors fornung the Inner Tracl<jng System 
(ITS) are used for track reconstruct.ion close to the vertex. The innermost 
layer is located at a radius r ::= 4 em., only 1 em. from the beam pipe, while the 
siA"th layer is located at. r = 44 em. The main goal of the ITS is to reconstnlct 
sec:ondary vertires from hyperons, Kg and cha.rmed mesons decays, hence the 
vert.exing resolution must be < 100 /-lm. This constraint, together 'with t.h~ 

higb track density, led to the choice of detectors that provide a bidimensional 
informa.t.ion sllch as silicon pixels jn the first two layers and silicon drift dr.tector 
for the t.hird and fourt.h layers. The last two layers, due to the relatively 
large surface t.o be equipped, employ double sided silicon st.rip det.ectors . The 
ITS is a.lso rleeded for low momentum particle ident.ificat.ion through dE / &r 
measurement. 
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4 Overview and expected performance 

The ALlCE rapidity ac.cepr.ance has bee.n chosen t.o he. large enough t.o aUow 

r.he study ofpnrtick rat.ios, PT speCT,ra nnd BET (Banbury-Brown-Twiss) radii 
on an evcnt.-by-event. basis, meaning several thousand reco]Jstrnct.cd particles 
per event. Detect.ing the decay products of particles at PT < m requires about 2 
units in rapidit.y (for m:1sses above 1-2 GeV /r:2) and a corresponding coverage 
I.n azirnut,h. A similar acceptance is necessary to collect a reasonable (few 
10''3) sample of Y in the rlielectron channel, given the e>..-pected luminosity amI 
running time. Again a similar val ue of acceptance is required to collect sllfficient 
statistics to measure ha.dronic deca.ys of charmed mesons with good significance. 
The coverage of the central cletector (1171 < 0.9 , full 21T in cf» has therefore been 
chosen as a compromise between a.cceptance requirements and cost. 

ALICE has been specifically designed to maximize momentum coverage, 
fl'Om::::= 100 tvfeV Ic, the lowest values relevant. for t.hermodynamical st.lldies, to 
::::= 100 GeV Ie, the tra.nsverse momentum of the leading particles of jet.::; with 
transverse energy well over 100 GeV. The measurement of numerous precision 
points OVf~r a long measllred track lengt.h in a moderate magnetic field and with 
minimal material allows t.o :-;'It.isfy both reqllir~ment.s. 

4.1 Tracking . 

The d0,sign of t.he ALICE t.racking system has primarily been driven by t.he 
requiremr.nt. for safe and robust t.rack finding. It uses most.ly three--d i mensional 
hit. information and nense tracking with ma.ny points in (l moderat.e magnetic 
field. 

Tbe main tracking detecr.ors are the TPC and the ITS. The tracks an~ 
found in the 'fPC at. first., then are followed inwarrl t.o the lTS and RnaDy 
ext.ri1.po);u~e.d oo\\;n to t.he vertex. A simldat.ed central Pb-Ph evem is shown in 
Fig. 31 whr->.re the hits prorhlced in the barrel det.ectors are displayed. The hits in 
the TPC are so closely spaced that the t.rarks associated t.o charged particles are 
act.nally visible. Even at. such high mul tiplicities, the track finding algorithms 
in TPC a.nd ITS proved to he very efff'ci:ive: in Fig. 4, reconstructed irackf-i in 
the ITS wi 1:11 a transverse momentum higher than 1 G'e 11/ c are displayed: the 
first five silicon layers are clcfI.rly visible. A candidate track is accepted when (), 
dust.er is fOllnd on each TTS layer. The found tracks om be followed out.ward 
to Transition Radiatio[] Detecl;or (TRD), which is devoted to the icientification 
of electrons but has good tracking capahilitjes. 

The overall perforrwmce of the ALICE tracki ng syst(-'Jn has been si m u I a ted 
t.aking into account the c1etails of th8 detect.or performanc(!. 

At. j:;:nget multiplicity the tracking efficiency in the TPC is bett.er than 
90% practically indepenciem of PT down t.o about 100 MC! Vir. For lower mllJ
tipi.icitie.;, the efficiency would rapidly improve, reaching v,111l€s :::::l 97% below 
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Figure 4: Reconstr'ucted tracks in the inn-er Tracking System (PT > 1 GeVlc) 

4000 charged particles per unit of rapidity. For very low transverse momenta 
the ITS has the capabiJjty to function as a stand-alone tracker', providing track
ing and PID down to below 100 MeV Ie. This feature is particularly important 
to reconstruct the low-PT decay products of Hyperons. 

The momentum resolution, including ITS, TPC and "'I'RD, is better than 
~ 1.5% for momenta between 200 MeV Ie -and 2 GeV Ie, and it is still close to 
~ 12% at. 100 GeV Ic. The angular resolution is on average:::::: 0.5 rorad. 

These momentum and angruar resolutions, coupled with the exceUent 
capability to djsent.angle close tracks, provide ALICE with the capabilit.y of 
measuring with good precision the HET parameters for a source of radius well 
in excess of 10 fm. 

The impact parameter resolution improves rapidly with transverse mo
mentum, and it reaches 60 pm at 1 GeV Ic. This vaJue is adequa.te for efficient 
identification of t.he short-lived Band D mesons, which have CT of the order of 
100 to 300 jJJll. 

4.2 Particle Identification 

One of the cHstincti ve featur.es of ALICE is the particle identification capability, 
which is realized using a number of different techniques. This robust PID 
system allows the identification of a large number of protons, pions and kaons 
in each Pb-Pb event, so that their transverse momentum spectra can be studied 
on an event-by-event basis. Thanks also to the good momentum and angular 
resolution, the decay ¢ -7K K can be measured with great precision , with 
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a mass resolution of a bou t 2 Me V I c2 . Coupled with the excellent vertexi ng 
capability of the ALICE tracking system, Hyperons (including the rare 12) and 
the hCldronic decays of charmed mesons can be- measured. The measurement of 
hadronic decays of charmed mesons is an ideal example of the combined power 
of the ALICE detector systems, using Pill, tracking and vertexing. The result 
is a measurement of the neutral D meson decaying into K1T with a significance 
of about 37, which allows a direct st.udy of the Pr dependence of charmed 
meson prod1lction down to 1 GeV Ie of PT (significance ~12). 

Hadron identiJication is provided over a large part. of t.he phase space by 
t.he combinat:on of dE/dx measurement in the silicon at d Ll1 t he TPC with a 
high-resal u t.ion « 100 ps) barrel TO F at r= 3.7 m. The dEl dx n~ 01 ution 0 f the 
TPC is sufficient to provide good 7T identification in the relativistic rise region, 
thus·provid.ing an additional handle fOT the study of hard probes. The TOF 
uses innovative multigap resistive plate chambers (MRPC), featuring 160,000 
precision readout channels. 

A Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector of the proximity focusing type, using 
a liquid C6 FI4 radiator, covering about 15% of the acceptance of the ALICE 
central detectors, allows the identification of hadrons up to higher momenta 
(rr/K to 3 GeV/c and Kip to 5 GeV/c) . 

4.3 Leptons 

Both electrons a.nci muons are measured in ALICE, the electrons in the central 
barrel and the muons in a dedicated forward arm. The acceptance and reso
lution are such as to allow the measurement of heavy qUi1rkonia families down 
t.o PT ~ 0 and with good separation of t.he dHferent. "onium" st.ates for both 
ee and J-l1J. channels. The ekctron measurement coupled with the vertexing 
capability allows the direct measurelll«ont of the yield of Band D mesons via 
their semileptonic decay, thus providing the nat.ural reference for the "onium': 
measuremen ts. 

Electrons are identified in AUCE by combining the particle identifica
tion capability of ITS, TPC and TOF and complementing it with a dedicated 
Transition Radiat.ion Detector. The TRD consists of six layers of radiat.or fol
lowed by Time E:A-pansion Chambers filled with Xenon/C02 , providing a.n e/1f 
rejection power of 100 when operating in a high multiplicity environment. The 
TRD fast tracking capability is used to trigger on high-pT leptons, thus enrich
ing their statistical sample, and hadrons, thus providing an essenti2.l trigger for 
jet leading particles. The detector in its full configuration covers the cent.ral 
barrel region of ALICE, and consists of 540 modules organized in 36 azimut.hal 
sectors, corresponding to the azimuthal segmentation of the TPC. The TRD 
needs therefore 800 m,2 of high-granularity readout chambers, equipped with 
over one million electronics channels. 

The forward muon spectrometer allows the study of vector meson reso-
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nances via their j.L+ j.L- decay. The signals appear on a continuum due to Band 
D meson decays and DrelJ-Yan processes. The spectrometer has an efficiency 
for dimuons better than 90% and a mass resolution bett.er than 100 MeV Ic2 in 
the Y region and better than 70 MeV Ic2 in the J IiI! region. Tbe momentum 
precision is about 1 %. The muon spectrpmeter consists of a composite absorber 
(~ lO)./NT) starting close to the interaction point (one meter) to reduce the J.1. 

background due to 11' and ]( decays . A high-density small angle absorber with a 
central hole shlelds the spectrometer from the particles emitted at angles from 
o to 2 degrees and allows the LH C beams to tra.verse the spectrometer. A t the 
end of the'spectrometer is located a final muon identifier filter wall, consisting 
~ 10).r NT of iron. The spectrometer magnet is a larg~ warm dipole magnet 
with a field of 0.7 T, giving a 3 Tm field integral. The dipole accepts muons at 
angles sma.ller than 9 degrees. Ten planes of thin multiwire proportionaJ cham
bers with cathode pad readout placed in front, inside and following the dipole 
measure the muon trajectories. Two single gap RPC planes detect the particles 
emerging from the muon filter and provide the trigger for the spectrometer. 

4.4 Photons 

Prompt phor,ons, nO,s and 1}'S are measured in a singJe-arm, high-resolution elec
tromagnetic calorimeter. The accuracy of the single inclusive photon spectra 
will be determined by the systematic errors on photon-reconstruction efficiency 
and by the knowledge of the decay background. An acceptable systematic er
ror can be obtained only at low channel occupancy and therefore requires a, 
calorimeter with small Moliere radius, RM, at a large distance (~ 5 ro) from 
the vertex. The acceptance has been defined such as to keep the statistical 
errors below the expected systemat.ic ones. The PHOS is located 5 m verticany 
beneath the interaction region and is built from Pb W0 4 , a mate~ial with small 
Moliere radius and rugh light output. 

4,5 Jets 

Jets are measured in ALICE by reconstructing charged particles in a cone 
around a "seed') particle of high Pr, The TRD triggering capability provides 
the possiblity to record ~ 106 events per standard Pb run with jet energy above 
100 GeV (10 4 abO\;e 200 GeV). Therefore ALICE will collect sufficient statistics 
to exploit its excellent tracking and PID capability for the study of detailed 
jet fragmenta.tion functions, which is a very sensitive tool for t.he study of jet 
quenching. Using the photon measured in the PROS as a tag, ALICE can study 
photon-jet back-to-back pairs . In this way, the average jet energy is defined 
by the photon measurement, and the fast parton energy loss js directly acces
sible. The r'ange of jet energies accessible with such a measurement would be 
greatly enhanced by the proposed large acceptance electromagnetic calorime-
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ter. If available, the EMCal would also significantly improve the measurement 
of the jet energy, by complementing the measurement of the charged particles 
performed by r;he tracking system, and provide an improved jet trigger. 

5 Conclusions 

With the advent of the LHC it. will be possible to study the QGP well above the 
energy density of the pha.se transition. There will be a sizeable improvement 
in all the parameters related to the quark gluon plasma formation and to the 
possiblity of studying it on a more stable theoretical ground. The ALICE 
experiment just ended its research and developement phase and entered the 
construction phase .. The design of the appa.ratus is now well defined and t.he 
available simuJation and analysis tools have reached a high level of accuracy 
and reliability: the Collaboration is ma.king a great effort to st.udy in net.ail 
the physics capabilities of the experiment. The results obtained so far are 
confirmi ng that ALICE will be able to e:A-ploit the possibilities of studying' 
strongly interacting matter available at the LHC. 
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GLOBAL COMMUNICATION FOR A GLOBAL CO:vIMUNITY 

Judith .Jackson 
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Abstract 

Th~ InterAc:t.ion Collaborat.ion, or~anjzed in Der.ember 2001 by communicators 
from the world :s partic:le physir.s laboratories, is dedicat.ed 1:0 the development 
of a collaborar.ive model of physicfi communication to reflect. and t.o better 
serve the inrernational chflIacter of the science of part.icle physics. Conferenc.e 
organizers for the XVIIme R.encontres de la Vallee d'Aoste in March 2003 
invited the colla.borat.ion's m~mbers to halo a parallel meeting devot.eo t.o global 
particle physics communir,ation. The Collaboration report.ed on the results of 
t.he meeting t.o the majn conference and presented a strategic plan for global 
particle physics communication, "not only to help internat.ional part.icle physic~ 
stay alive, bu t. a Iso I in our field of act.i" i ty I to set. visible footpri nts for peaceful 
collaboration across aU borders. H 
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1 Physics Without Borders 

The science of particle physics today is a worldwide collaborative endeavor. 
Experiments at the world's accelerator laboratories are carried out by collabo
rations of scientists from nearly every country of the globe. The slze and scale 
of the accelerators and detectors required for research in this field dictate a 
degree of international cooperation that is perhaps greater than in any other 
field of research. Moreover, if international collaboration is important to the 
current success of the field, it wjJJ be crucial to the particle physics of the fu
ture. The discoveries of the future will require still greater cooperation among 
laboratories, among nations and across the fields of physics. The days when 
one laboratory or one national program could succeed at the expense of others 
has passed. For the science of particle physics to succeed, all must succeed. 
Particle physic.s will live or die by the capability for international collaboration. 

In t.he field of particle physics, most. communicat.ion resources are con
cent.rated at the laboratories. The laboratories have the mission, the dedicated 
budgets, the professional staff, the expertise and the continwty required for 
ongoing and sustained communication of particle physics with key audiences. 
Just as collaboflltion is crucial to the future of particle physics research, it is 
equally important in the area of particle physics communication. It strength
ens the current worldwide program by fostering the efficient use of resources, 
reducing parallel efforts and making the most of communication opportunit.ies, 
and it is critical for the future. For example, for a large-scale future accelerator 
to be built somewhere in the world, the abilit.y of the field of particle physics 
to communicate as one will be essential. If such a vision is to become reality, 
communication models and practices need to change now. 

To achieve the kind of future that part.icle physicists envision for their 
field, the laborat.ories have begun to change the way they communicate. To 
strengthen and improve that effort, the InterAction Collaboration was estab
lished at a meeting in December 2001 at DESY Laboratory in Hamburg. The 
original members were communicators from Brookhaven National Laboratory, 
CERN, DESY, Fermilab, Gran Sasso Laboratory, and SLAC. Today, the collab
orat.ion's membership also includes communicators from the American Physical 
Society, Berkeley Lab) Cornell, Dubna, Frascati, INFN I IN2P3, KEK, Saclay 
and Thomas Jefferson Laboratory. Communicators from all panicle physics 
laboratories are invited to join. 

At the original meeting, collaborators dedded to move forward on four 
projects: the creation of a common "Interactions Newswire/' with international 
news from the world of particle physics; the development of a world particle 
physics "Image Ba.nk" on a common website for the use of pacicle physics 
communicators; the coordination of press releases and other cOITlmunication; 
and the effort to include communication on the agenda of physics conferences. 
The Inter Action collaboration reported progress on all fronts. 
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2 Interactions Newswire 

The Interactions N ewswjre sent its first particle physics news bullet.in on Septem
ber 17, 2002. In the six months of operation leading up to the La Thuile 
conference, 32 Newswires had appeared, originating from the particle physics 
laboratories of the world. The subscriber list included more than 500 mem
bers from 31 countries including reporters, representatives of funding agencies, 
government officials and members of the particle physics community. 

3 Interactions Web Site 

The InterAction collaboration presented a preview of the the Interactions Web 
Site http:/ J209.242.196.11/cms/ scheduled to be rolled out publicly at the 
Lepton-Photon Conference at FermiJab in August 2003. The launch wil1 intro
d uce http://www .interactions.org as the official URL. The Web site includes 
particle physics news from the world's media, as well as a collection of more 
than 600 high-resolution images, an image bank of high-resolution photographs 
and illustrations from the world's physics laboratories. Designed as a resource 
for all who communicate about particle physics, t.he website includes sections 
on policy and funding, education, universities and the future of the field. It 
is open to all in the field of particle physics who need a central resource for 
making information available within the global field of particle physics. 

4 ICFA Support 

Following a presentation by the InterAction collaboration to the International 
Committee for Future Accelerators at it.s meeting in Tsukuba, Japan in Febru
ary 2003, ICFA Chair Jonathan Dorfan sent the followjng letter to the collab
oration organizers. 

"At the recent ICFA meeting, the Committee a.ppreciated your report on 
the need for better communication about particle physics, and ICFA endorses 
the efforts of the international collaboration of particle physics communicators, 
InterAction." 

5 Strategic Plan for Global Particle Physics Communication 

During the La Thuile conference meeting, the InterAction collaboration devel
oped a strategic communication plan for international particle physics commu
nication and presented the plan to the conference. 
Goal: 
Increase support around the world for fundamental particle physics research. 
Strategy: 
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Strengthen collaboration among laboratory communicators in orner to 
- share resources 
- spea.k with one voice 
- develop a common science message 
Actions: 
- complete the first. phase of the Interactions.org website and image bank for 
public rollout at the Lepton-Photon Conference at Ferrnilab August 11-]6. 
- develop and carry out a collaborative international media plan for press rela
tions at the Lepton-Photon Conference. 
- develop a coUaborative InterAction plan for participati.on in the International 
Year of Physics in 2005. 
- develop common materials and messages for t.he world's long-baseline neu
trino experiments at Gran Sasso, KEK and Fermilab. 
- research and write a Guide for the Perplexed to the vari,ptls aspects and com
ponents of the data grid, defining terms, roles and intera~tions of grid projects 
around the world; explore developing common grid messages, press releases and 
materials. 
- develop a joint statement of the science case for a linear collider in the LHC 
era. 
- explore opportunities to collaborate at the CERN conference on :Science and 
the Information Society" associated with the World Summit on the Informa
tion Society to be held in December 2003 in Geneva. 
- strengthen collaboration on press releases, policy papers, articles, a.nd com
munication issues that affect. worldwide particle physics. 
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